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PREFACE TO THE ENGLISH EDITION. 

PRoressor Briass’s Grammuatik des Neutestamentlichen Griechisch 

appeared M Germany in October, 1896. The present translation 

reproduces the whole work with the exception of the Preface, 
which the author considered unsuitable to the English edition, 

on account of the somewhat personal character given to it by 

the dedication which he had combined with it. Some points of 

the Preface, however, are of sufficient general interest to be repro- 

duced here in a summary form. 

The author maintains that whereas Hellenistic Greek cannot 
in comparison with Attic Greck be regarded as a very rich 
language, it is for all that (except where borrowed literary words 

and phrases intrude themselves) a pure language, which is 

governed By regular laws of its own. He applies to it the 
proverb tov kadov Kut TO peToTwporv KaAdY, . 

The present work does not profess to give the elements of 

Greek grammar, but presupposes some knowledge on the part 

of the reader. Those who desire to read the Greek Testament 
after a two months’ study of the Greek language are referred to 

such works as Huddilston’s Essentials of New Testament Greek. 

With regard to textual criticism, a distinguishing feature in the 

grammar is that whereas earlier grammarians quote the editions 

of the leading N.T. critics, Piofessor Blass quotes the Mss., 

leaving the reader to draw his own conclusions as to the true 
text in each instance. Whilst admitting that we have now 

reached something like a new “Textus Receptus” based on the 

oldest Greek tradition, and acknowledging the services rendered 
to N.T. criticism by such critics as Lachmann, Tischendorf, Westcott 

and Hort, and Tregelles, he has to confess that a definite conclusion 

on this subject has not yat been arrived at. ® | 
The only point in reference to matters of ‘higher criticism’ to 

which attention has to be called is that the John who wrote the 



ei PREFACE. 

Apocalypse is distingtished from Ichn the author of the Gospel 
and Ebistles. The first and second Epistles of Peter do not 
present sufficiently well-marked differences to require a distinction 

to be drawn between them in a grammar of this kind. The 

Pauline Epistles are all quoted as the work of Sv. Paul; the Epistle 
to the Hebrews is naturally not so quoted. The get.eral position 
taken up by Professor Blass with regard to questions of authorship 

is shown by the following words: ‘‘Ihe tradition which has been 
transmitted to us as to the names of the authors of the N.T. books, 

in so far as it is unanimous, I hold to be approximately con- 

temporary with those authors; that is to say, tue approximation 
is as close as we can at eee look for; and, without cla*ming 

to be a prophet, one may assert that, to whatever nearer approxim- 

ation we may be brought by fortunate discoveries in the future, 
Luke will remain Luke, and Mark will continue to be Mark,’ 

The books to which the author expresses his obligations are the 
erammars of Winer (including the new edition of P. Schmiedel) and 
Buttmann, Jos. Viteau, Etude sur le Gree du N.T., Pavis, 1893, and 

Burton, Syntax of the Moods and Tenses in NT. Greek, Chicago, . 
1893. The first-named of these works having grown to such 

voluminous proportions, the present grammar, written in a smaller 
compass, may, the author hopes, find a place beside it for such 
persons as maintain the opinion peya PiBrAlov peya KaKor. 

The isolation of the N.T. from other contemporary or nearly 
contemporary writings is a hindrance to the proper understanding 
of it, and should by all means be avoided ; illustrations are there 

fore drawn by the writer from the E piste of Barnabas, the 

Shepherd of Hermas, the first and the so-called second Epistle of 
Clement, and the Clementine Homilies. 

The translator has merely to add that the references have been 
to a great extent verified by him, and that the proofs have all 
passed through the hands of Professor Blass, who has introduced 

several additions and corrections which are not contained in the 
original German edition. He has also to express his thanks to 
the Rev. A. E. Brooke, Fellow of King’s College, Cambridge, for 
kindly looking over the greater part of the translation in MS. and ° 
removing some of its imperfections, and to two of his own sisters 
for welcome assistance in the work of transposing the third of the 
Indices to suit «the new pagination. 

H. Sr. J. T. 

May 13, 1898, 



NOTE TO THE SECOND ENGLISH EDITION. 

In the present edition the various minor alterations and additions 

introduced by the author into the second German edition 
(Gottingen, 1902) have been incorporated. Owing to the plates 
of the’ first English edition having been stereotyped, it has been 
found necessary to adhere, except at the end of the volume, to 
fhe original pagination. The bulk of the author’s additions have 
consequently been collected into two appendices, This unavoid- 
able arrangement may, it is feared, be a little inconvenient to 
the reader: g¢he references at the foot of the pages, however, 

indicate in each case where the additional matter issto be found. 
The indices have been corrected and considerably enlarged. 

H. Sr. J. T. 

April 1, 1905. 
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PART L 

INTRODUCTION: PHONETICS AND ACCIDENCE. 
rd 

$1. INTRODUCTION. 

‘  , The special study of the grammar of New Testament Greek 
has been for the most part prompted by purely practical needs. In 
Greek literature as such the writings brought together in the New 
Testament can claim but a very modest position; and the general 
grammar of the Greek language can take but very limited notice of 
the special features which they present. Yet, on the other hand, 
their contents give them so paramount an importance, that in order 
e‘o understand them fully, and to restore them to their primitive 
form, the most exact investigation even of their grammatical peculi- 
arities becomes an absolute necessity. 

The New Testament writers represent in general that portion of 
the population of the Hellenised East, which, while it employed 
Greek more Or less fluently as the language of intercourse and 
commerce—side by side with the native languages which were by no- 
means superseded—yet remained unfamiliar with the real Hellenic 
culture and the literature of classical Greek. Luke, whose Hellenic 
culture is unquestionable, forms an exception. But how far, in this 
respect, exceptions are also to be admitted in the case of Paul and 
the author of the epistle to the Hebrews (Barnabas), it is not, especi- 
ally in the case of the first-named writer, easy to decide: at any rate 
the traces of classical culture in all three writers are next to nothing, 
whereas in the next generation a Clement of Rome, with his yuvatkes 
Aavaides kai Aipxas and his story of the phoenix,} at once displays an en- 
tirely different character. Accordingly, the language employed in the 
N.T. is, on the whole, such as was spoken in the lower circles of society, 
not such as was written in works of literature. But between these two 
forms of speech there existed even at that time a very considerable 
difference. The literary language had always remained dependent in 
some measure On the old classical masterpieces ; and though in the 
first centuries of Hellenistic influence it had followed the develop- 
ment of the living language, and so had parted some distance from 
those models, yet since the first century before Christ it had kept 

- struggling back to them again ‘With an ever-increasing determination, 

i Glen aaCormth.-vin Os axe. 
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If, then, the literature of the Alexandrian period must be called 
Hellenistic, that of the Roman period must be termed Atticistic. 
But the popular language had gone its own way, and contfnued to 
do so until out of ancient Greek there was gradually developed 
modern Greek, which, however, in its literature—its prose literature 
in particular—is still very strongly affected ,by classic influences. 
The N.T. then shows us an intermediate stage on the road between’ 
ancient and modern Greek; on this ground, too, its language is 
deserving of a special treatment. ° 

2. It is indeed true that for a knowledge of the popular language 
of the first century after Christ, as of the immediately preceding and 
succeeding periods, the N.T. is by no means our only source. In 
the way of literature not much is to be added, certainly nothing 
which can diminish the supreme importance of the N.T. Un. 
doubtedly the Greek translations of the Old Testament showga great 
affinity of language, but they are translations, and slavishly literal 
translations ; no one ever spoke so, not even the Jewish translators. 
Of profane literature, one might perhaps quote the discourses of 
Epictetus contained in Arrian’s commentary as the work most avail- 
able for our purpose. But, alongside of its use in literature, the 
spoken language is found—found, too, in its various gradations, 
corresponding naturally to the position and education of the speaker 
—in those private records, the number and importance of which, 
is being perpetually increased by fresh discoveries in Egypt. The 
language of the N.T. may, therefore, be quite rightly treated in 
close connection with these. A grammar of the popular language 
of the period, written on the basis of all these various authori- 
ties and remains, would be, from the grammarian’s ‘point of view, 
more satisfactory than one which was limited to the language of the 
New Testament.! The practical considerations, however, from which 
we set out, will be constantly imposing such a limitation; for. it’ 
cannot be of the same importance to us to know what some chance: 
Egyptian writes in a letter or deed of sale, as it is to know what the 
men of the N.T. have written, however true it may be that in their 
own day the cultured world drew no distinction between these last 
and the lower classes of Ngyptians and Syrians, and despised them 
both alike. 

§2. ELEMENTS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT LANGUAGE. 

1. By far the most predominant element in the language of the 
New Testament is the Greek of common speech which was dis- 
seminated in the Hast by the Macedonian conquest, in the form 
which it had gradually assumed under the wider development ‘of 
several centuries. This common speech is in the main a somewhat 
modified Attic, in which were omitted such Attic peculiarities as ap- 
peared too strange to the bulk of the remaining Greeks, and thus 
were at an earlier time not adopted in the language of Tragedy, such 
as TT instead of oo in 4dAarra etc., and pp instead of por in appyy 

1Cf. G. A. Deissmann, Bibelstudien (Marburg, 1895), p. 57 ff. 
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etc. As a matter of course it is the later Attic, not the older, 
which lies at the base of it, which explains, to take one example, 
the absence of any trace of a dual in this language. But as tife 
development extended, the remaining distinctions in the language 
between duality and plurality were also set aside: not only is 
moteopos abandoned for tis, éxatepos for éxacros, and so on, but 
above all the guperlative is abandoned for the comparative: and 
this is a state of things which we find in the language of the 
N.T., bat by no means in the literary language of a contemporary 
and later date, which affords no traces of these peculiarities. With 
this is connectell the more limited use of the optative, and many 
other usages, to be discussed in their place. Another not very con- 
siderable portion of the alterations concerns the phonetic forms 
of declension and conjugation, under which may be classed the 
extension ofthe inflexion -a, gen. -ys to words in -pa, and the trans- 
ference of Ist aorist tegminations to the 2nd aorist. A third and 
much larger class embraces the uses and combinations of forms and 
‘‘form-words,” in which a similar striving after simplification is 
unmistakable. Very many usages disappear; the use of the 
infinitive as the complement of the verb is extended at the ex- 
pense of that of the participle, the objective accusative at the 
expense of the genitive and dative; the rules concerning ov or 
yy are as simple as they are intricate for the classical languages. 
Of quite another order, and concealed by the orthography, which 
remained the same, are the general changes in the sounds of the 
language, which even at that time had been carried out in no 
small measure, though they were still far from attaining their 
later and nfodern dimensions. A last class is composed of 
changes in lexicology—for the most part the subégtitution of a 
new expression in place of the usual expression for a thing or an 
ddea, or the approach to such a substitution, the new appearing 
.Side by side with the old as its equivalent. This, however, does 
not as a rule come within the province of grammar, unless the 
expression be a kind of “form-word,” for instance a preposition, or 
an irregular verb, an instance of this being the present of «ééor, 
which in general is no longer ép6, but BdAerw or OHewpd. The 
Hellenistic language as a whole is in its way not less subject to 
rules nor less systematic than Attic; but it has certainly not 
received such a literary cultivation as the latter, because the con- 
tinuous development of culture never allowed it completely to 
break away from the older form, which was so exclusively regarded 
as the standard of what the language should be.} 

e’ Sincesthe xow7 had such a wide diffusion, from Italy and Gaul to Egypt and 
Syria, it is @ priort impossible that it should have been everywhere entirely 
uniform, and so it is correct to speak also of an Alexandrian dialect (7 ’AXetav- 
Spéiwy SiddexTos) as a special form of it (W.-Schm. § 3, 1, note 4). Of course we 
are not in a position to make many distinctions in details in this respect. This 
is apparent even in the attempt made by Thumb, d. griech. Spr. im Zeitalter 
des Hellenismus, pp. 162-201. Yet even in the N.T. writers certain differences 
are well-marked, which have nothing to do with a more or less cultivated 
style, e.g. some writers, and Luke in particular, confuse eds and év, whereas the 
author of the Apocalypse is able to distinguish between these prepositions. 
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2. One element of the popular languages of that time, and there- 
fore ef the New Testament language, which though not prominent 
% clearly traceable, is the Latin element. The ruling people of 
Italy intermingled with the population of all the provinces ; Koman 
proper names were widely circulated (as the N.'[. at once clearly 
shows in the names of its authors and the persons addressed) ; but 
appellatives (kovorwota, dyvaptov, covddprov,! KevTupiow also found acf- 
mission, and some phrases, particularly of commercial and legal life, 
were literally translated (as 75 txavdy roretv, AapPdverv = sudisfacere, 
satis accaperé). In general, however, this influence remains contined 
to lexicology and phraseology ; inaslight degree it Affects the forma- 
tion of words (Hpqd-cavoei, Xpror-vavoi, PeAumjovoc = Philippe(u)ses”), 
in perhaps a greater degree the syntax (exeAevoey avTov uray Oyvat = 
duct eum tussit), still it is difficult here to determine what is due to 
native development of the language and what to foreign inflyence. 

3. The national Hebrew or Aramaic element influenced Greek- 
writing Jews in a threefold manner. In the first place it is 
probable that the speaker or writer quite involuntarily and uncon- 
sciously rendered a phrase from his mother tongue by an accurately 
corresponding phrase; again, that the reading and hearing of the 
Old Testament in the Greek version coloured the writer's style, 
especially if he desired to write in a solemn and dignified manner 
(just as profane writers borrowed phrases from the Attic writers 
for a similar object); third and last, a great part of the N.T. 
writings (the three first Gospels and the first half of the Acts) is 
in all probability a direct working over of Hebrew or Aramaic 
materials. This was not a translation like that executed by the 
LXX., rendered word for word with the utmost fidelity, and almost 
without any regard to intelligibility ; but it was convenient to 
adhere to the originals even in expression instead of looking for 
a form of expression which was good Greek. The Hebraisms and 
Aramaisms are, then, for the most part of a lexical kind, 1. they 
consist in the meaning which is attributed to a word (cKxarédudor is 

the rendering of wis in the ethical sense, hence cKavdadcer), 

or in phrases literally translated (as tpécwrov AvpBdvey OVD Ney 
‘to respect the person,’ hence srpocwroAnjpmrrns — Anpyia); these 
expressions, which morcover are not too numerous, must have been 
current in Jewish, and subsequently in Christian, communities. 
In the department of grammar the influence of Hebrew is scen 
especially in a series of peculiarities in the use of prepositions, 
consisting partly of circumlocutions such as dpécKewv évuiriov Tevos 
instead of rivi, tps rporwrov Tis eiaddov avrov, ‘before him,’ partly 
in an extended use of certain prepositions such as ev (éz¢) on the 

Again Hermas, undoubtedly a representative of the unadulterated kxoiwy, uses 
often enough the superlative forms in -ravos and -co7os in elative sense, whereas 
the forms in -raros are almost entirely absent from the writers of the N.T., and 
even those in -taros are only very seldom found (see $11, 3). Such cases must, 
then, go back to local differences within the cow, even if we can no longer 
rightly assign the range of Circulation of individual peculiarities. 

12y, App. p. 327. 
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analogy, of the corresponding Hebrew word (2); much is also taken 
over in the use of the article and the pronouns; to which must be 
added the periphrasis for the simple tense by means of 7v etc. 
with the participle, beside other examples. 

4. The literary language has also furnished its contribution to 
the language of the N.T., if only in the case of a few more cultured 
writers, especially Luke, Paul, and the author of the Epistle to the 
Hebrews.! A very large number of good classical constructions are 
indeed found ingthe N.T., but confined to these particular writers, 
just as it is only they who occasionally employ a series of words 
which belonged to the language of literary culture and not to 
colloquial speech. Persons of some culture had these words and 
constructions at their disposal when they required them, and would 
even eft.ploy the correct forms of words as alternatives to the vulgar 
forms of ordinary use. “This is shown most distinctly by the speech 
of Paul before Agrippa (Acts xxvi.), which we may safely regard as 
reported with comparative accuracy. On this occasion, when Paul 
had a more distinguished audience than he ever had before, he 
makes use not only of pure Greek proverbs and modes of speech 
(zpos Kerzpov AaxtiCey 14, ovK EoTiv ev ywvin TeTpaypevov TovTo 26), 
but there also appears here—setting aside the Epistle of Jude2— 

ethe only superlative in -ratos in the whole N.T. (jv axpiBeorarny 
atpescv 5), and here only ioaccy for ‘they know’ (4), not oidac. ; he 
must therefore have learnt somewhere (?at school), that in order to 
speak correct Attic Greek one must conjugate tcpev tore ioaow. The 
writer of the ip. to the Hebrews also once (12. 17) uses tore for 
‘ye know,’ although the Vulgate rendering is scitote (the imperative 
never had any other form). But in another place he has otéapev and 
not iopev (10. 30); therefore his employment of io7ve is not due to 
Atticism, but apparently to regard for rhythm (ep. § 82, 3).3 For the 
culture of this writer was of a rhetorical nature, the reflex, in fact, of 
the rhetoric and oratory of the time. Luke’s culture, on the other 
hand, was grammatical, and to that extent Atticistic or classical ; 
hence he occasionally reproduces the old and classical forms. It is 
noteworthy that in the artificial reproduction of the ancient language 
the same phenomenon repeated itself to a certain degree, which had 
long before occurred in the reproduction of Homeric language by 
subsequent poets: namely, that the imitator sometimes misunder- 
stood, and accordingly misused, a phrase. Just as Archilochus on the 
strength of the Homeric line: réxvov ELOV, yeven pev vreptepds eaTLV 
"AxtrActs, tperBitepos dé od éooe (Il. xi. 786, Mencetius to Patroclus) 
employe veprepos = vewrepos (a sense which it never bore)‘: so in 
all probability Luke (with or without precedent) used pera rv ddigiv 
pov in A. 20. 29 as equivalent to ‘after my departure,’ because he 
had misunderstood pera rijv aig (correctly ‘arrival’) tis yuvackds 
in Herodotus, 9,77. The same writer has dryjecav, é&yeoav (from the 
obsolete azrecpu, e€ecjr) with the force of the aorist, éxelre, Sudce, in 
answer to the question Where? and many other instances. 

1234y. App. p. 327. 
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§ 3. ORTHOGRAPHY. 

1. One portion of the changes in the Greek language that have 
been alluded to (§ 2, 1) concerned generally the sounds and com- 
binations of these; but in general alterations of this kind it is 
usual for the spelling not to imitate the new ae off-hand, and 
certainly not without hesitation, in the case of a word which already 
had a stereotyped and ordinary spelling. So, in Greek, in the 
time of the composition of the N.T., there was, as we know from 
manifold evidence of stone and papyrus, no one fixed orthography in 
existence, but writers fluctuated between the old historical spelling 
and a new phonetic manner of writing. The sound-changes, 
at that time not nearly so great as they afterwards became, had 
principally to do with the so-called « adscript in thé diphthongs 
a, 9, @ (Strictly de, 4, we with 7 pronounced), which, since about the 
second century before Christ, had become mute, and with the old 
diphthong «, which from about the same period ceased to he 
distinguished from long « But the writing of AI, HI, Q1, EI did 
not on that account become obsolete, preserved as they were by 
their occurrence in all ancient books and literal transcripts of them ; 
only it was no longer known in which cases 4, @ 6 should be 
furnished with the symbol for + mute, and in which cases long 7 
should be written as El. Many persons took the drastic measure’ 
of omitting the « mute in all cases, even in the dative, as Strabo! 
attests, in the same way that we also find I as the prevailing spelling 
for « (though still not without exceptions) in manuscripts of the 
period?; others considered that in EI as against <‘ they had a 
convenient nieans of distinguishing between 7 and ¢% in the same 
way that é and ¢, 6 and 6 were distinguished. So xcve’s is sometimes 
KINIC, Sometimes keineic; and even keinic would be frequently 
written by any ordinary scribe. It was not until a later date that 
the historical method of writing was uniformly carried out, and 
even then not without occasional errors, by learned grammarians, 
especially Herodian of Alexandria, who taught in Rome under 
M. Aurelius. This was in keeping with the prevailing impulse of 
the time, which made for the revival of the old classical language. 
Since then, in spite of increasing difficulties, this method of spelling 
has been continuously taught and inculcated in the schools with the 
help of numerous artificial rules up till the present day. 

2. It is impossible therefore to suppose, after what has been 
stated, that even Luke and Paul could have employed the correct 
historical spelling in the case of « mute and e; for at that time 
there was nobody in the schools of Antioch and Tarsus who could 
teach it them, certainly not in the case of «, though some rules 
might be formulated at an earlier period with regard to « mute. 
We are debarred from all knowledge as to how they actually did 

* Strabo, xiv., p. 648, roddol yap xwpls Tod « ypddovor Tas Sorikds, Kal éxBddover 
5é 7d eos Huorkhy airlav odx exor. 

? Papyrus ms. of the poems of Hero(n)das, London, 1891. 
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6 
write, and it is a matter of indifference, provided that one realizes 
this state of things, and recognizes that e.g. Awcin stood equally 
well for daoxv or dwoev. The oldest scribes whose work we possess 
(cent. 4-6) always kept themselves much freer from the influence of 
the schools than the later, i.e. they frequently wrote phonetically or 
agcording to the rule «=z (so the scribe of B), and indeed « mute 
finds no place in Mss. before the seventh century. In our case there 
can be po question that we should follow the Byzantine school, and 
consistently employ the historical spelling in the N.T., as well as in 
the case of all profane writers, and remove all half measures, such as 
those, for instance, still remaining in Tischendorf and in the Stutt- 
gart N.T., without any regard to the MS. evidence. The recording 
and weighing of evidence of this kind in the case of individual 
words, e.g. words in -ea, -ca, is the most unprofitable of tasks. 

3, The « mute should therefore be supplied, as the correct his- 
torical spelling, in the following words, as well as in the well-known 
eases: pupvyoKeyv, Oviyoxev (for -n-loKev), TravTayy), TavTy, €tKy, 
Kpvpy, AdOpa, mei), (avtr)repa} (old dative forms); «dO@os, (ov, 
TatTpwMos, treppov, mov, Tpwds, “Hpddns (for “Hpwidys, from pos), 
zpopa, omfew (for cw-ifev). In the case of cofev, it is not yet 
satisfactorily ascertained how far the tenses partook of the 4, since 
vadw interposes itself and supplies eow@nv (for erawOnv), owrip ete. ; 
‘in the active we may write c¢ow, éowoa, céowxa: in the perf. pass. 
ceowopat appears to be correct, like vevouropat, but céowrar (A. 4. 9) 
on the model of eow@nv. It is also doubtful whether an « was ever 
present in the forms first found in Hellenistic Greek, Sunv, yvenyv 
(optat.), waTpoAdas, pytpoddas (Attic Soin, yvoinv, -Aoias); but 
since « is essential to the optative, we may insert it in those 
instances. As yet there is not sufficient evidence to decide between 
Tpaos — rpdos, tpaoTys —mrpaoryns. For « in place of ye vide infra 5. 

4, Ev for t is established in Mss. and editions, being found most 
persistently in Semitic words, especially proper names, where it 
would never once be without use as an indication of the length of 
the «, provided only that it be correctly understood to have this 
meaning, and not to represent a diphthong, which is fundamentally 
wrong. We can, if we please, in these cases assist the pronunciation 
by means of the symbol for a long vowel (7): thus Aavid, ’A8Si, 
"Axip, Beviapitv, “EAcakip, "EXioaBer,? "Idtpos, Kis, Aevi(s), NepdaXip, 
Ldripa,? TaBida, XepovBiv; l'eOonpavi,t lepiyw>; nAi, paB Bi, radtOa, 

1 Certainly in later times the a in (xar)avrirepa appears to be short, since it 
is elided in verse, Maneth. iv. 188. 

2 Edecg, always in B, generally &, occasionally CD, see Tisch. on L. 1. 5. 

3 The mss. (A. 5. 1) vary between et, 1, v: there is no doubt of the identity 
of the name with the Aram. xv5¥ (pwcehra), still it has been Grecised (gen. -ns 
like pdyarpa, -pns, § 7, 1) no doubt in connection with cdmr¢(e):pos, in which the 
ev is quite unjustifiable (Ap. 21. 19, -ipos BP). 

+See Kautzsch in W.-Schm. § 5, 13 a (Hebr. 0% na for o'y-).4* The spelling 

with 7 at the end as against -e., -. has only the every slenderest attestation ; 
even the 7 of the second syllable must perhaps give way to the a of the western 
tradition (many authorities in Mt. 26. 36: cp. Mc. 14. 32). **v. App. p. 327. 

5 With e« Mt. 20. 29 BCLZ; so always B, frequently xD), 
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caPay Gavi, ‘The proper names in -ias have in most cases %, and 
therefore no e. (so Maptop, Mapia), but rightly “HAcias,* HAias 

’ PON, "Twoefas, -cias 1s TN 'Ofelas, -tas WIT, Ovpetas iN. 

’HAwwatos L. 4. 27 suds has undoubtedly ¢, and is also spelt with 
et in B (only), just as B has Papewato. (Mc. 7. 1, 3, 5, A. 5. 34 
etc.), DadreAaia, -aios (Mc. 1. 14, 16, Jo. 7. 1, A. 5.837 ete.), Levit 
(G. 4. 24 f), Sabi (R. 9. 33 etc.). Capapera follows the analogy of 
’Avridxeta, "AAefavdpea ete, and must therefore retain « “in our 
spelling of it,? although the inhabitant is called S Sopapirys, as the 
inhabitant of Mapivev j is Mapwrirys. 

5. With regard to Greek words and names, the following must be 
noted for the correct discrimination between ec and ¢: otxtipw, nO 
-€1W (ep. OLKTLP{LOS, -Lp Lov, which in B certainly also have e § 4, 

Ixovov, not Kix. (t according to Etym. M. sub verbo, which, ee 
does not agree with the coins, which give ¢ and EL; the Mss. in 
A. 13, 51; T4. r also read ). peryvupte, €[LELEO. etc., ae a. TiVo, 

Teiow, eTewa. dtAdveKos, -VEKLA on L, mavoikee A. 16. 34 
(8AB! C), waprrnbe L. 23, 18, see § 28, 7. There is considerable 
fluctuation in the language from che ae als between -«d 
(proparoxyt.) and -ta ; kuxora@ia Ja. 5. 10 (B'P) is the form 
attested also for Attic Greek : anpeAeca, oe (It. 3. 1, Jude 16), 
already existed in Attic beside wierera. Aoyta ‘a collection’ 1 C. 
16. rf. is, as Deissmann has shown from the papyri, radically wrong, 
and should be Aoyeta, from the verb Aoyerw, the existence of which 
we have also learnt from the papyri.? The spelling orparetas (B) 
2 C. 10. 4 cannot be invalidated on the ground that in Attic 
otpareia ‘campaign’ and otpari, ‘army’ are interchanged, and 
the one form stands for the other; erapxica ‘province’ A. 25. 1 
has for a variant in the Mss. not ézapyeca but 1 exdpyetos 
(A, cp. x!), but inscriptional evidence now proves -eta to be 
the correct form.t Ex is produced from 1 according to the later 
Attic usage (which converted every 7 into «) in the words 
Netoupyos, -ia, -€tv (orig. Ayit., then Ayr.), which were taken. 
over from Attic, and in BovAw (L. 22. 42, the literary word 
=the colloquial GeAXas § 21, 7), whereas, in other cases » in 
roots and in terminations (dat. Ist. decl., conjunct., 2 sing. pass.) 
remained as é, and the use of the future for aor. conj. (8 65, 2, 5) 
can on no account be explained by this Attic intermixture of the 
diphthongs. 

6. H in the language of the N.T., and also in the standard Mss., 
is in general far from being interchanged with 1. Xpyoriavot (and 
Xpynoros) rests on a popular interpretation of the word, for fn place 
of the unintelligible Xpiords the heathen (from whom the designation 
of the new sect. as Xpyor. proceeded) substituted the familiar: 
Xpyoros, which had a similar sound; the spelling of the word with 
» (in the N.T. preserved in every passage by x! A. 11. 26, 26. 28. 
1 P. 4. 16) was not completely rejected even by the Christians, and 

1234y, App. p. 327. 

~ 
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maintained its position for a very long time.} Kvupivios for 
Quiriniu§ L. 2. 2 may be explained in a similar way (by a connec- 
tion of it with Kupyvy), but B and the Latin Mss. have Kup(e)ivov 
Cyrino.2 In L. 14. 13, 21 dvarepos for dvamrnpos is attested by 
quite preponderating evidence (ABD al.), and is moreover men- 
tioned by Phrynichus* the Atticist as a vulgar form.* ef piv for 4 
pv H. 6. 14 (SABD) is attested also in the LXX. and in papyri‘; 
besides, gll this class of variations belongs strictly to the province of 
correct pronunciation [orthoepy], and not to that of orthography. ° 
It is the same wath the doubtful yupvjrys or yopvirns (yvprveretoper 
1 C. 4. 11, with 7 L al., which, according to Dindorf in Steph. Thes., 
is the correct spelling), and oipeKxivOrov semicinctium A. 19. 12 (all 
MSS.), with which one might compare the comparatively early occur- 
rence of duvepia denarii? (N.T., however, always has éyv.). All 
uncials Shave cipsxot sericum® Ap. 18. 12. The distinction made 
between xapndos ‘camel’ and xdpiros ‘rope’ (Mt. 19. 24 etc, 
Suidas), appears to be a later artificiality. 

7. At a much earlier time than the interchange of »—.« begins that 
of av—e (7), appearing in passive verbal terminations already in the 
Hellenistic period, in the middle of a word before a vowel (and 
soon aftér universally) in the first and second centuries A.D., 80 
that little confidence can be placed in our Mss. as a whole in this 
respect, though the oldest (D perhaps excepted) are still far more 
correct in this than in the case of e«—+. The question, therefore, 
whether, in obedience to these witnesses, kepea is to be written for 
kepata, e€epvys and the like, should not be raised; the following 
may be specially noticed: AtAapira: A. 2. 9 (B correctly)’ ; dvayator 
Mc. 14. 15, L. 22. r2 (on quite overwhelming evidence); fads) 
raeda Ap. 18. 13 (all uncials pedy); Pacddvns paenula (the Greek 
form: strictly it should be dacvoAns) 2 Tim. 4. 13 (e all uncials 
except L); but ocvxopopéa (A al. -aia) L. 19. 4 (from ovedpopor, 
formation like paAéa from j7)Aov). 

8. The diphthong w is already from early times limited to the 
case where it is followed by another vowel, and even then it is 
contracted in Attic Greek from the fifth century onwards into v;, 
it reappears, however, in Hellenistic Greek, being frequently indeed 

1See ‘Hermes xxx. 465 ff. 

“Cp. Dittenberger, Herm. Vi. 149. In Joseph. also the majority of the ss. 
have -yvos: to which add Mapxos Kupjmos C. I. A. iii. 599. 

3 Phryn. in Bk. Anecd. i. 9, 22, dvamnpia did rod y Thy mpwrijy, od did Ths ec 
dipboyyou, ws oi duadets (Tisch. ad loc.). 

* Blass, Ausspr. d. Gr. 33°, 77 (Aegypt. Urk. des Berl. Mus. 545). 
*Thid. 37, 94. 

5 Cp. (W.-Schm. § 5, 14) otpixomoids (so for -és) Neapolitan inscription, Inscr. 
Gr. It. et Sic. 785, to which strirarium and holosiricum are given as parallel 
forms in Latin Inscr. (Mommsen). 

7From Aid\du oby ; see Euseb. Onomast. ed. Larsow-Parthey, p. 22. Yet 
according to Konneke (vide infra 13) the LX X. have AlAdw and ’EAapira side 
by side. *v. App. p. 306. 
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written (in inscriptions and papyri) vet, i.e. 4i-i, whereas on the other 
hand the inflexion -via, -vins (§ 7, 1) seems to imply that th® c is not 
pronounced, The uncial mss. of the N.T. write it throughout: it 
sometimes occurs in the word-division in B that the first scribe 
divides vitov!; A has occasionally what comes to the same thing, tios, 
and so Din L. 1. 18 rpoBeBnxvia.*—The diphthong wv is non-existent 
(as also in Attic it may be said not to occur); Movo7f is a trisyllable, 
and consequently to be written Mwvojs. Hv ($15, 4) also, in Mss. 
such as 8A regularly has the marks of diaeresis. 

9. Consonants. Z-—o.—The spelling (8, ¢(u in place of of, cp" is 
widely disseminated in the Hellenistic and Roman period, in order 
to indicate the soft sound which o has in this position only. This ¢ 
however, is found far more rarely in the middle than at the beginning 
of a word. In the N.T. the mss. have Zutvpva Ap. I. 11, 2. 8 (k, 
Latt. partly ; but ¢u‘pva has little support, as D Mt. 2. 11, G(uitprys 
x Jo. 19. 39); GBevvtvar 1 Th. 5. 19 (BIDIFG). | 

10. Single and double consonant.—With regard to the writing 
of a single or double consonant much obscurity prevails in the Roman 
period. The observance of the old-Greek rule, that p, if it passes 
from the beginning to the middle of a word (through inflexion or 
composition), preserves the stronger pronunciation of the initial letter 
hy becoming doubled,* is even in Attic Greek not quite without, 
exceptions ; in the later period the pronunciation itself must have 
changed, and the stronger initial p approximated to the weaker 
medial p, so that even a reduplication with p was now tolerated 
(pepavriopevos $15, 6). The Syriac vss., however, still represent 6 
by rh: saws ‘Popy.5 The reduplication cannot he universally 
adopted in the N.T. without great violence to the oldest mss., al- 
though in these also there are still sufficient remnants of the ancient 
practice to be found: thus all mss. have eppnfer L. 9. 42, eppeOy 
Mt. 5. 21, 27 ete. (always in these words, § 16, 1), see Gregory 
Tisch. 111. 121; a&ppworos always, appyros 2 C. 12. 4, yerpdppovs Jo. 
18. 1 ete.; on the other hand, apados Jo. 19. 23 (pp B), eriparre: Me. 
2. 21 (pp B2KMUD), awopivavres A. 27. 43 8C etc. But while 
this matter too belongs to orthography, the spelling pp recommends 
itself as a general principle. mapyoia is wrong, since it is assimilated 
from rav-pynoia (rapync. Bi Me. 8. 32,and passim; also SDL sometimes, 
see Tisch.)® ; appaBav (a borrowed Semitic word) has the metrical 
prosody — — — guaranteed and the doubling of the consonant estab- 
lished in its Semitic form (dpaf. 2 C. 1. 22 SAFGL, 5. 5 sDE, 
K. 1. 14 FG), ep. also Lat. arrha* 

In the case of the other liquids and all the mutes there are only 
isolated instances. BadAdyriov, not Buddvriov, is shown on quite 

? Tischendorf, N.T, Vat., p. xxviii. 4. There seem to have been peuple 
who thought themselves bound. for correctness’ sake, to pronounce hii-i-os, 
mi-t-a, in three syllables ; ep. Cramer, Anecd, Oxon. ITI, 251. 
* (Herodian) Cram. An. Ox. IIT. 251 objects to the trisyllabic uvia, vids. 
* Her. ibid. 250. 4567. App. p. 328. 
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preponderating MS. evidence to be correct, and the orthography is 
also vollehed for on metrical grounds. @vyeAos 2 Tim. 1. 15 CxD 
etc., -eAAos A: the single letter appears to be the better spelling.! 
In popwvas N372%2 the duplication of the » has very slender attest- 
ation. évveviKxovta, évvatos are wrong; yevvynua for living creatures 
is correct (yevwtv, yevvaoOat), for products of the field incorrect, 
since these are termed yevnya from yiverOur Mt. 26. 29, Mc. 14. 25, 
L. 12. #8 etc. This rests on quite preponderant evidence, which 
is confirmed by the papyri.2 On xv(v)vw, xréevvw see § 17. In 
"Iwdvys the singlé v is attested by the almost universal evidence of 
B, often by that of D?; it belongs to the series of Hellenised names 
($10, 2), which treat the an of the Hebrew termination as a variable 
inflection (the LXx. have Ilwavav and ’Iwavov as var. lect., § 10, 2), 
whereag the interpretation of "Iwdvvns as from "Twavay-ns (W.-Schm. 
§ 5, 26c) affords no explanation whatever for the -ys.4 On the other 
hand, “Avva 2% is correct, and "Iwavva (Aram. JO, ep. pw 
Novedvva, Maprapz= Mapicppn of Josephus) is also explicable (L. 8. 3 

with v BD: 24. 10 with v only DL); the masc. “Avvas (for 337 
Hebr., “Avavos Joseph.) might be influenced by the analogy of 
"Avva.—Mutes: xpafaros appears to be commended by Lat. grebatus, 
and the duplication of the f (introduced by the corrector in B) is 
accordingly incorrect in any case; but for the tr there is the greatest 
Ms. authority (for which 8 has xr; the single t in B! only at Me. 
2. 4).° Cp. W.-Schm. § 5, note 52. "Id is the orthography of the 
N.T. (1 Macc.); elsewhere ‘Idvn preponderates (W.-Schm. § 5, 
note 54). e 

11. Doubling of the aspirate.—The aspirate, consisting of Tenuis 
+ Aspiration, in correct writing naturally doubles only the first 
element, xx, 70, wf; but at all times, in incorrect writing, the two 
are doubled, xy, 04, ¢¢. So N.T. ’Addia for ’Ardia (§ 6, 7) 
Philem. 2 D!; Ydddipa A. 5. 1 DE (but cdrd(e)ipos Ap. 21. 1 
in all MSS.); edpuGa or -efa Me. 7. 34 nearly all: especially widely 
extended is Ma@@aios (in the title to the Gospel 8BD); Ma6@ias 
A. 1. 23, 26 BID; Ma@@ov Mt. 1. 15 B(D); Ma6600 (-aaé, -ar) 
L. 3. 29 81 BI. 

12. Assimilation.—Much diversity in writing is occasioned in 
Greek (as also in Latin) at all periods by the adoption or omission 
of the assimilation of consonants, which clash with each other by 
reason of their juxtaposition within a word. In the classical period 
the assimilation is often further extended to independent contiguous 
words, and many instances of this are still preserved in the oldest 
Mss. of the Alexandrian period; at a later date there are a few 
remnants of it, and so we find the following in the Mss. of the 

 duyédos (Gentile noun ?) C. I. Gr. ii. 3027 cited by W.-Schm. ibid. d. 

“Ibid. a; Deissmann, Bibelstudien, 105 f. [=Bible Studies 109f.]; Neue 
Bibelst. 12 [=do. 184]. Phrynichus, p. 286 Bk. censures the use of -yévynua (to 
be emended to yévna) = Kkapmoi as vulgar. : 

845 y,. App. p. 328. 
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N.T..“e4 peow Ap. ot 13, 2. rt etc. AC, H. 2. 12 AP, Mt. 18. 2, 
L. is 20 LA ete.: sf ot Maprap L. 2. 5 AE al.; ctp ee | 94. oy 

EG al.: ey yaorpe L. 21. 23 A. The later period, on the other 
hand, in accordance with its character in other matters (cp. S$ 5, 1; 
28, 8), was rather inclined to isolate words and even the elements of 
words ; hence in the later papyri the prepositions ¢v and ov remain 
without assimilation even in composition, and so also in the old Mss, 
of the N.T., but this more often happens with ov than with év, see 
W.H. App. 149 f., W.-Schm. $5, 25!) ’Ké is everywhere assimilated 
to the extent that it loses the o before consonants, %oth in composi- 
tion and as a separately-written word; but the Attic and Alexandrian 
writers went further, and assimilated the guttural, so that ey was 
written before mediae and liquids, ¢x before Gand ¢. But the Mss. of 
the N.T. are scarcely acquainted with more than ¢£ and &; for €xyova 
1 Tim. 5. 4 D! has ¢yyove (i.e. eqgona, not engona, Blass, Ausspft. 123°) 
areyOtoe, B¥ Col. 2. 11; dveyAurros D L. 12. 33. We ey 
carry out our rule consistently. 

13. Transcription of Semitic words.—In the reproduction of 
adopted Semitic words (proper names in the main) the MSs. occa- 
sionally show an extraordinary amount of divergence, which is partly 
due to the ignorance of the scribes, partly also, as must be admitted, 
to corrections on the part of persons who thought themselves better , 
informed. Thus the words on the cross in Mt. 27. 46 run as follows 
in the different witnesses: Ae. — u7At (a Ar) — EAw(E)(2), Aqua — Any f2a 
—X(e)iypa—Aapa, caBayOar(e)e — ca Paxrave — (apOaver (cadpO.); In 
Me. 15. 34 eAw(e)e — eAwy — nA(e)e, Acua — Aup(fe)a — A(e)ipa, ca Pay O.— 
ca Bakr. —otBak dave —(a(Ba)pbave. Grammar, howevér, is not con- 
cerned with individual words, but only with the rules for the tran- 
scription of foreign sounds, which are the same for the N.T. as for 
the LXX.2 The following are not expressed: x, =, Mm, 2 with 
some exceptions, where m is represented by yx, as ‘PayyjA 2m, 

"Axa¢ TIN, Xappav PAT, raorxa NOS®, =" varies between “Paya 

Mt. 1. 5, ‘Pod8 H. 11. 31, Ja. 2. 25; and » by y, as Pépoppa SV2F 

Deco. rity ‘AxeAdenaxy A. 1. 19 18 strange for N27 pn (cp. Sipax 

N'TS).3—s and y=+ and v; the latter (a half vowel our w, not our v) 
blends with the Srecoane vowel to form a Liphthong : Aavid, Eva, 
Nevis, Nuvevirae L. 11. 32+; ep. with this Nkevas A. 19. 14 if this 
= Lat. Scaeva. 3, dD, B= Xs oh, 6 thus with aspiration, except when 
two aspirates would stand in adjacent syllables, in which case the 
Greeks differentiate also in native words; so racya (Joseph. has 
v. lL. dacka: ep. LXX. MMOD = Tacydp and Paccotp), Kadepvacigs 

Om 2p (xBD Mt. 4. 13, 11. 23 etc., later Mss. Kazepv., see 

‘ radwyevecia Mt. 19. 28 SB'ICDE etc., Tit. 3. 5 sACDEFG. 

*Cp. C. Kénneke in Progr. von Stargard, 1885. 
3 Reproduction of the gut, aie by prefixing a is seen in dj Mt. 27. 46 (sce 

above) L (Euseb.), Na@avay\ ONIN, XX. ’Aepuay Fown, "Aerdwp WN jy. 

* Another reading Nwevy (male -evl). aby. App. p. 806. ‘ 
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Tisch. on Mt. 4. 13), Kydds. But 7 is also refresented by 7, as in 
caBParev nsw ; cp. ’Aotdpty, likewise admitted into the language 

at an early date*; MB becomes, in L. 4. 26, Sdperta in RABICD 

al, Saped@a B?KLM ; there is fluctuation also between Nu(apeé, 
-pet, -pa(@), where the corresponding Semitic form is uncertain. 
Tevyyoape, -peg in Mt. 14. 34, Mc. 6. 53, L. 5. 1, is incorrect, D in 
Mt., Me. correctly Tevvnoap; in "EAwafeb, -Ber the + corresponds 
to Semitic 9, YS°SN. On the other hand mW are rendered by the 
tenues x, T,! while z is almost entirely absent from Semitic words. 

Sibilants : SYD =o, }=¢ (with the value of French z), but t272 

Mt. 1. 5 Boes 8B, Boos C, Boof EKLM al.; 2U8 tocwzos.’ On 

"Alwros TIEN see § 6, 7. 

14. Ig Latin words it must be noted that gui is rendered by kv: 
ajuilo axtAwv (§ 28, 3)¢ Kupeveos Quirinius sup. 6; likewise qud 
hy xo: quadrans kodpavrys.? U is ov: xovetwdda Mt. 27. 65, “Potdos ; 
but also vw: Kevtupiwy Me. 15. 39.2 Oni=e see § 6, 3. 

§ 4. DIVISION OF WORDS, ACCENTS, BREATHINGS, 

PUNCTUATION. 

1. In the time of the composition of the N.T. and for long after- 
wards the division of words was not generally practised, although 
grammarians had much discussion on the subject of the position 
of accents and breathings, as to what might be regarded as ev pépos 
cov déiyou and® what might not. It is absent from the old Mss., and 
moreover continues to be imperfect in the later mss. down to the 
15th century. Of course it is the case with Greek as with other 
languages-—the controversy of the grammarians shows it-—that the 
individuality of separate words was not in all cases quite strictly 
established : words that were originally separate were by degrees 
blended together in such a way that it is not always perceptible 
at what point in the development the separation came absolutely 
to an end. One indication of the fact that the blending has been 
completed is when the constituent parts can no longer be separated 
by another word: oray de, not dre 6’ ay is the correct expression, 
whereas ds 6° av is employed ; in the N.T. we also have ecatrtws 6¢ 
Me. 14. 31, L. 20. 31, R. 8. 26 (on the other hand Homer has os 8 
avTws, which is still met with in Herodotus and Attic writers)*; 7d 
o avrd, TH yap auto are still retained in the N.T. On the same 

principle the following e.g. form one word: déo7:s (still separable in 
Attic), Katwep, Toivuy, pevrot, ovde, ot're, ovderore, ovrw (the two last 
separable in Att.), pajre and pajteye, woe’, Gorep, WoTepel, in the N.T. 

} Exception : caSaxdavl (see above) "unpat, in which case, however, there is 
a reverse change by assimilation to -xravz. 

*Cp. Eckinger, d. Orthogr. lat. W. in griech. [nschr., (Zurich) Miinchen, 
1893, p. 121 ff. *Dittenberger, Hermes vi. 296. Eckinger, p- 58 ff. 

4 Even as late as Philodem, pyvop. ii. 97, Sudhaus. *>v, App. p. 306. 
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Herm. Vis. iii. 12. 208); there is also one example of this from Attic 
Greek, another from Hellenistic, the Greek O.T. supplies,several.? 
—i8dv: dpiSo Ph. 2. 23 SABIDIFG, efude A. 4. 29 ADE, eceider 
L. 1. 25 DW°A(X), ody idod A. 2. 7 SDE, ovy iddvres 1 P. 1. § B 
which also has ovy cidov G. 1. 19; many examples of a¢-, éd-, Kal- * 
in O.T.2 The form tds often attested in inscriptions? exists in 
xa? idiav Mt. 14. 23 D (ibid. 13 all have xan), 17. 19 BD, | 
20. 17 BI, 24. 3 XB Mc. 4. 34 B'DA, 6. 31 B' (not 32); in Bi 
again in 9. 28, 13. 3 (elsewhere B also car’). ’Eqopxijoers Met. 5. 338 
(widely extended, Phryn. p. 308 Lob., from exvopx.*) ; but eros (kar? 
eros L. 2. 41, Hellenistic often eros) does not a,#pear in the N.T. 
with the rough breathing.“ Sporadic instances like ov« efpov, ovK 
evexev, ovx OWere (Gregory Tisch. ii. 90) must be regarded ag 
clerical errors; ovy odAryos, however (where there is no former 
digamma, in question), is not only a good variant reading in nearly 
all the passages in the N.T. (A. 12. 18 8A, 14. 28, 17. 4 B*, 
19. 23 8AD, 19. 248, 27. 20 A; elsewhere only 15. 2, 17. 12), but 
is found also in the LXX. and the papyri.® 

4, A difficult, indeed insoluble, question is that concerning the 
use of rough or smooth breathing in Semitic words, especially proper 
names. ‘The principle carried out by Westcott and Hort appears to 
be rational, namely, of representing & and : by the smooth breath- 
ing, ™ and 7 by the rough, a practice which gives us many strange 
results: “APeA (=), “AAdatos (m), Eva (mm), “Avra (mt), and ‘Ararias 
(m), aAAnAoua (Fi), but ’EBpatos (7). The ms. evidence, on the 
other hand, is deserving of little confidence in itself, and these 
witnesses are anything but agreed among themselves (Hoatus —’Ho., 
‘ABpadp —’ABp., “HdAias —‘HA. ete.).6 Initial + must, when repre- 
sented by «, receive the smooth breathing, except where Hellenisation 
connects the Hebrew with a Greek word with a rough breathing: 
‘lepoooAvpa (but lepoveadrp, Jepryd, in accordance with the rule). 
Hoaias has dropped the » (so also Aram. x7DN). 

5. Of the remaining symbols, the familiar signs for long and short 
in unfamiliar words might in many cases be employed with advan- 
tage, so t in Semitic words as an equivalent for the ec of the MSS. 
(§ 3, 4). The marks of diaeresis, which from a very early time 
were made use of to indicate a vowel which began a syllable, 
especially « or v, are necessary or useful in cases where the « or v 
might be combined with a preceding vowel to form a dipkthong : 
"Axaia, ’Axaixds, "ESpairri, Irodeuais, Tdios (the last name was still 

1 Gregory, p. 91; W.-Schm. § 5, 10a; A. Thumb, Spir. asper (Strassburg, 
1889), p. 65, 71. 

2 Gregory, ibid., Thumb 71. 

3 Thumb, ibid. 

4Tbid. 72. #°v, App. p. 306. 
* Berl. Aeg. Urk. No. 72; W.-H. 143. Elsewhere however, as in No. 2, ovx 

6X. and N.T. éx’ dditya D Mt. 25. 21, 23. 
“Cp. Gregory, 106 f. Jerome in his explanation of Biblical names avowedly 

brings smny under one head, and never writes h for any of these letters. 
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a trisyllable in Latin when the literature was 4t its prime)! In 
Semitic games, moreover, it is often a question what is a diphthong 
and what is not; the use of the marks of diaeresis in ancient MSS. 
(as in D Xopofaiv, BynOcaida) and the Latin translation can guide 
‘us here, thus ‘leroa: Jessae (-€), Eppain Ephraem (-em, also 8L in 
Jo. 11. 54 -eu),? but Kaiv, Naiv, Hoatas, ByOcaida(v), although in 
the case of Kasay, in spite of the Latin ai and of Kaivay in D, 
according to the primary Semitic form (jz?) a+ appears to be 
more correct.? 

On Kar(a)pas Caiphas it is difficult to make any assertion ;* on 
Maiojs see § 3, 8. The hypodiastole may be employed in 6, re for 
distinction, though 6 ve may likewise be written (but co7ts). . 

6. As regards punctuation, it is certain that the writers of the N.T. 
were acquainted with it, inmasmuch as other writers of that time 
made use of it, not only in MSS., but frequently also in letters and 
documents ; but whether they practised it, no one knows, and 
certainly not how and where they employed it, since no authentic 
information has come down to us on the subject. The oldest 
witnesses (# and B) have some punctuation as early as the first 
hand ;> in B the higher point on the line (oreyp:)) is, as a rule, 
employed for the conclusion of an idea, the lower point (tvrocriypy 
yiz. AYTON.) where the idea is still left in suspense. One very 
practical contrivance for reading purposes, which (although often 
imperfectly executed) meets us e.g. in D of the Gospels and Acts, 
and in D (Claromont.) of the letters of St. Paul, and which Euthalius 
about the middle of the 5th century“employed in his editions of 
New Testamen® writings, is the writing in sense-lines (o7rxor), the 
line being broken off at every, even the smallest, section in the train 
of ideas, which required a pause in reading.® Later editors are 
compelled to give their own punctuation, and therewith often 
enough their own interpretation: this they do very decidedly when 
they put signs of interrogation (which in the Mss. are not earlier 
than the 9th century) in place of full stops. Economy in the use of 
punctuation is not to be commended: the most correct principle 
appears to be to punctuate wherever a pause is necessary for reading 
correctly. 

ae proved by Fr. Allen, Harvard Studies in Class. Phil. il. (Boston, 1891), 
71 fi. 

"Hy L. 4. 27 is Namay (-as) in SABCDKL, hence X Nepav, Latt. (some) 

Nemans but Neeuav EFM al. and other Latt.; the remaining Latt. Naaman. 

° Kawau or -var without the marks of diaer. both B and &; B always 
nA aarda(vd, S& partly (in three instances) -caida(v), partly -catda(v) (three 
instances also); Hoaias B mostly (except R. 9. 22, 29, 10. 16, 20), & nine 
times Hoatas, ten times Hoaias; but Naivy, Kaiy 8B constantly. 

4¥or Kasagas D and most Latt. have Kaidas (Kaed., Knd.); Kaitddas is also 
found in Josephus. The Semitic spelling is xop, so that there is a clear 
distinetion between this name and Knd¢ds which is x2. Lagarde, Ubersicht 
iib. d. Bildung d. Nomina, 97. Mitt. 4. 18. Schiirer, Gesch. d. jiid. Volkes 2, 
156. 159 (Nestle). >6v, App. p. 328, °* vy, App. p. 306. 
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&5. ELISION, CRASIS, VARIABLE FINAL CONSONANTS. 

1. It is in keeping with the tendency to a greater isolating of 
individual words, which we have mentioned above (§ 3, 12) as 
characteristic of the language of the period, that only a very 
moderate use is made in the N.T., according to he MS. evidence 
which may here be relied on, of the combination of words by means 
of the ousting (elision) or blending (crasis) of the concluding vowel 
(or diphthong) of a word. This tendency was carried so far, that 
even in compound words the final vowel of the fitst component part 
was not elided (rerpa-cpyns in the N.T., in later Greek opo-ovvros ; 
§ 28, 8). In no case does elision take place in noun or verb forms ; 
even in the verse of Menander, 1 C. 15. 33, there is no necessity 
whatever to write ypijo0 ousriac for ypnora ou. for the sake of the 
verse, since the writing with elision or in full (plenc, tlfe regular 
Latin usage) was always, even in verse, qtute a matter for individual 
opinion with the ancients. The only case where a pronoun suffers 
elision is tovr’ eore or TouTerrte (§ 4, 1)*; so that it is particles alone 
which are still coupled together with comparative frequency with 
other words, though here also the elision might be much more 
abundant than it is.2 ’AAAqa, according to Gregory, out of 345 cases 
where a vowel follows, undergoes elision in 215 (in these statistics it 
must, however, be remembered that the standard Mss. are far fromni 
being always in agreement) ; before articles, pronouns, and particles 
it shows a greater tendency to combine than before nouns and verbs. 
Ae: & av frequently, otherwise combination hardly ever takes 
place (Ph. 2. 18 6€ atré wBP, o atro ACDE al.). Ov8 av H. 8. 4, 
ovd’ ov Mt. 24. 21, H. 13. 5, ovd' ottrws 1 C. 14. 21, ovd ore Rt. 9. 7; 
in ovd’ (va H. 9. 25, C deviates from the rest with ovde ; the scriptio 
plena is more widely attested in od’ « A. 19. 2, ovd a) H. 9. 18; 
elsewhere the final vowel remains. Te, ote, pire, dpa, apa, dpa cte. 

are not subject to elision. In prepositions, elision very seldom 
takes place where a proper name follows; even on inscriptions of an 
earlier time there was a preference for preserving the names 
independent and recognisable by writing the preposition in full. 
On the other hand, there was a tendency to elision in the case 
of current phrases, and where a pronoun followed: az’ dpyjs, az’ 
aptt, am avrov, dm euov, er avTy, Kar’ eye, Kar’ (Ka@?’) tdtay, Kar’ 
ofkov, per euov, map av, vp’ yuov (tov), tx’ ovdevds (1 Cl 2. 15). 
"Ave undergoes elision only in av@ Gv; elision is most frequent with 
da (because there were already two vowels adjacent to each other), 
thus 6: iropovis R. 8. 25, d’ exortpov 1 C. 13. 12; but with 
proper names dia “Inoov R. 16. 27, 6a 'Hoaiov Mt. 8. 1r¢ (before 
’"ABpadp H. 7. 9 da and &’ are both attested). 

2. The use of crasis is quite limited in the N.T. In the case of 
the article, which affords so many instances in Attic Greek, there 

1See Gregory, 113 ff. e av. App. p. 306. 
* Gregory, 93 ff. Zimmer, Zeitschr. f. wiss. Th., 1881, 487 ff.; 1882, 340 ff 
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occur only the following in the N.T.: rodvayriov 2 C. 2. 7, G. 2. 7, 
1 P. 3. f (stereotyped as a single word, hence roviv. d€) 3 tovvopa 
‘by name’ Mt. 27. 57 (D 7d dvoya); Kara tavTa (yap) L. 6. 23, 26, 
17. 30, but even in this phrase (which is equivalent to a single word) 
there is not wanting strong attestation for ra avra.} With nal the 
crasis 1s constant in xav=‘if it be but,’ fairly constant in-xav =‘ even 
if’ (but xév for «&i éév ‘and if’ is only sporadically found) ; in most 
places theyre is preponderating evidence for kdyu, Kdpol, Kaye, KAKECVOS, 
kaxeli(Bev),2 Thus xaf is only blended with the following word, if it 
be a pronoun or a particle; of kaAeyev and the like there appears to 
be hardly a thought.? 

3. The variable v after « and « at the end of a word became more 
and more firmly established in Attic Greek in the course of time, as 
the inscriptions show, and so passed over into the Hellenistic 
language as the favourite termination, though modern Greek shows 
us that it subsequently dighppeared again. In the standard Mss. of 
the N.T. it is but seldom wanting, whether a consonant or a vowel 
follow it, or the word stands at the end of a sentence ; the rule that 
the v should always be inserted before a vowel and always omitted 
before a consonant is indeed not without a certain ratio, and receives 
a certain ainount of early support from the usage of the papyri, but 
as far as we know the rule was only formulated in the Byzantine 
ga, and the instances where it is broken are quite innumerable.‘ 
The v is wanting® occasionally after -« (L. 1. 3 edo RBCD etc., 
-ev AEKSA), and in éoriv, somewhat more often after the -oc of the 
plural (xaA@ou most Mss. Me. 2. 4, éyovor L. 16. 29, tepamoe twice 
Jo. 5. 23), mosf frequently, comparatively speaking, after -c« dat. 
plur.; wépvor® 2 C. 8. 10, 9. 2 (D*FG réepov, D” réepurv which is else- 
where attested),’ and etkooe (12 exx. in N.T.)® remain free from it. 

4. The o of otrws is also established, for the most part, in the 
N.T. before consonants as well as before vowels; ot7w is only 
strongly attested in A. 23. 11 (SAB before oe), Ph. 3.17 (RABD*FG 

'In Acts 15. 27 there is for 7a at’rd a v.l. in D ravra (as rodro is sometimes 
read for 76 avv5). 1 Th. 2. 14 A rairva (with coronis). Ph. 3. 1 8*FGP ravra. 
1 P. 5. gall Mss. ra adrd. With conjunction, ra yap aird, 7d dé ard 

* The statistics are given in Gregory, 96f.; Zimmer, l.c., 1881, 482. Kai édv 
all mss. in Mt. 5. 47, 10. 13 etc.; xav ‘and if’ ‘Mc.’ 16. 18, L. 13. 9 (D kal éav), 
6. 34 D, Ja. 5. 15; more often ‘even if,’ as Mt. 26. 35, Jo. 8. 14 (but in 16 only 
8 has xav). 

* Nor yet of adedgol, dmecraduévot, which Holwerda conjectures in A. 28. 15, 
Jo. 1. 24, whereas his proposals in A. 22. 5 «dv (for Kal)... éuapripe (B), Mt. 
12. 21 xdy (for xal, = xal ev), L. 18. 7 xdv paxpobvpy (for cal w—e?) are more 
probable. But D* has xdreOtue in L. 15. 16. ; 

4 kiihner-Blass, i. 3, i. 292. 

SW. H. 146 ff.; Gregory, 97 ff. 
§Lex. rhet. in Reitzenstein Ind. lect. Rostoch. 1892/3, p. 6: mépuvcw oi 

*ArriKxol peTa TOU Vv, HuvryevTos eripepouevor. 

? Hermas, Vis. iii. 10. 3 repovvy S, wrepiovy7 as, = mepvowy, but ii. 1. 1 wépvoe 
twice (once repo. 8*). Dieterich, Unters. z. Gesch. d. gr. Spr. 37. W. Crénert, 
Zeitschr. f. Gymn.-W. lit, 580. e 

Sv, App. p. 328. 
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before mepurar.), H. 12. 21 (*A before poBepdv), Ap. 16. 18 (sAB 
before peyas). “Aypcand pexpe generally stand, as in Attic, eVen before 
a vowel without o, according to the majority of the Mss., but pexpes 
aivatos H. 12. 4 (-pe D*), and more frequently pexpis (axpes) 08. 
Me. 13. 30 (x -pt, D ews), G. 3. 19, 4. 19, H. 3. 13 (axpe M), while in 
1C. 11. 26, 15. 25 etc., the witnesses are divided... ’Avrixpis Xiov' 
A. 20. 15 ‘over against’ (a late usage), Att. (kar)avrixpd (aytixpus 
in Attic = ‘downright’).} é 

§ 6. SPORADIC SOUND-CHANGES. 

1. General sound-changes in the language of the N.T. as opposed 
to Attic Greek do not openly present themselves, or at least are no 
longer apparent, being concealed by the older orthography, which 
either remained unaltered or was restored by the scribes (tp. § 3, 1). 
Of sporadic alterations which influenced the spelling as well as 
the pronunciation of words, the following are noteworthy :— 
A-E (a—y, av—ev). For ap we have ep in tecoepdxovra (lon., mod. 

Gk., also papyri) in all cases according to the earliest evidence ; 
also réeooepa Jo. 19. 23 RALM, Ap. 4. 6, A. 4. 9 8A ete.; but 
TégoapEes, -Apwv, -apor: Tésoepas never, but in place of it -apes= 
accusative (see § 8, 2), so that we must give the regular inflection 
Tecoapes, -apa etc., to the N.T. writers (=Ionic and mod. GK. 
-epes, -epa etc.).2 Kadapifey also frequently has ep in the MSS. 
(xaGapds never; cp. also puoepos Clem. ad Cor. 1. 14. 1, 30. 1 A): 
Mt. 8. 3 éxadepioO) B*EL al. Gbid. caGapioOn7, 2 xabapioas all 
mss.) Me. 1. 42 exadepicO, AB*CG al. (41 seabapiobyt, 40 
Kkufapira, 44 Kafapopod all Mss.); elsewhere more often with 
-ep-, especially in A;° no possible paradigm results from this, -ap- 
must be written throughout. Cp. further Ilarepa for -apa AC 
A. 21. 1.—Variation between ta—cte (va—ve): deadn, tadros, as in 
Attic (lonic and Hellenistic diédAn, veAos Phryn. Lob. 309), yAcepos 
Ap. 3. 16 only ins; vice versa, duqfiager Bin L. 12. 28 for -ee, 
-evvvow see § 17, The vulgar term widfw ‘seize’ (§ 24, Anore- 
muao7ys Papyr. Berl. Aeg. Mus. 325, 2) comes from the Doric 
mid(w=me(w ‘press,’ * but has become differentiated from it (wezte- 
opevos ‘pressed down’ L. 6. 38).—«a and ev at the close of a word: 
évexev (etv.) is Ionic and Hellenistic; the Attic evexa (§ 40, 6) cannot, 
be tolerated except in A, 26. 21, where all the witnesses have it 
(speech of Paul before Agrippa, cp. § 1,4; on the other hand in 
19. 32 -cka is only in 8AB).4 The Ionic and Hellenistic erev for 
eira is only found in Mc. 4. 28 B*L; éexerev nowhere (according to 
Phrynichus 124, Lob., both words are évydrws PapPapa). » For 
\ dyyapeto (a word borrowed from Persian: so spelt in mod. Gk.), 

1 Apoc. Petr. 21, 26 (xar)avrixpis éxelvov, abrdv, 29 karavrixpd TovTwy. 

2 Gregory, 80. Buresch, Rh. Mus. xlvi. 217 f. 
3Gregory, 82. Buresch, 219. 

4Kivexa Hermas, Vis. iii. 1. 9 8, but 2. 1 elvexey SN, Evexa as, 5. 2 Evexev B, 
&vexa a8, @v, App. p. 306. 
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eyyop. Mt. 5. 418, Me. 15. 21 x*B*.f For AaApariav 2 Tim. 4. 10, 
A Aepp.,C Acdy.; in Latin also we have Delm. side by side With 
Daim—A-H:; days ddéyo (Doric, but also in the xowy) D Mt. 
15. 14, L. 6. 39 (but in Jo. 16. 13, A. 8. 31 D also reads 7%), cp. 
Lobeck, Phryn. 429,.—AY for EY: epavvav for epevvav Jo. 5. 39 NB*, 

-7. 52 SB*T etc. (NB* in general, AC occasionally), an Alexandrianism 
according to Bufresch, Rh. Mus. xlvi. 213 (Lxx. xA generally, not 
BC: frequent in papyri).* 

2. A-O, HE-O. LIlarpoAwas, pntpoAdas (§ 3, 3) were written 
instead of -aAotas, from dAo(.)av 1 Tim. 1. 9 according to SADFGL, 
on the analogy of zatpo-xrévos etc., when the formation of the 
words had been forgotten. Mecavixriov Me. 13. 35 only B*, L. 11. 5 
only D*, in A. 16. 25°and 20. 7 all MSS. pecor-; cp. peractiiAcov 
Lob. Phryn. 9195. Kodoooai C. 1. 2 is read by nearly all Mss., 
but the sitle is zpos KoAacocaeis in AB*K(s). The editor would 

bring the text and the*title, which certainly did not originate 
with the author, into agreement; in favour of o we have the coins 
and nearly all the evidence of profane writers (-a- is a v.J. in 
Xenophon, Anab. i. 2. 6).—H-0O: cfoAo8peverv A. 3. 23 8B8EP al. 
(-<- AB*CD), cdopeverrv H. 11. 28 (-e only ADE), orAoGpevris 1 C. 
10. 10 (-e-"D*{FG]). Thus the evidence is overwhelming for the 
second o, which has arisen from assimilation with the first o (as in 
@BorSs for 6Berds), this is also the popular spelling (mod. Gk. 
EoAoPpevw); side by side with it dAeOpos remains constant in N.T. 
Buresch 3 is in favour of « in the N.T. and the Lxx.; in the latter, 
where the word is extraordinarily frequent, we should write with « 
according to sw\*B*(Be -o-).—In ’AwedAns A. 18. 24, 19. 1 8* for 
"Aro\Ads (AroAdvios D) it must be remembered that the names 
are originally identical: ’AweAAwv being Doric for ’AwéAAov. It 
appears in fact that in the Acts we should read ’AveAAjs (in the 
a text), whereas ’AvoAAos is an interpolation from 1 C. 1. 12 ete.; 
the scholia also (Cramer, Caten., p. 309) seem to assume a difference 
with regard to the name between Acts and 1 Corinthians. 

3. E-I, I-Y. The Latin 7 in the majority of cases where the 
vowel was no pure i, but inclining to é, was represented by the 
older Greek writers not by « but by «: TeéGepis,4 TeBépios, Aopércos, 
KareroAcov and others (but Tiros always with +), see Dittenberger, 
Herm. vi. 130 ff In the N.T. TiBepiov L. 3. 1 is the traditional 
spelling, but Acvriov lintewm Jo. 13. 4 f.,5 Aeyewv legio the majority 
of uncials in Mt. 26. 53 (--s*B*DL), Me. 5. 9 (-- 8*B*CDLA), 
15 (-- s* BLA, hiat D), L. 8. 30 (-- 8*B*D*L). In the N.T. the 
best authority thus supports -wwy; both forms occur in inscriptions.® 

1De Vit. Onomasticon tot. lat. s.v. * 
2Gregory, 81. W. Schmid, Gtg. Gel. Anz., 1895, 40. 

3 Op. cit. 216 f., cp. also H. Anz. Subsidia ad cognosc. Graecorum serm. 
vulg. e Pentat. vers. repetita (Diss. phil. Hal. xii.), p. 363. ’Odo@pevovrar stands 
side by side with dde8pos also in Clem. Hom. xi. 9. 

4Hermas, however, has Tifepy Vis. i. 1. 2. . 

5 Ditt. 144 (Hesych.; Aerridpeos, inscr.). 

® Ibid. 142 (Aeywwv also in Plut. Rom. 13, Otho 12: -edy in Pap. Oxyrh. ii. 
p. 265). tv. App. p. 328. 1*v, App. p. 328. *v. App. p. 306. 
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The, opposite change is seen in IloréoAo. Puteolt (A. 28. 13), the 
ordinary Greek spelling} (similar is the termination of Aevrioy ; 
the form Aevreov would have looked unnatural to a Greek). In 
the Greek word dArets it appears that if the termination contains. 
i (-vet, -ets), the preceding « becomes ¢ from dissimilation: dAcets 
Mt. 4. 18 f. x*B*C, Mc. 1. 16 AB*L*™, 17 sAB*CLA, L. 5, 2° 
n*ACLQ*—-I - Y: MureAyjvy is the older spelling, MirvA. A. 20. 14 
that of the later writers; for TpwytAcov or -ia (Strab., ,Stephan. 
Byzant., Plin.) the Mss. in A. 20. 15 have -vAca, -vA(A)cov (-vAcoy, 
-os MSS. of Ptolem. v. 2. 8). s 

4. Interchange of short and long vowel (or diphthong).—A — 2. 
avayatov, avwyaov (cp. on ac—e, § 3, 7): the spelling with a has 
overwhelming authority in Mc. 14. 15, L. 22. 12 (from dva-yi ; 
dvwyaov with v.l. dvéxaov in Xenoph. Anab. v. 4. 29).—ETI before 
a vowel easily loses its « from early times. especially in derivatives 
(“Apecos rayos, but ’Apeorayitns as in N.T.); hence may be explained 
nxpeoOnoav R. 3. 12 O.T. (RAB*D*G, in Lxx. nA’), whereas 

aypetos does not vary. But there are instances in the simple 
word as well: réAcos (and reAcotv) often in Attic, TéAevos (and TeAce- 
ovv, but teAcooat De in H. 10. 1) N.T.; wAcov also in N.T. occa- 
sionally, L. 3. 13 (-etov C), A. 15. 28 (D -etov), elsewhere mAeivr, 
and always wAewr, zAeovos etc. (Attic also has wAéovos); in the 
derivatives always wAcovegia, -extetv.—N.T. always ecw (Homer and 
tragedians have «iow and ecw); on the other hand, etvexey with 
lengthened vowel (Ionic; etvexa is found in Attic Gk. as well, even 
in prose) is an alternative for évexey in L. 4. 18, O.T. (also LXXx, 
Is. 61.1; supra p. 20, note 4), A. 28. 20 R* A, 2 C. 3. re (most Mss. ).— 
O-Q: rpdéipos (from wpwi) and mpoipos Ja. 5. 7 (o RAB*P) are 
comparable with wAwimos (Att.) and wAvizes (late writers). For 
ype-operAerns L. 7. 41, 16. 5 we should not write ypewd. (which has 
less authority); nor should we replace the correct Srwixos A. 17. 18 
by Zrotkdés of RAD al.—[Y —- OY: xoAAtprov Ap. 3. 18 SBC, -orpiov 
AP does not belong here, on account of the long v; the latter form, 
which is found elsewhere, is certainly of Latin origin.] A peculiar 
word is 6petpopat or du., which is equivalent to (wetpopar (ereGrpo) In 
sense, 1 Th. 2. 8 (in O.T. sporadically),® but cannot easily be connected 
with tuep. (from fuepos) ; but perpouat appears to exist in this sense 
(Nicand. Theriac. 403), cp. (6)dt¥pouar, (0)kéAAw, and the like, 
Kiihner, I®, i. 186. | 

5. Contraction and loss of vowel.—In contraction the Hellenistic 
language, as appears from its inflections, does not go quite so far as 
the Attic. Still veouyvia for Att. vovynvia in Col. 2. 16 is only attested 
by BFG (Lxx. occasionally): while dya@oepyetv (1 Tim. 6.°18; 
ayafoupyov A. 14. 17, v.l. dyaOorowv) arises from the endeavour 
to keep the two halves of the compound word recognisable, § 28, 8 

1 Ditt. 145. 

* Herodian, ii. 606 L., has w and o; the word is certainly not Attic (the oldest 
form is ypjorns, then xpeworys); xpew-pudrdxiov and the like come from Attic 
Xpéws = xpeos. See further Lobeck, Phryn. 691; W.-Schm. § 16, 5, n, 28. 

3 See W.-H. 152 a, W.-Schm. § 16, 6. avy. App. p. 307. 
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(always Kaxotpyos, tepovpyeiv etc.).1 An entirely new kind of con- 
traction 4s that of vc=71 into t: tapefov from tapuetov, wety (pin) 
from wveiv, see § 24, exeixeca B* Acts 24. 4? (so also vyeta for tytea, 
no instances in N.T.). In veorgds, veoovia, veoociov contraction 
never took place, but the « dropped out in (Ionic and) Hellenistic 

- Gk.: so in N.T. vooods L. 2. 24 xBE al., vooo.da with v.l. voocia 

13. 34, Mt. 23.37 (condemned by Phryn. 206, Lob.). In éAevds 
(Att.) for ¢Acecvos it must be remembered that the spelling eAccvos 
(Ap. 3. 17 AP, 1 C. 15. 19 FG) may also represent eActvos, and 
moreover, contraction in the N.T. is improbable. The reflexives in 
Hellenistic Gk. are ceautot, éaurov (and €pavtot), § 13, 1; the con- 
junction ‘if’ is édvy, § 26, 4, a form which is also very largely 
introduced to express the potential particle (ibid.) 

6. Prothettc vowels.—The only points to note under this head 
are that-GeAw always stands for ¢#éAw; on the other hand keivos 
never stands for exetvos: Similarly ydes is not found, but only ex@és 
(also the prevalent Attic form) Jo. 4. 52 8AB*CD al. A. 7. 28 
xB*CD, H. 13. 8S8AC*D*M. On opetpopas vide supra 4. 

7. Interchange of consonants.—The main point under this head 
is that the Hellenistic language did not adopt the Attic substitution 
of tr for oo or of pp for po, though isolated instances of this were 
continually intruding into it from the literary language, especially 
as Atticising writers naturally imitated this peculiarity as well as 
others. In the N.T. for oo we have: @édAucca, rpdcow, tapacou, 
extAjooopat (tr A. 13. 12 B) zepicods; also xpeioowv Pauline 
epp. on preponderant evidence (1 C. 7. 38, 11. 17, Ph. 1. 23, only 
1 C0. 7. 9 -r7- RBDE), but kpetrrwy Hebrews (77 1. 4, 7. 7, 19, 22, 
8. 6 [twice], 9. 23, 11. 16, 35, 40, 12. 24, there is diversity only in 
6. 9, where 77 is read by D*K, and 10. 34 a0 8A) and Petrine epp. 
1 P. 3.17; doubtful 2 P. 2. 21). To this corresponds sjoowr, 
yoootc Oa. in St. Paul (1 C. 11. 17, 2 C. 12. 13, 15), but the literary 
words 17ra0Ga1, a7Tnpa are read with 77 even in his letters, 
2P. 2,19 f,, R. 11. 12, 1 0. 6.75 eAdcowr Jo. 2. 10, R. 9. 12 O.T.; 
eAdtrwv H. 7. 7, 1 Tim. 5. 9 (all MSS.; cp. § 2, 4); literary words, 
eAatrovey 2 C. 8. 15 O.T.; eAarrovy H. 2. 7 (9) O.T., Jo. 3. 30. 
(tr is also occasionally found in Hermas: Vis. ill. 7. 6 €Aarrov; 
Sim. ix. 27. 4 eAdrrovs; 9. 6 eAdtrwpya). Similarly oijpepov always 
takes the place of Att. 7)uepov.— With regard to Att. pp for po the 
usage is more evenly divided. “Apoynv Gospels, Ap. 12. 5 (but 
ap(p)eva 8B, clearly a correction for dpoev), R. 1. 27 [twice] 
(pp 8*[C]), G. 3. 28 (pp 8), 1 C. 6. 9, 1 Tim. 1. 10%; but along with 
apoos, Gapre, Gapreite, which are constant, we find (in Paul. epp. 

and Hébr.), Oappetv 2 C. 5. 6, 8, 7. 16, 10. 15, H. 13. 6 (also 
mod. Gk. Gappo ; but Apoc. Petr. 5 Gapoyjoavres tapafapoivev); for 

1 Also in R. 13. 3 for rg dya6y épyy there is a conjectural reading 7@ dya6o- 
epy@, but the antithetical clause d\\a ro Kaxqw will not suit this. 

2 Elsewhere always émeckys, -teixeca. In écbiw, éoOies the analogy of the other 
parts of the verb prevented the fusion from takingeplace; on ddeis from addins 
see § 23, 7. The vulgar forms ety and iyeta are discussed by [Herodian] ~ 
Cram. An. Oxon. iii. 261, 251. “vy, App. p. 307. 
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the vulgar paxpay, waxpdGev Le. and Hebr. give réppw(Gev) L. 14. 32, 
17. 12, 24. 28, H. 11. 13 (Mt.15.8=Me. 7. 6 0.T.; paxpav kat réppw 
Barn. 20. 2).—Apart from these, there is hardly anything worthy of 
note. Fluctuation in the aspiration of consonants: om—o¢ (also 
fluctuate in Attic) in orupis, cpvpis Mt. 15. 37 (od- D),“ 16. ro 
(of- BD), Me. 8. 8 (of- 8A*D), 8. 20 (od- D), A. 9. 25 (of XC, hiat 
D); o¢dyyos D Me. 15. 36 (not Mt. 27. 48; o¢- is also Attic) ; 
or—o6: partes Ap. 1. 13 BCP, -cOds 8, pats A (¢ orig. =0d, so 
still in N.T.”A¢wros A. 8. 4o TTD, so L. 11. 27 pacrot most MSS., 

Got DFG 23. 29 (D*), but C pafot (usage also fluctuates in Attic 
writers, Kiihner I°, i. 157). é8y6pa is read L. 21. 11 BD for 
doPytpa ; this suffix takes the form sometimes of -Opor, sometimes of 
-tpov, Kiihner, ibid. ii, 271. 27. The w in ’Ardia (Addia, see 
§ 3, 11), Philem. 2, is aspirated, as in inscriptions of the regions 
(Phrygia, Caria) to which Appia belonged, where the name is fre- 
quent.” The Attic ravdokeiov, zardoxer's for -yetov, -xe’s (Lob. Phryn. 
307) occurs in L. 10. 34f- ins*ore*D*. In otbecs, py Geis the 6 of ov6(e), 
py o(e) has united, contrary to rule, with the aspirate of efs to form 6 (else- 
where 6=7+aspirate) ; these forms occur from the latter part of the 
Attic period onwards, in writers (Aristot.), on inscriptions, and on 
papyri, and so, too, in the N.T. (and LXX.) occasionally: pyGev 
A. 27. 33 SAB; ovderds L. 22. 35 ABQT al., 2 UC. 11. 8 RBMP; 
ovdey L. 23. 14 SBT, A. 15. 9 BHLP, 19. 27 RABHP, 26. 26 8B,' 
1 C. 138. 2 SABCD°L (thus this spelling is by no means universal). 
Still efovfevety is the prevalent form (as also in LXX.; only in 
Me. 9. 12 BD have -devn#7). W. Schm. § 5, 27, n. 62 (Herm. Mand. 
iv. 2. 1 otf&y s* Sim. ix. 4. 6; Clem. Cor. i. 33. 1, 45. 7 pn@apas, 
Le. pode acs). 

8. Insertion and omission of consonants.—AapBdavw in Hellenistic 
Gk. retains in all forms and derivatives with the stem Anf the p of 
the present tense: éArjudOny, Ajpyis, tporwrodAjprtys etc. § 24, 
W.-Schm. § 5, 30.° The addition of p in euai(p)rAnme, eurri(p)rpype 
is as variable in Attic as in Hellenistic Gk. (W.-Schm. ibid.) ; 
N.T. eumirdov A. 14. 17 (with p DEP), eumirpaobar 28. 6 »x* for 
mypmpac Gat (rip. A; elsewhere uncertainty about the uw only exists 
in the case of these compounds with éu-).—Insertion of cons. for 
euphony (dv-6-pds, peonp-B-pia) takes place in many Semitic names 
("Eo-6-pas, Mayp-8-pq), in the N.T. Sapo, i.e. Yap-r-cov, H. 11. 32 
(IozpayA D L. 2. 32, etc.).—ogvdpov for odrpiv A. 3.7 8*AB*C* is 
unexplained. poyysAddos Mc. 7. 32 has no authority (woy:AdXos 
=0 poyits AaAov, and so with one y in SAB*DGK al.: also Lxx. 
Is. 35. 6: B™ is the first to write yy). The excision of a 
consonant (accompanied by lengthening of a vowel) appears” in 
yivopat, yiveoxw (Ionic and Hellenistic); also noticeable is apxos 

. =dpxtos Ap. 13. 2 (all uncials), found also in the LxXx. and 
elsewhere in the late language (W.-Schm. § 5, 31). 

e *2¢y, App. p. 307. 
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¢ §7. FIRST AND SECOND DECLENSIONS. 

1, Words in -pa and those in -via, i.e, -ta (§ 3, 8) follow the 
‘pattern of those in -coa, -AAa etc. ie. they take in G.D. ys, 7 
instead of Att. as, ga. (On the other hand those in -pa [;juépa], and 
in.true -ca [dA dca, pia] retain a throughout the sing.) 2zeipa, -ys 
(A. 10. 1 etc.), payaipy (A. 12. 2), rAnpupipys (L. 6. 48), apd prs 
(A. 27. go), Zamrderpa, -7 (5. 1), ovverdvta, -ns (5. 2). Similarly the 
LXX. and the papyri.1 Exception: oreipa (adj.), orecpa L. 1. 36 all 
MSS. 

2. The inflection 4, G. ds, etc. in proper names is not confined to 
words where a definite sound (¢, «, p) precedes, any more than it is 
in Attic. Mgp6a, -as Jo. 11. 1; Avdda, -as (1) A. 9. 38 (ep. § 10, 5). 
To this corresponds the inflection of masc. names, N. ds, G. &@ (as in 
Doric ete.), D. g, A. av, V. a: ‘Tovdus, -a (Me. -6. 3); Aypimrras, -& 
(A. 25. 23). Cp. § 10, 1. (On the other hand, -ias, -fov: so 
Zayxapias, -ov L. 1. 40, 3. 2, beside “Avva and Katada; ’HAdov, 1. 17 
[-a NB], 4. 25, like Att. KaAAcas, -ov.) 

3. Peculiarities.—Oca A. 19. 27 occurs in the formula 2) peydAn 
Oca “Apress (aS In inscriptions); but ibid. 37 7 6eds, which is the 
usual Att. form.—Oecds, voc. Gee, Mt. 27. 46 is unclassical, occasion- 

eally in LXX.; cp. Synt. § 33, 4, 

4, Contracted words in Decl. I. and I].—Boppas, G. a, L. 13. 29, 
Ap. 21. 13 (Att. and later writers have Bopéas and Boppas). The 
use of contracted words of Decl. II. is very limited: vots and rAots 
are transferred to Decl. III. ($ 9, 3); xeupappov Jo. 18. 1 is no doubt 
from -ppos; oorovy Jo. 19. 36 O.T., but uncontracted daréea L. 24. 39 
(D cara); -ewv Mt. 23. 27, Eph. 5. 30 T.R., H. 11. 22,? like ypuoéwv 
Ap. 2. 1 AQ, -éous 4. 4.8, -eas 5. 8 8 (cp. Clem. Hom. x. 8 ypucéous, 
apyupeous, xptoea, dpytipea, YaAKea ; XVI. 3 XdAKeEa, xptoea); but this 
uncontracted form is in no passage read by all mss., and alternates 
with much more numerous examples of contraction in this adj. (and 
in the adjectives amAots, durdAovs) in Ap. and elsewhere. Cp. 
W. Schmidt de Joseph. eloc. 491 f. Xpvoav Ap. 1. 13 x*AC is a gross 
blunder, wrongly formed on the model of ypvods 1. 12 (4). 

5. The so-called Attic second declension is wanting, with the 
exception of the formula tAews ou (v.]. tAeos) Mt. 16. 22; op. tAews 
v.]. -eos H. 8. 12 (Hermas, Sim. ix. 23, 4; fAewv [-ews A] Clem. Cor. 
i. 2.3). ’Avayewy Me. 14. 15 (-ayasov, -wyacov are the best attested 
readings), L. 22. 12 (-dyavov, -wyacov, -ayeov, -wyeov) is an incorrect 
form ; 7 ews is non-existent, avy? taking its place; Aads, vads stand 
for Aca, ves; 7) GAwv, -wvos for 7 GAws. “H Kos A. 21. 1, ace. Ka for 
Kav (like late Attic), is declined in this case after the manner of 
aidwés Decl. II. 

1E.g. dpotpns Berlin Pap. 328, ii. 32; 349, 8. “Idulns 327, 15. Teyovulns 
578, 17. Eldveins (§ 3, 8) 405, 24.* 

1* 2y, App. p. 328. ° 
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6. Gender in Decl, II.—O and 7) adAdBacrtpos, also TO -ov, are recorded 
in Me. 14. 3 (according to Att. it should be 9, but 6 dAd Bao tos 
Aristoph., TO -Tov Menander). ‘O adyivGos for 7 Ap. 8. 11 (?) (ss omits 
0). “O Béros i in oe 12. 26 has overwhelming authority ; 7 is read in. 
L. 20. 37, A. 7. 35 (Hellenistic, according to Moeris). “HI Ayves 
Ap. 14. 19 f. as ane but, according to ABCP, tiv Anvov... Tov 
peyav (cp. LXX., Gen. 30. 38). ‘O re in all cases, even of the 
specially precious species of stones (where Attic has 7). “H Arpds (as 
in old dialects, LXx.), L. 15. 14, A. 11. 28 (0 L. 4. 25). “H orapvos 
H. 9. 4 (Attic: 6 Doric and LXx.). ‘O tados for 4 Ap. 21. 18 (ep. 
Atos ; 6 te\os Theophrast. de lapid. 49). 

§ 8 THIRD DECLENSION. 

1. Accusative singular in a and v.—The late-Greek forms in -av for 
a (inscriptions, papyri: found quite early i dialects), on the analogy 
of Decl. I. are frequently found in Mss., Mt. 2. ro dorepay x*C, 
Jo. 20. 25 xetpay AB, A. 14. 12 Atay DEH al., dpvevay Ap, 12. 3 A, 
eixovav 13. 14 A, ina 22. 2 (Tisch. on Hee 19); they do not 
deserve to be adopted. In words in -ys the accus. in -yv is not 
unknown to Attic (tpujpyv, AjporGevnv), but occurs only in barytone 
words [paroxyt. or pope ye) a the N.T. the following are 
incredible: dopaAnv (accent) H. 6. 19 ACD, cvyyerny R. 16. 11, 
AB*D*, doeBnv R. 4. 5 SDFG, ony Jo. 5. 11 8*.—In barytones. 
in -.s with 7 6 in the stem, the regular Attic accus. is -u, and so 
too in the N.T. ydpiv ete. are the usual forms: but ydpira A. 24. 
27 (-w 8*EL), 25. 9 A, Jd. 4 AB, Hellenistic according to Moeris 
(papyri). 1 Cp. KAcida Li. th 52 (1 xx.; Attic has «Ativ ‘and so Ap. 

7, 20. 1, and also D in Luke, but according to Justin we should 
ane in Ap. Tas KAets, infra 2). 

2. Accusative plural (assimilation to the nominative plural).— 
The old termination (v)s in vowel stems (tovs /orpis, tors Bots) has 
disappeared in Hellenistic Gk., and these words are inflected with 
as: Mt. 14. 17 (y@vas, Jo. 2. 14 Boas. But xAeis — krAetv — ras KAXets, 
Ap. 1. 18 (kAetéas B)"—For -as we have -es in the MSS. (accus. = 
nom.: old dialects and late Gk.?) in the case of reaoapes (§ 6, 1), 
A. 27. 29 8, Jo. 11. 17 8A, Ap. (4. 4), 7. 1 A twice, P once, 9. 148 
(so still more often in Lxx.). So also we have by assimilation 
(like at and ras wéAes, tprjpers) ot and tovs BacrActs in Hellenistic 
Gk., and this aceus. plur. is regular in N.T. for all words in -evs. 

3. Relation of the nominative to the cases (inflection with or 
without consonant).—The inflection -as, -aos = Ws, as Yp4s, -ws, Kepas, 
-os, has almost disappeared. T'jjpas, dat. yijpee in L. 1. 36 (as, in 
Tonic: so usually in LXx., where also the gen. yijpous occurs, as in 
Clem. Cor. i. 63. 3; ibid. 10. 7 ype, v.l. -2). Kepas, Tepas t take + 
(as in Attic and always in Hellenistic Gk. répara, tepdrwv ace. to 
Moeris) : Ke para. Ap. 13. 1, Téepara Mt. 24. 24. We have only 
kpeas and plur. xpéa R. 14. 21, 1 C. 8. 13 (other cases wanting). 

12y, App. p. 328. *v, App. p. 307. 
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¢ 
There is most attestation for the consonantal inflection with v for 
all cases*of the comp. in -wv: exceptions are almost confined to the 
Acts (zAetovs nom. or ace. A. 13. 31, 19. 32, 21. 10, 23. 13, 21, 

_ 24, 11, 25. 6, 14: but -ves, -vas 27. 12, 20, 28. 23) and John (pet(o, 
s% -ova 1. 51, eAaoow 2. 10, pettw ABE al. -wr, D -ora 5. 36, eAuccw 
2. 10, a few MSS. -cowyv or -ocov, tXeiovs 4, 41, elsewhere Mt. 26. 53 
thetw or -ovs).--On the other hand the 8 is omitted not only in 
vyores Mt. 15. 22, Mc. 8. 3, wrongly written mjortss—the vulgar 
nom. was vyorys, [Herodian] Cramer, An. Ox. iii. 248, hence 
vyrtes like dAyfets (although the so-called Herodian speaks of 
declining like the lst declension)—but also in €pes (acc.) Tit. 3. 9 
AD al. (eprv 8*DE al., but in the middle of words that are clearly 
plurals), G. 5. 20 (nom. with v.l. épis sing.), 2 C. 12. 20 (ditto), cp. 
v.l. in 1 C. 3¢3, 1 Tim. 6. 4; side by side with epudes 1 C. 1. 17 all 
MSS. (épecs ace. in Clem. Cor. 1. 35, 5).—Assimilation of the nom. to 
the oblique cases takes place in Hellenistic Gk. in words in -ts, -tvos 
when ty is substituted for is (piv, NaAapiv), and so in N.T., 9) accv 
1 Th. 5. 3 (dativ Apoc. Petr. 7). 

4, Open and contracted forms.—’Opewy Ap. 6. 15 (Hermas, Sim. 
ix. 4. 4 ete.; Clem. Cor. 1. 10, 7), and yecAeww H. 13. 15 (from 
LXx. Hos. 14. 3) show the widespread tendency, which is 
apparently not wholly foreign to Attic, to leave this case uncon- 

®tracted in words in os. (But erav A. 4. 22, 7. 30 ete.) On the 
other hand we have wijxvs, mnxav for miyewy Jo. 21. 8 (-ewy A), 
Ap. 21. 1731 apucvs (a barytone adj. in vs: Pats etc. are never so 
inflected) has apicovs for -eos Mc. 6. 23 (Apoc. Petr. 27), ijpioy 
L. 19. 8 VIL .(D?), with the var. lect. apio(e)ia RBLQ, ta ajyiorv 
ARA(D*). “Hyioeca would be a not impossible assimilation to % 
ypireia; yptoovs and -oy are attested as Hellenistic.? “Yyu7js, vyu7 
Jo. 5. 11, 15 etc. are Hellenistic (Attic has ty:a as well) 

5. Genitive -eos and -ews. Pallews L. 24. 1 (on preponderant 
evidence), and mpaews 8BKL 1 P. 3. 4 are mistakes of the popular 
language (see Lobeck, Phr. 247) for -cos (otherwise there is no 
instance of the gen. of the adj. in -vs). 

G. Peculiarities.—‘Salt’ in Attic is ot &des, in N.T. 76 Gras, 
Mt. 5. 13 twice (ara [cep. 75 yada] twice, D once), Me. 9. 50 
twice (ada once x*, twice LA), L. 14. 34 (4Aa s*D), no doubt derived 
from tovs dAas, and inflected like tépuc: dAati Col. 4.6. This form is 
also characteristic of the common language, according to Herodian ii. 
716, Lentz, (In Me. 9. 49 D has éX¢ in a clause from Levit. 2. 13 
which is wanting in RBLA; ibid. 50, acc. dAa R*A*BDLA, adas 
s°A°CN al.)—Nats only occurs in A. 27. 41 Tv vadv (literary 
word = vulgar 7d wAotov).—’Opvié ‘a hen’ nom. sing. L. 13. 34 (ep. 
Doric gen. dpvexos);* for ‘bird’ N.T. has épveov Ap. 18. 2 ete. 
(also Barn. 10. 4, Clem. 1 Cor. 25. 2, Herm. Sim. ix. J, 8).— 
Svyyevys, -ets, dat. plur. -evou (like yovets, -etor) Me. 6. 4 (-éouv »* 
om x*]AB?CD* al.), L. 2. 44 B*LXAA; according to [Herodian] 
ram. An. Ox. ili. 246 others even said -veioy., 

123y, App. p. 328. 
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$9. METAPLASMUS. 
1. Fluctuation between neuter and masculine in Declension II.— 

A:imvos for -ov is only a v.l in L. 14. 16, Ap. 19, 9 (B), 17. Aeopos” 
has plural éerpué (old) L. 8. 29, A. 16. 26, 20. 23, and Secpoi (old 
Ph. 1. 13 (without distinction). Zvyés ‘yoke’ (in use since Poly. 
never (vydv, OeueAvov, plur. -2 A. 16. 23 (Hom. L&x.; Herm. Sim. 
ix. 14. 6; Attic, according to Mboeris), elsewhere 6 @epeédos 
1C. 3. 11 f., 2 Tim. 2. 19, Clem. Cor. i. 33. 3 etc. (strictly ge. AdOos ; 
Attic). ‘O varos R. 11. ro O.T. quot. (class. 7d verov).  Ztros, plur. 
gira A. 7. 12 HP (Att. and LXX.; ovrda read by 8AB etc. does not 
suit the sense). UrdScov has plur. ardada Jo. 6. 19g R*D, and oradcous 

x-'TABL al.: the latter also occurs in L. 24. 13 and Ap. 21. 16 
AB al. with v.1. -éwv (both plurs. are Attic). , 

2. Fluctuation between Declensions I. and II.—Compound sub- 
stantives with épyev in their second half fre formed with -apyos in 
Attic, in (dialectic and) Hellenistic Gk. more often with -dépxqs 
(Decl. I.), Kiihner, 1. 3, i. 502. So in N.T. eOvapyys, TAT pPLaPY ys, 

ToAiTapyys, TeTpadpyys (Aciapxov Acts 19. 31), also exatovrapyns 
centurio Mt. 8. 13 (-ym s”UA), and in the majority of places in the 
Acts; but xsAtapyos tribunus always, exatovrapyos A. 22. 25 and 
often (with much variety of reading about the vowel); ozparore 
dapxos or -ys 23 16, an addition of the 6 text (om. nAB),1e 
Surevtépiov A. 28. 8 according to Mocris is Hellenistic for -pia, 
Lob. Phryn. 518. *Hyos, o (in L. 21. 25 76, see 3), L. 4. 37, A. 2. 2, 
H. 12. 19, similarly stands for 2) (Moeris). 

3. Fluctuation between Declensions II. (I.) and III.—The exx. 
of interchange of -os masc., Decl. IL., and -os neut., Decl. III., have 
somewhat increased in number, in comparison with those in the 
classical language. The Attic o &eos becomes 7d €Aeos In LXX. and 
N.T. always (exc. Mt. 9. 13 eAcov COLFG ete.: 12. 7 eXeov EG etc., 
23. 23 Tov eXeov CAATL: H. 4. 16 eXeov CPD°EL: Tit. 3. 5 rev 
éXeov D°KL), with gen. eAeous, dat. eAees (the original forms, if we 
may judge from the old derivative eAcewos, ep. pacevos from ¢cdos, 
and the compound vyAejs). “O tides is the class. and also the usual 
N.T. form; 7d € (nom. or acc.) 2 C. 9. 2 8B, Ph. 3. 6 R*ABD*FG, 
with gen. (jAous A. 5. 17 only B* (Clem. Cor. i. 6.1, 2, 9. 1 ete. 
75; 5. 2, 4, 5 etc. 6). "Hyovs L. 21. 25 for s}yov (see 2). “O OdpBos 
(ancient) for 70 L. 4. 36 D (6. péyas), ep. A. 3. 10 OipBov C. TS 
mhodros (nom. or acc. sing.) 2. 0. 8. 2 x*BCP, E. 1. 7, 2. 7, 3. 8, 16, 
i. 4. 19, Col. 1. 27 (also 0 7A. 8), 2. 2 (neut. 8*A BC), is attested on 
preponderant or very good evidence; clsewhere (even E. 1. 18) 
6 7X, and always gen. rAotrov. To oxéros (cp. cKkorevds)e is 
universally found (earlier 6 and 7d): in H. 12. 18 cxdrw is a wrong 
reading for (6¢@.. Fluctuation between -os neut. and -a, -7 Decl. I. 
is rarer: To 8hpos (Attic, which has also 4 dé~a) 2 C. 11. 27 dies 
(diym B*); 7d vixos? 1 C. 15. 54 f O.T. quot., 57, Mt. 12. 20 O.T. 

1On the usage of Josephus cp. W. Schmidt, Jos, elocut. 485 ff. 
2 The usual txx. form: Lob. Phryn. 647. 
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quot., Herm. Mand. xii. 2. 5; 4 viky 1 Jo. 5. 4. Noss and wAois 
(the later A. 27. 9) are declined like Bots: gen. vods, dat. voi, as 
also in Herm. Sim. ix. 17. 2 (cp. §7, 4).4 ‘H Gov, -wvos Mt. 3. 12, 
L. 3. 17, for  ddws, -w (ep. § 7, 5). The dat. is formed from 
Decl. ILI. in words that in their other cases are neuters of Decl. IL: 
daxpvov (Ap. 7, 17, 21. 4) — daxpva — Béxpuvow L. 7. 38, 44 (also in 
Attic oceasionally ; Odxpv is an old form occurring in poetry): 
od BBargv ~cdBBara —céPBacw always Mt. 12. 1 etc, except Mt. 
12. 12 where B has caSfarows (Lachm.).—Consonantal stem of 
Decl. III. for -o- stem of Decl. II. : xarjywp (on the model of pyTup) 
Ap. 12. 10 only in A for xarjyopos (BCP as elsewhere in N.T.).? 

$10. PROPER NAMES. INDECLINABLE NOUNS. 

1, The Hebrew personal names of the O.T., when quoted as such, 
remain with few exceptions unaltered and indeclinable: *Aédp, 
"APpadp, ?lakdéfB, Pupad, Aavid ete. The exceptions are mainly 
nominatives in —, which are represented by the termination -as and 
declined according to Decl. I. (gen. -a and -ov, see § 7, 2): ‘Tovas 
Mt. 1. 2 f.; Otpias, gen. -ov ihid. 6; Kéexlas, "Hoalas ete. (but “A Bra 
[as LXX:] ibid. 7 nom, ace. L. 1. 5 gen.). Other exceptions are: 
Mavaroy Mt. 1. 10 ace., Mavaco7s nom., ep. inf. 3 (Mavaco7 nom. 
ANB); “Lavvjs and “louBpis 2 Tim. 3. 8; Aes, -as nom. H. 7. 9 
NBO*, the remaining MSs. -. (e): ep. inf. 2. Zodopev is declined 
either with gen. -Gros (therefore nom. -pev), so Mt. 1. 6 para (but. 
x* -uov Indecl.), 12. 42, and elsewhere: or -Gytos (like Bevoday, 
therefore nom. -[LOV) ¢ A. 3. 11 -OVTOS (DE -LOVOS), oO. 12 (-wevos 
BDEP); so also LXX., unless, as usually happens, the word remains 
mdeclinable.  Incots Josue H. 4. 8. Movoys (so, according to thé 
best evidence, with LXX. and Josephus, instead of Mac. of the 
ordinary Mss.), gen. always -ews as if from -e's, dat. -? Mt, 17. 
SBD al. (others -7), Me. 9. 4 AB*DE ete., ibid. 5 SABCDE ete. 
(nearly all), and so elsewhere with constant variation in the Mss. 
between -e and -): acc. -<a only in L. 16, 29, elsewhere “HV 
(A. 6. 11, 7. 35, 1 ©. 10. 2, IL 3. 3). The latter inflection : -1]Sy ~Ny 
“hv (ep. inf. 3) is that prevalent in the LXX.3 

2, The same old Hebrew names, if employed as proper names of 
other persons of the N.T. period, are far more susceptible to 
Hellemisation and declension. The Hellenising is carried out: (a) 
by appending -os ; “laxwPos always, "AyaB-os A. 11. 28, 21. 10: (0) 
in words that in their Greek pronunciation would end in a vowel, by 
appending -s to the nom., -v to the ace.: so ‘Incots, Ijoodv (cp. 1), 
Agus (also written -es; therefore i) Mc. 2. 14 (ace. -vv, indecl. x*A 

So also Jods, gen. Jods, in later Greek: ep. W.-Schm. $8, 11, note7 (Cramer, 
Au. Ox. iti, 248), 

* Ibid. §8, 13: it looks as if the original nom. was taken for a gen.: the late 
form didxwy for Scdxovos is parallel. 

*In Josephus Niese and Naber write -éos (hardly a possible inflection ; in the 
MS3, -éws is a strongly attested variant), -e?, -#v ir? their text: -dws (with v.L 
*¢os) is found as early as Diodor. Sic. 34-1. 3. W.-Schm. § 10, 5. 
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al.), L. 5. 27 (ace. -w, indecl. D), 29 (nom. -1s, indecl. D); to which 
must be added the nom. in -as, see 1; for the inflection vide inf. 3: 
(c) in names in -an, by the substitution of s for v in the nom., so that 
the inflection follows that of ’lovdas: “Avvas L. 3. 4, A. 4. 6,. 
Jo. 18. 13, 24 j2% (Joseph. “Avar-os): "Iwvdéas A. 4. 6 D,} a name 
which in Joseph. is still further Hellenised to “Iava6ys: so NT. 
Twarys (§ 3, 10) }20% or ‘Iwavay (L, 3. 27 in the genealogy of Christ), 
gen. -ov,” dat. -7 (-e L. 7. 18, 22 8AB or B*(L], Mt. 11 4 DA, 
Ap. 1. 1 8*, cp. Mwicet), ace. -yv. Josephus also makes Kacvas out of 
Kavav and Nadas out of Na@av. The common name ’Iwavys is also 

abbreviated into ‘ova (Syr. N21) LXx. 2 (4) Kings 25. 23, and so 
Mt. 16. 17 Siuwv Bapiwva = %. (6 VLEs) ’"Iwavov Jo. 1. 42 (Iwva 

AB? al, Syr.), 21. 15 # (Vlora AC all, Syr. Sin. j20, a form 

which also stands for the prophet Jonah L. 11. 29 ete.); ‘Iwvéy or 
-a444 (8BI', Syr.) is found in L. 3. 30 (in the genealogy of Christ). 
By a similar abbreviation >2 became Pov "lwois, gen. -ijros 
(inf. 3) Me. 6. 3 BDLA (Iwo 8, lwor7 AC), 15. go, 47 (with 
similar v.l.): cp. the var. lect. to Mt. 18. 55, 27. 56, A. 1. 23, 4. 36; 
in this name the evidence preponderates for the full Hebrew form 
without alteration, vide inf. (¢) The Hellenisation is carried furthest 
in Nipwv, -wvos = Yvyewv (this form occurs for Peter in A. 15. 14 in 
James’ speech, 2 P. 1. 1 [S¢uwv B]: for others in A. 13. 1, L. 2. 25 
etc.): the pure Greek name with a similar sound is substituted for 
the Hebrew name, after a fashion not unknown to the Jews of the 
present day, just as “ldowv (A. 17. 5 etc.) is substituted for Jesus, 
and perhaps Kudéas for Xov(as (L. 8. 3 according to the Latin cod. /). 
On the other hand, the following, though employed in this way, | 
remain unaltered and indeclinable: “lwo generally (vide sup.), 
NaGavayA (also the names of the angels MiyayA [Mey. B] and 
TaBpijA), Mavayy A. 13.1. Similarly the woman’s name ’EAw afer: 

whereas O°A sometimes remains as Mapiap, esp. for the mother of 

Christ, and sometimes is Hellenised to Mapia (Mapiappy in Joseph.), 
with great diversity of reading in the mss. (gen. Mapcas Mt. 1. 16, 
18, 2. 11 etc.; acc. Mapicw 1. 20 [-iunvy BL]: in chaps. 27 and 22 the 
form -ia for the nom. has most support in the case of the other 
Maries; in L Mapudp 1. 27, 30, 34, 37, 39 ete., but ts Mapias qr, 
4) Mapia 2. 19 SBD [D has also frequently elsewhere nom. -a, dat. -a 
i.e. -g, ace. -av]; Paul in R. 16. 9 has Mapecdp, an unknown lady, in 
ABCP -iav).? The following are declinable without further addition : 
"Avva $3 (nom. L. 2. 36) and Mapa Syr. NEW (gen. -as, see 
§ 7, 2); the following are Hellenised by the addition of « (a2): 
"Iwav(v)a Syr. yh, Zoveavva Syr. mow (L. 8. 3, 24. 10), and there 

is a similar addition of 7 in ZaAwpy Syr. moby Me. 15. 40, 16. 1. 

1’Twvdfas appears already on an Egyptian papyrus of the 3rd cent. B.c., 
Flinders Petrie Pap. ii., p. 23: ’AroA\\dvov...[waper ]idnuov, bs kal cupiorl Iwrdbas 
[kanetrac]. e 

2 Tudvov (v.1. Iwavav) in Lxx. 2 Chr. 28.12, *%Cp. W.-Schm. § 10, 1, note L. 
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3. The declension of Hebrew masc. proper names whose stem 
ends in & long vowel (with the exception of those in -ias), and of 
the similar Greek or Graeco-Roman names which are formed by 
abbreviation (§ 29), follows the same pattern on the whole for all 
vowels, and is consequently known as the “mixed” declension. 
Three cases (G.D.V.) exhibit the pure stem (the datives in a, 1, » 
being in our spefling extended by an « mute); the nom. in all cases 
has s, the acc. generally v, but this is often wanting in LXx. and 
N.T. with the »(:) and w stems: Mavacojs, acc. -7, vide sup. 1 (so 
LXX., e.g. 2 (4) Kings 20. 21, 21. 1, 2 Chron. chap. 33): Aes, vide 
sup. 1, 2: ’AmoAAds, ace. ’AtoAAG A. 19. 1 (-wv A®L, “AreAARV B*, 
§ 6, 2), ep. Ka ace. § 7, 5, 1 C. 4.6 (-wv 8* AB), Tit. 3. 13 (-ov 8D°H, 
-WVa FG). Eixx. (a) Bapa Bas, BapvaBas, Tovsdas, Zivas (from ZVv6- 

Swpos), StAGs (= XtAovuvds). (b) (Mavacoys, vide sup.) ’AweAAts 
R. 16. ro, ace. -7v (as in A. 19. 18, vide sup.). The gen. of Greek 
names of this class, in classical Greek -od, is unrepresented in N.T. 
(c) Aevts, vide sup. 2. (ad) Iyoot's, -v, -0v, -OvY, ~ov, (e) "AToXdAGs 

(from ’AvoAAw@vios). In extra-Biblical Greek besides this declension 
of such names there is found a second, in which there is a similar 
nom, in -s, but the stem for the remaining cases is extended by the 
addition »f a consonant (usually 6, in Egypt and in the Cyrenaica 7), 
e.g. “Amras, -ados, “Eppis, -S0s (Inser. of Arsinoe in C. LG. 5321 
elycots -covros, cp. Ptolemais 5289): the single N.T. example of this 
declension is "Iwojs, -ros, sup. 2. 

4. Roman proper names.—There need only be noticed Agrippa 
Aypirras, -1: Aquila ’Axtdras: Cleméns, Creseéns, Pudéns, gen. -éntis 
= (KAijyns)-evtos Ph. 4. 3, Kpxjoxys 2 Tim. 4. 10, TTowvdns (-evros) 21. 
The w of the nom., which was hardly pronounced, is often absent 
from Latin inscriptions. 

5. Names of places, mountains, rivers.—In this category it is the 
usual practice in by far the majority of cases for non-Greek names 
to remain un-Hellenised and undeclined, with the exception, of 
course, of prominent place-names, which were already known to 
the Greeks at an earlier period, such as Tupos ; Bidar, -Gvos ; "Atwros 
Asdod (cp. § 6, 7) A. 8. 40; Aapackds ete. and (river-name) 
‘Topddvys, -ov. The Hellenisation is well marked, a new etymology 
(‘epds, ZoAvpor) being given, in the case of ‘TepoodAvpa, -wv, a form which is employed in the N.T. alongside of "Iepovcadrju (in the 
latter there is no good reason for writing the rough breathing, § 4, 4; Me. and John (Gosp.) always have ‘lepor., and so Mt. exe. In 23. 37: "epovr. is always the form in Ap., Hebr., and in Paul except in the narrative of G. 1. 17 £, 2. 1: L. gives both forms, 
but "Iepoyo. rarely in his Gospel. Other exceptions are: Broav‘a, gen. -as, acc, -av Jo. 11. 1, Me. 11. x2, Jo. 12. 1, Mc. 11. 11 ete. 
(but Mt. 21. 17, Mc. 11. 1 B* es ByOavia, L. 19. 29 8* BD* eis 
ByOpayi cai BnOavia): Toyota, Mc. 15. 22 tov Todyo8av rérov 
(Tod yo6a. ACDE al.): Tépoppa, -wv Mt. 10. rs (-as CDLMP), -as 2 P. 2. 6, op. inf. 6 (1) Toucppa): Avssa, gen. Avddns A. 9, 38 
B°EHLP, -as x*B*C, -a indecl. A (whicheis harsh in the con- 

* LXX. "Iepove., except in 2, 3, 4 Macc. and Tobit. See W.-Schm. § 10, 3. 
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nection éyyis ovens a tn lormy); elsewhere the ace. is Av’d8a, ibid. 
32, 35 (-av CEHLP), cither as neut. plur. or as indecl. (?) # Zdperra 
ace. L. 4. 26 (-wv gen, LXX. Obad. 20): Tov Zapova (’Aowap.) ‘The 

plain’ P49 ; Deak Ill. or (with Aramaic -a) indecl. (1): Zé8opa, 
OAD (therefore Hellenised), -ov Mt.10.15, 11. 24, L. 17. 29, 2 P. 2. 6; 
os Mt. 11. 23 (Mc. 6. tr Text. Rec. an insestion from Mt.), 
L. 10. 12 (so earlier in LXx.). On the other hand the following 
e.g. are unaltered and indecl.: ByGAceu, Bry@dayy, Karbapvaotp, 
Aivdy Jo. 3. 23, Sadtu ibid., Xuwy; (mountain) Suva, (brook) Kedpay 
Jo. 18. 1 (rot yeydppov rot K. correctly AS; other Mss. are corrupt 
with tov Kedpwv, tov Kedpou; Josephus declines tov Kedpavos), 
’KAaov, Mount of Olives, as a Greek rendering cannot be indecl.; 
therefore, ‘as we elsewhere have 76 dpos rév éAacwv, we must also read 
Opos (ace.) T) Kadotpevoy eAutov (not "EAawwy) L. 19. 29, 21. 37: all 
MsS. give a wrong inflection in A. 1. 12, ro: KaAovpevov ’EAac@vos 
for acca ep. § 33, 1.4 

6. On the declension of place-names.— Double declension as in 
class. Greek is seen in Neav woAw A. 16. 11; therefore also read 
‘Tena woe. Col. 4. 13. Instances of metaplasmus: Decl. I. fem. 
sing, Decl. II. neut. plur.—Avorpa, ace. -av A. 14. 6, 21, 16. 1, 
but dat. -o1s 14. 8, 16. 2: Ovarepa ace. fae I. rr x, -av ADC, gen. 
-ov A. 16. 14, dat. -o's Ap 2. 18 (B -p77, § 7, 1), 2 (as° Ry B -pats), 
cp. Avéda, supra 5. Decl, HI. and Decl. I. confused. —adapty, date 
im A. 13. 5, but -cry RAED, ep. (W.-Schm. § 10, 5) gen. Sadapiiys 
in Suid. ’Hrepavios (cod. A), Salaminu(m) Latt. ap. ‘Acts ibid. like 
Justin u. 7. 7, Selaninie msulae xliv. 3. 2, Salaminam (ep. the new 
ran jn romance languages, Tarragona, Cartagena, Narbonne). 

7. Gender.—In place-names the fem. is so much the rule that we 
have not only 77 “Tepovoudrjp (A. 5. 28 etc.), but even wéoa ‘Teporo- 
vipa a 2. 3 (on A. 16. 12 @irizrovs, ims evti... TOALSs, see 
§ 31, The masc. 6 StAwdp (the spring and the pool) in L, 13. 4, 
ave 9. 1, 11 is explained by the Se added in Jo. 9. 7 
UTerTuUdspevos,? 

8. Of indeclinable appellatives there are only a few: (rév KopBay 
Mt. 27. 6 B*, correctly tdv xopBavav; indecl. in another sense 
Me. 7. II, where it is introduced as a Hebr. word): pévva, 7d 
(Ap. 2. 17 Tod p.): maoya, 75 (L. 2. 44 Tov 7): (carav gen. for -Va. 
2 0, 12. 7 8° al.; more a proper name than an ee cixepa 
ace. L. 1. 15 (indecl. Til: TCX, i *9) -orae Ap: 9. 12 14 (like 7 
OdAivis ete.: also used as a subst. elsewhere, LXX. 7 1 C, 9. 16, 
see W.-Gr.). 

§ 11. ADJECTIVES. > 
1, Adjectives in -os, -y (-a), -ov and -os, -ov.—(a) Compound adj. 

% apy} (4pyos=d-epyds) 1 Tim. 5. 13, Tit. 1. 12 (Epimenides), Ja. 

1 There is a similar fluctuation in Josephus, W.-Schm. ibid. ?v. App. p. 329. 

3 Josephus has 7 3., sc# ryy7, B. J. v. 12. 2, vi. 8. 5, but wéxpt rot ZB. ii. 16, 
Jee lees ea 
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9. 20 BC* (vl. vexpa); Att. doyds yuvy Phryn. Lob. 104 f. ‘H avro- 
patn Mc.e 4, 28 (not unclass.). “H mwapabardaccia Mt. 4. 13 (rqv 
wapabardcotov D, zupa OdAacocav &*), but 9 mwapddAcos L. 6. 17; 
these compounds in -ros admit of both forms. (6) Uncompounded 
adj. ‘H Upypos always (Att. -uos and -umy). “H éromos Mt. 25. 10 
(A -pat), -wy 2 C0. 9. 5, 1 P. 1. 5 (Att. -uos and -py). “H atdévos 
is the usual form®as it is in Att.; -ia 2 Th. 2. 16 (-cov FG), H. 9. 12, 
often as a v.l. *H BeBaia always (Att. -a and -os). “H xéoptos (Att. 
-ia) 1 Tirk. 2.9 s*AD°™ al.; v.l. -iws. “H pdratos and -ia (as in Att.). 
“H 8potos? Ap. 4. 3. “H 8s 1 Tim. 2. 8 (-ia Att. and Lxx.). ‘H 
ovpavios L. 2. 13 (v.1. ovpavov), A. 26. 19 (Att. -ia), In other cases 
the N.T. is in agreement with the ordinary grammar. 

2. To cvyyevijs L. 1. 36 has the fem. 4 cvyyevis for Att. -7s (Clem. 
Hom. xii. 8: Phryn. Lob. 451: Cramer, An. Ox. iil. 247; cp. eyevi- 
Swv yvvarkov Clem. Rom. Epit. ii. 144), whereas strictly this fem. 
only belonged to words in,-rys, -rov, and to those in -evs (BacrXis). 

3. Comparison.—The absorption of the category of duality into 
that of plurality (cp. §§ 2, 1, and 13, 5), occasioned also the dis- 
appearance from the vulgar language of one of the two degrees 
of comparison, which in the great majority of cases (cp. inf. 5) was 
the superlative, the functions of which were taken over by the 
comparative.! The only instances of a superl. in -raros in the N.T. 
are uxpiPéeoraros A. 26. 5 (in literary language, the speech of Paul 
before Agrippa, § 2, 4) and dyuitaros Jd. 20, the latter being used 
in an elative sense. The remaining superlatives are in -w-os, 
and are generally employed in intensive [elative] sense, and in some 
cases have quite lost their force: edxirros perexiguus passim? (as 
a true superl., either due to the literary language or corrupt reading 
inl C. 15.9: for which éAaxuordrepos occurs in E. 3. &, inf. 4): 
HSiora 2 C. 12. 9, 15, A. 18. 3 D (‘gladly,’ ‘very gladly’): xpanore 
man address L. 1. 1 ete.: péysoros permagnus 2 P. 1. 4: wdetoros 
Mt. 11. 20, 21. 8, ep. § 44, 4: 1 0. 14. 27 (7d wAcioroy ‘at most ora 
os téxiora A. 17. 15 (literary language, a true superl.): toros 
passim: tyyora D Me. 6. 36 (Joseph. passim: Clem. Cor. i. 5. 1). 
The most frequent superlative which still remains is (pa@Adov-) 
pursora (Acts, Pauline epp., 2 Peter: still there are no more than 
twelve instances in all). Cp. Synt. § 44, 3. 

* The ysage of the Ep. of Barnabas agrees with that of the N.T. On the 
other hand in Hermas, although his Greek is the unadulterated language of 
ordinary speech, superlatives in -raros and -ioros are quite common with intensive 
[elateve] sense, while he also uses the comparative for the superlative proper. 
This (Roman) form of the xow7 thus held the same position in this respect as 
the Italian of to-day, which does not distinguish between comp. and superl., 
but Ras preserved the forms in -issimo, etc., in intensive sense. 
_ 7 Hermas, Mand. v. 1. 5 Tod éhaxiorou dyvGiov ‘the little bit of wormwood,’ 
in a preceding passage (ibid.) dyvOiov pixpdv Mav. A similar use occurs as 
early as Aeschin. iii. 104. 

* Herm. Sim. viii. 5. 6, 10. 1, ix. 7. 4 7d wdeloror Hépos, but viii. 1. 6 7d 
whetoy pb. 

* A popular substitute for uaddov, uddora as also €or rrelwy and mdeloros is 
‘supplied by the adjective repiods (‘ superabundant,’ ‘ample’) together with 
its adverb and comparative. 7) wepoody rovrwy Mt. 5. 7 =70 mwhéov r. (cp. 

¢ 
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4. Special’ forms of the comparative.—For comp. of éya8és we 

never have dpe vor, PéArcov as an adv. only in 2 Tim. k 18 (-iwv 
Herm. Vis. ili. 4. 3, 7. 1); Kpetoowr (Try, § 6, 7) only in Pauline 
epp., Hebrews, and Pet. (‘more excellent’ or ‘mightier, ‘of higher 
standing,’ Opp. to éAarrwv H. 7. 7)3 the vulgar a aOunepos (Herm: 
Mand. vill. 9, T) is never found in the N.T. r For comp. of xak5s, 
xeipwv ‘worse’ is frequent; 75 ijoo0v is opp. to "rd xpeiocov 1 C. 
1l. 17; Joacov adv. Tess” (of degree) 2 C. 12. 18. ’EAaoour 
deterior is the opposite to Kkpetoowv Jo. 2. 10, H. 7. 7, vifle supra: 
or, as in Attic, to peifwy R. 9. 12 O.T. quot.; adv. €Aarrov ‘less’ 
(of number) 1 Tim. 5. 9 (pKporepos is ‘smaller’ as in Attic). Tdéxrov 
(Hellenistic, B rayeov) is the constant form, not @arrov (Att.) or 
-coov, unless the latter is to be read for dovov in A. 27. 13 (a 
literary word, cp. in Clem. Cor. i. 65. 1 the juxtaposition of the 
cultured phrase dws @arrov with conj., and the vulgar eis 75 réyLov 
with inf.). ’Edaxworrdrepos ‘the lowest of all’ (see 3) is correctly 
formed according to the rules of the common language ; Soe 
3 Jo. 4*shows an obscured sense of the idea of the comp. 
pei (wv, ube is not without analogies in the older language (e.g. ce 
tepos).  Aumdrdrepov Mt. 23. 15 =duplo magis (Appian also has 
durrotepa tovtwv=dirAdo.. 7. Proem. 10), whereas dmAotwrepos 
shows the Attic formation of such comparatives. 

5. Adjectival comparative (and superlative) of adverbs.—The 
superl. xpéros has been retained where the comp. mpérepos in the 
sense of sas first of two’ has disappeared, so Jo. 1. 15, 30 mpwros 
pov, A. 1. 1 Tov ™ pwOTov Adyov (but mpérepos = ‘ former, ’ ‘hitherto’ 
survives in ‘E 4, 22 tTHhv mpotépay dvactpodyr, cp. Herm. Mand. iv. 
3. 1, 3 etc.); the corresponding adv. mporepov = ‘formerly’ Hi. 10,42, 
1P 1. 14 7 pot. (§ 34, 7) in Jo. 6. 62, 9. 8 (ibid. 7. 50, 51 as a 
wrong reading), G. 4. 13, 1 Tim. 1. 13, whereas the first of two actions 
is here also denoted by zpwrov (Mt. 7. 5, 8. 21, L. 14. 28, 31 etc.), 
except in H. 4. 6, 7. 27 (literary style; in 2 C. 1.15 apdrepov should 
apparently be erased with x*). ‘The opposite word %eyaros is like- 
wise also used in comp. sense (Mt. 27. 64); while torepos is superl. 
1 Tim. 4. 1 (a wrong reading in Mt. 21. 31); the adv. tovrepov is 

§ 44, note 3), L. 12. 4 repioodrepdv (repicodv AD al.) te = mdéov Te; 12. 48 mepic- 
cdtepov, D mréov; cp. Mt. 11. 9=L. 7. 26, Me. 12. go=L. 20. 47, Me. 12. 33 vil. 
mwepicodrepov and m)etov, Clem. Cor.i.61. 3. Theadv. repucods Mt. 27.23, on which 
Chrysost. vii. 813 B says wepiocas Trouréors waddov, Mc. 10. 26, 15. 14 4-ccordpws 
ENP al.). (In conjunction paddov mepiocérepov [-épws D] Mc. 7. 36, -épws pu. 
2 C. 7. 13, vide inf., cp. § 44, 5 and pleonasms like ev@éws wapaxypjua.) So also 
the Berlin papyri, 326, ii. 9 ef & eri wepicod ypdupara xaradlrw (‘further’), and 
mod, Greek wepocdrepos, adv. -pov ‘more.’ In St. Paul, however, wepiccorépws 
appears occasionally to have a still stronger force = brepBadhévrws w2 C. J. . 15; 
12. 5, G. 1. 14, cp. A. 26. 11 (wep. wadhdov 2 C. 7. 13 (2) = ‘still much more,’ cp. 
sup.), while in other passages of his writings it may be replaced by paddoy or 
padoTa, as meptocdtepos by wAciwy: Ph. 1. 14, 20. 1. 12, 1 C. 12. 23 £., 2 C. 10. 
8 etc. So also H. 7. 15 repiocdrepoy (= uadrXov) ere ardonXor, 2o1; 13. 19 -puws,. 
Herm. Mand. iv. 4. 2, Sim. v. 3. 3. 

’ Kithner, i. 3, 1. 565. dyawraros is also found in Herm. Vis. 1. 2. 3 (‘ excel- 
lent’; as a proper superl. in Diod. Sic. xvi. 85); Herm. Sim. viii. 9 has 
novrepos, Kiihner, ibid. 555. @v, App. p. 807. 
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common (also in superl. sense, as in Mt. 22. 27, L. 20. 32). 
Further &xx. of comp. of adverbs: é€dérepos Mt. 8. 12 etc. (Herm. 
Sim. ix. 7. 5), érwrepos A. 16. 24, H. 6. 19, xardrepos EH. 4. 9 (of 
eourse also in superl. sense); these adjectives are not found in 
Attic, which however has the corresponding adverbs: dvwrepov 
L. 14. 10, H. 10. 8 (Att. more often -pw),! Katwrepw Mt. 2. 16 
(kdtw perhaps more correctly D), zoppwrépw (-pov AB) L. 24. 28, 
eyyutepov, RK. 13. 11. 

§ 12. NUMERALS. 

1, Avo has gen. ovo, dat. dvciv (plural inflection): similarly Lxx.:? 
dvoty for dvety is condemned by Phrynichus (Lob. 210). 

2. In compounds of dexa with units, at least from thirteen up- 
wards, dexa occupies the frst place (this practice is more frequent 
in the later language than in the older: in mod. Gk., except in the 
case of eleven and twelve, it is universal): (dexadvo [Polyb.] 
A. 19. 7 HLP, 24. 11 same evidence; Sexaréooapes Mt. 1. 17, 
2C. 12. 2, G. 2. 1: dexarévre Jo. 11. 18, A. 27. 28, G. 1. 18 (8€xa 
kat mevre Herm. Vis. ii. 2.1 3): dexaoxTo L. 13. 4 (déxa Kat 0, 8A 
al.), rz (6. «x, 6. ALal.). The ordinals, however, take the reverse 
order: teroaperxadexatos A. 27. 27, mevrexasdéxatos L. 3. 1 (Ionic 
and later language: Attic usually réraptos cai déx.). With larger 
numbers there is a similar order of words, with or (usually) without 
kat: exooe tpets 1 C. 10. 8, rervepaxorvra Kai €& Jo. 2. 20. 

§ 13. PRONOUNS. 

1. Personal.—The 3rd pers. is represented by avrov: the same 
form is used for the 3rd pers. possessive. Iteflexives: Ist pers. 
sing. euavrov, 2nd sing. ceavTod (not cvavrod), 3rd sing. €avrov (not 
avrov):* plural 1st, 2nd, and 3rd pers. éavrdv (so in Hellenistic Gk., 
not yuov a, tov a, cpov a3 on tyov avrav in 1 C. 5. 13 from 
Deut. 17. 7, see § 48, 10). 

2. Demonstratives.—Otros, exeivos as usually; the intensive ¢ 
(ovroo-() is unknown, but is employed by Luke (in the Acts) and 
Paul (Hebrews) in the adv. vuvi=vov. ’O8e is rare and almost con- 
fined to the phrase rdéde A€yer: Acts 21. 11, Ap. 2. 1, 8, 12, 18, 

1 Peculiar are ére dvw, ert xdrw for dvdrepov, katwrepov in the apocryphal addi- 
tion to Mt. 20. 28 in D¢, with which cp. Xen. Anab. 7, 5. 9 ére dvw orpareverOat 
(and Dindor?’s note). 2W.-Schm. §9, 11. 

e 

3 Even in the inscriptions of this period the trisyllabic forms, éavrod etc. sup- 
plant the dissyllabic, which in classical times were used alongside of them. In 
the old edd. of the N.T. the latter still appear pretty frequently, but are now 
rightly replaced by éavroi or avrod (see Synt. § 48, 6), so even in R. 14. 14 &’ 
éavroi RAB, A. 20. 30 dricw éavrévy RAB. The long a results from the con- 
traction (go a’rod) ; in the Hellenistic and Roman period it has occasioned the 
loss of the v in pronunciation, whence the spelling éugrof, éarod (just as the « in 
a, @ was unpronounced). See Wackernagel in Kuhn’s Zeitschr. xxxiii. 
(N. F. xiii.), p. 2 ff. 
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3. 1, 7, 143; elsewhere rdde A. 15. 23 D; ryde L. 10. 393 THvde 
Ja. 4. 13 (Clem. Cor. ii. 12. 5 45¢ is only a conjecture). ‘Up. Synt. 
§ 49, 1, and inf. 4. 

3. Relatives.—'Os, 7), 6: doris, 7Tus, 6,7¢; the latter, however, 
only in the nom. sing. and plur., except that 6,7 also appears as 
acc.: in meaning it becomes confused with ds, see Qvnt. § 50,1. We 
have the stereotyped phrase éws drov in Luke and John (also in Mt. 
5. 25; ad’ drovin D L. 13. 25); otherwise there is no instance of 
these old forms (so we never find aoca, atta for atuva), in the same 
way that the forms rot, rov (=Tivos, Tivds), TH, TH (= TIM, Tevé) ete. 
from ris, tus have become obsolete. “Oovep is only found in Me. 15. 6 
x°B8C al. dvirep tobvTo (male ov wapyt. R*AB* ; the right reading in 
DG ov ay Arovvro § 63, 7), and according to Marcion in L. 10. 21 azep 
é€xpuwas. On the use of 6s for a demonstrative pron. see Synt. § 46, 2. 

4, Correlative pronouns.—TIlotos — rovovros (rodc8e only 2 P. 1. 17 
rovacde, cp. 2)—oifo0s—dmotos,  Ldc0s— tocotros - da0s. Atos 
(G. 6. 11, H. 7. 4)—TnAtkotros (2 C. 1. 10, H. 2. 3, Ja. 3. 4, 
Ap. 16. 18) —1Atxos (Col. 2. 1, Ja. 3.5). To these must be added 
wotarés (with similar meaning to zotos), Synt. § 50, 6. On the 
correlative adverbs, see § 25. Totovros and tocwotvros (t1AtKovros) 
have neut. in -ov and -o (both forms are also found in Att., though 
the first is more frequent): with var. lect. Mt. 18. 5, A. 21. 25 
8B text, H. 7. 22: with -ov only H. 12. 1; on the other hand 
tyAckovtro Herm. Vis. iv. 1. 10 (2. 3 with v.1.).“ 

5. With pronouns and pronominal forms it has also happened 
that words indicating duality as distinct from plurality have become 
obsolete (a6tepos—Tis; Exatepos—exaoros), with the exception of 
dpporepot (the N.T. form, never audw) and érepos, which, however, 
already becomes confused with adAAos. Cp. Synt. § 51, 6. 

§ 14. SYSTEM OF CONJUGATION. 

1. The system of the conjugation of the verb is apparently not 
much altered from its earlier state, since nearly all the classical 
forms are found in the N.T., the dual, of course, excepted. The 
voices remain as before: and the tenses are the same, except that in 
all voices only one future exists: €xw, «fw (the fut. cy7o0, which is 
derived from the aorist and related to it in meaning, never’occurs); 
pipyyjokopat, pvycOyocopae (not peuvjoouat fut. perf, of which the 
name ‘Attic future’ is sufficient indication that it was absent from 
the Hellenistic language); corny, oricopat; eoraOnv, otaPijcopat, but 
not eor7fo! fut. perf.; patvoyar, davicopat, but the form «pavotpas, 
which in Attic was allied to the present as distinguished from 
pavns. which belonged to ébdévyv, no longer appears (1 P. 4. 18 is a 
quotation from Lxx. Prov. 11. 31), This certainly destroys the 
harmonious structure of the system of the tenses, viz. continuous 

1For xexpdtovrar L. 19. 40 the better attested reading is xpdfovow NBL 
(xpd€ovrat D: xexpdtoua: passim in Lxx.). But cp. the aor. éxéxpaga A. 24. 21, 
inf. § 24. av, App. p. 307. 
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action in Paes te past, and future time =pres. impf. and fut. of the 
present (€£w, Tiwjoopas pass.): completed action in past and future 
time = aorist and fut. of the aorist (oxjou, tyunOjoopor): continuity 
of completed action in present, past, and future time =perf., plupf, 
and fut. of the perfect (éo7j£w, BeBAjropae pass.). Of the moods, 
moreover, the optative is clearly on its way to becoming obsolete, 
being only found in Luke’s writings with any frequency, where its 
presence,is due to the influence of the literary language which 
retained it. Of the future opt. there is no trace, and this tense is, 
generally speaking, almost confined to the indic., since the use of the 
fut. infin. is, with few exceptions, limited to the Acts (11. 28, 23. 30, 
24. 15, 27. 10: ep. Synt. § 61, 3), and the fut. part. outside the 
writings of the same author (Gosp. 22. 49, Acts 8. 27, 20. 22, 22. 5, 
24, 17) is of quite rare occurrence (Mt. 27. 41 cdcwy, but coca »*, 
kai cwoe D Jo. 6. 64[%], 1 C. 15. 37, H. 3. 5, 13. 17, 1 P. 3. 13, 
2 P. 2.13 with v.1.), ep. Synt. § 61, 4. Finally, the verbal adjective 
has practically disappeared, with the exception of forms like dvvatos 
which have become stereotyped as adjectives; the only exx. are 
awa@nrés ‘liable to suffering’ A. 26. 23, and BAnréov L. 5. 38 (&*D 
BarAoveiv; as a v.l. also in the parallel passage Mc. 2. 22) ‘one must 
put into,’ asin Att.: ep. Herm. Vis. iv. 2. 6 aiperwrepov.* 

2. Periphrastic forms.—The perf. and pluperf. indic., act. and pass., 
are not unfrequently represented by a periphrasis (as is also the case 
in Att.), while for the perf. conjunctive (passive) a periphrasis is a 
necessity (as in Att. for the most part); the perf. imperat. is 
expressed periphrastically in L. 12. 35 éorwoav repueCwopévae ; on the 
other hand we have redipwoo Me. 4. 39. By means of periphrasis 
the place of the fut. perf. may also be supplied (L. 12. 52, Mt. 16. 19, 
18. 18, H. 2.13); periphrasis has, on the whole, a very wide range in 
the N.T., see Synt. § 62. 

§ 15, AUGMENT AND REDUPLICATION. 

1, The syllabic augment is wanting as a rule in the pluperf. (as 
also in other Hellenistic writings, but not in Att.)’; exceptions are 
chiefly in the passive (W. Schmidt de Josephi elocut. 438): éBéBAnro 
L. 16. 20, eweyéyparto A. 17. 23 (jv yeypappévov D), cvveréBewvro 
J. 9. 22, weprededero 11. 44 (weprded. D*), ereroiGe L. 11. 22 (wéroOev 
D), éyeyove. Jo. 6. 17 v.1., and many others. 

2. The syllabic augment, in places where in Attic it holds an excep- 
tional position instead of (or in addition to) the temporal, has been 
ll maintained : wvovpa, avovpnv (Att. éwv.; Pap. Oxyrh. ii. p. 205 
Ewvrmevo$, 253 avypevyv), G00, doo (drdca(v)to A. 7. 27 ete., Grev 4 5, 
efeworev Only in N*E; dGovy Ev. Petr. 6): in dvolyw, cardéyvupe it has in- 
deed survived, but through being misunderstood has intruded into the 
other moods and the fut. (see irreg. verbs, § 24) ; rpoopdunv (-wp- BP) 
A. 2, 25 O.T. quot.: edpwv Jo. 6. 2xTA al. isno doubt a wrong reading 
for €Gewpovv (cp. ibid.). On the reduplication in épaxa, vide. inf. 6. 

3. The augment 7}- instead of é- (less frequent in Att. than in later 
writers) is always used with Gé\w (Att. é6é\w, 7OeXov), never with 

@>v, App. p. 307. 
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BovAopat (a word adopted from the literary language: but 7BovAero 
Herm, Sim. v. 6. 5); in dvvopae and pérAdAw there is much*variation 
in the Mss. between 7dvuv., 24-, and edvv., eu- (cp. W.-Schm. § 12, 3). 

4. Loss of the temporal augment.—The addition of the temporal. 
augment was not without exceptions even in Attic Gk. in the case 
of an initial diphthong of which the first letter was « or o. 
N.T. has ef€a G. 2. 5 (as in Att.), otxodopa, otKodopta) Oy xB* Jo. 2 
otkoddpnoev B*¥D A. 7. 47, eroixodopnoev 1 C. 3. 14 (errwK, RB GC): 
the other hand @xodopnrev Mt. 21. 33 all MSS., WKoddsunto L. 4. s 
(oixoddpntrat D), ep. evexnoev 2 Tim. 1. 5 (-of- only D*), Kkatoxyoev 
(ev) Ja. 4. 5 O.T., wapoxnoeyv H. 11. 9 etc. W. H. App. 161. 
Since the original documents of the time show several instances 
of unaugmented o:, and the practice is proscribed as Ionic by the 
grammarians (Phrynich. 153 Lob., Cramer, An. Ox. i. 260), it may 
safely be attributed to the writers ; ; besides 0 (for di) no longer bore 
much resemblance to o¢ (which in ordinary pronunciation inclined to 
o). Cp. W.-Schm. §12, 5. Ev in older Attic when augmented always 
became 7v, in the later Attic (which also used 11, e+ interchangeably) 
not always ;! in the N.T. ev preponderates, but nv- also occurs not 
unfrequently : yipioxero H. 11. 5 ace. to RADE, rpoontéavro A. 8. 15 
(-ev- only B), 20. 36 (-ev- B*¥D), rex opay R. 9. 3 (evy. DEKL)." For 
unaugmented a: the only ex. is 2 Tim. 1. 16 eraryiv6y (-y- 8*K ; 
interchange of ac =é and y ?).—The augment is wanting in the case 
of a single short vowel in eAnAvOev (as in Att.: Attic reduplic. : in 
aveOn for -e(On A. 16. 26, dfeOnoav KR. 4. 7 O.T. (€ arose from the 
moods instead of «.=72: similarly LXx.): in odedov as a particle 
introducing a wish, cp. § 63, 5; other cases appear to be clerical 
errors : Beppu ver(or)er L. 24. 27 Gy EHKM al.), dceyeipero Jo. 6. 18 
B al., tpoopdpynv A. 2. 25 O.T.,vide supra 2, dvop@wby L. 13. 13 (-w 
xE al. ) ete. 

5. Temporal augment y or «.—In general the N.T. agrees with 
Attic ; thus it has epya(opat, npyatopnv A. 18. 3 R*AB*DE, apyacdunv 
Mt. 25. 16 x»*B*DL, 26. 10 8*B*D, Mc. 14. 6 8*B*D, L. 19. 16 
s*A B*DE* al., H. 11. 33 »*D* (see also R. 7. 8, 15. 18, 2 C. 7. 11, 
12. 12; B* reads «i- only in R. 15. 18, ss in all these four passages, 
DE never) as in Attic, and in the Berlin Egyptian Records 530. 15 
cuvnpyacavro (but perf. -e-, augm. and redupl. being distinguished, 
see 6). 

6. Reduplication.—Initial fj loses its peculiarity in pepavtic- 
pevos H. 10. 22 8*ACD*P for épp.: weptpepappevos Ap. 19. 13 only 
N* (repipepavTiop. 8°), Cp. pepimpevor Mt. 9. 36 D*. (Similar forms 
in Ionian and late writers,*7>W.-Schm. § 12, 8: Kiihner, 1.’ i: 23), 
On p for pp, vide supra § 3, 10. pryotedw, peuvnorerpev7] (on? the 
model of peuvnpor) L. 1. 27, 2. 5 only asa v.l. (Clem. Hom. xii. 16: 

1In the later Atticism this is purely phonetic, as is shown by the fact that 
this ev was also introduced as the augment for av: evinoa, from avéavw. The 
same ev appears in inscriptions of the Roman period ; but in the N. T. the only 
example is D evéave A. 1%. 24.* 1¥y, App. p. 329. 

*W.-Schm. § 12, 56. ay, App. p. 307. 
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Kiuhner, ibid. 24). eipyaopas (from FeFepy.) as in Att. (augm. y, see 
5) Jo. 3. #1, 1 P. 4. 3. Similarly we have eopaxa beside ewpwv: in 
this case, however, the spelling éWpaxa is very widely spread both in 
Att. and in the N.T. (1 C. 9. 1 -o- sB*D°EFGP, -o- AB? al.: 
Jo. 1. 18 -o- BFEFGHKX, -w- sAB?CLM al. etc.). eAKwpevos is read 
by nearly all mss, in L. 16. 20 (as if from €Axw). 

7. Augment and reduplication in compound verbs and verbs 
derived from compounds.—Where the simple verb (with initial 
vowel) has been forgotten, the augment precedes the prepos. (so usu. 
in Att., but always in N.T.): xadetdw, exdGevdov ; Kabifw, exatwa, 
exudeCouny, exadaunv!; auduerpevos. In addition to these N.T. has 
adia (=ainus) ypuv Mc. 1. 34, 11. 16 (attested also in Att., but 
hardly correctly, as an alternative for adie, pier), and avotya, avoréa 
side by side with avemga, ajvewéo, with inf. dvepx@yvae L. 3. 24 
(avotx@. only in D): impf. only (6e)jvorye L. 24. 32, perf. act. in 
nearly all cases dvéwya Jo.°1. 52 (vewyota 8), 1 C. 16. 9, 2 C. 6. rx. 
See irreg. verbs, § 24. Thus whereas in this instance the double 
augm. appears as against the Att. usage, dvéyouat has only the single 
augm.: averyopyv A. 18, 4 (qv. DEHLP), avetyerGe 2 C. 11. 1 (ibid. 4, 
but BD* avey.), ep. Moeris’s dictum yverxeto ’“Atrixoi, dv. “EAXnves ; 
elsewhere, too, in the N.T. there i: no instance of doubly augmented 
forms of this kind. 

' Verbs derived from compounds (vapacivGera) are in general 
treated like compound verbs in Attic Gk., if the first component 
part is a prepos.: the same is always the rule in N T.. except in the 
case of spodytevery: expodytetcapeyv Mt. 7. 22 sB*CLZ, zpoed. 
BPEGM al., 11. 13 erpodnjrevaey 8B*CDG, zpoed. B**EFG al., (with 
similar division of Mss.) 15. 7, Mc. 7. 6, L. 1. 67, A. 19. 6 (8 always 
exp. except in Jd. 14 rpoexpodytrevoev: B* expod., B* expoed., all 
others zpoedp.).2 So also dudxovO makes duynxdvovy (from didkovos : 
does oué form part of the word 7), but in Att. cdvaxédvovy (we even 
have TT EPLO EV, TrEPLETOEVOV in E Acts 16. 5, a form proscribed by 

Phrynichus and Cramer, An. Ox. iii. 257). Verbs formed from com- 
pounds of ¢«%, when the adverb 1s followed by a short vowel, have a 
tendency in the late language to augment this vowel: evayyeAifomac, 
einyyedc(opnv (so always): evapertw, evypertynKevas H. 11. 5 sDEP 
(evap. AKL).2 Verbs compounded of two prepositions tend to a 
double augmentation : amexaréerty (amox. B) Me. 8. 25, drexaterrdby 
(daroK. DK) Mt. 12. 13: similarly Me. 3. 5 (dzok. D), L. 6. 10 

(parallel forms occur in inscriptions and the papyri); but in H. 12. 4 
avrekateotyte 1s hardly attested.4 

> @ 

M’Exdupvoov Mt. 13. 15 O.T., A. 28. 27 O.T., explains itself. K ta f 
Kar(a)uvw: the verb is proscribed by Phryn. Lob. 339, Sie rr 

° This verb is treated at length in Kévros xpirixai xal ypaup. raparnotoecs (1895 
p- 70 ff.: see also W. Schmidt, Joseph. eloc. 442. Naponeiee ae aS i. 
not come under this head (ray not rapa is imbedded in it) 

3 Hermas, Vis. iii. 1. 9 edapeornxéirwv &, eunp. @3: etmpéorncay Sim. viii. 
3. 5. 4v. App. p. 329. °° 
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§ 16. VERBS IN -0. TENSE FORMATION, 
1. Verbs with pure stem.—®opéw keeps a short vowel in the 

formation of the tenses (Att. -7-), epopécaper, dopécouev 1 C. 15. 49 
(popecat Herm. Sim. ix. 16. 3, but perf. wedopyxdres ibid. 1); 
inversely (ét)rodew makes ererd@yoa 1 P .2. 2 (LXX.; in old and 
Attic Gk. -eoa preponderates). Cp. eppé0nv from stem pe- Mt. 5. 21 
SLM al., 27 KL al. 31 8LM al., and so elsewhere interchangeably 
with ¢pp7yOnv (cp. LXX. and other late writings), but the short 
vowel is limited in N.T. and other writings to the indic.: where 
there is no augment the form is always pnGeis etc. (but in Pap. 
Oxyrh. i. p. 161, we even find peGevrwv), Wevayv makes rewaow, 
evecvaca (no doubt with a, not a) L. 6. 25 etc. (so also LXx.); but 
Siar, dupjow. With o we have AcAovopevor H. 10. 23 8»D*P, the 
other MSs. have AcAovp. as in Att. and so Jo. 13. 10 (-op- only EF): 
KéxAeopat always (L. 11. 7 ete.), as against Att. -ear (-ypac): 
exAcioOnv as Att.: cp. irreg. verbs (ovvrpe, Kepavvymt, colu. 

2. Verbs with mute stem.—Of verbs in -(w the following have a 
guttural character : vuord(o, evicragav Mt. 25. 8 (Hellen.: Att. -aca): 

*raifw, fut. éumraifw, aur. pass. everaiyOnv Mc. 10. 34, Mt. 2.16 ete. 
(Doric and Hellen.: érawa etc. Att.); the following is dental: 
gadrifw, cadricw, exddrica (1 C. 15. 52, Mt. 6. 2 al.), Hellenistic 
for -(y)£a; the following fluctuate: aprd{w, -dow, ypraca, -ao0One 
(=Att.), but -éyyv Hellenist. 2 C. 12. 2, 4, ep. dpra€ (Att.), dpray) 
(old and Att.), apraypds (apradfm Homeric fut.): ornpi{w, -icw, -ra 
L. 9. 51 BCL al. (~€arAD al.), 22. 32 (-& Dal), Ap. 3. 2 ACP 
(-€- 8B), 2 Th. 3. 3 B, A. 15. 32 CE, elsewhere -€ (and eorijpiypa, 
orTnprypos), Which was the old inflection: cp. ornpryg. “Appofw 
(jppordunv), opatw (eopaga) are unrepresented in present and 
imperfect. 

3. Verbs with liquid stem.—Verbs in -aiva, -aipw take only -ava, 
-apa in the lst aor. act., without regard to the preceding sound: 
thus ef)pava (p precedes) as in Att., but also eAevxava (exépouva),* 
éBackava, eonpava for Att. -yva: émepavas from -datvw L. 1. 79, 
dvapavavtes (male -pavevres AB*CE al.) A. 21. 3, havy Ap. 18. 23: 
efexadapa 1 C. 5. 7, 2 Tim. 2. 21 (€xéGapa is also sporadically 
found in 4th century Attic). “Apa (contracted from detpar) agrees 
with Att. Perf. pass. e€npappévos Me. 11. 20 (Att. -aopot, though 
-appat is also attested), peprappevos Tit. 1. 15 (Att. -op-), ep. pepapap- 
pévos Herm. Vis. iii. 11. 2 » (-acp- as), katnoxvppévos Mand. xii. 5. 2 
(we even have kataceonpnupeva in Pap. Ox. i. p. 183). 

§ 17. VERBS IN -2. NEW FORMATION OF A PRESENT 

TENSE. 

A new present tense is formed out of the perf. (instances of which 
are forthcoming also at an earlier period: yeywvéw from yéywva) : 
yenyopetv (Phryn. 118) from éypiyopa (the latter never in N.T.: 

s 

1 The ¢ in dopéw is nevet found elsewhere except in the aorist and future active. 

271C. 9. 21 SAB al., but S°DEKL xepdjow the regular form elsewhere, cp. 
Irreg. Verbs, § 24. 
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yeny. LXX., never in good writers, N.T. with aor. eypyydpyoa) : 
ojo ‘stind’ from écryxa (used along with the latter word)," 
Me. 11. 25 oryjxere (-nre; otnTeS), 3. 31 oTHKovTes BO* (v.1. craves, 
éornkotes, éotates), 1 C. 16. 13 (imperat. orjKere), G. 5. 1 (id.), 
Ph. 4. 1 (id.), 1 Th. 3. 8 (id.), the only additional forms elsewhere 
are orjxee R. 14. 4, and orjxere indic. Ph. 1. 27: thus it is almost 
confined to Pauline writings, and is mainly found in the imperat. 
(for which éorare is the old form, eorjxere is unexampled).’ The 
word (mod. Gk. oréxw: orjxw, Epigr. Kaibel, 970) is thoroughly 
plebeian. Other exx. of new present forms are: dpdidtw for -evvupe 
(Hellenist., also Lxx.) L. 12. 28, dudidger B, -€€ee DL (the latter 
form, elsewhere unattested, is cited by Cramer, An. Ox. 2. 338, 
as xo.vov, and -d¢w as dwpiKov), -evvvoe BA ete. as all MSS. read in 
Mt. 6. 30 :—evdidvoKw ‘put on’ Me. 15. 17 8BO (D evdvdicx.) for 
evdto: évdiudtoKopar ‘put on oneself’ L. 8. 27 8*A (D_ -dvdi-)’ al. 
(v.L aor.), 16. 19 (LXX., Herm. Sim. ix. 13. 5) :—xpiBpwo (Hellenist., 
see PEryn. Lob. 317: formed from the Hellenist. aor. expvByyv, like 
éypadny from ypadw: see § 19, 2), L. 1. 24 wepréxpvBev impf., not 
2nd aor.: elsewhere no instances of pres. or impf. in N.T., Ev. 
Petr. 16 éxpuSdue0a :—(dro)krév(v)o for -Kreivw, with extremely un 
certain spelling: Mt. 10. 28 -«revvovtwy (-evovtov E al., -eevdvrwv B): 
Me. 12. 5 -«revvovtes, FG al. -evovres, B -evvivres, 8° -vvivres, MS 
eaivovtes: L. 12. 4 -evvovrwv, -evdvtov DG al., -awv- M, -av- B: 
2 C. 3. 6 -evve, ACDE al. -éver, B -eivee: Ap. 6. 11 -€vverOor, BP 
-civerOur: 13. 10 -ever, -evee BCP, -efvee®; here Lachm. writes -aiver 
(as he does in 2 C. 3. 6), Tischend. -evet! The ordinary -evw has 
most support in Mt. 23. 37 (-erv- CGK, -ev-8), L. 13. 34 (-erv- AK 
al.). For the spelling with -vv- or -v- see on xvv(v)w -—virre (appar- 
ently not earlier than Hellenistic Gk., from vio, émya) for vigw :— 
xiv(vjo for yew (Hellenist., mod. Gk.: cp. Kéxupat, exvénv with 
errAiOnv from wAvvw) everywhere except in Mt. 9. 17 €xxetrac 
(probably due to interpolation’); in Ap. 16. 1 we should write 
éxyéare aor. with B instead of -éere.2 The best MSS. write the word 
with vv: A, 9. 22 RB*C, 21. 31 8*AB*D, 22. 20 8AB*, Mt. 26. 28 
RABCD al., similarly 23. 35, Mc. 14. 24, L. 11. 50, 22. 20; in other 
writings, however (Lob. Phryn. 726), xvvw is the only recognised 
form, and this also has analogy in its favour. Cp. further in the 
table of verbs, § 24, Bracrav, yapifev, drrdverOas (under dpav). 

§ 18. VERBS IN -2. ON THE FORMATION OF THE FUTURE. 

1. The so-called Attic future of verbs in -éu, -é(w etc. disappears, 
almost entirely, as the name implies, from Hellenistic Greek, and 
entirely from the N.T.; therefore -érw, -dow, not -6 -eis, -6 -Gs in. N.T. 

‘In Acts 3. 1 for dvéBawov A has dvalBevvov, © avéBevvov, in L. 10. 31 A xarai- 
Bevvev, The spelling -xraivw has, however, little probability in view of the con- 
sistent forms of the fut. -ev@ and aor. -ewa; with -évw one might compare pévu. 
(amroxrévvw also occurs occasionally in Lxx., W.-Schm. § 15 note.) 

? Herm. Vis. v. 5 cvyxvvvov 8; in Sim. viii. 2.07 wapayéew of as should 
perhaps be emended vrapayxéat. avedy, App. p. 307 
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Greek are correct (whilst the LXX. retains e.g. épydra:, dp7¢). So in 
particular Kado xareru, TeEAD Teheow (drdrAAYpI, drodéow, BroAodpat, 
§ 24). On the other hand, verbs in -i(w to a great extent form their 
fut., as in Att., with -.0, particularly (W. H. ii. App., p. 163) in the 
3rd pers. plur. act., where the following syllable ‘also begins with a 
a: eAmovow L. 1. 48, eéaduotow 19. 44 ere, (only in Col. 4. 9 
yrwopicovew x BEGP, -cotow 8* ACD" al., whereas ibfd. 7 all Mss. have 
yrwpioe, cp. E. 6. 21, Jo. 17. 26). In the Lxx. the formation in 
~ prevails, and this is accordingly found in O.T. qfitations, 
mapopyw R. 10. 19, perouxeo A. 7. 43. Additional exx.: Mt. 25. 32 
adoptees n*LA, -uct SABD al. (Lovo 13. 49 all MSS. ): Barrice 

always: Ja. 4.8 éyyret (-ioer A): €upavicw, Oepicw, Kkabicw are 
constant: diaxadapt Mt. 3, 12, item (L. 3. 17) H. 9. 14 (kad.): 
Kkopieta be 1 P. 5. 4, Komtetrar Col. 3. 25 n*¥ACD* (-wreTan xBD» al.), 

E. 6. 8 x°D° al. (-iverau x*ABD* al.), copsovpevo. 2 P. 2. 13 (v1. 
UOLKOUJLEVOL) : oTnpilo, --icw OF -iw, § 16, 2 gwreet Ap. 22. 5 xb, -ivee 

AP: Xapioerat R. 84°32 : Ypoviet H. 10. 37 O.T. x AD? al., -ioec 8*D* 

{ov pa) xpovion L¥x.*+): yupicw. Since in O.T. quotations the -.d 
of the LXX. has +not been corrupted by scribes into -icw, it appears 

that in origing,] passages of the N.T. the reading -iow should in 
general be Pveferred. 

2. Pu'sure without the characteristic form of the future tense.— 
Tiopras, “agrees with the Att. form: for edouae N.T. has dayouae 
L. J. 15, 17. 8, Jo. 2. 17 O.T., Ja. 5. 2, Ap. 17. 16 (LXNX. has 
é0opar passim: dadyouat, epayov correspond to wiopat, ervov: 
Phryn. 327, day. BapBapov). In place of the fut. yew the LXX. and 
N.T. have yea, yee’s etc.; exxeetcre Deut. 12. 16, 24 (Clem. Cor. 
ii. 7. 5 waGeiras for reiveras from rao xe, cp. Kaedorvpar). 

3. Whereas in Att. many active verbs form a future middle, in 
N.T. the active form is in most cases employed throughout. 
"Axotcoyuat occurs in the Acts (exc. in 28. 26 O.T. quot. -eve) and 
R. 10. 14 a wrong reading of x*DE al. for -coow 8°B; but dxotow," 
Jo. 5, 25 (-ovrat AD al.), 28 (item), 10. 16 al. (where there is 
diversity of reading -ow is preferable, since -coues has not been 
corrupted in the Acts). ‘Apapriow Mt. 18. 21 (Herm. Mand. iv. 
1. 1, 2): dmavriow Mc. 14. 13: apracw Jo. 10. 28 (NDLX ov py 
apraon): BrAapo Acts 28. 26 O.T.: yeddow L. 6. 21: (ydoopar as 
ordinarily): Sf Mt. 23. 34 al.:! (ecGiw, payopot, see 2): throw 
Jo. 5. 25 RBDL (-ovras A al.), 6. 51 SDL (eras BC al.), 57 ABC? 
(-erat TA al., Gj C*D), with diversity of reading ibid. 58 and so 
passim, (jyropor all Mss. in Jo. 11. 25, R. 8. 13, Gow (1 Th. 5. ro, 
see § 65, 2) 2 Tim. 2. 11 (cuvGjoopev; -wpeyv CLP is only a cor- 
ruption): both forms also occur in Att.: (dmofavovpas as ustial) : 
GavpacovrTat Ap. 17. 8 xB, correctly for N.T. Garpac Oyoovrat AP 

(from Oavpafopar=-w, cp. 13. 3): Krabow L. 6. 25, Jo. 16. 20, Ap. 
18. 9 (wrongly -ovra: xA, though so read in Herm. Vis. il. 3. 2): 

1’-Emropxeiow Mt. 5. 33 ic also the Att. form: xaremopxnoduevos Demosth. 54. 
40 is passive. av, App. p. 307. 
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kpdfw L. 19. 4o 8BL, xexpafovras AR al. as in Att. and LXX.,, 
Kpagovtar®D: (Aj(p)~opar, dWouar as usual): mwalko Mec. 10. 34: 
(wevovpat, riowat as usual): pebow Jo. 7. 38: orov8dew 2 P. 1. 15 
(-a(m &): cvvavricw (cp. dzav7.: no Attic instance of fut. from ovv- 
av7m) Li. 22. 10, A. 20, 22: (reEoput, pevgouar, yapyooua: as usual),} 

§ 19. VERBS IN ©. FIRST AND SECOND AORIST. 
e 

1. 1st aorist act. in -ca instead of 2nd aorist.—(*Héa) beside xjyayov 
is seen in eragas 2 P, 2. 5, errcvvaéae L. 13. 34, cvvagavres A. 14. 27 D 
(found at the least in dialects, LXx., and late writers): #péprnoa side 
by side with 7juaprov R. 5. 14, 16,*Mt. 18. 15°’ Herm. Mand. iv. 38. 6, 
vi. 2. 7 ete. (Empedocl., Lxx., Lob. Phryn. 732): eBlwoa 1 P. 4, 2 
(the better Att. form is ¢Siwyv), eGjyoa often takes the place of 
the last word (Ionic and late, not Att.) A. 26. 5 etc.: ®ddaornoa 
Mt. 13. 26, H. 9. 4, cattsative Ja. 5. 18 as in Lxx. Gen. 1. 11 
(Empedocl., late writers), never «GAacrov: %voa intrans. for edvv 
Me. 1. 32 BD (e6u 8 A etc.), L. 4. 40 dtaavtos D, dvvuvtos a few MSS., 
Sivovros most MSS.: ékpata as in late writers (the Attic dvéxpayov in 
L. 23. 18 sBLT and Herm. Vis. i. 8. 9 avexpayev; A. 24. 21 exéxpata 
nA BC as LXX.): Aeupa (late) A. 6. 2 (karéA.), L.5.11 D (id.), Mc. 12.198 
katadeiy for -A(e)irn, elsewhere €X:wov.2 The assimilation to the 

efut. is everywhere well marked.—A new 2nd aor. avé€adov is formed 
from dvafavAAw Ph. 4. 10 (LXX.), apparently In causative sense 
(dveOarere TO rep esov dpoveiv), unless tov should be read with FG ; 
ep. § 24: 71, 2. 

2. 2nd aorist passive for 2nd aorist active.—’Edinyv for epuv, prev 
(cuppretout) L. 8. 6 fh, ex@uy Mt. 24. 32=Me. 13. 28 (like eppinv; 
late). So also rapewedtnoay for -voay is read by B in Jd. 4. 

3. Ist and 2nd aorist (and future) passive.—In the passive voice 
the substitution of the 2nd aor. for the Ist is a very favourite idiom. 
nyyeAnv' L. 8. 20 az.7(LXX., and as early as Att.): Avotyqv Me. 7. 35 
(-ofx0. A al.), A. 12. 10 (Xx EHLP), Ap. 11. 19 (-x@ B), 15. 5 side 
by side with -x@yv (Att. has Ist aor.): fut. -yjoopar Mt. 7. 7, 
L. 11. 10 RAC al., dvotyerac BD (as also B in Mt. loc. cit.), but 
-xOjoopot L. 11. 9 f. (A)(D)EF al.: apraynv 2 C. 12. 2, 4 (late) for 
Att. jpracOyv (so Ap. 12. 5 ACP, but -dyn 8, -4y6y B), with fut. 
~yjoopat 1 Th. 4. 17: ékéqv (Hom., Ionic, late writers) Ap. 8. 7, 
1 C. 3. 15 (2 P. 3. 10), elsewhere, as in Att., we have the Ist aor. and 
the fut. formed from it: épéByv Mt. 5. 14, ete. In these new 2nd 
aorist forms there was a preference for the medial letters as the 
final sound of the stem, even though as in the last instance («pv¢-) 
thesterh strictly had another termination (-¢@nv Att., -byv poet.) : 
ep. pres. kpvBw § 17: Kareviyny Acts 2. 37: Stopvyfvar v.). -yOnvae 
Mt. 24. 48 (Herm. Sim. ix. 6. 7): Serdyyy G. 3. 19 trerayny 

1 Xapyjooua is also to be regarded as Att. fut. of the aorist, as compared with 
xatpyow fut. of the present. 

* Herm. Sim. viii. 3. 5 has caréNewWev along with -irev. Clem. Cor. ii. 5 xara- 
AelWavras, 10 -AecYwyev. Deissmann N. B. 18 [= Bible St. 190] (the simple form 
é\ecYa is frequent in the Anthology). abedy, App. p. 308. 
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R. 8. 20, 10. 3 al., wporerdyn Herm. Mand. iv. 1. 10, vrorayijcopae 
1 C. 15. 28, H. 12. 9 (Barn. 19. 7), but L. 17. of. duaray Avra as in 
Attic. Wvyw makes puyjoerat Mt. 24. 12 (-xjoerat K ; late writers 
even say Yvyw, Lob. on Soph. Ajax, p. 3737: cp. éxptCnv — xptBw), 
New Ist aorists (for what in Attic is expressed by a different verb) 
are éreyOnv L. 2. 11, Mt. 2. 2 (Att. eyevounv) : drexravOnv passim (Att. 
dzé@avov). A substitute for 2nd aor. is exAd@nv (poet.), the regular 
form (also KAc@joopuat) for Att. exAtvyy. 

@ 

4, On the intermixture of terminations of the Ist and 2nd aot. 
act. and mid. see § 21, 1. 

S$ 20. VERBS IN ©. AORIST AND FUTURE OF DEPONENT 
VERBS. 

1, Aorist passive for aorist middle.—’EyevqOnv (Hellenist., Phryn. 
108, LXX.) in addition to eyevounv: Mt. 6. 10, 9. 29, 15. 28, 26. 42 
imperat. yevyO7jTw, in O.T. quot. eyevi On 21. 42; elsewhere only 
Ll. 23 -17)6no0av SBCD, 28. 4 8BC*DL; Me. and Jo. (including Epp. 
and Apoc.) never have this form except in O.T. quotations, so also 
L. Gosp., but 10. 13 (=Mt. 11. 23) -j@y70v SBDLE, 18. 23 -1)@y 
NBL: in Acts the only instance is 4. 4 all MSS. -17)6@y, but D also 
has it in 7. 13, 20. 3, 16; it is frequent, however, in the epistles of 
Paul and Peter, and in Hebrews. Cp. the perfect yeyévyyae (found 
in Att.) in addition to yeyova, ’Armexpi@nv (Hellenist., Phryn. 108) is 
universal, Luke alone uses the Attic form amrexpivdyny as well, 3. 16 
(23. 9, L correctly -vero), A. 3. 12 (D is different), and always in the 
indic.; otherwise the latter form is only found with var. lect.: 
Mt. 27. 12 (D correctly -ero), Mc. 14. 61 (-i0n D; -vero?), Jo. 5. 17, 
19, 12. 23. The corresponding fut. is droxpiG;jcon0. So also 
vroxpivopat ‘dissemble,’ cvvumexpiOnoav G. 2. 13 (drexpiOnv Herm. 
Sim. ix. 19. 3, as Polyb.), duaxpivoua ‘doubt,’ dtexpiOnv. ’Are- 
AoynGnv (an old form, but not good Attic) L. 21. 14, areAoyynonoGe 
12. 11, but Clem. Alex. ii. 357 Dind. cites here too -nOjre.* 
Again, €yeipoyzat only makes ‘4yépOqyv (found in Attic), never 
Hypoenv:° davaravopat, (ér)avarajoopat L, 10. 6 RB* (-atoerar 
rell.), Ap. 14. 13 SAC (ibid. 6. 11 -avoovrae or -wvrae all MSS., 
and so elsewhere; but Herm. Vis. i. 3. 3 &, iii. 9. 1 s& érdny, 
and xatamranoerat Pap. Londin. p. 113, line 916; éxavoa, exanv 
corresponds to éravoa, éerdnv). To verbs expressive of emotion, 
which also in Att. take a passive aorist, belong ayaAAvopae (found 
along with -16, § 24), fyodadeny (-cOnv BL) Jo. 5. 35 (but 8. 56 
-acdpnve and so elsewhere): (Gavuzafouar, late form) @avpdcOny 
Ap. 13. 3 A (-atpacey SBP, -avpactwOy C), -cOijoouar 17. 8 ep. 
§ 18, 3 (the act. -afo occurs in Ap. 17. 7 and regularly elsewhere; 
éJavudcOnv in pass, sense 2 Th. 1. 10): @apPeioOae Me. 1. 27 
eGapBnOnoav (-Byoav D), Gap BnGevres A. 3. 11 D, ep. impf. Me. 10. 
24, 32, but OapBav A. 9. 6 D as in Hom. ete.—AcerXe£ato A. 17. 2 
SAB (-€yOn DE), 18. 39 RAB (-€x9) EHLP) is a wrong reading for 
SueXéyero ; the Attic SveAéyOnv stands in Me. 9. 34. ’ApveioOa and 

aocy, App. p. 308. 
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amr- have only the aor. mid. (Att. more often aor. pass.; a corrupt 
active forth drapyvjoa occurs in Herm. Sim. i. 5). 

2. The future passive (i.e. strictly the aoristic fut., see § 14, 1) is 
found with other verbs similar to those mentioned : (ed¢pavOjcopa 
only B for pres. Ap. 11. 16) kowpnOqoopar 1 C. 15. 51, perapednOqoopat 
H. 7. 21 O.T. quot., davqoopa: (davovuoe 1 P, 4. 18 O.T. quot.), 
oPnojcopa. H. 13.6 O.T. On the other hand: yevyoopot, Svvjcopat, 
éripedjconge 1 Tim. 3. 5: wopetoouae (L. 11. 5 etc.). 

§ 21. VERBS IN -0. TERMINATIONS. 

1, As early as Attic Greek there is not wanting an intermediate 
form between the lst and 2nd aor. act. mid., with the terminations 
of the lst aor. but without its o: «ia beside eirov, ajveyxa beside 
qveyxov. The Hellenistic danguage had a tendency to extend this 
type to numerous aorists which in classical Greek had the termin- 
ations of the 2nd aor. throughout: «fda, -dunv, ebpa, -dunv etc. 
(Kiihner 1.3 ii. 104). Still this process, by means of which the 
second aorist was eventually quite superseded, is in the N.T. far 
from complete. Elra (W. H. App. 164) keeps a unchanged in the 
forms with 7 (as also in Att.): eirate, -drw, -dtwoav; also fairly 
gften before sp: aremdyeba 2 C. 4, 2, rpoetrapev 1 Th. 4.6 (-o- AKL 
al.) ; etras Mt. bis, L. semel, Mc. 12. 32 with v.L -es 8*DEF al., 
Jo. 4. 17 -es NB*; -av has preponderant evidence; rarely «za as 
in“A. 26. 15; imperat. etre and «troy (for accent, Lob. Phr. 348) 
interchangeably ; the part «ias is rare (A. 22. 29 -év HLP), eiraca 
hardly occurs (in Jo. 11. 28 all mss. have etzovca in the first place, 
BC* have -aca in the second ; -aca Herm. Vis. iii. 2. 3 8, iv. 3. 7 8*); 
cirovtos etc. and eteitvy are constant. “Hveyxa has a except in 
the infin. (only 1 P. 2. 5 has avevéyxar, always -etv in Joseph., 
W. Schm. de J oseph. elocut. 457) 3 imp. Mt. 8. 4 Tpowe VEYKE (-ov BC), 

map- Mc. 14. 36, L. 22. 42 (male vv. ll. -as L al, -etv AQ al.). 
Other verbs never have inf. in -at nor part. -as, nor yet imperat. 
2 sing. in -ov; on the other hand these forms occur: Baroy A. 16. 
37 BD, 21. 27 8*A (e7-), Mc. 14. 46 8B (er-), (e€eBadav Mc. 12. 8 B, 
ep. Mt. 13. 48 D, 21. 39 D, Ap. 18. 19 ©); eBav Mt. 13. 17 8B, 
L. 10. 24 SBC al., Me. 6. 33 D etc.: eidayev Mt. 25. 37 BI, Me. 2. 
12 CD, 9. 38 DN: cidare L. 7. 22 A, Jo. 6. 26 C: efda Ap. 17. 3 A, 
6 8A; in these instances -ov has far the most support from the MSs. 
It is otherwise with ¢idov, -Aa: efAaro 2 Th. 2. 13 (-ero K), Herm. 
Sim. v. 6. 6: dveiAare A, 2. 23, -ato 7. 21 (-ero P), -av 10. 329 (-ov 
HLP): éeiAaro 7. 10 (-ero H), 12. 11 (ero P), -éunv 23. 27 (-ounv 
HIEPY but -ér6a: 7. 34 O.T. quot.’ Eipa has only slender attesta- 
tion: etpdépevos H. 9. 12 (-6- D*), -av L. 8. 35 B*, Mt. 22. 10 D, 
A. 5. ro AK, 13. 6 A: -apey L. 23. 2 B*L al. Again there is 
preponderant evidence for éreva, -av, -are (G. 5. 4): imp. -are 
L. 23. 30 (-ere n*¥A BD al.), Ap. 6. 16 (-ere SBC). *Hnea Ap. 10. 9 A 
(-ov SBCP), -apev A. 27. 5 8A, 28. 16 A. 21.28 B, Mt. 25. 39 D: 
-av is often interchanged with -ov; but the imp. €A@are, éAGdrw is 

«ov, App. p. 308. P 
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attested by the mass of the mss. All other instances are quite 
isolated : aréQavav Mt. 8. 32 8°, L. 20. 31 B*, Jo. 8. 53 Lf : Zia Bar, 
-apev, -ate JO. 1. r2 and 1 Jo. 2. 27 B*, L. 5. 5 A: emav 1 C. 10. 
4 D* ete. 

2. The (mod. Gk.) extension of the terminations -a, -as etc. t 
the imperfect is rare, and in no case unanimously attested. Evyav 
Me. 8 7 8BDA, A. 28. 2 8AB, 8. 108, Ap. 9. 8 8A (9 -ov omn.), 
L. 4. 40 D, Jo. 15. 22, 24 D* (rell. -ov or -ovav): -apev 2.J0. 5 8A: 
Zreyav Jo. 11. 56 8D, 9. 10, 11. 368%, A. 28. 6 B. According to 
Buresch, Rh. Mus. 46, 224, these forms should not be recognised in 
the N.T., since the MSS. supporting them are quite thrown into the 
shade by the enormous mass of those which support -ov, -es etc. 

3. The (aoristic) termination -av for -aoe in the 3rd pers. plur. 
perf. (Alexandrian according to Sext. Emp. adv. gramm. 213) is not 
frequent either in the LXx. or in the,N.T., and in the latter is 
nowhere unanimously attested, so that its originality is subject to 
the same doubt with the last exx. (Buresch, p. 205 ff.). The 
instances are: édpaxav L. 9. 36 BC*LX, Col. 2. 1 x*ABCD*P: 
serypynkav BDL Jo. 17. 6: éyvwxav ABCD al, ibid. 7 (erjpyoev — 
éyvov 8): dméoTaAxav SAB A. 16. 36: etoedAvday BP Ja. 5. 4: 
yéyovay R. 16. 7 SAB, Ap. 21. 6 8°A (-a 8* BP, Buresch) : wex(T)wxav 
18. 3 AC: etpynxay 19. 3 SAP. : 

4. The termination -cav for -v in the 3rd pers. plur. in Hellenistic 
and N.T. Greek is constant in the imper. (also in the pass. and mid. 
as TporevedcOucav Ja. 5. 14); in the impf (Hellenist., Kn. I. 11.2 55) 
it is found in édoAvodoav R. 3. 13 O.T. quot.: also ecxyooay Jo. 19. 
22, 24 8B al. (efyav D*, e?yov AD? which makes a very serious 
ambiguity), tapeAdBoorav 2 Th. 3. 6 8*AD* (-ere BEG, -ov se DeorH al., 

somewhat ambiguous). The forms are apparently authentic, since 
it is difficult to suppose that they were very familiar to the scribes, 
except in contract verbs, where these forms are also found in mod. 

Gk.; cp. opvBotcay D A. 17. 5 (katorKxovcar | D 2. 46; D also has 

Unradijracav, evporav in 17, 27, see 5; Herm. Sim. vi. 2. 7 evoTa- 
Gotoav, ix. 9. 5 éSoxotcav). Cp. Buresch, 195 ff. 

5. The termination -es for -as (in perf. and aor.)! is not only 
quite unclassical, but is also only slenderly attested in the N.T.: 
Ap. 2. 3 Kexoriaxes AC, 4 ddfxes BC: eArjAvbes A. 21. 22 B, ewpaxes 
Jo. 8 57 B*, é&wxes 17. 7 AB, 8 B, eéAndes Ap. 11. 17 C ete. 
(W.-Schm. § 13, 16; Buresch, 219 ff.; «iwfes Papyr. of Hyperides 
c. Philipp. col. 4. 20). 

6. The rare optative has 3rd sing. of the Ist aor. in at (also Clem. 
Cor. i. 33. 1 eda), not the better Att. -ee; and a correspording 3rd 
plur. in aev: roujoaey L. 6. 11 BL (-evev 8A, -ecav Att. KKM al.: 
I) has quite a different reading): A. 17. 27 YynAadyoaay B al., 
~ELEV nF, -acav and ibid. EVPOLT AV D, which may be correct (cp. 

1 Apollonius, Synt. i. 10, p. 37: 37, p. 71, attests elpyxes, éypayes, ypayérw for 
-as, -drw as forms abous which grammarians were in conflict. ’Agyxere B* 
Mt. 23. 23. ey, App. p. 308. 
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LXX. aivecaway Gen. 49. 8, cAGo.cav Deut. 33. 16, W.-Schm. § 13, 14, 
note 14; Sven yévoway, Kleinasiat. Inschr. Bull. de corresp. hellén. 
ii. 600), since the scribes of D and of its ancestors certainly did not 
find the optative in the living language. 

7. The plupf. of course keeps e (not ¢) in the plur.: reroujxewav 
Me. 15. 7 ete. 

8. The 2nd pers. sing. of the pres. and fut. pass. and mid. 
regularly ends (as also in the older Attic) in -y; the later Attic e 
(yn: and ec interchangeable, § 3, 5) is found only in the word fovA«, 
borrowed by Luke from the literary language (L. 22. 42 -An FGR al.; 
ep. Herm. Sim. ix. 1]. 9 PotAy, v. 5. 5 apparently BovrA«), = Oéreus 
of the popular language. Along with -y, the termination -oa:, esp. 
frequent in contract verbs in -aw, corresponding to the forms -paz, 
-rat as in the perf, is a new formation of the popular language 
which coincides with the primitive ending, and in mod. Greek has 
affected verbs of all classese! ’OSuvaoat L. 16. 25: kavyacat 1 C. 4.7, 
R. 2. 17, 23, 11. 18: also payer, rieoas L. 17. 8. (Herm. Vis. ii. 
4. 1 wAavaro: Sim. i. 3 xpaca | Vis. 11. 6.7 the same form, but 
corrupt], ix. 2. 6 emomdoo.) These should be regarded as the 
regular forms in the N.T., since odw4¢, payy, rim are not represented.” 

§ 22, CONTRACT VERBS. 

1. Verbs in -40.—Z7jv takes 7 as in Att., but revar, dupav take a 
for 7) as in other Hellenist. writings (cp. eretvaca, $ 16,1). (From ¢qv 
1 sing. impf. e€yv R. 7. 9 B for ewv.*) From ypopas we have xpyrace 
in 1 Tim. 1. 8 8D al., xpyontrae AP, otherwise there is no apposite 
example; ypaocOo. is Hellenistic, cp. Clem. Cor. i. 6.5 A, § 21, 7, 
W.-Schm. § 13, 24.—Confusion of -aw and -ew: ypwrovy Mt. 15. 23 
sABCD, Me. 4. 10 8C, Jo. 4. 31 C (no MS. in 4. go [9. 15 X], 12. 21), 
A. 16. 39 A; no other form of this vb. with ov. [év<eBprpovvro 
Me. 14. 5 8C¥, -povpevos Jo. 11. 38 8AU ; BpisotoGar, ‘to be angry,’ 
occurs in Xenoph. Cyrop. 4. 5. 9, -Go6o. in Aristoph. and Lucian, 
S 20, 1; the case therefore resembles tjocaoGa: — irc0t0Ga.). 
Komwovrw Mt. 6. 28 B:—vowrm Ap. 2. 17 AC, 2 7 K 
(-ovre B), 15. 2 C:—xaredeyous L. 8. 53 D*KX ete. Cp. mod. 
Greek; W.-Schm. § 13, 26.—On -dou, 2 pers. sing. pass., see 
§ 21, 7. 

2. Verbs in -éo.—Uncontracted contrary to the rule is éS¢ero 
L. 8, 38 (-ei7o #*BC?LX, -cc?ro AP formed out of -eero with correc- 
tion « written over it), cp. Clem. Hom. iii. 63; avéew Jo. 3. 8 
according to L and Chrys.; karéppee Apoc. Peti. 26, Phryn. 220. 
It is onceivable that the conjugation was pneo pne -is -4 -omen -ete, and 
not pnts - -ite.—Confusion of -€w and -éw: éAcdvros R. 9. 16 (-ovvros 
BeK), eAedre Jd. 22 SBC*, 23 8B (there is much variety of reading 
in this verse) ; but R. 9. 18 eAee? SA?BD'L al, édeg only in D*(E)FG 
(otherwise no exx. of such forms from éAeS: both forms found in 

123y, App. p. 329. = 
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a 1 the tenses have », though édw has édow) :—éAAdya Philem. 
-u 8° D°TEKL, -arac R. 5. 13 only s&s (and eAAoyars A); the 

Hellenistic vb. elsewhere ee -ety.? 

3. Verbs in -éw.—Infin. -oty Care) for -ovv : katacxyvoiv Mt. 13. 32 
B*D, Me. 4. 32 B*: drodexarotv H. 7. 5 BD*: dipoty 1 P, 2. 15 N*: 
but wr \nposy all uncials in L. 9. 31, oo it is the constant form in 
LXx., so that the termination -otv is hardly established for the 
N.T. Cp. W.-Schm. § 13, 25: Hatzidakis Hinl. in d. neugr. Gramm. 
193.—The conjunctive is regular in edodéta: 1 C. 16. 2 (-Sw6y 
x°ACI al.): on the other hand it takes the indice, form in G. 4. 17 
(yAotre, 1 C. 4. 6 provotebe (just as the sing. of the conj. act. is 
identical with the indic., and in vbs. in -dw the whole conjunctive). 

§ 23. VERBS IN -MI. 

1. The conjugation in -y1, which from the beginning of the Greek 
language gradually gives way to the other conjugation in -w, and 
which has eventually entirely disappeared in modern Greek, in 
spite of many signs of decay is not yet obsolete in the N.T. In 
vbs. In -vups (and in 6AAvue), which in Attic and other early writers 
have already a very strong rival in the forms in -(v)tw, the older 
method of formation has not yet disappeared in the N.T., and js 
especially the prevalent form (as in Att.) in the passive : Mt. 8. 2 5 
droA pea, 9. 17 aréAAvrat, etc. Active us. ns: dexvupe 1 C. 12. 31 
(never -vw in this form), Seiciiets Jo. 2. 18 (never -vs), detkvucwy 
Mt. 4. 8 (8 -vier), Jo. 5. 20 (-view D, but ibid. D -vvorv for beter), 
cp. dudievvvowy § 24; but drokAvee Jo. 12. 25 (v.1. -EoreL), Oper 
Mt. 23. 20 ff (from this verb there is no certain form in -p), 
opviovow H. 6. 16. Imperf. only in -o form: é(wvrves Jo. 21. 8, 
(ir)ertpwovvveyv Mt, 21. 8 (v.l. ectpwoav), Mec. 11. 8 D, L. 19. a6. 
Imperat. avoAAve R. 14. 15, ouviere Ja. 5. 12, oPevvere 1 Th. 5. 109. 
Infin. ouviev Mt. 26. 74, Mc. 14. 71 (Cdvoe BEAL al.), decxviieav 16. 21 
(-vvat B). Partic. droAAtwv Ap. 9. 11, deexvvovros 22. 8 (-dvTos 8): 
but trofwrvivres A. 27. 17, arodeckvivtra 2 Th. 2. 4 (-vovra AFG). 

_2. In verbs in -dévat, -évar, -dvac there are similar transitions to the 
w conjugation. Yvviornus R. 16. 1, cvvioryor 3. 5, 5. 8, 2 C. 10.8 are 
a few certain relics of the active of these forms in -éva. (undoubtedly 
from the literary language); elsewhere this verb takes the form 
of tordvev (Hellenist.), for which torav (more often than evel in 
LXX.) is a frequent v.l., occasionally also the plebeian oravew 
(droxaracraves A. 1. 6 D, 17. 15 KaTATTAVOVTES ae Me. 9. 12 
arokatactave. 8*D, -ructaver B*). Thus: cvvoravery 2 C,, 3.1, FG 
-ivat, BD* -ay: 4. 2 cvwordvtes 8CD*FG, -Ovres D*EKL, a apnes 
ABP, a similar division of the MSS. in 6. 4 (-dvres is also read by 
n°): 10. 13. 2 pehioravav ACKL, -dvae SBDEFG (this is the only 
instance where a pu form is strongly supported asa v.l.): pePirraves 

1W.-Schm. § 13, 26, rote 26. 

2On this confusion of -dw and -éw see Hatzidakis, Einl. in d. neugr. Gr. 128. 
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Herm. Vig. i. 3. 4. TleuaAcv stands for miurAavos in A. 14. 17 
épmu(p)rAwv (LXX.). The passive remains unaffected by this change 
(cp."1): weptioraco 2 Tim. 2. 16, Tit. 3. 9, xa@iorara: H. 5. 1 ete. 
(feu |riprpacba: A. 28. 6, Tisch. -acOar), kpewatas Mt. 22. 40, xpepd- 
pevos A. 28. 4, G. 3. 13 O.T. quot.: so also dvvapat, eriorapas as 
usual, except thag. Svvopar, -dueGa, -dnevos are read by B or B*¥ in 
Mt. 19. 12, 26. 53, Me. 10. 39, A. 4. 20, 27. 15 (also in the papyri), 
cp. «€expgsero L. 19. 48 8B: and dtvy stands for dvvacat in 
Me. 9. 22 f.8 (or 8°) BD al, 1. go B, L. 16. 2 xBDP (v.1. -yon), 
Ap. 2. 2, but -acat is read by all Mss. in Mt. 5. 36, L. 5. 12, 6. 42, 
Jo, 13. 36 (Phryn. 359: still dtvy or -@ is already found in Attic 
poets). Cp. W.-Schm. § 14, 17; both forms are found in Hermas, 
e.g, duvy Vis. ii. 1. 3, iii, 10. 8, -acae iii. 8. 5.—On eotnyv vide infra 4. 

3. TlOnpr, &(5op..—The pres. indic. as in Att.; wupadidws is found 
L. 22. 4; 6:60 only in Ap. 3.9 AC! (-wpue BP, dé5wxa 8); Te62, Le. Tier, 
for -youv occurs in L. 8.16 D. But in the impf. the forms eri@e, 
edicov are already found in Att. and so in N.T.; 3rd plur. eriGovy 
A. 3. 2, 4. 35 (cep. for Attic, Bekk. Anecd. 1. 90), also 8.17 according 
to D*EHLP (-ecav sAD?, -ovav B, -eoav C), Me. 6.56 ADN al. (-eoar 
RBLA): edédouv A. 4. 33, 27. 1, Mc. 15. 23, but A. 16. 4 -ovav (-ovv 
HLP), Jo. 19. 3 8B; the forms in -ovy are to be preferred. Imperat. 
zi0a, didov as in Att. But diSwpe in the passive goes over to the 
w conjugation, the analogy between the two forms being very close: 
duedideTo A, 4, 35 (-oTo B*P), wapedidero 1 C. 11. 23 (-oTo B8LP), and 
so 2nd aor. mid. awedero H. 12. 16 AC, cp. Mt. 21. 33 x*B*CL, Me. 
12. 1 SAB*CKL, L. 20. 9 8*AB*CL; but dmédooGe A. 5. 8 all MSs.— 
T‘or pres. conj. see 4. 

4. 2nd aorist active and middle.—Eo7nv is found as an alternative 
for ertaudny, see 6; TiOnur, Sidwue employ the 2nd aor. only in the 
mid., while eOnKaper, -ATE, -QAY, eduxapev? etc. are the aor. act. forms in 

use (only L. 1. 2 has Attic 2nd aor. act. tapédocay, literary language 
in the preface). From other verbs eByv, éyvwv may be added. The 
indic. is regular (for the mid. cp. 3). The conj. to édwxa (and 
diswpe) eyvev shows great fluctuation (2 sing. dgs Mt. 5. 25): in the 
3rd sing., which through the loss of the « in pronunciation had 
become identical with the Ist sing., beside d@ (8:60) and yv@ we also 
have the forms dof (8602), yvoi*or dun (identical with the optat.). 
This last, form, however, is almost confined to the Pauline Epistles, 
where the scribes often met with the optat., which was not cur- 
rent in their own day, and therefore introduced it occasionally 
for the conj. (vide infra): E. 1. 17 86y most Mss. (6@ B), 3. 16 
doy only DEK al., 2 Tim. 2. 25 doy 8*ACD*P (Jo. 15. 16 day 

1 Aiéw Tisch., others 6.6G, cp. dodidotv for -dvy A Ap. 22. 2 (there is a similar 
doubt about the accent in rapadidwy ® Mt. 26. 46, D Me. 14. 42, J, 18. 2,21. 20). 
In Hermas 7:64 occurs Vis. i. 1. 3, ii. 1. 23 Clem. Cor. i. 23 drodtdo7. Examples 
from the papyri in W. Schmid, Gtg. Gel. Anz. 1895, 45, 

2 No inference for an aor. @6woa can be drawn from iva ... ddoy Jo. 17. 2 WAC 
al. (v.L -cw, -cet, 6H etc.) : uor yet from Me. 6. 37 dyop@cwner ... Séowpev (NBD 
v.1. -cowev and Sapev), see § 65, 2. *v, App. p. 308. e 

D 
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EGH al.; drodoin D* 1 Th. 5.15). It is more difficult, to decide 
between 60, yvo and do%, yvot (the latter like ¢pXo?) : still yo has the 
greater attestation (Jo. 7. 51, ll. 57 [yvot D*], 14. 31, A. 22. 
24: whereas yvot has equal or greater authority in its favour in 
Me. 5. 43, 9. 30, L. 19. 15); also (azo)d@ all Mss. in Mt. 18. 30, 
the same form or doy all Mss. in E. 1. 17, 3. 46, 2 Tim. 2. 2s, 
Jo. 15, 16 (8 ducer), cp. 13. 29 (Sot D).—The optat. 667 is Hellenistic 
(Phryn. 345 f., Moeris)! and in Paul. Epp. R. 15. 5 etc.—Imperat. 
avaorn& and avaora A, 12. 7, BE. 5. 14 O.T. quot. (Are, -nre are con- 
stant), avaBa Ap. 4. 1 (-n& A), peraBa Mt. 17. 20 along with 
petaBynOe Jo. 7. 3, xara BnO. Mt. 27. 40 ete., rporavaBnds L, 14. 10; 
this verb also has -Barw, -Bare Mt. 24. 17, 27. 42, Ap. 11. 12 (-y7e B) 
like riya, -are.? 

5. Perfect active.—Of the perfects formed after a partial analogy 
to verbs in -pt, €oTy«a limits these shorter forms to the infin. “Eordvar 
L. 13. 25, A. 12. 14, 1 C. 10. 12 (no other form: also usu. in the LXx.), 
and partic. «orws (in most cases: éo7nKos is also found), fem. éoravu 
1 C. 7. 26,2 P. 3. 5, neut. éords Mt. 24. 15 (v.l. -ws),2 Ap. 14. 1 
(B -ws), but éornKds (ss -ds) 5.6. But the indic. remains éorijxauper 
etc. (cp. ddwxapev), On oryxw see $17. From ré6vyxa we have inf. 
teOvavat A. 14. 19 DEHLP; re@vyxos always, Oda, -as, -c, -apev ete. 
(Ionic and Hellenist.); only in A. 26. 4 (speech of Paul before 
Agrippa) icacwy (literary language); tore H. 12. 17 (unless it bt 
imperat.; cp. § 2, 4); plupf. xoev, -es, etc.; moods as in Att.: «ida, 
impt. iore H. 12. 177 Ja. 1. 197 (v.L dare) E. 5.57? (vl. eore); 
infin, «idévat, part. etdus. 

6. Remaining tenses of the ordinary verbs in -pu.—‘Iordve in 
transitive sense has fut. orjow, aor. eotnou, perf. eotaxa (differ- 
entiated from -y«a; first found in Hyperides) A. 8.11. Intransitive 
are iorapo., fut. orjrouat and orabyjcopat, aor. eotny and exradyy ; 
both forms in the simple vb. are identical in meaning, as in Ionic and 
Hellenist.? (in Att. éora6nv, oraOyjr. have a passive sense). Com- 
pounds of iorapa, e.g. avOiorapat, dv-, ad-, du-, eEav-, €€-, ep- etc. take 
-Vv, -yoouae in aor. and fut. in intransitive senses ; on the other hand 
the following also take aor. in -@yv in passive senses: ka@iorapar 
(R. 5. 19), aroxad. (Mt. 12. 13, Me. 3. 5 -cry C, Me. 8. 25 -ory 
sBCLA, L. 6. 10 -orn »&*, H. 13. 19), we. (L. 16. 4).4 The perf. 
éatyxa has present meaning; but in Jo. 8. 44 ov« (RB*DLX al.) 
éornkev (§ 4, 3) it has true perfect sense ‘has stood,’ a new formation 
related to éoryv (?).—From ¢ypi, except for -pé, -oi, by (which is 
at once impf. and aor., as in Att.), no forms are represented in N.T. 

1 This -gnv is found in other Hellenistic writings in al/ optatives in -olnv: 

Philodem. Rhet. ed. Sudhaus, ii. 52, 144, 169, 285, evmopyin, ron, ouoroyyn, 

pporyn. 
2 Attic poets also have dvdora, xardBa, but other forms with 7; LxXx. only 

has -ora side by side with -ornf. , 

3 There is not sufficient ground for attributing a passive sense to the simple 
verb cra0jva: in passages like L. 21. 36 (D ibid. orjoera:). 

4But also without passive sense érecrdOny D L. 4. 39, 10. 40, Clem. Cor. i. 
12. 4; dvrecrdOnv Herm. Mand. xii. 2. 3, mapeor. Sim. vill. 4. 1, and so D in 
L. 4. 39, 10. 40 emoradeis. aby, App. p. 308. 
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—TiOyp. has, as generally in the Hellenist. language, perf. act. refecxa 
(Jo. 11. 34: Att. -yKa), perf. mid. réGenar (ovvr.) Jo. 9. 22 (pass. in 
av TePetpevos JO. 19. 41 8B for éréOy;} in the parallel passage L. 23. 
53 4 keipevos according to the Att. usage, which is adhered to else- 
where in N.T. in the substitution of keto Gat for rePeto Gar), 

7. "Inpt.—Only*found in composition with av-, af-, (wap-), xaé-, 
ovv-, and in the case of ad-, ovv-inus (the only compounds in use in 
the popular language) with the alternative form in -iw : in -iere, -ierau 
the two conjugations coincide. ’A¢inus (so Jo. 14. 27), -iyoe 
Mt. 3. 15), -cevar (Mc. 2. 7 etc.); on the other hand -topev (so 
x ABCDI) in L. 11. 4 (Mt. 6. 12 D al, but x*B ddajxaperv) 5" 2nd 
sing. pres. ddeis (i.e. -ters, -tis, ep. § 6, 5, note 2), though in this case 
there appears in Att. also reas (and tides); impf. apuev Me. 1. 34, 
11. 16; in the passive there is fluctuation between -ievrat, -iovrat, 
-ewvtat (vide infra). Cp. in Hermas adinow Mand. x. 3. 3, -cevras 
Vis. 11. 2. 4, -dovew iti. 7.1. In the case of ovvinus there is only one 
undisputed instance of the conjugation in -we: A. 7. 25 ovmevar: 
elsewhere Mt. 13. 19 ovveevtos, DF -iovros: L. 24. 45 ovveevar, B* 
cvvetvar; also ovviw, except in quotations, is never without var. lect.: 
Mt. 13. 13 oUvlove’ (language influenced by O.T.: -cworv B** Cp. D), 

(2 C.10. 12 cunorvew [-raow x*B, -ccacw s*]),? R. 3.11 cvvior, O.T. 
quot. (Barn. 12. 10 cuviov, but 4. 6, 10. 12 -cvevae: Herm. Mand. 
Iv. 2.1, x. 1. 3 cuvio, iv. 2. 2 cvvie, x. 1. 6 ovviovery, Sim. 1x. 12. 1 
otvie; in the LXx. the forms from daditw and cvviw are more estab- 
lished and fairly frequent, W.-Schm. § 14, 16). ’Avinws, dveevtes 
E. 6. 9; KaQcevevos A. 10. 11, 11. 5.—Tenses: N.T. has epjxav cte. 
like €@),av (4 supra), the perf. -etca never occurs, while cuvijKate 
Mt. 13. 51, adyjxapev kat KoA0vOy}Kapev (BCD, al. -jnoapev) Me. 10. 28 
may indeed give the impression of being perfects, but are still to be 
taken as aorists (cp. Mt. 19. 27, L. 18. 28, and with ovi)xare Aristoph. 
Ach. 101 €uv7jxa@ o A€ye). The Doric (and Ionic) perf. was ¢wxa, 
pass. «waar, and the latter also appears in N.T.: the form adewvtae 
is to be preferred in Jo. 20. 23 (wrong variants -‘evrat, -(e)iovra: »* 
apeOynoerar), 1 Jo. 2. 12, L. 7. 47 f, 5. 20, 23 (also in Mt. 9. 2, 5 
against -tovrac D [5 Dx*], -vevroe &[5 x°]B, Mec. 2. 5 [-devras B], 9 
[-ve- 8B]). On dveOnv, apeOny see § 15, 4. 

8. Hipi.—The transition to the inflection of a deponent vb. (seen 
in €copor: in mod. Gk. universally carried out) appears in nv Ist 
pers. (differentiated from 7jv 3rd pers. Lob. Phryn. 152), from which 
npeGa, is also formed Mt. 23. 30, A. 27. 37, E. 2.3 8B; in G. 4. 3 
jev in the first instance (all Mss.) with 7jyeGa (8D*FG) following ; 
elsewhere ijyev.—The 2nd sing. impf. #76 only occurs in Mt. 26. 60, 
Mc. 14? 67 (Euseb. quotes the verse with 7s), elsewhere it is 7s (the ter- 
mination -o 6a occurs nowhere else) as in Hellenistic Gk. (Phryn. 149), 
The imperat. has beside eorw, eotwoav the vulgar form 7rw Ja. 5. 12, 
1 C. 16. 22 (Herm. Vis. iii. 3. 4, Clem. Cor. i. 48. 5), ep. W.-Schm. 
§ 14, 1.° “Eve (ie. strictly eveory, evi=ev: cp. tdpa=méperte) occurs 

1 Herm. Sim. ix. 15. 4 has reeuévor in pass. sense, similarly srepireOecuéva, 
Clem. Cor. i. 20. 4. abcw. App. p. 308. } 
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in 1 C. 6. 5, G. 3. 28, Col. 3. 11, Ja. 1. 17, already in tke sense of 
eativ ‘there is, which together with eici has been supplanted by this 
word, now written eva, in modern Greek. W. Schmid, Atticism. 
ii. 121.¢ 

9, Etyt.—In the popular language the verb occurs neither in its 
simple form nor in composition, epxouat taking it$ place, § 24; the 
compounds only are employed by L. and Hebr. (from the literary 
language) and not always correctly. Evotuow H. 9. 6 for Att. eioep- 
yovrat (eioiaoy is fut. in Att.): etov6s B Acts 9. 6 (the other Mss. 
-eXGe): cicrévar 3. 3, 20. 7, 4 D, 27. 43: partic. L. 8. 4 (-eA@dvTos) D), 
Acts 13. 42, in aoristic sense 21. 17 in the £ text, so aoristic ciorjer 
21. 18, 26, -eoav 17. 10, 15. (Clem. Cor. i, 24. 3 aires ‘departs’ 
[Att. ‘will depart’], ep. 54. 2: Clem. Hom. ii. 1, iii, 63, (ér)eworudy 
= -eA Gur.) 

10, “Hypa, xetpar—Kadnuar, xa@y A. 23. 3 (cp. dvvy, supra 3; so 
already in Hyperides for -yoac), imperat. «dfon (already in late 
Att.) Ja. 2. 3, Mt. 22. 44 ctc.,, and O.T. for -yoo. Imperrf. 
always exa@jpnv § 15, 7; fut. caOyoopac Mt. 19. 28 (-(cerGe CD* 
al.), L. 22. 30 RAB al. Cp. § 24.—Ke?uae is regular: also used as 
perf. pass. of 7¢@yue as in Att., supra 6. 

§ 24. TABLE OF NOTEWORTHY VERBS. ‘ 

(The prefixing of * indicates that the paradigm embraces several stems.) 

“AyodAuav active L. 1. 47 (Ap. 19. 7, prob. more correctly -dueba B; 
1 P. 1. 8 -Gre only BC*) ; elsewhere deponent with aor. (mid. ? and) pass., § 20. 
The verb is absent from profane Greek (which has @yd\douat instead). 

’AyyédAey, ayyéAnv constant, § 19, 3. 

"Aye, aor. #yayov and rarely #éa, § 19, 1; perf. act. unattested. 

(A-yvtvat) only in composition xatayv. (as in Att.), pres. inipf. unattested : 
aor, karéagéav (Att.) Jo. 19. 32 f., but the use of the augm. is incorrectly extended 
($ 15, 2) to the fut. xareatee Mt. 12. 20, O.T., and aor. conj. pass. xareaySouw 
Jo. 19. 31. 

* Aipeiv, aor. efAov and -Aa, § 21,1: fut. €Ad (late writers, Lxx.) L. 12. 18, 
2 Th. 2. 8 (v.L. dvado?, vide inf.), Ap. 22. 19 (but mid. aipyooua, = Att. Ph. 1. 22). 

"Arovew, fut. axovcw and Attic -coua, § 18, 3. 
"AdnPew for dre (Phryn. p. 151): only pres. attested (aor. #Aeca in LXX.: 

no other form of the aor. is likely to have existed). Cp. v7@ev. 
”“Addeo Bat, with compounds dv-, é,- ép-, almost confined to Acts: (Jo. 4. 14, 

21.7 D), Ist aor. HAdunv (Lxx.) A. 14. 10 (Jo. 21.7 D): 2nd aor. éporduevos 19. 
16 (also 3. 8 éEaddu. is better than -A\- of the mss.): both forms occur in Att. 

‘Apaptraveyv, fut. duapriocw, § 18, 3: Ist aor. jyudprnoa along with 2nd 
aor. juaprov, § 19, 1. 

"Apduatey, -céfew, -evvivac: see § 17. cad 

"Avddotv = dvaXlioxew (both Att., -ody also in Lxx., W.-Schm. § 15): dvanot 
2 Th. 2. 8 &* Origen (v.1. dvaddoe, dvede?). Tenses regular: L. 9. 54, G. 5. 15. 

C(Avrayv): fut. dravricw, cuv-, § 18, 3. 

"AmeActobar deponent A. 4. 17, 21 for Att. dere (1 P. 2 23); 
dtamrethetc Oar as depon. is also Att. 

"Atrodoyeio8ar deponent with pass. (mid.) aor., § 20, 1. 

Aprateayv: fut. -dow, § 18, 3: 2nd aor. pass. -yyv (and Ist aor. -oOyv? as in 
Att.), § 19, 3. @v, App. p. 308. 
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Avge, atfavev, both forms Att., but in transit. sense ‘increase,’ whereas 
‘crow’ is -fiar, N.T. has -dvyw trans. only in 1 ©, 3. 6 f., 2 C. 9. 10 (Herm. 
Vis. iil, 4. 1 atéw, i. 1. 6 adéqoas). Elsewhere -dvw (and avéw: only E, 2. 21, 
Col. 2. 19) is used= Att. -owa A. 6. 7 al.: along with -dvoua: Mt. 13. 32 
(N°D -jon), Me. 4. 8 v.1, Epp. Paul. passim, 1 P. 2. 2. 

Batvew: aor. éByv, dvdBa, -Bare, § 23, 4. 

Bapeitvy: BeBapnuégos old (8e8. nidev Plat. Sympos. 2038) Mt. 26. 43, 
L. 9. 32 (Me. 14. 4o var. lect. Be8., KkaraBeB., KaraBapovmevat, KaraBapuvo- 
pevot. Baptvw is the ordinary Att. word, but in N.T. besides this passage it 
only occur@as av.l. in L. 21. 34 DH, 2 C. 5. 4 D*¥FG). Elsewhere in the 
pass.: 2C. 1. 8, 5. 4, 1 Tim. 5. 16, L. 21. 34. Also the compounds émiPapelr, 
karaB. in St. Paul (xarag. Herm. Sim. ix. 28. 6, Bapotyra Clem. Hom. xi. 16). 
W. Schmidt, Atticism. iii, 187. 

Backalvey : aor. -ava,§ 16, 3. 

[Buotv]: Bidoae 1 P. 4. 2, for Att. -vae (the only form in which this verb 
occurs: elsewhere (qv, cp. inf.). 

Bhacrdavew : pres. conj. -vy Mc. 4. 27 8AC* al., but BC*DLA Bdaore from 
Br\acrav, as Herm. Sim. iv. 1 Baordvra (W.-Schm. § 15): a new Ist aor. -noa 
occurs, § 19, 1. 

BaAérev, ‘to look,’ primarily and in old Greek only of the function of the eye, 
with no signification of perception: aor. é6reVa (Acts 3. 4) as in Att. (Jo. 9. 39 
Prérwow v.l. Brépwow i.e. become possessed of sight, somewhat like dvaBréy., 
which is so used in Att. as well as in N.T.; ep. BAdvere A. 28. 26 O.T., also 
without an object): wepeeBrewaunv Me. 3. 5, etc. With the Hellenistic mean- 
ing ‘to see’ of perception (for dpa, vide inf.) only in pres. and impf. 
(IlpoBréyacba = rpotdécba H. 11. go, see § 55, 1.) 
9 BotAcor Oar, § 15, 3: § 21, 7. 

Tapetv: also used of the wife (for Att. -etc@a) Mc. 10. 12 (-7@7 v.1.), 1 Tim. 
5. 11, 14 etc.; elsewhere for the wife N.T. uses -ifeo@ae (but aor. -76y» 
1 C0. 7. 39 =¢ynuauny Att.), for which yapuiccovra: is read Me. 12. 25 E al., 
L. 20. 34 SBL (éxyauior. E al., exyauit. A al., yaxodvrac D), 35 B (yvauit. 8D al., 
exyauigiA al.). The act. yauifew (éxy.) ‘to give to wife’: Mt. 24. 38 (yan. 8D, 
rell. éxy.), 1 C. 7. 38.—Aor. act. éyaunoa Mt. 5. 32 al., Herm. Mand. iv. 4 (so 
-4Onv, vide supra), for which the Att. form occurs as a v.1., yjuas Mt. 22. 35 
NBL, L. 14. 20 (AaBov D), 1 C. 7. 28 yaujors ... yawn (D*FG yaun). 

Tedav, fut. -dow, § 18, 3. 

DiveoOar (never yiyv. as in Att.), aor. éyerdunv and -v7iOnv, § 20. 

Twaokew (never yiyy. as in Att.), 2nd aor. conj. yvor and ye, § 23, 4. 
Tenyopetv, § 17; cp. éyelpev. Acicbar, edéero, § 22, 2. 

Avakovety, dinxdvouv, § 15, 6. Ardovat, see § 23, 3 and 4. 

Aubay, -as, § 22, 1; difjow, § 16, 1. Avie, fut. -Ew, § 18, 3. 

AvvaoGar pres., § 23,2; augm. 7- or é-, § 15, 3; fut. duvjooua, § 20, 2; aor. 
Hovvndnv (and jduvacOnvy Mt. 17. 16 B, Me. 7. 24 8B, Epic and Ionic). 

Aveyv intrans. ‘to set’ E. 4. 26 (Homeric: Att. Svouac), for which dévw 
(Xenoph. and others) occurs in L. 4. 40 (ducavros D): aor. uv, éuvca, § 19, 1 
(edvnoary, § 19, 2); evddvovres ‘creeping in’ 2 Tim. 3. 6 (cp. Barn. 4. 10). 
"Evdvew trans, ‘to put on’ pres. only in Mc. 15. 17 AN, correct reading 
-Ovdvoxev, see § 17: so mid. évdcd0cxecGa, see ibid.: but tenses as in Att. -é5vca, 
-dunv etc.: similarly éxddca: (pres. and impf. unattested). 

’ & : 3 ase . "Hyelpety ‘raise up’ (‘awake’ is rather dieysipew): intrans. Zyerpe (not -ae 
aor. mid.), sc. ceavrév Mc. 5. 41 ete. (Eurip. Iph. Aul. 624); intrans. -ouac 
‘rise’ (dteyefpouac ‘awake’ intrans.), aor. wyépyv, § 20; perf. eyjyeprac ‘is 
risen’ Mc. 6. 14 SBDL, 1 C. 15. 4 (late writers ; Att. éypyyopa ‘I am awake’ 
has become ypyyopa, § 17). 

BIA - ola, § 23, 5: fut. edijow H. 8. 11 O.T. quot. (Ionic and Jate= Att. 
elgouat). 

Himeiy, elpyxa etc. see \éyerv. 
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*EXeav — éXeetv, § 22, 2. 

“EAkew, aor. efAcvoa as in Att., fat. Edxtow Jo. 12. 32 (Att. ErEwN. 

*EXkotv : eiAxkwudvos, § 15, 6. "EpBptpac8ar -otoOar, § 22,1; aor. § 20, 1. 

"Epyatec Oar: ypyatéunv, npyacduny, elpyaoua, § 15, 5 and 6. ; 

*”"Hpxer@ar. In Att. for ‘to come’ épxouar is used only in the indic., conj. 
iw, inf. (éva: etc., impf. qa, jew: ‘will come’=eiu. When elu fell out of use 
(§ 23, 9), 2pxouac was employed throughout: épywua, hpxdunv etc., fut. édedcouat 
(Epic and Ionic: Phryn. 37). Aor. #\@ov and perf. €\7\vGa as in Att. 

* Ho @ieav and todew (-Gew as early as Hom., Doric and late writers). The 
former predominates (as also in LXX.), so without var. lect. Mt. 9. 11, 11. 18 f., 
12. retc., R. 14. 2f., 6, 20etc.; but ér6nre L. 22. 30 BD*T, éo@wyv Me. 1.6 SBL*¥A, 
12. 40 B, L. 7. 33 BD, 34 D, 10. 7 BD (elsewhere even Me. and L. have éo6iecv in 
all the Mss.). Fut. @dyouac from aor. é@ayov, § 18, 2: 2nd sing. -eca, § 21, 7. 
Pf. BéBpwxa (from the obsolete Bi8paoxw) Jo. 6. 13, aor. pass. Bpw0y7 L. 22. 16 D 
(fut. perf. BpwOjcouar LXX.); the verb ‘to eat’ thus completed. (The pres. in 
the popular language was rpwye, so always in 8. John, elsewhere only Mt. 24. 35; 
see also Herm. Sim. v. 3. 7, Barn. 7. 8, 10. 2, 3.) 

"Exew, fut. only €w, § 14, 1; similarly davéyeo@ac has only dvéfouar: inmpf. 
and aor. averxy., adverx., § 1d, 7. 

Ziv, fut. tow and -oua, § 18, 3: aor. &yoa A. 26. 5, Herm. Sim. viii. 9. 1, 
for which in Att. éBiwy was introduced as a supplementary form (cp. sup. 
B.odv): perf. unattested. (Impf. Ist sing. éfny, -wv, § 22, 1. 

Zwvvivar, perf. pass, and mid. weprefwopudvos (Att. without o) L.12. 35 al. 

Heev: 3rd. plur. jxaow Mec. 8. 3 RADN (al. Hxovow, B eiciv), ep. Clem. 
Cor. i. 12. 2. The transition of this verb of perfect meaning to the inflection 
of the perfect tense is found also in Lxx. and other late writings, W.-Schy. 
§ 13,2: Kuhner I. ii.? 488 : W. Schmidt, Jos. elocut. 470. 

‘Hocotobar, 2 C. 12. 13 8* BD* HoodOnre (Ionic éccotcGa), with v.]. yrrjOnre 
(the Attic form [literary lang.] as in 2 P. 2 19f. #rrnta, nrrovra, and even 
yr7nua in 8. Paul), FG in 2 C. loc. cit. yAatTwOyTe, cp. Jo. 3. 30 (literary lang.). 

(@dAXeuv), aor. dvéParov, § 19, 1 (no other form attested) ; dva@dd)dw (intrans. ) 
Clem. Cor. i. 36. 2. 

Oavpdtev (-ecPac depon.), aor. €Gavuaca and -dcOny, fut. (Pavpdoouat), -ac07- 
couat, § 18, 3: § 20, Ll. 

Oca bar, see Pewpetr. : 

Oédrew not (as in Att.) é#édew, the ordinary word of the popular language 
for ‘will’ (so mod. Gk.): beside it is found BovAeoOa (literary lang.) without 
distinction of meaning, rare in the Gospels, and not often in the Epistles, 
frequent only in the Acts.—Augm. always 7-, § 15, 3 (perfect unattested). 

*@ewpetv, generally defective, only pres. and impf. being used, but fut. 
Jo. 7. 3, aor. Mt. 28. 1, L. 8 35 D, 23. 48 RBCD al., Jo. 8. 51 (-ce §), 
Ap. ll. 12; elsewhere the tenses of @edcoOa: (pres. impf. wanting) are used: 
aor. -acdunv, perf. rePéaya, aor. pass. €Ged@nv. 

‘TAaoker8ar, mid. (Att.) H. 2. 17; ikaoOnre ‘be merciful’ L. 18. 13, ep. 
é.kacbev ‘expiated’ Plat. Legg. 862 C. 

Iordvey (icrav), isracdar, § 23, 2, 4, 5, 6. 

Kadap(tev ‘to cleanse,’ vulgar form for Att. xa@alpew (Jo. 15. 2 D correctly 
kadapet, cp. H. 10. 23 xexafapuévwy is found in Herm. Sim. ix. 18. 3). In 
compounds the simpler form is more attested : ditaxadapar L. 3. 17 4<* (for xai 
diaxabapet), exxabdpare 1 C. 5. 7, Exxaddpy 2 Tim. 2. 21. 

Kabéter Oar, xadlfev, xabfobar. In Attic éxabefsuny aor. = ‘I seated myself,’ 
xaditw ‘I seat’ trans. and also intrans. ‘I seat myself,’ which is elsewhere ex- 
pressed by -ifoua:: xdé@nuac ‘I sit’ (in perfect sense). In the N.T. ‘1 set’ or 
‘seat’ is xafifw, aor. -ica (as in Att.): ‘I seated myself’ = éxd@icoa (not mid.), 
so that the sense of Jo. 19. 13 is extremely doubtful: there is also a perf. 
xexaOrxev (intrans. ) H, 12. 2 (the present only appears in trans. sense: for fut. 
vide inf.) ; aor. éxa@éc@nv from xadéfouac (Phryn. 209) only in L. lu. 39 RABC* 
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al., -icaca C’DP ete.; ‘sit’? is cd@nuat (in the majority of cases) and caééfoua 
(rare): éxa€fero impf. ‘sat’ (‘had seated himself’) Jo. 4. 6, 11. 20, for which 
éxd@nro occurs elsewhere, as in Mt. 13. 13 xaéefdmevos = kab. A. 6. 15 
(D -juevor) etc.; fut. xaOjoouat Mt. 19. 28 (-iceobe CD* al.), L. 22. 30 SAB? al. 
(-lcecGe EF, but B* xd@node conj., D xadéfnobe) for Attic KaGedoipa. The 
Zud pers. of cd@yuar is xd0y, § 23, 10: imperat. «dGou ibid. (‘sit’ = ‘seat thyself’ 
Mt. 22. 44 O.T., Ja..2. 3). 

Kale: aor. and ta: pass. § 19, 3. Koadctyv: fut. cadrtéow, § 18, 1. 

(Kepavvivat), perf. pass. xexépacuar (late; Att. xéxpduar) H. 4. 2 (NABCD"), 
Ap. 14. 10.¢® 

Kep8alvew (pres. and impf. unattested), aor. éxépdyca as if from xepdéw (Ionic 
and late writers) Mt. 16. 26 and passim ; but xepddvw (§ 16, 3) 1 C. 9. 21 B*ABC 
al. (NDE al. xcepdjow, as also four times in the same chap. ver. 19, 20, 22); 
a corresponding fut. pass. KepdyOjoovrac occurs 1 P, 3. 1. There is fluctuation 
also in Josephus between the Attic and the vulgar forms, W. Schmidt, de Jos. 
elocut. 451, 459. 

Knkaley, fut. cratow, § 18, 3. 

Kytrclew, perf. pass. xéxNerouag for -eruar, § 16, 1. 
KnXivew, aor. and fut. pass. éxrOnv, chdjoopmat, § 19, 3. 

Kpatewv, the pres. rare in Att. (which uses xéxpaya instead) is often in N.T., 
on the other hand xéxpaya is only used in Jo. 1. 15 (see § 56, 5): fut. kpatw 
{xexpdazonat), § 18, 3: aor. éxéxpaga (LXX., from kéxpaya) only A. 24, 21 SABC. 

Ikatvew : dmoxpivouac, vroxpivouat, aor. and fut. § 20, 1. 

pve, aor. pass. exp'8nv, § 19, 3. 

(Kre(vew): only in compound dmoxrefyw and -é(v)w, § 17; aor. pass. d7e- 
.<Tavény (late) Me. 9. 31 al. = Att. dré@avor. 

(Kvetv, xvew) azroxvel (-xver) Ja. 1.15, -dnoev 1. 18 (from xiw we have éxtiouey in 
LXx., W.-Sehm. § 15). 

Kvdtew (already in Att.; older form -ivdw) Me. 9. 20, fut. -tow Mc. 16. 3, 
aor. act. éxvAtca, perf. pass. Kexvrouat as in Att. 

Aaxeiv ‘to burst’: é\dxnoev A. 1. 18 (cp. Acts of Thomas, § 33) as in 
Aristoph. Nub. 410 diadkaxjoaca: elsewhere unknown: to be distinguished 
from Adoxw ‘sound’ (aor. €Adkov). 

AapBavey, fut. Ajuyoua, aor. pass. eAjupOnyv (Ajuyis Ph. 4. 15, dvddAnuyes 
L. 9. 51: rpoowrodjurrys) as in other Hellenistic writings, § 6, 8. (The later 
MSs. restore the Attic form by omitting the u, and even in the N.T. Apocryphal 
writings practically no trace of these forms remains: Reinhold, de graecit. 
patr. apost. etc., p. 46f.) 

(Aéyew ‘to collect’): only in ovdddyw, -éa, éxdedeyudvos (Att. usually 
éferreyu.) L. 9. 35. | 

“Aéyav ‘to say’: Att. Aw, &eta etc; but in N.T. defective (the be- 
ginning of this defective state reaches back into Attic times, Miller, Amer. 
Journ. of Philol. xvi. 162) with only pres. and impf.; the remaining tenses 
being aor, eiov, -a (§ 21, 1), fut. ép&, perf. elpnxa, aor. pass. éppdOnv, pnOfrvar, 
§ 16, 1, perf. efpnua. (Still Aéyew and elweiv were felt to be separate verbs, 
otherwise we should not find these combinations: rofro elrdv Aéyer Jo. 21. 19, 
etrev héywv L. 12, 25, 20. 2.) But dsaddyouas, dueddxOnv as in Att. (Mc. 9. 34), 
see § 20, 1. 

Actrgus (class.) with alternative form \yrdvew, duehluravey Acts 8. 24 D, 
17. 13 D, trodiumrdvew 1 P. 2. 21, éyearaduravduevoe FG Enseb. Chrys. in 
2 C. 4. 9 (also Lxx.); Ist aor. @\ecYa occurs occasionally instead of édurov, 
§ 19, 1. 

Aotey, A\d\ovuar, § 16, 1. 

(MeéAew) émiuedoduac (LXX.) or -oxa (both Attic forms) not represented : 
fut. -jooua, § 20, 2: werayéAouar (the only Att. form) 2 C. 7. 8, aor. -46nv (not 
attested in Att.) Mt. 21. 29 etc., fut. -yO@jocoua: H. 7. at O.T. quot. 

MédAay : dueddov and Fueddov, § 15, 3. Muatvew : henlaupot, § 16, 3. 
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Mvnorevew: perf. pass. peuvjorevua v.l., § 15, 6. 

Nwfev ‘to spin’ for vq (Ionic and late), the constant wif form, cp. 
adAnverv. 

Niwrew for vitew, § 17. 

(Elvpetv), pres. unattested : aor. mid. évpacOai as if from Etipew (not EvpacOar 
pres.) 1 C. 11. 6 and tupjoacbat A. 21. 24 (both forms unattested in Att.), but 
in Acts D* has évpwvrat, 8B*D?EP évpjoovra: perf. efvpnuds (Att.) 1 C. 11. 5. 

(Otyeww) dvotyew (never -yvivat): the augment is always in the a in the comp. 
diavolyew, StnvoixOncav L, 24. 31, denvoryer 32 etc.; also in the simple vb. con- 
stantly in the 2nd aor. pass. qvoiyny A. 12. 10 (-x@n E al.), which is a new 
formation ; in the other forms (the impf. is only attested for d:av.) the old 
syllabic augm. is still strongly represented: Ist aor. act. dvéwta Jo. 9. 14 
(qvéwkev LX, Hvoter D), 17 Hvol—ev RAD al., BN qvéwe., KL dvéwé., similarly 
ver. 32: in verses 21, 26, 30 B also has q#vogev, and this form deserves prefer- 
ence (cp. A. 5. 19, 9. go, 12. 14, 14. 27, Ap. 6. 1, 3 ete.);—perf. (intrans. as 
in late writers) avéwya Jo. 1. 52 (jvewyéra 8), 1 C. 16. 9, 2C. 6. 11, elsewhere 
dvéwyuar as in Att. R. 3. 13 O.T. quot., 2C. 2. 12 (qwewyu. DEP), A. 10. 11 
(jve. E), 16. 27: Ap. 4. 1 B, but RAP qve., similarly 10. 1, 8, 19. 11 (3. 8 av. 
ABC) ;--Ist aor. pass. dvegyOnv Mt. 3. 16 (je. Bj, 9. 30 (qe. BD), 27. 52, 
L. 1. 64 ete.: Avewyd. Jo. 9. 10 with preponderant evidence (av. AK al.): Acts 
16. 26 qvoixd. BAK, weox. BCD, ave. HLP: there is diversity of reading also 
in Ap. 20. 12. Infin. dvewyOjvae L. 3. 21 (-vor- only D), cp. supra dyvivar, 

§ 15, 2. On Ist and 2nd aor. (jvolynv) and fut. -yjoouar (-yOno-) see § 19, 3. 

Oixripew (so to be spelt for -efpev), fut. ofxripjow R. 9. 15 O.T. quot. (late). 

COAAbvaL) dmoAr., § 23, 1: fut. drodkdow as also in Herm. Sim. viii. 7. 5 
(=Att. drodd | C. 1.19 O.T. quot., so nearly always in Lxx.): but fut. pass. 
aronodpat L. 13. 3 ete. ¢ 

**Opav is still more defective than in Attic, since even the pres. and impf. 
are rare (being confined to the literary language): the popular language 
replaced them by means of Brérew and Gewperv. (Kixceptions: dpa, dpare, care, 
-ete Mt. 8. 4 etc. [but Bdézerve is also used in this sense A. 13. 4o etc.]: also 
L. 16. 23, 23. 49, A. 8. 232, H. 11. 27,1 P. 1. 8, Ja. 2. 24 [Ap. 18. 18, Jo. 6. 2, 
Me. 8. 24]: in composition H. 12. 2, A. 2. 25 O.T., R. 1. 20; pres. and impf. 
are rare also in Hermas: Vis. ili. 2. 4, 8. 9, Mand. vi. 2. 4: Barn. épare 15. 8). 
The perf. is still always édpaxa (édp.), § 15, 6: aor. eidov (-a, § 21, 1): fut. 
SYouar: aor. pass. OPOyv apparui, fut. éPOjoouae (perf. Orrac Herm. Vis. 
iii, 1. 2:8). In addition a new present form is created omrdvopar A. 1, 
(Lxx.; Papyr. Louvre notices et extr. de Mss, xviii. 2, no. 49 according to the 
facsimile). 

’'Opiooewy aor. pass. § 19, 3. 
TIalteyv, maitw etc., § 16, 2; § 18, 3. TIavew, avarajcouat, § 20, 1. 

TIe(Oav, aor. pass. éreic@nv, fut. recOjooua L. 16. 31 (morevcovow D), 

Ileway, -ds etc., § 22, 1: aor. éretvaca, § 16, 1. 

Tlapdtev ‘to tempt’ or ‘try any one’ (Hom., and late writers) always for 
Att. weipav; also for ‘to attempt anything’=Att. wepGécOa A. 24. 6 al. 
(re.pacOa A. 26. 21 speech of Paul before Agrippa). j 

Thatev, Ite. The latter =‘to press’ as in Att. L. 6. 38 (but in Lxx. the 
a form is used even in this sense, ¢feriacey ‘ pressed out’ Jd. 6. 38); the former 
is confined to the common language = ‘ to lay hands on’ (mod. Gk. widvw), aor. 
ériaga, émidcOnv (John, Acts, once even in St. Paul, Apoc.). 

TIuysrdayv for -dvar, § 23, 2. 

IIlvew, fut. riouat, riecat, § 21, 73 aor. ériov, imper. mie L. 12. 19 (Att. also 
wt), infin. contracted to mew, wiv (§ 6, 5) Mt. 27. 34 8*D, Mc. 10. 38 D, 
15. 23 D, Jo. 4. 7 8*B*C*DL, cp. ibid. 9, 10 etc. (Anthol. Pal. xi. 140 in 
verse: papyri in W. Schmid, Gtg. Gel. Anz. 1895, 40.) 

*TIurpdokev, in Hellenistic Gk. conjugated in full with the exception of fut. 
and aor. act. (so impf«act. érlmpacxov A. 2. 45). In Attic it is only in the 
pass. that the conjugation is fairly complete: the act. has perf. wérpara 
(Mt. 13. 46: D érwdnoev), but in the other tenses rwrew and drodidocbar 

7 mm: 
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are used. glhe N.T. employs the, aorist of the latter of these two verbs 
(A. 5. 8, 7." 9, H. 12. 16), from the former we have rwAd, érwadrour, ErwAnca, 
wuwdotua. nass. (all used in Att. as well): in addition to these rérpaua R. 7. 14, 
erpadnvy Mt. 18. 25 ete. 

Iltwrev, érecov, and more frequently éreca, § 21, 1. 
Tlo€ctv, aor. éwé0noa, § 16, I. 

‘Patvew, pavrifeY® For reduplication, § 15, 6. 

“Petv, fut. pevow, § 18, 3 (Attic has pres. fut. pedoouar, aoristic fut. pujoopac). 

“Pnyvivot in the pass. Mt. 9. 17, L. 5. 6 A al.: for which pjocev (-rrev, late 
writers) appears in Mt. 9. 17 D, L. 5. 6 SBL, Me. 2. 22 AT al., v.l. pyéec ; aor. 
éppnia ; the old epic word pjocev=TUrrev, cp. the Attic (and LXx.) pdrrey 
‘to dash down’ Demosth. 54. 8 is found with the latter meaning in Me. 9. 18 
(paooee D), L. 9. 42, uxx. Sap. 4. 19: Hermas, Mand. xi. 3 pdiac as), To 
this word also belongs mpocépnéev = mpocéBare L. 6. 48. 

‘Pirrey and pimreiv, Att., in the N.T. the present stem only occurs in 
A. 22. 23, -ovrwy (-dvrwy DEHL) cp. ép(p)irrovy Herm. Vis. iii. 5. 5: perf. 
péptupar, § 15, 6. 

‘Per bar ‘to save’ (Epic, Iorfic, and late writers) with aor. mid. ép(p)ucduny 
and aor. pass. ép(p)Jc@nv (late) L. 1. 74 etc. 

Darmi{ev, carsicw etc., § 16, 2. 

Lnpatve, conuava, § 16, 3. 
*Xkotety, okapacbar in Attic form one verb, since only pres. and impf. of 

oxorew are found, and from oxéy. the forms -rroua, €oxerrréunv are absent. In 

N.T. cxoreiv is used as in Att., oxéy. never: while émicxérrecOat is found in the 
pres. = ‘to visit’ (H. 2. 6, Ja. 1. 27); émicnomety =‘ to take care’ H. 12. 15 (éme- 
Ioxérrecba ‘to inspect’ Clem. Cor. i. 25. 5; cuvecxémrovro Ev. Petr. 43). 

uTrovbatew, fut. -cw, § 18, 3. 

zrnpltey, tenses, § 16, 2. 

Ztpwvvverv (not cropery., which appears first in late scholiasts), § 23, 1. 
Lotev (« adscript, § 3, 3): like éowOnv (€oawOnv, cadw) the perf. céowrat is 

still found Acts 4. 9 8A (v.1. -crat), but cecwopévor BK. 2. 5 all Mss., and in v. 8 
only P has the Att. form -wuévou. 

Taooey, erdyyv, together with eax Any, § 19, 2. 
TeXetv, fut. reddow, § 18, 1. 

Tikrew, éréxOnv, § 19, 3. 

Tvyxavev: the Hellenistic perf. is rérevya for Att. rervynxa, Phryn. 395: 
so H. 8. 6 rérevyey SSBDE (v.L. rer’xnner P, réruxe male 8*AD*KL, a form 
which is also occasionally found in the older editions of late writers: Lob. on 
Phryn. loc. cit.). 

*Tbrrev is defective and completed by means of other verbs as in Attic: 
TUuTTEW, éruTrov, waTdéw, émaraca (pres. impf. etc. from this stem not found), 
éra:ca (no pres. and impf. found: mpocéraicay is a good suggestion of Lachmann 
in Mt. 7.,25 for -ecav), pass. rvmrrouat, aor. éraryny (the only form of this verb 
represented) Ap. 8. 12. 

*"Yrayew ‘to go,’ ‘ depart,’ a word of the common language (never in Acts, 
Paul, or Hebrews; mod. Gk. rdéyw, ryyaivw), which makes only a present 
tense (most frequently the pres. imperat.); supplemented by zropevopiac (which, 
however, js not defective itself). 

Palvay, tpava, § 16, 3: havjoouat (davodpar), § 20, 2. 
(Patvoxeav LXX.), Paookev (emipucxovca Mt. 28. 1, érépwoxevy L. 23. 54), an 

Tonic and Hellenistic verb, only found in composition with dia-, éme-, bro-, and 
elsewhere only in pres. and impf. (cp. ¢dos, @ds): N.T. has fut. émedaicer 
FE. 5. 14 a quotation (d:épavoe LXX. Gen. 44. 3; 1 mddavors Herodot.). 

*Dépew, qveyxa, -elv etc. § 21, 1. 

P0dvew, aor. 2p0aca (so and épOnv Attic), perf. éPPaxa (unattested in Att.) 
1 Th. 2.16 BD*. Meaning ‘to arrive at,’ ‘come upon’ as in mod. Gk.; ‘to 
anticipate’ only in] Th. 4. 15 (for which rpo¢é@. is used Mt. 17. 25). 
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PoPeteIar, GoPnPjoopat, § 20, 2. 

Popeiv, popécw ete. § 16, 1. 

Pieayv, inact. only H. 12. 15 (O.T. quot.) intransitive (frequently in late 
writers) ; elsewhere only aor. €gvny, § 19, 2. 

Xalpav, xapjooua, § 18, 3. 

Xiu(v)vev for yey, § 17: fut. xeW, § 18, 2: aor. éyqaa as in Att.: pass. 
Kxéxumat, €xvOnv also Att. 

Wixev, pres. L. 21. 26 do-: fut. perf. piyjooua, § 19, 3. 
*Ociv, augment, § 15, 2. 

§ 'Oveio Sar, angment, § 15, 2: aor. dvnoduny A. 7. 16 (Att. éxpdunr, which is 
still used in the Lxx.). 

§ 25. ADVERBS. 

1. Adverbs of manner formed from adjectives with termination 
-ws occasionally have a comparative with a corresponding ending in 
-Tépws : mepiocorépws 2 C. 1. 12, and constantly in St. Paul, H. 2. 1, 
13. 19 (6. 17 -drepov, but B -orépws, 7. 15 -drepov), Mc. 15. 14 ENP al. 
(repioods SAB al.), 7. 36 D (-drepov RAB al.), cp. for their meaning 
and usage § 11, 4; o7ovdaoreows Ph. 2. 28 (D*FG -drepov) ; “ep. 
exxdtws éxyetv (Polyb.) Me. 5. 23. Elsewhere such comparative 
adverbs take -repov, which is also the predominant termination in 
Attic, and from -(‘)wv the constant adverbial form is -(:)ov (BédArov 
etc., Attic has also the adverbial ending -6vws). > ‘Well’ is kaAdds, ne 
longer «d (except in E. 6. 3 O.T. quot., A. 15. 29 literary language : «3d 
wovety ‘to benefit’ anyone, only in Me. 14. 7); ‘better’ is xpeiooor 
(LC. 7. 38). AczAdrepov ‘in double measure’ Mt. 23. 15 (late).—On 
GVWTEPOV, KATWTEPY, ToppwTepov (-TEepw) see § 11, 5. We have an 
instance of a numeral adverb wpatws in A. 11. 26 8BD? (aporov 
A al., D* reads differently), 2.e. ‘for the first time,’ cp. Clem. Hom. 
1X. 4 TOV TpWTUS AVvayKaTaVTA, XVI. 20 wpwTos EPOEeyEw, a4 TpWTwS 1)KOv- 
capev, always used of the first appearance of something. Similarly 
in Polyb. vi. 5. 10, Diod. Sic. iv. 24 tore rpwrws etc., Phryn. Lob. 
311 f.—An instance‘of an adverb formed from a participle (according 
to classical precedent) is pesdopevus 2 C. 9. 6 (Plutarch). 

2. In adverbs of place the distinction between ‘where?’and ‘whither?’ 
is not always preserved even in classical Gk, (€v6a, evravOa, évOdde, 
dvw, Kdtw, elow, €€w);1 in the N.T. there is no longer any distinction 
whatever, in the same way that év and eis begin to be confused (§ 39, 
3). lov is ‘where?’ and ‘whither?’ (zot has disappeared) ; to it 
corresponds 0%, dov (ov indef. is only in H. 2. 6, 4. 4, and in the 
sense ‘about’ in R. 4. 19; dyrov H. 2. 16). ‘Here’ (‘hither’) is 
expressed by evOdéde in L. (esp. in Acts) and Jo. 4. 15 f. eee by 
evrav0a), but usu. by &de (in Acts only 9. 14, 21), which’me~tonger 
has its original meaning ‘thus’ (from és — de): Att. also occasionally 

1 But Attic writers still have beside elow, tw the forms évdov, évrds, éxrds to 
express the answer to the question ‘where?’; accordingly Phrynichus 127 con- 
demns the use of efow in answer to this question, in spite of the instances that 
occur in poetry and prose. N.T. never has &éov, and only rarely évrds, éxrdés 
(the latter most often itt St. Paul), which are still correctly used to answer 
the question ‘ where ?’. abey, App. p. 308. 
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uses Ode =g‘hither.’! ‘There’ (‘thither’) is éxe?, in scholarly language 
exetoe A. 21. 3, 22. 5 (D exe?) =‘ there,’ as in Pap. Oxyrh. 1. p. 119 
éx(e)ioe OtatpiBovow.2 Cp. duoce for duov A. 20. 18 D joined with 
cvTwv ; TavTaxov ‘to every quarter’ Mc. 1. 28, dAAayxov ‘to another 
place’ ibid. 38, Lob. Phryn. 43 f—The local adverbs in -y are no 
longer represented except mavras mavraxy (-ov HLP) ‘everywhere’ 
A. 21. 28; wavry re kai wavrayou 24. 3 appears to mean ‘in every 
way and everywhere.’ 

3. Adverbs answering the question ‘whence?’ with termination 
-Gev: 160ev (wofev nowhere), OGev (o7dGev nowhere), évGev (opposed to 
exe, unclass.) Mt. 17. 20 (evrevGev C), L. 16. 26 (=Attic evretOer, 
evOevoe), elsewhere evrevGev, which is also used for Attic évOev in the 
phrase Jo. 19. 18 evrevOev kai evrevbev = Attic evGev Kai evOev (Ap. 

22. 2 évr. kat exeiHev AB, evr. kai évt. some minuscules, évGev cal &*, 
evOev add. x*). ‘Thence’ is exetOev; other forms are ravroGev (ravra- 
yobev Mec. 1. 45 EGU al. asin Attic prose), dAAaydOev.—The termina- 
tion -Gev has become stereotyped and meaningless in most cases in 
the words eowGev, e€wfev ‘within,’ ‘ without,’ as 1s often the case even 
in Attic Gk. (they have the meaning ‘from within,’ ‘from without’ in 
Me. 7. 18, 21, 23, L. 11. 7; these forms are never used in answer to the 
question ‘whither ?’): also in xukAddev Ap. 4. 8 (Att.): and the ter- 
mination is entirely without force in €urpoobev, omic Gev, as it is from 

“the earliest times. On the other hand avwOev = ‘from above’ (xarwbev 
does not appear) ; dm’ dvwGev éws kdtw in Mt. 27. 51 (am om. 8L), Me. 
15. 38 is like aro paxpdodev beside paxpobev Mt. 26. 58 (azd om. XCF 
al.), Me. 15. 40, 5. 6 (ard om. AKL al.) etc. (also used in conjunction 
with teracG@at, so that dd and -Oev both lose their force), éx madudGev 
Mc. 9. 21 (without ex AX al., D €« adds), op. (az’, E£) otpavdderv 
Homer, Acts 14. 17 (without prep.) ; later writers are fond of reviv- 
ing this kind of expression Lob. Phryn. 46. Maxpo6ev first occurs 
in Hellenistic Gk. (= Attic roppwHev which occurs in L. 17. 12 with 
eotnoav, H. 11. 13), also 7ard(e)oGev is first found in late writers (Lob. 
Phryn. 93); on the other hand the classical éyyv@ev is absent from 
NT. 

4, Adverbs of time.—Ilore, roré, dre (ordre only L. 6. 3 AEHK al, 
ote NBCD al.), tore; besides these (GAAote is wanting) advrore fre- 
quently in St. Paul for ae? (mod. Gk. and late writers, cp. Phryn. 
103), and occasionally in Mt. Mc. L. (never in Acts), H. 7. 25 (never 
in Epp. Cath.) ; det only occurs in [Mc. 15. 8 ACD al., om. xBA] 
A. 7. 51, 2C, 4. 11, 6. 10 [ Tit. 1. r2 quot., H. 3. 10 O.T.], 1 P. 3. 15 
(om. A Syr. Euseb.), 2 P. 1. 12.—Dvixa ete. do not occur, only 
jvixa in 2 C. 3. 15 f (modelled on O.T. language). 

5, The waning of the system of the correlative adverbs is seen 
chiefly in the indefinite adverbs, of which zoré alone is in ordinary 

1 Hermas frequently has Gée xdxetce ‘hither and thither,’ Mand. v. 2. 7 ete. 

2 For éxe? in A. 18. 19 BHLP have a’roi, which is only found elsewhere in 
Mt. 26. 36 (om. 8C*), A. 15. 34 6 text (?), 21. 4 (not without var. lect.). 

3 In Hermas the use of dei instead of wdvrore is ore of the indications which 
mark the forged conclusion of Simonides (Sim. ix. 30-x.). 
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use (ws only in cirws, pyrws: on-wov [robev] see 2 and 9); also in 
the indefinite relatives, which become confused with the definite 
forms ($§ 18, 3; 50, 1), and then in some cases (for émd6ev sup. 3, 
o7ote 4) entirely or almost enemely disappear. 

6. On compounded adverbs see § 28, 7. 

§ 26. PARTICLES. 

1. In the use of particles the New Testament language is poor in 
comparison with the classical, not only because a considerable num- 
ber of old particles are completely absent, but more especially because 
many of the remainder are only employed in a limited way. The 
Syntax will treat of the manner of employment and the combinations 
of the individual particles; here we merely give a table of those 
which are represented and those which are absent, together with 
remarks on the form of some of them. 

2, Particles (and conjunctions) or combinations of particles in the 
N.T.: GAAd, Gua, av, dpa (dpaye), dpa (dpaye), axpu(s), YP, 1s d€, on, 
Oyrov (one ex.), 6:0, ‘Siéwe, OvdTL, Edv, EdVITEp, El, ElTEp, E(TA, ElTE, ear, 
eTel, ET éLO?), emeudrjrep (one ex.), [retrrep kh. 3. 30 vl], everra, ews, 7), 
(7), more correctly | et (see § 3, 6), In €& pay O.T. ae 700, Sika (see 
§ 25, 4), [rep v.l. in Jo. 12. 43h TOL, va, Kaba, kaddrep, kaGo, KaGOTL, | 
Kkadus, Kat, KOLTPED, Kaitou ye), ey, pevovvye, PEVTOL, [mexpr(s), v.l. for 
jiu ot}, jet), penydé, [qv only in e¢ pay, vide sup. |, pajre, part, vai, v2) (one 
ex.), ojLws, omore (one ex. )y OTWS, OTAV, OTE, OTL, OV (OVYXA), gon OUKOUY 
(one ex.), ody, oUTE, (wep as in Att. prose only i in combinations: dvorep, 
<irep etc.), TARY, mpiv, TE, Ne only i in kattor, pevror etc.; but accord- 
ing to Theodoret in R. 4. 16 dua toe rovro), rovyapoor, TOiVUY, WS, 
WTEY, WOE, WOTEP, WoTTEpEL, wore! 

3. The following Attic particles are entirely wanting: ardp, ate, at, 
youv, dnGev, dnTa, ce, pa, pajToL, MOY, VuV, OrdTav, (OVKOLV), OTL, OTOL, 
téws. But the limitation of the rich store of particles began at an 
early period, as may be shown e.g. by the fact that in the ’A@yvaiwr 
TToArreta of Aristotle not only all the last-named particles with the 
exception of are are absent, but a besides others, the following 
among those enumerated under 2 : dpa, dpa, aXpt, Rie byron, Sedmrep, 
diore, edvirep, elTEp, «ITE, ereLOnTEp, (exetzrep), WviKa, (irep), TO, 
KaiTOL, pEVvouv ye, (mEvToU 2), PEXpPl, PTL, Val, Vj, Opws, OTOTE, OVKOLY, 
ovyt, as box alas TOLVUV, 

4. ’Eav is the Hellenistic form for ‘if’ (cp. eavrot, reavrod), not 
nv or av; avy however is found in the mss. of the N. T. in some se 
instances, so Jo. 12.32 B, 13. 20 (eav DEFG al.), 16. 23 BC al, 
23 bis (eav AD, semel x*), Acts 9. 2 XE. This may perhaps he 
connected with the disproportionately greater encroachment which 
edv made into the province of év, out of which a kind of interchange 
of meanings between the two words might easily grow (modern Gk. 
uses eav and dy for ‘if’). ’Edv is found very frequently after 

1Hermas has further xa phy Mand. iv. 1. 8, V. 1.7 (Barn. 9. 6) and yoiv 
{=ofv, as also in other late writers, see Steph. -Dind. yobv), Sim. vili. 8. 2; Bar- 
nabas has mépas yé rot in 10. 2 and elsewhere. 
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relatives in the N.T., as in the Lxx. and the papyri:? Mt. 5. 19 os 
edv (immediately followed by ds & dv), 8. 19 drov edv, 10. 42 os edv 
{BD dv), 11. 27 @ edy (dv D) etc.; in St. John only in 15. 7 (ay B), 
1 Jo. 3. 22 (B ay), 3 Jo. 5. 

§ 27. WORD-FQRMATION BY MEANS OF TERMINATIONS 

AND SUFFIXES. 

1. The* formation of words is naturally carried further in the 
Hellenistic language than in the classical to meet new requirements, 
but in all essentials the old patterns are adhered to. 

Verbs from noun forms in -os have termination -dw: avacrarovy, 
amobexatovy (in the older lang. dexarevery), avaxarvovy (class. -i¢ecv), 
adumvoty ‘to fall asleep’ (-i¢ewv in class. Gk.=‘to awake,’ -otv in 
Hellenistic Gk. has the same meaning ; ‘to fall asleep’ in the older 
lang. = kaOurvovr, cp. ercxafurvovv Barn. 4. 13), dvdAcovy ‘to deceive’ 
(ddAtos) R. 3. 13 O.T. quot., Oepercotv, cehurarodv (-Acoty XBL) 

Mec. 12. 4 appears to mean ‘to beat on the head’ =xkodradife, 
but is quite unparalleled in this sense (cp. Lob. Phryn. 95), cpatacoty, 
so also oOevovv from +b ocOévos, (ev)dvrapotv from Sivapis, vexpory, 
wapobv =calpev (from odpos: Lob. Phryn. 83), yupsrovy from yaprs. 
Verbs in -€» are principally compounds, see § 28, but there is also 
Suvatetv from duvaros (aduvaretv is old). For egovdevifer (Plut.) 

.T. generally has efov@evety (LXX.), with -Oevovv as a v.]. in Me. 9. 
12.—In -ifev or (after an ¢) -dfeu: dyedev (dysos, old form dayier), 
aixparuti€ey, avadeparifeyv, aveuiCey (old form -potv), doypariler, 
Sevypatiey, evtagiatey, OeatpiCev, Ovoratew for Ova (Ovoia), iuaricery 
(from (ua=eipa, not from tudtiov; ivatiopos appears already in 
Polyb.), tovdaiferr, “uvxtynpileyv, vawidgev (Hippocr.), dpOpilev, weAekt- 
¢ev (Polyb.), cuvedfe (crviov ‘sieve, also a late word; old form 
odo, then 07/6w), (dia)oxoprigey (old-Ionic, Phryn. 218), opupvifev 

orhayxvicerda: from orddyyva OVS, cruppopdifev, PvdAaxifeyv 

from dvAaky ‘prison’; in Hermas ovverifey from ovvetds, Mand. iv. 
2. 2, ep. copifey ‘to make wise’ (LXx.) 2 Tim. 3. 15.——Verbs in 
-elw are likewise formed from the most various stems: (aixpadwretw 
only in 2 Tim, 3. 6 as a v.l. for -ri{w, vide supra; -e’w Diod. Sic.), 
mayioevetv (rats), (€£)oAcOpevery (LXX. pussim) : yopvytevev (-1teverv) 
from yupvirys (§ 3, 6), peocrevecv from pecitys (Polyb.) ‘to be naked,’ 
‘to be aemediator,’ so too tepareverv (like BaccAcdverv, yyepoveterv): on 
a similar pattern ¢yxpatever Oar ‘to behave as an éyxparys’ (Aristot.) 
like eipwveverOar: so mweprepeterOar 1 C. 13. 4. tapaBoreter Oat Ph, 
2. 30 (nowhere else) ‘to show oneself wapdéBodos’ (‘foolhardy’), 
davaoetigg Oat (avaidys) Herm. Vis. iii. 7. 5, axpeBever Oar Barn. 2. ro. 
—In -ivw we have cxAnpivo (like Badive, pyxtve). Cp. W.-Schm. 
§ 16, 1. On new present formations like orjxw, ypyyopw see § 17. 

2. Verbal substantives in -pés, denoting an action: dysacpds, 
Bomrrirpos, evradiacpos (-d(w 1), ovediopds, tapopyurpes, reipacpos, 
pavticpds, caBBaricpos (from cafParifw, not in N.T.), cwdpovicpds 

e 

7 For exx. see Berl. Aeg. Urk. no. 12. 18, 13. 10, 33. 16, 46. 17 ete. 
2ov, App. p. 309. 
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all from verbs in -i(w, -é{w, whereas with other verbs the tendency 
to form such derivatives (oduppds, adpducs and others in the earlier 
language) appears to have almost died out; we only have dzeAeypds 
from areAcyxw, apraypos from dprdfw: and in Hermas cupduppds 
Vis, il. 2. 2 8, wAarvopos Mand. v. 2. 3 (Clem. Cor. 3. 1). But 
substantives in -pa (generally denoting the result of the action) are 
formed from verbs of all kinds: ayvonpea ‘a sin,’ airiwua A. 25. 7 
(a strange form instead of the old airiapa ‘an accusation’),! 
avrarédoua (old form oy avtAynpa fan instrument fof drawing 
water,’ a strange form (elsewhere avrAntip, -tijpiov), dravyacpa, 
drorkiucpe, Barticpae (cp. supra -7pds, which is never used of John’s 
baptism, and of Christian baptism only in Col. 2. 12 »°BD*FG, ep. 
H. 6. 2; the distinction of meaning is preserved: Barticpds is the 
act of immersion, in Bartopa the result is included),? é£épapa, 
ytTnua, GeAnua, teparevpa (tepatetery 1), katddvpa (Hellenistic for 
kataywyeov ; here also there is a peculiar use of -ua for the place 
of lodging), karop@wpa (Polyb.), tpdokoupa; Hermas has paratopa 
‘a vain thing’ Mand. ix. 4, peOvopa ‘an intoxicating drink’ vi. 2. 5 
etc. (also in Philo, like edecua). Abstract nouns, again, take 
termination -ots, and are mainly formed from stems that end with 
a vowel (not from verbs in -(#, where -cpés is used): Biwars, 
eximoOnors, GerAXnors H. 2. 4 (elsewhere -y0), kardvegis KR. 11. 8 O.T. 
quot. (xaraviooey ‘to stupefy’ Dan. 10. 9), rerol@nots (érorba, 
Phryn. 294 Lob.), tpdoxAiwis (Polyb.), tpdoxvors (4uaptnors Herm. 
Vis. ii. 2.5). Nouns in -ea are from verbs in -evw: dperkeia (dperkos, 
-oxeviopat, -eia; Polyb.), epedeca (Aristot.), tepareia (-evo sup. 1), 
peGodeia (-evecv is Hellenistic from peGodos)? The termination -pov7} 
occurs in a few instances : tAnopovy (old), new forms weicpov from 
metOw and eruAnopovy Ja. 1. 25. LXX. Sir. 11. 29, related to emiAjopur. 
Without suffix is otxodop) ‘edification’ or ‘a building,’ a new word, 
and strictly speaking incorrectly formed instead of -fa or -yv1Gs, 
Lob. Phryn. 490 (the formation Sou7 belongs to a primitive word 
dé, not to oixodopew) ; but ep. rapaoxevy from -d{w and esp. the 
Attic prrPodopa.—New nouns to express the doer are formed in 
-rns (no longer in -twp, -r7p): Brarris, Bartictys, yoyyvoTys, Sudkrys, 
détns (old form do7p), EAAnvicris from -ifev ‘to speak Greek,’ 
so the Greek-speaking Jew A. 6. 1 etc, evayyedtoTis, AvTpwrys, 
pepioTys, mpoaKxuvyTys ; such words, as is shown eg. by Mt. 11. 12 
Pidferas — Braorar, Jo. 4. 20 ff. rpooxvvetv — rpookvvytat, are coined 
with almost the same facility as verbal forms. With érevdurns ‘an 
upper garment’ Jo. 21. 7 (already in Sophocles) cp. the German 
‘Ueberzieher’ [English ‘ overcoat’].—In -rjpiov (from -ryp) are 
tAactyptoy (on cwryprov inf. 6.), dxpoaryprov.—lt is noticeable that 
words in -ua in the Hellenistic language follow the analogy Of those 
in -ovs and -rns (-ros) in so far that they, like the latter, now prefer 
the verbal stem ending in a short vowel and avoid the stem with 

1 Airtwows in Kustathius p. 1422. 21 is compared. 
2 Joseph. Ant, 18. 5. 2 uses Barriopués of John’s baptism. 
3 Fritzsche, Paul. ad Rom. ii. 558 ff. av, App. p. 309. 
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a long vowel: dca like décus S67ys, Oéua (already in old Doric) like 
Geors Oerds, whence dvdfepa= Att. -Onpa,) so répa=Att. ropa, 
KAipa, Kpta, even avacrepa for -cTnpa? (true stem ora), Sidorepa 
A.5.7 D (but caraornpa Tit. 2. 3), ddle)iAeua D Mt. 6. 12, D* R. 4. 4. 

3. Substantives from adjectives: with termination -érns: dycorys, 
dyvorns (old form dyveta from -etw), adyAdrys, adeAdrys A. 2. 46 
from ddeArjs ‘simple,’ ‘plain,’ Hellenistic (elsewhere the subst. is 
always ddéAca), yupvorns, pataryns, peyadedtys ; corresponding 
forms frofn substantives are @eorns (Lucian), adeAdorns (1 and 4 
Macce., Dio. Chrys.) in concrete sense ‘the brotherhood’ 1 P. 2. 17, 
5. g (Clem. Cor. 1. 2. 4; in abstract sense Herm. Mand. x. 1. 4), 
KuploTys in concrete sense ‘principality’ (an angelic order) KE. 1. 21 
(abstract Herm. Sim. v. 6. 1) ete.—With -otvy: from adj. in-(p)oy, 
with which this formation is specially frequent (cwdpocvrn, 
prnpootyvy), eAennoovyy (already found in Callimachus: in N.T. usu., 
in concrete sense ‘alms’: from adj. in -os (like d:xacoovvn, 
axepucootvn Barn. 10. 4), but with lengthening of the antepenultimate, 
as in the comparative, when the syllable preceding it is short: 
adyabuctvn, aywwotvyn, peyarwoivy; tepwrtvn (=tepewo. from tepew- 
which is from tepeds) occurs in the older language. With -ta: 
éXadppia, tapudpovia 2 P, 2. 16 (from rapddpowv -oveiv, cp. evdarpovia). 

4. Substantives from substantives: The feminine in -coca is the 
gorrect form corresponding to masculine in -£, Potmw€ Poivoca, 
but in the later language this becomes an independent sufhx 
(Bartdvoca from PBadave's, BaciAwoa, Taddrwoa), so in N.T. 
Supopowixicoa from Xvpodotmé (Lucian) Me. 7. 26 (v.L Lupad. ie. 
Stipa ®.: D Poivicca, Latt. Svpodotmaca).3—Of Latin origin are 
the designations ending in -cavds derived from proper names, in the 
N.T. “Hpwocavot ‘adherents of Herod’ Me. 3. 6 etc., and Xpyoriavot 
from Xpynotés=Xpicros, the heathen designation for Christians 
A. 11. 26, 26. 28, 1 P. 4. 16 (on 7 cp. § 3, 6), formed on the model 
of Pompeiani, Caesariant; in later times this form was frequently 
employed for the names of sects.4—Diminutives are, in keeping with 
the whole character of the N.T., not abundant; some, however, 
had become popular expressions, such as watdiov, tarddpov, mawdioKky 
(old), “yexéov ‘bread-crumb’ (only in N.T. from yi), rrepiyiov, 
atiov, wtdpov ‘ear’ (the latter form in Mc. 14. 47 xBC, Jo. 18. ro 
NBC*LX) of the part of the body considered as such (Moeris says 
wtiov 1s Hellenistic for Attic ots), whereas ots (together with dxo7) 

, denotes the organ of hearing regarded as such ; St. Luke, therefore, 
atticises when he uses ots for the part of the body (L. 22. 50: ariov 

' Also in the sense of ‘ votive offering’ L. 21. 5 according to NADX (Bal. -O7ja0t). 

* Buresth, N. Jahrb. f. kl. Philol. 1891, 539, cod. A Lxx. 

3'W.-Schm. § 16, 2c, who explains it as due to a form Bowrkls (BactNs), and 
cites for Powlxiooa Herodian L. ii. 455. 19 (but see ibid. i, 268, 14, ii. 708. 10). 

4h. A. Lipsius Ursprung des Christennamens (Jena 1873); Blass, Hermes 
xxx. 465 ff. 

° The popular language was fond of denoting the parts of the body by diminu- 
tives (Lob. Phryn. 211 f.), so modern Gk. pare Seye’ from doupdriov, atti Sear’ 
(also cwyartoy Clem. Hom. v. 1, and as early as Isocrat. Epist. 4, 11). 

vy. App. p. 402. 
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DK). Besides these we find xAwidiov L. 5. 19, 24, kAwwaptov (Lob. 
Phryn. 180) A. 5.15 sABCD (v.1. xAwarv), BiBrAapisiov Ap. 10. 2, 8 ff. 
(Herm. Vis. ii. 1. 3 v.l. Bi BAcddprov, ep. AvOapisiov late writers), formed 
from B.iPAdpe(ov)+-idcov (only here).* The following diminutives 
contain a subjective idea and belong to the special class of tzoxopic- 
v.x& [endearing terms]: «vvaipiov Mt. 15. 26 f., Me 7. 27 £2 ix@vcvov 
Barn. 10. 5, yuvatxapeov (also contemptuous) Z Tim. 3. 6, also 
probably évdépiov Jo. 12. 14 (elsewhere ovos): with the subjective 
sense of love paSdéov Herm. Sim. viii. 2. 9.—Formed with -cov or 
-tov 18 etowAeiov or -tov (§ 4, 2) from etdwAov (also LXX.).1—With -ov 
we should not reckon éAa.wv ‘mount of olives,’ which should rather 
be written eAaav gen. plur. (with variant form in A. 1. 12), but no 
doubt apedpav ‘privy’ Mt. 15.17, Me. 7. 19, ep. xompor, wepurtepewr, 
and others.? 

5. Adjectives from verbs.—Ile6os would be formed directly 
from a verbal stem, did not this word-in 1 C. 2. 4 owe its origin 
to a patent corruption (reBots written for -of). In -ros (verbal ad- 
jectives) there are many instances of compound words (see § 28, 5) ; 
an uncompounded word is za6y)70s ‘capable of suffering’ A. 26. 23 
(Plutarch), in the narrower sense of words in -rés; on the other 
hand in the more general sense, equivalent to a perf. part. pass., we 
have outioros Mt. 22. 4 ‘fattened,’ yparros RK. 2. 15 ‘written’ 
(besides compounded words). With the rare suffix -wAos we have 
épuptwrOs LXX. N.T., ep. pedwrds. 

6. Adjectives from nouns (and participles).—In -wos corijpios 
(old); from which the substantive 7d cwryjpiov is formed, in LXX. 
‘a thankoffering,’ also in the N.T. L. 3. 6, A. 28. 28 etc. = ‘salvation’: 
cp. 7 Cevxtnpia A. 27. 40 (only here, Cevatijpcos is old). From the 

LXX., again, 1s Aads weprovovos Tit. 2. 14="235 BY ‘a people of 
possession,’ = 0s TEPLETTL, OV O Geis TEPLETOLIYTATO EAUTO, cp. Jerome 

ap. Tisch. ad loc., Lightfoot, Fresh revis. of Eng. N.T. 260 ff. Another 
equally singular word is émotows Mt. 6. 11, L. 11. 3 which cannot 
well be derived from any other source but 1) ercovca se. 1jpepa (A. 16. 11 
and elsewhere in Acts), so that its meaning is ‘bread for the coming 
day’: see the detailed exposition in Lightfoot, pp. 217-260. Origen 
(i. 245) was not acquainted with the word either in literature or 
in vhe colloquial language, and it must therefore be an artificial 
translation of an Aramaic expression. An obscure word in -ués is 
motiKos Me. 14. 3, Jo. 12. 3 (vapdov mrurtexijs), which should perhaps 
be rendered ‘genuine’ and be derived from mwtds or riots, but’ 
may on the other hand have an entirely different origin, W.-Schm. 
§ 16,3 b. Other forms in -cxds (or -akds, after tL) are KuptaKds (1)MEpa 

Ap. 1. 10, detrvov 1 C. 11. 20), oxetn Kepapixd Ap. 2. 27 With vil. 

1 For -efov ’AmwoAAwveiov and the like are quoted as parallels, but even there 
ov 18 at least in the majority of cases the correct form, ’AroA\wriov. But 
Lovceiov, Kamndetov may be compared. In the Lxx., e.g. in 1 Esd. 2. 9 AB 
have -tov. 

2 For details see Fischer, Vitia lexicorum N.T. 698 ff. 

ab a a App. p- 309. 
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-<uka 1.€, ‘the vessels of the potter’ (xepayeds, but the more natural 
meaning is ‘earthen,’ so that the word is incorrectly used instead 
of kepapeovs, Lob. Phryn. 146), capxixos = ‘belonging to odpé,’ ‘of 
the nature of odpé’ (opposed to rvevpartxds), in the MSS. occasionally 
confounded with odpx:vos ‘consisting of flesh’ (like A‘O@cvos and N.T. 
oorpaxivos) 2 C, 3. 3 (Kos R. 15, 27, 1 C. 9. 11, 2 G. 1. r2 [FG 
-ivn|, 20. 10, 4, 1 P. 2. 11, also 1 C. 3. 3 according tos al. [D*FG 
-.vot|; in the similar passages R. 7.14, 1 C. 3. 1, H. 7. 16, while the 
best tradition is in favour of -cvos, the sense demands -txés, since 
there is an antithesis with zvevpatixds). In -wés we have adjectives 
of time (as in class. Gk. peonpuPpivos): dpOpivos! L, 24. 22 (pOpsae 

KP al., an atticising correction, Lob. Phryn. 51: -cvos also in Herm. 
Sim. v. 1. 1), tpwivés (older form mpwuos, tpwos), kaOnpepivds A. 6. 1, 
Herm. Vis. i. 3. 2 (a similar form pe@npuepivds in class. Gk.) ‘daily’ 
(from xa? jyepav=class. KaOnpéptos), Taxivds ‘speedy’ (from taxa, 
taxyews) 2 P. 1, 14, 2. 1, Hepm. Sim. vin. 9 4. 

§ 28. WORD-FORMATION BY COMPOSITION. 

1. A distinction is drawn in Greek between true composition 
(ctv@eois), in which the first of the component parts, if subject to 
inflection, is represented by the stem alone without inflection, and 
improper composition (wapdéecis), i.e. the mere coalescing of words 
originaily separate, without further adaptation than is required for 
euphony. To the class of parathetic compounds belong all com- 
pounds of verbs with prepositions, together with some substantival 
forms such as Acéocxopot from Aids Képot, and many adverbs, in the 
formation of which the later language showed itself as prolific as 
it did in the production of compound verbs. A third category 
is formed by the derivatives of (true or improper) compounds 
(rapacivéera), such as trrorpodey, -ta from tmmotpodos, Avorképtov 
from AvocKopos. 

2. To enumerate the new (parathetic) compounds formed from 
verb and preposition, together with the verbal substantives and 
verbal adjectives belonging to them, does not come within the 
province of the study of grammar.? We may also have more than 
one preposition combined in a word, as in the classical language ; 
special mention may be made of duaraparp: Pat 1 Tim. 6. 5 ‘perpetual 
disputations’ (raparpsf) = ‘dispute’ Polyb.). Adverbs formed by 
composition or cohesion (incorrectly used as prepositions) are coined 
more freely by the later than by the classical language (Lob. Phryn. 
45 ff.)}; as a rule they are composed of preposition and adverb, 
as irepava EK. 1. 21 ete. (erdvw, iroxarw belong to the earlier period), 

1Tn the Hellenistic poets the quantity of the «, which in other words of this 
class is short, is used indifferently as long or short ; cod. B writes -wvos, not -e.vos. 

2 Winer, five essays ‘de verborum cum praep. compositorum in N.T. usu,’ 
Leips. 1834-43; A. Rieder ‘Verbs (and other words) gompounded with more 
than one prep. in the New and Old Test.,’ Progr. Gumbinnen, 1876, : 

KE 
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exradat 2 P. 2: 3, 3. 5 (ek maAacov in Attic according to Phrynichus); 
also from prepos. and adj. as exepiocot (beside éxrepiocis? as 
sBCD read in Mc. 14. 31: the word would naturally be forced into 
an adverbial form), by accumulation tzepexzepucaov (-0s), E. 3. 20, 
1 Th. 3. 10, 5. 13, ep. (-@s) Clem. Cor. i. 20. 11 (§ 4, 1 note), also 
vreprepiccas Me. 7. 37 (v.l. vrepexz.), wrephiav 2 C. 11.5, 12. 11, 
trepayav Clem. Cor. i. 56. 2; trepexeva 2 C. 10.°16 is another new 
form (prep. and pron.: eéxetva is old). 

3. True compounds are in a few cases fundamentally substantives, 
formed in such a way that in front of a substantive, which keeps 
its ordinary form, there is placed another substantive (or adject.) 
more nearly defining or restricting its meaning (e.g. lion-head, Greek 
eovroxepady an architectural term); so in N.T. 2vpodoimeca or 
-ixicoa § 27, 4 (AtBudotvixes Polyb.): edpaxvrAwv a hybrid word from 
epos and aquilo (cp. evpovoros ‘north east’); Pevdorpodiyrys, -SadeA qos, 
-dardatoXos, -dodidarkados, (Yevdducptus appears in Attic); capddvvé 
(A. capdidvvé) Ap. 21. 20 from capdios and ovu§, ibid. ypvcdArBos 
(but xpvodrpacos in the same verse is an adjective formed from 
mpacrov ‘leak,’ se. A’Gos) ; xpeoerAérys from xpeos and derAérys, but 
words of this kind (cep. trrnAarys, trroduixTys) belong rather to 
compounds of subst. and verbal stem, vide infra 5; on the other 
hand otxoderr6rns (cp. Phryn. 373 who condemns the word: deriva- 
tive oixodeovoretv) does really consist of ofkos and Seardrns.—T 
subst. is defined by a particle in CVOTPATLUTNS (class. ), cupmper PbrEpos, 

cvyKkAnpovopos: by a verbal stem in dpyeepet’s (but the older form is 
GpXrepews, 1.6. 0 ApYov TaV lepewv), apyiTextwv (Which is likewise 
strictly to be explained as 0 dpywv Tov TexTOvwr), dpyiTeAwrvys 1, 19. 2, 
apxiroiunv 1 P. 5. 4, apyayyedos (but in apyirvvaywyos, dpxetpixAtvos 
it is clear that the first component still continues to govern the 
second).} 

4. There are a great number of adjectival forms composed of 
adjectives (adv., prep., numeral) and substantive (adj.), which express 
the combined notion of both ideas, such as the peculiar devrepdrpwrov 
caSParov L. 6. 1 (from two numeral adjectives), with var. lect. and 
variously explained, see Tisch. ad loc. and W.-Grimm ; an example of 
the ordinary type (particle and subst.) is aveAXeos Ja. 2. 13 (class. 
avnAens, due to rd EAcos, § 9, 3), so oKAnpoTpaxnAos (LXX.) A. 7. 51, 
diyvxos Ja. 1. 8, 4. 8 (Hermas pass.), erepdyAwocos (Polyb.), dicropos 
and povoddadpos already found in classical Gk.; trayyeXdos = toos Tots 
dyyédous, like Homeric iodfeos; especially with a preposition in the 
first place, in which case the formation of the adj. in -vos (axpoywvuatos 
is from -a-cos) is preferred: wapaaddoous (old), exiBavarios 1 C. 
4, g=ért Gavatw cvveArupévos (also in Dionys. Halic.), ertyevos and 
érovpavios (old), KatayOdvios (also old); evwrvov (neuter of évwzcos) 
likewise takes this formation. From these words again neuter 
substantives are formed. A peculiar compound of elements which 
are coordinate and simply added together, is vuxO/pepov (late) 2 C. 11. 

1 There are also correspondingly formed adjectives, thus in Hermas srepimixpos 
‘very bitter’ Sim, vi. 2. 5, dméxevos ‘somewhat empty’ Mand. xii. 5. 2. 
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25, ‘a period of a night and a day,’ Kiihner 1.3 ii. 318 ; note moreover 
70 Ow0exaddvrov A. 26. 7 =at dddexa pudaé (§ 44, 1); tsromwdé.ov ‘ foot- 
stool,’ troAjviov (Anvds) the receptacle or vat excavated beneath the 
winepress, dvéyasov (S§ 3, 7; 6, 4); further axpo@iviov H. 7. 4 (old), 
pecovuxtiov (Hellenistic, Lob. Phryn. 53; § 6, 2), ay.1mpeov ‘halfan hour’ 
Ap. 8. 1 (juiwpov Age, cp. 74/6pax pov, nym dd.ov etc.; Kiihner i.° ii. 3238); 
mpordB Batov,27)dvo7pov a plant (garden mint). In the femin. we have 
1) KaAAEAaLos and its opposite dypéAacos (for which, according to 
Moeris, Attic has Kotevos) R. 11.17, 24, not aypreAaia, although aypuo- 
in the later language is also directly compounded with the substantive 
(supra 3), as in dypioxoAoktv@y ; also axpoPvoria, a distorted form of 
axporoo Gia or -voy (the old word) from w6o0@y. Then from adjectives 
of this kind there was a further creation of abstract substantives, such 
as oxAnpoxapoia ‘hardness of heart’ (LXx.) related to oKAnpokdpédtos 
(LXX.), and therefore for -Kapé:-ia, cp. durdAoxapdia Barn, 20. 1, and 
of verbs (cp. 5), amongst which may be specially noticed éplomoteiy 
(cpBorovs is old) G. 2. 14 (nowhere else), and éyxaxeivy (the word 
ékkaxelv 1S a Wrong reading, occurring also in Herm. Mand. ix. 8) 
‘to be slack in anything’ Polyb. 4, 19. 10, formed directly from év 
and xaxds, although no word é¢yxakos ever existed; evwriferOar A. 2. 
T4 (LXX.) is-also certainly formed directly from ¢v and dra, cp. 
evotepvicer@as Clem. Cor. i. 1, evornOifey Athanasius. 

5. The greater number of compounds, originally adjectival, are 
formed of substantive (adject., pronoun) or particle and verbal stem; 
from these adjectives there are then formed parasynthetic’abstract 
substantives and verbs. The most ordinary form is: adj. -os, 
abstract subst. -ca, verb -ew, like trmotpédos, trrotpodia, immotpopew. 
So in the N.T. we have dyaGorows 1 P. 2. 14, dyaGorouwa 4. 19 
(ayaGoroinots Herm. Mand. viii. 10, Sim. v. 3. 4), dyaBoroeivy 2. 15 
(beside ayaGoepyetv 1 Tim. 6. 18, dyafovpyety with v.l. dya€orotev 
A. 14.17), xaAorotety 2 Th. 3. 13, kaxorods (and xaxotpyos, both old), 

kaxorrotety (old), eipyvorouds -etv, porxorotetv only in N.T. (Acts 7. 

41) of the image of the golden calf, where the adjectival stem only 
exists, and only needed to exist, in idea, inyvporoteiv (and -Troingts) 

Hermas, Vis. 1. 3. 2 etc. With other verbal stems there are: 
caxovxey an old form (from éxw: Kkakovxos iowhere), tAnpodopev -a 
(first! in N.T.: -fopos nowhere),° Aoyopayeiy -ia (late, other writers 
also have -payos), AvdoPorciv ‘to stone’ together with ArCdCev (the 
old words was Aevewv), Aatopetv, etepofvyciv 2 C. 6. 14 (ErEepdévyos 
LXX.), dvOpwroxtovos, av@pwrdperkos (¢perxw), of uncertain meaning 
deftoddBos Acts 23. 23 (an infantry corps), according to a probably 
certain conjecture xeveyPatevery =-eiv Col, 2.18 (xeveu drys has to 
be imagined: the word is formed like éuGaredvev) ete. Where the 
verbal stem has an active sense the adjectives are paroxytone or oxy- 
tone (according to the quantity of the paenultima), whereas in the 
case of a passive stem the accent is thrown back on to the first part 
of the word (zpwrdroxos ‘firstborn,’ whence tpwrordkia, ep. evayyéAroy, 

1 [wAnpopopeio far occurs in LXX. Ecclesiastes 8. 11. Tr.] 
abey, App. p. 309. 
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H. 12. 16). But for words of passive meaning the form of the verbal 
adj. in -ros is preferred to that in -os; thus in N.T. rarporapdgoros 
1 P. 1. 18, onréBpwros Ja. 5. 2, AuGdaoTpwros (Sophocles) Jo. 19. 3, 
totapopopytos (-popeiv) Ap. 12. 15,! eidwAoOuroy (like tepd@vrov) ; 
just as in active words -7ys (the noun of the agent) may take 
the place of -os, xpeoferAeryns supra 3, Kapdtoyvéorns Acts l. 24, 
15. 8 Herm. Mand. iv. 3. 4 (nowhere else), tporwroArprrys 10. 34 
(-retv, -nuyia). From diddcxev the compounds are formed with 
termination -didacKaXros: vopodidacKadros, KkaAdobtdarKados Tit. 2. 3 
(like yopodidaox, in older Greek), erepodidarxadreiv? ( = erepa diddoKerv 2 
or =€«répois OudackdArows yxpnoGat?) 1 Tim. 1. 3, 6. 3;*from dvAdcow 
with -fiAagé (Hellenistic words): derpopirAa€E A. 16. 23 (yafopvAdktov 
Me. 12. 41 ete. LXX., a rapacivOerov from yafodiAag) ; from verbs 
In -éw, -€o with termin. -ys (Ist decl.): warpoAwas (§ 6, 2) dAoar, 
ppevararys® ararav (whence dpevararav), ropprpatwAns rwAciv, with 
fem. -rwris A. 16. 14; so also dpoevoxofrys (Kkoirafer bas, Koity) 1 C. 
6. 9, 1 Tim. 1. 10, etdéwAodAdrpys (Aarpeverv), whence cidwAodrarpeiv 
Hermas, «idwAodarpia N.T. (a more correct form than -eéa like 
ANarpeta ; B however, except in 1 C. 10. 14, has -Aarpeta=-ia), and 
from a&pxew we have words in -dpyns beside those in -apyos, see § 9, 2. 
In 6fOadrpodovria E. 6. 6, Col. 3. 22 (B reads with et, like dovAcia 
which is formed from dovAeiw) the underlying word is 6bOadAp6dovdA0s 
(which occurs in Const. Apost.), where the formation is dependent 
on dovAos. Occasionally -7s, -és also appears as a termination: 
eiAukpivys (Kpivw), subst. -iveca (Old), tnAavyijs Me. 8 25 (-0s; vl. 

SnAavyws x3x* al.), an old poetical word, but also in LXX.: the sense 
has become weakened to ‘clear,’ so also in Herm. Sim. vi. 5. 1; 
yovuretys (wixtw, Kurip.), -tetv (Polyb.), vovvexys from vovv and 
exw (Polyb.), teporperijs (Att.). “Arextopoduvia ‘ cock-crowing ’ 
(vulgar word, Lob. Phryn. 229 =% apa ivixa 0 GA, duvet) is peculiar, 
there being no conceivable adjective from which it can be derived. 
In yAwoodkouov ‘a case’? Jo. 12. 3, 13. 29 the verb Kopety, Koutcerv 
is concealed ; the Atticists require in place of this vulgar form the 
longer yAwrroxopeiov Phryn. Lob. 98 (ep. xepveBetov ‘a hand-basin’). 

6. In the older language it frequently happens that in compound 
words of this kind the verb is given the first place (hepéotxos, dn£i- 
@vpos), in the later language this does not often occur ; on compounds 
in dpyxt- vide supra 3: €GeAoPpnokia (-ea B, ep. 5) Col. 2. 23 based on 
éGeXdOpyokos (from OpyrKkos) which is not found, cp. ¢GeAosiddoxKados 
Hermas, éGeAodovA(e)ia Plato, e6édeyOpos Demosth., ePeAoxaxeiv Hadt., 
(€OeXo- expressing spontaneity): q@AdGeos, diAdyafos and didAavros 
(Aristot.), (dtAdmpwros late language, and) ¢iAorpwrevwv 3 Jo. 9 (no 

1 Hesychius also has the phrase rorayoddpyrov morety, 8.v. drdepoev. 
2 f.e. one who deceives Ais own mind = ‘ conceited’; the word also occurs on 

a papyrus of the 2nd cent. B.c. (in rhetorical and artificial prose, Grenfell ‘An 
Alexandrian erotic fragment,’ Oxf. 1896, p. 3). 

3 Strictly a case for the mouthpiece of a flute (yAGr7a). 
¥ 

av, App. p. 309. 
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forms with puco- appear in N.T.).—The words compounded with cer- 
tain pronouns and particles deserve a special mention : atroxatdxpitos 
Tit. 3. 11 (avToparos and avGaiperos are old); words with 4- privative 
for the most part formed in -ros, ¢.g.in N.T. dyeveaddynros, adiudxperos, 
ddudAeurros,} (adivatos, -etv are old), dxatdyvwortos, dxataxddr 770s, 
dxataKpitos, axar@Avtos, dkatémravetos, (dkatdéotaros is old, -acia 
Polyb.), avarodcynros, dperavdntos, (avénros old), avekepedvytos, avek- 
ixviacros etc., not however exclusively in a passive sense (e.g. those 
from azroAoyeto Gat, [era |vocv): so also arrauctos Jude 24 (old) is 
active.2 The opposite to o- is ev- (¢.g. évtipos=év Tin Opposed to 
Gripos): eumrepironos is opposed to amepitpytos in Barn. 9. 6 C and 
=év wepttouy Of 8G: Paul has dvopos — evvopos 1 C. 9. 21,°§ 36, 11.— 
With ed we have: evdpecros (already in Xenoph.), etperddotos ‘ready 
to impart’ 1 Tim. 6. 18, evrpdéotextos, etxepiotatos H. 12. 1 (nowhere 
else) probably=1 fgdiws mepuctapéevy ‘easily surrounding and 
thereby hindering’ a pergon; with drio-: drvoPdortaxtos, Svoepp}- 
vevtos, Svtvoyntos. ’A(v)- (and évo-) can also be compounded with 
ordinary adjectives (in classical Gk. dvayvos, éYoayvos), but in the 
case of evrdpedpos 1 C. 7. 35 we should rather refer the word to 
mapedpevery than to mdpedpos; a compound of adverb and verb is 
quite inadmissible, therefore evédoxetvy (Hellenistic) must be derived 
from an imaginary ei'éoxos (€éyopar), certainly not from doxeiy (aorist 
vddxyoa), similarly the old word kapaécxeiv (N.T. daroxapadoxia) is 
derived through an imaginary xapadcxos from xdépa and d€yopac 
(cp. doxetw).® Kvdyyedos (class.) is from et and ayyéAAeev ; whence 
evayyédwov (as early as Homer) = reward for good news, thanks for a 
good message, cp. mpwrordxia supra 5; it is only late writers who 
employ it for the good news itself; evayyeAiferGar ‘to bring good 
news’ is also found in Attic Greek.— Upoodayiov Jo. 21. 5, which 
according to Moeris is Hellenistic for Attic éyov ‘something eaten 
with bread,’ comes from zpés and gayeiv ; rpooxAvtos however (LXX.) 
is connected with zpovépyeo Oat (ExnAvs, exnAd&tys are old).—A special 
formation is that in -dcia, -evia, -icta, -ovia, -ioia, allied to -cvs, and 
not to be confused with abstract nouns from adjectives in -ros 
(axatacracia), since the former has the active sense of the verbal 
substantive : 6pxwpocia ‘an oath,’’ dpoGecia A. 17. 26 ‘a setting of 
bounds’ (unless with Hesychius ta cpoféo.w should be read, cp. ra 
Opia; yupvicvov, cvprdoctov), Sucacoxpiota ‘righteous judgment’ R. 2. 5° 
aipatexxtoia H. 9. 22, also madtyyereria (yiverOac) Tit. 3.53; in com- 
position with a preposition this formation appears in the older 
language, e.g. drocracia (rpootacia is as early as Attic; also from a 
simple verb ovopacia), 

7. Of compound adverbs, which were not originally derived from 
adjectives, there are not many instances in the N.T. In -eé there 
are wapmAnGet L. 23. 18, wavocxec A. 16. 34, in the cultivated lan- 
guage of Luke, although these particular instances are not Attic; 

1 Found already in an Attic inscription of the Ist cent. B.c. "Ed. dpyauon. 
1893, 49 ff., 1. 30. 

2 But delpacros Ja. 1. 13 is passive, cf. § 36, 11. 

5 Cp. § 6, 7 ravdoxevs. bev, App. p. 309. 
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cp. Kithner i.3 ii, 303 (i is probably an incorrect spelling, €AAyviori 
and the like have %). “Ouo@vpador is frequent in the Acts (also occur- 
ring in R. 15. 6), a classical word. (For adverbs in -dov see Kiihner 
ibid. 307 f.) 

8. As is already apparent from the preceding ,instances, the em- 
ployment of compound words in the N.T. is fairly large, and is not 
absent even from the simplest style, although the more elevated style 
naturally has a larger number of them: for the dirAé (as Aristotle 
terms the compounds) serve from the earliest times as an embellish- 
ment to the speech. In the short letter to Titus the following 
striking instances occur (verbal compounds and others are neglected) : 
GOOKLMOS, GKAPTOS, GKATAYVWTTOS, Guayos, avéyKANTOS, dvdnTos, avopia, 
avuTOTAKTOS, dvwdeArs, areO7s, dowria, adOopia, apevd)s; atOddys, 
AVTOKATAKPLTOS; aioypoKEpors ; EvapET ToS; ‘yeveadoyia; Lepompemis ; KaAO- 
diddaoKados ; patarordyos ; oixoup(y)ds, otxovdpos 3 madvyyeveria; weL- 
apxew; dtrdyabos, PtAavdpos, piravOpuria, prrdo£evos, prddtexvos ; 
ppevaratys.— With regard to the manner of the composition, it is 
further to be noticed that, at least in the case of words compounded 
with numerals, the numeral undergoes no elision as it does in Attic, 
but remains intact, in accordance with the effort after a clearer 
isolation of the words—a tendency which has likewise diminished 
the number of cases of elision between separate words (§ 5, 1, cp. 3, me 
Thus retpadpyys, -xev Tisch. in Acts 13. 1 according to x*, L. 3. 1 8*U 
ete. (Tisch. on L. loc. cit.), reroepaxovraeris A. 7. 23, 13. 18, exatovta- 
evs R. 4. 19 (which is an old form in dialects, but this is due to 
Feros Kiihner i.8 ii, 332; Att. -rovrns from -roérns) ; with apxiiepers 
B in Mt. 26. 14 cp. dpxtiarpés Mss. of Origen’s Homilies, p. 289, 
Klostermann, trzotatpds Pap. Ox. 1. p. 1555; ayadoepyety 1 Tim. 6. 18, 
dAAoTptoerickoros 1 P. 4.15 KLP, but XB -zpier-; cp. LXX. ypap- 
paroacaywyevs (Deut. 31. 28), paxponpepevery, apxeowvoxdos, later 
6uo-ovcros and the like. | 

§ 29. PROPER NAMES. 

In the proper names of the N.T. the only grammatical point 
which calls for attention is the class of (hypocoristic) abbreviated 
names. These abbreviated names have always existed in Greek, 
and present a great diversity in their formation, see Bechtel-Fick, 
Griech. Personennamen 26 ff.: -ts, -tas, -etas, -€as (-Hs), -vg, -tA(A)os, 
-v(Xr)Aos, -wv, -twv etc.; the Hellenistic language, on the other hand, 
as it meets us in the N.T., has hardly any other form of the abbrevi- 
ated name than that in -as, which is employed not only when the 
full name contains an a, as in ’Avrimas Ap. 2. 13 from ’Avtizarpos, but 
also when there is no such support for it, and the second half of a 
name containing two stems is completely set aside. These short 
names were in some cases given at birth, as when a Mantitheus called 
his son Mantias, a Niceratus Nicias, a Demoteles Demon, but in others 
the person originally had the full name, but was frequently called 
by the shorter name, as Menodorus the admiral of Sextus Pompeius 
is spoken of by the historians sometimes by his full name, sometimes 
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as Menas (W.-Schm. § 16, 9).! An instance of this in the N.T. is 
SvAovaves, as he is always called in St. Paul (also 1 P. 5. 12), and 2sAas 
A. 15, 22 ete.: also no doubt ’AroAAovios A. 18. 24 D and ’AroAAGs 
in St. Paul ’AveAXzjs x in Acts, see § 6, 2), "Aprdiaros R. 16. 8 with 
V.L. "ApardAias; but "Kwadpas Col. 1. 7, 4. 12 (of Colossae) Philem. 23 
and ’Kzradpoditos Bh. 2. 25, 4. 18 (of Philippi) cannot be one and the 
same person, although undoubtedly the one name is an abbreviation 
of the other. The remaining abbreviations in -us, in many cases of 
which the original name is not distinctly recognisable, are: ’Aprepas 
(Apteuidwpos, Varro de lingua Lat. viii. 21), “Epyas (Eppodwpos and 
the like), Zyvas (Zyvodwpos, see Bekk. Anecd. 857), Nupgds (Nupds.), 
'Oduprrds (COXvpmiddwpos), Anpas (Anpijrpios?), Zrepavas (Arepavn- 
dopos? or a development of Yredaves, found in Attic Greek %),? 
Mappevas (Ilappevov),? IlatpoBas (latpoBios), Aoveds (AotvKtos ; cp. 
§ 47, 10).4 In -fs there are “AmcAAjs BR. 16. 10 (vide supra), and 
“Epps ibid. 14 (which can bardly be merely identical with the name 
of the god, although at a later period this kind of appellation is also 
found); in -as there is only ’AroAAds, vide supra. The name 
’Avdpeas, which has early attestation, is of a genuine old Greek form. 

1 See also Crusius, N. Jahrb. fur Philol. 1891, p. 385 ff. 

* Bechtel-Fick, op. cit. 253 f., regard Xrégavos itself as an abbreviation of 
‘Pido-crépavos or of Sredavo-xd7s. 

8 Tbid. 205 (cp. Uappyevtdns, -foxos, -lwv, -mevis etc. ). 
4W. Schulze, Graeca Latina (Gtg. 1901), 12. In ’Avépdvixoy xat *Touviay 

R. 16. 7 is commonly found a man’s name ’louvias (=Junianus?); some of the 
ancient commentators (see Tisch.) took them to be a married couple like 
Aquila and Priscilla. 

*Tbhid. 304 ff. 



PART IL. 

SYNTAX. 

§ 30. SUBJECT AND PREDICATE. 

1. It has already been noticed (in § 2, 1) that it is in the syntax, 
7.é in the method of employing and combining the several word- 
forms and ‘form-words’ current in the language, that the principal 
grammatical difference between the classical and the N.T. language 
undoubtedly lies, just as it is here too that there is the greatest 
difference between the individual writers of the N.T. It is also on, 
the syntactical side that the language itself has shown the greatest 
development, and moreover it is here that the antithesis between 
the artificial writer and the plain narrator of facts or the letter- 
writer—as also that between the man who has received a pure 
Greek education and the man whose education has been wholly 
or preponderantly Hebrew—is most clearly marked. Hence the 
difference in culture between the individual N.T. writers must make 
itself felt in their syntax, from the author of the Apocalypse at one 
extreme to Paul, Luke, and the author of the Epistle to the Hebrews 
at the other. 

2. The two principal kinds of words are the noun and the verb. 
The simplest sentence is formed by the combination of these two, 
where the noun (é6voua) represents the subject, z.¢. the fundamental 
idea, and the verb (p7jua) represents the predicate, z.¢e. some further 
statement concerning the subject. If however the predicate is 

-complex, the noun must very soon be called into requisition for 
this office as well, and will serve sometimes as the principal part of 
the predicate, sometimes as the complement of the verb. In the 
former case, where one noun serves the purpose of specifying and 
defining another noun, the verb is in many cases a mere ‘form- 
word’ necessary for the statement of this relation, though like 
every verb it still presents the two inflections denoting tense and 
mood. It is therefore only natural that, at least in the case of 
the commonest tense, the present, and the commonest mood, the 
indicative, the language should omit the verbal ‘form-word’ ‘to be’ 
as readily intelligible. On the question of the omission or non- 
omission of the auxtliary verb different languages are divided. In 

72 
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Hebrew the omission is the rule, in Greek it is allowable from the 
earliest times and occurs also in the N.T., whereas modern Greek 
has given up this liberty and always inserts the auxiliary verb. 

3. Omission of the auxiliary verb. By far the most frequent 
instance of omisgjon, as in the classical language, is that of the 
commonest form of the pres, indic. of the auxiliary verb, namely 
the 3rd pers, sing. eoriv. Still this omission never grew into a 
fixed usage of the language, except in the case of a few stereotyped 
phrases. Such are: dyAov dre (class.) 1 C. 15. 27, (1 Tim. 6. 7 2%), 
also with reverse order of words 6te..., djAov G. 3. 113 Ti epot 
(jptv) “Kat cof Mt. 8. 29, Me. 1. 24, 5.7, L. 4. 34, 8. 28, Jo. 2. 4 

(=Hebr. 327 b= Judges 11. 12 etc.; there are, however, 
similar classical phrases) ;2 ti mpés oé (jpas) Mt. 27. 4, Jo. 21. 22 f, 
guid hoc ad te (similar classical phrases),? cp. t¢ yap pos 1 C. 5. 12, 
and many other instances, tnfra § 50, 7; ré (por) 7d deAos 1 C. 15. 
32, Ja. 2. 14, 16 (dAAG Te TovTWY GdeAos avtots Demosth. 9. 69); 
eve puxpov, kat... Jo. 14. 19, 16. 16 f, 19 (ere ps. Ooov doov H. 10. 37 
O.T., but in Lxx. Is. 26. 20 without this ellipse); paxdpios avip 
os—Ja. 1. 12, R. 4. 8 O.T. (Hebr. NT "NZN), so also paxdptoe ot 

mrwxoi etc. Mt. 5. 3 etc., in this exclamation where the 3rd_ pers. 
is used the auxiliary verb is never expressed (it is different with 
she 2nd pers., Mt. 5. 11, 16. 17, and in a statement of fact, 11. 6 [om. 
cotitv X ab Chrys.]=L. 7. 23): ep. the classical paxdpids y’ avnp éxwv 
«.7.A, Aristoph. Ran. 1482. The classes of sentence where this omission 
is particularly frequent are exclamations (A. 19. 28, 34 peydAn % 
"Apreuts "Ederiwv, R. 11. 33 ws aveLepetvnra ta Kpiara utrod) and 
questions (L. 4, 36 ris 6 AOyos otros; A. 10. 21 Tis 4) aizia dv Hv; 
R. 3. 1 ré 75 wepioody tov ‘lovdaiov, i) tis 7 wpeAea THs mepiropis ;): 
but it is also found not infrequently in statements of fact, Mc. 14. 
36 wdvra Suvara cou, H. 9. 16 f. drov diaGijKyn, Oavatoy avaykn pepe Oat 
tod dubenévov’ SiabjKn yap ért vexpois BeBaia, 1 C. 10. 13 and 2 C. 

- 1. 18 micros 6 Geds, 1 Th. 5. 24 rirrds 6 Kady ipas (with éoriv in 
2 Th. 3. 3, but the verb is wanting in FG al.), riords 6 Adyos 1 Tim. 
1. 15, 3.1, 4.9, 2 Tim. 2. 11, Tit. 3. 8. Another class of expression 
where (as in classical Greek) the omission is common consists of 
impersonal phrases; avayxn H. 9. 16 (vide supra), 9. 23, R. 13. 5 %% 
(with éoré Mt. 18. 7 but om. BL), dpa R. 13. 11, e&dv A. 2. 29, 2 C. 
12. 4, a8vvarov H. 6. 4, 18, 10. 4, 11. 6, «& Swwardy (as we say ‘if 
possible’) Mt. 24. 24, Me. 13. 22, R. 12. 18 (G. 4. 15 vide infra), 
but with ear (Mt. 26. 392), Mc. 14. 35. Kedhadrasov S& H. 8. 1 is 
classical. The verb may also be omitted even when it is not a 

1Nonnus in his metrical paraphrase presents a very noteworthy various 
reading: ri hol, yuvat, 7é col adty 5 = Tl éuol } col yivar; (‘What is this to me or 
to you?’ cp. the following words od7w jxet 7 Spa wov), Cp, ri dé cot rabra Aristoph. 
Lysistr. 514. 

® Kithner, Gr. ii. 364 (Herodot. 5. 33 cot 6é cat rovrotor rots mptyuace rh éorts 
Demosth, 29. 36 7i 7@ vouw Kal TH Bacdvy ;). ° 

3 Oddév mpds Tov Acdvucoy ; Dem. 18. 21 obd& éort SHrov mpds eye. 
av, App. p. 309. 
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ee copula: C15, 40 Kat copara eroupdvia (se. cotty ‘there are’) 

kat o, exiyea, Other forms of «tui are omitted: defy with paxdpror 
vide supra, R. 11. 16 e d€ 1) drapyiy) ayia, a dipapa, Kat 
ci 3) pita ayia, Kal of xAddou, cp. R. 4. 14, 1 C.A6. 9, H. 2. 11 ete. 
Hint, éopév, e& are not often omitted, and the Otnission is even more 
rare when eyw, Hpets, or ov are not inserted. Mc# 19. 26=A. 7. 32 
O.T. eyo 0 Geds 'ABpacy. K.T.A, (but LXX. has eiui here, though it is 
absent from the original Hebrew, and so jt. 29. 32; alsoysome MSS. 
in Me. and Acts), Jo. 14. TI, 2 ©. 1; 7; without a pronoun 2 C. 
Il. 6 & 0€ Kai idwwrns TH Aoyy (sc, eiut Which D*E introduce, St. 
Paul has been speaking of himself just before in verse 5),! Ap. 15. 4 

ODE SONOS -OF19s (sc. et ), Ph. 3. 15°" *Hy 3rd sing. is ulwuys omitted in 
the phrase @ (7) ovowa L. 1.126 f, 2. 2c, 8 41, 24. 13 (D dvdpare), 
18 (ovduary NB al.), A. 13, 6 (D is different), or of 7d dvoza Me. 
14. 32 (@ C), or in the 4till more Hebraic (cp. 1 Kings 1. 1 etc.) 
KGL TO OVO GUTS (a7 of) L. 1. 5, 27;*parenthetically ovopa are 
(Demosth, 32. AP ropay évopa avtm) Jo. 1. 6 (with iv inserted 
n*D*), 3. 1 (8* ovope,7, ag Luke has elsewhere in his Gospel and 
almost always in the Acts (class. |, cp. §§ 33, 2; 38, 2; Xenophon 
Mem. 3, ll. Whites 7) Ovoua jv); In these phrases it makes no 
difference wheter jv is to be supplied (with persons) or éoriv (with 
placenames) 2° "Korat (or €or) is omitted in 1 P. 4. 17, 1 C. 15. 21, 
cp. 22, “Ht only occasionally in St. Paul (2 C. 8. 11, 13). Et is 
commonhelomitted in formulas expressing a wish, such as iAeds cot 
(sc. 0 385s ein) Mt. 16. 22, etpyvy vuiv etc., as in classical Greek 
(tras. Soph. O.C. 1477; cp. LXx. 2 Kings 20. 20) and in Hebrew 

CaS DID) ; in doxologies such as evAoyyntbs 6 Geds (2 C. 1. 3 ete.) 

= Hebr. OYI2N WAND (Ps. 66. 20 etc.) we may supply either ‘is’ 
(cp. R. 1. 25 ds éorw eva, «7.A., 2 C. 11. 31 0 ov eddoy., 1 P. 4. 11 
@ eat [eoriy om. A] » d0fa, Buttmann p. 120) or ‘be’ (Winer, who 
compares 1 Kings 10. 9 yévotro evr., Job 1. 21 etn eva.) ; the former, 
however, appears to be the sense in which the N.T. writers under- 
stood the phrase. “Eorw is omitted in pndev cot Kat TO Oikaiw éxeivyy 
Mt. 27. 19 (cp. for the formula what is said above), in xapus Tp Gew 
(class.) 2 C. 8. 16, 9. 15, (R. 6. 17)°; see further H. 13. 4, 5 repos o 
ydpos x.T.A., R. 12. 19 ff, Col. 4. 6. On the omission of efvar and 
av ep. §§ 34,5; 73, 4 and 5; 74, 2. The present or imperf. (aor. 
and fut.) of efvar (yiverOar, rapeivar, wapayiv.) may, after. Hebrew 

precedent, be omitted after iSo0='25, which can stand by itself 
for the verbal predicate, though it may also be introduced in 
addition to the predicate, Mt. 3. 17 (17. 5) Kai iSov puvy (sc. €yevero) 
ék TOV otpavev A€yovoa (but the same phrase occurs without ‘Sov 
A. 10. 15), L. 5. 18 Kat iS0d avdpes hepovres x.7.A. (SC. Yoav, Tapjoav 
as in 13. 1), ep. 5. 12, A. 13. 11 Kal viv i8ov yelp Kupiov ert o¢, 8. 
36. On the more extended use of the ellipse of the verb vide 
infra § 81. 

1On R. 1. 15 otrws 78 kar’ éué wpd0vuos (so more correctly than -ov) sc. eiul 
(dperérns elui precedes), see § 42, 2. aby, App. p. 309. 
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4. Absence of the subject. On the absence of the subject, where 
it is not contained in the verb or in the context, the follownig 
remarks may be made for the N.T. usage. The so-called impersonal 
verbs expressing meteorological phenomena are almost entirely want- 
ing. Bpexer (the _vulgar word for ver, ees nowhere appears) is 
personal in Mt. 5.945, sc. 6 Geds (LXX. Gen. 2 . 5, but o Gecs ver is also 
a classical phrase),* impersonal in Ja. 5. 17 (Ap. 11. 6 iva py 
veros Spey, in the Vulgate simply pluat). Boovra, 1 dotpamte etc. 
are nowhere found (7) aotpazy aotpdrrovoea L, 17. 24; the verb is 
usee ‘to shine’ as in class. Greek ibid. 24. 4, ep. mepuotparrey A. 9. 
3, 22. 6 ‘to shine round about’).’ Equally uncommon in the N.T. are 
the classical expressions in which the agent is readily supplied fr om the 
verb 1 in the person to whom some particular task belongs (c. g- eKIprée 
sc. 0 Kipré): cadmioe 1 OC. 15. 52 ‘the trumpet shall sound’ (Winer 
compares the German ‘es liutet’; in any case 6 cadmvyxtis cannot 
be understood, the most that can be supplied is 7) c¢dAmey€é). Peculiar 
phrases are rpitnv aay 1)LEpaV aryet (‘it is,’ as ayw yuepav Is used) 
L. 24. 21, and deer § it is enough’ Mc. 14, 41 (Anacreontea 28. 31°; 
but D has dm. 73 tédos, the matter has received its completion). 
Somewhat more frequent is the impersonal passive, like Latin dur 
‘one goes,’ but this _usage was never developed to any great extent 
in Greek: Mt. 7. 2 ev @ peTpY HeETpEiTe per py Oh) OETOL dply (= Mc. 4. 24, 

eL.. 6. 38), L. 6. 38 Si8ore Kal dobycerat vpiv (cp. Mt. 7. 7, Me. 4. 25), 
where the writer passes at once to the 3rd pers. plur. act. with 
equivalent meaning pezpov .. _ decor : 1 P. 4.6 vekpois einyyedio bn, 
R. 10. 10, 1 C. 15. 42 f omeipetar 6 ope, evyeiperar ev ad Gapoty 
K.7.4., Herm. Mand. i. 3 émcotet6y to Adyw pov. But éppeOyn ore 
Mt. 5. 21 does not come under this head, since the question ‘What 
was said ?’ finds its answer in the dru clause; in the same way zpere, 
mperov corti, Set, certs, (Edv (errr), eyeveto, avePy emi 7HV Kapbiav 
avtov (A. 7. 23)? followed by an infinitive are not instances of the 
loss of the subject. ‘The use of the 3rd pers. plur. act without a 
subject is occasioned by the indefiniteness of the agent, but the sub- 
ject may also, if one likes, be denoted by ot av@pw7rou, as in L. 6. 31 
Kadas OéXere iva roo iptv ot avOp, = ‘that one should do unto you.’ 
The instances of omission in this case are not very many: Mt. 7. 16 
ovrreyovow, Mec. 10. 13 mpocedepov, L. 17. 23 epotow, 12. 20, 
Jo. 15. 6, 20. 2, A. 3. 2, Ap. 12. 6 (1 C. 10. 20).—In the formulas of 
citation such as Aeye. 2 C. 6. 2, G. 3. 16 exc., dyotv 1 C. 6.16, 8. 5, 
eipnxe H. 4. 4, 0 Geos is to be understood (‘He says’); in 2 C. 10. 10 
g@yoiv (NDE etc., ? ‘one says’) appears to be a wrong reading for 
gaciv (B), unless perhaps a tus has dropped out (but cp. Clem. Hom. 
x1. 9 ad init.). 

1 Boovrh yéyover take its place in Jo. 12. 29. 

his per onal ys in Herm. Lees iv. 1, uh dvaBawérw cov él rhv Kapdiay 
mepl yuvasds dAdorpias (Hebr. 257 by mM oy). abev, App. p. 310. 
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§ 31. AGREEMENT. 

1. The arrangement (ctivragis) of the different parts of the 
sentence, primarily of subject and predicate, Mvolves a mutual 
assimilation, inasmuch as the individual nouns and verbs are not 
represented by a single abstract radical form, but only, appear in 
certain definite and distinctive forms, and these forms cannot differ 
from each other in different parts of the sentence, where they refer 
to the same thing or person. In addition to its application in the 
case of subject and predicate, this law of agreement holds good also 
for nouns which are bound up together into a smaller whole within 
the sentence, one noun more nearly defining the other (the attribute, 
apposition). The individual forms [or inflections] to which nouns and 
verbs are subject express the following‘ideas: (a) one of the three 
genders, since there are nouns which possess different forms for these 
genders (adjectives), or which at least draw a distinction between 
the masculine and feminine genders (designations of persons such 
as BactAe’s — Baridtaca) ; (6) one of the two numbers (the dual no 
longer existing in the N.T.)—this applies equally to nouns and 
verbs; (c) one of the five cases (nouns) ; (d) one of the three persons 
in the case of the verb, while the noun is for the Ist and 2nd persong 
represented by a certain class of words—the pronouns. Any com- 
bination of words where the agreement in any of these respects is 
not adhered to is strictly proscribed as a solecism, except in some 
definite cases where the language admits of the violation of the 
law of agreement. 

2. Want of agreement in gender.—Instances of an adjectival 
predicate in neuter sing. agreeing with a feminine subject are: 
Mt. 6. 34 dpkerdy TH auEpa  KaKia adrys, 2 C. 2. 6 ixavdy TH ToLor'rw 
n exiTysta at’ty, A. 12. 3 D idwv ore dperrév eoriv tois "lovdalors 7 
exiyeipynots avtov. The third instance is, however, uncertain, since 
the text in D may be due to corrupt conflation of different readings. 
In the other two instances it appears better to regard apxerov and 
ixavov aS imitations of the Latin satis (cp. L. 22. 38 idov payatpar 
ade Ovo — ixavov extiv, Herm. Vis. ili. 9. 3 TO dpxerdv THs Tpodys sutis 
cibt; on the other hand the predicate is apxerés in 1 P. 4. 3) than 
to compare the classical usage in general propositions suth as ov« 
dyaOdv rodvKotpavin ; in instances like the last the word ‘thing’ 
must be supplied, and a comparison is drawn between the general 
idea contained in.the subject and other things of a different charac- 
ter. Kaddv 7d addAas Me. 9. 50, L. 14. 34 ‘salt is a good thing’ 
would also in classical Greek be expressed by something like 
Xpijousov of aAes; but there is an absence in the N.T. of analogous 
instances of this use with a masculine or feminine subject, just as 
the fuller classical forms of this neuter predicate—pdraov nm, xpfpa 
copov—are also wanting. Still we find 7 ‘something (special),’ 
ovdév ‘nothing’ i.e. nothing worth’ used as neuter predicates to a 
masc. or fem. subject: G. 6. 3 ef doxel tus etvai tr pydev wv (as in 
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class. Greek ; beside this we have eivai ms A. 5. 36, cp. 8 g=‘a 
great man’). Further instances are ti 6 Ilérpos éyévero (ri etn Tatra), 
see § 50,7; 1 C. 11. 5 (the woman who is unveiled) & eore kal 7d aird 
t™ e€vpynpevy, Mt. 6. 25=L. 12. 23 ) Yuxy wArcidv cote THs tpodis: 
in general assertions of this kind pia kai 4 avri), rAciwv would be 
impossible. Butein particular statements the pronoun is brought 
into agreement with the noun: R.11.15 tis 7) mpdcAnyis ef prj— 
(German would use the neuter ‘ was’), E. 1. 18 tis eoriv 1 eAmis Tis 
KAjoews adtov, 1 C. 3. 17 (6 vads Tod Geod) oitwés eore tyets (but in 
1C. 6, 11 ravrd [se. kAerrat x.7.A.] tives 7}Te = TovotToL, which would 
not have been sufficiently clear, while otros would have been 
impossible; Herm. Sim. ix. 5. 3 té eorw [is the meaning of] 4 
oixodop). If the pronoun is the subject, in this case also there is 
agreement, which is contrary to German usage: Mt. 22. 38 atry 
extivy 4 peyaAn evtodr, Ph. 1, 28 aris (ae. resistance, 75 dytuKetoOar) 
eoTiy avTois evoegis amwArees, cp. E. 3. 13, A. 16. 12 Piriaovs Hres 
cott woAts, But in assimilation of this sort Latin goes a step further 
than Greek: see 1 P. 2. 19 fi rotro yapus, ef — dropéeper Tus—dAN 
€ — vropevEite, TotTo ydpis Tapa Ge, Where the Greek regards the 
two ideas of ‘grace’ and ‘endurance’ as too distinct to admit of 
being merged into one, while the Latin translation has haec est aratia 
(Buttmann, p. 112). In interpretations by means of a relative 
sentence (as in 1 C. 3. 17 otruves quoted above) the prevalent form 
elsewhere for the relative is the neut. sing. (which in that passage 
would be intolerable: 6 éoriv tpeis), even though neither the 
explanatory word nor the word explained has this gender: Mt. 27. 
33 TOrov Aeyopevov Tody., 6 (0s A al.) eotiv kpaviov rémos (the 
repetition of Aeyouevos cither before or after tozos is rightly omitted 
by s@D), Mc. 15. 22 Tody. tomov, 6 eativ peBeppnvetopevoy Kp. 7, 
3. 17 Bavypeye¢ (700), 6 exriv viot Bpovrys, Jo. 1. 421 etc.; Mc. 12. 42 
extra Ovo, 6 extiv Kodpavtys; Col. 3. 14 tiv aydrny, 6 (v.L. Os, Ares) 

ect ovvoecrpos THS TeACLOTHTOS? (Barn. 15. 8 apyriy..., 6 ert arAXAOV 
Koupov apxav); cp. Mc. 15. 16 rAs avdAijs, 6 cot tpaitwpiov; EK. 6. 17 
TH pdxatpay —, 6 ertiv phya Geov ; in the Apocalypse alone is there 
assimilation of the relative to the subject or predic.: 4. 5 Aapmuces, 
Gj (v.L at) eiow ra rvetpara 5. 6, 8. ‘This phrase 6 eore has become 
as much a stereotyped formula as the equivalent tov7’ ext (rovredze) 
in Mt. 27. 46 jAt— rot? eore ee pov x.7.A., H. 2. 14 Tov 7d Kpatos 
€xovrTa Tpv Oavdtov, TovTéerte Tov SidBodror, 7. 5, 9. 11 etc. But all 
these instances represent not so much a classical as a Hellenistic 
usage, (Ti éotu tabra is common to N.T. and classical Greek § 50, 
7). On wpoéry rdvrwv Me. 12. 28 see § 36, 12; on want of agreement 
in the constructio ad sensum vide infra 4; on the construction 

1 Jo. 19. 17 Tov Aeyopevov Kpaviou rdmov, 5 (al. ds) Aéyerar "EBpaisr! Todyo0a is 
badly corrupted; we should read with LX, vulg. al. Kp. 7., “E8p, dé P. 

2 Since this is a case not of interpretation but description, ds would be more 
<orrect, cp. Col. 3. 5 rhv mheovediav, iris éoriv eldwroharpia, where 6 é€ore ‘that 
is to say’ would be more in place than in verse 14, cp. the v.L in KE. 5. é The 
reading 6 (BDEFG) for és in Col. 2. 10 is entirely wropg ; in 2. 17 6 (BEG) for 
4 is harsh. , | 
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where the subject of the sentence is composed of several words, or 
in the case of an attribute to several nouns vide infra 5, 

3. Want of agreement in number; neuter plurals with singular 
verb. Probably there is no more striking peculiarity in the whole 
of Greek syntax than the rule that where the subject is a neuter 

plural the verb still remains in the singular. Tyhis rule, which in 
Attic is never broken, is however not without exceptions in Homer 
and in the Hellenistic language, and modern Greek has gone back 
completely and exclusively to the use of the plural vérb in this 
instance as in others. In the N.T. (as in the LXxX.) there is great 
fluctuation, and very often this fluctuation extends to the readings 
of the Mss. in individual passages: while in the Shepherd of 
Hermas the plural is found in the majority of cases. Of neuter 
words which denote persons: rexva is used with plural verb in 
Mt. 10. 21 (sing. BA) =Me. 13. 12 (sing. B), but with sing. verb in 
1 Jo. 3. 10, R. 9. 8: €6vn with plur. verb Mt. 6. 32 (sing. EG al.), 
12. 21 O.T., 25. 32 (sing. AE al.), L. 12. 30 (sing. AD al.), Acts 4. 
25 O.T., ll. 1 (sing. D*), 13. 48, R. 2. 14 (sing. D°E), 15. 27, 1 C. 
10. 20? (om. ra €6vyn BDEF al., sing. KL), G. 3.8 0O.T., 2 Tim. 4. 
17 (sing. KL), Ap. 11. 18 (sing. 8*), 15. 4, 18. 3, 23, 21. 24, Clem. 
Cor. 1. 59. 4 (with sing. verb all Mss. in R. 9. 30, E. 4.17); but 
with datuoru the sing. verb preponderates, L. 4. 414 (plur, xC), 8. 
2, 30 (plur. CF, also D with another reading, ep. 31 f.), 35 (plur. »°), 
38 (in verse 33 «to7AGov has overwhelming evidence, -ev SU), 10. 17? 
the plur. is found in Ja. 2. 193 mwve'yara uses both constructions, 
a plur. verb in Me. 1. 27, 3. 11 (v.L sing.), 5. 13 (sing. B), A. 8. 7? 
Ap. 4.572 16. 14 (v.L with sing. partially introduced), a sing. verb 
in L. 8. 2 xarouxet, 10. 20 (v1. datpova), 1 C. 14. 32 (vil rretpea), 
Other neuter words besides these appear with plural verb: Mt. 
6. 23 Ta Kpiva Ws avédavovev (but with sing. verb in the corre- 
sponding words in L. 12. 37), Jo. 19. 31 has first Wa pay petry ta 
copata, followed by tva kateayoouw avrov ta oxéAy, Jo. 10. 8 ovK 
yKoveav (-cev L) avtov ta zpoBura. In the verses preceding the 
last passage quoted a sing. verb is used with apofara, ibid. 3 
axotel, 4 akoAovGet, with the additional words 67 olSacw tiv dwinyy 
aitov (because ote would have been ambiguous) and further on 
another plural in verse 5; in the subsequent verses, 10 has ¢€xwor 
where zpoPara must he regarded as the subject, in 12 eorev is read 
by sABLX, etorv by DI al., and so on with constant interchange 
up till 16 (in 27 and the following verse there are conflicting 
readings). On the whole, the singular verb certainly is more 
frequently used with words which have not a personal meaning 
(the singular is not excluded even by the insertion of a numeral, 
av yevntar — éxarov rpopara Mt. 18. 12), and is uniformly employed 
with abstract words (exceptions are Ta pjpata Tatra with epdvycav 
L. 24. 11, and perhaps épya with dvvavrae [v.l. -arac] 1 Tim. 5. 25) 
and with pronouns such as tatra and & (Ap. 1. 19 &@ eiow Kal a 
perAe yever Oar; Clem. Cor. i. 42. 2 éyévovro dudrepa, cp. 27.6 mavra; 
sodo.17.7 v.1.). In 1.10.11 there are two readings: tatra 5¢ rurucds 
cvveBawe and — Tire cvveBaivov, cp. verse 6 tuvta dé rUrot Hor 
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éyevnOnoay, the verb taking its number from the noun which forms 
the predicate, as it does also in classical Greek as well as in Latin 
(Kitihner-Gerth ii.3 75 f.).! 

4, The so-called constructio ad sensum is very widespread in Greek 
from early times, though without being subject to any rules, the 
same constructiongappears in the N.T. It affects both number and 
gender. The instances mainly consist of the collective words 
which embrace in a singular noun the idea of a plurality of 
persons: fnasculine words like édyAos, Aads, feminines like orparie, 
oixia, neuters like rAnGos, oréppu (with plur. verb in Herm. Vis. 
ii. 2. 2). Instances of this construction, where a masculine plural 
conforming to the sense only appears in a clause appended to the 
main clause, do not give serious offence even in English: «¢.9. 
1 C. 16. 15 otSare rijy oixiov Zrepava, dt.—éraLav Eavtois (€eTalev 
éavtiv is unnatural), Jo. 6. 2 aKoAover dxAs ToAds, OTe EHewporr, 
The following are rather Qarsher constructions: L. 2. 13 7AjGos 
oTparias otpaviov (=dyyédwv), aivotytwv tov Oedv Kai AEeyovTuy, 
A. 21. 35 aJKoAovde 76 TAHOGos Tov aod, Kpadfovres Atpe avrdv (Kpacov 
DHLP) cp. 8. 11. And this want of agreement in number is not 
excluded even where the singular and plural words are directly 
connected: A, 6. 11 moAv’s Te OxAOS THY Lepewy LTIKOVOV (-EV AE) 77 
miotet, 25, 24 Grav to TARGos Tov “lovdaiwy évervydv (BEL -ev) por —, 
Boavres k.7.A., Mt. 21. 8 6 rreiartos dxAos eotpwcar, Jo. 7. 49 0 OxAos 
Biros 6 py yuwwoKwy Tov vopov erdparot etowv. The following also 
are closely allied to dyAos etc.: 7a €Gvy ‘the heathen,’ KE. 4. 17 f 
Ta éGvy mepimatet—, eoxoTwpévor «.7.A, (1 CO. 12. 2 is not an instance 
of this), ai excAnoiae G. 1. 22 f. (which is followed by povov dé cxov- 
ovres aoav), and names of places: L. 10. 13 Tipw Kat Zidove 
—kaOrpevor, though here the other reading -vuc (DEG al.), since the 
towns are regarded as wholes (as in Mt. 11. 21 ff.), appears preter- 
able. Cp. § 48, 5 (use of the personal pron. «?rov and the relative). 

5. If the subject consists of several coordinate words connected by 
kal, the common predicate must, according to German feeling, stand 
in the plural in conformity with the sense, and of course if one of the 
subject words is ¢y#, this plural predicate must be the plural of the 
Ist person: L. 2. 48 6 wurip cov Kayo ddvvwpevor eCyTovpev oe, 
Jo. 10. 30, 1 C. 9. 6. An additional modifying word, referring to 
the subject, as cSvvdpevor in the passage quoted, will, if declinable, 
likewise fall into the plural, and into the masculine plural in a case 
where the subject consists of a combination of masc. and fem. words 
(Joseph and Mary in that passage). This is always the case if the 
predicate follows the subject ; on the other hand, if it precedes the 
subject, it is rather the custom for the verb to stand in the singular, 
and to correspond in form to the subject immediately following it: 
again, if the verb is interposed between the different subjects, it 1s 
made to correspond to the subject which has preceded it, and can 
only take the number of that subject. Instances of the singular 

1 On the stereotyped use of the sing. ido, fe, dy@ see § 33, 2 note. 
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verb occupying the first place: A. 11. 24 cwOijry od Kal 6 ofkds cov, 
where the first word is the main subject ‘thou together with thy 
whole house,’ similarly Jo. 2. 2 exAH@y dé Kat "Incovs Kat ot padyrat 
avrov, and, so far as the participle at the head of the sentence is 
concerned, A. 5. 29 azoxpiOes dé Llerpos cat of dxdotodor efrayv (ep. 
verse 21); but the singular verb is also used where the subjects are 
placed on an equality: Jo. 18, 15 jKoAove: Sé ro 71, Siuwv Tlérpos cat 
aXrXos pabynrHs (cp. 20. 3, A. 26. 30; so without exception where the 
subject words are not persons, as in Mt. 5. 18 6 ovpavdsexal 7 yi) ; 
L. 2. 33 Rv S€ 6 ratip avrov Kal pitnp Oavud(ovres, Mt. 17. 3 ddOn 
(SBD : al. -yoav) —Movons cat "HrAtas ovdAdAadotvtes. From the last 
two instances it follows that where the predicate is divided, that 
part of it which precedes the subject is in the singular, the part 
which follows it is in the plural (so in the passage A. 5. 29 quoted 
above). In the following instances there is a special reason for the 
plural verb: Me. 10. 35 apooropevovrar at7@ "ldxwBos Kat Iwavns ot 
viol ZeBedaiov (the pair of brothers who trom the first were thought 
of together), Jo. 21. 2 foav spot Sipwv Ileérpos kai x.7.Xr., L. 23, 12 
éyevovto pthar 6 Te Hpwdns cat 6 TlcAaros, A. 5. 24 ws 8€ AKovray — 6 
TE OTPATHYOS — Kat ot Gpxcepets (the plural has already been used 
before of the same persons in verse 21; cp. l. 13, 4. 27). Accord- 
ingly, in default of any reason of this kind, where the readings differ, 
the singular appears to deserve the preference, as in L. 8. 19, 
A. 17. 14% we even have dxotvoas 6€ BapvdBas kati IataAos the reading 
of D in Acts 14. 14, cp. 13. 46 D. Instances of interposition of the 
predicate are L. 8. 22 avros dvéBy eis rAoiov Kat of pad. atrot, 
Jo. 4. 36 etc.—For adjectives and participles qualifying several 
words ep. L. 10. 1 eis racay wéAtv Kat rorov, 1 Th. 5. 23, on the 
other hand Sapa Kat Ovotar pr) Svvapevas H. 9. 9 (ibid. 3.6 BeBuiay is 
an interpolation from verse 14).—The singular verb is regularly 
used, if the two subjects instead of being connected by xai are 
separated by 7): Mt. 5. 18 taza ev 7) puta Kepaia ov pr) TapeAOy, 12. 25, 
18. 8, E. 5. 5 (especially if the verb precedes as in 1 C. 14. 24); 
G. 1. 8 édy spets 7 dyyedos €€ orpavov evayyeAtCyrar (it would be 
impossible to include the two subjects in -(wueGa). An exception is 
Ja. 2. 15 edy dbdeAgpds 7) adeAGr) yupvol vrdpywowv (occasioned by the 
adjective, the singular of which, yupves or yuyvij, would have been 
harsh). 

6. Solecisms (in the Apocalypse). In distinction from all other 
New Testament writings, and in particular from those of the Apostle 
St. John, the Apocalypse exhibits a multitude of the most remark- 
able solecisms, which depend in the main upon the neglect of the 
laws of agreement. Thus we have in 1. 5 azo Iycov Xp., 6 paptus 6 
murtés, & TpwTdToKes TOY Vexpov Kal 6 &pxov Tov BaotAéwv THS Yis, TO 
ayaravre nas k.7.r, (the datives on account of atre in verse 6 accord- 
ing to Winer), 11. 4 oftot ciow ai b'o0 éAatar Kal at Svo Avxviow ai 
Evwrtov TOU Kupiov THS ys eoTares (N*ABC 3 éorocas XP), 12. 5 Kai 
eTexev viov dporev (AP; dppeva 8B, dpoeva P), ds peXAe x.7.X. (the cor- 
rection -eva is no improvement; a better alteration would be to strike 
out vidv),?14, 19 EBadrey eis THY Anviv ToD Arpod Tod Geod roy peyav (THY 

“by, App. p 310. 
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peyahyv 8). Cp. 2. 20 (nom. in apposition with acc.), 3. 12 (nom. 
for gen.), 6. 1 (the same, as a v.1.), 7. 4 (nom. for acc.), 8. 9 (for gen.), 
J. 14 (for dat.), 14. 12 (for gen., which & reads), 20. 2 (for ace.): 7.9 
(OxAos ... exTOTES ... TEpLBEBAnpevous ; the acc. is dependent on «doy 
which stands at the beginning of the verse, the nom. on kai idov 
which follows elSoe, Winer), 5. rif. (Aeyovres following poviy dy yeAwv 
and iv 0 dpOyds avroy pupiddes x.7.A.; similar anacolutha with Aéyeov 
or -ovres In 4. 1, 11. 15, 14. 7: and with v.l. 11. 1, 19. 6), 21. 9 with 
v.l. It ha&S even been fixed as a rule for this writer that an apposi- 
tional phrase following a noun in any case stands in the nominative, 
although scribes have shown a strong inclination to correct these sole- 
cisms.!_ The isolated cases of anacoluthon of this kind which appear in 
other writings of the N.T. should be regarded either as excusable or as 
due to a corrupt text. Jo. 1. 14 6 Avyos aap§ eyevero - kat Oeardpeba 
Tv Sokav avtov — whhpys (-p7 D) yapitos Kai ddyOeius. In this passage 
the word in question is one which to a remarkably great extent, both 
in the N.T. and also in papyrus documents, appears as indeclinable : 
thus A. 6. 5 avopa rAnpns (-p?) BC") TLOTEWS, 3 a Arjpers (-pys AEHP) 

wvevpatos, 19. 28 yevopuevor rAijpes (-pys ALL) Gypot, Me. 8. rg 
Kodivous rAxnpes (-pys AFGM) xAacpator, 2 Jo. 8 pucdov rArjpy 

{-pns LL); the -only passages where it is declined in all MSS. (no 
genitive following it) are Mt. 14. 20, 15. 37 (ets), Me. 4, 28 a v1. 
(-pn), 6. 43 a vl. (-pets); ep. Papyr. Berol. no. 13. 8 amep éreryapev 
mAxjpys, 81. 27 as Tapasin rAxnpyns, 270. 9; io. 13, 21; Grenfell- 
Hunt, Pap. it, p. 107 dua ro rAnjpyls alvror drecyyKevar, 118 (perhaps - 
aulso 117, where mhijpn i is given at the end of a line).* “In Philipp. 2.1 
EL oe rapdcdyows ~, _ El Tt TapapvOrov—, él TL KOLVOVLG, _ el TLS omhay x vo. 

Kal olkTippot, et Tt (: if it avails ought,’ ep. § 31, 2) ought to be, as it 
seems, written throughout. * *_Ja. 3. 8 TH yGoway sidels: Otvaras 
Sian, dKatagyetov Kakdv, peor) ov (Tisch. puts a colon after daz., 
making the following clause independent, se. eoriv).—L. 24. 4 
Knpvxy Piva. petavorav — dp&dpevor (-evwv D correctly, -evov AC°FH al.) 
and A. 10. 37 oidate TO yevopevov pnpa Ka? ddns THs “Tovdatas, 
ap&apevos ard THs TadtA. (dp yap AD, which is no improvement ; 
-evov correctly LP; but the whole clause apé a. 7. I’. is perhaps 
taken from L. 23.5). For other instances cp. § 81. 

1 Nestle, Philol. Sacra 7, Einfithrung in das Griech. N.T. 90f. Akin to this is 
what may pe called the indeclinable use of A¢ywy or Néyoures in the LXX. = nord , 

(ren. 15. 1, 22. 30, 38. 13, 45. 16 etc., Winer. On the practice of many translators 
of putting words in apposition with any of the oblique cases in the nominative, 
see N estle, Philol. Sacra 7. (Nestle also conjectures in Ap. 1. 4 ayeU HA TY ax: 
évamov Too Opdvov in place of the readings rv, a, & éorw or eiow, just as in 5. 13 
s alone has preserved the true reading 76 instead of 8 or 6 éorw. In 21 3 
he reads Af Tais Nuépas ’Avrima o udprus pov... ds.) Nestle, Einfuhrung in das 
er. N.T. 9 

? es is also used indeclinably in the Lxx., eg. Num. 7. 13 F, 198, 
20 BR*, Job 21. 24 all mss., Sir. 19. 23 B¥. Cp. the phrase ‘eine Arbeit voller 
Fehler.’ ” (E. Nestle.) “vy, App. p. 310, 
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SYNTAX OF THE NOUN. 

§ 32. GENDER AND NUMBER. 

1. The neuter of the adjective or participle is sometimes used with 
reference to persons, not only in phrases like rd yevvipevov L. 1. 35 
‘that which is to be born,’ ep. 76 réxvov, but also as in Jo. 17. 2 
—Tdons capkos, tva wav & dedwxas airy, ddéce. avtois (€xy D), where 
men are first comprised under the collective name capé, then under 
the neuter ray, and finally (in avrots) the usual mode of designation 
appears. Cp. Jo. 6. 37 (a similar instance), 1 Jo. 5. 4 (wav 16; ras 
o has been previously used in verse 1); further H. 7. 7 75 é€Xarrov 
urd Tov KpeirTovos evAoyeirat, for 6 eAarTwy or ot eAdtroves, in order 
to represent the thought in a more abstract and so in a more general 
form. A similar collective use of the neut. sing. appears in classical 
Greek (Kiihner-Gerth ii.3 14), Elsewhere the neut. plur. is used: 
1 C. 1. 27 f. ra popda tov Kkédcpov —Ta aobevn T. kK. — TA ioyvpd, where 
the sing. would have been wrong because of the idea of unity which 
it would imply—since the pwpoi etc. do not form a definite section— 
and moreover with the masculine the emphasis would not have lair 
so strongly upon the abstract quality of foolishness etc. Cp. further 
G. 3. 22 7a mdvra, which is not so strong as Tovs ravras, which might 
also have stood, ravra Jo. 12. 32 x*D. (In classical Greek ra 
gpevyovra Xenoph. Anab. 7, 3. 11 ap. Winer ; wavra ra orp PeBrarpeva 
Dem. 8. 41.) | 

2. The feminine appears to stand in place of the neuter, in 
consequence of a literal rendering from the Hebrew, in the O.T. 
quotation Mt. 21. 42=Me. 12. 11 rapa Kupiov éeyévero atryn Kai extiv 
Oavyaorn, from Ps. 118. 23 = Hebr. myy3 ‘this.’ 

3. The so-called collective use of the masc. sing. (on the neuter 
sing. vide supra 1) is found in R. 3. 1 té 7d wepiaodv rot "Jovdaior ; 
te. ‘What advantage has the Jew as Jew?’ (which every individual 
Jew has ipso facto); cp. 2. 17-29, where the individual has already 
been selected as the representative of the community. We have 
just the same use with names of nations and rank, ‘the soldier,’ ‘the 
Jew’; Latin miles, Romanus etc.; in classical Greek it is less common 
(Thucyd. 6. 78 tov Zupakocwov, to "A@nvaiw). Other instances are 
Mt. 12. 35 6 ayabds avOpwros, R. 13. 8 7d ayaddv epyov, 1 P. 4. 18 
6 dixatos—6 aceBns, R. 14. 1 tov doOévovvra. But in Ja. 2. 6 riv 
amrwxov refers to the example of verse 2: also in 5. 6 a single 
instance is thought of in tév Sdixatov, while 1 C. 6. 5 Staxpiver ava | 
pecov Tov ddeXgov avrov is an incorrect expression, possibly requiring 
emendation (since ava pécov of course presupposes more persons than 
one), for ava pécov avdpds kal (ava péoov) tov ad, a., and is modelled 
on the Lxx., Ez. 18. 8 xpiua moujoes ava péeoov avdpds kal ava pL. Tov: 
TAnciov avron, 
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4. Of another character is the use of the sing. of objects, which 
belong individually to several persons, where several persons are 
spoken of, as we also say ‘they shook their heads’ [die Képfe] or 
‘they shook their head’ [den Kopf], 2.e. everyone his own head, 
where the insertion of ‘everyone’ would be quite superfiuous. In 
Greek, including NeT. Greek, the plural is usual in such cases ; but 
deviations from this are permitted in classical as in N.T. Greek: 
A. 25, 24 va gupjcovra. thy Kepadyjy (Vulg. capita), L. 1. 66 €Gevro 
mavres ev ty Kapdia (DL rais Kapdias) airav, Mec. 8. 17 rerwpwpevnv 
exeTe TV Kapdiav tuov, E. 6. 14 mepifwodpevor tHv Oodiv tpor, 
Ap. 6. 11 6660 avrots orodn AevKy (but éo O75 in L. 24. 4 is collective 
‘raiment,’ as is usual with this word [ec@ycec.v ACL al.]). The 
sing. is always used in the Hebraic periphrastic expressions dé 
Tpocwroy tTav matéepwv A, 7. 45, kata mpdocwmov ravrwv L. 2. 31, dua 
atTopatos mavtwy A, 3. 18 (21); also dua yerpds is used with a plural 
word as in A. 2. 23, but hereewe have also the conceivable use of dua 
Tov yepov with a singular; ex THs x. aitov Jo. 10. 39. 

5. The plural is used with reference to a single person by a 
generalising mode of expression in Mt. 2. 20 re@vijxacwy ot (yrovvtes 
THV Wuxyv Tov rasdiov, namely Herod (verse 19); the plural implies 
the thought, there is nothing more to fear, since with Herod’s death 
all are dead who etc.* More peculiar is the use of the plural in the 
c..se of a certain group of substantives. This is partly due to the 
influence of Hebrew ; thus aives is used in H. 1. 2, 11. 3, 1 Tim. 1. 
17(?) for ‘the world,’ in L. 1. 33 and often for ‘eternity’ (esp. in 

the phrase «is rovs aimvas tav atovoy G. 1. 5 ete.) = DAD4y : 

otpavot= O20, but in most writers this plural is only used of 
heaven in the figurative sense as the seat of God (beside the sing. 
which is used in the same sense), whereas in the literal sense of 
the word the sing. prevails, except where, in accordance with the 
Jewish conception, several heavens are distinguished (EK. 4. 10 
timepdvw mévtTwv tov ovp., cp. Ll. 10, Col. 1. 16, 20, H. 1. 10 O.T., 
4.14, 7. 26, 2 P. 3. 5, 7, 10, 12, 13; also probably at dvvdpes tov 
otpuvov Mt. 24. 29=Me. 13. 25=Le. 21. 26). Thus we always 
have 7 Bactr\<cla tov otpavav Mt. 3. 2 etc., 6 maTip tyav 6 ev (Tots) 
oup. 5. 16 ete.; similarly in Luke 10. 20 ra ovopara tov eyyeyparrat 
év Tots ovp. (To otpav~ D), 12. 23 Onoavpdv ev rots ovp., A. 2. 34, 
7.56; in Paul 2 C. 5. 1, E. 3. 15, 6. 9 (& ovpave), Ph. 3. 20, Col. 1. 
5, 4. 1 (ovpav@ x* ABC), 1 Th. 1. 10; 1 P. 1. 4 (ovpave 8); (John 
never has the plural; also in the Apoc. it only occurs in 12. 12); 
in Mt. the passage 24. 31 dz’ dxpwv ovpavav ews akpwv avTov runs 
counter to the rule given above (Me. 13. 27 has the sing. here), but 
not 3. 16 f., cp. Me. 1. 10 f. eidev oytCopevovs Tovs ovpavots—, Kal 
awry ex tov otpavev (L. 3. 21 f. has the sing., but ep. A. 7. 56). 

Further oi«tippoé = O23 in Paul, R. 12. 1 ete.; the sing. only occurs 

in Col. 3. 12 (plur. K); cp. infra 6. The following plurals agree 
with the classical use: dvatoAai, Svopai east and west Mt. 2.1, 8. 11 

etc., but only in the formula aid (€ws) dvatoAav, Mopar, on the other 
av, App. p. 310. 
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hand we have ev ty avaroAy Mt. 2. 2, 9; dro dvaroAns (B-Gv) is also 
found beside dd dvcpav Ap. 21. 13, d. dvatodjs (A -Bv) Alou 7. 2, 
16. 12 (von never occurs, as in class. Greek Svcpaé is practically 
the only form). Always éx defiav, €€ dpiorepav or edwvipwv ; év Tots 
deftots Mc. 16. 5, eis Ta deEca pépy Jo. 21.6; beside these we have 
ev de£ia"R. 8. 34, E. 1. 20 ete., sc. xept (classiial use is similar). 
Cp. 7a pépn ‘the region’ Mt. 2. 22 etc., eréxewwa beyond A. 7. 43 
(a wrong reading from the Lxx.; it should be ert ra pépy). Ta 
Gyia, TA dywa Tov ayiwy parts of the temple (or tabernacle) H. 9, 
2 f. are used as well as ro Gycov in verse 1 (ra ayia T. dyiwy in LXX. 
1 Kings 8. 6). IIvAae (class.) is only so used in wiAae “Acdov Mt. 
16. 18 (Lxx. Sap. Sal. 16. 23; class.), elsewhere the sing. is used 
for one gate; similarly 6vpa for one door (class. often @i'pac), cp. 
at Oipat wacat A. 16. 26, so that Jo. 20. 19 f. @vpév, and perhaps 
also A. 5. 19, 23, 21. 30 are to be understood of several doors; the 
plural is used in the expression et O%pacs Mt. 24. 33, Mc. 13. 20, 
cp. Ja. 5. g mpd twv Ouvpev figuratively, mpd THs Gipas A. 12. 6 
literally (but ibid. 5. 23 apo tov Ovpwv in a similar connection). 
KoAro: (class.) is used in L. 16. 23 & Tots KdATous (TO KOATW D) 

avtov (Afpadu), the sing. in verse 22. (Ipdtua means ‘clothes’ 
including tuarvov and yiTHv; but is used inaccurately =ipariov in 
Jo. 13. 4, 19. 23, also probably in A. 18.6). The use of dpyt‘pra 
for ‘pieces of money’ Mt. 26. 15 is not usual in classical Greek ; 
ofoua ‘wages’ L. 3. 14 etc. is Hellenistic. Atuara (in classical 
poets) Ap. 18. 24 B (but sACP read atpza) is blood shed by several 
martyrs’; Jo. 1. 13 ov« e€ aiuvarwy is used of the substance from 
which a man is begotten (Kurip. Ion 693, Winer).° The names of 
feasts are as in classical Greek (Acovio.a, Havadijvacc) in the plural: 
éyxaivia, yeveora"(ra afvpa in Me. 14. 1 76 wéovya Kai ta advpa, but 
D omits «at ra a¢: strictly it should be afvpore se. aprov: it is an 
abbreviation of 7 éopt7 Tov afipuwv or ai péepar 7. a¢, L. 22. x ete.) ; 
also yapor ‘a marriage-feast’ Mt. 22. 2, Le. 12. 36 ete. (classical) : 
but the sing. is used in Mt. 22. 8 ete. Avadjxa KE. 2. 12, R. 9. 4 
XCK (7 dca6y«Ky BDE al.) must be a real plural (elsewhere S:a67«7 is 
always used, as also in the LXX.). 

6. The plural of abstract expressions is found in Greek in a 
manner that appears strange to us, not only in poets, but also not 
infrequently in an elevated prose style, being used to indicate the 
individual concrete manifestations of the abstract quality., The New 
Testament occasionally presents a similar usage: Mt. 15. 19 dovor, 
porxetar, mopveiat, KAowai etc., cp. Mc. 7. 21 f.: 2 C0. 12. 10 pis (v.1. 
épets, cp. § 8, 3), CHAros (v.l GpAot), Grpot, epiOeiat, KatudAadsat, 
WOvpirpot, dvowoes, dkataotacia cp. G. 5. 20, Tas opvetas 
1 C. 7. 2, troxpicas, POdvovs, kataAadtas 1 P. 2. 1 ep. 4. 3, mpovw- 
moAnpyiats Ja. 2. 1, aioxivas Jd. 13; also Gavaros ‘mortal dangers’ 
20. 11. 23 (uvppar Herm. Sim. vi. 5. 3). 

§ 33. THE CASES—NOMINATIVE AND VOCATIVE. 

1. The nominative as the case of the name (6voyoottKy = nomina- 
tivus) appears to stand occasionally, where a proper name is 
introduced, without regard to the construction, in place of the case 

abed Vv. App. Pp. 310. 
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which is strictly required. Thus Jo. 13. 13 wveiré pe 6 616doKaXos 
kat xtptos, but here the nom. has mainly a vocative character, 
vide inf. 4: Ap. 9. 11 dvoya eyes (dv. €xee is omitted by the 
Latin Vulgate and may be supplied from the preceding words) 
‘AroAXdvwr. Cp. Xenoph. Oecon. 6. 14 Tots exovtas 7d gepvoy dvopa 
TovTO TO KaAds Te KYyabds (other instances in Lobeck, Phryn. 517. 1). 
But elsewhere the name is regularly assimilated to the case: Mt. 
1. 21, 25 KgAerers 7d dvopa avtov "Incotv, Mc. 3. 16 ereOnKxev dvopa 
To Lipwve [lérpov (only A and the Latin versions have Hérpos): and 
without exception in the phrase ovéuars ‘by name’ e.g. A. 27. 1 
EKATOVTUPYY OVOMATL lovriw: cp. infra 2. It 1s accordingly incredible 

that the Mount of Olives should be translated by 6 ’EAawsév and 
that this word should be used as indeclinable in L. 19. 29, 21. 37 
dpos (acc.) Td kadovpevov éAucov, but we must write éAa@v (Td dpos 
tov eX. in L. 19, 37 ete.), and in the single passage where we dis- 
tinctly have the other form,°A. 1. 12 (dpovs tot Kadovpeévov) eAaravos 
we must correct the text to ¢Aa@yv (as also in Joseph. Ant. Jud. 
7, 9. 2), see § 10, 5. 

2. The nominative occasionally stands in a parenthesis inter- 
rupting the construction: thus Jo. 1. 6 éyéveto dv@pwros —, “lwdyns 
ovopa ato (jv is read before ov. by x*D*), ep. 3. 1 (where x* has 
Nuxddnpos ovopate; there is a more detailed expression introduced 
by av d€ in 18. 10; cp. also Ap. 6. 8, 8. 11, 9. 11; a similar classical 
use, § 30, 2); for this elsewhere with a more normal adjustment to 
the construction @ ovoua — (often in Le., but in Acts only at 13. 6; 
of ro ov. with vl @ ov. Me. 14. 32) or dvépuate (Luke, Gospel and 
Acts) is used. The instances in statements of time are more 
striking: L. 9. 28 éyevero d€ peta tors Adyouvs TobTovs, Woe HuEepat 
OKTo, Kat tapadraBov K.t.r., Mt. 15. 32 ore dn Huepae (Hpéepas &) 
Tpeis mpoopevovotv pot. So also we may accordingly interpret A. 
5. 7 €yeveto 6€, WS wpOv Tpiov dudoTHpa, Katy yuvn «.7.A., and perhaps 
too (as Bengel and Winer) L. 13. 16 jv ednocev 6 Zatavas, idod déxa 
Kal OKTW €T7n.)” 

3. The double nominative (nom. of the subject and nom. of the 
predicate) is found in the N.T. as in Attic, except that occasionally 
in place of the second nominative eis with the accusative is used 
after a Hebrew model (as it is also used instead of the second 
accusative with corresponding active verbs, § 34, 5). This con- 
struction appears with efva: (more precisely with the fut. écopaz, 
which has a certain relation to yivozar) and yiver@ar, but chiefly in 
quotations : ¢covras eis cdpxa piav Mt. 19. 5 O.T.=Hebr. 2, yer Oy 
eis kepadiyy ywvias 21. 42 O.T., €orae Ta cKoArd eis edOelas L. 3. 5 
O.T., 2 C. 6. 18 O.T.; seldom except in quotations, as in L. 13. 19 
éyéveto eis (om. eis D) devdpov, Jo. 16. zo Avan tyov eis yapav 

1The use of the nom. with l6ov, ide (ide 6 duvds rod beod Jo. 1. 29 etc.) can 
only appear irregular, if one recalls the original meaning of the words. 
Already in Attic writers (dov (with this accent) has become a particle = ecce, 
and é5é at any rate has become stereotyped like dye and ¢€pe, so that it is joined 
with a plural word (Mt. 26. 65 etc.; dye of Aéyorres Ja. 4. 13, cp. 5. 1), 

a0v, App. p. 310. 
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yevijoeTar (= perartpadijoeta, with which the use of es is not 
remarkable), Ap. 8. 11 (with 16. 19 eyevero ets tpia wépn cp. dratpetv 
ets: with 1 Th. 3. 5 ets Kevov yévyrat 0 Kdros yuov cp. the Attic eis 
Képoos te dpav), The combination Aoyiferdar (passive) eis is also 
not Attic, being taken from Lxx. Gen. 15 6 édoyicOn atrG eis 
duxatocvvnv ; in addition to its use in that qudétation we have cis 
ovdey AoyoFjvat A. 19. 27 (the same combination in Is. 40 17), 
ta téxva Aoyiferas ets oréeppa KR. 9. 8, ep. 2. 26%( for nothing, for a 
seed; cp. class. ovdev efvar, 7d pndev efvac); from this use comes the 
phrase <mot ets eAdyurtov eote 1 OC. 4. 3. 

4, The language has created a special case for address, namely 
the voecative; this is limited, it is true, to the singular, and even 
there is not in all cases distinguished in form from the nominative. 
This case appears also in the N.T. (adeAde L. 6. 42, rarep Mt. 6. 9), 
but generally without the accompaniment which it usually has in 
Attic, namely the interjection 6. In most cases where this 6 is 
found in the N.T. it expresses emotion: Mt. 15. 28 6 (om. D) 
yivat, peydaAn cov 4 miotes (ytvar in L. 22. 57, Jo. 2. 4, 4. 21 etc.), 
17. 17 (=Me, 9. 19, L. 9. 41) & yevea dmirros (on the nom. vide 
infra), L. 24. 25, A. 13. 10 & wArjpys (ep. inf.) «.7.A. (R. 11. 33 6 
adGos rovTov is not an address, but an exclamation, for which 
purpose @ [in this case also written «| is likewise used in Attic), 
G. 3. 1, 1 Tim. 6. 20. With a less degree of emotion: 6 dv6puz: 
R. 2. 1, 3, 9. 20, Ja. 2. 20 (d4v@pwre without 6 in L. 12. 14, 22. 58, 
60); it is found without any sense of emotion in the Attic manner 
only in the Acts: 6 Oeddudre 1. 1 (in L. 1. 3 apdtiore Oedqirc, as 
the author of the work wept tyovs has the address Toocrovue 
piArare; on the other hand Dionysius of Halicarnassus in the work 
wTept TOV apxX. pyTdpwv has @ kpatwte ’Appate, in any case OedduArc 
without either or kpaticre would be much too bald), 18. 14 4, 
(avdpes) “lovdato. (Gallio is speaking), 27. 21 & dvdpes (while dvdpes 
adeXdol, avdpes ’AOyvaios etc. are used even in this book without 4, 
-and even the simple avdpes 7. 26, 14. 15 etc., 27. 10, 25), & BactrAev 
according to the witnesses supporting the £6 text in A. 26. 13 (7).— 
From the earliest times (the practice is as old as Homer) the 
nominative has a tendency to usurp the place of the vocative. 
In the N.T. this occurs in two instances: on the one hand, with 
adjectives standing without a substantive or with a substantive 
whose vocative is not distinguishable from the nomin.: Mt. 17. 17, 
Me. 9. 19, L. 9. 41 @ yeved admicros (but D in Me. and Le. has 
amnurte), A. 13. 10 6 wAyjpys (with which may be compared & dvarny7}js 
in Menander); ddpwv L. 12. 20 (a variant -ov has little support), 
1 C. 15. 36 (ditto);1—on the other hand, where the article is 
introduced, which must naturally be followed by the nominative. 
The latter use of the nom. for voc. is also found already in Attic, 
e.g. Aristoph. Acharn. 242 wrpdi?? cis 7d mpdcbev driyov 7) Kavndopos, 
i.e. you (who are) the basket bearer, Ran. 521 6 ais (you there, 

1 Even marijp is read by BD in Jo. 17. 21, and by AB in verses 24, 25, 
Ovydrnp ABD ete. Jo. 12, 15 0.T., L. 8. 48 BKL, Mt. 9. 22 DGL, Me. 5. 34 BD. 

@v, App. p. 310. 
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the lad I mean) dxoAovGe ; in prose od 6 rperPiratos, & avdpes ot 
Tapovres, ot oixetat, IIpdfeve kat of GAAot of mapdvres (Xen. Anab. i. 
5. 16), and esp. with participles, one half of which do not form a 
vocative at all! And so in the N.T. we have L. 8. 54 7) wais 
éyeipov, Me. 5. 41, 9. 25, L. 12. 32 py hoBov, 7d puxpdv roipnor, 
11. 39 vpets ot Pepicaio? R. 14. 4 od... 6 xpivwv, Col. 3. 8 ff. ai 
yuvatkes—ot avdpes—Ta Texva etc. = vpeis pev ai yuv.—tpeis be of 
avépes, Ap. 18. 20 ovpavé Kat of Gyioe x.7.r.2 In all these instances 
we have not so much a simple address as a more definite indication 
of the person addressed. But the N.T. (and the Lxx.) have extended 
this usage still further ; in particular (6) @e€ is not common (only 
in Mt. 27. 46 in a translation ; also rare in LXX.), the phrase 6 Oeds 
being used instead, L. 18. 11, H. 1. 8 O.T., 10. 7 O.T. ete., xipre 6 
Geds Ap. 15. 3, and so also 6 wat7ip Mt. 11. 26, R. 8. 15, 6 dermdrns 
Ap. 6. 10, 6 Kupios prov Kai 6 Geds pov Jo. 20. 28 (6 diuddoKaros Kai 
o ktptos 13. 13, vide supra 1); further 6 Baoirde’s Ap. 15. 3, Mt. 
27. 29 (BD al. BaorAcd), Mc. 15. 18 (here 8BD al. BacrAcd), Jo. 19. 3 

.(Bactdred 8), since this Pac. trav ‘lovoaiwv is not a correct title, but 
a special designation, whereas the mode of addressing king Agrippa 
in A. 26. 7 etc. is and must be BacrAev. 

a § 34. THE ACCUSATIVE. 

1. The use of the accusative as the complement of transitive 
verbs, which is the most ordinary function of this case, in the 
N.T. gives occasion only for a few special remarks, since in the 
first place transitives and intransitives are not so sharply distin- 
guished in N.T. Greek as in older Greek, and again other cases 
besides the accusative offer rival claims to be used as the comple- 
ment of the verb. The following verbs occasionally appear as 
transitives. Mévew ‘to await, A. 20. 5, 23 (tzropevav 1 C. 13. 7 ete., 
also in the sense of ‘to await the help of God,’ Clem. Cor. i. 34. 8, a 
quotation, for which Lxx. uses the dat.; wepimevey A. 1. 4, dvapeverv 
1 Th. 1. 10). etyew ‘to avoid’ (opposed to dwwxevv ‘to strive after’ 
anything), 1 C. 6. 18, 1 Tim. 6. 11, 2 Tim. 2. 22 (with Hebraic con- 
struction ¢. a6 in the same sense 1 C. 10. 14) ; ‘to flee before,’ ‘to 
escape, only in H. 11. 34, efvyov ordpara payatpns as in class. 
Greek, olsewhere ¢. dw as in Mt. 3. 7 guyety awd ths peAAotvons 
opyyqs (which in class. Greek is only used of places, gevyerv aad tis 
SkvAdyns Xen. Mem. ii. 6. 31, cp. Herm. Mand. xi. 14 ¢devyer ax’ 
avrov ‘from him’)*; exd@evyey trans. in L. 21. 36 etc.; dmod. 2 P. 2. 20 
(ibid 1. 4 with genit.? see $36, 9). vdrAdewer Gar ‘to shun,’ trans. as 
in classical Greek, A. 21. 25 etc., as well as with ami L. 12. 15 

1 Kriiger, Gramm. § 45, 2. Kihner,-Gerth ii.? 46 ff. 

*So also L. 6. 25 oval ipiv, of eurerAnopévo, is regular, since of cum. is equi- 
valent to a vocative. 

3 Without the article we have A. 7. 42 O.T. ofkos "Joparjd = (mets) 6 otk. 7L. 
(see on the omission of the article § 46, 9). @v, App. p. 311. 
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(Xenoph. Cyr. ii. 3. 9), ep. vAdcoev cavrov awd 1 Jo. 5, 21.1 PoPecbar 
‘to fear,’ usually transitive, takes ard after Hebrew usage in Mt. 10. 
28.  ©appeév is only intrans. (in classical Greek also trans.). 
Ooupdtav, usually intrans., is trans. in L. 7. 9 eOutipacev atrdv (om. 
avr. D), A. 7. 31 7d épaya (om. ro bp. A) Jd. 16. AloytverOar is 
intrans. (with avd in 1 Jo. 2. 28), but éramwytr. is transitive, cp. 
evtpererOar infra 2.% ’EXectv (oixtipay R. 9. 15 O.T.) trans. KaAalev 
mostly intrans., trans. in Mt. 2. 18 O.T. (LXx. is different), L. 23. 
28 according to D (in the other Mss. it takes emré with accus.). 
Ilevéetv is trans. only in 2 C. 12. 21 (and in L. 23. 28 according to 
D). Keéwrer®ar ‘to bewail’ is trans. in L. &. 52 (class.), and takes 
exit with ace. in Ap. 1. 7, 18. 9. Ev8oxetv ‘to take pleasure in’ is 
trans. only in Mt. 12. 18 O.T. in x*B (al. eds, év), H. 10. 6, 8 O.T. 
(the LXx. here has 2)6€Axcas, elsewhere however it uses ev6. transi- 
tively e.g. Ps. 51. 18). (Arropeiobat te occurs in A. 25. 20 NABH’, 
CEL insert eis; nowhere else in the N.T. is the accus. found after 
am. or dvam. [occasionally in classical Greek after dz.], which take ev 
or wepi, both of which constructions occur in Herm. Sim. viii. 3. 1), 
Kavxao0a. ‘to boast,’ mainly intrans., is trans. in 2 C. 9. 2, 11. 30 
(with acc. of the thing). BAacdnpeiv is often transitive (a late use, not 
Attic), ets teva the Attic construction is found in Me. 3. 29 (om. «is 
D), L. 12. 10.2 (YPpr€ev is only used transitively.) “Opvivar is no 
longer used with accusative of that by which one swears, except in 
Ja. 5. 12; elsewhere it takes ¢v (eis) = Hebr. 2 Mt. 5. 34 etc, or (as 

is found as early as class. Greek) kutd twos H. 6. 13, 163° but 
opkifey vevd (evopx.) still keeps this accus. Mc. 5. 7, A. 19. 13, 1 Th. 
5. 27 (e€opxifw [D opx.] oe xara with genit. Mt. 26. 63, Herm. Sim. 
ix. 10. 5).° OptapBeveaw ‘to triumph’ is used transitively = ‘to lead in 
triumph’ in Col. 2. 15, and somewhat differently in 2 C. 2. 14 (‘to 
cause to go in triumph as a victor’; the use in the first passage may 
be paralleled by Plutarch Comp. Thes. et. Rom. 4). Maénrevew (a 
late word) is intrans., ‘to be a disciple,’ in Mt. 27. 57 v.L, but the 
passive €uaGy7e'On is read by xCD: trans., ‘to make a disciple,’ in 
A. 14. 21, Mt. 13. 52 (pass.), 28. 19.  "Epsropever Oar, a middle verb, is 
intrans. in Ja. 4. 13: trans. ‘to deceive’ in 2 P. 2. 3 (so eumoAav 
Soph. Ant. 1050).% ‘Iepovpyety (a late word) 7d evayyédvov (like 
O@voiav) occurs in R, 15. 16.3° ‘Yorepetv in the sense of ‘to be 
wanting’ (without a case in Jo. 2. 3, ep. Dioscor. 5. 86), is trans. in 
Mc. 10. 21 ev ce torepet RBC al. (coe AD al.), cp. Uxx. Ps. 22. 1 (else- 

1In L. 12. 15 (pare kal purdoceobe dard) the words xai dvd. are wanting in the 
Syriac version, and this same sense of ‘to beware of’ already belongs to 6pav = 
Br€érew ad, Mc. 8.15 opare (om. D, these two verbs cannot stand together) BAéere 
do, 12. 38 (on the other hand #déz. is also used transitively ‘to look at’ Mc. 
13. 9, 1 C. 1. 26 etc., and perhaps Ph. 3. 2 unless here it = guddocecfe). We 
also have mpocéxew dd Mt. 16. 6 (dpare nal mpoocéxere did, where dpare xal is 
wanting in the Latin witnesses). 

22 P. 2. 12 év ofs dyvootcw Bracdnuobrres ‘railing at those things in which 
they know nothing’ (the idea is expressed more intelligibly in Jd. Io). 

*"Tdoxec@ar auaprias H. 2. 17 is noticeable on account of the object, since 
the classical use is (é£):Adon. Gedy ‘to dispose Him to mercy towards one.’ But 
a similar use (=expiare) is also found in Lxx. and Philo. Deissmann, N. B. 52 
[= Bible Studies 224f.] compares also duapriay é&A. in Inscriptions, Ditten- 
berger Sylloge? 633. abedew, App. p. 311. 
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where the LXx. also has the dat. Buttm. 147; § 37, 3). The following 
are transitive in virtue of their composition with xardé (as in class. 
Greek): xataBpaBevey Col. 2. 18, KkataywviferOa H. 11. 33, xara- 
copiferbar A. 7. 19 (‘to get the better of’ etc.): with 8&4 (class. ) 
dvamopever Gor, duepyerOat, duamdeiv in Le., Acts, and Hebr. (in one 
sentence we have beside this the construction with 6a and the 
gemit., H. 11. 29 duéByoav tiv Odrdacoav ws dua Enpas yijs): with 
mapa Tapepxeo us (including Me. 6. 48): with wept reprépyerOue Tas 
otxias 1 Tim. 5. 13 (class.), wepetpexecy Me. 6. 55 (ditto), repurrqval 
auva A, 25. 7 (class.), wepedyecv (also intrans. § 53, 1) Mt. 9. 35, 23. 15, 
Me. 6. 6 (with v.l. ev in Mt. 4. 23): with mpé zpodyev Mt. 2. 9 ete. 
praecedere alquem (not class. in this sense), for which we have 
mpoepyerGae in Le. 22. 47 (D zponyev: there are difficult vil. atrois 
and atvor), ep. Me. 6. 33 (many vill, a difficult passaye):1 with tép 
virepexerv Ph. 4. 7 (ep. § 36, 8). 

2. Verbs with variable construction. Eé (kadds) roetv in Attic 
take the accus. in all cases, similarly Kak@s (ToAAG kaKd) Tovety Tove 
and the like; but in L. 6. 27 we have xaA@s roveire Tois —, Me. 14. | 
ed ovetv With dat. (this is wanting in x*)+“for the use of these verbs 
with the accus. cp. infra 4. But adedcctv and BAdrrev (a rare word) 
take tua in the N.T. as in Attic (Avotredety reve as in Att., but only 
in L. 17. 2 where D has cvpbépec); similarly kaxds Myav tiva, but 
ronly in A. 23. 5 O.T., for which elsewhere kakodoyetv Tuva is used in 
A. 19.9 etc., like evAoyeiv, besides which we further have xadds elraow 
imas, but only in L. 6. 26 (D iptv). (The simple éyev with accus. of 
the person = ‘to allude to anyone in one’s speech,’ is found in Jo. 1. 
15 [a v.lj, 8 27 [a v.L], Ph. 3. 18, as in classical Greek.) The 
following verbs of cognate meaning take the accusative: érnpedfew 
(Att. with dat.) teva Mt. 5. 44, L. 6. 28, 1 P. 3. 16: AvpatverOat rive 
A. 8. 3 (Att. teva and revi): Aoopetv teva Jo. 9. 28, A. 23. 4 (as in 
Att.) : dvedifev (Att. revi) teva Mt. 5. 11 etc. (in 27. 44 atro is a 
wrong reading for atrov): pépperOar adror's H. 8. 8 8*¥AD*al., avtois 
xBD*al. (the latter is the Attic use): katrapac@a. (Att. with dat.) 
with accus. in [Mt.] 5. 44 [D* tpiv], Me. 11. 21, L. 6. 28 (opin 
EHL al. Justin. Ap. i. 15), Ja. 3. 9 (ep. supra 1 PAacdypeir, 
tBpi¢ev, with which verbs this whole class, with the exception of «& 
wovety etc.,appears to have been brought into uniformity). "Evtpémeo Oat 
tia is ‘to be afraid of anyone’ (Polyb. and Acts; the earlier use 
with tivo = ‘to trouble oneself about’), cp. érauyvverGae supra | ; 
Backalvew Tivd ‘to envy,’ ‘bewitch,’ G.3. 1 (in Attic it perhaps also takes 
tivi like POovety?) ; mpookuvety t.va (Att.) occurs in Mt. 4. 10 O.T.S L. 4. 
S O.T., 24. 52 (om. D), Jo. 4. 22 bis, 23 (avr@ 8* ; in the same verse 
all mss. have t@ warpi), 9. 38 D: elsewhere with tu (a late use, 
Lobeck Phryn. 463) or absolute (zp. evry tevos L. 4. ae yovurrerety 

(Polyb.) twa Mt. 17. 14 (D omits atrév), Mc. 10. 17: without a 
case in Me. 1. 40, with éurpoobey Mt. 27. 29 (the dat. avr@ in the 
former passage has very slight support) ; edayyeA(geo8ar in Attic has 
accus. of the thing, dat. of the person: so also in L. 1. 19, 2. 10, 

ly, App. p. 329. aby. App. p. ll. 
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10.15. 1f. etc.: but it is also found with accus. of the person L. 3. 18 
evnyyedicero tov Auov and frequently in Luke and Acts, also G. 1. 9 
(ibid. 8 with dat.), 1 P. 1. 12531! qapawetvy (only in Luke, from the 
literary language) has accus. instead of the classical dat. A. 27. 22 
(construction like that of tapaxadeiv)?; xpiobar takes acc. in 1 C. 7. 
31 of ypwmevor Tov kiopov R*ABDFG, dat. accordittg to x°D°"EK ete. 
as in 9. 12, 18 ete. (cp. Buttm. p. 107); wevay and duWay take accus. 
THv dtxacoatvynv Mt. 5. 6 (class. gen.), elsewhere they are used with- 
out a case. 

3. The so-called accusative of the inner object or of content, found 
with intransitive and passive verbs and generally with any verb, is 
used in the N.T. practically in the same way as in the classical 
language (there being a special reason for its being kept, as the 
Hebrew had a similar usage). This accusative, whether it be that 
of a substantive which is radically connected with the verb or of one 
connected only in sense, in most cases requires, in order to have any 
raison @étre at all, to be more nearly defined by means of an adjective 
or a genitive, whereas the dative of verbal substantives when simi- 
larly used does not need this nearer definition, see § 38, 3. This is 
also occasionally omitted with the accusative, if the substantive has 
a more concrete meaning, as in Mt. 13. 30 (according to the correct 
reading of D Origen etc.) dijrare (avta) deopds (RBC etc. read eis 6.) 
‘into bundles,’ which is a quite different use from Mt. 12. 29 dijo 
tov iaxupov (acc. of the outer object), but at the same time is not 
entirely similar to the possible phrase detv decxv, since the acc. derpds 
denotes an external result or product of the action (cp. ofkodopetv 
oixiay L, 6. 48, wovety roinua, ypapev ypdypara); an object of this 
kind may then become the subject to a passive verb (G. 1. 11). A 
similar instance is L. 2. 8 fvAdocovres hudAakds of ‘watch duty,’ 
‘sentry duty’ (so in Xenoph. Anab. 2. 6. 10 etc.; also in LXx.), where 
pvAakyh expresses a definite objective kind of ¢vAdccev, and by no 
means expresses merely the abstract idea of the verb ; so ideiv dpapa 
A. 11. 5, 16. 10 (passively dpapa apf) 16. 9).2 But in other cases 
we have Mt. 2. 10 exdpynoav yapav peyddnv od8pa, Me. 4. 41 eho Bij Onocav 
pdBov péyav, Ap. 16. 9 éxavparicOncav Kavpa. péya, 1 P. 3. 14 Tov PoBov 
airay (‘fear of them’) pn doPyO7jre, Col. 2. 19 avfe (‘grows’) ripv 
avénow tov Geov. This closer defining of the noun is also not absent 
where the verb stands in a relative sentence: Jo. 17. 26 4) dyazmn a) 
yydrnods pe (fF according to D), Me. 10. 38 73 Bdérropa 5 éyo 
Parrifonat Barris Onvor, Herm. Mand. vii. 1 6 @oBos ov det ve HoBynOjva. 
To the same class of accusative belong the cases where, in place of 
the substantive with the word which more closely defines it, the 
latter word occurs alone, either in the gender of the substantive, 

1 But not with a double acc.; in A. 13. 32 ri... €mayyediay should be taken 
with the following clause. 

® Aiddoxev with dat. instead of acc. in Ap. 2. 14 rests on a reading which is 
quite uncertain. 

*But duaprdvovra aapriav 1 Jo. 5. 16 is more closely defined by wh mpds 
O@dvarov: cp. the following words éorw (‘there is’) duapria mpds 0. 
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which must then be supplied, as in L. 12. 47 f. dapyoeras roAAds, 
odtyas sc. wAynyds, or more commonly in the neuter: L. 5. 33 
vyTTEevovTL wuKVG (=muKVas vnotetas), 2 C,13, 1 TpiTov TovTO Epxopat 
(‘for the third time’), Ph. 1. 6 werorOas adrd rovro (‘having this confi- 
dence’), 2. 18, 1 ©. 9. 25 rdvra éyxpareverat (but in Herm. Mand. 
Vill. 2 €yxp. TO ~8vypov is an instance of a true objective acc., being 
opposed to rovety ro 7.: ibid. 2-12 the verb is also used with azo, 
genit., and inf.; cp. vyorevey tov Kéopov in the Adyia ’Inoov from 
Oxyrhynchus), 10. 33 wavra maow aperkw, 11. 2 TavTa pov pepvynode 
which is still more adverbial ‘in everything,’ ‘in every respect’; 76 
& avrd Ph. 2. 18, Mt. 27. 44 ‘in like manner’ (on which is modelled 
the concise phrase in 2 C. 6.13 thv att dvryuoOiav ‘in like manner 
in return,’ Fritzsche); pydév duaxpivduevos A. 10. 20, cp. 11. 12; 
2C. 12. 11 ovdey torepyoa,! ep. 11.5, Mt. 19. 20 ri turepo ; (‘ wherein 
am I still backward ?’ whereas tivos tor. =‘ what do I lack?’), 2 C. 
12. 13 ti eotev 6 yoowOyTe (similar sense); R. 6. ro 6 yap areOaver, 
tT apaptiy aréOavey -0 O€ Cy, Gy TO Oem, G. 2. 20 6 voy €O ev capki, 
ev riate. (o (the death that He died, the life that He liveth, or 
else =in that He died and liveth).* Still the use of these neuters 
in the N.T. is far less extensive than in the classical language. 

4, A double accusative is found mainly with a number of verbs 
which can take both a personal object as well as (in another relation) 
an object of the thing. Thus 8&8dexev with drocraciay rdévras 
tovs— A, 21. 21, ep. Me. 6. 34 avrots toAAd (where however zoAAd 
is rather to be regarded as acc. of the inner object),’ Jo. 14. 26 buds 
mavra, also H. 5. 12 tov dudoKev twas tuva (not tiva) ra orovyeta 
x.t.A, (thus the examples with this verb are not many): dvapipyyoKev 
1 C. 4. 17, trop. Jo. 14. 26. But xpimrav rivd re is not repre- 

sented, the phrase used being re aro (Hebr. 2) revos, Mt. 11. 25 
(am)éxpupas tatta ard copav (Herm. Sim. ix. 11. g) or the still more 
Hebraistic xkptWate nuas ard mpoowrov trov— Ap. 6. 16 (passively 
kexpuppévov am avtov L. 18, 34 [as incidentally also in Homer 
Odyss. 23. 110 Kexpuppeva am’ addAwv], exptBy ard opGadrpav cov 
19. 42). Alrety tivd te Mt. 6. 8 (D is different), Mc. 6. 22 fi etc., 
besides which zapa may be used of the person (class.) Jo. 4. 9, 
A. 9. 2 (the middle verb: this never takes double acc.), or dé 
Mt. 20. 20 BD (v.1. zap’), 1 Jo. 5. 15 8B (similar v.1.): épwrav (ask a 
question) teva to Mt. 21. 24, Mc. 4. 10. (The following are not 
found with double acc.: dcdarpetv, -etobar, the person being introduced 
by are L. 16. 3, or placed in the gen. he. D; L. 10. 42 ete.], as 
also in classical Greek: and aroorepeiv {the thing is placed in the 
gen. in 1 Tim. 6. 5, but there is a v.].]. TIoutv reva te ‘to do some- 
thing with’ occurs in Mt. 27. 22 ri (accus. of the predicate) roujow 
"Inootv, ep. Herm. Sim. i. 4 ti roujoess tov aypov, A. 12. 18 ti 6 
Ilérpos éyevero what was become of P.: Mc. 15. 12 is similar to the 
passage of Matthew, but D reads ro BactAet= what shall I do to? 
cp. supra 2; with the same meaning we have the construction ti revé 

e 

1The reading ovdéy (RBP ovdevds) xpetav txw Ap. 3. 17 can hardly be right. 
abv, App. p. dll. 
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Mt. 21. 40, L. 20. 15, A. 9. 13, Herm. Sim. v. 2. 2, ix. 11. 8: also 
A. 16. 28 pndev rpagys [in place of rowqons|] ceavt@ Kaxdv. In Attic 
the acc. must be used in all cases in this sense, supra 2, whereas 
movety Tivt Te ‘to do something for anyone,’ as in Mc. 7. 12, 10. 36, 
is also correct Attic Greek. Instead of woveiv ti tive we also have 
mw. TU ev Teve or ets Teva, Mt. 17. 12 [om. ev sD al.], I. 21. 31, Jo. 15. 21 
[outy AD? al.]; cp. Kadov epyov aypydoaro ev euot Me. 14. 6, eis epeé 
Mt. 26. 10 [Attic has épy. with double acc.]; ottws yevnzar ev éepoi 
10. 9. 15, ep. L. 21. 31 [Buttm. p. 130]). The double acc. is also 
found after verbs of putting on and putting off: evdidvoKesv, éxded, Tid 
ame Mt. 27. 31, Me. 15. 17, 20, L. 15. 22; hence we have also in the 
N.T. (not class.) wepeBdrArAev teva te L. 23. rr AD al. (om. atrov 
xB al.), Jo. 19. 2 (but not with wepiriBevar which takes tivi te 
Mt.:27. 28, nor with wepsParrAccy when used in other connections, 
see L. 19. 43). Also with xpéev: H. 1. 9 O.T. teva €Aacov, a Hebraic 
use (but in Ap. 3. 18 the acc. xoAAvproy ‘must certainly be taken in 
connection with ayopiva, not with €yypioar). With causitive verbs 
this use is more developed than in classical Greek: morifev tia 
woTiptov Me. 9. 41, ytrAa 1 C. 3. 2, ‘to make to drink,’ ep. Plat. 
Phaedr. 247 E (so also Ywpuifw in the LXxX., ‘to make to eat’: in 
1 C. 13. 3 with the ace. of the thing only, cp. Winer, § 32, note 4), 
hoprifey ‘to make to carry’ J. 11. 46, opx(tew and evopx. (strictly ‘to 
make to swear by,’ Hdt. efopxoty riva to Xrvyods vowp 6. 74) ‘to adjure 
by’ Mc. 5. 7 etc., vide supra 1.—Im addition there are the instances, 
few in number, where the acc. of the inner and of the outer object 
are found together: Jo. 17. 26 a dyary iv (4) according to D) 
nyamnods pe, BE. 2. 4 Tv ay. WV nyarnoev yas, L. 4. 35 pndev BAaYpas 
autov, G. 5, 2 tyuas ovdev wpeAioe, 4. 12, A. 25. 10, Mt. 27. 44, 
Me. 6. 34 (supra). 

d. A different class of double accusative is that where one acc. is 
the acc. of the predicate, the construction corresponding to that of 
intransitive and passive verbs with a double nom. This class is used 
after verbs of making (rotety avrov Pucrd€a Jo. 6.15 [many vIl.], ep. sup. 
4, ov eOnxev KAnpovopov H. 1. 2, tis we Katertycev kpitiv L. 12. 14): 
having and taking (A. 13. 5 «ixov “lwavyy tanpéeryy, Ja. 5, 10 trddeypyu. 
AaBere Tors rpopytas): designating, cilling (Jo. 10. 35 éxelvous etre 
Geos, 15. 15, Mc. 10. 18 ré pre A€yers ayabov; L. 1. 59 exdAow aiird 
Zaxupiav: in Hebraic style 1. 13, 31 caAéres 7d dvopa aurov ’lwavyy, 
"Inoovr, cp. the passive éxAOn 70 ov. a. "Incots 2. 21, Buttm. p. 1321) :* 
confessing, ouoroyetv avtoy Xpiotdv Jo. 9. 22 (with efvar D), 1 Jo. 4. 2 
(acc. and inf. B), 2 Jo. 7: regarding, (Ph. 3. 7 tatra ajynuae Cypiar, 
ibid. 8 with «vas introduced, which is elsewhere always wanting 
with yetrGat, whereas vice vers4 vopifev and twroAapBdavery do not 
appear with a double acc.;’ A. 20. 24 rovotinan tiv Wuyi Tipiav, but 
there is a v.l. in which rovobdpuace is replaced by ¢yw, for which in this 
sense [ = Lat. habere] cp. L. 14. 18 €ye pe rapyrnpévov, Ph. 2. 29: 
exev with ws Mt. 14. 5, 21. 26, lke AoyiferOar ws 1 ©. 4. 1, 2 C. 
10. 2 (pass. R. 8. 36, vide infra), syetoGur ws 2 Th. 3. 15, Clem. 

2The dat. is used ‘with émxadeiv dvoua in Mt. 10. 25 B¥, cp. § 37, 7. 

a>, App. p. 311. 
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Cor. i. 5. 6, Herm. Vis. i. 1. 7):! proving (ruvrdvar G. 2. 18, but 
euvTous ws Geod didkover 2 C. 6. 4; on 2 C. 7. 11 see § 36, 2 note), 
(feigning, vmoxpiopevovs éavtods Sixaiovs L. 20. 20 D). Beside 
these double accusatives we occasionally find «is prefixed to the 
predicate, showing Hebrew influence (cp. § 33, 3), A. 13. 22 syepev 
avrois Tov Aavid ew BactAéa, 47 O.T., 7. 21; Mt. 21. 46 ets rpodirny 
(ws ap. CD al.) avrov efyov (more frequent in Lxx.; Clem. 
Cor. i. 42. 4 xaOicravov eis érurkdmous); the inserted ws (other 
instances Siven above) may also be a Hebraism, cp. éAoyioOnpev ws 
Kh. 8. 36 O.T. (Hebr. 2).4—One may refer to this class of double ace. 
LL. 9. 14 KkataxXivate airots kAuwias ava mevTijKovta, cp. Mc. 6. 39; 
again Mt. 13. 30 deity atra deopds, supra 3; and the classical dcacpeiv 
tu Sto pépn, Kithner-Gerth ii. 323. 

6. The passives of the verbs specified in 4 (with which verbs when 
used in the passive the person and not the thing usually becomes 
the subject) occasionally &ppear with the object of the thing:’ 
2 Th. 2. 15 tas wapadoces as edudayOnre, 1 OC, 12. 13 ev rvetpa 
erotiaOnuev (of course evdedupevos, wepiBeBAnpevos also take this 
object, but they are middle and not passive);? we further have 
(formed after the classical weiOew Tivd tt) wereiopeOa TA Kpeiooova 
H. 6.9, and Ph. 3. 8 7a ravra éeypidOnv, Mt. 16. 26 rTHv Yuyrjy atrod 
(jypuwly (cp. Mc. 8. 36, L. 9. 25), opposed to Kepdaivery, and formed 
on the model of (yyroty tive Gpiav, but with a further derivative 
sense of the verb=to lose.? Since moreover the person who is 
expressed by the dative after the active verb may become the 
subject to the passive verb (cp. § 54, 3), such passives may also 
appear with the acc. of the thing: reriorevpar 7d evayyédvov G. 2. 7, 
olkovopiav mertcateypar 1 C. 9. 17, R. 3. 2, Tiyv GAvow repixerpar 
A. 28. 20 (active wepiriOevas tiv tr), H. 5. 2 (also L. 17. 2 according 
tod Aifov pvdArkev reprexerto: Herm. Vis. v. 1, Sim. vi. 2.5). Finally 
we have (formed after dey abrot zodas Mt. 22. 13) dedeevos TOUS TOOAg 

Jo. 11. 44, dvefOGappevoe tov votv 1 Tim. 6. 5, peparticpervon Tas Kapdtas, 
AeAovpévor 76 coua H. 10. 22 f., according to a general usage of the 
Greek language, which is employed with still greater freedom 
especially by St. Paul: xatrxotpevos tov Adyov G. 6. 6 ‘he who is 
instructed in the gospel,’ cp. A. 18. 25, 21. 24, L. 1. 42, while with 
the active verb the person is the object, never the thing; 
TerAnpwpéevor Kaprov Sexacorvvys Ph. 1. 11, ep. Col. 1. 9, ‘with the 
fruit’ (a Hebraism, Exod. 31. 3 evérAnoa atrov rvetpa codias) 5 THY 
aimny eikdva petapoppotueOa 2 C. 3, 18 ‘into the same image’; (on 
Thy aura avryucOiay rraTIVvOnTe ibid. 6. 13 cp. supra 4, and for Tov 
atrov tpérov infra 7; dvadavevtes Tv Kirpov A. 21. 3 1s a wrong 
reading for avadavavres). 

1Hermas also has (Sim. viii. 3. 4) yva@on avrovs mdvras rovs x.7.A. ‘wilt 
recognise them to be those who’ etc. av, App. p. 311. 

2Tnstead of the acc. with repeBddr\er@ac the Apocalypse has év with dat. in 
3. 5, 4. 4 (here AP omit év); so too Mt. 11. 8, L. 7. 25 nugditeouévov év uwadraxois. 

3 Hat. 7. 37 is wrongly adduced as a parallel: rhy puxjy twos (his son’s) 
énuo0c0a (to lose as a punishment): the Mss. have ry Yuxp. 
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.ce with adjectives and the like has 
.. since this function is mostly taken 

ane ~~ Mt. 27. 57 rovvopa ‘by name’ (class. ; 
clser he the dative, 8 ve 6. 10 Tov paris ws eee H. 
ee C1O: OUOEAT a cee mpos Tov Geov. But this same phrase 
“TT murs SPX“PS 17, together with the phrases R. 12. 18 rd ¢& 
Ta Tpus Tov Geov R. g Stee 8 ee dG tor ede tac ane a 
ipav — cipnvetovres »- 5 To KATA Gapka an . 19 cA ep VELY a 

vl. th Ka@’ ele 1D has already become an adverbial accusative, 
on , TOMMY Ta TOAAG, (V.). woAAGaKis) R. 15. 22, £0 wreirrov 

similar to evex: 1C. 14.2 ee: ENS Pe a ie ee 
(at most) rf - rs 27, TO TpOTEpoYV, TO TWPWTO p- § » 95 

Sead? hae daily’ L. 1¥. 47, 11. 3, A. 17. 11, 28 D, 19. 9 D the 
TO ROD ean O ‘ > decAcvov' ‘in the after- Sele meaningless, cp. 70 mpwt 5, 21 D, 70 devAcvov' ‘in the after- 
aon? 31D (infra 8) ;¢70 Aouzrov and Aourov ‘for the rest,’ ‘now, 
cap dy’ Mt. 26. 45=Me. 14. 41 (in both passages a _v.J. without 
sj A. 27. 20 (A.), 2 C0. 13. 11 (A.), E. 6. 10 70 A. (R*¥ AB rov Aourovd 
henceforth,’ see § 36, 13), and frequently in the Pauline Epp., also 
H. 10. 13. (also Attic); ro viv €yov A. 24. 25 ‘for the present’ 
(Lucian and others); 75 reAos ‘finally’ 1 P. 3. 8, THv apxyv ‘from 
the beginning,’ ‘at all’ Jo. 8. 25. Again, the phrases ov zpdrov 
Mt. 23. 37 and passim, tov dpovov tpdzov Jd. 7 come under the head 
of accusative of the inner object (besides which we have the dat. 
Ph. 1. 18 ravri tpdr, § 38, 3, and xa@ ov tp. A. 15. 11, 27. 25, ep. 
aos: Bye By eS), 

8. Accusative of extension in space and time: L. 22. 41 drecrac6n 
am’ atrov woet AiBov Body, 2. 44, Jo. 6. 19, answering the question 
How far? where the acc. may be regarded as a kind of object of 
the thing; Jo. 2. 12 €uevay od roAAds pépas, answering the 
question How long? (to be similarly explained, cp. the dat. § 38, 5); 
as to Mt. 20. 2 cupdwveiv ex dnvapiov (‘at a denarius’) THyv péepar, 
‘a day,’ ‘per day,’ vide § 36, &° Further, vixta kat apéepav ‘day and 
night’ Me. 4. 27, L. 2. 37, A. 26. 7; ras npepas — ras vi«ras L. 21. 37 
‘during the days, the nights’; juépav e€ ypyepas 2 P. 2. 8 is classical. 
This accusative appears to go beyond its own department in the 
phrases 7d deAcvov, 7d mpwi (see 7), where the question asked is 
When? (cp. pécov ayepas LXX. Dan Sus. 7) 52 as it does moreover 
in its use with #pa (occurring in classical Greek): Jo. 4. 52 éy6és 
wpayv eBddunv, Ap. 3. 3 wotav woav, A. 10. 30 (and verse 3 with v.l. 
aepl wpav é€vatyv as in verse g), cp. Aesch. Hum. 159 dpav otdevds 
kowvyv, Eurip. Bacch. 722 tyv tetaypernv wpay, Aristot. ’Af. ToArr. 
cap. 30 ad fin. tv dpay tiv rpoppyGeioav, Demosth. 54. 4 etc. (= eis 
epav, ‘at the hour,’ ert 7. wpav A. 3. 1), although the N.T. has also 
moia wpa and similar phrases, for which and for the encroachment 
of the dat. on the functions of the accus. see § 38, 4 and 5. A 
peculiar idiom is found in A. 27. 33 recoaperxaidexatny orjpepov 
€ 

neepayv, 2.€. ‘it is to-day the 14th day since’ etc., ‘to-day is the | , y y 

7. The accusative of referjy 
a very limited use in the N 

1" Oder Oardcons Mt. 4. 15 O.T. isa literal rendering of the Hebr. 7713 = versus, 
which appears elsewhere in the Lxx., e.g. Deut. 11. 30. 

2 Cp. also LXX. Ti peonuBplay Gen. 43. 16, 7d rpwi Ex. 7. 15. See Sophocles 
Lexic. p. 44. #°y. App. p. 311. 
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14th day in succession that,’ cp. Demosth. tpirov éros rovri, ‘it is 
now the third year that.—In answer to the question How far 
distant ? beside the accus. (L. 24. 13 dwéxovrav oradious éfijxovta 
amo “lepovo., cp. A. 1. 12), we find also dré with the genitive, 
probably a Latinism (a millibus passuum duobus, Caes. B. G. 2. 7): 
Jo. 11. 18 hv By@avia eyyts rov ‘Tep., os dri cradiov Sexarévre, cp. 

(21. 8, Ap. 14. 20, Herm. Vis.-iv. 1. 5 (Diod., Plut. ete.; W. Schulze, 
Graeca Latina, 15 ff.). 

® 

§ 35. THE GENITIVE. 

1. By far the most extensive use of the genitive is that by which it 
defines a noun more closely after the manner of an adjective, and 
like an adjective either as attribute or predicate ; in the latter case 
the genitive is said to be dependent on «iva: (yiverOu etc.). The 
kind of relation which exists between the genitive and its noun 
can only be decided by the sense and context: in the N.T. this 
is often purely a matter of theological interpretation, which cannot 
form part of the teaching of a grammatical work. The place of 
the noun, which is defined by the genitive, may also be taken by 
a pronoun and more especially by the article. We select here only 
the points that”are worthy of note. 

2. Genitive of origin and membership.—As in the classical 
ginguage, the genitive is used where a particular person is indicated 
by the mention of his father, léxkwBov tov tot ZeBedaiov Mt. 4. 21 
etc., a use in which the introduction of vids is perfectly admissible, 
"lodvyv tov Zaxaptov vidv L. 3. 2; in the case of the sons of Zebedee, 
if named together, viot (almost) always appears, Mt. 26. 37, 27. 56, 
Me. 10. 35, L. 5. 10, only in Jo. 21. 2 ABL al. read ot rod Z., while 
ot viot Z. is read by RDE; where vids is omitted the introduction 
of one article, contrary to the usual classical practice, causes the 
insertion of the article with the other noun as well, thus Aaviéd 
tov 70 "lexoat A. 13, 22 O.T., ep. § 46, 10 (but without an article 
"lovéav Xiwwvos "loxapudtov Jo. 6. 71 ete. similarly in Greek style 
Sdmatpos I'ppov Bepotuios A. 20. 4). Indication of the .mother by 
her son’s name: Me. 15. 40 (ep. Mt. 27. 56) Mapia 1 *laxwBov rot 
uxpov Kal "Iwontos pitnp, Whence in verse 47 M. 7 ’Iwojjros, 15. 1 

M. 7) ‘JaxwBov as in L. 24. 10 (the article with the gen. is in this 
case neglected except in Mt. 27. 56 7 tov ‘Iax.—pyrnp). Of the 
wife by her husband’s name (this is also classical): Mt. 1. 6 rijs rod 
Orpiov, Jo. 19. 25 Mapp 1) roo KAwzra.! Whether in the case of, 
the apostle called “IovSas “IaxaPov L. 1. 16, A. 1. 13, vids or in- 

. accordance with Jd. 1 adeAdds is to be supplied (the latter is 
grammatically admissible : cp. Tipoxparns O Mytpodwpov sc. ad, 

Alciphron Ep. ii. 2) is a question which need not be discussed here. 
- Membership in a family (including a family of slaves): tav XAdys 
1C. 1. 11, rots (sc. brethren, Christians) e« tov (se. slaves) ’“Apurro- 
BovAov, Napxiocov R. 16. 10 f. Ytds occurs in a metaphorical sense 

1The v.L in A. 7. 13 rév vidv ‘Euuap tot Zuyéu (DH; al. év 2. or Tob év 3.) 
is explained by Gen. 33. 19 as'E. warpds =., which in any case 1s wrong. 
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(a common Hebraism): 1 Th. 5. 5 viot pwros eore kat viol ipuepas ; 
hence with omission of vios, the genitive being also used predicatively, 
OvK expev vUKTOS Ovde GKdTOVS 1 Th. 5. 6, yeEpas ovres 8, ep. H. 10. 39 
ovK écpev troctoAns —aAAd riorews.2 Possession or discipleship : 
ot tov Xpiorov 1 C. 15. 23; as predicate, A. 27. 36 Tov Geot of ets, 
R. 8. 9 ofros otk eoriv avrov (Xp.), 1 C. 1. 12,43. 4 éyo pe cis 
IlavAov ete., 6. 19 ovK ere Eavtoy (‘do not belong to yourselves,’ ep. 
20), 3. 21 TavTa tov exte (= vpeTepa, cp. § 48, 7); L. 20. 14; A.1.7 
ovX vpov ext. yvovas ‘does not belong to you,’ ‘is not your concern, 
2 P. 1. 20 rpodyreia idias ertAvoews ov yiverar; H. 5. 14 TeActwy eorriv 
9 oTepea tpody) ; Herm. Sim. vill. 7. 6 1) (wi) ravrTwy exti Tov —, cp. 
A. 10. 36 after the removal of the interpolated xvpios, A. 20. 3 
(Thue. 1. 113).—The use of ev, ets with the genitive of the house of 
anyone is not found in the New Testament, nor yet the phrases er, 
eis Atéov (as in Clem. Cor. i. 4. 11), instead of which we have ev To 
aon L. 16. 22, eis adnv A, 2. 27 O.T. (gdov EP and some Mss. of the 
LXX.), 31 (a50v ACDEP). 

3. Objective genitive. Noteworthy instances are Mt. 24. 6 dxoat 
7ToA¢uwv ‘rumours of wars’: A. 4. 9 etepyeria av@purov ‘to a man’: 
hi. 10. 2 GpAos Geod ‘concerning God’ (Jo. 2.17 O.T. 6 € Tov otkov cov): 
Jo. 7. 13, 20. 19 da tov PdBov trav lovdaiwy ‘fear of the Jews.’ 
Further instances: Mt. 13. 18 7)v rapaBodrijyv rod oreipovtos (cp. 36) 
about, of: 1 C0. 1. 6 7d pupripiov rod Xpiorot, 1. 18 6 Adyos 6 Tov 
otavpov, Mt. 4 23 ete. To evayyerAvov THs BacctAretas, Mc. 1. 1 7o evoyy. 
‘Incov Xp.; phrases similar to the last are frequent in St. Paul 
(besides this use we have evayy. Geot in R. 1. 1 and elsewhere, 
denoting the author, the meaning being there explained by wepi tov 
viov avTov In verse 3; TO evayy. wou R. 2. 16, 16. 25, ep. 2C. 4. 3,’ 
2 Tim. 2. 8, denoting the preacher; and 70 evayy. ris dxpoBvarrtias 
G. 2. 7= ‘among,’ ‘to,’ similar to the use of evayyeAtCer Gus tiv; but 
evayy. Maréaiov etc. would be presumptuous and false, as if the 
individual evangelist bad a special gospel proceeding from himself,’ 
therefore xara M. etc. is used, 7.¢. according to Matthew’s presenta- 
tion of it). Other objective genitives are wiotis "Inoot Xp. R. 3. 224 
etc., for which we also have 7. ets Tov kipiov "I. Xp. A. 20. 21 etc. and 
ev Xp. I. 1 Tim. 3. 13 ete.: vraxon tov Xp., 77s wiorews, 7. dAnOeias 
2C. 10.5, KR. 1.5, 1 P. 1. 22 etc. whereas aydry rot Geot can be 
both subjective and objective, but in dccacootvy 7. 6. and dex. ris 
miorews the gen. indicates the author and the cause respectively, 
hence 7 & 6. duc. Ph. 3. 9, 7 €« wiotews 6. R. 9. 30, also dka riorews 
Ph. 3.9. In R. 2. 7 tropom epyov ayafot ‘endurance in’ is also a 
kind of objective genitive ; on the other hand 1 Th. 1. 3 rijs iroporijs 
Tis €Aridos is parallel with the phrases rot epyov ths TicTews and Tod 
KoTov THs ayarns, and is rather to be regarded as subjective, express- 
Ing patient hope in conjunction with active faith (cp. G. 5. 6) and _ 
labouring love. 

4. The genitive of the whole or partitive genitive has not altogether 
died out, although its place has been taken to a great extent by the 
periphrasis with ¢«£ (azo, ev).° Mt. 5. 29 fi ev tov pedAwv cov, 6. 29 

abedev, App. p. 31. 
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ev rovtwv, 10, 42 eva TOV puKpov TovTwr etc.; but 10. 29, 18. 12 év eg 
avrav, 26. 21 els e& tpov etc.: in Mt. 6. 27, 7. 9, L. 11. 5, 12. 25 and 
elsewhere ris €€ tpav ; and, generally speaking, in the case of ris the 
gen. appears more frequently with e€ than without it (Mt. 22. 28 has 
Tivos tov éxtd, but twv éxtd appears not to be geniine: Mc. 12. 23 
tivos avTov, here alSo the gen. is wanting in Ack: L. 7. 42 ris avruv, 
but avr. is omitted by D ete.: 14. 5 rivos ipov, D e€ tyav: 20. 33 
Tivos avTav, but avr. om. &*e ff,? so that the only certain instances of 
the simple gen. remaining are A. 7. 52, H. 1. 5, 13). With rus, 
however, the reverse is the case, the simple gen. preponderating 
(except in John); with exacros it is found exclusively ; but mas é& 
twov L, 14. 33. This use of é€ can hardly be called classical 
(although povos ¢£ dravtwv and similar phrases occur),! still it is 
more classical than that of a76 in Mt. 27. 21 tiva dzd rov S00; “the 
use of ev also has classical precedent, Ja. 5. 13, 14, 19, 1 C. 15. 12 
tis ev vpiv, A. 5, 34 Tis Ev TH wvvedpio (D éx Tov cvvedpiov); cp. on the 
periphrasis for the partitive gen. with verbs, § 36, 1. ‘This gen. is 
used predicatively in dy eorev “Ypevacos 1 Tim. 1. 20, A. 23. 6: with 
ex Jo. 18. 17, L. 22. 58,1 C.12. 15 fi (Clem. Cor. ii. 14. 1, 18. 1). 
The following is noticeable: ta atra tov rabypdtwov 1 P. 5. 9 
(strictly incorrect)—The employment of the partitive gen. or a 
periphrasis for it as subject or object of the sentence is peculiar: 
Jo. 16. 17 elrov &k tov pabynrov attod (some of his disciples) wpés 
uddjArovs, 7. 40 €K TOU dxAOV aKotoavTes — Eeyor,? Tapayevopevwv ek 
THs woAews L. 8. 35 D (some men of the town), A. 21. 16 cvvnAOov 
dé cat (ex add. E) tov pa@yrov dard Kawrapeias,? 19. 33 é€x tov dxAov 
(sc. trvés), Ap. 11. 9, L. 21. 16 Gavarwoovor €€ ipov (se. tevds), 
ll. 49,"Mt. 23. 34, Ap. 2. 10, 2 Jo. 4; it even takes the place of a 
dative in Jo. 3. 25 éyevero (ytnows ex Tov pabntev "Iwdvov peta 
Tovdatov (-wv) ‘on the part of some of the disciples,’ cp. A. 15. 2.° 
This form of expression is due to Hebrew influence (Pa), although 
in isolated cases the genitive is also so used in Attic (Xenoph. Anab. 
3, 5. 16: Hellen. 4, 2. 20).—To the class of partitive genitives 
belongs also the gen. of the country, added to define the particular 
place intended, and always with the article (§ 46, 11): Naape@ ris 
Tadcrkaias Mt. 21. 11, Me. 1. 9, Kava ris Tad. Jo. 2. 1, Tapods rijs 
KeAcktas A. 22. 3, with modus 21. 39, 16. 12 ares (BiAurmor) eortiv 
apatns (as should be read) pepidos tis Maxedovias réAts. As a 
definition of time: (dye caBBdérwov Mt. 28. 1, but not ‘late on the 
Sabbath,’ since the next clause and Mc. 16.1 show that the meaning 
must be ‘after the Sabbath ’4), Sts tov caBRdrov ‘twice in the week’ 
L. 18. 12. <A further instance may be noticed: L. 19. 8 ra Hyicea 
(ra jsocv AR[D]) rev irapyxdvrev with classical assimilation to the 
gen. instead 76 tucv (Kihner-Gerth 11.3 279, 4 qpicea ras yijs); 

1 Mévos in the N.T. is never more nearly defined by a reference to the whole 
of which it is a part. 

2 WonAof is an interpolation of TAA al. 

3 Here however rives Trav may have dropped out after ug@yrdv, since a second 
article is required. abedy, App. p. 312. 
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elsewhere we have 7uicv Karpov Ap. 12. 14 (ep. 11. 9, 11 without a 
genitive), éws juicovs ts Paotdcias Me. 6. 23, like 7d dexarov 
(sc. pépos) THs moAews Ap. Ll. 13. 

5. A nearer definition of any kind by means of quality, direction, 
aim etc. is expressed by the genitive in a long series of phrases, 
some of which obviously take their origin from Hebrew (in which 
language the adjective is but slightly developed): pioGov rhs ddixias 
A. 1. 18, p. 46. 2 P. 2. 15, 6 oixovdpuos ths adixias L. 16. & rot papwva 
THS 40. 9, 0 Kpitns T. ad. 18. 6=0 adexos (cp. 16. IF ev TH adixkw 
papwva): Kapdta mtovynpa amuorias H. 3. 12, priyyara BAacdypius A. 
6. 12 w*D with v.l. PAdopypa, cp. Ap. 13. 1, 17. 3, yoA) wexpias 
A. 8. 23, pi€a mexpias H. 12. 15 cp. Luxx. Deut. 29. 18,1 A. 9. 15 
oKevos exAoyyns = exAextov (in R. 9. 22 f. oxe’n opyis, ox. éA€ovs are 
different, being equivalent to persons who bear the wrath or the 
mercy), ot Adyou THS xapitos L. 4. 22, TaOy atipias RK. 1. 26, 6 otvos 
Tov Gupotv Ap. 14. 10 etc. (where there is no equivalent adjective 
which could replace the gen.), 73 copa THs dpaprias R. 6. 6, 7d o. 
tou Oavarov 7. 24 (cp. Ovnrov o. 6. 12, 8. 11), 7. oO. THS TaTEevicEWs 
ypov and t,o. THs O6€ns avtov Ph. 3, 21, 7. o. THs capKos Col. 1. 22, 
2. 11 etc. The reverse order of words e.g. ext rroitov adnAdrytt = 
adiAw wrovrTw 1 Tim. 6. 17 (€v Kacvoryte (was R. 6. 4=€v xarvy Con, 
but cp. 7. 6) may be paralleled from the classical language (W. 
§ 34, 3). Further noticeable instances are ayepa opyns, cwTnpios 
émurxomrys etc. after Hebrew models R. 2. 5, 2C. 6. 2 O.T., 1 P 
2. 12, also avadecfews L. 1. 80, in which there is nothing remarkable 
but the Hebraic substitution of ayepa for ypdvos (ot ypdvoe Tis 
aiperews Aeschin. 2. 58): avacrracis (ws and xpioews ‘to life’ ete. 
Jo. 5. 29 (a. ets (wiv LXX. 2 Macc. 7. 14): 6506 eOvwv Mt. 10. 5, odov 

(a kind of preposition like 5"Xj, § 34, 8, note 1) @aAdgons 4. 15 O.T.: 
instances with the meaning fo, as 17) @tpa rav mpoBatwv Jo. 10. 7, 
miorews A. 14. 27 (but 6. rot Adyou Col. 4. 3=a door by which the 
word enters), petocxeria BafvAwvos Mt. 1. 11 f., 2) Suacropa roev 
‘HAAqvev Jo. 7. 35: with the meaning wnong (from), xivduvvor roTapar, 
Aystav 2 C. 11. 26, followed by ¢€ eOvav, év Oardooy, etc.—To the 
gen. of content belongs among other instances Jo. 21. 8 7d dtxrvov 
tav txGiwv (like class. rAota ocrov); to the gen. of apposition 
(Kihner-Gerth ii.3 264 d), 2.¢. where the genitive takes the place of 
a word in apposition with another, 2 C. 5. 5 rov dppaBava rod 
avevyatos (‘which consists in’ etc.), R. 4. 11 onpetov reprtopas (repitopijy 
AC*), Jo. 2. 2 Tov vaod Tod owpates aitod, K. 4. 9 Ta Kardrepa [yepy} 
TS yns (not partitive, see Win. § 59, 8, but perhaps gen. of the 
thing compared) etc.; also 2 P. 2. 6 wéAes Noddpwv Kat Topudppas 
like “IAtov wéAvv Hom. Il. 5, 642 etc. (this construction occurs here 
only in the N.T., since roAcews Ovareipwv A. 16. 14 is the gen. of 
mods Ovdrepa, like wéAa “Iér7y 11.5; cp. also 2 C. 11. 32 riv 
mow Aapockyvév, Ap. 3. 12, 18. 10, 21, 21. 2, 10).—On the gen. 

1M ris éorw év tulv pita dvw pvovea ev xorq cai mexpig; but pifa mexpias is read 
by cod. AF, and évox\q for év y. by B¥AF*, and this was the reading followed 
by the author of the Ep. to the Hebrews. 
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with adjectives and participles used substantivally see § 47, 1.— 
The gen. is used predicatively (supra 2 and 4), denoting quality, 
in Me. 5. 42 jv erav dddexa, L. 2. 42 dre eyévero éerav dédexa (D is 
different),! H. 12. 11 waca ratdeta od Soxet yapas efvar, dAAG Avrns. 

6. As in classical Greek, there is nothing to prevent two genitives 
of different meaning from being connected with a single substantive: 
2C. 5. 1%) eriyeos Hpov oixia Tov oKjvous, possessive gen. and gen. 
of appositign, Ph. 2. 30 7d tpov (subjective) torépnyua THs pds pe 
Aetroupytas (objective), Ap. 7. 17, 2 P. 3. 2 ths Tov arooroAwy vpov 
(‘apostles sent éo you’) evroAns Tod Kupiov Kat cwrypos (closely with 
aroor. ‘sent from etc. to’).2 In most cases, however, if several 
genitives stand together, one of them is dependent on the other, 
a practice through which writers, especially St. Paul, are occasionally 
brought to a really burdensome accumulation of words: 2 C. 4. 5 
Tov duotispov Tov evayyedtov (‘which proceeds from the gospel’) 77s 
do€ns (content) rod Xpirrov, H. 1. 6 es erarvoy dd€ns (a single idea, 
cp. Ph. 1. 17 «is d0€av Kai eratvov) THs yaptTos avtou,? 4, 13 eis péTPOV 
nrtKias TOU TANnpwpatos TOU Xpiorov, 1. 18, 19, Col. 2. 12, 1 Th. 1. 3 
THS Vropovans THs eAwidos (Supra 3) Tov Kupiov tpaov;* Ap. 14. 8 ék 
Tov otvov Tov Gvpovd (supra 5) THs wopveias adtys, unless Tot Ovpov 
should be removed from this passage and from 18. 3 (with Griesbach) 
as an interpolation from 14. 10, 16. 19 70 worjpiov Tov otvov Tov 
Avpnov THS Opyns avTod (avTov om. &), 19. 15 THY Anvov ToD oivoY Tov 
Ovpov THs opyns tov Geov. The last genitive of the series is usually 
a possessive (Buttm. 136). In order that some clue may be left for 
the understanding of the construction, it is necessary (and also in 
conformity with Hebrew precedent) that the governing genitive 
should always stand before the dependent genitive, while in the 
case where two genitives are dependent on a single noun, one is 
placed before and the other after the noun, see the instances given 
above (Buttm. 135 f.). It has further been maintained (ibid. p. 
294 f.), that in a case where a genitive without the article dependent 
on a preposition governs another genitive, the former must always 
occupy the first place: in the same way that a word in any case 
without an article usually, though not always (Mt. 13. 33 es dAe’pou 
gata tpia) precedes the genitive which it governs. Exceptions 
however must be admitted in the former case as well; Mt. 24. 31 

e 

1 Here also belongs Ap. 21. 17 éuérpnoev TO Tetxos avras éxaTov — rnxXar, = 
‘amounting to 100 cubits,’ cp. ibid. 16. 

2 However, there is so much obscurity and harshness in this passage that 
one is justified in supposing some corruption of the text (ris <dd> Tov arodr. ? 
cp. the Syriac). 

3DE read tis 54fys, which would necessitate the rendering ‘the praise of 
, the glory of His grace’; cp. 1. 12 eis ér. (rs add. A) dbEns abrod, 14 eis er. rijs 
(r#s om. &) ddEys avrod. 

4 Here further, the possessive }ugv is dependent on the first of the two geni- 
tives in each case épyou, xésrov, Urouorjs, according to the prescribed rule (see 
below in the text); but the Western and Syriac ss. put this duay after ricrews, 
and some of these also make the sentence much smoothgr by reading the acc. 
To épyov — Toy Kdrov — Thy UTopovny. 
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peta oddrivyyos dwvis peyddys, if the reading is correct,! means 
‘with a loud trumpet-sound’ (ep. H. 12. 19, Ap. 1. 10, 4. 1, 8. 13), 
and 2 C. 3. 18 dé Kveiov rveduaros ‘from the spirit of the Lord,’ 
cp. verse 17.2. Also Barricpov ddaxys H. 6. 2 (unless B is right in 
reading dav) can only mean ‘teaching of baptisms.’ 

§ 36. CONTINUATION: GENITIVE WITH VERBS, ETC. 

1. The genitive is used in Greek in connection with verbs in a 
series of instances where the partitive meaning is obvious. In the 
N.T. this partitive genitive with verbs is replaced, even more fre- 
quently than in the other cases mentioned (§ 35, 4), by a periphrasis 
with a preposition (or the use of another case). It is true that 
peTadapBavey ‘to partake of’ always has the gen. (A. 2. 46, 27. 33 f., 
2 Tim. 2. 6, H. 6. 7, 12. 10; the verb has a different meaning in 
the combination ka:pov perardaBwv A, 24. 25 = Polyb. 2, 16. 25 =‘to 
get [an opportunity] later’); so also peréyev in 1 C. 9. 12, 10. 21, 
H. 2. 14, 5. 13, 7. 13, though per. ex is found as well in 1 C. 10. 17, 
and just as these constructions with the gen. are limited to Luke, 
Paul, and Hebrews, so xorvwveiv tivos only appears in H. 2. 14, while 
Paul, Peter, and John say kowwveiy tive (using the dat. not only 
of the person as in classical Greek, but also of the thing as in 
R. 15. 27 tots mvevparikois avtov exowvwvncav ta €Ovy, ep. 1 Tim. 
5.22, 1 P. 4.13, 2 Jo. 11; R. 12. 13 holds an intermediate position), 
or else Kowvwvety Teves (person) ev tiv G. 6. 6, or eis Adyov docvews Kal 
Ajpiyens Ph. 4. 15. Meradsddva. never has the genitive, but the 
accusative, if it is the whole which is imparted R. 1. 11, 1 Th. 2. 8 
(the classical usage is analogous), elsewhere only the dat. of the 
person; peretvat is unrepresented; 0 €ywv pepos ev—(of the 
thing) occurs in Ap. 20. 6. But the greater number of the con- 
structions which come under this head—to take of, to bring, eat, 
drink of etc.—have been lost to the genitive, and are expressed 
by ex or dd: L. 20. 10 ard Tov Kaprod dwrovowr,? Me. 12. 2 wa 
AdBy ard Tov Kaprov (only in A. 27. 36 do we have zpoceAdBovro 
tpopys [with many var. lect.], like yever Oa, vide infra; beside which 
ibid. 33 pydev rporAaBopuevor is correctly used to indicate not the 
whole but the part), Jo. 21. 10 évéyxare awd tov dpapiwv, 1 C. 11. 
28 éx Tov dprov écfierw, Jo. 4. 14 Os dv min ex Tov bdaros (as well as 
éoGiev 71, where the object consists of the whole, Mc. 1. 6 ecOiwv 
axpidas kat peAr ayptov, like Aristoph. Eq. 604 woGov dé rods 
mayotpous; 1 C. 8. 10 Ta eidwrAdOura exGiewv, cp. 7, Ap. 2. 14, 20, 2.¢. 

Udwv7js is wanting in NL etc., Dal. have o. cal dwv. pey.; I have bracketed 
od\r. ag an interpolation from passages like Ap. 1. 10 (cp. 1 Th. 4. 16). 

2 The Vulgate has a domino spiritu (Marcion acc. to Tertull. read a domino 
spirituum = xuplov mvevpdrwy). There might also appear to be an irregular’ 
order of words in the reading given by Origen (in Matt. tom. xiv. 14) in 1 C. 
2.4: obx év meGot codlas Aéywv, GAN’ év drrodeléec rvetuaros Suvdwews. But cp. 
with the last words rvedua rijs rlorews 2 C. 4. 13, rv. codplas xal droxadivews 
KE. 1. 17 ete. 

3 The use with the simple gen. in Ap. 2. 17 7@ vixodvre Sow airg rot (so AC; 
76 B, é Tod 8) udvva rod Kexpuupévov is not authentic, 
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meat which comes from sacrifices; 1 C. 10. 18 of éeoOiovres ras 
@voias, which they consume in common).! Of verbs of cognate 
meaning. to these, xopratev ‘to satisfy ’ (vulgar word for xopevvi'vat, 

see Athenaeus ili. 99) has the genitive Mc. 8. 4, the passive 
-a¢erGut only has amd, ex L. 15. 16,2 16. 21, Ap. 19. 21, kopévvucbar 
(literary language)*has the gen. A. 27. 385 yeveo@u. has the gen. in 
yeverGar Oavarov Mt. 16. 28 etc., H. 2. 9, tov defrvov L. 14. 24, 
pndoevds A. 93. 14, THs Owpeas H. 6. 4: on the other hand the ace. 
in Jo. 2. 9 7O tdwp, H. 6. 5 Geov pyya, not a classical but most 
probably a popular usage. The phrase €yo cov évatpnv Philem. 20 
(the word only occurs here)? is derived from the literary language ; 
Grokavev is unrepresented; deé8opa. always has the gen., but is 
limited to Luke (A. 20. 29), Paul (R. 8. 32 and passim) and 2 Peter 
(2. 4 f.). 

2. Closely related to a partitive genitive is the gen. with verbs 
of touching and seizing. Of this we have the following N.T. 
instances: &mrecOar Mt. 8. 4 and frequently in the Gospels (in John 
only in 20. 17 besides 1 Jo. 5. 18; in the Epistles besides the last 
passage quoted only in 1 C. 7. 4, 2 C. 6. 17 O.T.; never in Acts), 
Kabdrrav A. 28. 3, Oyydvev (literary language) H. 11. 28, 12. 20; 

érapBdverOar Mt. 14. 31, Me. 8. 23, Luke passim, 1 Tim. 6. 12, 19, 
H. 2. 16, 8.9 O.T., ‘to lay hold on any one (anything)’: also with 

.She part expressed in the gen., Me. 8. 23 emuAaPBdpevos THs Yerpds TOU 
tupdAod,* so that the correct construction is in all cases the gen.;° 
on the other hand, xparety ‘to seize,’ ‘to hold’ (Hellenistic) has 
the whole in the accus. as in Mt. 14. 3 xparjoas Tov "Iwavyny, and 
the gen. is confined to the part which one seizes on, Mt. 9. 25 
expaTnoe THS xepos (THY xetpa D) atrys, Me. 1. 31 (not D), 5. 41 
(rnv xetpa D), L. 8. 54 (kparety teva tevds is not found except in 
Me. 9. 27 according to A al., where sBD read as in the other 
passages): in metaphorical sense, ‘to hold fast to,’ ‘lay hold on,’ 
with gen. (probably due to the use of xpareiv ‘to get the mastery of’ 
with gen. in the literary language) H. 4. 14, 6. 18. Luke also says 
mdoas (vulgar word=AaPwv) avrdv THs xepos A. 3. 7, like AaPov 
TloAvgévyv xepds Eurip. Hec. 523, In addition to these we have 

1 Still in many places a classical writer would have employed the gen. where 
the acc. occurs in the N.T., as in Jo. 6. 53 éav uy haynre Thy odpKa Tob viod Too 
avd. kal winne adrod 76 alwa, cp. the use of the acc. in 54, 56, 57 with rpwyer, a 
verb which in the N.T., as in classical Greek, never takes the gen., but which 
a classical writer would not have used in this connection. 

2 There is a v.l. in APQ al. yeuioat Thy Kocriay adrod dé, cp. infra 4. 

3 Otrws dvalunv trav réxvwy Aristoph. Thesm. 469; on the other hand, apart 
from these combinations with the gen. of the person, the use of dé with this 
verb is found as early as Plato, Charmid. 175 & dé THs cwhpoovrns. 

e 4The reading of D \aBduevos ri xeipa rod 7. is neither in the style of classical 
(Plato Parmen. ad init. r#s xepds) nor N.T. Greek (which never has the middle 
AapBdaver@at). 

5 The apparent instances of ém:Aau8. with acc. are for the most part no more 
than apparent: in A. 9. 27 (cp. 16. 19, 18. 17) ém:AaBduevos atrdv Hyayev, the 
airy is dependent on #yayev, and aro} must be supplied with éridag. In 
L. 23. 26 émidaBdueroe Linwvd twa is read by SBCDLY, but the correct gen. 
appears in APIA etc., and there are other variants besides, vy, App. p. 312. 
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1C. 11. 2 f. see § 34, 3); also pvnpovetav for the most part, but the 
acc. in Mt. 16. 9 (D is different), Jo. 15. 20 » (rdv Adyov), D (rors 
Adyous) instead of Tod Adyov (gen. in 16. 4 [om. R“D], 21), 1 Th. 2.9, 
2 Tim, 2. 8, Ap. 18. 5 (Herm. Vis. i. 3. 3, 1. 1. 3): with epi (‘to 
make mention’) H. 11. 22 (15 gen.): classical usage corresponds to 
this, both cases being used; dvapipvyjcKcev and -erOar take acc., 
Me. 14. 72,1 C. 4. 17, 2 ©. 7. 15, H. 10. 32 (class. acc. and more 
often gen.); tropuvyokav and -erfar take acc. in Jo. 14. 26, 
3 Jo. 10 (2 Tim. 2. 14 tadra vropipvyoxe is different, thé acc. being 
that of the inner object), gen. in L. 22. 61, and wepi 2 P. 1. 12. 
"HmAavédverdar with gen. only occurs in H. 6. 10, 13. 2 (ace. x*), 16; 
similarly éxdav0. ibid. 12. 5; ¢weAar@. takes acc. in Ph. 3. 14 (as 
occasionally in classical Greek). 

7. There are but few remaining instances of the genitive with 
verbs expressing emotion. The cause of the emotion (after opyifer Oat, 
Oarupacev, édeciv etc.) never stands in the gen.; the Hebraic verb 
orhayxviterda.=¢reciv (from orAayxva = OT) probably only appears 
to be followed by the gen. of the person pitied in Mt. 18. 27} (else- 
where it takes éi tivo or éwi tivt, wepi tevos). *AvéxerOar ‘to bear 
with,’ however, takes the gen. throughout in the N.T. as elsewhere, 
tyuov Mt. 17. 17 etc. (in class. Greek also the acc., esp. of the thing: 
and so in LXxX.). Mée takes the gen. in 1 C. 9. 9, but DEFG 
12. 4, Jo. 10. 13, 12. 6, 1 P. 5. 7 (not unclassical) ; in A. 18. 17 ovdere 
rottwv tT) TaddAiwve eueAev the construction is probably personal as 
often in classical Greek (ovdév being nominative and tovtwy partitive). 
Still we have émwedrcto@al rivos L. 10. 34 f., 1 Tim. 3. 5; dpedcty trvos 
1 Tim. 4. 14, H. 2. 3, 8. 9 O.T.; mpovoeto@ar 1 Tim. 5. 83 pepipvav 
Mt. 6. 34 with éav7js 8B etc., ra éxvtns EK, perhaps €avty should 
be read from the Lat. sibe (ra wept tpov Ph. 2. 20, virép Tivos 
1 C. 12. 25). 

8. The following verbs of ruling (excelling) take the genitive: 
&pxav Mc. 10. 42, R. 15. 12 O.T., wvpretav L. 22. 25, R. 6. 9 ete, 
karaxupievery Mt. 20. 25, Mc. 10. 42 etc. (for carefovord(ev ibid. vide 
inf. 10), ai@evretvy 1 Tim. 2. 12, 1yepovevecv, TetTpapxeiv, avOvrarevev 
L. 2. 2, 3.1, A. 18. 12 (v.L), karaSuvacretav Ja. 2. 6 x°BC al., but 
bpas is read by 8*A like xaraBpaPedvew teva etc., § 34, 1; on Kparteiv 
vide supra 2. But Pacwredav no longer governs the genitive, except 
in Mt. 2. 22 tHs Iovdaias 8B (the rest read evi ris ’I. as often in the 
LXX.), elsewhere (é7i ris ys Ap. 5. 10=‘on earth’) it takes ert tive. 

L. 1. 33, 19. 14, 27, R. 5. 14, after Hebrew precedent (o3 aa). 
On yrrac@o. see § 37, 4. Verbs denoting excellence: tmepBddrav 
rivds KE. 3. 19 (so Plat. Gorg. 475 B, the usual classical construction 
is the acc. or absolute, as in N.T. 2 C. 3. 10, 9. 14), omepéxev revds 
Ph. 2. 3, but tuvd (also classical) 4.7. Here also, therefore, we only 
find remnants of the old usage ; especially is this the case with the 
gen. of the thing after verbs of accusing etc., of which the only 

1 Zrdayxvicbels 52 6 Kvpios Tol SovAov éexelvov ‘the lord of that slave’; possibly, 
however (according to‘the Lewis Syriac), 6 cup. 7. 6. éx. (ék. om. B) is merely a 
superfluous expansion. 
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instance which can be adduced is éyxaXeio Oat cracews A. 19. 4c, and 
this is contrary to Attic usage (éyxaAeiy revi re, but tevé tevos in 
Plutarch Aristid. 10), elsewhere éyx. and kpiveoGau (pass.) take zepé 
Tivos A. 23. 29, 6 etc. (Attic); for the dat. instead of gen. of the 
punishment see § 37, 2.—The gen. of price is still used with 
verbs of buying atéd selling, thus Mt. 10. 29 dooapiov mwAciras 26. 9, 
A. 5.8 ete.; also cupdpwvely (to agree) Snvapiov Mt. 20. 13 (but & dnv. 
tiv ypépav ibid. 2,1 as in class. Greek, § 34, 8); we have a periphrasis 
for this gen. in dyopdfeav éx Mt. 27. 7, xracOa éx A. 1. 18; see 
further L. 16. 9 (on the use of év see § 41, 1); a kindred use is dgtotv 
(karagvovv) tevos 2 Th. 1. 5, 11, 1 Tim. 5. 17, H. 3. 3, 10. 29; but 
‘to exchange for’ is expressed by dAAdgar ve ev R. 1. 23 (after the 
LXX. Ps. 105. 20), cp. 25 petudAdAdooey ev, 26 petaAd, ets (unclassical, 
although the gen. with per. is also absent from classical’ Greek ; in 
Plat. Tim. 19 A jer. eis means ‘to bring over to another place’). 

9. Of verbs which contairf the idea of separation, the following are 
found with the gen.: amaddotpotiv H. 2. 12, 4. 18, droorepeiobar 
1 Tim. 6. 5, with v.l. dreotpappéevwv ard (D*), cp. 2 Tim. 4. 4, 
aoroxetv 1 Tim. 1. 6 (with wept 7 6. 21, 2 Tim. 2. 18), Stadépew ‘to 
differ’ Mt. 6. 26 etc., Kwdvav teva tevos ‘to hinder from’ (Xenoph. 
Polyb.) A. 27.43 (elsewhere «. teva, x. 71, also after Hebrew example 
kwAvev tL dd Tivos L. 6. 2g, ‘to refuse,’ as in LXx. Gen. 23. 6), 

, ActmeoBar ‘to lack’ Ja. 1. 5, 2. 15 (ev pydew 1. 4 ‘in no respect’), ep. 
Tepiooevev TUVOs, SUpra 4, waver@a. 1 P. 4, 1 wéravrae dpaprias (ibid. 
3.10 0.T. rave Tuva dw6; dvaraterOat ex as in class. Greek Ap. 14. 
13, kateravoev [intrans.] dd H. 4. 4 O.T., 10) apxerOar tuvos does not 
occur. torepety ‘to be inferior to’ (cp. torrepos) 2 ©. 11.5, 12. 11: ‘to 
lack’ L. 22. 35: in the same sense torepeioOae Rh, 3, 23 (with ev 
1C. 1. 7, cp. supra AcérerGar: iorepety axd ‘to remain alienated 
from’=‘to lose’ H. 12. 15 [Lxx. Eccl. 6. 2], cp. avuorépytos ard 
Herm. Mand. ix. 4); améxerbar ‘to abstain’ A. 15. 29, 1 Tim. 4. 3, 
1 P. 2. rx (in A. 15. 20 the reading varies between the simple gen. 
and dé; with dvé 1 Th. 4. 3, 5. 22): dwéxev ‘to be distant’ L. 7. 6 
s*D (v.l. with dé, as in 24. 13 etc.)3* xpqtev Mt. 6. 32, L. 11.8 
(Sowv, doov 8°DE al.), 12. 30, R. 16. 2, 2C. 3.1. To these may be 
added S8ete@at tevos ‘to ask’ Mt. 9. 38, Luke passim (for which zpos 
mwa is used in A. 8. 24, cp. evyopas mpds 2 C. 13. 7, A€yw pbs), 
2C. 8. 4, G. 4. 125; mpookeicbar ‘to need’ only in A. 17. 25. Quite 

peculiar 4s the use of the gen. in ov Bpadiver Kipuos Tis erayyeduas 
2 P. 3. 9, ‘hesitates and refrains from accomplishing it. But in 
other cases separation is expressed by azé or e€ (classical Greek uses 
the simple gen. as well): with xwpifew, Advew, Avtpoty, éhevGepory, 
prverOar, ode, kabapifery, Aovey ; with pebrordvar L. 16. 4 there are 

1 Unless this éx has a distributive meaning, as in Attic inscriptions (Meister- 
hans’ Grammar of Attic Inscriptions, p. 173. 2); xpiav ... rpadeoav &« Tpidy 

Spaxuar rov pédtuvov Exacrov, where an apparently irregular acc. is added in the 

same way as in Mt. riv judpay. The same inscr. has elsewhere : rpa6évrwy éf 
Spaxuav rot pedipuvou exdorTou ; of course é& é could not well be said. In an- 
other instance: ¢£ éx7w dBorGv Tov orarfpa, the acc. likewise has no governing 
verb (‘eight oboli being reckoned for each stater’). fay, App. p. 31¥. 
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variant readings (é« 77s oikovouias SBD, LX with “5 APR al. 
with the simple gen.).} a 

10. The following compound verbs take the en. on the strength 
of the preposition : éxairecy in metaphorical singe (not in the literal) 
G. 5. 4, 2 P. 3.17, the remaining instanceg aye all compounds of 
xara (with the meaning ‘against’ or ‘dyn ov$r’: on the other 
hand, with the meaning ‘down,’ they tare the ace 8 34,1): Kata- 

-s 2? "9 ’ 
yehav Mt. 9. 24 (D* jaorov), Me. 3. “go, L. 8. 533 Kazgaywookev 
1 Jo. 3. 20 f. (karadixdfery Tevds 18 Gassical, in the N.T. it only takes 
the ace., Mt. 12. 7, also Ja. 5. 6)! Karaxavyarba. ‘to boast oneself 
against ’ R. 11, 18, Ja, 2. 13 (karaxpivev always takes the acc.; in 
Attic twos); xaradaheiv Jay 4, 11, 1 P. 2. 12 (Clem. Hom. xvi. 8, 
xix, 7 also has caraAcyeuv Tivés ‘to revile’); xarapaprupeiv Mt. 26. 62 
etc.; KaTavapkar, a Pauline word, ‘to be burdensome to’ 2 C. 11. 8, 
12, 13; KararTpyVic. to wax wanton against’ 1 Tim. 5, 11; xata- 
ppoveiv Mt. 6. 24.t¢%-5 KaTaxety ‘to pour over’ takes the gen. in 
Mc. 14. 3 accor” +’ to BC al., other MSS. have xard or éré with 

£5 ‘ ver > , s 
gen.: in Mt, 26. , it takes éré tevos or éwi Te; Karefovoracev (cp. 
supra 8) Mt. 20.’2. = Me. 10. 42; Kxaryyopetv passim. 

id 1. The use of the gen.as the complement of adjectives and adverbs 
is also, aS Cfntrasted with classical usage, very limited. The follow- 
ing Inst: ces occur: Kowevds, TvyKolv, Tivos (gen. of the thing) 2C. 1. 7, 
1 P. . “1, R. 11.17 (also with the gen. of the person, ‘the companion , 
of someone,’ H. 10. 33, also 1 C. 10. 18, 20; beside which we have 
xotvovor TO Dipove L. 5. 10 [gen. D], ep. § 37, 3. and Kkovvwvety, supra 1); 
{not Kouvds tTevos, nor évos; Clem. Cor. 1. 7. 7 has aXXbtproe Tot evr]; 

péroxos H. 3. 1, 14, 6. 4, 12. 8(=‘a companion of someone’ 1. 9 O.T.; 
cp. E. 5. 7 2); cvupopdos rijs etxovos KR. 8. 20, 2.¢. ‘a bearer of the 
image,’ cp. § 37, 6 for the dat. (in ovvepyds tevos and similar cases 
with a personal gen. the adjective has become a substantive, cp. 
ibid.) ; gévos tuvds ‘estranged from a thing,’ E. 2. 12 (Plat. Apol. 17 D; 
with dat. Clem. Cor. i. 1. 1); dmelpaeros kaxov ‘untempted by,’ 
Ja. 1. 13 (so in class. Gk. dsreipatds Tivos, dyevotos kakov etc., Kiihner- 
Gerth i.2 p. 401 f.); in dvopos Geot —evvopos Xpicrov 1 C. 9. 21 the 
gen. is dependent on véyos (a peculiar and bold use, cp. § 28, 6) ; but 
aomAos is followed by azo (é« CP) Ja. 1. 27, as also d@w@os Mt. 27. 24, 

classical construction ; ibid. 22 we also have évoyos eis tiv yéevvav) ; 
Sporos with gen. only in Jo. &. 55 RCLX tyov, but tyiv is read by 
ABD ete., cp. 9. 9, 1 Jo. 3. 2 and elsewhere in N.T. (the gen. is also 
rare in class. Gk.; Chrys. and Epiph. read in Mt. 5. 45 the gloss dpotoe 
Tov waTpos buev for viol): dkéAov8a rotirwy Herm. Mand. vill. 4. 10 pos ty 

© 

1The reading in A. 19. 27 xaOatpeto ae ris weryaderédryTos (NABH), instead of 
i) meyanerdrns avris or avrhs ) wey., seems to be impossible. 
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(classical). Adverbs: éyyis with gen. Jo. 11. 18, R. 10.8 O.T,, 
H. 6. 8, 8. 13 ete., with dat. (rarely in classical, more often in late 
Greek) only A. 9. 38 éyyts otons ris Avddas ry "lorry (therefore 
with good reason), 27. 8 (the text of the passage is not quite certain); 
mdryotov Jo. 4. 5, gp. L. 10. 29, 36 and 6 tAnciov cov Mt. 5. 43 etc.; 
évrés L. 17. 21,! eerés 1 C. 6. 18 etc.; Eo Mt. 21. 39 etc. (cow tis avaAys 
Me. 15. 16, v.l. [DP] «ow eis ryv avAjv: the former text, however, 
means ‘again into the palace [see verse 1] within,’ and so the gen. 
is partitive: there are similar variants in 14. 54; 2 C. 4. 16 6 ecw 
pov sc, dvOpwiros should be taken like the preceding 6 ew ayuov &. in 
the sense of ‘our’ etc.) ; érdvew Mt, 5. 14 etc., tmepave H. 4. 10, troxéro 
Mc. 6. 11 etc. (not avw, KaTw); tumpoobey Mt. 5. 16 etc., imobey Mt. 15. 23, 
L. 23. 26, éricw Mt. 3. 11 etc.; mépav Mt. 4. 25 ete.; [émékeva A. 7. 43 
is a wrong reading]; in addition to these ywpis peype ews etc., see 
§ 40, 6 ff. Prepositions —The class of adj. in -cxés, formed from verbs 
and taking the gen., which i8 so large in Attic Greek (zapackevaotinds 
tevos and the like, Kiihner-Gerth i. p. 371) is almost entirely absent 
(the only ex. is H. 4. 12 KpeTeKos evOupnoewy). We occasionally find 

verbal adjectives in -rds (in the sense of a perf. part. pass.) taking 
the gen., as also indeed the perf. part. pass. in its ordinary form, 
still this is due to the participle becoming a sort of substantive. 
Like aréoroAos “Inootd (= dv aréeotadkev “lyootvs) one may also say 
éexAextot Geov R. 8. 33, Mt. 24. 31 ete.3 a&yamrytot Geotv R. 1. 7; ep. 
0 ayarnros pou 16. 5 etc, ot ayarnrot pov A. 15. 25 (cp. Attic o 
Epwpevds Tivos); didaxtot Geod Jo. 6. 45 O.T., ep. 1 C. 2. 13 otk ev 
diaxrois avOpwrivyns codias Adyous, GAN’ ev Sudakrois wvetparos, where, 
if Adyots be not spurious, dvdaxrds has kept its adjectival character 
(cp. Soph. El. 343 daravra ydp cou rapa vovberipata Keivyns Sidakrd, 
Odyss. p 386 KAnrot Bpotov); evAoynpevos Tov wutpos Mt. 25. 34; 
yevynto. yuvatkov Mt, 11. 11, L. 7. 28 (Lxx. Job 14. 1); in KAyrot 
"Inoov, however, in R. 1. 6 the gen. is rather a gen. of the possessor, 
since the Person who gives the call is God rather than Jesus 
(Winer, § 30, 4).2. A peculiar use is 7d et@topevor (D €Gos) tov vopov 
L. 2, 27. 

12. The genitive of comparison with the comparative (and with 
what remains of the superlative, cp. § 11, 3 ff.) is found as in the 
classical language ; and along with it (though this is much the rarer 
construction of the two, as it is in the earlier language)? is used the 
analytical expression with 3}, particularly when the gen. could not 
well be employed or would not be sufficiently explicit (e.g. with an 
adj., pudrrjdovor padrov 7 frAdGeot 2 Tim. 3. 4, with a statement of time 
R. 13. 11, with an infinitive Mt. 19. 24, A. 20. 35 etc., with a gen, 
tpav padrAov 7 Tov Geov A. 4. 19, also with a dat. as in Mt. 10. 1s, 

1 But in Mt. 23. 25 7d dower rod wornplov, 26 To évros T. W.—-7O ExTOS [avTov} the 
genitive denotes the whole, as in L. 11. 39. 

2 The gen. in déoju0s Too Xpicrot KH. 3. 1 (Paul has similar phrases elsewhere) 
is also equivalent to a gen. with a substantive, see on this phrase Winer § 30, 
2, Buttm. p. 147 (EB. 4. 1 has 6 décpios ev xuply). Sv. App. p. 329. 
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A. 5, 29); it 18 seldom found without some such occasion for it. 
(Jo. 3. 19 nydrnoav padrdov 7d oKOTOS 7) TO Pas, 4. 1 TrEovas pabnTas 
motet 4 "Iwévyns 1 Jo. 4.4,1C.14.5).1 In addition to this periphrasis 
there is the periphrasis by means of a preposition: wapd tivu (cp. 
classical passages like Thuc. 1. 23. 3, which however are not entirely 
similar, so that the prep. could not be replacéd by 453? but in 
modern Greek rapa or azo is the regular mcans of expressing com- 
parison) L. 3. 13 wAeov mapa 7d dtateraypévov (18. 14 paddov rap’ 
execvoy D, without ». SBL, other Mss. have the corrupt reading 7) yap 
éxetvos), Hebr. passim, |. 4 dcadopdtepov rap’ avrovs, 3. 3, 9. 23, 
11. 4, 12. 24, Herm. Vis. iii, 12. 1, Sim. ix. 18. 2 (=more than, 
without a comparative, § 43, 4); and imép tiva (as in the case of 
wapd, classical Greek only shows the beginnings of this use), L. 16. 8 
ppovimwrepor vrep, JO. 12. 43 parrov vrép (ijrep ABD al. is corrupt) 
H. 4. 12, A. 20. 35 v.l. (Herm. Mand. v. 6 has izép with the elative ; 
with comparative in elative sense trép ‘racav dpapriav dvopwrépovs 
Barn. 5. 9; also Lxx. eg. Judges 11. 25, see Winer). The word 
‘than’ is omitted after wActwv and eAdoowv before numerical state- 
ments (in Attic rAeiv efaxoctous Aristoph. Av. 1251; Lobeck Phryn. 
410 £33 Lat. plus quingentos): A. 4. 22 érov rAedver TecoEepaKorta, 
23. 13, 21, 24. 11, 25. 6, 1 Tim. 5. 9 x2)pa pp EAarrov erov E£))KovTa ;# 
also L. 9. 13 according to &* ovK city suiv mAcloves (other readings 
are wAcov 7, wAcov n, With stereotyped wA&ov, cp. Kiihner ii.? 847 f.) 
aproc mwevre, Mt. 26. 53 mAciovs (8’AC al.; wAciwo 8*BD) Suidexa * 
(RBDL; 7 6. AC al.) Aeycavas (R°BD al.; -vov 8*AC al.) dyyédor ; 
instead of wzAciwy we also have érévw (vulgar) Mc. 14. 5 apa@ijvae 
eravw Syvapiwy tprakociwv, 1 O, 15. 6 érdyvw revtaxociots ddeAots.— 
Instances of looser employment of the genitive: Mt. 5, 20 éav pi 
Tepiaoevon 7 Sikacocvvy vuwv wAcov Tov .,, Papiraiwv (=than that 
of the Ph., yours is more in comparison with the Ph.); Jo. 5. 36 eya 
EXW THY paptuplav peifw Tov lwavov, where it is ambiguous whether 
the meaning is ‘than John had,’ or ‘than that given by John’: in 
the latter sense, however, pec(w 7 (Bal. read petfwv) rod "I. would be 
better. Ileptoods, particularly now that epioods and -drepos have 
come to be used for rAciwy (§ 11, 4), takes the gen.: Mt. 5. 37 ro 
mreproodyv TotTwv, E. 3. 20 vrepexrepiooov dv x.7.r.: this, however, is 
also an old usage.—A stereotyped use of the neut. rdavrwr to intensify 
the superlative is commonly assumed in Me. 12. 28 rola éoriv évrodAy 
TpOTH wévtTev (xacwv is only read by M*al.).” ‘ 

13. Local and temporal genitive. There are a few remains of a 
local gen.: L. 5. 19 motas (sc. d600, ‘by which way’) ciceveyxwour, 

1In 1 Tim. 1. 4 éxtnricets rapéxovow waddov } olxodoulay Oeot the gen. would 
not have been in place, especially as uaddXov # virtually has in this passage the 
force of a negative. 

2¥For precise details on rapd see Schwab ii. 108 f., 152 f., on drép 109 f., on 
prepositions generally 149 ff. 

3 For details see Schwab 84 ff. 

4 The next word is yeyovvia, which some commentators attach to the follow- 
ing évds dvdpds yur} ; still even if it is connected with the preceding words, the 
usage remains the same, in spite of the Attic elxoow érn yeyovuws, cp. § 34, 8. 

ay. App. p. 312. 
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19. 4 exeivns (D exervyn) tuedAev SvepyerOar, which are incorrect, since 
the gen. in classical Greek denotes the whole area within which 
something goes on, just as the corresponding temporal gen. denotes 
the whole period of time within which something happens.! Of 
this temporal use the N.T. has the following examples: yeiuovos 
Mt. 24. 2o=Mc.°%13. 18 ‘during the winter’: ajucpas Ap. 21. 25 
‘during the day,’ ‘in the day,’ with v.l. yy. Kal vuxrds, ep. Me. 5. 5, 
L. 18. 7, A. 9. 24 ete. ‘in the day as well as by night,’ beside which 
we have vixta kat ypépav ‘all day and night long,’ § 34, 8 (but 
Jo. Ll. g é€av tus repiruty ev TH 1peEpa ‘by day,’ cp. § 38. 4; dia THs 

ypepas ‘in the course of this day,’ L. 9. 37 D): vuxrds Mt. 2. 14 ete., 
vis v. L, 2, 8 (‘in this night’), for which we have ova vukrdés A. 5. 19 
(v.]. da 7. v.), 16. 9, 17. 10, 23. 31, like per noctem; teroepaxovra 
ypepov D* A. 1, 3 for ov ay. teoc. of 8B etc. and with equivalent 
sense (‘during’ 7.¢. ‘at intervals in that time,’ see § 42, 1); 2pepas 
peorns A. 26, 13, peons vuxtes Mt. 25. 6, pecovuctiov, ddextopopwrias 
Me. 13. 35 (wecor’«riov RBC al., cp. § 34, 8), dépOpov Babéws L. 24. 1 
(all these denoting a space of time, ‘the middle part of the day’ etc., 
not ‘a moment of time’), tov Aorod (sc. xpdvov) G. 6. 17, E. 6. ro 
n*AB ‘henceforth’ (classical; a stereotyped phrase). With an 
adverb: dis rou oaPParov L. 18. 12 (‘twice in the week’), dwa€ rod 
eviautov H. 9, 7, as in classical Greck. (§ 35, 4). 

§ 37, DATIVE. 

1. In the use of the Greek dative a distinction must be made 
between the pure dative, which expresses the person more remotely 
concerned, the instrumental dative (and dative of accompaniment), 
and, thirdly, the local dative. Still this triple division cannot be 
applied with absolute clearness and certainty to all the existing 
usages. The functions of this case were in large measure, more so 
than those of the accusative and genitive, usurped by different 
prepositions, particularly ev and «is; connected with this and with 
the disappearance of the use of the dative after prepositions, is the 
subsequent loss of the dative in modern Greek and the substitution 
for it of ets with the accusative. In the N.T., however, the case is 
still very largely employed. 

On the use of the dative as the necessar complement of the verb 
the following points may be noted. ‘To give, to promise etc.: there 
is hardly any tendency to supplant the dat. (dedouevoy ev..., § 41, 2; 
Herm. Vis. 1. 4. 8 eis 7d Gypiov epavrév eSwxa; il. 11. 3 rapediixare 
éauTovs eis Tas axyoias is different, where «is expresses the result, as 
in the N.T., R. 1. 24 etc. [although the dat. is found beside eis in 
E. 4. 19]; wapad. cis cvvedpia Mt. 10. 17 etc. is also justifiable). To 
do good etc., to be profitable, to injure: dat. and acc. see § 34, land 4; 

1JIn classical Greek these must have been expressed by mola, éxeivy, cp. 
Xenoph. Anab. iii. 4. 37 xwplov Urepdéétov, 7 Eueddov ol" EdAnves maprévar (therefore 
D is right in 19. 4, but in the other passage the whole of the evidence supports 
the gen. ). 
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év is also used in place of the dat., ibid. 4: cuppépeav always takes the 
dat., Mt. 5. 29 etc. To serve (SovAcvew Autpevery Staxovetv ianperetv) 
always takes the dat.; also SovAoty ‘to make a servant’ 1 C. 9. 19; 
on dovAova Ga pass. vide infra 4; zpookvveiy etc. take dat. and ace. 
§ 34, 1; pork. evwriov tivos L. 4. 7, Ap. 15. 4 is Hebraic, § 40, 7; 
so also apecxecy (elsewhere with tvi, like dpxetv nd the adjectives 
dpertos, dpkerés, ixkavds etc.) evwmridv tuvos A. 6. 5, dperris éviier. TLVvOsS 
1 Jo. 3. 22. To show, to reveal take dat. always (¢aiveiw ‘to give 
light’ Ap. 21. 23 [with év x°], émipaivey L. 1. 79), as alsd ‘to seem’ 
(doxetv, paiverOac); on davepouv év and the like see § 41, 2. To say to 
is expressed, as in classical Greek, by revi or rpds tiva ; evyeoOar takes 
dat. A. 26. 29, and wpds teva 2 C. 13. 7, wporedxeoOar dat. only, Mt. 6. 6, 
1C. 11.13. To write, to announce take dat.; more striking and 
isolated cases of the dat. with verbs of speaking are: dmrodoyetorOar TO 
djnuo A. 19. 33, so 2 OC. 12. 19 (Lucian, Plut.) ‘before or in the 
presence of anyone,’ dmotdocerbar ‘to say farewell’ Mc. 6. 46 etc. 
(Hellenistic, Phryn. Lob. 23 f.); «avyade@a ‘to boast of before’ 
2 C. 7. 14, 9. 25 opodroyety reve H. 13. 15, TO Ovopate atrov ‘to praise,’ 
like €€opoAoyeiobar, avOopod., R. 14. r1 O.T., Mt. 11. 25, L. 2. 38, 
10. 21 (so also aivetre To ep Ap. 19. 5, like Lxx. Jerem. 20. 13 etc., 
Buttm. 153 note) ; ‘to confess before anyone,’ ‘to anyone’ A. 24. 14, 
Mt. 7. 23 (=‘to promise’ A. 7. 17, with v.l. Gorey and ernyyeAato 
D; Mt.14.7; on ood, ev see 41,2); pevSer0al rue A.D. 4 (LXX.; ibid. 3 
tia ‘to deceive,’ as in classical Greek). To blame etc.: ézizipar, « 
éyxaXeiv take dat. (éyx. kara tevos R. 8. 33), karaparOae and pepde- 
oOa: take the dat. as a doubtful v.l, § 34, 2; ibid. on zapacveiy 
evayyeAiCer Oat; exitasoeayv tportarceayv dvasteAAco Oat etc. take dat.; 
also xeAeterv* Ev. Petr. 47. 49, Herm. Sim. viii. 2. 8.—ITel@ec@ar, 
vrakovev, amireiv, areGety take the usual dat.; but weroWévar ‘to 
trust in’ besides the dat. (as in Ph. 1. 14) more often takes ev reve, 
ert Tit OY Tiva, ets TLVa, ANd SO morevav: With tive passim, even in 
the sense ‘to believe in,’ as in A. 5. 14, 18. 8 7 Kupiw; with prep. 
‘to believe in’: ev te only in Me. 1. 15 mioredvete €v TH evayyerio,!} 
ext tue 1 Tim. 1. 16, Li. 24. 25 (rer. om. D), Mt. 27. 42 EF al. 
(SBL éx’ avtov, AD QUT), kh. 9. 33 al. O.T., éwi tia A. 9. 42 ete., 

els Tiva, ets TO Ovoua Tivos etc, Which is the commonest construction. 
Cp. Buttmann, p. 150 f.2—To be angry (also éufpipacda Mt. 9. 30 
etc.; perpromafety tue H. 5. 2; on peudher dar, § 34. 2), to envy take 
the usual dat.; also to thank, to owe etc.—The adjectives belonging 
to these verbs are subjoined: aédipos Tit. 3. 8 (cvpdopov or 
cuppéepov is used substantivally with a gen., 1 C. 7. 35, 10. 33; 
cwtnpios tee Tit. 2 11), aperros dpxerds ixavos vide supra; pavepos 
A. 7. 13, 1 Tim. 4. 15 (v.l. with ev), éudavijs A. 10. 40, R. 10. 20 
O.T., vrjKoos A. 7. 39, mirrds TO Kvpio A. 16. 15, ep. H. 3. 2 

‘Jo. 3. 15 is different, where if éy air@ (B) is correct it must be taken in 
connection with éyy fw. 

2 °-Hdrifew rivi ‘to hope in anyone’ (instead of éri ria or Tux or els Twa; TH 
TUxy EXtricas Thue. 3. 97) occurs only in Mt. 12. 21 in a quotation from Is. 42. 
4, where Lxx. has éwi r~ ; €v r~ is read by D al.; cp. § 5, 2, note 3. 

ay, App. p. 312. 
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(1 P. 1. 21 e’s Gedy AB, but x° al. read moredvovras; generally 
absolute), dmeOys A. 26. 19 ete. (arurros absolute), evavtios Mc. 6. 48 
etc. (with zpos te A. 26. 9); to these may be added the substantive 
operrerys et tuve R. 1. 14, 8. 12 (with gen. 15. 27 etc.). 

2. The dative is used in a looser manner (as in classical Greek) with 
various verbs to dénote the person whose interest is affected (dativus 
commodi et incommodi). Maprvpety rum ‘for anyone’ L. 4. 22 ete., 
also ‘against anyone’ Mt. 23. 31 paprupette eavtois. [’Ava}mAnpodrar 
avrots (D al. ex’ avrois) 7) tpopyreia Mt. 13. 14, cp. L. 18. 31 (D has 
mept with gen.). "“Expwa ¢uavt@ tovto 2 C. 2. 1 ‘for myself,’ ep. 
Herm. Mand. xii. 4. 6 ceavt@ Kéxpixas tov py SivacOae Tas évtoAas 
ravtas vdAayGjvar. Also py pepyvare ty Yvyyn tuov—ToO cHpare 
tyov Mt. 6. 25 (L. 12. 22), ‘for the life—for the body’ (other con- 
structions in § 36, 7); and most probably Ap. 8. 4 tuis mpocevyuis, 
cp. 3 (Winer, § 31, 6). The peculiar Paulie employment of the 
dat. in the following pass&ges is not quite the same as in the 
last instances: R. 6. 10 6 aweaver, TH Gpaptia amréfavev, 6 Se 
(, G7 To Oem, then in verse 11 vexpots pev Ty ap, Cdvtas 6é 
TO Geo, 14. 7 ff ovdeis eavtm Cy, Kat ovdeis eavt@ amobrynaKe’ édy 
Te yap (opev, TH Kupip (Opev, Edv TE GroOVITKUpeV, TH K. aTO- 

Ovijoxopev, from which the conclusion is drawn that in every 
case Tov Kupiov é€ovev; cp. further 6. 2, 7. 4 eGavardOnte Ta 
vow —ets TO yeverOat twas eTepw «7.4, 2 C. 5. 15, G. 2. 10, 
1 P. 2. 24; the dative therefore expresses the possessor, cp. 
the dat. with ytver@ae infra 3. Further instances: 2 C. 5. 12 
eite yap ekeornpev, Geo (‘it concerns God alone’), «ite cwdpovotper, 
tyucy (‘in your interest’): R. 14. 4 to idiw Kuplw orjKee 1) wire, 6 6 
povav THY NuEpav Kupi dpovel’ Kat oO exOiwy Kupin exGie’ evyapioTe 
yap 7) Ve® x.7.A, 1.e. eating etc. is a matter in which God is con- 
cerned, which takes place for Him (for His honour). Cp. also the 
O.T. quotation ibid. 11 é€uot xdpwee wav yévv, with which may be 
connected the use of rpockvvetv tus (§ 34, 1). A peculiar use is 
that in Me. 10. 33 xaraxpivovory urvtov Gavatw (-ov D*) = Mt. 20. 18 
(here read by CD al., eis @avarov x, B omits the noun), according to 
Winer, § 31, 1 =‘to sentence to death,’ cp. instances from late writers 
like Diod. Sic. in Lob. Phryn. 475, 2 P. 2. 6 (azavpm Clem. Hom. 
Epit. i. 145); it may be influenced by the analogy of Gavatw (ypsoty 
and the Latin capite damnare. 

3. The°dat. with efvat, yiverOar (tmdpyerv in Acts and 2 P. 1. 8) 
denotes the possessor, so that it corresponds to ‘to have’ or ‘get’ 
with an altered construction: otv« vy avtots toros ‘they had no 
room’ L. 2. 7, éyivero réoy Yrvyy PoPos ‘all experienced and 

continued to feel a fright’ A. 2. 43, a common construction, as also 
in classical Greek, used where the possessor is previously known and 
the emphasis is laid not on him but on the thing which falls to his 
lot (on the other hand with a gen. airy 1) otkia Swxpdrovs éotiv 

‘the house [which is previously known] belongs to Socrates,’ 
cp. R. 14. 8 etc.) ; but we also have R. 7. 3 €av yevntrae avdpt érépy, 

4 «is TO yeverOar tas ETépw (a Hebraism, modeled on wd mie, 
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LXXx. Lev. 22. 12 etc.), A. 2. 39 tuiv err  érayyeAca, due no doubt 
to emayyeAAer Oat tit, L. 12. 20 & arotwacas, tive eras (sc. rowua- 
opéva ?, but D has rivos), Correctly in A. 21. 23 «lciv Hyiv dddexa 
davdpes ‘we have here’; Mt. 19, 27 ti e€oras juiv. On the model of 
cot cvvyBea tpiv Jo. 18. 39 we have also xara 7d ciwOds airo 
L. 4. 16 (adr@ om. D), A. 17. 2 (6 IlatAos D) 21 “Of time: A. 24. 11 
ov wAélous cit pow npepat Sddexa ad’ js. Also with the meaning ‘to 
happen’ Mt. 16. 22 ov pa) eorat coe TovTo, L. 1. 45, ep. the dat. with 
ovpBaiver Mc. 10. 32 etc., and with ellipse of the verb L.°l. 43 réGev 
po. tovto. The opposite meaning appears in é& cou Aelres L. 18. 22, 
Tit. 3. 12 (Polyb. 10, 18, 8), ep. the use with tovepetv, a v.l. in 
Me. 10. 21, § 34, 1.—The relation expressed is different, if éorié with 
the dat. only forms a part of the predicate: the idea of possession 
is then at any rate not in all cases apparent. A. 9.15 oKevos éxAoyijs 
eri pot obros means ‘1 have in him’ etc.; but 1 C. 1. 18 6 Adyos rod 
gTavpov Tots pev arohAupévois popia eotiv = ‘is folly to them,’ ‘passes 
for folly with them,’ cp. 2. 14 f, Mt. 18.17; also with the meaning 
‘it redounds to his’ ete. 1 C. 11. 14 f. dripia air éors (= ‘he gets 
dishonour therefrom’), whereas 14. 22 es onueidv eioty trois x.7.A, 
means ‘are there for,’ ‘serve for’ (cp. Ja. 5. 3).—With adjectives : 
kaXdov cot extiv ‘is good for thee’ Mt. 18. 8 etc. (=‘thou derivest 
profit therefrom’), A. 19. 31 dvres avr diAoe ‘who had Paul for a 
friend’ (éAos in itself as a substantive regularly takes the gen.: ovk 
ef pidos tod Kaicapos Jo. 19. 12 ; similarly éxOpds), joav Kowwwvot tO 
Zipwve L, 5, ro, ‘S, had them for partners’ (D jjoav 6é x. atrod, ep. 
H. 10. 33). With an adverb: dctus.., iuiv éyeriOnwev 1 Th. 2. 10 
(§ 76, 1); ovat pot éeorv 1. C. 9. 16, elsewhere frequently ovai rim 
without a verb, Mt. 11. 21 ete.: in the Apocalypse it takes an ace. 
in 8. 13 8B, 12. 12 SACP, cp. Latin wwe me and mihi; Buttm. p. 134. 
—The following are equivalent to datives with «fva.: 1 C. 7. 28 
Odivuw ty capi (‘for the flesh’; with év D*FG) &ovow; 2. C. 2. 13 
OUK EFXNKGA averiv TO Trevparé pov (with ellipse of the verb G. 5. 13); 
in conjunction with another dat. 2 C. 12.7 €60) pot cxdrow Ty 
capkxi; further instances occur with etpicxev, Mt. 11. 29 etpijoere 
averavow tais puyais tuov, R. 7. 10, 21, 2 C. 12. 20, Ap. 20. 11; 
with xtveiv oraces A. 24. 5; with dyopdfew dypiv cis rapiv Mt. 27. 7 
(as one might say évriv evratda ray rots Sevois); with an adjective, 
povoyerns tH wntpt L. 7. 12 (ep. LXX. Win. § 31, 3). 

4. Not far removed from the use of the dat. with eZva‘is its use 
with the perfect passive = v7rd with a gen.: wérpuxtai pot trovro ‘I 
have done this’; so in N.T. L. 23. 15.2. The other N.T. instances, 
however, of the dat. with passive verbs are connected with the 
particular sense in which the verb is used. In classical Greek we 
have ¢datverOui reve ‘to appear’ corresponding to ¢aivew ivi ‘to 
shine,’ ‘give light’ (supra 1), and so in the N.T. in addition to 

‘Has this strange usage of Luke arisen from Plat. Rep. ii. 359 B ovANbyou 
Yevouévov Toig roupéoww (with -yevou.) elwOdros? Cp. § 2, 4. 

*D has ovdév détov Pavdrou remrpayyuévov éorlv fy air@, c invenimus in illo, 
Perhaps the right reading is éorly év adr without wemp., cp. A. 25. 5. 
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haiverOar, pavepovodau we have also omrdverGai ti (aor. ofOjvar) 
‘to appear’ with the same construction (6¢6y7¢ por is found already 

in Eurip. Bacch. 914;* Hebr. N72 with Sy or 2; Syr. NIOMN with 5): 

A. 1. 3 and passim, not to be explained as equivalent to o¢@jvat td 
Tivos (in A. 7. 26 &@9y avrois is rather supervenit than apparwit). Cp. 
§ 54,4. So too Geabjvat trois avOparos Mt. 6. 1, 23. 5, and more 
frequently yvwoOjvae ‘to become known,’ A. 9. 24 etc., § 54, 4} (but 
eyvwoTa, vm avtov 1 C. 8. 3, ‘has been recognised by God,’ ep. 
G. 4. 9), etpePnvat only in R. 10. 20 O.T. (there is a v.1 with év, but : 
the Hebrew in Isaiah 65. 1 has 2).2 We have further yapetoOai reve 
of the woman (as in Att.) 1 C. 7. 39 (but cp. § 24 yapetv), pvnored- 
exOai trve Mt. 1.18, and weiGer au as in Attic; Ja. 3. 7 dapuaferas Kae 
deddpactat TH pice. TH avOpwrivn is ambiguous (dupjvai tive is 
Homeric, but here the dat. is rather instrumental), in 2 P. 2. 19 © 
TUS YTTHTAL, TOUTH Kal SedotAwsase (GovAodvv Tivt) the relative most prob- 
ably means ‘whereby,’ since 777av in Hellenistic Greek is an active 
verb and may form an ordinary passive.? On ovvedwvjOy A. 5. 9 
vide infra 6, page 114, note lL. 

5. To the dative expressing the weakest connection, the so-called 
ethic dative, may be referred Ap. 2. 5 (cp. 16) épyopat cor, unless 
rather the dative, as in Mt. 21. 5 O.T. €pxerai cou, is an incorrect 

rendering of the Hebrew ap) Cp. Buttm. 155 f. Another Hebraism 
is daretos TH Oew A. 7. 20, like LXx. Jonah 3. 3 woXus peyaAn To Oe@ 

(adn), ic. ‘very great, whereas 2 P. 3. 14 adomtAoe kat dpopntot 
avr (God) etpeOjvae probably rather contains the dat. denoting 
possession, cp. supra 3 ;4 Barn. 8. 4 peyadoe 7 Ged ‘ for God,’ ‘in God’s 
sight.’ Another case of assimilation to Hebrew is seen in the fact 
that the classical use of dat. por in addresses (& réexvov pot, & Uputapyé 
por) has disappeared and its place been taken by the gen.: réxvov pov 
2 Tim. 2. 1, rexva pou G. 4. 19, Texvia pov 1 Jo. 2. 1 (in 3. 18 as a 
v.L, 8AB al. read without pov, which is the ordinary usage; with 
qwadta the pronoun never occurs), ratep xjn0v Mt. 6. 9 (elsewhere 

marep Without pron., as the LXX. also translates the Hebr. "38, 
Gen. 22. 7 etc.). 

6. Dative of community.—This dative, which is related to the 
instrumental dat. (=dat. of accompaniment or association), is 

With A. 7. 13 dveyrwpicOn Iwang rots ddedpots avrod, cp. yrwpifer ri ri 2, 28.* 

2 The dat. with evpioxeoOa: in R. 7. 10 etc. is of another character, cp. supra 
3 ad fin.; on 2 P. 3. 14 vide infra 5. 

3 Ja. 3. 18 Kapros ... omeiperat Tots mooiow eipnyny is an instance of dat. com- 
modi; cp. 1 P. 5. 9, L. 18. 31 (supra 2).% There are clear instances of the dat. 
“governed by the passive as such in the Clementine Homilies, e.g. iii. 68 Oeg 
éoTuyyrat, ix. 21 daipoow axoverat, XIX. 23 Hrvynrat Tols TaTreLvols. 

4 A comparison, however, of H. 1. 4 eivat quads... dudpous katevoriov airod, 
Col. 1. 22 wapacrijca Uuds ... duwpmous kal dveyxAyrous kar. avt., makes it possible 
to interpret the dat. as equivalent to this periphrasis, which frequently takes 
the place of the correct dative, 1 Jo. 3. 22 7a dpecra évwmiov abrod. 

ay, App. p. 312. 1x °¥y. App. p. 329, 
H 
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frequently found with dxodovieiy (cuvax.; with ovvereoOar only in 
A. 20. 4, with éreofar nowhere), beside the Hebraic ax. dricw tivds 
Mt. 10. 38, Mc. 8. 34 v.L (perd tevos, also classical, occurs in Ap. 
6. 8, 14. 13; but in L. 9. 49 pe” ypov is not Sus’ but ‘with us’); 
with Saréyeor8ar (also zpos Tuva as in class. Greek) ; oprcty A. 24. 26 ‘to 
converse’ (mpos tiva L. 24. 14); xpiverOar ‘to’ dispute’ Mt. 5. 40 
(wera trvos 1 C. 6. 6, ep. 7, like woAepetv, wéAcuov Tovety peta TLVOS 

Ap. ll. 7, 12. 7 al, Hebr. BY, ep. § 42, 3; qidrou per adAAHAWY 

L. 23. 12); SiaxplverOar (same meaning) Jd. 9 (zpos tua A. 11. 2, 
classical ; cp. waxerGar mpds Jo. 6. 52); Staxaredéyxerbar A. 18. 28; 
SiadddrrevOat Mt. 5. 24, and more frequently karadAdooay Tid TeVE 
and xutadAAdcoer Gat tive ; SiaBddrAcoOal (pass.) Teve ‘to be calumniated 
to someone’ L. 16. 1, pesyrtva: Ap. 15. 2 (with ev 8. 7, with pera 
Mt. 27. 34, L. 13. 1); KoddAdo@ai (zpookoAA.) Treve L. 15. 15 ete. ; 
xpiovda A. 27. 3, 17,1 C. (a vil. im 7. 31, see § 34, 2), 9. 12, 15, 
2C. 1.17, 3. 12, 1 Tim. 1. 8, 5. 23, KaraypjoGar 1 C. 9. 18 (cvyyp. 
Jo. 4. 9 in an interpolated clause) ; kowovetv R. 12. 13 al. ; érepotuyetv 
amirtows (from érepo(vyos Levit. 19. 19, used of beasts of different 
kinds in a team) 2 C. 6. 14 ‘to be in unequal fellowship’ (like ovgvy. 
twi, Win. § 31, 10 Rem. 4) ; dpovotv oporoto dar Mt. 6. 8 etc. ; dpordte 
23. 27 (intrans., v.l. wapou.), like Spouos vide infra ; éyyitaw L. 7. 12 
etc. (also with es 18. 35 [777 "leo. some cursives and Epiphanius], on 
account of the indeclinable “Ieptye? as in 19. 29, Mt. 21. 1, 
Me. 11. 1, though we also have eis tyy Kounv L. 24, 28; with evi 10. 
9). The verbs compounded with ovv which govern a dative are 
very numerous, such as cvyxafjoba. A. 26. 30 (with pera in 
Mec. 14. 54, but D has xa@rjyevos), ovyxaxorafety 2 Tim. 1. 8, 
ovykaxovxeio Oar H. 11. 25, cvynararifer du L. 23. 51, cvvavtiAap- 
BaverOar R. 8. 26 (but with v.l. gen., § 36, 2), L. 10. 40 (D aditea., 
with gen.), 6 Adyos ovK wpeAnoeEn ExELVOUS pa) OVYKEKEpaTpLEvos TY) TiaTeEL 
(instrum. ) trois dxotowacey (v.1. -opevous ... dkovoGeiowv) H. 4. 2 etc. (some 
few also take pera as cvAAadetv in Mt. 17.3, A. 25. 12, but dat.in Me. 9. 4 
etc., rpds dAAjAous L. 4. 36; orppuvetv pera Mt. 20.2, but dat. in 13 and 
elsewhere);! a peculiar and unclassical instance is cvvépyeo Oat tive 
A. |. 21 ete, ‘to go with someone.’—Of adjectives the following 
deserve special mention : Spo.os (with gen.? § 36, 11),? 6 adrds (Ev Kai 
76 avrd) only in1 C. 11.5; toos Mt. 20. 12 etc. (for the dat. we havea 
periphrasis with ws cai in A. 11.17; 0 avrdés with ka@as cat 1 Th. 2.14, 
or with ofos Ph. 1. 30);? of compounds with otv we have cvppopdds 
tie Ph. 3. 21 (gen. of the thing possessed in R. 8. 29 rijs etxovos, see 
§ 36, 11; for classical parallels Matthiae Gr. 864), cvpdutos ro 
Opowmpate Tov Gavarov avTov R. 6. 534 but the remaining compounds 
of ovv are made into substantives (like ¢iAos etc.) and take a gen., 

1 There is a peculiar use in A. 5. 9 ovvedwr76n byiv convenit inter vos; cp. a 
late author quoted by Stobaeus, Flor. 39, 52 cwegurnce rois Sijuots, ‘the com- 
munities agreed.’ 

2 Besides expressing the similar person or thing, the dat. may also express 
the possessor of the similar thing (Homer xéuac Xapirecow duct): Ap. 9. 10 
éxoucw otjpas duolas cxoprios, 13. 113 similarly rots icdriyov. juty wiorw Aaxolow 
2P. 1.1, Buttm. p. 254, 

3In a quotation in R. 9. 29 we have ws Déuoppa av wou nuer. 

4v. App. p. 329. 
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cuyyevys cvyKAnpovopos ot pBovdos cuppéeroxos (HK. 5. 7) cvvatypadutos 
cvvepyos wivtpodos. Substantives take no share in these construc- 
tions with the dat. (as they occasionally do in classical Greek, 
Kihner -Gerth ii? 426 f.), e.g. R. 15. 26 Kcowwwviav roujoacGae ets Tovs 
mrwyors, 2 C. 9. I3y7és kotvovia dwti (has the light; dwris D*) zpos 
oxotos 2C. 6. 14, Kowvwviay éxnte pe? ypov 1 Jo. 1. 3,6, 7. The 
adverb dpa takes the dat. only in Mt. 13. 29 dpa arvtois tév citor 
(but D apu Kat tr. o. civ avrois, cp. dua ovv 1 Th. 4. 17, 5. 10); on 
eyyvs see § 36, i]. 

7. A great number of verbs (and adjectives) compounded with 
other prepositions besides viv govern the dative, while the sentence 
may also be completed by the use of a preposition ; in general there 
is this distinction made (as occasionally mm classical Greek and in 
Latin), that the preposition is used where the verb has its literal 
meaning, and the dative where it has a figurative sense. Thus the 
following compounds of & regularly take a preposition: ¢uBaivey, 
ep piPpdatev, enPparrAWv, euParreayv, eumimrav; the following regularly 
take the dative: ¢yxaXety (supra 1), eupaiverOar (A. 26. 11), eraifer, 
evtvyxavev (‘to entreat’; with mpds in Herm. Sim. ii. 8), but we 
also have euPAerew tui (person) = PA. ets Tuva; the following take 
sometimes the dat., sometimes a preposition: eyxevtpifay R. 11. 24 
eis KaAALEAaLOV, TH idia eAaia, eupevav With dat. in A. 14. 22, G. 3. 10 
O.T. x*B (with ev al. and Lxx.), with ev H. 8. 9 O.T., éuarrvecv. 
Compounds of eis almost always take a prep. (eivépyerOau eis etc.)*; 
with ém cp. the following exx.: émBéAdrew éxi iwaripy (-cov) Mt. 9. 16 

L. 5. 36; similarly ereBadrAeuw ras xetpas takes eri, except in A. 4. 3 
where it has the dat. (D is different) ; émur@évar 77)v yelpa reve and 
exi tuva occur: elsewhere the prep. preponderates where this verb is 
used in the literal sense, as in ert tots Gpouvs Mt. 23. 4 (Jo. 19 2 7H 
kepadn, but A has ert tiv xeporyv; L. 23. 26 avr Tdv crarpov), and 
the dat. with the figurative sense, ovoya Mc. 3. 16 f., cp. emixadety 
tive dvopza (the classical érovozcgew is similarly used) Mt. 10. 25 B* 
and Buttm. p. 132, Bapos A. 15. 28, wAnyas 16. 23 5 émitiPer Oat ‘to 
lay hands on’ 18. 10, with the idea of presenting 28. ro! (the prep. 
only occurs in Ap. 22. 18 €av tus eriOy ex’ ava [‘adds to’], émcOjoee 
6 Oeds ex’ avrov tas tAnyds); épiotacbat takes dat. and é7i,*ete. 
Compounds of rapa: rapariOévat tivi is used (not so much ‘beside 
anyone’ as ‘for anyone’), and wapariGerGar ‘to commend’ takes the 
same conStruction ; apedpevdev (v.1. zpoo.) TO Ovorcacrypiy (fig.) 
1 C. 9. 13, and from this is derived the use with the adj. 7d evra pedpov 
(v.]. evirpdo.) TO Kvptp 7. 35, which is more striking because this adj. 
takes the place of a substantive (Kiihner-Gerth ii.3 426 f.); also with 
dat. rapeyenv, Taptoravar, wapicrac Bar (even in the literal sense e.a. 
A. 1. 10, 9. 39); wapetvas usually takes a prep. (apds twas 2 0.11. 8), 

* but the dat. where the verb is used metaphorically 2 P. 1. 9 (and 8 
according to A); wapapévery tuvd (Deal. cup.) Ph. 1. 25 (also the adj. 
Tapdpoves tive [dat. of thing] Herm. Sim. ix. 23. 3). With wept we 
have: wepircGevae with dat., wepeBddrAAav L. 19. 43 (on repiB. tid re 

; 
1The Syriac inserts a naw (apparently an addition of the B text). 

abv, App. p. 312. 
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see § 34, 4), repixeiuevoy apiv vepos paptvpwv H. 12. 1, but with the 
literal sense of the verb zepi tov tpaynAov Me. 9. 42, L. 17. 2, repr 
awimtew eis tTorov A. 27. 41, but Anotais, reparpots L. 10. 30, Ja. 1. 2, 
Tepireipev eavTov odtvats 1 Tim. 6. 10. With wpés: mpooriBévar exi Te 
is used where the verb has the literal sense Mt. 6. 27, L. 12. 25, em 
swe to add to something L. 3. 20,) but the petson for whom the 
addition is made stands in the dat. Mt. 6. 33 etc, H. 12. 19; 
apoorépxerOar regularly takes the dat. of the person, also Opdvy, dpet 
H. 4. 16, 12. 18, 22; the following also take the dat. tpocéyew (¢.9. 
EAUTO), TpoTKapTEpetv, TpocKAves Gas (fig.); and with the literal sense 
mpoomimrey (Mt. 7.251* etc.; only in Me. 7. 25 pds to's rodas arror), 
mpordéperv (xpos tov—H. 5. 7, here plainly in figurative sense) ; 
mporkvriav Aidov ty Oipa Mt. 27. 60 (A has ert, so ext rir 0. 
Me. 15. 46); mporpwveiv reve Mt. 11. 16, A. 22. 2 (D omits arrots) 
etc., or transitively with ruva ‘to summon’ L. 6. 13 (D édadvicer), 
A. 11. 2 D (L. 23. 20 D avrots, xB avrots, absolute verb A al.). 
—With compounds of avti the dat. is the prevailing construction 
(avOicrac Oat, dvriA€yey, artixeto Oat, avtirizrey etc.; rarely mpos Teva, 
as avtaywviferGa tpds H. 12. 4), and the same holds good of com- 
pounds of ind, with which prep. as with av7i the literal meaning 
becomes obliterated (trotadccev tivi, only in quotations do we have 
trd Tovs modas OF UroKaTw Tov Tobwy | C. 15. 27, H. 2. 8; troriber Out 
1 Tim. 4. 6 ‘toadvise’; trapyav, traxovev); with ava we have ava- 
tiberOar (rpocavar.) Tivi ‘to lay a case before someone’ A. 25. 14 
etc.—A substantive is also found with a dat. (cp. supra 6) in 
2C. 11. 28 % ériotavis pot 7) Ka? apepav R* BEG, but the text can 
hardly be correct (x°D al. pov, Latt. i me) 

§ 38. CONTINUATION: INSTRUMENTAL AND TEMPORAL 
DATIVE. 

1. The dative as the instrumental case is found in the N.T. as in 
classical Greek, but this use is considerably limited by the employ- 
ment of the periphrasis with «ev. The latter usage is by no means 
foreign to the Greek language (Kiihner-Gerth ii.3 464 f.); for the N.V. 
writers, however, it is the Hebrew 2 which has set the example of 
this construction,? and for this reason the frequency with which it 
occurs differs with the individual writers: in the second half of the 
Acts (13-28) the usage is rare and never a prominent feature,® while 

1*To add to the community’ is expressed in A. 2. 47 by 77 éxxAncia EP (D 
év 77 é.), the other Mss. make the verb absolute as it isin 41 and in 5. 14; with 
the same meaning in I]. 24 we have rm xupiy, which however B*, no doubt 
rightly, omits ; ‘to be gathered to his fathers’ is expressed by mpés in 13, 36. 

*In modern Greek, in which the dative is wanting, the instrumental case is 
expressed by perd (ué), this use of ¢v having disappeared. 

3A. 13. 39 dtxacodcOat év, for which see below in the text ; 26. 29 xal év ddAtyw 
kat ev weyddw, which in the mouth of Paul (the év édiyw of Agrippa in 28 is 
different) apparently should be taken to mean ‘by little, by much,’ 7.¢. 
‘easily, with difficulty.’ (‘Ev dd\iy@ E. 3. 3=6ca Bpaxéwy according to Chrys. : 
sce Haupt.) Moreover the instances in the first half of the Acts are not 
numerous. ky, App. p. 329. 

* 
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the reverse is the case in the Apocalypse.—Examples: with the 
sword, by the sword (to strike, to perish etc.) €v paxaipy or popdata 
Mt. 26, 52, L. 22. 49, Ap. 2. 16, 6. 8, 13. 10, 19. 21, Ev Povw payaipys 
H. 11. 37, payaipy without év A. 12. 2, ordpare payaipys L, 21. 24. 
To season with salt: dAare Col. 4. 6, dAiCev rupi (adc) Mc. 9. 50 
modelled on O.T., but év rive dAvrOijoceras Td GAas Mt. 5. 13, Me. 9. 50, 
L. 14. 34. To consume with fire etc. is €v rupt} in Ap. 14. 10, 16. 8, 
17. 16 (without év sBP), 18. 8 (for merely ‘to burn with fire’ even 
the Apocalypse uses wupi kaierOas, 8. 8, 21. 8), mupt In Mt. 3. 12, 
L. 3. 17. ‘To baptize with’ is usually expressed by ev vdare or 
év rvetuart; Luke however has véare in 3. 16 (with ev in D, in the 
same passage all Mss, have év rvevuate in the opposing clause), 
A. 1.5 (but év rveiyare ibid.), 11. 16 (with év rv.; but xplev rrevpare 
10. 38). With drxasody duxacotoGae the dat. is found as in R. 3. 28 
riote, but also év, év vonw G. 5. 4, A. 13. 39, ev TH atpare TOU yp 
R. 5.9 (é wiorews 5.1 ete.). *On the use of ev to denote the personal 
agent, which cannot be expressed by the dat., see § 41, 1; on the 
Hebraic periphrases for the person with xeip and o7dpa § 40, 9. 
Merpety é€v tue and tive are used for ‘to measure by’ Mt. 7. 2, 
Me. 4+. 24, 2 C. 10. 122 (ev), L. 6. 38 (dat.); also ‘to measure with,’ 
Ap. 11. 1, 21.16 (év) kaAduo. The N.T. also has peOicrer Oar oir 
(I. 5. 18, like Lxx. Prov. 4. 17), not otvov the Attic construction ;” 
similarly rAnpoty reve or (I. 6. 18) ev tu, with anything (the dat. is 
occasionally used in class.Gk., in Eurip. Bacch. 18 with wA7jpys, in Here. 
Fur. 372 and Aesch. Sept. 464 with rAnpovv), besides the gen. for 
which see § 36, 4; cp. also trepreprocevopar tH yapa (ev Tt. x. B) 
20. 7. 4. 

°. The instrumental dative is moreover used to denote the cause 
or occasion: R. 11. 20 77 amurtia eLexAdoOnoay, ‘on account of their 
unbelief,’ 30 7Ae7OnTe TH TovTwY dredela, 31 YrEtOnoay TO vpETEpYEY 
éAée, ‘because God wished to have mercy on you, * 4. 20 ov duexpiGn 
TH amlaTtia, GAN évedvvaposOyn TH Ticre, 1 C.8. 7 etc.; see also A. 15.1 
Tepitenver Oat TO Ee. TH Moroéus, ‘after,’ ‘in accordance with’ (the B 
text has a different and more ordinary expression) ; it also denotes 
the part, attribute etc., in respect of which anything takes place, 
1 C. 14. 20 py radia yiverOe Tats pperiv, aAAG TH KaKig. vyTid (ere, 
rais bé dpeciv réAevor yiverOe, Ph. 2. 7 oxApare evpebeis ws avOpwros, 
3. 5 weptTouy oKtaipepos, ‘eight days old at circumcision,’ ‘circumcised 
on theseighth day’, so duce ‘by nature,’ G. 2.15 etc., ro yever ‘by 
extraction,’ A. 4. 36 etc.; amepitpnto. 77 Kapdia A. 7. 51, ddvvaros 
rots mootv 14. 8, éorepeovyto TH TioTe: Kat Erepiocevov TO apoyo 16, 5, 

1 An accidental coincidence with the Homeric év wvpi xalew Tl. xxiv. 38. 

2Here the phrase is év éavrots ‘by themselves,’ where it is true that in 
* classical Greek the dative could not stand: still no more could éy, the phrase 
would be mpos eavrous. 

3 Yet even classical Greek has pede épwre; and Lucian de dea Syr. 22 
uebvoaca éauThy ov». The Apocalypse has éx: 17. 2, 6. 

4(The words 7@ iu. éX. may also be taken with the following clause; see 
Sanday-Headlam and Gifford ad loc. Tr.] 
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ovopate ‘by name’ (§ 33, 2), ro payKes wodwy exarov Herm. Vis. iv. 
1. 6,1 ete. etc. The usage of the N.T. language in this respect may 
be said to be constant, since the alternative use of the accusative 
which in the classical language i is widely prevalent? is almost entirely 
unrepresented (cp. § 3f, 7). The cause may,, of course, be also 
expressed by means of a preposition (e.g. by év in év TOUTW A. 24. 16, 
Jo. 16. 30 ‘on this account,’ § 41, 1); this is especially the case with 
verbs expressing emotion (classical Greek uses the simple dat. and 
ace, as well) : Xaiperv ext tuve Mt. 18. 3 ete., ev tovTw L. 10. 20 
(R. 12. 12 ry eAwcds is different, not ‘rejoicing over the hope,’ but 
‘in virtue of hope,’ ‘in hope,’2*) and so dyaddrac Oat, evopatver Gar are 
used with ev or emi; evdoxeiv év (ets 2 P. 1. 17, Mt. 12. 18 O.T. [ev 
D; acc. x*B], cp. H. 10. 6, 8 O.T., § 34, 1), which in cultured style 
is expressed by evaperretra: toravrats Ovoiass H. 13. 16 (Diodor. 3, 
55. 9 etc.); Gaupafew eri trun L. 4. 22 ete., wept tevos 2. 183 (on @. 
tid, te see § 34, 1), so exrAnocoer Oa ere tiv, but 1 P. 4. 12 pay 
Eevifer Oe ty x.7.A. (ibid. 4 with év), kavyaoOae év or ec (for the ace. 
§ 34, 1), cvAAuvreto Gan eri Me. 3. 5 (but after opyiter@ar Ap. 12. 17, 
pakpoOupery Mt. 18, 26 etc., éxé leis, rpds] is used with the person 
with whom one is angry or long-suffering). 

3. This dative further expresses the accompanying circumstances, 
the manner and style of an action: 1 C. 10. 30 yépere perexw, ‘with 
thanks,’ 11. 5 mpocevyouévn axaraxadvary ty Kepadyn (Herm. Sim. 
ix. 20. 3 yvpvots roaiv, Vis. v. 1 eaonAGev avijp ... TX IpPaTe ToLpmeveK(), 
H. 6. 17 €ueritevoey Gpxp. An alternative for the dat. is pera revos: 
Mt. 26. 72 npvijcato ped” Opxov (Xenoph. Cyr. ii. 3. 12 adv Geov dpKip 
éeyw), cp. H. 7. 20 f. ov ywpis dpxwpocrias — pe? opk.; pera Bias A. 5. 
26, 24. 7 (class. Big, mpos Biav), peta hovas peydAns L. 17. 15 (pera 
oroudis KaL Kpauys ToAARs Aeschin. 2. 10), etc. In Me. 14. 65 
pariopaci avrov €AaPov is quite a vulgarism, which at present can 
only be paralleled from a papyrus of the first century A.D. (an argu- 
ment to Demosth. Midias), where we find (avrdv) covdtAols eXAaBev.4 
Accompanying (military) forces in classical Greek are expressed by 
the dat., in the N.T. by ev, ev deka yrdAvaow amravrav L. 14. 31, ep. 
Jd. 14, A. 7. 14 (also (ew )epxer Oar ev aiuars ‘with’ H. 9. 25, 1 Jo. 
5. 65 ev paBdw eAOw 1 C. 4. 21, 2 C. 10. a etc.) ; ev also denotes 
manner in & TAaxeL, ev exteveia etc., see § 41, 1. We have ravri 
tpomw, elite mpopaces Eire adneia Ph. 1. 18 (roiots TpoTrots Herm. 
Mand. xii. 3. 1), but elsewhere ov tpdzov ete., § 34, 7 (€v ravi zp., 

120.7. 11 auveorijoare eavrovs ayvods elvar (év add. DPEKLP, cp. ay. & 77 
gapxi Clem. Cor. i. 38, 2) 7@ mpdyyare is very harsh ; perhaps efva: is a corrup- 
tion of év, cp. § 34, 5. 

* The dative is employed in classical Greek if a contrast is made or is present 
to the mind of the writer, pice. — vou, Moyw—-épye; Xen. Mem. ii. 1. 31 rots 
cHpacy advvaro —Tais Wuxais avénroc; on the other hand in Anab. i. 4. 11 for 
mods OdWaxos dvduart, dvoua is correctly restored from the mss. (cp. §§ 33, 2; 
34, 7). 2% vy. App. p. 330. 

7 Ap. 13. 3 Catipacev éricw Tov Anplou is very ene: a pregnant construction 
for €6, él r@ 0. kal éropev’éy br. atrod, see W.- 

4See Fleckeis. Jahrb. f. class. Philol. 1892, p. 29, 33. 
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with a v.l. [male] ré7m 2 Th. 3. 16). A striking usage in the N.T. 
(and the LXxX.) is that of the dat. 686 etc. with mopeverOar, mepurrareiv, 
orouxeiv, in the N.T. in metaphorical sense, in the LXX. also in the 
literal, cp. Ja. 2. 25, L. 10. 31 B, Thue. ii. 98. 1 éropevero ty 0d@ av 
atbTos eroujoato: but in met. sense lil. 64. 4 ddckov odby idvrov: A. 14, 16 
ropever Oar Tats SSoisirav, Jd. 11, R. 4.12 ororyeiv trois tyveory (Clem. 
Hom. x. 15 ro tov orocxetre wapade’ypare); further developments are 
tots Geary mepimareiv A. 21. 21, Kwpots kat peOars R. 13, 13, rvevpare 
G. 5. 16, Topever Oat T) Pow Tov Kuptov A. 9. 31 (the ace. is found 
with the literal sense of the word in 77 od0v avrov A. 8. 39; with 
the metaphorical sense we have zop. év 1 P 4. 3, wepimareiy é€v 2 C. 4. 2 
etc., xara capxa R. 8. 4), Buttm. p. 160. Further (ibid 159 f.) 
verbal substantives used with their cognate verbs or with verbs of 
similar meaning stand in the dative—the usage is an imitation of the 
Hebrew infinitive absolute like M772" M72 and is consequently found 
already in the Lxx.—whereag the analogous classical phrases such as 
yup yopetv (‘in true wedlock’), guy devyav (‘to flee with all 
speed’) are only accidentally similar to these.| The N.T instances 
are: (axon axovey Mt. 13. 14 ete. O.T.), ercOrpia ereOipnoa L. 22. 15, 
xapa xaipe Jo. 3. 20,7 evemviow everrvidferOar A. 2. 17 O.T., adrerdAn 
(om. 8ABD al.) drecAnodpeOa 4. 17, rapayyeAla wapnyyelAaper 5. 28, 
dvaGepate dveGematicapey 23. 12, mpooevyy mpoonv€ato Ja. 5. 17; 
with which belong dpxw opooev A. 2. 30, Bavatw reXevtatw Me. 7. 10 
O.T., cp. Herm. Sim. viil. 7. 3 (droxteivas éy Gavary Ap. 2. 23; 6. 8 
is a different use). Cp. on the similar constructions with the acc. 
§ 34, 3; this dative of manner intensifies the verb in so far as it 
indicates that the action is to be understood as taking place in the 
fullest sense. 

4, While there is no trace of a local dative in the N.T.? (as is also 
the case on the whole in Attic prose), the analogous temporal dative, 
answering the question When 2, is still fairly frequent: it may of 
course be further elucidated by the insertion, common also in Attic, 
of the preposition €v. Since the dat. denotes the point of time, not 
the period of time, while ev can have both these meanings, it is quite 
possible to express ‘in the day,’ ‘in the night’ by ev (77) 1)mépq, vuxi, 
Jo. 11. 9, A. 18.9, 1 Th. 5. 2, but the genitive must be used instead 
of the simple dat., § 36, 13 (7@ @epe in Herm. Sim. iv. 3 for ‘in 
summer’ is incorrect, ibid. 5 we have «v +. @. exetvp); on the other 

e 

1 There is nothing remarkable in Jo. 18, 32 mwoly Oavdrw quedrery drodvycKew, 
cp. 21. 19 rol Gav. doédoe Tov Gedy. 

? On the other hand we have Mt. 2. 10 éxdpnoav yapar peyidny opbdpa, with 
a closer defining of the noun, which also may be said to be the raison d’étre of 
the added verbal substantive ; such closer definition is, speaking generally, never 
_found with the dat. in the N.T., though Hermas has Sim. ix. 18. 3 srovnpevo- 
Hévous moixidars movnpiats, 1. 2 toxvoas 7H ioxv cov. With Jo. 18. 32 onpaivwy 
Tolw Bavdry tpedrev adroOvycxew should be compared 21. 19 onualvwy roly Bavdry 
dokdce: rév Oedv: it is evident that in the first passage the cognate verb is by no 
means obligatory, but might be replaced by another verb. 

*But in Herm. Vis. iv. 3. 7 we have oly rémw drA\Gev, probably through 
the dat. and eés having become interchangeable, § 37, 1 and 2. 
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hand in a statement about a definite day or a definite night, the 
simple dative is no less correct than the dat. with é&. In the N.T. 
we always have 77) tpity 7pépa Mt. 16. 21 (D reads otherwise), ere 
23 (ditto), L. 9. 22 (ditto), 24. 7, 46; Ty TpwrTyn Hp. TOV dipu 
Me. 14. 12, 777 1p. 77) oyd0n A. 7.8 (with ev L. 1. 59), but DL omit év), 
TakTy yp. 12. 21, moig 7p (vil. wpe) Mt. 24. 42, 7 yy. L. 17. 29 f. 
(30 D is different), TH Hp. TOV caf Parwv 1s. 13: 14, 16, A. 13. 14, 
16. 13, ep. inf. Tois rdP Barc, but with ev L. 4.13, the readings vary 
in 14.55 7H eoxary yp. Jo. 12. 48, with ev 7. 37, M1. 24, with var. 
lect. 6. 39f., 44, 543 So TH) pee cap Barov Me. 16. 2 z7 9, Jo. 20. 1; 
with ev A. 20. 7; with éxeiy and rat7y év is usually inserted with 
7 Hp., but Jo. 20. 19 has 7) au. ex.; and the pronouns are used 
with ve«ri without ev in L. 12. 20, 17. 34, A. 12. 6, 27. 23; always 
TH eriovoyn OY é€Xopery 1M. (uviert), but confined to Acts, e.g. 7. 26, 
21. 26; also ty e&)s 21. 1 etc. (but with ev L. 7. 11, where D omits 
ev and there is a strongly supported reading ev Tw eéns ; the readings 
vary in 9. 37), Ty emupwokovon K.7.r. Mt. 28. I (qpepa Kat ypepe 

‘every day’ 2 C. 4. 16 after the Hebrew D1) OV, = kal exdoryy np. 
H. 3. 13). Further instances are: tetdpry) pvdakg*t7s vueros Mt. 
14.25, Ty eorepivy >. T. v. Din L. 12. 38, elsewhere in the same verse 
this word takes <«v even in D; rota fd. Mt. 24. 43; oD ov Sokeite Spa 44, 
Told Ope L. 12. . 39 TH Opa TOV Oyudparos 1. 10, 7) evary o. Me. 15. 34, 
avTy TH 6. L. 2 . 38 ete. (avt7) Tt) vu«re Herm. Vis. il. 1. 2, 10. 7), as 
well as ev avr. 7. &. L. 12. 12 ete. (ev also occurs with exetvy Mt. 26. 5G 
etc., and as a v.l. in Jo. 4. 53); pid & Ap. 8. 10, 16, 19, cp. on the 
alternative use of the acc. § 34, 8. The simple dat. is not used in 
the case of éros, but ev (L. 3. 1); €reowy teavapixovta — dxodopyOy 
Jo. 2. 20 is a different use of the dative, for which we -have also év 
(om. 8) tTpiciv nuépors in the same verse and in 19 (ev om. B), 
answering the question In how long a time?, where in classical 
Greek ¢v is the ordinary construction.2, With names of feasts we 
have Mc. 6. 21 Tots yevecious avrov, Mt. 14. 6°; frequently Tots 
odBBacw, ‘on the Sabbath,’ Mt. 12.1 etc., as well as év Tois o. 
L. 4. 31 al, also ro caBBdrw L. 6.9, caBBary Mt. 24. 20 (ev o 
EF al., D caBBarov § 36, 13), Jo. 5. 16 D, 7. 22 B (al. év a, as all 
Mss. read in 23 bis), To e€xopevwm o. A. 13. 44 (ev o. devTeporpuTy ? 
L. 6. 1, év €répw o. 6. 6); Kara wav ca BParov A. 13. 27 and elsewhere. 
Ty éoprq Tov macya L. 2. 41 (with ev D); elsewhere é€v 77 €. (kata 
éoptnv ‘every feast’ Mt. 27. 15 etc.). “Erépais yeveats EB. 3. 5, dora 
yeven A. 13. 36; with év 14. 16. Karpots tdiors 1 Tim. 6. 15. (In 
tn Orie. tropevovtes R. 12. 12, ‘in tribulation,’ there is reason to 
suspect the text, cp. above, p. 118, note 2*). 

1 Alay mowi rH wea 7. 0., but ACE al. read rijs uids and D sas, which could be 
explained as partitive. 

2°Kv rpiciv ju. occurs also in Mt. 27. 40, da rprdv fy. in 26. 61, Mc. 14. 58. 

3In Mt. the mss. are divided between vyeveciows 6¢ -yevouévors NBDL al., and 
yeveciwv 8é yevouévwv CK (cp. Mc. 6. 2) or dyoudywy EG al.; the dative would 
represent an unusual combination of the absolute use of the participle and the 
temporal dative, and is best attributed to scribes who interpolated it from Mc. 

4v, App. p. 312.° 
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5. An unclassical use is that of the dative to denote duration of 
time, instead of the accusative. But this use is only guaranteed for 
transitive verbs, and, in a few instances, for passives: whereas, in 
the case of intransitive verbs (also with a passive in Ap. 20. 3; 
and a transitive verb in Me. 2. 19 écov xpévov, L. 13. 8 rotvro 75 E7os, 
A. 13. 18 os tesvepaxovtaeTh xpovov, ibid. 21), the accusative still 
remains: A. 8 11 tkavn xpovw éLertaxevae atrors ‘a long time,’ 
L. 8. 29 Toh ois Xpovers curnprake. avrov, R. 16. 25 xp. aiwviors 
ceovyypevov (but dredijunoev ypovovs ixavots L. 20, 9, and correspond- 
ing phrases occur elsewhere with intrans. verbs). In L. 8. 27 the 
readings are divided hetween ypovw tx. and €k (dro) xpdvwv tk. (ovK 
evedvoato iuatiov), in Jo. 14. 9 between rocotTw ypdvy (meG’ tyov 
eit) SILQ and tocotrev xp. AB al., as in A. 28, 12 between 7)pepacs 
Tpiriv and 1)pépas tpets (ereuervaper).* A further instance is ws éreoiv 
TETPUKOT LOLS Kal TEVTHKOVTG eOwKev KpiTas A. 13, 20,! ‘throughout 450 
years’ (ibid. 18, 21 the accuwative, vide supra). The reason for the 
employment of the dative appears to be that the accusative was 
regarded as the direct object, and therefore the writer did not like 
to place another object beside it.? 

§ 39. THE CASES WITH PREPOSITIONS. PREPOSITIONS 

WITH THE ACCUSATIVE. 

1. The remaining ideas which complete the meaning of verbs 
and nouns are expressed not by a case alone, but with the help of 
a preposition: a practice which in the course of the history of the 
language became more and more adopted in opposition to the 
employment of the simple case. The N.T. still preserves the whole 
collection of the old prepositions proper of the Greek language, 
with the exception of audi, but along with these the employment 
of prepositions not strictly so called was further developed.” 
Prepositions proper may be divided into: I. Those that take one 
case: 1. with ace. ava, eis: 2. with gen. avr, amo, €€ €x, mpd: 
3. with dat. ev, adv. II. With two cases, 2.e. with acc. and gen.: 
dud, Kard, pera, mwepl, trép, t7d. III. With three cases: emi, apd, 
zpos. A simplification is seen in the fact that pera, repi, vrd are 
relegated from Class III. to Class II., while ava (as already ee 
in classicel prose) is relegated from II. (cat. and accus.) to I. (the 
loss being on the side of the dative) ; moreover zpos is now not far 
from being confined to the construction of I. 1. Quasi-Prepositions 
all take the genitive, and are strictly adverbs or cases of a noun 
which received the character of prepositions only ai a later period, 
but in N.T. times resemble the regular prepositions in that they 

1 The passage is seriously corrupted in most of the mss., as the statement of 
time has become attached to the preceding clause (19), where also there is a 
transitive verb. 

2In Josephus, however, there is no perceptible difference between the dative 
and accusative denoting duration of time, W. Schmidt de Jos. elocut. 382 £ 
(except that diarpiBew and pévew always take the accusative). * 

aby, App. p. 312. **v. App. p. 330. 
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never or hardly ever stand without their case: évexev, yapiv ‘on 
account of, ywpis, avev, atep, tAnv ‘except,’ HEX pl, apt, ews ‘unto’ 
(these last are also conjunctions), €urpoo bev, évwriov, évavriov ete. 
‘before,’ driow ‘behind,’ erave, ‘upon,’ iroxarw ‘beneath,’ perakd 
‘between.’ Naturally no hard and fast line can be drawn between 
preposition and adverb in these cases. : 

2. Of prepositions with the accusative, avé, which has already 
become rare in Attic prose, has well-nigh disappeared jn the N.T. 
"Ava pecov (with gen.) ‘between’ Mt. 13. 25 etc. (Polyb. etc., LXX.: 
modern Gr. dvdpera)=ev peow (L. 8. 7 al.), ep. § 40, 8; dva pépos 
‘in turn’ 1 C. 14, 27 (Polyb.) ; elsewhere it is distributive ‘apiece,’ 
éXaBov ava Syvapiov Mt. 20, 9 ete., ava mrépvyas €& Ap. 4. 8, or ‘at 
the rate of,’ Mc. 6. 4o kAwoiar ava éxardv A al. (as in L. 9. 14), 
but with cura xBD (xara being an equivalent for dvd in all the 
above-mentioned uses) ; stereotyped as an adverb (like «ata, § 51, 5) 
Ap. 21. 21 ava eis exauoros Tov rvAbvo = kal’ cfs (Herm. Sim. ix. 2. 3, 
see § 45, 3). 

3. Els not only maintained its own place in the language, but also 
absorbed the kindred preposition év ; many instances of this absorp- 
tion appear already in the N.T., although, if we take the practice of 
the N.T. as a whole, év is considerably more than a match for «is. 
The classical position, namely that év with the dative answers 
the question ‘where 3,’ eis with accusative the question ‘whither 2,’ 
had from early times been simplified’ in some dialects by év taking 
to itself (like the Latin in) both cases and both functions; but the 
popular Hellenistic language went in the other direction and re- 
duced everything to ds with accusative, representing ‘where?’ and 
‘whither?’ From this intermixture, which meets us also in the 
LXx. and in Egyptian private records,! no writer of narrative in 
the N.T. is free, with the exception of Matthew: not even Luke 
in the Acts, where on the contrary most of the examples are found ; 
John has less of it than the others. Passages: Mc. 1. 9 éBurrio On 
cis TOV "lopdavny (ev 1. 5, Mt. 3. 6), 1. 39 Kyptoowy cis Tas Cwuywyds 
(ev rats cvvaywyais EF al.), 2. 1 es ofkév éorw AC al. (év ofkw RBDL), 
10. ro (e€v AC al. eiceAGovros eis Syr. Sin.), 13. 3 KaOnpevov eis Td 
opos (kabicev eis 2 Th. 2. 4 is correct classical Greek), 13. 9, 16 
o «is tov aypov (ev Mt. 24. 18), L. 4. 23 yevoueva (‘done’) eis rv 
NB, eis DL, ev ry al.) Kadapvaovp (1. 44 is also unclassical, éyévero 
n puvy cis TA Gra pov, cp. yeverOar eis lep. A. 20. 16, 21. 17, 25. 155 
correctly ¢v13. 5), L. 9. 61, 11.7 es tHv Koirny eiaiv (ev D), 21. 37 (9), 
A. 2. 5 ets Tep. xarouxotvres (€v 8BCDE; correctly H. 11. 9 rapw- 
Knoev eis yyv, Mt. 2. 23, 4. 13, ep. Thuc. ii. 102. 6 xarorxioGels eis 
torovs), 2, 17 O.T. cp. 31 eyxaraneiwers THY Wy iy pov is dSny, 
49 Tots eis paxpay (class. rots pwaxpdv [se. dduv] drouxoncuv), 7. 4. 12, 
8. 20, 23 (v.1.), 4o evpeOn eis "Afwrov, 9, 21 (ev all MSS. except nA), 
Il. 25 D, 14. 25 (& BCD), 17. 13 D, 18. 21 D, 19. 22 (év D), 21. 13, 

‘ So in the Egyptian records of the Berlin Museum, vol. ii. 385 els ’Adeédv- 
Specdy €ort, 423 Kwdvveicavros eis Oddascav; Kaibel Epigr. 134 (written at Athens in imperial times) eis rUvBov Ketuat. @vy. App. p. 313. 
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23. 11 bis, 25. 4, 26. 20, Jo. 1. 18 6 Ov els TOV KoAroV* TOD .TaTpéds, 
17. 23 tva dou reTeActwpévor eis (7d) €v, cp. 1 Jo, 5. 8 ob tpets eis TS EV 
<iowv, But eorn cis Td pecov Jo. 20. 19, 26 is classical (Xenophon 
Cyr. iv. 1. 1), ep. 21. 4 (v.]. eri). On the other hand, the Epistles 
and—what is still more striking—the Apocalypse—show at least in 
the local significatfon a correct discrimination between eis and éy, 
except in (1 Jo. 5. 8, see above, and) 1 P. 5. 12 (a postscript to the 
letter written in the apostle’s own hand) rjv yépiv — ets av orHTe 
(eorijxate KLP), which certainly cannot mean ‘put yourself into it,’ 
but ‘stand fast therein.’2 Eis for ev is frequent in Hermas, Vis. i. 
2. 2 €xovou PrPXriov eis Tas xXeElpas, 1. 4. 3, Sim. i. 2 etc.; see also 
Clem. Cor. 11. 8. 2 (19. 4%, Clem. Hom. xii. 10. It thus appears 
that at that time this use of «es was still a provincialism, although 
even so the fact that several authors do not share in it is remark- 
able. On the reverse interchange, ev for eis, see § 41, 1. 

4. Under the head of irftermixture of «ls and é& may be also 
reckoned L. 1. 20 rAnpwOijoortas es TOV Karpov avTov (correctly with 
ev Mt. 21. 41, 2 Th. 2. 6), whereas L. 13. 9 kav rowjon Kaprov eis 7d 
pedXov has classical parallels (so es torepov Hdt. 5. 74); correct are 
also A. 13. 42 ets TO preta€d odfPartov, 2 C. 13. 2 es TO wade (ep. 
classical eicavtis) ; the remaining temporal uses of eis are still more 
completely in agreement with classical Greek.—A, 7. 53 eAaere rov 
vopov «is dvatayas dyyéAwv=ev duatayais (cp. Mt. 9. 34 and other 

oe? ow 

passages).—After the Hebrew mined "2, Me. 5. 34 and Le. 7. 50, 
8. 48 say Uraye es eipijvnv (so also LXX. 1 Sam. 1. 17 etc.): but the 
sense seems to be better given by Ja. 2. 16 imdyere év eipyvyn (so D 
in both passages of Luke). In other instances the caprice of the 
writer in his choice of «is or ev is not surprising, since Hebrew had 
only the one preposition 3, and classical Greek had in most of these 
eases none at all. Thus motevery ets alternates with mor. év 

(Mc. 1. 15) and mor. evi, in addition to which the correct classical 
a. Twi appears, § 37, 1; there is a corresponding interchange of 
prepositions with the subst. rictis (7 ev Xp., 4 «is Xp., beside the 
objective genitive), and with zero:Gévat,? which also has the simple 
dative: see for this verb and for éAzifev § 37, 2; further, with 
ouvivat (which in classical Greek takes accus., § 34, 1) in Mt. 5. 35 
ev and es are found side by side; with evdoxeiv ‘to have pleasure’ 
ev is frequent, es occurs in Mt. 12. 18 O.T. (6v simply 8*B, ev ¢ D) 

and 2 P.1. 17, The rendering of the Hebrew OW2 is especially 
variable: 7@ o@ ovépare (instrumental dative)4 Mt. 7. 22, «is dvopa 

WVraye vivac els riv kokuuB7nOpav 9. 7 is supported by parallels from profane 

writers ;*viva: however appears not to be genuine (Lachm.; om. A al., ep. 11). 
21 P. 3. 20 els jw (xeBwrov) drAlyo SteowOnoay is ‘into which few escaped,’ cp. 

2 Tim. 4. 18 (Lxx. Gen. 19. 19). 

3 Similarly @appo év ‘confide in’ 2.C. 7.16: but eds 10, 1=Opacds eu ‘toward 
you.’ ' 

4The simple dative is further found in (Mt. 12. 21, see § 37, 1, note 2), 
Me. 9. 38 AX al. (rell. év), Ja. 5. 10 AKL (rell. €v). 

ay, App. p. 313. 1* vy App. p. 330. 
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mpopiytov 10, 41, els TO epov dvopa 18. 20 (28, 19), ert TO dvopari por 
18. 5, €v dvouate kupiov 21. 9.° Again ‘to do to anyone’ is qorey 
(epyd¢er Oar) Tu ev tive, els Teva, Tuvi (Att. Tivd), see § 34, 4 (beside 
Tovety eAenpoovvas ets A, 24, 17! there is an alternative zovety éAeos 

pera [Hebr. BY] zevos L. 10. 37). With the verb‘ to announce,’ if the 
communication is made to several persons, either e’s or év is admis- 
sible in Attic Greek (etwety eis tov Sjpov, év TO dijuw); so also in N.T. 
knprocey eis Mc. 13. 10 (ev D), 14. 9,” L. 24. 47, 1 Th. 2.9 (tir »*), 
ev2C. 1.19, G. 2. 2, evayyeAtCer Oa eis 1 P. 1. 25, ev G. 1. 16. 

5. In place of a nominative (or accusative in the respective 
passages) es is found with the accusative, after a Hebrew pattern, 
With civat, yiverBar, Aoyiter@ar, § 33, 3: for the sense ‘to represent 
as, ‘reckon as’ see $ 34,5. But in G. 3. 14 iva els 7a E0179) ) dAOYLa 
Tov ’APpacp yevnrat the simple case would be the dative, cp. § 37, 3, 
or in classical Greek the genitive ; cp. éyy(Cev eis for revi, § 37, 6 (in 
modern Greek es is the usual circumlocution for the lost dative, 
ep. ibid. 1).—Ecs for éxé or wpds: Jo. 4. 5 epyerae eis modu x.7.A, 
‘comes to’ not ‘into,’ 11. 31, 38 trdyee (epxerac) eis (D 11. 38 eri) 
To pyypetov, 20. 3 (in 8 ets is correct); in accordance with which 
some would support the reading of DHP in Me. 3. 7 dveydpnoer ets 
(instead of zpos) 7777 OdAaccay (similarly in 2. 13 Tisch. reads é£)\Gev 
es THY Oar, with »x*, for zapa, and in 7. 31 with SBD al.).2 There 
is also in Mt. 12. 4I PETEVONT AV els TO KI) pvy 10. "Iwva an instance of 
e's for rpds, cp. Hdt. 3. 52 zpds totro ro Kypvypa or'tis of Siaréyer Oar 
7GeXe (‘in consequence of’). With numerals it is distributive ‘at 
the rate of’: Me. 4. 8 e’s tpidxovra ete. (v1. ev: wrong reading év) ; 
ep. Hdt. i. 193 ém duyxdora in a similar sense.— Kis rédXos 1 Th. 2. 16 
is ‘finally’ (Lxx. 2 Chron. 12. 12 is rightly compared, but class. Gk. 
also has és reAcutav, Soph. O.C, 1224). 

§ 40. PREPOSITIONS WITH THE GENITIVE. 

1. "Avri is one of the prepositions that are dying out, being 
represented by some twenty instances in the whole N.T. ’Av@ dy 
‘for the reason that’=‘ because’ L. 1. 20, 19. 44, A. 12. 23, 2 Th. 

2. 10, classical, also in LXx. 2 Kings 22. 17 ="1WN MSM; ‘for this’ 
= ‘therefore’ L. 12. 3, dv7it rovrov E. 5. 31 O.T. (evexev tovTov LXX, é 
and Mt. 19. 6, Mc. 10. 7, JE2™>2).—Equivalent to a genitive of 
price (similarly classical Greek) H. 12. 16 dvri Bpwcews pds dredoro 
Ta mpwroTdKia.-In a peculiar sense, Jo. 1. 16, yapev avrt xdpuTos 
éAdBoper, cp. class. ynv mpd yys €Aatver Gar ‘from one land to another,’ 
and frequently eAmiow €€ eAvidwv and the like. 

2. ’Awé has still maintained its place in modern Greek, while it 
has taken over the uses of é€, which disappears; in the N.T. this 
mixture has already begun, although (with regard to the frequency 
with which either is employed) é€ still holds its own fairly easily 

123, App. p. 330. aby, App. p. 313. 
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against a6 (as ev does against eis, § 39, 3). Instances of mixture: 
awedOetvy (e€&- EHLP) ard (om. HLP) tijs wéAews A. 16. 39, which 
means not ‘to depart from the neighbourhood of the city’ (where 
azo is right), but ‘to go out of the city,’ 13. 50, ‘Mc.’ 16. 9 dd)’ (zap’ 
C*DL) as e€eBeBrrjxee extra Saipovia, H. 11. 15 ad’ as (rarpidos) 
a el. : : F : ; 
efePnoav. However in most cases in a connection of this kind eg 
and a6 are still correctly distinguished.—Also the partitive é£, 
which itself is scarcely classical (§ 35, 4), is occasionally represented 
by the still more unclassical axé, Mt. 27. 21 tiva dard tov sto 
(=class. rérepov tovvrowv), and both are used promiscuously in place 
of the classical genitive in phrases like ‘to eut of,’ ‘to tuke of,’ 
etc., § 36, 1. Contrary to itic usage is twas TOV awd THs eKKAN- 
cias A. 12. 1 ‘those belonging to the community’ (not those who 
came from the community), cp. 6. 9, 15. 5, whereas in A. 10. 45, 
11. 2, Tit. 1. ro we have ot & wepitopns correctly (06 €x Tis duaTpePijs 
ravtys Aeschin. 1. 54); stille Hellenistic writers like Plutarch have 
similar phrases.t Again, €£ would be the correct preposition to ex- 
press extraction from a place; but N.T. has iv 6 @idurros ard 
BynOoaida, ex Tis roAews ’Avdpeov Jo. 1. 44, ep. 45,2 Mt. 21. 11, 
A. 10. 38, and so always, unless as in L. 2. 4 (ex wéAews Nag), 
modus is added as well; azo is also regularly used of a person’s 
country except in John, A. 6. 9, 21. 27, 23. 34, 24. 18 (but in 
classical Greek, Isocr. 4. 82 etc. rovs é& ts ’Acius).® See also 
Acts 2.5. Material: cvdupa ard tpryov Mt. 3.4. ‘After,’ ‘out of’: 
edvvanwOnouvy ards aoOevecas H. 11. 34 (classical Greek has Aevxoy 
Hap elodecv €x XElparos), ) 

3. ’Amwé has supplanted ié in the sense of ‘on account of,’ ‘for’ 
(of things which occasion or hinder some result by their magnitude) : 
aro THs Avans Kotpwpevors L, 22. 45, Mt. 13. 44, 14. 26, A. 20. 9, 
12. 14 amd Tis xapas od avorgev, 22. r1, L. 19. 3, (24. 41), Jo. 21. 6, 
Herm. Vis. ili. 11. 2; ep. e€ infra 4. Also two with a passive verb 
or a verb of passive meaning is often replaced by azo, although in 
this instance the MSs. commonly exhibit much diversity in their 
readings. A. 2. 22 drodedevypevoy azd Tod Oeot, 4. 36 emexAnbeis 
BapvaBas ard (D ims) tov drooté\wr, Mt. 16. 21 roAAd rabety ard 
(D tro) tov «.7.X. (in the parallel passage Mc. 8. 31 az6 is only read 
by AX al., the rest have tri: in L. 17. 25 dad is read by all).—’Ax6 
further encroaches upon the province of wapa with the genitive: 
axovey ao A. 9. 13, 1 Jo. 1. 53 puvOavev azo G. 3. 2, Col. i. 7; 
TaparapPdvev ard 1 C. 11. 23 (rapa DE, dro\apf. ard followed by 
the same verb with wapéa Herm. Vis. v. 7) etc.; also in the phrase 
‘to come from a person’: dd “laxwBov G. 2. 12, dd Geot Jo. 13. 3, 
16. 30 (ex 8. 42, wapd 16. 27, cp. § 43, 5).—The use of the old geni- 
tive of separation (§ 36, 9) is far more restricted in the N.T. than in 

1So Plut. Caes, 35 of dé Bovdjs, members of the senate. 

2But in 1. 47 é« Nag. divarat re dyabdv eivac; cp. 4. 22 4% owrnpla éx rap 
*Iovdaiwy éoriv. 

3°Amd is found already in Homer and poetry: dws Sawdprns Hdt. 8. 114, 
Soph. EL 691. 
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the classical language through the employment of dd (é£): so regu- 
larly with éAevGepovv, Aver, ywpifev etc., also with torepety (ibid. ). 
Much more remarkable, however, is the dé, which in imitation of 

the Hebrew 172, "2272 = ‘for,’ is employed with verbs meaning ‘to 

hide,’ ‘to be on one’s guard,’ ‘to fear’ (similarly,in the LXx., Buttm. 
p. 278). See on xptarrer te ard tivos § 34, 43 hevyerr, pvrAdooew 
and -erOa, poPeirOat, airytverOat dard tivos § 34, 1; to which must 
be added zpocéyewv euvTo or still more abbreviated rpoogyev (sc. Tov 
vovv ‘to have a care for oneself’=‘to beware’), avo tivos L. 12. 1, 
Mt. 7. 15 etc.; in a similar sense 6pav, Brerev awd Me. 8. 15, 12. 38. 
Typetv and dvarnpetv, however, take é (equally unclassical): e€ (a¢’ D) 
dv dSuarnpovvres eavro’s A. 15. 29, Jo. 17. 25, Ap. 3. 10. In these 
instances also the idea of separation or alienation is expressed by 
a6, aS it is in many expressions, especially in St. Paul, which can- 
not be directly paralleled from the classical language: R. 9. 3 dviteua 
evar avd Tov Xp., 2 C.11. 3 pw) POapy Fa vorjpata tyov dard Tis aA6- 
TyTos THS ev Xp., 2 Th. 2. 2, Col. 2. 20 dweOavete dd TAV Grotyeiwy TOD 
Korpov, Similarly with xarapyeto Ga It. 7. 6, G. 5. 4.3 also petauvoety aro 
in A. 8, 22, cp. H. 6. 1, ek Ap. 2. 21 ete.; duxacody, Gepurevtery, Aoverv 
uzo“approach still more nearly to Aveyv etc.) Cp. in Hermas and 
other writings: Siapbaphvat dé Sim. iv. 7, drorupAova Gat do Mand. 
v. 2. 7, xoAoBbs azo Sim. ix. 26. 8, xevos aro Sim. ix. 19. 2, €prpos 
ard Clem. Cor. il. 2. 3, Atwotakreiy dé 1, 21. 4, dpyetvy awd 33, 1.— 
On the use of az6 in reckoning distance (a7 oradiwy Sexamévre) sce 
§ 34, 8.—On dd rpocdrou tives infra 9. 

4, On the largely employed é€, & there is little to remark. It 
takes the place of the subjective genitive 2 C. 9. 2 7d €& twov jos 
(without «€ sBCP), cp. 8.7 Ty €€ tyav ev ipiv(?) adydry. For its 
partitive use cp. § 35, 4, § 36, 1; with ‘to fill’ ibid. 4 (§ 38, 1). In 
place of a genitive of price: syopacav é£€ avrov (the 30 pieces of 
silver) tov dypov Mt. 27. 7, § 36. 8 In a peculiar sense: Tots 
vikovTas €k Tov Onpiov (probably = typicavras eavTovs ek ..., supra 3) 
Ap. 15. 2. Denoting the cause like dé, and classical 7d, supra 3: 
Ap. 16. 10 éuacavro tas yAdooas aiTay EK TOU Tovov, Cp. II, 21: 
this book with the Gospel and the first Epistle of St. John makes 
proportionally the largest use of ¢£ of any of the N.T. books. 
With attraction e£ for ev see § 76, 4. 

5, IIps is not represented by very many examples, mosé of which 
= ‘before’ of time; ‘before’ of place only in Acts (5. 23, v.1.) 12. 6 
(v.l. apos in D), 14, 14. 13, Ja. 5. 9 (elsewhere éumpooGev, vide 
infra 7); of preference zpd mavtwv Ja. 5. 12, 1 P. 4. 8. On the 
Hebraistic rpo mpoodrov tivos infra 9. In a peculiar usage: Jo. 12.1 
Tpo €€ Hpepav Tov wacxa ‘6 days before the passover,’ cp. Lat. ante 
diem tertium Calendas (so also other writers under the Empire, 

1 But H. 5. 7 eloaxovedels dd r7js evAaBefas cannot be so taken ‘heard (and 
freed) from his fear,’ especially as evAaB. 12. 28 rather denotes the fear of God 
(cp. evAaBetoOac 11. 7, edrAaBys A. 2. § etc.); and it is hardly ‘on account of his 
piety’; rather the words must be separated so as to run kal elgak., dad THs 
evA.— wader dd’ dy <7’ eradeyv Thy bwaxoyvy. On the order of words see § 80, 2. 

“vy, App. p. 313. 
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see Kiihner Gr. ii.2 288, W. Schmidt de Josephi elocut. 513,! and cp. 
pera § 42, 3, and azo in the reckoning of distance supra 3; § 34, 8). 

6. Quasi-prepositions with genitive. ‘For the sake of’ is éverev, 
also eivexev § 6, 4, eveea A. 26. 21 (Attic, § 6, 1) in Paul’s speech 
before Agrippa, also L. 6. 22 (-ev D al.), Mt. 19. 8 O.T. x BUZ (Lxx. 
-ev), A. 19. 32 RAB, Me. 13.9 B. Not frequent (some 20 instances, 
including quotations) ; it denotes the cause or motive which is given 
for an action, so regularly évexev €uov in the Gospels, elsewhere it is 
hardly distinguishable from dua with accus., see § 42, 1; its position 
(which in Attic is quite unrestricted) is always before the genitive 
except in the case of an interrogative (tivos evexeyv A. 19. 32) or a 
relative sentence (ot civecey L. 4. 18 O.T.). Xdpev is still rarer 
(almost always placed after the word).—‘Except,’ ‘without,’ is 
usually xwpis; dvev (also Attic) only appears in Mt. 10. 29, 1 P. 
3. 1, 4. 93 d&rep (poetical: in prose not before imperial times) only 
in L. 22. 6, 35 (often in Herfnas, e.g. Sim. v. 4. 5; Barn. 2. 6 C, but 
dvev 8); wAHV (Attic) A. 8. 1, 15, 28, 27. 22, Me. 12. 32, ‘Jo.’ 8. ro. 
The position of these words (as also of those that follow) is always 
before the case, except in one ex. ob xwpis H. 12. 4, § 80, 4; x. as 
adverb (often in Attic) only appears in Jo. 20. 7.—‘Unto’ is &xpus), 
péxpt(s) as in Attic (on the s see § 5, 4), the former in Le., Acts, Paul, 
Hebrews, Ap., Mt. 24. 38: the latter in Mt. 11. 23, 13. 30 (€ws BD), 
28. 15 (&*D ews), Mc. 13. 30 (€ws D), and sporadically in Le., Acts, 
Paul, Hebrews; both are also used as conjunctions (in an inter- 
mediate stage with the interposition of a relative, dype of, p. od; 
Herm. Vis. iv. 1. 9 yu. dre 8*, ys. drov 8° as), see §§ 65, 10; 78, 3; 
gos is also employed in this sense, originally a conjunction through- 
out (its use as a prep. appears in Hellenistic Gk. and the Lxx.), 
Mt. 1. 17 dro ’ABpadp éws Aavid, ews tot Xpiorov ete. (often in Mt., 
also in Mc., Le., Acts, rare in Paul and James; im Hebr. only in 
quotations ; John uses none of the three words); here also we have 
éws of, éws Otov. “Ews is moreover readily joined with an adverb: 
€ws Tore, ard dvwlev ews KaTW, Ews GpTt, Ews oHmepor,* on the other 
-hand dyps (méxpt) rod viv, ras orypepov (although Thuc. 7. 83 has 
péxpe até). It occasionally has the meaning ‘within’: A. 19. 26 D 
tos "Edevou, 23. 23 (8 text) €ws exarov. Herm. Mand. iv. 1. 5 axps 
Tis dyvoias odx dpaptéve. means ‘as long as he does not know’ 
(axpis dv ayvoy =a, av yv@ ‘until’). 

7. ‘Bef8re’ (in local sense, rarely po, supra 5) is expressed by 
Yumpooev, évayrlov (Wan, KUTEVaVTL, amTEevayTL), evamov (KaTEvwrLoY), 
Of these expressions ¢uzpocGev and évevtiov with the genitive are 
also classical, and in the case of evavriov the construction with the 
genitive is also the predominant use of the word, whereas ¢urpocGev 
is more frequently adverbial ; a@révavt: is Hellenistic (Polyb.) ; 

«the following are unfamiliar to profane writers, but common in LXX. 
and N.T.: évwrvov (ev-wr. before the eyes: occasionally in papyri, 

1 Many exx. are given in W. Schulze, Graeca Latina, 15 ; no doubt the oldest 
occurs in the inscriptional will of Epicteta (Inscr. Gr. insularum iii. 330, 
line 160): mpd rod ray civodov Hyer (i.e. elvar) mpd duepdv déxa (end of the 3rd or 
beginning of the 2nd cent. B,c., therefore pre-Roman). 

ay, App. p. 313. 
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Mayser, Gram. d. gr. Pap. ii. 51: ra evra is as old as Homer), xare- 
vorvov (katévwra or Kar’ evora Hom.), evavte! (evavra Hom.), karevavre 
(karévavra in poetry), while N.T. onthe other hand hasnot got avrixpr(s) 
(except in A. 20. 15 dé. Xiov)? karuvr. dzav7. The expressions serve 

as a rendering for the Hebrew "2D, “2s, alsg. for Az, and éumpo- 

oGev and évavtiov also frequently stand in the N.T. in places where 
classical Greek would express itself in a simpler manner. Thus 
Mt. 7. 6 po) Badnre tots papyapitas tvuwov éeumporbev TOV yxolpwr = 
class. 7) tpoBaAnte tT. fp. Tots xolpots, "Kumpourler is also apparently 

used of time = zpo (so in class. Greek), in Jo. 1. 15, 30 (or of pre- 
cedence = has obtained the precedence of me ?); in adverbial sense 
only in L. 19. 4, 28, Ph. 3. 14, Ap. 4. 6; it is employed by well- 
nigh all writers (not Pet., James, Jude, Hebr.), most frequently by 
Mt. ’Evarvriov occurs in Me. 2. 12 ACD (al. eump.), L. 1. 8 SAC al. 
(evavte BDE al.), 20. 26, 24. 19 (evoriov D), A. 7. 10 (evurre RX), 
8. 32 O.T.; évavre is further used in 8. 21 (evorcov EHLP); Kare 
vavTt amév. (where the readings often vary) Mt. 21. 2, 27. 24 ete., 
A. 3. 16, 17. 7, R. 3. 18 O.T., 4. 17 (adverb L. 19. 30); evemov is 
frequent in Luke (in the first half of the Acts; in the second half it 
is only found in 19. 9, 19, 27. 35) and in the Apocalypse: in John 
only in 20. 30, 1 Jo. 3. 22, 3 Jo. 6: in Mt. and Me. never (xatewwz, 
in a few passages of Paul and in Jude).—‘ Before’ in the strictly 
local sense is generally expressed by €urpocGev alone (the word has 
only this sense in the Apoc.): €uarp. Tot Biparos A. 18. 17, Tov 
wooav Ap. 19, 10 (B evdriov), 22. 8 (A rpod), although the author of 
the Apoc. also says eviriov tot Opovov; similarly ‘before anyone’ 
is €umrpooGev Jo, 3. 28, 10. 4 (evwriov L. 1. 76 8B); eurp. evarriov 
évirvov express ‘before anyone’ = before the eyes of anyone, also 
pleasing in anyone’s eyes=‘to anyone,’ A. 6. 5 aperev evervov Tov 
TAN Govs =T0 TAH, 1 Jo. 3. 22 Ta aperta Evwriov avTov; dpopraverv 
ever. tTivos=ets tiva L. 15. 18, 21 (1 Sam. 7. 6), or tev’, LXX. 
Judges 11. 27, Buttm. p. 150; so a genitive or dative is often 
replaced by this circumlocution, Mt. 18. 24 ovx eori OéAnpa Ep- 
mpocGev tov watpos pov, where eurp. might be omitted, 11. 26, 
L. 15. 10 xapa yiveras evoriov TwV ayyéAw = Tov dyyéAwv or Tols 
ayyéXos, 24. 11 ehavyoay evariov avTov wel Ajpos = adrois, ete. 

Similar is H. 4. 13 agavys evwriov avrov, 13. 21; but in the second 
half of the Acts it is only used =class. évavrior. Karévavri, drévayte 
mean ‘over against’=class. xatavrixpt, Mt. 21. 2, Mc. 42. 41 etc.; 
but are also commonly used = ‘before’ like évavriov, évduov, e.g. with 
tov oxAov Mt. 27. 24; a peculiar usage is drévavre tov Soypdtwv 
‘contrary to’ A. 17. 7 (€vavria trois ddypacw or Tov SoypdéTwv in 
classical Greek). 

8. The opposite of ¢upoo4ev in the local sense is &moGe ‘behind,’ 
occurring with genitive only in Mt. 15. 23, Le. 23. 26, rarely also” 
as an adverb; on the other hand éniew (in the older language the 

1 Evavre occurs in inscriptions in translations of Roman senatus consulta, 
Viereck Sermo graecus Senat. Rom. (Gtg. 1888) p. 16, 66. 

2 Even here the 8 text perhaps had xara Xiov, cp. 16. 7, 27. 73 at any rate 
the ms. of the Vulg. preserved at. Ossepp (in Bohemia), for my acquaintance 
with which I am indebted to Dr. Fr. Herklotz, reads here catachium. 
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opposite of zpdcw, for which Attic had wéppw ‘far off,’ the latter 
form occurring occasionally in N.T.) is found fairly often, usually 
as a preposition, more rarely as an adverb. The prepositional use 
of oricw, which is foreign to profane writers, takes its origin from 
the Lxx. (Hebr. "QTIN): ¢pyerGar oricw tivds ‘to follow’ (also 
uxoAovGetv ox. Tw., instead of the dative, see § 37, 6), dréo7yve Andy 
ortaw advrov A. 5, 37, ep. 20. 30; even Oarvpdfery dwiow Ap. 13. 3 
(§ 38, 2, note 2). Somewhat different is epyerGas om. 7. Mt. 3. 11 
etc., ‘to come after (or behind) anyone,’ in the Baptist’s utterance 
about Christ.—The compounds, found already in Attic Greek, 
ér-dvw ‘above’ and tro-nétw ‘underneath’ (used also in Attic with 
the genitive), have a weakened force in the N.T. = ‘upon,’ ‘under’: 
Mt. 5. 14 roAus erdvw dporvs Kapévy = Att. ex’ dpous, L. &. 16 troxatw 
kAtvys tiOnow = Att. ixd KAivnv; éravw only is used adverbially, 
and this word is also joined with numerals=‘more than,’ without 
affecting the case, § 36, 12 (before an adverb Mt. 2. g exdvw ob Fy To 
mavdtov, but D here has tov zacdiov),—‘ Between’ is expressed by 
peta&d (Att.) Mt. 18. 15 ete. (rare); this word is also used adverbially 
in Jo. 4. 31 ev 7 pw. =‘ meanwhile,’ but in the common language! 
= ‘afterwards,’ A. 13. 42. eis 7o petagt cd BBarov, cp. 23. 24 an 
addition of the 6 text, Barn. 13. 5, Clem. Cor. i. 44. 2. Beside 
petav we have ava pérov, see § 39, 2: & péow (Eupeow) with genitive 
‘among, ‘between,’ Mt. 10. 16 (B cis peor), L. 10. 3 (peoor D, 
vide infra), 8. 7 (uerov D), 21. 22 etc. = Hebrew 7M2 and classical 
ev or eis, since ‘where?’ and ‘whither?’ are not distinguished in 
this Instance (eis pecov never occurs except as a var. lect. in Mt. 
10. 16 vide supra, 14. 24 D for peoov ; but of course we have «is rd 
perov Without a subsequent case). Other equivalents are pécos 
adjective Jo. 1. 26, L. 22. 55 BL (v.L. ev pecy, per’) or pecov adverb 
(cp. modern Greek péoa), Ph. 2.15 réxva Geot pécov yeveds oxodras, 
L. 10. 3 D, vide supra (adj. or adv. in Mt. 14. 24, L. 8 7 D). To 

these must be added é« pécov with gen.=7IM72 Mt. 13. 49 ete. 

=class. €£; dud peoov with gen. (41MS) L. 4. 30 dueABoy Gia pévov 

avTav = dua, (see also § 42, 1). 

9. To express a prepositional idea by a circumlocution, the sub- 
stantives mpécwrov, xep, ordua are employed with the genitive, 
similarly to jecov, in constructions modelled cn the Hebrew. ’A7d 
mporwrov TWOsS=aro or apa with gen. after verbs signifying ‘to 
come’ or ‘to go,’ A. 3. 19, 5. 41:=the N.T. do (supra 3) after ‘to 
drive out,’ ‘to hide,’ ‘to fly’ A. 7. 45, Ap. 6. 16, 12. 14, 20. 11,= 

"33%. Ips rpocwrov Mt. 11. 10 O.T. (32>), so L. 1. 76 (8B evamror), 

9. 52, even (in A. 13. 24, a sermon of Paul) xpd rpocwrov Tis cir ddov 
aitov ‘before (in advance of) him.’ Kara rpdcwrov =coram is also 
a recognised usage in profane writers, and in this sense is correctly 
employed in A. 25. 16 (without a gen.); elsewhere as in 3. 13 xara 
mpoowmov IIiAdrov, L. 2. 31 kara mp. ravrwv Tov Aawv it corresponds 

1 In this sense it is found in Plut. Moral. 2408 and J osephus. 
I 
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to the Hebr. "353; similarly es rp. revos 2 C. 8. 24 (es tp. without 
case, and with «is in place of ¢v, Herm. Vis. iii. 6. 3).—Xelp: eis 
yetpas (2) Tivos mapadiddvar, ‘into anyones power,’ ‘to anyone’ 

Mt. 26. 45 etc., L. 23. 46, Jo. 13. 8, H. 10. 31 (€umecety eis x. Geor, 
ep. Polyb. 8, 20. 8 ind tds Tav €yOpav x. witty; Uroyxeipros) ; for 
which is substituted «v 77 x. dedwxev (év for «is, § 41, 1) in Jo. 3. 35. 
Kv (ctv ABCDE) xepi ayyeAov A. 7. 35 (cp. G. 3. 19) M3, ‘ through,’ 

‘by means of.’ "Ex yxepds rivos ‘out of the power of anyone’ (72) 
L. l. 71, A. 12. rr e€efAaté pe ex x. “Hpwdov, ep. in classical Gk. 
Aesch. 3. 256 ex tav yepov e€eAccOar tov PcAimrov (here used as a 
stronger and more vivid expression), etc. Aca xerpos, dua Tov yepov 
= dia ‘through,’ ‘by means of’ Mc. 6. 2 and frequently in Acts 
(2. 23, 5. 12 etc.), of actions; sa ordparos, on the other hand, is 
used of speeches which God puts into the mouth of anyone, I. 1. 70, 
A. 1. 16 etc. Further, for Aéyou vt ard Tevos or Tivos the fuller and 
more vivid of éxzopevopevor ex (61a) oro. Tevos is used in Mt. 4. 4 
O.T. =Lxx. Deut. 8. 3, L. 4. 22 etce.; for axovew Tivos we have dk, 
ex (ud, dua) Tov or, tevds L. 22. 71, A. 1. 4 D, EL 4. 29 ete.; ep. 
L. 11. 54 Onpetoai te ex 7. or. avtov, a word from him ; é7t wrdpaTos 
‘on the assertion of’ Mt. 18. 16, and many similar exx.; oronu was 
moreover utilized in classical Greek to coin many expressions of this 
kind. ’Ex o76paros can also mean ‘out of the jaws,’ 2 Tim. 4. 17. 
——On 6dé6v as preposition (rersus) Mt. 4. 15 see § 34, &, note 1. 

§ 41. PREPOSITIONS WITH THE DATIVE. 

1, ’Ev is the commonest!o” all prepositions in the N.T., notwith- 
standing the fact that some writers (§ 39, 3) occasionally employ ets 
instead of it. (The reverse change, namely, the misuse of év for ets, 
can only be safely asserted to take place in a very few cases in the 
N.T. Thus év peo is used in answer to the question ‘whither ?’, 
§ 40, 8; compare also eic7AGe Siadoywrpds ev avrois L. 9. 46 ‘came 
into them,’ ‘into their hearts’ [see next ead katéeBaivev év 7) 
koAvpf>) Ope in a spurious verse Jo. 5. 4 [Herm. Sim. i. 6 aréAGys ev 
Ty wore cov, Clem. Hom. i. 7, xiv. 6]. But e&7AGev 6 Adyos ev rH 
‘Iovdaca L. 7. 17 [ep. 1 Th. 1. 8] means ‘was spread abroad in J.’; 
in Ap. 11. 11 etonAGev ev avtots is only read by A, atrois CP, ets 
avtovs 8B; classical authors can use év with reOévae and iordvar, and 
with this may be compared &ddva: [‘to lay’] év 77 xetpi Tivos Jo. 3. 35 
[$s 40, 9; Clem. Cor. i. 55. 5 wapéduKxev "OAohéepvnv ev yxeupt Ondreias}, 

or ev tH Kapdia 2 C. 1. 22, 8. 16; no conclusive evidence can be 
drawn from the metaphorical usage in L. 1. 17 év Gpovfoe Sixalor, 
with the meaning ‘so that they have the wisdom’; «adeiv év cipijvy 

ht = e e ? s ° 

and similar phrases).—The use of év receives its chief extension 

through the imitation of Hebrew constructions with =. Under this 
head comes its instrumental employment, § 38, 1; also its use to 
indicate the personal agent: é€v 7@ dpyovre (through) rGv Satpoviwy 

ly, App. p. 330. av. App. p. 313. 
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exBddAa td Saspovia Mt. 12. 24 (9. 24), Kpivery tiv oixoupevny év 
avopt A. 17. 31 (1 C. 6. 2)! In the same way no doubt is to be 
explained its use to express the motive: A. 7. 29 epvyev Mwvons ev 
To Adyw TobrTw ‘on account of’ (DE have another reading epvyadevoev 
Movoijy ev ‘with’): Nt. 6.7 év ry rodvAoyia avrav eicaxove Ojcovtas : 
ev tov7Tp ‘on this account’ A. 24. 16, Jo. 16. 30: & ® ‘since,’ 
‘because’“H. 2. 18, or ‘on which account’ 6. 17; to the same 
category belongs the use of ev with verbs expressing emotion, e.g. 
xatpev, § 38, 2. Another instance of instrumental év is Ap. 5. 9 
yyopacus ev TH alpati cov, cp. A. 20. 28; this phrase ev 7@ aipate 
(rov Xp.) is found in various connections in St. Paul and other 
writers (ht. 3. 25, 5. g ete.), where the very indefinite and colourless 
meaning of ev does not help to determine the sense more accurately. 
On evdedupévos ev and similar phrases see § 34, 6, note 2; on év of 
accompaniment (with ‘army’ etc.) § 38, 3. Of manner (vide ibid.): 
ev taxes (Class.) L. 18. 8 ete., Kpivery év duxacoctvy = dixaiws A. 17. 31, 
Ap. 19. 11, €v wdoy dopadreing=acdadreotata A. 5, 23, ev (zaoy) 
mrappnoia ‘freely, ‘openly’ ete. Again avOperros ev rveipate 
axadaptw Mc. 1. 23, 5. 22must mean ‘with an unclean spirit’ = éywv 
mvetja akad. (3. 30 etc.), although a passage like R. 8. 9 tpeis d€ ov'K 
éorét ev vupki GAA’ ev mretpati, cirep tvetpa Oeod olked dy iptv’ ef O€ TIS 
mvetia Xpiurtov odk éxa «.7.A. is calculated to show the constant 
fluctuation of the meanings of év and of the conceptions of the rela- 
tion between man and spirit. Another phrase with an extremely 
indefinite meaning is €v Xpeoto (Kvpiw), which is attached again and 
again In the Pauline Epistles to very different ideas. 

2. Occasionally €v appears to stand for the erdinary dative proper. 
1 C. 14. 11 €vopat to Aadovvrs (‘for the speaker’) BdpPapos, Kat 6 
Aarov & dol? BapPapos ‘for me,’ instead of éuot, which Paul avoided 
because it might have been taken with AadAdv. Cp. G. 1. 16 
GTroKkadtiwat TOV vidOV avTOU ev Euot ‘tO me’ °(‘in me,’ 2.¢. ‘In my spirit’ 
wonld be an unnatural phrase); in 2 C. 4. 3 ev rots droAAvpevors eoti 
kexaAvppevov ‘for’*is a better rendering than ‘among’;°2 C. 8. 1 
Tv yap Tv Sedopernv ev tats éxkAnoiats THS Mak., cp. A. 4. 12 
where D omits the ev; but 1 Jo. 4. 9 év tottw éfavepaby 7) dydry 
Tov Oeovd ev ayutv means ‘ towards us,’ and is like rovety ev tw, yiver Gar 
ev tevt, Where moreover either the dative or «és can stand, § 34, 4.— 
"Ky has the meaning of ‘in’ or ‘bu’ with pavOdvev 1 C. 4. 6, 
ywéoxev L. 24, 35 etc. (likewise classical); but we also find yw. é 
L. 6. 44 ete., xara 711.18. For ‘to swear by’ ourvivar ev see § 34,1 
(instead of the accus.) ; for duodoyetv év teve ‘to profess allegiance to 
anyone’ (a Syriac expression) Mt. 10. 32, L. 12. 8, for which an 
accus. or two accusatives may be used, see § 34,5. ’Ev puornpio 
Aadotpev codiav 1 C, 2. 7=‘as a mystery’ (so in classical Greek). 
On ev in temporal sense see § 38, 4. 

1JIn R. 11. 12 €v Hig Néyet 4 ypady might be interpreted in the same way, ‘by 
Elias,’ cp. év To "Noné 9. 25, ev Aavid H. 4. 7, ev érépy mpopyry dAéyer Barn. 6. 14. 
But others class these with év r@ vium and the like. 

2yv, App. p. 330. abedey, App. p. 313. 
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3. Ziv in classical Attic is limited to the sense of ‘including,’ 
whereas ‘with’ is expressed by pera; but the Ionic dialect and 
afterwards the Hellenistic language kept the old word cvv in addition 
to werd, and it is consequently found in the N.T., although very 
unequally employed by the different authors, and only occurring 
with any frequency in Luke (Gospel and Acts) and Paul, while it is 
unrepresented in the Apocalypse and the Epistles of John, and 
almost unrepresented in his Gospel.! There is scarcely anything 
noteworthy in the way in which it is employed. tv waou rotors is 
‘beside all this’ (LXx., Josephus, see W.-Gr.) L. 24. 21. On dpa and 
avv see § 37, 6. 

§ 42. PREPOSITIONS WITH TWO CASES. 

1. Avé with accusative, local ‘through’ (poetical) only in L.17. 11 
dunpxeto Sia perov (NBL, D omits did, § 40, 8; A al. dca pévov) 
Zapapeias kai TadcAaias, an inadmissible reading; elsewhere ‘on 
account of,’ denoting not only motive and author, but also (what in 
classical Greek is expressed by évexa) aim,” so that the modern Greek 
meaning ‘for’ is already almost in existence: Me. 2. 27 76 caPBarov 
did TOV avOpwrov eyevero Kat ovx 6 dvOp. dia TO TABBarTov, Jo. 11. 42, 
12. 30, 1 C. 11. 9 etc.—With genitive ‘through’ of place, time, and 
agent as in classical Greek. The temporal dua also expresses an 
interval of time that has elapsed: 6v erov tAadvwv ‘after several 
years’ A. 24. 17, G. 2. 1;*and further (not classical) the period of 
time within which something takes place: A. 1. 3 60’ qepav Trecwepa- 
KOVTG OTTaVvOpMEVoS avTots ‘during forty days’ (not continuously, but 
at intervals, as was already noticed by the Scholiast following 
Chrysostom),’ dua. vuxrds per noctem ‘at night’ (class. vuxrds, vixrwp), 
A. 5. rg ete.; L. 9. 37 D dua tis auépas ‘in the course of the day.’ 
Instead of the agent, the author may also be denoted by ca (as in 
Aeschylus Agam. 1486 dcai Ards ravatriov ravepyera): R. 11. 36 €& 
avrov (source) kai 6. avrov (the Creator) kat eis atrdv Ta mavra, cp. 
H. 2. 10 8 dv (God) ra rdvra kal 6’ of ta 7,1 C. 1. 9, G. 1. 13 (but 
the use is different in 1 C. 8. 6 eis Beds 6 raryp, €€ ob Ta wdvTa Kal 
pets eis avTdv, Kal efs Kipros "I, X., &’ of [Sv B] ra wdvra Kal jpeis bV 
aurov, cp. Jo. 1. 3; Mt. 1. 22 73 pyGev tmd Kuplov Sa TOU tpopyTov, etc.). 
—TIndicating mode and manner, 6:4 Adyovu ‘by way of speech,’ ‘orally’ 
A. 15. 273 also the circumstances in which a man is placed in doing 
anything: R. 2. 27 6 &a ypduparos Kat repiropns rapaParns vdpov, 
‘who has the written statute withal,’ 14. 20 da rporkdppatos éoOiev 

1See Tycho Mommsen’s book, Beitrage zu d. Lehre v. d. gr. Priipositionen 
(Berlin, 1895), where on page 395 the statistics of dy and perd in the N.T. are 
concisely given. In John ovv occurs in 12. 2, 18. 1, 21. 3 (only in 21. 3 with- 
out v.l.: perd very i reed ; in Paul it is absent from 2 Th., 1 and 2 Tim., 
Tit., Philem.; as it is also from Hebr. and 1 Pet. [For the distinction between 
civ and perd see also Westcott’s note on Jo. 1. 2. Tr.) 

?Cp. Hatzidakis EKinl. in d. ngr. Gramm. 212 f. 
3It stands for i7é with a passive verb in Herm. Sim. ix. 14. 5, Vis. iii. 13. 3. 
a¢y, App. p. 313. 
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‘with offence,’ dua woAAav daxptwv 2 C. 2. 4: also undoubtedly 6’ 
aoGevelas (not -éverav) edyyyedtodpnv div G. 4. 13 ‘in sickness,’ as 
the Vulgate per (not propter) infirmitatem.1.—In a peculiar use in an 
urgent petition =‘ by’ (Attic mpds tevos): R. 12. 1 rapaxadd vpas &a 
TOV OLKTIPLOV TOD Gea, 15. 30, 1 C. 1. ro and elsewhere in the Pauline 
Epp. (ep. xara revos infra 2); but R. 12. 3 Aeyw da tHs ydpitos—is 
‘in virtue of’ (15. 15 dua rv yap ‘because of’). 

2. Kard with accusative occurs frequently and in various senses, 
but in general these agree with the classical uses. As the use of. 
kata with accus. as a circumlocution for a genitive occurs frequently 
in the Hellenistic language (7 kara tdv xjALov Topeia ‘the course of 
the sun’), so in the N.'l’. one may adduce: A. 18. 15 vdépov Tot Kal? 
vaas ‘the law in force with you, your law,’ cp. 26. 3, 17. 28, E. 1. 15 
Tv Ka’ vas riot, A. 16. 39 D ra xa ipas=7d tyéerepov mpaypa, 
and R. 1. 15 ro Kar’ ewe mpdodupov =H Eun) tpobvptiu 7 (but it is better 
to take 76 kar’ éue as quod in me est, and then read wpo@vpos with 
Lat. and Origen and supply eipé, § 30, 3; ep. 7d Kata odpKa 9. 5 and 
other phrases, § 34, 7).—The distributive xara® has become stereo- 
typed as an adverb (cp. ava, § 39, 2) in xa eis, see § 51, 5.—In the 
headings to the Gospels xara Marv@aiov etc. the author of this 
particular form of the Gospel is denoted by xara, cp. § 35, 3; with 
this is compared (W.-Gr.) 7) wadata diaGyKy Kata Tots EBSopuyjKovta, 
and 2 Mace. 2. 13 tois vropuvynpatirpois Tois Kata Neepiav, which 
perhaps means ‘which bear the name of N.’ 

With the genitive the instances are far less numerous; kara Tivos 
most often means ‘against someone’ in a hostile sense, and indeed 
in the Hellenistic language it also takes the place of Attic emt twa 
(eorcv and the like): Mt. 12. 30 6 pay Ov per’ Eepod Kar’ esov eoriv 
(Demosth. 19. 339 exit mv réAw eoriv, but Polyb. 10, 8. 5 xara rhs 
ToAews vredAdpuPavov evar), whereas the Attic «ard ‘against’ is used 
after verbs of speaking, witnessing etc.—Rarely in local sense: xara 
Tov Kpnpvovd Mt. 8 32 etc. ‘down from’; kata cedars exwv 1 C. 11. 4, 
opposed to dxataxadtimrm 7H Kepady (‘hanging down over the head,’ 
‘on the head’); ‘throughout’ A. 9. 31 ka Ans Tijs ’lovdaias, 10. 37, 
L. 4. 14, 23. 5 (Hellenistic, Polyb. 3, 19. 7 duveomépycayv xara tis 
vyicov), in this sense always with dAos and confined to Luke’s Gospel 
and Acts (with accus. ot 6vtes kata tHV “lovdatayv A. 11. 1, it means 
simply ‘in’)e A peculiar use is 9 kata Baovs wrwxeia 2 C. 8. 2 ‘deep’ 
or ‘profound poverty’ (Strabo 9, p. 419 avrpov kotAov kata BdOous, 
W.-Gr.).—For its use with duvivar, (e£)opxifev Mt. 26. 63, H. 6. 13, 16, 
see § 34, 1 (kata tov Kupiov npwTyca ‘entreated by the Lord’ Herm. 
Vis. ii. 2. 3). 

3. Mera with accusative in local sense ‘after,’ ‘behind’ only 
eccurs in H. 9. 3 pera TO Setdrepov xataréracpo (answering to mpd, an 
unclassical use); elsewhere it always has temporal sense ‘after.’ 
Od peta rods Tatras yuepas A. 1. 5 is ‘not many days after to-day,’ 
cp. mpd, § 40, 5.—Mera with genitive has to itself (and not in com- 

1(Still no Greek ms. has the genitive in this passage. See Lightfoot ad loc. 
Tr.] ; av, App. p. 313. 
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mon with otvv) the meaning of ‘among,’ ‘amid,’ pera trav vexpov 
L. 24. 5, pera avéuwv eAdoyicbn (Mc. 15. 28) L. 22. 37, O.T. (Hebr, 
MN, LXX. év), as in classical poets; in the sense of ‘with’ it is inter- 

changed with ov, § 41, 3, but with this limitation that with expres- 
sions which imply mutual participation, such 43 zoAepeiv, eipnvedvecy, 
cuppuveiv, piros, Aadetv (Mc. 6. 50 etc.) and others (§ 37, 6), pera 
tivos and not ovv tev is used in place of or by the side of the 
simple dative (Hebr. OY, class. dative or zpos); it is likewise the only 
preposition used to express accompanying circumstances, pera pdBov 
etc., § 3, 3 (class.), and in the sense of ‘to’ (Hebraic) in zovetv éAeos 
peta tivos L. 10. 37, cp. 1. 58 (Herm. Sim. v. 1. 1 even has zepi 
TavTwy Gv eroinoe per’ enov ‘to me,’ which differs from the use of the 
phrase in A. 14. 27 where pera =‘ with’). On the whole the use of 
pera far outweighs that of ovv (the number of instances of the former 
word is nearly three times that of the latter), though in individual 
books ctv has equally strong or even stronger attestation (in Acts). 

4, Tlept with accusative (not very frequent) is used in local and 
temporal sense for ‘about’; so ot wepi avrov Me. 4. 10, L. 22. 49 
=‘his disciples’; but of wept IlatAov A. 13. 13, as is the case with 
similar phrases in the literary language, includes Paul; we even 
have wpds tas wept Mapfav kat Mapiav Jo. 11. 19 A al. (as often in 
later writers) to denote Martha and Mary only, but the phrase can 
hardly be considered genuine ;! it has a further use, which is also 
classical, to denote the object of the action or of the pains expended 
(not the subject of speech or thought, which is wepi rivos), with 
exiOupiat Me. 4, 19 (om. D), with repiorao bar, trupBalerdar L. 10. 40 f,, 
with epyaras A. 19.25. Paul, who only began to use wept rwa at the 
time of writing the Philippian epistle, uses it generally for ‘concern- 
ing’ (something like Plato’s rovypév wept 7b coma, ‘injurious with 
regard to’): Ph. 2. 23 7a wept eve, 1 Tim. 1. 19 wept rv riot 
evavdynoav, 6. 4, 21, 2 Tim, 2. 18, 3. 8, Tit. 2. 7 (ra wepi tov ripyov 
Herm. Vis. iii. 3. 1). 

Ilept with genitive (extremely common) most often in such phrases 
as ‘to speak,’ ‘know,’ ‘have a care’ etc., ‘concerning’ or ‘about’ ; 
at the beginning of a sentence or paragraph ‘as concerning’ 1 C. 7. 1 
etc. (class.); also ‘on account of’ (class.) with xpiverOua, éyxadrely, 
evxapioretv, epwrav (entreat), SetrOu, rpocedxer Oar, mpdpacw (an 
excuse) €yerv, aivety etc., in which cases it often passes*over to the 
meaning of ‘for’ and becomes confused with urep: Jo. 17. 9 od rept 
Tov KOTO EpwTO, GAAG qept Gv dédwxds por. It is used as absolutely 
equivalent to irép in Mt. 26. 28 76 wept (D trép) wodAXdOv Eexxvvo- 
pevov (in Me. 14. 24 wept is only read by A al.), 1 C. 1.13 eorarvpdidy 
mepi tpov only BD* (al. vrép), A. 26. 1 wept (AC al.; treo BLP) 
geavtov Aéyev, G. 1. 4 (orép 8B), H. 5. 3 Kadas rept éavrot, otTws 
Kal wept TOU Aaovd mpoo pepe wept (vrep C°D° al. as in ver. 1) duaprior, 
cp. 10. 6, 8 O.T., 18, 26, 18. 11, 1 P. 3. 18, Mc. 1, 44, L. 5. 14. 

1]Ipés ryy M. cal M. SBC*L al., similarly without ryv D; iva rapayvOjowvras 
Tiv M. xai riy M. Syr. Sin. 
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With verbs expressing emotion: Mt. 9. 36 éorAayyvicby epi 
avtov (1.€. Tov dxAwv; elsewhere the verb has éwié teva or éré tev, 
§§ 36, 7; 43, 1 and 3), Mt. 20. 24 and Me. 10. 41 dyavaxrety epi 
Tuvos, ‘concerning anyone’ (classical Greek has wept tov mpayOevtwy 
Plat. Ep. vii. 349 D), L. 2. 18 Gavpdfev wepi (‘concerning a thing’), 
all these constructions hardly classical; epi révtwv edvodotabar 
‘in every respect’ 3 Jo. 2. Houjoas repi adrod (‘to do with him’) 
L. 2. 27 also appears to be an incorrect phrase (epi aitov would be 
better, vide’supra, N.T. says air or ev air); Aayyxavew (‘to draw 
lots’) wept tuvos Jo. J9., 24 may be compared with the classical 
paxer Oat epi Tivos. 

5. ‘Yrép with accusative*(not frequent) ‘above,’ denotes superi- 
ority (no longer found in local sense) ;’hence it is used with the com- 
parative, § 36, 12; it is used adverbially in the Pauline epistles tép 
Avav (or vrepAtav §§ 4,1; 28,2) 2 C. 11. 5, 12. 11 trép é« wepiccov or 
urepexr. 1 Th. 3. 10, E. 3. 205 similarly or trép éexreproods (BD*FG) 
1 Th. 5. 133; or it stands by itself 2 C. 11. 23 dsaxovoe Xpurrov eioey ; 
vrep (to a higher degree) ey (Sudx. Xp, eiue), ep. the classical words 
umépapmpos, vrepeLaxiryiAcoe ([Demosth.] 59. 89), whereas in the 
N.T. it is impossible in all cases to carry out the compounding of 
the two words ‘into one.—Yxép with genitive ‘for,’ opposed to xara 
twos Me. 9. 40 etc., is much limited in its use by the substitution of 
wept (supra 4), while the reverse change (Acyev trép ‘to speak 
about’) which is common in Attic and Hellenistic Greek (as also in 
the LXX.), is found more rarely and is almost confined to Paul: Jo. 1.30 
vrép ob (rept od} NA al.) edrov, 2 C. 8. 23 elte bxép Titov (‘as 
concerning,’) 12. 8 irép tovrov wapexaAeca (‘on this account,’ ‘on 
behalf of this,’ cp. supra 4 zept), 2 Th. 2. 1, kavydoOae irép often in 
Paul, also ductota Gar virep, ppovety vrép (in Ph. 1. 7 ‘to think upon,’ 
in 4. 10 ‘to care for’). Also the object to be attained may be 
introduced by izép, 2 C. 1. 6 vrep tis tpa@v rapaxAjoews (‘to’); 80 

also Ph. 2. 13 trép (<ob>1) tis evdoxias (God’s ; C adds avrov) 
TavTa woveite (the first words are not to be taken with the preceding 
clause). 

6. ‘¥ré with accusative (not very frequent; in John only in 
1. 49 of his Gospel, never in the Apocalypse ') ‘ under,’ answering 
the questions ‘where?’ and ‘whither?’ (the old local use of va6 
Tivos and v76 tue has become merged in v7o 7-), is used in literal and 
metaphoracal sense; in temporal sense ouly in A. 5. 21 vo Tov 
opOpoyv, sub, circa (class.).2—'Y¥ré with genitive ‘by,’ denoting the agent, 
is used with passive verbs and verbs of passive meaning like rAnyas 
AapBavev 2 C. 11. 24533 in some instances its place is taken by 
avo, § 40, 3; see also ea, supra 1. 

1The Apoc. has troxdrw (§ 40, 8) instead, which is also found in John’s 
Gospel 1. 51. 

2 Herm. often uses 7d xeipa in a peculiar way ‘ continually,’ Vis. ui. 10. 7, 
v. 5. 5, Mand. iv. 3. 6. 

3 Herm. has the peculiar phrases in Sim. ix. 1. 2 td aapbévov ewpaxas and 
imd dyyédouv BAéwes ‘under the guidance of ’—‘ the angel makes you to see, cp. 
Ap. 6. 8 droxreivat év ... Kai 07d THY Onplwy = Tojoat AmoPavety vd K.T.A, 

abew, App. p. 313. 
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§ 43. PREPOSITIONS WITH THREE CASES. 

1. *Emt is the single preposition the use of which with all three 
cases is largely represented. The case, however, which it takes 
with far the most frequency is the accusative. This is used not 
only, as in classical Greek, in answer to the “question Whither ? 
(including such constructions as that with orjva, where eis may 
take the place of emi, § 39, 3), but also not infrequently as a sub- 
stitute for genitive or dative, in answer to the question Where ?: 
Mt. 9. 2 (Mc. 2. 14, L. 5. 27) xadrjpevos ext 75 reAWMov, Me. 4. 38 eri 
To mporxeparaov (D ert mporkxepadraiov) kaGevdwy, L. 2. 25 rretpa 
dytov av ex adrov, cp. 40 (where D has €v air), Jo. 1. 32 euecver ex’ 
aurov (33), A. 1. 15 ext 7d avro ‘together’ (so fairly often in Acts, 
and occas. in Paul and elsewhere, used with e?vaz ete.; LXx. Joseph.!*), 
20. 3. 15 éxt mv Kapdtav avrav Keira, A. 21. 35 eyevero Ext rovs 
avaBaduovs, ep. yiverOar eis § 39, 3 (but eri tevos L. 22. 40), Mt. 
14. 25 wepirarav ert rv OdrAacocav 8B al., gen. CD al., 26 gen. 
sBCD al., acc. EFG al.; 28 f. all Mss. eri ra voara; in Me. 6. 48 f., 
Jo. 6. 19 the gen. is used, which in the passage of John some would 
understand as in 21. 1 in the sense of ‘by the sea,’ although we 
should not use such an expression, but ‘on the shore.’ Moreover 
with the metaphorical senses of evi the accusative is more widely 
prevalent than it strictly should be: not only do we have xafiordvat 
duxaoryny ed’ vas (direction whither ?) L. 12. 14, but also BaotrAcioe 
éri Tov otkov ’laxwG 1. 33 (Hebraic, cp. inf. 2, § 36, 8), eri dAlya as 
TirTos, ert toAAOV Ge Karactiow Mt. 25. 21, orAayxiCopas emt tov 
é6xAov 15. 32, Mc. 8 2, cp. Herm. Mand. iv. 3. 5, Sim. ix. 24. 2 
(which in Attic must at least have been evi To ...), pr) KAalere em’ Eve 
L. 23. 28, eArifev, micredav!, wiortis, weroPevar eri Tiva or eri Tue, 
§ 37, 1 alternating with «ts teva (ev rive), Mc. 9. 12 f. yéypamrae ézi 
Tov viov Tov avGpwrov ‘concerning’ (Att. prefers eri tiv), The 
following further instances may be noticed: A. 4. 22 6 dv@pwros é¢’ 
Ov yeyoves 7) onpstov ‘upon’ (class. e’s dy, Hdt. i. 114, or wept ov; 
cp. also eri tevos infra 2): 10. 35 weowy eri Tobs rddas mporekivnvey, 
= Att. mpoorerwv avto (Jo. 11. 32 has wpés with v.l. «is, Mc. 5. 22 
awpos). In temporal senses: A. 3. 1 eri tiv dpav Tijs rpocevyis, 
4, 5 (L. 10. 35) ert riv adpcov, more frequently expressed by 71) 
éx-avptov, denoting the coincidence of an action with a particular 
time, for which classical Greek uses eis (€vatvpsov); it further denotes 
duration of time as in classical Greek: ef’ spepas mAciovs A, 13. 31 
etc. 

2. "Ent with genitive in the majority of cases means ‘upon’ 
(answering the question Where?), as in éri ris ys, ert Krys, 
KkaOnuevos ext TOU appyatos, ert Tov trou etc., but also in answer to 
the question Whither 2, the reverse interchange of meanings taking 
place with éwé with the accus. as was noticed above in 1: Mc. 4. 26 

M’Eriorevoay ert rov xipiov A. 9. 42, 11. 17 etc. might be compared with 
éméatpepav él rdv x. 9. 35, 11. 21 etc. (direction whither), but we also have 
Tous migrevovTas ert cé A, 22, 19 etc., where this explanation is unsuitable. 

1*v. App. p. 330. “v. App. p. 313. i 
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Bary rdv oxdpov ert ris yas, 9. 20 Terav eri THs yhs (aceus. in Mt. 10. 
29, 34), Mt. 26. 12 etc.; a further meaning is ‘at’ or ‘by,’ ewi rijs 
od0v Mt. 21. 19,* éxi ris Oaddooys Jo. 21.1 etc. (For the strengthened 
form éz¢vw ‘upon’:see § 40, 8.) With persons it means ‘before.’ 
Mc. 13. 9 ért yepover orabijoerOe, A. 25. 9 KpiverOau ex’ pod 
(ibid. 10 éri rod BySaros Kaicapos éotus ‘before,’ but in 17 Kadioas 
ext 7. 8. upon’), Mt. 28.14 with dxoveby (BD iro), 1 Tim. 5. 19 éxi 

papripuv (ért ordparos papt. 2 C. 13. 1, Hebr. 7 "poy, ep. infra 3, 
2 C.7. 14 éri Titov (v.1. zpds Titov). In metaphorical sense of ‘over,’ 
of authority and oversight (Attic), it is used not only with etvas, but 
also with xa@iordvas (supra 1), A. 8. 27, R. 9. 5, Mt. 24. 45 etc.; also 
with Bacrrevev (cp. supra 1, § 36, 8) Mt. 2. 22 CD al. (8B have the 
simple genitive). ‘To do to anyone,’ ‘to say of anyone’: Jo. 6. 2 
a exote, ext Tov agGevotvruv, G. 3. 16 od A€yer ... WS ert TOAAGY K.T.A, 
(as in Plato Charm. 155 D, W.-Gr.); é@ ddnGeias ‘in accordance 
with the truth’ Mc. 12. 14 éte. (Demosth. 18. 17 etc.); frequently 
of contemporaneousness (classical) éri ’"APiabap cpxrepews Me. 2. 26 
(om. Dal.), Mt. 1.11, H. 7. 11 and elsewhere ;’ Paul uses éré tov rpo- 
ocevyov pov meaning ‘in,’ K. 1.16 ete.; a Hebraistic use is éx’ eryarov 
tov iypepov H. 1. 1, ep. 1 P. 1. 20, 2 P. 3. 3, Jude 18, and ep. § 47, 2. 

3. ’Ent with dative-—When the preposition has a local sense the 
genitive and accusative have the preponderance, and a sharp dis- 
tinction between its use with those cases and with the dative cannot 
be drawn. Answering the question Where? we have éri Ovpais, éxi 
Tn Gvpe (classical) ‘before the door’ Mt. 24. 33, A. 5. 9 ete. (but in 
Ap. 3. 20 the accus.): emt wivaxe ‘upon’ (‘upon’ in classical Greek 
is generally ei rivos, Buttm. p. 289) Mt. 14. 8, 11, Mc. 6. 25, 28: 
in A. 27. 44 gen. and dat. are used interchangeably: exabé(ero eri 
7 myn Jo. 4. 6, cp. d. 2, Sat’ or ‘by’: ext tatty TH werpe (acc. in D 
Euseb.) ofxodouyou Mt. 16. 18 (in 7. 24 ff. all Mss. have acc.): with 
eriPparrev ertxetoOae exirixrev Mt. 9. 16, Jo. 11. 38 (without éz’ 
n*, cp. § 37, 7), A. 8. 16 (accus. D*, which is on the whole far the 
more frequent construction): é¢’ immo Ap. 19. 14 (elsewhere always 
expressed by genit.). The dative also intervenes in the metaphorical 
sense ‘to set over’ (as in classical authors) Mt. 24. 47. Most fre- 
quently eri reve denotes the ground or reason, especially with verbs 
expressing emotion, such as Oavpdlev, xaipev, AvreicOoa, peravoeiv, 
see § 38, 2 (for the accus. supra 1); also with evyapucteiv, dofatew 
Tov Geov, kpiver Oat (A. 26. 6); Kadety eri ‘to call after’ L. 1. 59; (hv 
emt Mt. 4. 4 O.T.; dpxeto Oa ext 3 Jo. 10; é¢’ & ‘for the reason that,’ 
‘because’ R. 5. 12, 2 C. 5. 4; under this head may be brought 
werrouGevat, murreverv, eAmifev eri tive, § 37, 1 (beside evi teva, supra 1, 
and other constructions), tuppynoidler Pas ert 7 Kvpiw A. 14. 3, unless 
the last instance is to be connected with the common emt (like év) 7@ 
*dvopati tuvos, § 39, 4.—Expressing addition to (classical): L. 3. 20, 
16, 26 éxt (& BL) waoe rovras, cp. E. 6. 16 (€v 8BP), Col. 3. 14, 
H. 8. 1 (for which we have accus. in Ph. 2. 27 Avrnv éxt ddny). 
Expressing a condition (classical): ém’ éArid. R. 8. 20, 1 C. 9. ro, 
Tit. 1. 2 (a different use in A. 2. 26 O.T., R. 4. 18, 5. 2, where it 
rather indicates the reason); cp. H. 8.6, 9. 10,15, 17; also xaAciy éx” 

abv, App. p. 314. 
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éXevOepia G. 5. 13, ovk em? axabapoia GAN & dyiaopG 1 Th. 4. 7: 
denoting rather aim, éz’ epyots ayafots HE. 2. 10, cp. ed’ 6 Kat 
kateAjupOnv Ph. 3. 12 (4. ro is similar, but the expression is hardly 
formed correctly ; cp. infra); of result 2 Tim. 2. 14 (beside an éri 
with accus., where however there is a var. ar ‘At’ or ‘to any- 
thing’; 1 C0. 14. 16, E. 4. 26, Ph. 1. 3, 2.17, [ Th. 3. 7, H. 11. 4, 
Jo. 4. 27 ext rotrw (better ev w*D); H. 9. 26 ext cuvredrcia rod 
aiavos; ép  eppovetre ‘whereon ye thought’ Ph. 4. 10; with 
persons ‘against’ (cp. ace. supra 1) L. 12. 52 (beside an acc.), Ap. 10. 13, 
‘concerning’ (ep. ace. supra 1) yeypappeva, Jo. 12. 16 (D rept airod ; 

> 

om. be Nonn.), ‘in the case of? A. 5. 353 evi dvol pdprrvow arobrjoKes 

H. 10. 28 = Hebr, ‘pnp, cp. supra 2 ‘ic two witnesses are there,’ 
denoting condition or reason. 

4, Ilapa with accusative, mostly in local sense ‘by,’ ‘ beside,’ is 
used indiscriminately to answer the questions Where? (strictly rapa 
tivt) and Whither? (a distinction which is already becoming lost in 
the classical language, through the encroachment of zapé with the 
accus.; in the N.T. the local rapa ra has almost disappeared, vide 
infra 6). It is not, as it frequently is in classical Greek, joined with 
personal names (though zrapa tots 7édas tivds is common) ; zpos Teva 
takes its place, infra 7—In metaphorical sense (classical) ‘contrary 
to,’ as opposed to ward ‘according to,’ R. 1. 26, 11. 24 mapa diow 
opposed to xara g.; Kata Sivapuv ... rapa div. (‘beyond’) 2 C. 8. 3 
(v.l. trep); ‘other than’ G. 1.8 f, also with GAAos 1 C. 3. 11x (class.); 
often ‘more than,’ both with a comparative, § 36, 12, and also with- 
out one: eAdtpevoay TH KTicet mapa Tov KTicuvta R, 1. 25, 12. 3, 14. 5, 
L. 13. 2, 4, Herm. Mand. x. 1. 2 (in classical Greek only ‘in com- 
parison with,’ but this easily leads to the other usage). It denotes 
also (as in classical Greek) that in virtue of which something (is or) 
is not: 2 C. 1l. 24 reccapaxovra rapa piav, i.e, Minus one, Tapa 
vt ‘almost’ L. 5. 7 D, Herm. Sim. ix. 19. 3, ov rapa tovTo ovK eotiv ék 
tod cdpatos | C. 12.15 f. ‘that is no reason for its not being’ etc.— 
In Mt. and Me. it is only found in local sense, in the Johannine 
writings (including the Apocalypse) and in the Catholic Epistles 
the use with accusative is entirely absent. 

5. Hapa with genitive ‘from the side of,’ only with persons (so 
classical Greek), with verbs of coming, hearing, receiving etc. (amd 
sometimes incorrectly takes its place, § 40, 3) ; it is also mghtly used 
in Tois AeAGAnpEevors mapa Kupiov L. 1. 45 (since God did not speak 
Himself, but the angel who was commissioned by Him, W.-Gr.); but 
in A. 22. 30 rapa is found with xarnyopetc Gas, but only in HLP, the 
other MSS. reading id. It occurs without a verb in Me. 3. 21 of wap’ 
atrov ‘His kinsfolk’ (Lxx. Dan. Sus. 33), but there are several 
variants (the phrase in classical Greek could only mean the persons. 
sent out by someone): daravicaca ra rap’ (up om. D) eavrys 5. 26 
is good classical Greek; Le. 10. 7, Ph. 4. 18 ete. 

6. Tlapé with dative is ‘by,’ ‘beside,’ answering the question 
Where ? and with the exception of Jo. 19. 25 rapa 7@ oravp@ is only 
used of persons (so preponderantly in classical Greek), and more- 
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over not of immediate neighbsurhood ! (thus not kaGijoGae apd, but 
peti Ap, 3. 21, otv A. 8. 31, or mpds Mt. 26. 55 CD), but ‘in the 
house of anyone’ as in Jv. 1. 4o:*or ‘amongst a people’ as in Ap. 2. 13. 
The word is further used in a figurative sense: L. 1. 30 efpes ydpuv 
Tapa 7) Geo,’Mt. 09. 26 dvvardv, ddvvarov rapa reve, especially with 
the meaning ‘in the opinien of anyone’ (classical) R. 12. 16 (11. 25, 
where AB have év) ppdvipor wap’ Eavtots, 1 C. 3.19 pwpia rapa TO Oe; 
also A. 26,.8 dmwtov kpiveras tap’ tyiv (Mt. 21. 25 dueAoyifovro rap’ 
eavtois, but ev BL al., as in 16. 8 etc.).—The dative is the rarest of 
the cases after zapdé (on account of its clashing with zpds, vide 7), 
still nearly all writers use it.? 

7. Ipés with accusative is abundantly used with verbs of coming, 
sending, bringing, saying etc. = ‘to’ (a person); often also with the 
verb ‘to be’ = ‘with’ or ‘at,’ taking the place of rapa tum, Mt. 13. 56 
Tpos NGS eiorv, 26. 18 zpos ge Tow Td Tarya, 26. 55 asav.l, Me. 6. 3° 
etc. (Herm. Mand. xi. 9 etc.); also for rapa tia (cp. supra 4), Bawa 
mpos Tov avdpa avTas A. 5, 10, eionrAOes pds avdpas 11. 3, ae. ‘into 
their house,’ and therefore expressed in Attic by wapd.2 Also of 
places and things: Mt. 21. 1 mpés (v.1. ets) 7d dpos, Me. 11. 1, L. 19. 29: 
mpos THv Oipav Me. 1. 33, 2. 2, 11. 4 (L. 16. 20), answering the 
questions Whither? and Where? (in the latter case we have 
correctly wpos 77 Ovpa Jo. 18. 16, pds Tay Gvpov A, 5. 23, ext Or'pass 
Mt. 24. 33): Me. 3.7 zpos tiv OdrAaccay (v.1. eis, ep. § 39, 5),4 L. 12. 3 
pos TO ots AaAetvy, As in cl:ssical Greek we also have Geppaiver Gus 
pos TO pus (‘turning towards’) Mc. 14. 54 (L. 22. 56).—In temporal 
sense it is used of approximation (class.) : pds eomépav eoriv L. 24. 29 
(zp. € KéexAckey 7 7pepa D); and with the meaning ‘for a certain 
time’ (and no longer) mpcs katpdv, Gpav, oAtyas appépas, TS wapor,° 
L. 8. 13, Jo. 5. 35, H. 12. 10 f. ete—To express hostile and friendly 
relations, with payerOar, eipjvnv exerv, dotppuwvos (A. 28, 25), 710s 
etc.; relevance to, ti wpds 7uas; ‘what is it to us?’ (so classical 
Greek, § 30, 3) Mt. 27. 4, Jo. 21. 22; Mc. 12. 12 rpds avrots rv 
wapaBorAv eirev=of them, cp. 10. 5, Mt. 19. 8, L. 12. 41, 18. 1, 
20. 19 ete.; with dyadds, apéAtpos, Suvards and other adjectives (‘ to,’ 
‘for’) E. 4. 29, 1 Tim. 4. 8, 2 C. 10. 4, in which cases it may also 
denote destination, aim, or result, as in L. 14. 32, 19. 42 ra apis 
epnvyv, Jo. 4. 35 Aevkal mpds Oepiopdv, 11. 4 mpds Odvarov 
(1 Jo. 5. 16 f.), A. 3. 10 6 pds THY éAenportvyny Kafijevos, Jo. 13. 28 
rpos té eiev ‘for what intent.’ ‘In accordance with’ (class.) xpos 70 
ovppepov 1 C, 12. 7, mpos & érpagev 2 C. 5. 10, L. 12. 47, Herm. 
Mand. xi. 3.* ‘In comparison with’ (class.) agua wpos R. 8. 18. 

1L, 9. 47 has éorynoev adrd wap’ éavtw, but D <avrdv. 
2 All except the author of the Ep. to the Hebrews. 

3 Confusion with mapa rw: also takes place in Me. 9. 31 éxpdryoay mpds éavrous, 
ll. 31 (L. 20. 5) dteAoyigovro mpds éavrovs, cp. Mt. 21. 25 wap’ éavrois, supra 6. 

4L,. 24. 50 éff-yayev adrovs ws (om. D) mpéos (ets AX al.) Byn@aviay, ‘as far as to 
B.,’ ‘within view of B.,’ for that they entered into the place is not to be 
thought of ; eis is wrong. 

5 Classical (Thuc. ii. 22. 1, iii, 40. 7; Plato, Leg. v. 736 A). 

abedy, App. p. 314. 
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8. IIpés with genitive only occurs in A. 27. 34 (literary language) 
ToUTO Tpos THs tpereépas gwTnpias vrdpye. (‘on the side of, ‘advan- 
tageous to,’ ‘for,’ as in Thue. ili. 59. 1 od wpds THs buerépas SdEns Tae). 
—TIIpés with dative, in local sense ‘by,’ ‘at’ (classical) is very rare, 
since the accusative takes its place (cp. supra 7)¢ Me. 5. 11 rpds ro 
épet, L. 19. 37 (D accusative), Jo. 18. 16, 20. 11 (with v.l. accus.), 
12, Apsd..¥3, 

8 44. SYNTAX OF THE ADJECTIVE. 

1, The adjective may take over the functions of a substantive not 
only in the masculine and neuter, to denote persons and things 
(where these ordinary ideas readily suggest themselves), but also in 

‘the feminine: in this case there is a more or less obvious ellipse of 
some well-known substantive, which is “sufficiently indicated by the 
feminine gender, the sense, and the context. The rule which applies 
to adjectives holds good also for pronouns and participles, as also for 
adverbial (or prepositional) expressions with the article. In the 
following phrases yj must be understood: 7» Enpa (Xenoph., LXxX.) 
Mt. 23. 15 (tiv OdAacoav kai tT. &), H. 11. 29 (8RAD*E with yijs), 7 
wepixwpos (Plut.) Mt. 3. 5 etc., 77 opecvy L. 1. 30 (or sc. yépa), 4 épyjjos; 
in ex THS Vd TOV Ovpavor Eis THY Um’ ovp. L. 17. 24 it is better to supply 
pepioos ; in €€ evavtias avtov Me. 15. 39 (D éxez), Tit. 2. 8 (class.) the 
ellipse is quite obscure.—Ellipse of jpépa: 77 ervotcn A. 16. 11, 
20. 15, 21. 18 (with au. 7. 26), 77 €xouevy, TH ErEpg. 20. 16, L. 13. 33 
(vy x. Hy. A. 21. 26), elsewhere in Acts (and Luke’s Gospel) 77) €éis; 
7H (er)atipcov occurs also in Mt. 27. 62 (Mc., Jo., Ja.)3 oiepov Kat 
avpiov kat TH TptTH L. 13. 32 (elsewhere ry Tp. 7.) 3 eis THY avpLor... 
apo pias Herm. Sim. vi. 5. 3 (Clem. Hom. ix. 1); % é8d6uny ‘the 
Sabbath’ H. 4. 4, tT pua tov caBBarwv A. 20. 7 etc., péxpe Tis 
ajpepov Mt. 11. 23 ete. (elsewhere with yu.); also with ad’ is 
2 P. 3. 4 (‘since’) 7. may be supplied, cp. A. 24. 11 (Col. 1. 6, 9), 
but in L. 7. 45 there can only be an ellipse of dpas,! as there is in 
e£auTns ‘immediately’ (§ 4.1); there is the same ellipse in (7) rpwia, 
copia Mt., Mc.,*Jo., Herm. (not classical), (7) rerpdunvos Jo. 4. 35, 
tpi. H. 11. 23, ep. 7 tpinvos Hdt. i. 124. ‘O8és is elided in L. 19. 4 
exeivys, 5. 19 wotas (a stereotyped phrase ; § 36, 13), cis edOeias L. 3. 5 
O.T. (but odovs occurs soon after). Jurther instances dre: év ry 
EAAnveRy (EAANVISL R) Sc. yAWooy Ap. 9. 11,77 TvEeovwy SC. atpa A. 27. 40 
(apyvptov pupsddas mevre sc. Spaxpav A. 19. 19), ext 7H wpoBarixy se. 
mihy Jo. 5. 2, 9 Sekid, dpurrepd sc. xep Mt. 6. 3 etc., év defia R. 8. 34 
etc. ‘on the right hand,’ unless this should be read évédé£.a (classical ; 
N.T. elsewhere has ex Sefvav, eis Ta SeEca pepy Jo. 21.6,°>Hermas has 
also deftd, evdvepa for ‘to right’ or ‘left’ Sim. ix. 12. 8), dapyceras : 
ToAAds ... oAtyas sé. wAnyds L. 12. 47 (§ 34, 3; class.), ep. 2 C. 11. 24. 
The following have become stereotyped: did pias L. 14. 28 ‘with 

1 It was a stereotyped formula, cp. Herm. Sim. viii. 1. 4 dq’ jis wdvra tSps ‘as 
soon as,’ ‘after that’; 6. 6. 

2v. App. p. 330. aby, App. p. 314. 
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one mind or voice’ (dd puds tomAayisos Aristoph. Lysistr. 1000) ;1 
xara, povas ‘alone’ (Thue. i. 32. 5 ete.) Mc. 4. 10, L. 9. 18 (LXX.; 
Herm. Mand. xi. 8); frequently xar’ idiav, dig 1 ©. 12. 11, dypocig 
‘openly’ in publico (with a different meaning in Attic) A. 16. 37 ete. 
—Simuilar instanceg of ellipse are found also with the other genders: 
To Tveovte sc. avéepw A. 27, 15 B text, mpdipov Kat dyipov sc, terdv 
Ja. 5. 7 with the reading of (s)B, 76 tpirov, réraprov, Séxarov se. 
pépos Apoc. (not classical), 76 dvomerés sc. &yadpa A. 19. 35, roripiov 
Yuxpot sc. Haros Mt. 10, 42, ep. Ja. 3. 11 (Winer, § 64, 5), ev Aevxots 
sc. iparlos Jo. 20. 12 (Herm. Vis. iv. 2. 1), ep. Mt. 11. 8, Ap. 18. 12, 16. 
—The opposite procedure to an ellipse takes place when Luke 
(according to classical precedent) inserts an avip with a substantive 
denoting a person: 4d. zpod@ytys L. 24. 19, poveds A. 3. 14, dvdpt 
‘lovdatw 10. 28, and in addresses avdpes Tadcraior, "AOnvaior, ddeAqot 
etc., A. 1. 16 and elsewhere. 

2. The use of an adjectival instead of an adverbial expression in 
the case of certain ideas that are annexed to the predicate is found 
in the N.T. as in the classical language, but rarely: the instances 
are mainly in Luke’s writings. Aevrepaios 7APopev ‘on the second 
day’ A. 28. 13, ep. weprrraioe 20.6 D for dyps nuepov wevre of the 
other MSS. Levépevar op@pivat exit 7d pvnpetov L. 24. 22 (opG@pevos 
cAyjAvOas Herm. Sim. v. 1.1). Atropéry avotyyn A. 12. 19, Me. 4. 28. 
"rior aidvidios L. 21. 343 also exdv, dxwy, rpatos ‘first of all’ 
(R. 10. 19); dvdorn@& dpOos A. 14. 10, Totro adAnGes eipryxas (RE 
urns?) Jo, 4. 18 (like Demosth. 7. 43 totrd y ¢An6q [other MS. 
adyGes| A€yovor), There is a certain amount of mixture of pévos and 
the adverb pévov, just as in the classical language the one use borders 
closely on the other: Mc. 6. 8 pydév ei pr) padBdov povov (povnv D), 
A. 11. 19 pdert ef pi) pdvov (udvors D) Tovdaious, 1 Jo. 5. 6 otk ev 7 
vdare pdvov (B povw). If the word ‘alone’ refers without any doubt 
to a verb (or else to a predicative idea like axpoarai Ja. 1. 22, apyat 
1 Tim. 5. 13), then povoy is the only possible expression ; but it is 
also not contrary to Gk. idiom to say (H. 12. 26 O.T.) cetow ov povoy 
TV yhv, GAAGj Kat tov odpavdv ‘I am not contented with earth- 
shaking only,’ 2 Tim. 4. 8 ot podvov b€ enol, dAAG Kal wacuw (to limit 

the gift to one would be too little). For the reverse use of adverb 
for adj. see § 76, 1. 

3. On the coincidence in meaning of the comparative and super- 
lative and the reason for it, we have already spoken in § 11, 3; the 
two degrees are in no way differentiated, as they are in modern 
Greek or in French, by the addition of the article for the superlative, 
but are indistinguishable :3 see 1 C. 13. 13 wioris eAr!s ayarn, Ta tela 
tavTa’ petCwy dé rovtwy 7 aydrn. The form which has remained in 
ordinary use is in nearly all cases that of the comparative ; rpatos 

1 Strictly of runners in a race, who rush off together at the fall of the single 
rope (Uorhnyé, vowAayis). 

2 Less classical is Adyw buy ddynOds L. 9. 27, 12. 44, 21. 3=dpuyv (which D 
reads in 12. 44 and Cyprian in 21. 3. 

3 Barnabas agrees with the N.T. use, e.g. 12. 2 byAdrepos rdvrwr. 
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and éaxaros are the only exceptions to this (§ 11, 5). Now whereas 
the superlative in classical Greek is used not only where there is a 
definite comparison made of several things, but often in what may be 
called an absolute sense, equivalent to our ‘very,’ while the classical 
comparative occasionally corresponds to an English positive (Oarrov 
= ‘quickly’), so the New Testament comparative may have an 
ambiguous meaning: Jo. 13. 27 6 oveis roinoov tdxvov (Luther 
‘pald’ [A.V. ‘quickly’]; but it may also mean ‘as quickly as 
possible’; cp. 1 Tim. 3. 14, where there is a v.l. ev tadyxe3 in 
H. 13. 19 probably ‘more quickly,’ 23 eav rdyscov epyynrat ‘if he 
comes soon’; in A. 17. 15 we have ws tayiora from the literary 
language, but D reads ev tayer).1 Also docov, paddrov, dpevor ete., 
similarly vewrepos or -por (kacvoreporv) can in the classical language be 
rendered in many cases by the positive (although we also use similar 
phrases such as ‘come nearer,’ ‘it is better to ...’); in the N.T. ep. 
(besides zperPirepos used as the designation of a Jewish or Christian 
official) A. 17. 21 every Te 7) akovery Kusvdtepov (Kiihner ii. 848),? 
whereas dooov wapeAéyovto tiv Kpjtnyv 27. 13 (if Gacoov be not the 
right reading) must mean ‘as near as possible’; so in any case 
24. 22 dkpiPerrepov elds = axpiPeotata, 25, 10 KdAALOY ervyivmrKes 
=apirra, and 2 Tim. 1. 18 should be similarly explained PeArcov ob 
ywooKers (not ‘thou knowest better than I, which can certainly not 
be right).3 In A. 17. 22 ws decciapoverréepovs tyas Oewpa, it is 
doubtful whether the comp. has its classical sense of ‘unusually 
(too) god-fearing’ or means ‘very god-fearing’; but o7ovdaoTepos 
2 C. 8. 17 can only mean ‘very zealous’; and frequently there is a 
corresponding use of the English comparative, the standard of com- 
parison being readily supplied, 2 C. 7. 7 Gore pe parrov xapijvar 
‘still more.’ In Hermas, on the other hand, the elative sense is 
regularly expressed by the superlative, aya@draros, ceprorartos ete., 
while in other cases he also uses comparative and superlative inter- 
changeably (Mand. viii. 4. wdvrwv rovyporara needs correction); 
Sim. ix. 10. 7 is noticeable, 7jrav d€ tAapdrepas, Which appears to be 
used in elative sense, and therefore to need correction, but the Latin 
has hilares satis.—Oi rrAcoves may mean ‘the greater number,’ as in 
1 C. 15. 6 &€ Gv of rrAcovs pévovorv, 10. 5, but also ‘others,’ ‘more,’ 
9. 19 va Tovs wreiovas Kepdnow? (7. rA. avtov Origen), 2 C. 2. 6, 
4. 15, 9. 2, Ph. 1. 14 as opposed to the person or persons who have 

bs 

1Cp. Clem. Hom. i. 14 raxudv ce xaradjwWoua, Sas quickly as possible,’ xi. 13 
Tax.ov émiravOavecOe (‘forthwith’); in a quite different sense ix. 23 ws rayor 
eitov =p0dcas, modo, ‘just before.’ For the superlative or elative sense cp. 
also Papyr. Berl. Aeg. Urk. 417, 451, 615. Cp. mwukvorepov A. 24. 26 where it 
is ambiguous (‘ very often’ or ‘so much the oftener’); Clem. Cor. ii. 17. 3 prob- 
ably ‘as often as possible,’ Clem. Hom. Ep. ad Jac. 9 ruxvérepoy... os SUvacde 
(in the weaker sense ibid. iv. 2, viii. 7), similarly cuvexéorepovr iii. 69. 

? Hermas, Vis. iii. 10. 3 Alay mpeoBurdpa, 5 ody vewrépa ‘very old,’ ‘quite 
youthful,’ Sim. ix. 11. 5. 

° The passage adduced by Winer, Lucian Piscat. 20 duewwor od oic0a tabra, & 
PirocoPia, is different, so tar as the meaning of the comp. is concerned: the 
goddess did actually know better than Lucian. @v, App. p. 314. 
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hitherto been considered; cp. ratra eirav wat ta Tottwv rrelova 
Clem. Hom. Ep. ad Jac. 17 (so A. 2. go erépous Te AOyous TAEioowv?).} 
~—-On the remnants of the superlative see § 11, 3 (especially for 
pattora and wadAdov); on the forms of expression to introduce the 
object compared (ggn., 7}, wapa or brép) § 36, 12. 

4. The positive may also be used with the meaning of a compara- 
tive (or superlative): this occasionally takes place in the classical 
language, but it is mainly due to the example of the Semitic lan- 
guage, which has no degrees of comparison at all. Oi zoAXoi are 
the many as opposed to the few, i.e. the majority, in classical 
Greck and Mt. 24. 12, frequently in Me. (Gregory-Tisch, 128) 6. 2 
BL (v.1. without of), 9. 26 SABLA (same v.1.), ep. 12. 37 infra; in 
St. Paul rov roAdAGv 1 C. 10. 33 is opposed to ezavrod, and is 
therefore parallel to the same writer’s use of ot wAe‘oves elsewhere ; 
mAetoros is also found in this sense: Mt. 21. 8 6 wAeiotos dyAos?2 = 6 
awoAvs 6. of Me. 12. 37 (at Tetorae OUVGILELS attod Mt. 11. 20 ‘his 

numerous miracles,’ cp. ta roAAG ypdppata A. 26. 24). A further 
example is (Buttm. p. 73) Mt. 22. 36 rota évroAy peyadn ev TH vip 
‘the greatest,’ cp. 5. 19. With the idea of comparison more clearly 
marked (by the addition of a gen.), we have ra aya tov dyiwv 
H. 9. 2 f. (Lxx.), a use which is by no means unclassical (kaka 
kakov, Kithner-Gerth ii.2 21). In the case where the comparison 
is introduced hy t7rep or wapa § 36, 12), on the analogy of the 
Semitic construction, the adjective may be either positive or com- 
parative: L. 13. 2 dpnaprodot mapa ravtas (where a comparative was 
wanting, cp. dedicacwpevos rapa 18, 14 SBL; frequent in LXX., e.g. 
péeyas wapa, wpais mapa Ex. 18. 11, Num. 12. 3). The positive may 
however also be used with 7): Mt. 18. 8f, Mc. 9. 43, 45 xaAov eotiv 
..4) (LXX. Gen, 49. 12 Aevxot 7); similarly where there is no 

adjective (and paddov is therefore to be supplied) L. 15. 7 yapa 
éorut...2), 1 C. 14. 19 GérXw ... 4), Lic. 17. 2 AvowreAE ... 7), for which 
there are classical parallels.® 

5. The comparative is heightened, as in classical Greek, by the 
addition of zoAv or roAA@: 2 C. 8. 22, Jo. 4. 413 occasionally too 
by the accumulation of several comparatives: Ph. 1. 23 roAAq@ yap 
parXov Kpetooov (Clem. Cor, i. 48. 6 dow doxet paddAov pet(wy etvas is 
merely pleonastic, like Herm. Sim. ix. 28. 4 wadrAov evdo£orepor), 2 C. 
7. 13 weptaodtepws padrXrov éydpnuev, Mc. 7. 36 paddAov reptooorepov 
(-orépws D)exjpvocoy, cp.§11, 3, nate 4.° The same accumulation appears 
in classical Greek, Schwab Syntax der Comparation i. 59 ff. But in 
jorrta pardAov 2 C. 12. 9 the words should not be taken together : 
the sense being ‘Gladly (superl. with elative force, and a stereo- 
typed phrase) will I rather glory in my weaknesses.’ 

1 Classical Greek had the same use :*rdv adelova xpdvov * a longer time’ (than 
at present), wheloves Adyot, Tov meiw Adyov (Soph. Tr. 731) ‘further speech.’ 
Cp. Kiihn. ii. 549; E. Tournier, Rev. de philol. 1877, 253 ; O. Schwab, Syntax 
der Comparation ii. 178. 

2Plato, Leg. 700 C. 
3 Kiihner ii.2 841 (so Herodotus ix. 26 fin. dixadv éorw ... 9). 

avy, App. p. 314. 1¥v_. App. p. 330. 
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§ 4s. NUMERALS. 

1. The first day of the month or of the week is expressed in the 
LxXx. and in the N.T. not by zpary but by pia, whereas for the 
higher numbers the ordinal is used, devrépa atid so on: of course 
the day being a single day (in the case of devrepa ‘the second’ etc.) 
does not admit of being expressed by a plural, while all other 
numbers but eés must necessarily be plurals. Thus cis piav caBBarwv 
‘on Sunday ’ Mt. 28, 1, év pua rod pnvds tov Sevrépov Num. 1.1. This 
is not a classical, but undoubtedly a.Hebrew idiom (Gesenius- 
KNautzsch, § 134, 4), with this difference that in Hebrew the later 
days of the month are also denoted by cardinal numbers. This 
N.T. usage (found also in A. 20. 7, 1 C. 16. 2, Me. 16. 2) is violated 
in ‘Mc.’ 16. 9 mpwéry caBParov, for which Eusebius however quotes 
TH) fee. F 

2. Kis already begins now and again to pass from the sense of a 
numeral (one as opposed to several) into that of the indefinite 
article; the latter development, which has analogies in the German 
ad Romance languages, appears completely carried out in modern 
Greek. The Hebrew “TS, moreover, afforded a precedent to the 
N.T. writers. In Mt. 8. 19 wpoceAOov eis ypapparer’s, 26. 69 pia 
wardioky, Ap. 8. 13 s)Kovea évds derov ete., eis =the classical ris; and 
similarly we find eés with the gen. (or e€): L. 15.15 & tov roAuTay, 
Ap. 7. 13 «is e« (ek om. 8) TOY tperPuTepwv 3? it is used in con- 
junction with zs (classical) eis tus e€ utvov L, 22. go, still in such 
a way that eis forms a contrast to the remaining body (Jo. 11. 49, 
a v.l. in Mc. 14. 47, 51). Eés is used in place of tes without adjunct 
in Mt. 19. 16, Me. 10. 17 (but L. 18. 18 has tus dpywv, with v.1. in 6 
text vis). Attention should also be called to o eis ...6 erepos for 
6 ev (erepos) ... 0 de (€repos), Mt. 6. 24, L. 7. 41 tov eva—sdv de eva 
Barn. 7. 6. 17), ets... kat eis.... Mt. 27. 38, L. 18. 10 f text, while 
a has eis... 0 érepos (Herm. Mand. vi. 2. 1; on the model of Heb. 
"ON, e.g. in Ex. 17. 12), Me. 4. 8, 20, ep. Mt. 13, 8. 23 (§ 46, 2) etc., just 
as class. writers repeatedly employ «és when dividing a multitude (or 
a duality) into its component parts, Aristot. IloA. "A@nv. 37. 1 dvo, 
@v oO pev eis —6 be Erepos, Rhet. ii. 20, p. 1893 a 27 ovo, & pev—ev 
de, Hyperid. cont. Athenog. § 14 f. © eis vopos.., erepos v. k:7.X,, 
Xenoph. Cyrop. i. 2. 4 rerrapa...ev pev...ev dé... dAAO... GAAS; 
Demosth. xviil. 215 tpia...év pev...érepov b€.., tpirov de, cp. Ap. 
17. 10 €rra ... ob wevTe...6 €is...6 GAAos. See § 46, 2. But the use 

1Bls xal elxoords, rptaxoords (the a ieee form even in Attic inscriptions) is 
essentially different, since this is only a case of the formation of the ordinal 
being imperfectly carried out, as in the Latin unus et vicesimus. 

2 This use of els is found already in Attic writers, évl ray moray Hyperid. 
Lycophr. 13, rév éraipwy els .Aesch, c. Ctesiph. 89, although there is always 
the implied meaning ‘belonging to this definite number (or class),’ so that the 
els has a force Which is quite absent from it in Luke loc, cit. The instances 
adduced for the weakened sense of els from Plato and Xenophon (e.g. Plat. 
Leg. ix. 855 D) are quite irrelevant, since the els is there a true numeral. 
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of cis tov éva for dAAHXovs 1 Th. 5, rr is Semitic (1 C. 4. 6 els vmrép 
Tov vos xara Tot érépov is different: the sense being, every individual 
on behalf of the one against the other, fully expressed eis vrep tov 
Ev. kK, 7. Et. Kal repos ta. T. Evds [the opposite person to the previous 
evos| x. T. €7.). ‘ 

3. ’Ava and xara with a numeral have a distributive sense as in 
classical Greek: Me. 6. 40 xara (v1. dva as in L. 9. 14) éxatov Kat 
Kata mevrjiKovta (Herm. Sim. ix. 2. 3 ava Svo rapOevon, ep. § 39, 2); 
besides this we have after the Semitic and more colloquial manner! 
(also found, however, in old Greek) dv0 Sto Me. 6. 7 (ava dv0 D as in 
L. 10. +), just as for cata cupmdcta, Kk. tpaciuts Me. 6. 39 f. has cup- 
Tool ovuTdoia, tpactal mpacrat, and in Mt. 13. 30 decpas Secpuds 
(Epiph. Orig.) appears to be the right reading (Herm. Sim. viii. 2. 8 
Taypata Taypara, 4, 2).2 On dva eis éxactos, eis ka? ccs and the like, 
see § 51, 4. 

4.2 P. 2. © bySoov Node ebirakev, ‘Noah with seven others,’ is 
correct classical Greek (though dy6. avrév would be more usual).— 
Mt. 18. 22 ews e€SdounKovtakis exrd is peculiar for ‘seventy times 
seven times’: D* alone reads €88. émrtaxis.—‘ Now for the third 
time’ is tpirov rovro (§ 34, 3), like Herod. v. 76 réraprov tovro (W.); 
‘for the third time’ is (76) tpirov Me. 14. 41 etc., «x tpirov Mt. 
26. 44, cp. €x devrepov (Mc. 14. 72%) Jo. 9. 24, A. 10. 15 ete. 

§ 46. THE ARTICLE. I. ‘O, 4, 16, as pronoun; the article with 

independent substantives. 

1. The article 6, 7, 76, which had long since been developed ont 
of the old demonstrative pronoun, retains on the whole in the N.T. 
all its former usages, and amongst them to a certain extent its use 
as a pronoun (‘this one,’ ‘he’). There is here, however, a confusion 
(found also in other Hellenistic writings, and indeed in the classical 
period, Kiihner ii.2 779 f.) between the forms of the d&pOpov zpo- 
TAKTLKOV 0, ”, 76 and those of the apOpov UTOTAKTLKOV os, ”s 0, since 

the latter are employed as demonstratives instead of relatives. 

2. ‘O ptv—6 8, ‘the one-—the other.’ This use is no longer very 
frequent in the N.T., and usually takes the form of 8 pev — 8s dé (neut. 
oO pev... 0 6, plur. @ peév, ots prev, ots pev etc.); moreover the (Semitic) 
use of ets eacroaches upon it, § 45, 2, though the latter is not every- 
where synonymous with it, and can form no plural. Thus 6 péev—6 
de refers either to persons already familiar, the one — the other, this 
one—that one, or is quite indefinite, one —another; on the other 
hand it does not serve as a means of differentiating a number of 
persons or things when they are introduced for the first time ; hence, 
whereas Luke can say (23. 33) tots xaxotpyous, dv pev—dv dé, the 
phrase in Mt. 27. 38 is dv0 Anorai, cis — Kai eis (class. eis pev — érepos 
de), ep. § 45, 2. Other instances of ds pev — os d€: Mt. 13. 4 (4 pev — 
GAAa 5é¢[D a de]; similar freedom as to the sequence in the clauses 
is freq. elsewhere, cp. Kiihner-Gerth ii.3 585 note), 13. 8, 16. 14, 21. 
35> 22. 5 (Os NBO*L, ot D), 25. 15, 25. 67 (ot de alone, ‘but others’), 

12 vy, App. p. 330. 
K 
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28, 17 (ditto)! Mc. 4. 4, 12.5, L. & 5, Jo. 7. 12, A. 14. 4, 17. 18 
(reves .., of d€), 32, 27. 44, 28. 24, R. 9, 21, 14. 2 (ds pev—6 [ds FG] 
de doGevav), 5, 1 C. 11. 21, 12. 8, 28, 2 C. 2. 16 (‘the latter’ — ‘the 
former,’) Ph. 1. 16 (ditto), 2 Tim. 2. 20, Jd. 22. On the other hand 
the only instances of 6 wév—6 dé are: 1 C. 7. 7 6 pev obras 6 Sé 
ovTws (0s... 0s... N°KL), E. 4. 11 rots péev—rods 6€ all mss.; also in 
H. 7. 20 f,, 23 f, 12. 10 we have ot pev—6 &e, referring to definite 
persons (in 7. 2of. the priests under the old system ~ Jesus), who 
are indicated in this way instead of by a repetition of the names, a 
case in which os is not used,? and (according to the reading of 
cod. 700, certainly right) L. 8. 5 f. 6 pev (sc. ordpos) ... Kal repos. 
On the other hand, in the parallel passage Mt. 13. 23 ds 6) (D more 
correctly rote for os &); cp. § 78, 5) kaprodopel Kal rorel 6 pev Exarov, 
o b€ eLyKovra, 6 d€ tpraxovra, we should write 6 neuter, cp. 8; also 
just above in 19 ff. we should write (with k) todr6 éo7 73... c7apev, 
76 0€.,.0mapev TovTd éxriv, to prevent parable and interpretation 
from being mixed up in a very awkward manner. In Me. 4. 20 we 
also have the neut. & tpidkovta x.7.A. (where it is quite wrong to 
write €v). 

3. ‘O 8 ‘but he,’ # 8%, of & (only in the nominative) used in con- 
tinuing a narrative, are common in all historical writings (least often 
in St. John);? the use of 6 pév otv ‘he then,’ without a oe strictly 
corresponding to the perv, is confined to the Acts. ‘O dé, 6 pév oty 
show a special tendency to take a participle after them, which gives 
rise occasionally to ambiguity. For instance, in A. 8. 4 ot pev otv 
Suagrapévres means ‘they therefore that were scattered,’ since in 
order to separate ot from daczapevres it would be necessary for the 
subject referred to to have been mentioned just before, whereas 
here it is a long way off (verse 1); but in 1. 6 ot pev obv cvveAGdvtes 
it is ambiguous whether the meaning is ‘they therefore who were 
come together’ or ‘they therefore, when they were come together.’ 
The demonstrative 6 (és) no longer appears in connection with other 
particles: there is no trace of «al os, kat tov in the continuation of 
a narrative, nor of tov kati rov ‘such and such a one,’ or zpd Tov 
‘formerly’ etc. 

4. ‘O, %, 76 used as the article with appellatives has as in classical 
Greek a double import: it is either individual or generic, i.c. it 
either calls special attention to one definite individual out of a class, 
6 avOpwros = otros 6 avOpwros, or it contrasts the whole class as 
such with other classes, oi dvOpwrot opposed to ra GAAa oa (or to 
6 Oeds). The latter use is also derived from the demonstrative 
sense: ‘these persons,’ to wit ‘men.’ This sense of the article was 
known by grammarians in early times (Apollonius Dyscolus) as the 
‘anaphoric’ sense, because there is a reference back (avadopa) to 
something already familiar or supposed to be familiar: 6 dovA0s cov 
is ‘your slave’ (the particular slave whom you know I mean, or the 
one whom you have), but dotAds cov is ‘a slave of yours.’ If there- 
fore an individual who is not yet familiar is introduced for the first 

123, App. p. 330-3831. 
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time, or if the whole class (though familiar) is not embraced, but 
only an undefined part of it, then no article need be used, as ¢.g. in 
the case of a predicate: for in ipeis pdprupes tovTwy there is no 
avapopé to particular well-known witnesses, nor is the whole class 
embraced: this is the ordinary rule for expressing a predicate 
(exceptions are given in § 47, 3). 

5. The use of the individual article, in cases where it is used at 
all, is generally speaking obligatory, at least according to .classical 
usage it is so: the necessity for its use is not removed by the inser- 
tion of a demonstrative or a possessive: otros 6 dvOpwros, 1) €f7) 
oixia, The generic article may be far more readily dispensed with, 
especially in the case where the genus is represented by only a 
single specimen. With natural objects: we have 6 2)Auos, 77 ceArvy, 
but also 2Aiov dé (tov d€ 4. D) avareiAavros Mt. 13. 6, L. 21. 5 ecovras 
onpea cv yAim Kat wedijvy Kat aOT pos, followed by a contrasted state- 
ment Kat ext ris yas ‘here on earth’: A. 27. 20 pajte Se aAvov pujte 
éotpov exipavovrwr, ‘neither sun nor stars shining,’ 1 C. 15. 41 aAAy 
dv€u Actor, Kat dAAn 60€a ceAjvys, Kat GAAy ddfa dotépwov, Ap. 7. 2, 
16. 12 azo dvatoAns nAtov, 22. 5 ovK Eyovowy ypetay hwtds AvxVoV Kal 
dures yAtov (cp. 21. 23 with art.). In a certain number of these 
examples the omission or Insertion of the article was obviously a 
matter of choice; but in A. 27. 20 the meaning appears to be 
intensified by the omission ‘neither any sun,’ and with 1 C. 15. 41 
verse 39 must be compared, aAAn pev (cap) avOpdruv, dAAn b€ KTVOV 
etc., and the reason for the absence of the article might be in both 
passages that the reference is not so much to the species taken as a 
whole, or to the uniquely existing sun, as to the distinctive charac- 
teristic of the species or of the individual object in the respective 
passages. Op. 20.11. 26 xuvdvvors ex yevous (my kindred, 2.¢. Jews), 
kat e& e@vav (elsewhere usually ra €6vn, vide infra), x. év Caddccy ; 
the article would here be wrong. Further instances of the absence 
of the art. with @iAacoa: Mt. 4.15 O.T. od0v Gaddoons, A. 10. 6, 12 
rapa Oadacoayv (after a preposition or a substantive equivalent to a 
prep., § 40, 9), L. 21. 25 x0vs Gaddoons, Ja. 1. 6 KkAvéwve Garaoons, 
Jd. 13 «tyata aypia Gad. (part of the predicate, and also due 
to the distinctive character of the sea being the point of the 
comparison). With yj ‘earth’ the cases of omission of the art. 
are mainly after a preposition (though even here the cases of inser- 
tion far prefonderate): eri yns Mt. 28. 18 (with ris BD), L. 2. 14, 
10.8.5, Eh. 3.15, H. 12. 25, 8. 4 (in all these instances except the last 
in conjunction with ev ovpavots (-@) or am ovpavev or év bYiotois), 
ex yyns 1 C. 15. 47 (opposed to € ovp.), ep. also drd axpou yas ews 
axpov ovpavov Mc. 13. 27. Besides these we have A. 17. 24 otpavov 
Kat yas Kiptos, 2 P. (3. 5 ovpavol... cat y) ‘a new heaven,’ similarly 
13), 3. 10 ovpavot (with oi ABC)... croxetia ... yp (with 7 CP), cp. 12. 
Among these instances, in 1 C. 15. 47 the omission was no doubt 
obligatory, since ex ys is ‘earthy’ (the essential property of earth 
is referred to). Ovpavés (-ot) with a preposition frequently stands 
without an article (often there is a diversity of reading in the ss.); 
the omission is obligatory in Mt. 21. 25 f. €€ ovpavod... e€ dvOpdmuv 
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=‘of heavenly’ or ‘human origin’; so in Me. 11. 30 f, L. 20. 4 f. 
Omission of art. where there is no prep. occurs in A. 3. 21, 17. 24 
(for 2 P. 3. 5, 12 vide supra). Kéopos: €v xdopy 1 C. 8. 4, 14. 10, 
Ph. 2. rg etc. (v.L in 2 P. 1. 4); of one world as opposed to another 
2 P. 1. 5 (see above on y7); Koopov forming pert of the anarthrous 
predicate R. 4. 13, 11. 12, 20; the omission is regular in all writers 
in the formula ard katuPodys (dpxijs, KTivews) Koopov Nt. 25. 34 etc., 
cp. am dpxns «rivews Me. 10. 6, 13. 19, 2 P. 3. 4; other instances 
2C. 5. 19, G. 6. 14.—The points of the compass, only found in con- 
nection with prepositions, never have the article: cara peornpPpiav 
A, 8, 26, avd avatoddv Mt. 2. 1, 8. 11 etc., dd duopar L. 12. 54, dd 
Poppa «at vorov 13. 29 (so in other writers); also Pucidwooa vdtou 
Mt. 12. 42 of more definite regions in the south, but ev rq avaredAn 
is used in the same sense in Mt. 2. 2, 9. 

6. Another class of Being, unique of Its kind, is expressed by 
Geds, Kipiog (=, but also Christ), and these words come near 
being proper names; it is not surprising that the article is frequently 
dropped. This happens especially after a preposition (ard Geov 
Jo. 3. 2, €v kup» passim), or when the word is in the genitive and 
dependent on an anarthrous noun (particularly a predicate), e.1. 
Mt. 27. 20 dre Geov eipe vids, L. 3. 2 eyévero pryua Gevt’ (subject), 
although we also have « vids ef tov Geod Mt. 4. 3, vie rod Geod 8. 20, 
and the usage depends more on a natural tendency to assimilation 
and abbreviation than on any hard and fast rule. So also vie 
SiaBddov A. 13. ro (cuaf. elsewhere takes an art., as does carardas 
except in | Mc. 3. 23 ‘one Satan’| L. 22.3). On Xpuords vide infra 10. 
—Under the head of the generic article must also be classed plurals 
like av@pwrot, vexpot, €Ovn; here too it is especially after a preposition 
and in a few phrases besides that we occasionally have noticeable 
instances of the omission of the art.: é& vexpav eyepO Mt. 17. 9, and 
so regularly (except in E. 5. 14 O.T., Col. 2. 12 BDEFG, 1 Th. l. 10 
fom. trav ACK]), whereas we have ayép0y amd tov v. Mt. 14. 2 ete.; 
avartaci vexpov A. 17, 32, 23. 6 etce.; in 1 C. 15.15 f, 29, 32 the 
article could not stand, because it is the idea and not the complete 
number which is in question (verse 52 is different) ; 1 P. 4. 5 «ptvas 
(avras kat vexpovs=all, whether dead or living, cp.*6.—Not infre- 
quently %vn, ‘the heathen’ is without an art.: after Hebr. OMA in 
A. 4, 25 O.T., R. 15. 12 O.T.; €€ e@vav A. 15. 14, G. 2.15, ev Overy 
1 Tim. 3. 16, cov €6. A. 4. 27; in the gen. rAonros eOvav, cOv. drdo- 
todos R. 11. 12 f. (predic.); also R. 3. 29 f. 7) "lovdaiwy (as such) 6 
Geds pdvov; ovdxt Kal €OvOv; vat Kal €Ovav, eizep eis 6 Oeds, Os Oixatiiorer 
Tepttouyv (as such, or in some individual instances not specified) ex 
TisTews Kat dkpoBvariay dua THs (anaphoric) ricrews. 

7. The individual article could scarcely be expected in formulas 
like dm’ dypos, év dyp@, eis dypdv, since there is no question of a 
definite field (Mt. 13. 24 év ré dyp@ atros) ; if however we also find 
ev 7 a. etc. without reference to a definite field (Mt. 13. 44, like ra 
Kpiva Tov dypov 6, 28), the art. must then be regarded as generic (as 
we say ‘the country’)! ’Ev ayopa L. 7. 32 =év tats éyopats (Trais om. 

aov,. App. p. 314. 
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CEF al.) in Mt. 11. 16 ete.; dz’ éyopas Me. 7. 4 a formula; similarly 
ext Ovpats Mt. 24. 333 of time T pos eomepay L. 24. 29, €ws eomépas 
De 2S) 2S: pexpe peecovurtiov 20, 7 (Kara rd peo. 16. 25), dea vuKTis 
with v.]. dua ras v. A. 5. 19, 16. 9 ete. (the art. denoting the particular 
night), mpo karpob = Thyy KGLPOV etvar Mt. 8. 20) ev KoLpy = OTAY KaLpos 7 

24. 45, axpe catpot L. 4. 13, A. 13. 11, rpds xatpov L. 8. 13, KOTO K. 
R. 5. 6 (‘at the right time,’ ‘in its due time’’), To. poe pe! HALKéias 
H. 11. 14 (so also 1 in classical Greek without art. ); sae (€€) dpx iis, eV 
apPXy (class. ; but ev kapo écyaro 1 P. Le 5; Ev erXaTals npEpaes 
2. Tim. 3. 1, Ja. 5. 3 (used along with éw evydrov or -wv tév NLEpar, 
§ 47, 2) come under the same class as aro mpwTns nuepas A. 20. 18, 
Ph. 1. 5 (SABP insert 77s), avo exryns dpas Mt. 27. 45, €ws Wpas éevarns 
Me. 15. 33 (cp. Herm. Vis. i. 1. 2, Sim. ix. 11.7), €ws tpérou otpavot 
20. 12. 2, rpdtyv pvdaniv Kat devréepav A, 12. 10, tpurys (the read- 
ing -r7 of the MSS. is corrupt) pepidos r7s Mak. modus 16. 12, and are 
explained by a usage of the otder language, according to which the 
art. may be omitted with ordinal numbers, Kithner ii.’ 551,’and not 
merely in phrases like evydty dpa eoriv 1 Jo. 2.18. The usage of 
the language is however regulated with still greater precision : in 
statements about the hour the art. is used only either anaphorically 
as in Mt. 27. 46, ep. 45, or where there is an ellipse of #pa as in 
Mt. 20. 6 (in 9 it is anaphoric), or where a further definition is 
introduced as in A. 3. 1 TV OPav TTS T POT Evy 7S THY EVETHY 5 with 

npepa, on the other hand, it is only absent in the case of more 
indefinite expressions, but is used with more definite statements, 
thus 77 tTpity »yyepa always, and in Jo. 6. 39 ff év Ty eoydry Hepa. 
—@dvaros very frequently appears without an art., where German 
inserts one: €ws Gavdarov Mt. 26. 38, evoyos Oavdrov, a€vov Oavarou, 
mapadidovar ets Odvaror, yeverOar Guvarov; the art. is used either of 
the actual death of a definite person (1 ©. 1. 26), or (but this is 
almost confined to John’s Gospel, Paul, and Apoc.) of death in the 
abstract, cp. 8. inf., Jo. 5. 24 pera Bake ex TOU O, eis TiHV fwijy,) or 
where death is half personified (Ap. 13. 3, 12), besides the case 
where assimilation to a noun in connection with it requires the 
article: to droxpypa tod 6, 2 C. 1. 9 (7 Any) Tod O avrod 
Ap. 13. 3, 12 is anaphoric).—I]vetpa: 75 dycov wv. is used sometimes 
to a certain extent personally, and then with the article, sometimes 
for the godlike spirit moving in man, and then without an art., 
unless there is ‘anaphora ’ as in A. 2. 4, 8. 18, ep. 173 in 10. 44 
ererecev TO TY, TO GY, ext wavras there is a reference to the well- 
known fact of the outpouring, but this instance also approximates to 
the first usage. Omission is also occasioned by the presence of a 
preposition or by assimilation : ev mv, aylw, ev Suvdper rvetvparos 

aytov.—3 Jo. 6 evwiruov éxkAnoias, 1 C. 14. 4 exkAnoiay oixodoprel 
scarcely need explanation (‘a congregation’); in H. 12. 7 tis yap 
vids, Ov od wadever TaTIp, we might expect to have 6 7. ‘his father,’ 
as in 1 Tim. 2. 12 after yevarkt to have Tov da Bpds ‘her husband’ (so 
1C. 11. 3 xepady yovarxds 6 dvip; in E. 5. 23 the art. goes with 

1 On incidental cases of omission of the art. cp. 8. 

46 vy, App. p. 314. 
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yovaixos), but the relation is neglected (‘whom a father does not 
chastise’; see also § 82, 2 note), cp.*Herm. Sim. ix. 28. 4 iva dotAos 
KUpLoV iStov_ A pvijrn Tat. aint is used of God in Jo. Ll. 14 dd€av 

Ws MOVOYEVoUS Tape TaTpos (a kind of assimilation to povoy.), leon in 
the formula amb Geov TOT pus ypov R. 1. m ete; morro KTUTN 

] P. 4, 19, with v.]. ws 7. x7., is at any rate agreeable to the sense. 
Div yuvargiv A. 1.14 isa regular formula, cp. 21. 5 otv y. Kal TEKVOLS 
(classical Greek has the same phrase; so we e say ‘with women and 
children ’ i further, é7t mpocwrov mimrav L. 5. 12 ete, Kara Tp. 
pm Orem Cia aera, «aes 

8. With abstract words the article is very frequently absent in 
Greek, where it is used in German; the more abstract the sense 
in which such a word is used, the less liable is it to take any article 
other than the generic. Hence in some passages the question is 
rather to account for the presence of the art. than for its absence ; 
e.g. Col. 3. 5 wopveiav axafapoiay rados exiOupiav... Kat thy mAcovesian, 
nTis extiv etowrAoAaTpia ‘and that principal vice, covetousness’ etc. ; 
the additional clause ats «.7.r. entails the use of the article. In 
1 C. 14. 20 pi) radia yiverOe Tats pperiv, cAAGd 7H KaKia vymudceTe, 77) 
kK. 18 due to Tals dpeciv. Cp. further H. 1. 14 «is Sianovlay amorrey- 
Nopeva Sid TOUS ee kAnpovopety cwrnpiav (2. 3, 9. 9, 6. 9, 9. 28, 
11. 73 with art. _only in 2 2, 10 TOV dpXBYOV TIS CwTipias avrav). In 
1 C. 13.13 vowt d€ peves riots eAris ayary... peiCwy de Tov’Twy 4) 
aydérn the art. is anaphoric (so also in the German ; cp. verses 4 and 
3, R. 13. 10 and g; R. 12. 7 etre Suaxoviay, ev 77 StaKoved” eiTE 0 
duddoKuv, ev tH dudarKadca ete. ; but ibid. 9 ff. 3) ayer AVUTOKPLTOS, TH 
pudadeAdie diddoTopyot, 77) ees uAAjAOUS Tponyorvpevot, TH) TITOVd) [A 
oxvypot, because they are virtues assumed to be well known etc.). 
St. Paul is fond of omitting the art. with apapria, vopos, and occa- 
sionally with Gavaros (R. 6. 9, 8. 38, cp. supra 7), but the reason for 
his doing so is intelligible: R. 5.13 aype yap vopou dpaprio, Hv ev 
Koop (‘ before there was a law, there was sin’), dpaptia d€ ov« 
eAdoyeirar pen OvTos vopor, 6. 14 dpaptia (‘no sin,’ cp. 8 Oavaros) bpoy 
ov KUpLevres” ov yap ETE VITO vopov . under any law’ ) GAAG imo yapty, 
3. 20 da yap vopov eriyvwors auaptias (a general statement).> Zap§ 
also inclines to an abstract sense (the natural state of man); hence 
we frequently have €v aapxi and nearly always xara odpKa (rv Is 
inserted as a v.l. in 2 C. 11. 18, and by nearly all mss. in Jo. 8. 15). 

9, Whereas hitherto no case has occurred where the classical 
usage of the article is opposed to the N.T. usage, such opposition 
appears In the case of a noun which governs a genitive, and which 
in Hebrew would therefore be in the construct state or would have 
a suffix attached to it, and in either case would be without an 
article ; this Semitic usage has exercised a considerable influence on 
the Greek of the N.T. writers, especially where they make use of 
Semitic (te. Hebrew or Aramaic) originals. But as it was repugnant 
to the spirit of the Greek language, the article has in general only 

* Also i in profane writers like Polybius; there are similar classical phrases, 
Kar’ dp0arpovs, ev 6dOarors etc. ev, App. p. 314. 
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been omitted, where the whole clause was governed by a preposition 
(cp. supra 5-7), and the phrase has thus become a fixed formula: 
ax (xpd) mpoodmov tivds,! did yepds Tevos, dua oTopatds Tivos, ds 
opbadrpov oov L. 19. 42, €v 6POarpois nuav Mt. 21. 42 O.T. (xpd of. 
vpwv Clem. Cor. 1. 2. gt)! formulas which are all thoroughly Hebraic, 
§ 40, 9; further instances are év puépars “Hpddov Mt. 2. 1, ev nyepy 
opyys R. 2.5, Ph. 1. 6 dypes nuepas “Iycot Xprotov, ep. 10, 2. 16 (év 
™ yp. Tov kupiov 1 C. 5. 6, 2 C. 5. 14, 2 Th. 2. 2; on the other 
hand the art. is omitted even with the nom., ypépa xvpiov 1 Th. 5. 2 
[7) add. AKL], 2 P. 3. 10 BC [with 7 sAKLP]); cfs otkov avtav 
Mc. 8 3, cp. 26 (the use with the art. largely preponderates ; 
L. 14. 1 es otkov [tov 0. A] tevos tov Papi. [cp. A. 18. 7, 10. 32] is 
excusable: tiv Kar’ otkov avtov éxxAynoiav R. 16. 5, Col. 4. 15, ep. 
Philem. 2, is a regular phrase and perhaps not a Hebraism); €« kocAias 
pentpos (avtov) Mt. 9. 12, L. 1. 15, A. 3. 2, 14. 8; ev BiBAw Cons Ph. 
4. 3 (but in Ap. with two artacles), ev BiBrAw Adyov "Heaiov L. 3. 4, 
cp. 20. 42, A. 1. 20, 7. 42 (ev tH B. Maioéws Me. 12. 26), ev duxtvAw Geo 
L. 11. 20, ev TO BeeACeBovrA dpyovts tov Satpoviov Mt. 12. 24 (anda 
v.l. in L. 11.15), and many more.* To these must be added phrases 
which contain a proper name in the genitive, where the omission of 
the art. is not- dependent on the presence of a preposition: yj 
"IopayjA, Loddpwv, Alyiartov, Xaddaiwy etc, PactdAéws Aiydtarrov 
A. 7. 10, eis woAw Aavid L. 2. 4, ep. 11 (‘the city of D.’), ofkos "lopana 
Mt. 10. 6 (23 D) ete., €& ofkov cat marpids Aavid L. 2. 4 (but in 
L. 1. 33, H. 8. 8, ro O.T., it takes the article as in the Lxx.), é€ 
edypepias ’ABia L. 1.5. It is not often that this omission of the art. 
goes beyond such instances as those mentioned, as it does in Mary’s 
song of praise in L. 1. 46 ffi: €v Bpaytovt avrov, diavota Kapdtas attarv, 
"Iopanr watdds arvrov, and in that of Zacharias ibid. 68 ff.: év otkw 
Aavid maidos avrov, €€ €xPpav rpov, Siabixns ayias avTov, ddovs atrov, 
dua orAayxva eXeovs Geov pav ete., by which means an unusually 
strong Hebrew colouring is here produced.? Cp. 2. 32 (Simeon’s 
song of praise), Ja, 1. 26, 5. 20. 

10. In the case of proper names the final development of the 
language has been that in modern Greek, when used as proper names, 
they take the article ; in classical Greek, on the other hand, as also 
in the Greek of the N.T., proper names as such take no article, but 
may take one in virtue of a reference (anaphora) to something pre- 
ceding. Thus if Luke in A. 9. 1 says 6 5€ LatXos Ete eurvewy k.7.A., 
his object in using the article is to remind the reader of what he has 
previously narrated about the man (8. 3 ZavAos S€); we are then 
informed that he requested éructodai eis Aapackov, and further on 
in verse 3, that he drew nigh to rq Aapacx® (the place of his destina- 

1Cp. supra 7 ad fin. with note !; writers of pure Greek do not add a 
genitive to expressions of this kind. 

21 C. 2. 16 ris yap éyyw vob xupiov is a quotation, and so is 1 P. 3. 12 é¢6a)- 
pol Kupiov, Gra avrov ; the Lxx. abounds with instances of this kind. But in 
1 Tim. 5. 10 ayiwy wédas, rédas is due to assimilation to ayiwy ; in 1 C. 10. 21 
rpamégns Kupiov—Tp. datuoviwy it is the character of the thing which is in ques- 
tion, cp. supra 5 (the one is a table of the Lord, the other a table of devils). 

*v, App. p. 315. 
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tion), the use of ‘the article being much the same as in 20. 7 kAdcas 
aprov compared with 11 xAdcas tov dprov. There is a subtle, and 
often untranslatable, nicety of language in this use of the article. 
But it is obvious that it depends in great measure on the caprice of the 
writer, whether in a case where frequent mention is made of the same’ 
person he chooses to express this reference to the preceding narrative 
or not: moreover the MSS. are frequently divided. If in Acts 1. 1 
8AE al. (as opposed to BD) are right in reading 6 "Iycots, then by 
this o the mind is carried back to the contents of the Gospel ; but 
such a reminder was by no means necessary. "Incots, moreover, in 
the Evangelists*takes the article as a rule, except where an apposi- 
tional phrase with the art. is introduced ; since obviously in that 
case either the article with the name or the phrase in apposition is 
superfluous. Hence Mt. 26. 69, 71 pera “I. rov Tadcraiov (Nafwpatov), 
27. 17, 22 I. rov Aeyspevov Xpiorov, L. 2. 43 71. 6 wals (2. 27 7O 
watdtov “Incovv) cp. A. 1. 14 Mapia a7 paytpi tot 71, ete! Ava: 
not only at the first mention of Jesus at all, but also in the firs’ 
appearance of the risen Lord, the use of the art. is excluded, since 

‘here too there cannot well be anaphora: Mt. 28. 9 (6 “1. DL al.), 
L. 24. 15 (6 I. DNPX al.); in John’s Gospel, however, while on the 
one hand the anaphoric article is rendered possible at this point by 
the context and is actually found there (20. 14 Gewpe? rov ’Incotv 
éotota, after 12 TO copa Tov "Incov), on the other hand it is often 
omitted elsewhere (e.g. in 1. 50), as frequently happens in the other 
Evangelists in the case of other less distinguished names, such as 
"Iwavns and Ilerpos. In the Epistles, on the contrary, and in the 
Apocalypse (and to some extent in the Acts) the article is as a rule 
omitted as entirely superfluous (somewhat in the same way as Is 
done by the Greek orators in the name of the adversary in a lawsuit); 
exceptions are 2 C. 4. 10 f. (but D*FG omit the art.), EH. 4. 21 
(anaphora to avr), 1 Jo. 4. 3 (anaphora to 2; but & has no art.). 
Xpirrés is strictly an appellative,=the Messiah, and this is made 
apparent in the Gospels and Acts by the frequent insertion: of the 
article ; here again the Epistles for the most part (but not always) 
omit it.—A special case is that of indeclinable proper names, with 
which the article, without its proper force, has occasionally to serve 
to determine the case of the word: Mt. Ll. 2 ff. "ABpadp eyevvycev 
vov 'Ioadk...Tov "laxwB ete. (the same form is also used in the case of 
declinable names, such as rov ’Iovdav and 6 rot Ovpiov, byt probably 
not with names which have a clause in apposition’; see also 
A. 7. 8, 13. 21. On ot rov ZeBedaiov see § 35, 2. 

11. The preceding statements hold good equally for place-names 
as for personal names (the art. is anaphoric in A. 9. 3 vide supra, 
9. 38 ty “Idrry, 42 THs "lormns, cp. 36); THs “Pons 18. 2 is due to 
ts “Iradias in the same verse; tyv ‘Poynv 28. 14 denotes Rome 
as the goal of the whole journey. Tpwds also, although strictly 
subject to an article (’AAcgdvdpera 7 Tpwds), only takes one in 
a peculiar way in 2 C. 2. 12 (without an art. in A. 16. 8, 20. 5). 
There is a peculiar use of the art. in the Acts in the statement of 

bv. App. p. 315. ly, App. p. 33l. 
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halting-places on a journey: 17. 1 tv ’Apdirodw kat ryv “ArohA0- 
viav (the places lying on the well-known road between Philippi and 
Thessalonica), 20. 13, 21. 1, 3, 23. 31, but in 20. 14 ff. there is no 
art. “lepoveadrjpu, “TepoodAvpa hardly ever take an art., Winer-Schm. 
§ 18. 5 (it is anaphoric in Jo. 2. 23, 5. 2; besides these exx. we have 
10. 22! [only in ABf.], 11. 18, A. 5. 28). The case is different with 
names of countries, many of which being originally ad}. (sc. y7), x#pa) 
never occur without art.: 7 Iovdaia}, 7 TadcAaia?, 7) Mecororapia, 
9 Mvote, (Micros adj.), 7) “EAAds A. 20. 2; for a different reason ¥ 
"Acia hike 7» Evpwry (y AcGin does not come under this head) takes 
the art. from early times, as one of the two divisions of the globe 
that are naturally opposed to each other, and keeps it even when 
it is used to denote the Itoman province (in A. 2. 9 f. Mecororapia, 
‘Agia and 1 Ac6biy 1» kata Kupyvyv are the only places with an 
article); only in A. 6. 9 do we find amo Kidikias cai ’Ao., and in 
1 P. 1. 1 the names of all the countries are without the art. (but 
there there is no art. at all in the whole address: éxAexrots rapeme- 
Sipos dvagropas Tlovrov x.7.A.).2 Also with other names of countries 
the article is found more frequently than it would be with names of 
towns: always with “Iradca, generally with ’Ayaia (without art. 
R. 15. 26, 2 0» 9. 2); Supta, KiAcxia, Ppvyta, ’ApaPia are strictly 
adjectives, and therefore generally take the art., but A. 21. 3 els &, 
Kea. 6. g (vide supra), 23. 34, Ppvytav cat TlapdvdAtav 2. 10, ets 
"ApaBiay G. 1. 17. TlaudvAca, although strictly on a par with the 
others (ro TlapdiAvov wéedayos A. 27. 5 B text), yet in a majority of 
cases omits the art.; it has it in A. (27. 5 infra) 13. 13: e¢s Ilepynv rijs 
IlapdpvAcas is a chorographical gen. of the whole, § 35, 4, which abso- 
Intely requires the article (A. 13. 14, 22. 3, 27. 5, ep. 16. 12, 21. 39). 
Atyvrros never takes the art. (except in a wrong reading of SABCD 
in A. 7. 11, and of BC in 7. 36).—River-names : 6 lopSavys rorapios 
Me. 1. 5, elsewhere 6 ’lopdavis*(rov rorapyoy tov TiBepwy Herm. Vis. 
i. 1.2; classical usage is the same); names of seas: 6 ’Adpias A. 27. 
27 as in classical Greek. 

12. The names of nations, where the nation as a whole is in- 
dicated, do not require the article any more than personal names 
require it, and it is therefore omitted in almost every instance where 
Jovdator are referred to in St. Paul’s vindications of himself against 
the Jews, A. 26. 2, 3, 4, 7, 21, 25. 10 (as it is in the name of the 
Opponent én speeches in an Athenian lawsuit, supra 10), the 

1¥For which the Hebraic y7 *Iovda is also used Mt. 2. 6. (Cp. 4 "Ioviaia +f 
in Jo. 3. 22, and also according to D in 4. 3.) The anarthrous "Iovd. A. 2. 9 is 
certainly corrupt. 

2Exception L. 17. 11 wécov Zauapeias kal Tadidkalas, where the omission with 
=. has produced the omission with I. 

’This is not so much an enumeration of the persons addressed as a 
characterization of them, and the omission of the art. becomes intelligible by 
a comparison with 1 Tim. 1. 2 Trmodéy yrnoiy réxvp = 8s ef yojowr r. Cp. also 
Winer, § 18, 6, note 4; infra § 47, 6, note 1 on p. 159; see also § 47, 10. 

4 Cp, on the article with names of countries etc. Kallenberg Philol. 49, 515 ff. 
ay, App. p. 31d. 
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exception being 25. 8 tov vépuov tov "lovdaiwy, where tov v. lovdaiwy 
could not well be used, while rov v. tov ’I. (the Attic phrase, see 
§ 47, 7) was contrary to the predominant practice of the N.T. Also 
in the Pauline Epistles “lovdato. takes no article, except in 1 C. 9. 20 
eyevopny tois “lovdaiors ws “lovdaios (‘individual’ article, those with 
whom I had to deal on each occasion; rots avoyors etc. in the 
following clauses are similar); nor yet “EAAnves, although this 
comprehensive name, just because of its comprehensiveness (in 
opposition to BapBapo, cp. 11 on ’Acia) in classical Greek regularly 
has the article!; but the point with St. Paul is never the totality 
of the nation, but its distinctive peculiarity (cp. supra 5 on 7Acos 
etc.), consequently R. 1. 14 “EAAnociv te kat BapBapors is not less 
classical than Demosth. vill. 67 waouv “EAAyot kat BapBdpors (all, 
whether Greeks or barbarians), or codois te Kat dvorjtots which 
follows it in St. Paul, see § 47, 2. On the other hand in the 
narrative of the Evangelists (and to some extent in the Acts) the 
article is rarely omitted with “lovdator and other names of nations 
(Mt. 28. 15 wapa “lovdators, D inserts rots: 10. 5, L. 9. 52 ets wéAcv 
Lapapttov is easily explained: in Jo. 4. 9 the clause is spurious). 
An instance of a national name in the masc. sing. is 6 ’IopaxA; the 
art. is wanting in Hebraic phrases like y7 ’L., 6 Aaos “I. (viot "1.), but 
also not infrequently elsewhere. 

§ 47. ARTICLE. II. The article with adjectives etc.; the article 
with connected parts of speech. 

1. Every part of speech which is joined to a substantive as its 
attribute or in apposition to it—adjective, pronoun, participle, 
adverb, prepositional expression, the same case or the genitive of 
another substantive etc.—may in this connection, and without the 
substantive being actually expressed, be accompanied by the article, 
which in the case of the omission of the substantive often takes its 
place and indicates the substantive to be supplied : thus of rére se. 
avOpwirot, where the omission of of is impossible. We deal with the 
latter case first, where the additional definition stands alone with- 
out the substantive. 

The adjective, where it is not a predicate to a substantive, in most 
cases takes the article, which may be either individualeor generic. 
Mase. sing.: 0 aAnOivos 1 Jo. 5. 20 (God), 6 pévos ‘the only One’ 
(God) Jo. 5. 44 B (the other ss. insert eds, ep. 17. 3), 6 rovnpds 
‘the devil,’ 0 dy:os tov Geov L. 4. 34 (Christ), 6 Séxatos (Christ) 
A. 22. 14, in all which cases the art. is individual and denotes him 
who possesses this quality car’ efoyynv. Quite different is 1 P. 4. 18 
0 Sixatos—o doeBijs, as we say ‘the righteous—the godless,’ i.e. one 
(everyone) who is righteous or godless, regarded in this capacity, 

1See Rhein. Mus. xliv. 12. 

2 In this book we also find the correct classical phrases ’AAnvatot wrdvres 17. 21, 
cp. § 47, 9; mdvres *Iovdato. 26. 4 BC*E (ins. of SAC? al.). 
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where an individual is taken as a concrete instance of the genus: 
similarly with a substantive introduced 6 a@ya6os dvOpwros Mt. 12. 35, 
L. 6. 45 (§ 32, 3): frequently with participles: the usage stands 
midway between the individual and the generic use. A third mode 
of using the art. may be illustrated by Ja. 2. 6 Tov mrwyov ‘that 
beggar,” where it is individual and anaphoric, referring to the 
instance in verse 2 (§ 32, 3). The masc. plur. can also be used in 
this last sense, but it is more frequently generic: of rAovevoe ‘the 
rich,’ o: dytor a name for Christians. The fem. sing. is used ellipti- 
cally, * 7 epnuos and the like, § 44, 1 (the art. is individual: 1 €px)pos 
x@pa opposed to inhabited country). The neut. sing. is used with 
individual sense of a single definite thing or action, 2 C. & 14 O.T. 
to woAv and 70 odiyov, Philem. 14 76 ayafdv cov ‘thy good deed,’ 
but more frequently with generic sense as in L. 6. 45 6 ayados 
avOpwros éx Tov ayaGov Oyrarpov THs Kapdius Tpopeper TO ayabdy (cor- 
responding to 6 ay. avOp., «vide supra), G. 6. 10 épyatweGa 7d 
ayabov, R. 13. 3 To dyabov Tote, cp. just before 7@ ayab@ epyw = Tots 
ayadois epyors or ayabois epy., as Mt. 12. 35 (the parallel passage to 
L. 6. 45) has ra (om. B al.) dyads and Tovipa (LUA i ins. t¢) in the 
corresponding clause, cp. also R. 3.8 ta kaxa—ta dyad. A peculiar 
usage of Paul-(and Hebrews) is that of the neut. sing. adjective 
equivalent to an abstract noun, usually with a genitive: R. 2. 4 ro 
Xpnorov Tov Oeot Ets [ETAVOLAV oe OYE, differing from XPNTTOTIS (which 

precedes), since the adjective denotes this goodness in a concrete 
instance ; LGed: 25 TO [LwWpov tov Geov copurepov TOV avOporuwyv € eoTiv 

(cp. juopla 21, 23), this divine attribute which appears as foolishness ; 
20. 4. 17 7 rwapavtixa eAadpsv tis GAipews Huov (opposed to Bapos 
ibid.), 8. 8 73 THs tmerepas ayamys yviovov, Ph. 3. 8 dia 7d vmEepexov 
Tis YVeir Ews Xpiorov (more concrete and vivid than i7epox7), 4. 5 76 
eTLELKES DpOY, R. (1. 18, 8. 3)', 9. 22, H. 6. 17, 7. 18, i OR eens 
EUT XN [LOV Kae ae despa TO KUpL@D (S 37, 7) GTEPLOTATTWS. As Deiss- 

mann points out (N. B. 86 ff [= Bib. Studies 259 ff.]) 76 Soxiprov 
ipov THs wictews Ja. 1. 3=1 P. 1. 7 also comes under this cate- 
gory, since doxipsos = ddKipos is found in the papyri, whereas 70 
Ooxipetov (-iyov) elsewhere means only ‘a means of testing.’ 
This is the most classical idiom in the language of the N.T., 
and may be paralleled from the old heathen literature, from 
Thucydides in particular.2—The neuter singular is also occasionally 

1In 8. 3 the sense is clearly not abstract, 7d ddvvarov 709 véuov means the one 
thing which the law could not do. In 1. 18 7d yrwordv rod Geot ghavepiv éorww 
év avrots Origen’s explanation is ‘what is known (or knowable) of (or about) 
God is manifest to them’ (cp. § 41, 2), and the following words suit this mean- 
ing: 6 Beds yap avTots épavépwoev. In that case 76 yv. rot Peoh may be compared 
with 7a dédpara avrot verse 19. The explanation of Chrys. is 7 yooous 7% epi Tod 
God OnXy Hv at’rots; in that case this is an instance of the abstract use, but the 

, Meaning remains the same. 

* Still it is not to be attributed to imitation of Thucydides ; since the imita- 
tion must, according to the usual way with imitative writers of that period, 
have betrayed itself in details. Among contemporary writers, see e.g. Strabo 
3, p. 168 76 evyeraxeipioroy THs Onpas (Winer, § 34, 2); on J eae rae others, 
see W. Schmidt de Jos. elocut. 365 ff. See also Clem. Cor. i. 47, 5. 
‘Quite a current usage in the higher xow7,” W. Schmid, Mae. i "608. 
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used collectively to denote persons, to €Aatrov — Tov Kpeitrovos = ot 
eXarroves —Tav Kperttovwr, § 32, 1; a peculiar instance is 7d dwée- 
KapvAov nuov ‘our 12 tribes’ A. 26. 7 (Paul before Agrippa), cp. 
Clem. Cor. i. 55. 6 ro 6. tot ’IopajA (and with the same meaning 
31. 4 76 SwdexaoKnrrpov tr. ’I.). Elsewhere the neut. plur. is used of 
persons, 1 C. 1. 27 f. ra pwpa Tot Kdcpov etc., § 32, 1; also of things 
with the genitive, Ta xpvTTa tov dvOpwruv, To OKOTOUS, THS Kapdcas, 
THs atayrvvns R. 2. 16, 1 C. 4. 5, 14. 25, 2 C. 4. 2, 7a ddparu tov Geov 
R. 1. 20, a use analogous to that of the singular (vide supra), but 
referring to a plurality of phenomena. Other instances like 7a épata 
kat dopata Col. 1. 16 (without a genitive) need only brief mention ; 
ta kada—7a, carpa of fish caught in a net (what is good or bad) 
Mt. 13. 48. Neuters of this kind are not frequent in the Gospels. 

2. With the different ways of employing the adjective that have 
been quoted, the article is sometimes essential, sometimes unneces- 
sary. In R. 1. 14 as we have”"EAAnoiv re kat BapBapors (§ 46, 12), 
so also codots te Kat avonrots: Mt. 23. 34 rpodrjras Kal codor's, 
ll. 25=L. 10. 21 dro codav kat ovvetov ... vyriots, where the article 
would be as little in place as it would be if a substantive were 
employed (cp. § 46, 5 on 1 C. 15. 39), Mt. 5. 45 exit rovnpots xat 
ayabous, 1 ©. 1. 20 rov coos ; Tov Y PU[LLATEVS 5 occasionally too it 

is absent with neuter words, where its presence or omission appears 
to be more optional: Ja. 4. 17 kaddv rovety (‘some good’), Herm. 
x. 2. 3 rovnpov ypyararo, but followed in 4 by 76 wovnpdv anaphoric: 
2 C. 8. 21 mpovoovpevor KaAG Ov BOVOY EvOTrLoV KUpLOV, GAAG Kal evw7rtov 
avOpwrwv, in this passage the article would have broken the con- 
nection with what follows. It is not accidental that beside é& 7@ 
davepo (Mt. 6. 4 etc.) there is regularly found és davepov éAdeiv 
(because the latter refers to something not yet in existence), Mc. 4. 22, 
L 8.17; usually too we have €v to xpurtm as in Mt. 6. 4, I. 2. 20, 
but in Jo. 7. 4, 10, 18. 20 €v KpuTTo (eis KpvaTyHv subst. L. 11. 33); 
the opposite to which in John is not ev tw davep, but (ev) rappycia 
or pavepos. Kis ro péerov, ev Tm péeow, eK TOU peoov are used if no 
genitive follows; otherwise the article is dropped, not so much on 
account of the Hebraic usage (§ 46, 9), as because ev Tw perm DpOV 
would be superfiuously verbose in a common formula; classical Greek 
also leaves out the article. Instances of these phrases without a 
gen. and without an art. (frequent in class. Greek) are Mc. 14. 60 
(ins. to DM), L. 4. 35 only DIA al., ‘Jo.’ 8. 3, 9, A. “t. 7 DEP, 
2 Th. 2.7. Cp. Mc. 13. 27 dz’ dxpov ys gws dxpov otpavot, Mt. 24. 
31, vide inf. 6, note 2; ex écydrov tov nuepov H. 1. 1, 2 P. 3.3 
(exxarov from (ra) exyara, as in Barn. 16. 5, Herm. Sim. ix. 12. 3), 
ex exxatov tov xpovwv 1 P. 1. 20 (tov yxpovovn, cp. Jd. 18), = 

OwasT MANNS LXX.; ws eoxdrov rhs yjs A. 13. 47 O.T., 1. 8; but 
ra. er xyara Tov avOpwrov éxeivov Mt. 12. 45 =]. 11. 26, opposed to’ 
Ta, Tpwra, * 

3. The participle, when it stands alone and does not refer to a 
noun or pronoun, takes the article in most cases. Thus it is,often 
found even as predicate with the article, though this part of the 

“v. App. p. 315 
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sentence elsewhere generally omits the article. There are, however, 
frequent instances where even a subst. or adj. used predicatively 
takes the art.: Mc. 6. 3 ody obrds éoriy o TexTwy ; (he who is known 
by this designation), Mt. 5. 13 tpeis eote To GAas THs yijs, cp. 14, 
6. 22 & Adyvos TOU GupaTos eoTLV 6 6pOadpos (cov), 16. 16 ov Et 6 
Xptoros 6 vids tov Geov, Mc. 15. 2 ov ec? 0 Bactreds tav ‘lovéalwr 5° 
Jo. 1. 4, 8 ete.,! 2.¢. not one salt ete. as compared with another, but 
that which alone has or deserves this title; more striking are 
Jo. 3. ro cv ef 6 StdaoKados Tov “IopayAr ‘the (great) teacher,’ 5. 35 
exeivos (John) 7v 6 Avyvos 6 Katdpevos Kat ¢airwy, the light of which 
one speaks in proverbs; Mt. 24. 45 ris aja cot 0 miotcs Eovdos Kat 
ppovipos ;°in connection with an anarthrous noun Jo. & 44 cr 
Yetorns cotiv kul 6 marTip avtov (a passage which from early times 
was grossly misunderstood, as though o zatijp were a further 
subject, see Tischend.).° So with an adjective Mt. 19. 17 «is eorv 
6 ayalds, cp. supra 2 ad iit. This use is very frequent with 
participles: Mt. 7. 15 €xetra éotiv Ta Kowwutvta Tov avOpwrov, Jo. 5. 
39 EKELVAL ELOY Lb [LApTYPOVTGL Tepe E00 etc., in all which cases it is 

taken for granted that something which produces this or that 
result exists, and then this given category is applied to a definite 
subject. A periphrasis of the verbal idea by means of ervac is the 
only case where an art. could not stand, § 14, 2.—On the other 
hand a participle which stands alone is occasionally found, as in 
classical Greek, without the art. even when it is the subject of the 
sentence as in Mt. 2. 6 O.T. ajyotvpervos, but in this case it must be 
regarded as a substantive (cp. Wilke-Grimm 7 yeiofar; other exx. 
in § 73, 3). 

4, Adverbs or prepositional expressions when used alone to denote 
persons or things require the article practically in all cases (7A, cov 
‘neighbour’ is used as predicate without o in L. 10. 29, 36); in the 
same way the article is found governing the genitive, although all 
these modes of expression are not very frequent in the N.T. Oi 
exetOev L. 16. 26, ta Kétw, Ta avo Jo. 8 23, Col. 3. 1 f.; of wept atrcy 
Me. 4. to, L. 22. 49; Lletpos kai ot civ atvto L. 9. 3234 with the 
gen. ot tov ZePedaiov Jo. 21. 2 (§ 35, 2), ta Katoapos and ta tod 
Geov LL. 20. 35, of tov Xpiotov 1 C. 15. 23; more peculiar is Ja. 4.14 
to (A ra) tHs atpiov ‘the things of the morrow,’ ‘what happens 
to-morrow’; 2 P. 2. 22 ro ris dAnOots rapoiutus ‘the import of the 
proverb, #6 ris etpiyvys R. 14. 19, ‘that which makes for peace.’ 
Especially noticeable are the adverbial accusatives (§ 34, 7) hike 76 
kat ene ©so far as [ am concerned,’ R. 1. 15 (see § 42, 2; elsewhere 
Ta KaT’ e4€ appears as subject or object, Ph. 1. 12, Col. 4.,7), 7d é 
tov R. 12, 18, ro xara capka 9. 5, where the insertion of the 
article puts strong emphasis on the limitation, ‘so far as the 
ematerial side is considered,’ 70 ka npépav § 34, 7, in which case 
the art. may be equally well used or omitted, 76 zpwé (ibid.) ete.— 
Quite peculiar is L. 17. 4 in D: édv errdkis apoptioy kal +6 ertdxes 
exiotpedy (‘these 7 times,’ cp. Syr. Sin., therefore anaphoric)? 

"4 Cp. Winer-Schm. § 18, 8. abedew, App. p. 315. ‘ 
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5. On the infinitive with the article see § 71. The neut. sing. 
of the article may be prefixed, in the same way as to the infin., to 
indirect interrogative sentences, but this usage is rarely represented 
except in the Lucan writings: R. 8. 26 70 yap ri rpocev€wpeba ovK 
oldapev, 1 Th. 4. 1 kabws rapeAaPete rap’ jpav %O wos (draws without 
TO FG) de¢ tuds «.7.A. (Herm. Sim. vill. 1. 4, Clem. Hom. i. 6); for 
Lucan instances see 1. 62, 19. 48, 9. 46 (eto AGev Stadoyirpos, TO Tis 
av ein k.7.A.), A. 4. 21, 22. 30. No apparent distinction in meaning 
is caused by using or omitting the article-—The art. ro is prefixed 
to quotations of words and sentences as in classical Greek : ro ’Ayap 
G. 4. 25 (v.l.), ro aveBn E. 4. 9, 7d Od hovetoas x.7.r., Mt. 19. 18 
(room. DM ), év ro’ Ayamioas x.7.A.G. 5.143; ep. R. 13.9, H. 12. 27." 

6. The adjective (or participle) which is not independent, but is 
used as an attribute to a substantive, must, as in classical Greek, if 
the substantive has the article, participate in this art. by being 
placed in a middle position—o dyads ‘avOpwros: or, if placed after 
the substantive, it must take an article of its own—o avOpwros o 
aya0os ; if it stands outside the article and the substantive without 
an articie, then it is predicative. If it is placed between the art. and 
the subst. greater emphasis is laid on the adjective—o ayafos 
avOpwros Mt. 12. 35: if it is placed after the subst. the emphasis 
falls on the substantive—eis tiv yiv tHv ayaOyv opposed to retpav 
etc. L. 8. 8 Examples of predicative use: Jo. 5. 35 €xw tH 
paptupiay petfo=y p. qv exw peifwy eoriv, Mc. 8. 17, H. 7. 24, 
1C. 11. 5 dxataxadirro ty kepady = dxatakdAvrtov éxovta THY KEd. 
($ 38,3), A. 14. 10 elev peyady TH wvy (26. 24) = 7) 5€ f. 7 etre peyary 
jv (also expressed without an art. by ¢wvy peyddAy, the adjective 
being placed after the noun, 8.7 etc.).* Under this head there comes 
also the partitive use of the adj., with péocos as in classical Greek, 
L 23. 45, Mt. 25. 6, A. 26. 13 (§ 36, 13), while for axpos to axpov 
with the gen. and so elsewhere ro peooy is used! (A. 27. 27 kara 
pecov THs vuKTos, for which we have kata To pecovixriov 16. 25, never 
as in classical Greek epi pécas vixtras: L. 16. 24 To axpov row 
daxTvAov avrov=Tov 6, akpov, H. 11. 21, Me. 13. 27):? besides 
pecros, this use in the N.T. is only found with was and oAos (where 
they are contrasted with a part), vide infra 9.—In the case of an 
attributive adjective it may also happen that the subst. has no 
article, while the adjective (participle etc.) that follows it has one, 
since the definiteness is only introduced with the added* clause by 
means of the article, and was not present before. See Kihner- 
Gerth i. 1, 613f: L. 23. 49 yuvaikes ai ovvaxoAovfovoa: Women Viz. 
those who ete, A. 7. 35 ev xeupi dyyéeXov tod ofOevros avTy an 
angel viz. that one who etc.; this happens especially with a parti- 
ciple, which may be resolved into an equivalent relative sentence, 

1 Also in older Greek (Xenophon etc.), Lobeck Phryn. 537. 

_ > Mt. 24. 31 dm’ dxpwy otpavady ews (rdv add. B) dxpwy atrdv only resembles the 
classical usage in appearance: the plural dxpa is occasioned by the plural 
ovpavol. Cp. éoxarov (-a) sup. 2. abv, App. p. 315. 
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cp. § 73, 2; Jo. 14. 27 elpjynv ddinne tyiv, eipjyynv tiv epiv 
Stdwmpe vty? 

7. The rule which holds good for adjectives holds good in the 
classical language also for defining clauses with an adverb or 
preposition ; to a cerain degree also for attributive genitives: thus 
o’AOnvaiwv Shuos or 6 Shyos 6 ’A@nvaiwy, although 6 warip pov is 
obligatory and 6 tos tov orpatynyod is possible. In the N.T. geni- 
tives in a middle position are frequent, and still more so are genitives 
placed after the noun which they qualify, but without a repetition of 
the article: genitives in the later position with the article are not 
frequent: A. 15.170 é@e to Mwvoéws (om. the 2nd + DEHLP),? 
1 C. 1. 18 6 Adyos 6 Tov orarpov,? Tit. 2. 10 THY SibacKxadrlavy THY Tov 
TwTHpos nuav Geov.t Cp. § 46,12. The partitive gen. must, as in 
classical Greek, stand outside the principal clause and without a 
repetition of the article: of mpwrot tov “Jovdaiwy (A. 28. 17 18 
different, tovs gvtas tov "Jovd.ezpatovs). Where the defining clause 
is formed by a preposition, if the clause stands after the main clause, 
the article appears to be especially necessary for the sake of clearness 
(just as there are scarcely any instances of such a prepositional 
clause used as attribute to an anarthrous subst.: in 1 C. 12. 31 e@ re 
tor ere is read-by D*F [Klostermann], whereby xa@ wrepBodArv is 
separated from dddv, sc. (jAotvre), and the omission of the article in 
classical authors is by no means sufficiently attested ; in the N.T., 
on the other hand, a considerable number of instances of omission are 
commonly supposed to exist, apart from those cases where the subst. 
has additional deaning clauses (infra 8), 1 C. 10. 18 BAérere roy Iopanr 
kata capxa, 1 Th. 4. 16 of vexpot (ot add FG, ep. Lat. mortui qui in Chr. 
sunt) ev Xpior@ 2,¢ 2 C. 9. 13 (77) arAdTynte Tis Kotvwvias® Eig avrovs 
(where, however, 77) vrotayy THs Opodoyias ipav [vide infra 8] eis To 
x.t.4, precedes, and tyav is also to be supplied with xouv.), R. 6. 4 
cvvetadypev avT@ dud tov Barricpatos cis Tov Odvarov (cp. 3 «eis TOV 
0. avrov €BarricOnpev). This last instance (if our text is correct) 
appears conclusive ; but in tov ‘IopayA Kata odpxa the repetition of 
the art. was quite impossible, as the sense is 6 kata o. dv ‘Iop. (lop. 
is predicate); so with ot xara o. xvpror HE. 6. 5 v.l. of k. Kata o., 
Col. 3. 22 id., ta €6vn ev capke KE. 2. 11%; 6 déopuos ev Kvpiw 4. 1, 

1Buttmann is not to be followed in his assertion (p. 81) that the art. had 
sometimes to.stand before the substantive as well; Winer, § 20, 4 is here 
correct. L. 5. 36 éwiB\nyua 76 dd Tod Kawvod is a wrong reading, which is only 
by error found in Lachmann. A. 15. 23 déeAgois (this is the right reading, see 
the author’s note on that passage), rots xara ryv ’Avridxecay is an address, see 
§ 46, 11, note 3. 

2Mwucéws is found without an art. after the noun qualified in A. (13. 39), 
15. 5, Mc. 12. 26, L. 2. 22, 24, 44 (Jo. 7. 23 6 vouos 6M. ks, like 6. 33 6 dpros 6 
Tod Geod ND), A. 28. 23, 2 C. 3. 7. 

* 3In the preceding verse (17) we have 6 cravpés ro Xpicrod ; so that 6 rod or. 
appears to be a kind of anaphora. 

4 Appositional clauses like Mapia 4 rod Iaxd8ov sc. wirnp do not come under 
this head. 

6 Hence the reading of DEFG in R. 9. 3 rav ddeXpadv pov Trav ovyyevav mou tev 
(om. cett.) kara cdpxa is wrong, 

ov, App. p. 331. *v. App. p. 315. 
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tois wrovoios ey To vov aiave 1 Tim. 6. 17, 6 wurrds ev éAayioro 
L. 16. 10, in all which instances the closely connected predicative 
clause could not be severed by the insertion of the article. With a 
participle (R. 15. 31 trav dreOovvtwv ev ry ‘lovdatg) it is quite 
obvious that the article is not repeated. e 

8. If a single substantive has several defining clauses it often 
becomes inconvenient and clumsy to insert all of these between the 
article and the substantive, and there is a tendency to divide them 
so that some stand before the substantive and some after it. But in 
this case the clauses placed after the substantive do not require the 
repetition of the article, which on the contrary is only repeated in a 
case where the particular defining clause is emphasized (or implies a 
contrast), or else if the meaning would be in any way ambiguous, 
Similarly the additional article can be dispensed with if the sub- 
stantive is immediately followed by a genitive, which does not 
require the article (supra 7), and this again is followed by a further 
defining clause with a preposition: E. 3. 4 Tyv cuverivy pov év To 
pvotypin tov Xp, (rv ev would contrast this particular ovveois of Paul 
with another),! G. 1.13 tyv eu avactpodiy rote ev TH Tovdaiopa." 
Eixx. of repeated article: 1 Th. 1. 8 9) wioris tpwav 4 mpds tov Gedv 
e€eAjAvbev (to prevent ambiguity), 2 C. 9. 3 (ditto), R. 7. 5 (ditto), 
8. 39 (emphasis). An adjective (or participle) following a genitive 
must take the art.: 6 vidos pov 6 ayarnros Mt. 3.1753 cp. 2 C. 6. 7, 
H. 13. 20, HE. 6. 16 (ra om. BD*FG); if there is no art. it is a predi- 
cate: Tit. 2. 11 éxepavy 1) ydpes Tov Geov (7 add. C° al.) cwrtipsos 
macw avOpwros. The presence of a numeral between the art. and 
the noun never renders a subsequent article dispensable: Ja. 1. 1 
Tats dwdexa pvdats tais €ev—, Jo. 6. 13, Ap. 21. 9 (since the numeral is 
nothing more than a nearer definition of the plural): on the other 
hand an adjective (or participle) in this position can exempt a sub- 
sequent adj. from the article: 1 P.1.18 ris paraias tov avartpopns 
matpotapadotov (but warp. avaor. is read by C Clem. Orig.), 1 C. 10. 3 
TO avTd Bpwua mvevuatixov? (8 DEFG al., but v. stands before fp. 
in 8*AB al.), G. 1. 4 Tov evertaros aiwvos wovnpov (RCDEFG al.; tov 
ai. tov ev. 7. 8*AB a harsher reading; so Herm. Mand. x. 3. 2 76 
wveipa To doGev TH avGpwrw tAapov), ep. Kiihner 1.2 532; no offence 
is caused by 0 rurtos dovAos Kat Popoviuos Mt. 24. 45, where xai carries 
over the article; on the other hand in Ap. 2. 12 Thv poudatay ryv 
disropov tiv o&€ctav the repetition is necessary, as in H. 11. 12 7 
Gppsos 7) Tapa TY yeiAos THS Oaracons q avapiOunros. The repetition 
of the art. before the subst. is rare (more frequent in class. Greek) : 
L. 1. 70 TGv dyiwy tov dm’ aidvos... tpopytev only AC al. (ep. 
A. 3. 21), 1 P. 4. 14 73 rs ddéys Kai 73 Tov Geod rvetua; but 6 adrXos, 
ot Xouroé, if not followed immediately by a noun but by a defining 
clause, require to be followed by an article, as in classical Greek: 
Jo. 19, 32 Tob GAAov Tov cvetavpwhevros, Ap. 2. 24 Tols Aourois Tots 

11 C. 8.7 77 curnéeia (al. cuverdijoer) ws Apre ro el5dov, the ordinary position 
of the gen. being reversed (but 7. ¢i6. & & ALP). vy, App. p. 316, 
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ev Ovareipors (since GAA, and ». do not unite with other defining 
clauses to form a single phrase). 

9. On otros, éxeivos, airés ‘self’ with the article when used with a 
subst. see $$ 49, 4; 48, 10. Tovoiros is occasionally preceded by the 
art. (when referring t® individuals or embracing a class): Mt. 19.14 
Tov TovovTwy (referring to the previous 7a wadia); but this rarely 
happens when a subst. follows, 2 C. 12. 3, Mc. % 37 ABDL 
(rowwvrous before rovs in Jo, 4. 23 is predicative). Td ryAtkotro Kiros 
Herm. Vis. iv. 1. 9. “Exacros is never followed by the art. (Attic 
usage 1s different); with 6d0s and mas (cp. supra 6; das is 
only found in Luke with any frequency)! the relations are more 
complicated. Thus, with wdavres ‘all’ the subst., to which it 
belongs, as one which must be understood in its entirety, is 
naturally defined by the (generic) article, although wdvres in itself 
does not require the art. any more than ofros does; hence wévres 
AGjvatoc as in Attic A. 17. 21, because names of peoples do not 
need the art., cp. 26. 4, § 46, 12, note 2; also in (Luke and) Paul 
muvtes GvOpwrot A, 22.15, Kh. 5. 12, 18, 12. 17, 18 ete. (Herm. Mand. 
il. 3), often in the weakened sense of ‘all the world,’ ‘everybody’ ; 
ep. for Attic usage Kiihner 11.7 545? (zdvres dyyeAoe H. 1. 6 O.T.). 
It is Just this weakening of meaning which is the cause of the omis- 
sion; the words do not denote any totality as such, but the meaning 
upproximates to that of was ‘every’ (vide infra), as in maou dyabois 
G. 6.6, 1 P. 2. 1 dos Katadadids (Tacav KuTadadidy 8*), raow 
votepovpevors Herm. Mand. u. 4. But in 2 P. 3. 16 wdoas rats (7. 

om. ABC) emortoduis, EH. 3.8 rdvrav tov dyiwy (rev ins. P. only), the 
art. according to classical usage can by no means be omitted; a 
similar violation of classical usage is seen in L. 4, 20 mavrwv ev Ty 
aovvaywyy (‘those who were in the syn.’), cp. 25.° ’“Ap@orepoe like 
wavres also takes the art., but only in L. 5. 7 (elsewhere used without 
a subst.). Iles ‘whole’ in Attic is only used of definite individual 
ideas, 8dos ‘ whole’ also of indefinite ideas, and so in Jo. 7. 23 odAov 
avOpurov ‘a whole man,’ A. 11. 26 évuvrov oXor, also perhaps L. 5. 5 

di. dAns vu«t’s ‘a Whole night’ (v.]. with 77s); the latter word is also 
used with anarthrous city-names, A. 21. 31 6A lepovcadAnp like raoa 
(om. D) “TepovoAvo Mt. 2. 3 (§ 46, 11); elsewhere it always takes 
the article. Tas before an anarthrous subst. means ‘every’ (not 
every individual like éxagros, but any you please): Mt. 3. ro wav 
devdpov, 19. 3 xara wacav airiav, ete.; raga Sikulootvn = TaV O av 7 
dixacov (W.-Gr.) Mt. 3. 15; it is also equivalent to summus (W.-Gr.): 
peta warns wappyoias A. 4. 29; racy crvedijoe ayaby A. 23, 1 (in 

1 The instances besides those in Luke are Mt. 6. 32, 24. 39 (rdvras D), 28. 11 
(Sravra A), Me. 8. 25 (D mavra), 11. 32 v.1, ‘Me.’ 16. 15 (om. D), G. 3. 28 
NAB, E. 6. 13 (all mss.), Ja. 3.2. The Attic distinction, that was stands after 
a vowel, das after a consonant (Diels Gitt. Gel. Anz. 1894, 298 ff.), cannot be 
made in all cases even in Luke, cp. 1. 3 dvwHev raow, although das is gener- 
ally found after a consonant. 

2So Dem. 8. 5, 42. 

’ The words €v ry cuvay. are probably spurious, as they vary much in their 
position in different Mss. 

L 
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every respect). The distinction between was with and without the 
art. appears in 2 C, LE. 4 (W.-Gr.) : 6 TAapAKaXOv 1) pLas ert THT?) T)) 

Oriper sor (that which actually exists in its totality), es to dvvar Gut 

yuas Tapakadrev Tovs ev tary OX, (any which may arise); so also 
A. 12. 11 méous Tis tpocdoKias tov Aaov TO “lovdutwy (the whole 
expectation actually entertained); 1 C. 13. 2 mécav Tyr yvoour and 
az. 7, wiotw (all that there is in its entirety). But in imitation 
of Hebrew we have was ’Iopa7jA R. 11. 26, the whole of [., was ofkos 
’Iop. A. 2. 36 (€€ GAns Kapdtas avtrov Herm. Sim. vi. 4), ep. § 46, 9 ; 
similar but not incorrect is wadca ocapé ‘all flesh,’ ‘everything 

‘ , 

fleshly’=‘all men’ (WW2""DD) Mt. 24. 22, L. 3. 6, R. 3. 20, 1 C. 1. 29 

(never otherwise), cp. sup. wavres avOpwror; with a negative as in 

Mt. loc. cit. of« dv éod6n 7. o. like Hebr. 35... xs = ‘no flesh,’ $ 51, 2. 
In other cases was 6 and ras must be carefully distinguished: Ph. 1. 3 
ext radon Ty pveca ‘the whole’ (or omit t7 with DE), RK. 8. 22 wacu 4 
ktises ‘the whole creation,’ vara «xr. ‘every created thing’ 1 P. 2. 13, 
Col. 1. 23 (with 77) x°D° al.), 15 wpwrotoKos Turns KTirews. SA Very 
frequent use is that of ras 0 with a participle (§ 73, 3) ep. the partic. 
with art. without ras ¢g. 6 kAertwy ‘he who stole hitherto’ KE. +. 28; 
without an art. Mt. 13. 19 wavrdos dxovorvros, L. 11. 4; so always if 
a subst. is interposed, Mt. 3. 10 wav devdpov pei) Tovovv K.T.A.— O mas, 

ol ravres contrast the whole or the totality with the part, A. 19. 7 
yoav ot mavres avdpes (fon the whole,’ ‘together’) wcet dwdexu (ep. 
class. examples, ¢.g. Thue. 1. 60), 27. 37, G. 95. 14 0 was voos ev enn 
Noy rerAnpwra. (opposed to the individual laws), A. 20. 18 ror 
TLVTU Xpovov (ard puts 1] [LEPUS has preceded) ; frequently in Paul we 

have o: wuavres without a subst, 1 C. 9. 22 (a comprehensive term for 
the individual persons named in verses 20 ff.; also in 19 waovv has 
preceded), 10.17, R. 11.32, f.4.13,2 C. 5. 10 tots wavrus pcs (not only 
he, of whom he had previously spoken), somewhat differently in 15 0: 
mavres ‘they all’ (orép tavrwv has preceded), ep. Ph. 2. 21; similarly 
ti wavTa in 1 C.12. 6 (opposed to the individual thing), 19, R. 8. 32, 
11. 36 (the universe), 1 C.15 27 f. (similarly, and with reference to 
mwavra preceding), ete.; also A. 17. 25 (Mc. 4. 11 v.].). A pecnhar 
use 1s 1 Tim. lL. 16 THY ATATaV (7wacav) pakpoOvptav ‘the utmost 

(cp. supra) long-suffering which He has,’ cp. Herm. Sim. ix. 24. 3 
THY amAornra avTOV Kal Tarp vnridtyta. Like ot ravres, Ta vara. 

we also have 0: apporepo, Ta duhdrepa KB. 2. 14, 16, 18 (A. 23. 8, but 
here there is no contrast to the individual things, so that apdorepa 
TAUTO, would be more correct); robs dbo E. 2. 15 utrumgue, because 
ot dpporepot 16, 18 had to be used to express utriqne. 

210: A phrase in apposition with a proper name takes the article, 
if a well-known person has to be distinguished from another person 
of the same name, as luduns 6 Bartirris, Birdurmos 6 ebayyedurrs 

A. 21. 8, 6 Barideds ‘Hpgdns (vl. H. 6 B.) 12. 1, ’Ayparmas 6 B. 
25.13; in that case the proper name itself must generally stand 
without the art., § 46, 10 (hence the reading in A. 12. 12 ris 
[SABD] Mapias ris uytpds is incorrect, cp. ibid. 25 D*); on the 
other hand we have Sines Bupoet 10. 6, Mvacwvé teve Kurpio 21. 16, 

av, App. p. 316. 
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Muvanv ‘“Hpwdov rod tetpadpxov ovvtpodos 13. 1 (ibid. the mss. 
except D* wrongly read Aov«os 6 Kupnvaios) ;*the necessity for the 
person to be well known does not hold in the case of 0 (eze)kador 
pevos With a surname following, or the equivalent 6 kat, or again 
where a man is deno®ed by the name of his father or other relation 
by an art. and gen. (with or without vids etc.), § 35, 2. On dapaw 
Buctrtews Aiy'arov A. 7. 10 see § 46, 9.—In the case of the 
unarthrous eds (§ 46, 6) the article may be dispensed with in a clause 
in apposition with it, but only in more formal and ceremonious 
language, as in the opening of an epistle, R. 1.7 dro Geot rarpds nyav 
kai Kuptov I, Xp,, 1 Thiol. a év 6e@ ratpi Kat kupio 7T. Xp. 1 Tim. Ll. 1 
dmbaToXos ... Ka?’ érutaynVv Geov cwTipos nuov (ep. § 46, 11, note 3); 
similarly «zpos (§ 46, 6) is used in apposition to "Ino. Xp., though 
not often cxcept in an opening clause (Ph. 3. 20).—In 6 avridsKos 
tpov oudPodos 1 P. 5, 8 avrid. is treated as an adjective ; Jo. 8. 44 
tyes eK TOU TaTpos Tob diaPoXrAov exTe MUSt mean ‘you are descended 
from your father (ep. 38) the devil,’ hut the words have been taken 
in former (and unfortunately also in more modern) times to mean 
‘of the father of the devil, which is actually the correct grammatical 
meaning: since watpdos if predicative (‘the devil is your father’) 
should not have the art. (cf. supra 6). To avoid coming into conflict 
either with grammar or with reason, it is advisable, following K and 
Origen, to remove tot rarpds here (cp. the sequel), or better still <x 
Tov watpos, with Syr. Sin. (Chrys.), ep. for the gen. § 35, 2. On 
Mt. 12. 24 see § 46, 9. 

1]. Where several substantives are connected by «al the article 
may be carried over from the first of them to the one or more sub- 
stantives that follow, especially if they are of the same gender and 
number as the first, but occasionally too where the gender is 
different: Col. 2. 22 Kata ta evrdApata Kat duacKkadtas TOV avéparur, 
L. 14. 23 es tas odors Kat dpaypors, 1. 6, Me. 12. 33 v.l. (Winer, 
$19, 3). Inversely there are a number of instances where with the 
same gender and number the repetition of the article is necessary or 
more appropriate : A. 26. 30 0 PactAet’s Kat o ayeuwv (different per- 
sons), 1 C. 3. 8 6 dutetwy Kat 6 rort(wv év eto (ditto), Jo. 19. 6 ot 
OPV LEPEtS Kal Ob VITNPETAL (whereas apy. with mTper BvTEpot or Y Ppparecs 

may dispense with a repetition of the art., Mt. 16. 21 etc.), peraéd 
tov Orovarrapiou Kat Tov otkov L. ll. 51 (Mt. 23. 35). Also in the 
case of te kai repetition generally takes place, though in A. 14. 6 we 
have tov Ovo re kai (rwv add. D) "Ioviaiwy. There is frequently a 
variety of readings, but the alteration in the sense is for the most 
part unimportant. ‘The article appears to be dropped, not unnatur- 
ally, between two clauses in apposition connected by «at, in Tit. 2. 13 
(7HV) exripaverav THs S6Ens Tov peyarAov Oeov Kai curnpos Huov I. Xp., 
ep. 2 P. 1. 1 (but » here reads xvpiov for Geov, probably rightly, cp. 
11, 2. 20, 3. 2, 18); however in Titus loc. cit. cwrjpos ny. "1. Xp. may 
be taken by itself and separated from the preceding, in which case 
cp. for the loss of the art. supra 10; Winer, § 19, 5, note 1. 

*v. App. p. 316. 
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SYNTAX OF THE PRONOUNS. 

348. PERSONAL, REFLEXIVE, AND POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS. 

1. The nominatives of the personal pronouns—<yo, 0, peis, dpeis 
—are, as in classical Greek, not employed except for emphasis or 
contrast.7 Jo. 4. 10 ob dv jjryoas atrov (not, vice versa, I thee), 
A. 4. 7 €v rota Suvi pet ET OLIITATE TOUTO bpeeiss 5 (people like 2 you, thas 
miracle), Jo. 5. 44 TOS dtvac Ge tyes mirreiora (persons like you), 
39 tMeEls ‘Boxeite € év avtats (wv atwviov EXELV (you yourselves), 38 ov 
daéorrevAev € EKELVOS, TOUTY Upetszov murTEvEeTE (sketvos — vets contr asted), 

1. 30 vrep of éyw*etrov (1 myself), 42 ov ef Sipwv..., od iin 
Kypas (cp. 49, this par ticular person as opposed to others), E. 5. 32 
TO JLVTTH PLOV TOUTO [eyo eoTiv eyo O€ Neyo Els Xpirrov KOE E’S TH 

exkAnoiav (subject and speaker contrasted): ‘—As an equivalent for 
the third person in the N.T., especially in Luke (Mt., Me.; also 
LXX.), abrés is used = ‘he’ with emphasis (besides 6 in 6 82 6 fei ody, 
§ 46, 3)}, L. 2. 28 (the parents bring in the child Jesus) kat avrds 
(Simeon) <défaro avrs «.7.X. fin Simeon’s own narration of the event 
it would run kai eyw eeEdunv), 1. 22, 2. 50 (wat anrot), 9. 36 (ditto), 
Ll. 14 (kat avd), Vii. 2a5 2F pmiGoper 6re avTos extiv 6 péeAAwy 

AvtpotoGat tov "IepajA (here too eye would be used if the story 
were told in the first person), Mc. 14. 44 ov ay prdijrw, avros eoTLV 
(he is the man), A. 3. 10 éreyivwokov O€ avror, OTe atrds (BDEP ofros, 
cp. Jo. 9. 8 f) vo. kai} uEvos (Ist pers. 67 €y@ TeV, ,cp. Jo. 9. 9), 
ep. Herm. Mand. vi. 2, 5 ylvwoke OTe autos corey ev coi: Mt. 12. 50 
(cp. with odtos Mc. 3. 35), 5. 4 ff Also advrés 54, Me. 5. go (6 8e 
A), L. 4. 30, 8. 37 etc. (even where the name is added, Mt. 3. 4 
avros 6€6[6 om. D] ‘Iwavys, ‘but he, John’; Me. 6. 17 airds yap 
6 [6 om. D] ‘Hp.);#the feminine of avrés is not so used: airy should 
be written in L. 2. 37, 7. 12, 8. 42 Kat arn (kat atris is also a 
wrong reading in 8. 41 BD, and in 19. 2 where D reads ofdtos 
without xa). Classical Greek employs sometimes otros, sometimes 
exeivos (or 6),§ 49, 2 and 3; in modern Greek airds has become a 
demonstrative pronoun and dropped the meaning of ‘self’ (for 
which o idsos is used). Of the oblique cases, the genitive alone is 
used with emphasis in this way (class. execvov ete.): L. 24. 31 atrov 
8¢ dinvolx Onray ot opOarpol, Mt. 5. 3, 10, ep. infra 7 (Herm. Sim. v. 
7. 3 avrov yap eoti racu éefoveta, Vill. 7. 1 Gkove kal mepi adTor). 

2. A prominent feature in the Greek of the N.T. (and still more 
In that of the Lxx.) is the extraordinary frequency of the oblique 
cases of the personal pronouns used without emphasis. The reasdn 
for this is the dependence of the language on Semitic speech, where 

1Cp. Buttmann, p. 93 ff. (Winer, § 22, note 4). The use is an old one, 
ene? ne to Attic writers: Hom. Il. iii. 282 adrds drec6’ ‘EXdrny éxérw .., 
nuets Od, ‘he 

heber en v. App. p. 316. 1*v, App. p. 331 
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these pronouns are easily and conveniently attached as suffixes to 
substantival and verbal forms, and are therefore everywhere 
employed, where the full expression of the thought requires them. 
The case is different with classical Greek, which has separate words 
for them, of whichesome indeed are enclitic, but those for the 
3rd person and for the plural are dissyllables, and therefore it 
expresses these words only so far as they are essential to the 
lucidity of the sense, while in other cases it leaves them to be 
understood. The tendency of the N.T., then, is to express the 
pronoun in each case with every verb which is joined with other 
verbs in a sentence, and not, according to the classical method, to 
write it once and leave it to be supplied in the other instances ; 
again, the possessive genitives pov, cov, avTotv etc. are used with a 
quite peculiar and tiresome frequency, being employed, to take a 
special instance, with reference to the subject of the sentence, in 
which connection the simple’ pronoun cannot possibly stand in 
classical Greek, but the reflexive is used instead, vide infra 6. Still 
no rule can be laid down, the practice depends on the pleasure of 
the writer, and superfluous pronouns are often omitted by the 
better MSS. As in classical Greek ‘my father’ may be expressed 
at the option of the writer by 6 ratyp pov (6 éuds 7.) or 6 TaTHp, sO 
also in John’s Gospel Christ speaks of God as 0 rarijp pov, and 
more often as 6 watip, 8. 38 éyw & edpaxa wapa TH warp (pov add. 
nD al.) AadAG, Kai iwets otv ad a,xo’ocaTe Tapa Tov matpds (so Without 
vpov BLT) wocetre: Mt. 27. 24 aarevivaro ras yeipas. The pronoun 
is omitted in other cases or connections: A. 16. 15 mopexaderer 
(sc. Has) A€yovra (Without ytv), 19 ertAaPdopevoe Tov TlatvAov Kai 
tov Dedav e(AKvoav x.7.A, (instead of errAaP. tov II. ... &AK. avrovs). 
On the other hand we have 22. 17 eyevero prot troorpepavti—ampocev- 
xopevov pov —yever Bas pe (§ 74, 5),°7. 21 exrebevros d€ atrov, adveiAato 
atTov—kal efeOpevato avtoy’(vide ibid.; also for combinations such 
as Mt. 6. 3 cov wowvvTos... 4) yvaTw 7 dpiotepa cov, Mt. 8. 1, 
vl. e£eAPdvrTe avTo... nKoAotOnoav avTo). On the acc. and inf. 
instead of the inf. see § 72, 2 and 3; on avrov etc. after the relative 
$50, 4. 

3. The longer and unenclitic forms of the pronoun of the Ist pers. 
sing.—«ov', «uot, eze—are employed as in classical Greek to give 
emphasis or to mark a contrast; they are generally used after a 
true prep. ealso evexev), except after mpds: Mt. 25. 36 (NW éue), 
Me. 9. 19 (do.), A. 22. ro (do.: in 8 eve 8*AB); with zpds the short 
forms are used even where there is a contrast, Mt. 3. 14 éyw ypeiav 
éxw trd cov Barrio Ojvat, Kai ov epxn zpds we (where Tisch. writes 
mpos pe; the classical language certainly knows nothing of an 
accented pe); only in Jo. 6. 37 mpds éue is read by nearly all ss., 
in the next clause mpos éué is read by wE al., zpds we ABD al. (we 
also find evwridv pov in several mss. in Le. 4. 7). Cp. Kiihner 
Gr. i, i. 347. It follows that in the case of the second person, 
the forms cov etc. after prepositions other than zpés should be 
accented. Of the strengthened Attic forms ¢ywye, euovye there are 
no instances in the N.T. *>v. App. p. 316. 
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4, There isa wide-spread tendency among Greek writers, when they 
speak of themselves, to say jpets instead of éyé. The same meaning 
is often attributed to many instances of the 1st pers. plur. in St. Paul; 
in his letters, however, there are usually several persons from whom, 
as is shown in the opening clause, the letter proceeds, and where this 
is not the case (Pastoral Epp.; Romans, Ephesians), no such plurals 
are found: cp. eg. Col. 1. 3 «vxapurtotvpev with E. 1.15 Kéya... od 
ravopar evyapioroav. In R. 1. 5 de’ of €AdBopev ydpiv Kati amrootoAny 
x.7.A. while the language clearly applies to Paul himself (dzoocv-.), 
yet the words are not limited to him (xdpiv), but the persons 
addressed, and indeed all Christians (cp. just before, 4 Tov Kvpiov 
npov), are fellow-partakers in the xdépes ; so that eAaBov xapiv would 
not have been suitable. The author of the Epistle to the Hebrews, 
however (an epistle, moreover, which has no introduction at all with 
the name of the writer), appears really to use the plur. and sing. 
without distinction, 5. 11, 6. 1, 3, 9, 11 etc., 13. 18 f. (plur. —sing.), 
22 f. (ereorera, ov): and even in those Pauline Epistles, which are 
indited in the name of several persons, it is not always possible 
appropriately to refer the plural to these different persons, ¢.g. in 
2 ©. 10. 11 ff. Similarly in 1 John 1. 4 ypadopuev is apparently 
identical in meaning with ypddw (2. 1 and elsewhere).— Quite 
different is such a plural as we meet with in Me. 4. 30 70s dpord- 
cwpev THY Paotdeiav Tov Geov, where in a way that is not unknown 
to us the audience are represented as taking part in the deliberation." 

6. The pronoun of the 3rd person avrod etc. is very frequently used 
with a disregard to formal agreement, where there is no noun of the 
same gender and number to which it may refer. The occurrence of 
the name of a place is sufficient ground for denoting the inhabitants 
of it by avrav: A. 8.5 Pidurmos KkareAPwv eis THY TOALY THS Tapapetas 
Exnprocev adrois TOV ypioTov, 16. 10, 20. 2, 2 C. 2. 12 f., G. 2. 2 ete.; in 
the same way xoopos...avrots ibid. 2 C. 5. 19, wav... adTois (N*adro) 
Jo. 17. 2, see § 32, 1 (class. usage is similar). Further we have L. 23. sof. 
PovdAeuTis ... avrav, 7.é. the members of the high council (the refer- 
ence being understood from the preceding narrative) ; R. 2. 26 éav 7 
akpoPvotia Ta Sikarwpata Tov vouov PrdAdcoy, 1.€. 0 axpoBveriav éxuwr, 
and therefore followed by avrov; 1 P. 3. 14 Tov pdGov avroyv, the 
persecutors, who are understood from the sense and context, E. 5. r2 
um avtov, those who belong to the oxdros of verse 11, etc. To these 
must be added instances of constructio ad sensum (§ 31, 4) such as Me. 
5. fl Kparynoas THS XElpos TOV wadtov A€yet adrg, and on the other 
hand cases where the subject referred to is obvious without further 
explanation, as in Jo. 20. 15 avrov, 1 Jo. 2. 12 avrov.1 Cp. Buttmann, 
p. 92 f., Winer, § 22, 3. The relative pronoun is sometimes used in 
a similar way: G. 4. 19 Texvia pov, ods, Jo. 6. 9 maddprov, ds (v.1. 6),° 
Ph. 2. 15 yeveds oxoduds, év ois; also A. 15. 36 xara macav roAw, tv 
ais, 2 P. 3. 1 devrépay 48 erioroAjy, ev ais (1.6. Tats Suoiv eric.) ete. 

7. The reflexive pronouns—éyavrov, ceavTov, éavrov, with plural 

1In Jo. 8. 44 (6 warhp) advrod (§ 47, 3) must be referred through pevorns to 
drayv AaAy 7d Yeddos, if the text is correct. A common interpretation is to take 
‘and his father’ as part of the subject (there is an interpolated reading ws kai, 
“as also’), see above § 47, 10. av. App. p. 316-317. 
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for Ist, 2nd, and 3rd persons éuvrev (§ 13, 1)!1—have in the N.T. 
been to some extent displaced by the simple personal pronoun ; but 
a more noticeable fact is that they have had no share at all in the 
extended use which the personal pronouns acquired (supra 2). When 
the pronoun is employed as a direct complement to the verb, referring 
back to the subject, no other than the reflexive form is found in all (or 
nearly all) authors; but if the pronoun is governed by a preposition, 
there are at least in Matthew numerous instances of the simple pro- 
noun being used ; finally, if a substantive governing the pronoun is 
interposed, and the pronoun has no emphasis at all (so that classical 
writers would omit it altogether, supra 2), then the reflexive form is 
never employed. Thus, in proportion as the number and the inde- 
pendent character of the words interposed between the pronoun and 
the subject becomes greater, the rarer becomes the use of the 
reflexive. (For instances of this in classical writers, Kiihner 1. 
489, 494.) Direct complement: Mt. 6. 19 f. Onoavpifere piv 
Oynraupovs (instead of éuvrois).2 After a preposition: Mt. 5. 29 f,, 
18. 8 f. Bare ard cot, 6. 2 yn) cadrions eurpooGEev cov, 11. 29 apare 
tov (vyov pov éd’ vuas, 13, 13 wapddaBe pera cod BDI (ceavtot SKLM). 
The simple form is still more frequent where two pronouns are con- 
nected: 18. 15-eAey€ov ... peTakd cov Kai uvtov, 17, 27 dds ayTi Eepov 
kat gov, (In Semitic speech, where the reflexive is expressed by a 
periphrasis with wps°, there can be no question of this kind of 
expression in these cases.) Yet even Mt. has eizov év éavrtois 
(9. 3, 21), peptodeioa Ka? eavTns (12. 25), 15. 30 exovtes pel” Earvtor, 
etc.—In the case of a possessive genitive attached to a substantive, 
the MS. evidence is often conflicting, not however in the case of 
éuavTov or ceavtov, but only with éavrov. The only instance with 
cuavTov is 1 C. 10. 33 TO euavtot’ ovudepov (of ceavtov there is no 
example); then with eavrav=2nd pers. we have H. 10. 25 7mijv 
eriovvaywyiv eavTov, with eavrov, -7s, -ov between the art. and the 

noun (infra 8) we have Me. 8. 35 v.l, L. 11. 21 ray eavrov avAyy (D. 
T. a, avT0v), 13. 34 77 eavTas vorc.av (Ta voogia avrns D), 14. 26 {eavrov 
stands after the noun in 8B), 33 (avrov D al.), also 16. 8 eis riv 
yeveay THY EavTov ; frequent in the Pauline Epp., e.g. R. 4. 19, 5. 8, 
16. 4, 18. On the other hand, the simple pronoun is also used ¢.g. 
in A. 28. 19 Tov eGvors pov, ibid. P text mv Yuyijv pov, G. 1. 14 pov 

1 The corrtsponding use of éavrot for (éuavrot or) ceavrot, which is far from 
being established for classical prose, rests even in the N.T. on doubtful 
authority: Jo. 18. 34 ad’ éavrod od roiro réyes, but dd ceavrod RBC*L: 
R. 13.9 = G. 5. 14 O.T. ws éaurdvy read by FGLP and FGLN*P in the respective 
passages; cp. Herm. Vis. iv. 1. 5 apidunv déyew €v €auT@ (R* as; EuauT. N°), 

Sim. il. 1 ri od é€v éauvt@ Snrets (RB is wanting), ix. 2. 5: Clem. Hom. xiv. 10, 
xvii, 18 for €uavrTod. Buttm. 99. On tyudv airdv 1 C. 5. 13 vide infra 10. 

2 We also have éSofa éuavra with inf. in A. 26. 9, whereas classical Greek in 
a case like this where no stress is laid on the reflexive, says dox® pot. On 
éavrov as subj. of the accus. and inf. see § 72, 2; Buttm. 236 (avréy for éaurdv 
A. 25, 21). 

3 Hence in translating from Semitic the reflexive is interchangeable with ri 
puxhv airod: cp. L, 9. 25 éavroy dé droreoas 7) SnurwOeis with 24 amodeon rip yp. 
-atrod. Cp. Winer § 22, 7 note 3. 
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bis, 16 Tdv vidv adrod, etc.; on é4ds ods, vide infra 7.—Other instances 
of reflexives: Mt. 12. 45 wovyporepa EQuTov (DE* avrov), Me. 5. 26 
Ta wap’ éavrns (airys ABL), L. 24. 27 ra wept éavrov (avrot DEL al.); 
on the other hand, Ph. 2. 23 d@idw ra wept eue, R. 1. 15 15 Kar’ ue 
mpobupos sc. epi (§ 42, 2). A loose but intelligible use is 1 C.10. 29 
Aeyw ovyx! THY éavrov.—The mode of strengthening the reflexive by 
means of avrés, frequent in Attic, appears in a few instances (from 
the literary language): 2 C. 10. 12 avrol ev Eeavtols EavTots perpovytes, 
1. 9, A. 5. 36 D kareAd@yn atrds Se’ Eavrov (avtov D); but in Jo. 9. 21 
the pronouns must not be connected : avros (he himself) epi eavrod 
Aarkjoe (cp. R. 8. 23).—On éavrov for dAAjAwv, vide infra 10. 

8. The possessives <0, ods, aeTepos, tyetepos are employed in 
classical Greek to represent the emphasized genitives €yov, cov etc., 
whereas if there is no emphasis on the pronoun possession is denoted 
by the genitives pov, cov, yuav, tuov; the position of the latter, as 
of the corresponding avrov, -7s, -ov of the 3rd pers., if the subst. 
takes the article, is after the substantive (and the article is not 
repeated), or even before the article, asin Mt. 8. 8 tva pov vd Ty 
oreyyny, 1 Th. 3. 10 idety buav 75 rpocwroy, 13 oTHpiEaL buav TAs KUp- 
dias, or lastly, if the subst. has an attribute before it, the position of 
the pronoun is after the attribute: 2 C. 4. 16 6 €£o ynuov avOpwros, 
Mt. 27. 60 év TO atv adrod pyynpety, 1 P. 1. 3, 2. 9, 5. 10 etc. (Butt- 
mann, p. 101). On the other hand, the possessives take the position 
of the attributes, as in classical Greek is the cis3 with emphasized 
genitives like €uavrov, weavrov, éavrov, To'Tov, éxeivov (=his). The 
noticeable point in the N.T. is that while ¢uod and cod are not used 
as possessives (except in connection with another gen., R. 16. 13 
avTov Kat éuov, 1. 12), the emphatic spay (in the Pauline Epp., Butt- 
mann 102) undoubtedly is so used (in the position of the attribute ; 
cp. Soph. Oed. R. 1458 » peév yuov potpa), and hence it happens that 
the words 7uérepos and tpuérepos are by no means represented in all 
the N.T. writings (there are not ten instances of each, none at all ¢.9. 
in Mt., Mc.): 1 ©. 16. 18 75 eudv rvedua Kai 75 tpwv, 2C. 1. 6 irep tijs 
Yo tapakAysews (object. gen., which however may equally well be 
expressed by pa ang > R11. 31 7G bperepo éreer, 1 C. 11. 24 riyv 
eunv avauvyow, W.§ 22, 7, cp. for class. exx. Kiihner ii.2 486, note 11), 
20. 9. 2 7d vuov (v.L e& ty.) GAos, 1C. 16. 17 75 tudv (tperepor 
BCD al.) tocrépynua, 1 Th. 3. 7, Clem. Hom. x. 15 76 tpev (reflex.) 
twapade'yuart, Still the possessive is also found in another position 
In nav yap TO roAtTevaa Ph. 3. 20 (stronger emphasis, for which 765 
yop 7. wor. was not sufficient), and there are similar exceptions in 
the case of reflexive genitives: rv éemurvvaywyjv éavrav H. 10. 25 
(i.e. buov adrov), A. 21. 11 Sijoas éavrot ,rovs rodas (there is a wrong 
reading avrov, which would refer to Paul), G. 6. 4 7d épyov éavrod, 
ibid. 8 eis THY adpxa Eavtod (adrod D*FG, cp. the v.l. in E. 4. 16, 
Mt. 21. 8, 23. 37; Herm. Vis, iii. 11. 3 éavrov [2nd pers.] rds pepipvas, 
Sim. iv. 5 tov xvpov éavrav [3rd pers.], v. 4. 3; in general, according 
to what has been said above [see 6] atvrod deserves the preference). 
Emphatic airot=his is found in the position of the attribute: 
Tit. 3.5 kara 7d qdrod €Acos (opposed to preceding tyeis ; To ed. adrod. 
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D*EFG), H. 2. 4 xara tiv atrot béAnow, R. 11. 11 70 adrév rapo- 
TTWpate y TuTynpia Tois Overw 3. 24, 1 Th. 2. 19, Ja. 1. 18 (v.1. Eavrod); 
cp. supra 1 (in R. 3. 25 €v 7@ avrov aiware the gen. is from ‘atrés 
‘self”).! For this classical Greek uses éxetvov (which may even have 
reflexive force, Kiihngr 1.2 559, 12); the latter appears in the correct 
position (that of the attribute), in Jo. 5. 47, 2 ©. 8. 9, 14, 2 Tim. 
2. 26 etc. (exception R. 6. 21 7d réXos exefvwv) ; cp. with tovrov etc., 
R. 11. 30, 2 P. 1.15 (but contrary to rule are A. 13, 23 rovrov 6 Beds 
ard TOU orépparos, cp. on Ph. 3. 20 above; Ap. 18. 15 o& éuropor 
tovrwv ; H. 13. 11).—’Epds is very frequent in John, not very frequent 
in the remaining writers (es besides its use in Gospels and Acts 
occurs only three times in Paul); éuds (like ods) is also used refiex- 
ively for €uavtov (ceavrov),*Philem. 19, Mt. 7. 3 (3 Jo. 4), Herm. 
Sim, i. 11 7d adv épyov epyagov (also occasionally in class. Greek, 
KXtihner 11.2 494a)?—The possessives are also used predicatively 
(without an art.): Mt. 20. 23 -« Mc. 10. go otk éoriv épov rodto Sotvar 
(for which we have in the plur. ipeov éorw 1 C. 3. 21 f., ep. supra 
§ 35, 2); with a subst. inserted epdv Bpopd tori iva K.7.A. Jo. 4. 34, 
13. 35; under other circumstances also the art. may be dropped: 
Ph. 3. 9 pa) €xov epnv dtxacorivynv (‘a righteousness of my own’) 
Tv ex vououv (cy. § 47, 6), as with idvos, infra 9, and with éavroti 
L. 19. 13 deca dovAovs EavTov (‘of his’). 

9, A common possessive pronoun is t&os, which in classical Greek 
is opposed to xowros or dip0010s, While in modern Greek the new 
possessive 6 éd:Kos prov, cov etc. has been fully developed (with the 
N.T. use agree also the Lxx., Philo, Josephus, Plutarch etc., 
W. Schmidt Jos. elocut. 369). It is opposed to Kowods A. 4. 32 
(H. 7. 27); or means ‘peculiar,’ ‘corresponding to the particular 
condition’ of a person or thing, 1 C. 3. 8, 7. 7 etc. (class.); but 
generally means simply ‘own,’ =eavrov ete. (like class. oixeios) : 
Jo. 1.11 eis 7a idta HAGE, Kat ot (Sco atrdv ov mapeAaPov, 42 EvpioKet 
Tov ddeAdhsv tov ov Ziuwva, Mt. 22. 5 es roy tdsov aypov (without 
emphasis=<«is 7. a. avrov), 25. 14; with v.]. eavrod L. 2. 3. It is 
joined with the gen. atrov etc. (a use which in itself is classical) in 
Me. 15. 20 (v.1. without atrod, D also omits ida) A. 1. 19, 24. 23, 
Tit. 1. 12, 2 P. 3. 3, 16. Kar’ idtav is frequent =class. xa’ eavrov 
‘by Himself,” Mt. 14. 13 etc.; td’a exdorw 1 C. 12, 11 is classical.—It 
is not surprising that the article is occasionally dropped, cp. supra & 
ad fin. (1 Ce 15. 38, av. inserts 76; Tit. 1. 12); in Tit. 2. g SovAors 
Serrotas idtors trotdgoer Out there is a kind of assimilation to the 
anarthrous SovAovs (somewhat as in H. 12. 7, § 46, 7); 2 P. 2. 16 
€Xeyéuv idias mapavopias is due to Hebrew usage like map. avrow 
($ 46, 9).—On the peripbrasis for the possess. gen. with xara see 
§ 42, 2. | 

10. ‘Eavroév is found (as previously in classical Greek) for the 

1In H. 7. 18 da 7d atbrijs dobeves kal dvwopedés there is no emphasis on the 
ronoun, but here there is no substantive: rhy atris dobéveeay would scarcely 
e written. (Still in Herm. Mand. vi. 2. 2 we have ras a’rév évepyelas without 

emphasis, cp. Clem. Hom. xiv. 7, 10.) a¢v, App. p. 317. 
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reciprocal @Ajrov in 1 C. 6. 7, Col. 3. 13, 16, etce., and often in con- 
junction with it for the sake of variety : L. 23. 12 dAAjAwv ... zpis 
éavtovs With v.l. in s8BLT zpds avrot's, a use of the simple pronoun 
which here appears to be inadmissible. The individual persons are 
kept separate in GAAos zpos adAXAov A. 2. 12 =mgds GAAjAOVS ; cp. eis 
zov éva for dAA2jXovs (Semitic) § 45, 2. 

11, Airdés ‘self’ has its classical usages (usually followed by an 
article, which however does not belong to atrds, and is therefore 
sometimes omitted, as in atrds "Iyoous Jo. 2. 24, according to 
S$ 46, 10); it is naturally found also in connection with the personal 
pronoun, where it is to be sharply distinguished from the reflexive: 
c£ tuav avrav A, 20. 30, like avrds eye, adrot dyeis (in the 3rd_ pers. 
it is of course not repeated: tva avrovs (nAoure G. 4. 17, ‘the men 
themselves’); even in | C. 5. 13 e&dpate tov rwovnpdyv €& tuov avroy 
the words v. a. are not reflexive, although this quotation is taken 
from Deut. 17. 7 éfapeis tov 7. e€ tuo airov, where éavrév could not 
be used because of the singular e£apets.—For airds ofros (exetvos) 
Luke uses avrds in the phrases ev avty Ty Mpa, nyépa L. 12. 12, 13. 31, 
20. 19, A. 22. 13 etc, ev a. ro Kaipo L, 13. 1 (ep. €€ adris, § 44, 1); 
so also év avty TH vikia 10. 7. 

§ 49. DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS. 

1. The demonstrative pronouns of the N.T. arc: otros, éxetvos, and 
airés, which is beginning to be so used, see § 48, 1, remnants of 
6, 9, 76, § 46, 1-3, remnants also of 8&8, § 12, 2, which is not even 
used correctly in all cases (rade Aeyes to introduce some information 
is correct in A. 21. 11, Ap. 2. 1 etc.), just because it belonged to the 
language of literature and not to the living language: L. 10. 39 kai 
Tye Hv ddeApy «.7.A, instead of ravTn“(Ja. 4. 13 ropevordpeBa eis Tijv- 
Se tHv woduv appears to mean ‘such and such a city,’ Attic rv Kai 
mv, as in Plat. Leg. 4. 721 B Ty Kal 77 dtipig!; the passage in 
James is followed by 15 zowjcopev tovto 7} éxetvo with the same 
meaning). TowtoSe for roat'rys (correctly introducing some informa- 
tion following) only occurs in 2 P. 1. 17. 

2. The uses of otros and éxeivos are, on the whole, clearly distinguished. 
Otros refers to persons or things actually present: Mt. 3. 17 otrds 
exTiv O vids ov etc.; to persons or things mentioned, = one who con- 
tinues to be the subject of conversation, as ¢.g. in Mt. 3. 3 vbros 
(John, verse 1 f.) yap exruv 6 pnOels x.7.A., especially used after a 
preliminary description of a person to introduce what has to be 
narrated of him, Mt. 27. 57 f. avOpwiros rAotctos ard ’Apipabaias ... 
otros mporeABwv x«.7.r., L. 23. 50 fh, Ja. 3. 2, 4. 47, A. 1. 18 obros 
pev obv x.7.X., etc.; somewhat different is xai otros in Luke in the. 
continuation of a description, L. 2. 25 f. cat tdod dvOpwros Fv... ¢ 
Ovopa Dupedv, kal od, obtos Sixastos x.7.A., ep. 17, 7. 12, 8. 41 (with a 
wrong reading avrds, see § 48, 1), 19. 2 (the same v.1; only D has 

With this is rightly compared rivde rhv judpay in Plut. Qu. conviv. i. 6. 1. 

4v. App. p. 317. 
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obtos); cp. also cat 778e (sup. 1), 10. 39. Slight ambiguities (where 
several substantives precede) must be cleared up by the sense: 
A. 8. 26 atitn extiv epnpos, referring to 2) 660s, not to Tééa; L. 16. x 
avOpuwrds tus qv wAovwus Os elyev oikovopov, Kat obros (referring to 
otk.) duePAyOn avro éto avd. wA.). It very commonly stands in the 
apodosis, referring back to the protasis: Mt. 10. 22 6 6€ tzopeivas eis 
teXos, obtos cwhijoerar, 7,15 08 yap 6 Gédw [, tobro]* rpdaoow, dAd’ 6 
fur@, TOUTO ToLM ; but TovTo is also found in the preceding principal 
clause, as a preliminary to a subordinate clause with érz, iva ete. ; 
1 Tim. 1. 9 «tds tot'to, ore «.7.A,,°1 Jo. 2. 3 €v TovTw yweoKoper..., 
éév «.7.A.; also before an infinitive or substantive, 2 C. 2. 1 
EKPLVA E“AVT@ TOUTO, TO pH) Tadcwy ... EAGeiv, 2 C. 13. g TotTo Kat 
evyopeda, THv tov KaTapTurey. st. Paul frequently, also has 

av7o Toro, Just this (and nothing else), R. 9. 17 O.T., 13. 6, 
Ph. 1. 6 werowdws atrd rovro (with reference to their endurance 
already emphasized in verse’ 5), also 2 P. 1. 5; an adverbial use 
(like 7¢) is rovro avro just for this reason 2 C. 2. 3, § 34, 7.1 Another 
adverbial use is tovto pév...tovto dé on the one hand... on the 
other hand, both ... and H. 10. 33 (Attic; literary language). We 
further have xat rotro zdque ‘and indeed’ 1 C. 6. 6. («. ravta CD"), 
8 (ravra L), R713. 11, E. 2. 8 (Att. cat ratra, Kiihner ii.2 791); on 
kat tavra with part. ‘although’ H. 11. 12 ete. see § 74, 2.—Odros 
appears to be often used in a contemptuous way (like Latin ste) of 
a person who is present: L. 15. 30 6 vids cov ofros, 18. 11 obtos 6 
teAwrns, A. 17. 18.—On ov peta rodXds tairas ijpépas A. 1. 5 see 
§ 42, 3. 

3. The inuch rarer word éketvos (most frequent, comparatively 
speaking, in St. John) may be used to denote persons who are 
absent, and are regarded in that light: wtpeis — exetvos are opposed in 
Mt. 13. 11, Jo. 5. 39, A. 3. 13, 2 CO. 8. 14, apets (eyo) — ex. in Jo. 3. 
28, 30, 1 C. 9. 25, 10. 11, 15. 11; of course the conversation must 
have turned on the persons indicated, to make the pronoun in- 
telligible at all.2 It is never used in the N.T. in connection with, 
or in opposition to, otros (Buttm. p. 91); but see Herm. Mand. in. 5 
exeiva (the past)—vtatra (the present). Frequently in the N.T. 
exeivn 1) yepa is used of the last day, Mt. 7. 22,2 Th. 1.10. But 
it is especially used in narrative (even imaginary narrative) about 
something that has been previously mentioned, and that which is 
connected®* therewith. When thus used, it is distinguished from 
otros, which refers to something which is still under immediate 
consideration. Thus confusion between the two pronouns is not 
often possible. Mt. 3. 1 ev d€ rats npepars exetvacs in the transition 
to a fresh narrative, cp. Mc. 1. 9, 8. 1, L. 2. 1; but Luke also uses 
tavrais in this phrase, 1. 39, 6. 12 (D éxeivars), A. 1. 15, 6. 1 (v1. 

» 

12 P. 1. 5 Kal aird d¢ rotro (v.1. x. a. Tobro dé) crovdhy naicay mapemevéyKavTes 
might be a corruption of kat’ avrd dé rotro. 

“Tt is used contemptuously or invidiously of an absent person in Jo. 9. 28, 
cp. otros, sup. 2; in A. 5. 28 D has rot dvGp. éxeivou for 7. a. Tov’rou of the other 
Mss. (the latter is due to éml 7 dvouare Tovrw In the same verse). 

abv, App. p. 317. 
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éxeiv.), Ll. 27 (B atrais, cp. $48, 1): Mt. 7. 25, 27 rH otxia exeivy 
(referring to 24 and 26; other subjects, namely the rain etc., have 
intervened), 8. 28 did tis dd00 éxeivys (where the possessed persons 
dwelt; the road itself has not previously been mentioned), 9. 22 dé 
THs wpas éxetyns (when these words were spoken), 26, 31, 13. 44 rdv 
dypov éxeivoy (referring to 7@ ayp@ ibid., but again there has been 
interruption caused by other subjects intervening).1—In the apodosis 
(cp. obros): Mc. 7. 20 76 éx Tov avOpwrov Exropevopevoy, exeivo (that 
other thing) Kowot Tov dvOpwrov, Jo. 10. 1 (ex. opposed to the speaker), 
similarly R. 14. 14, 2 C. 10.18; with weakened force and indefinite 
reference (‘he’) Jo. 14. 21 6 €ywv Tas evroAds pov ..., exetvos extiv 6 
dyatav pe, cp. 6. 57, 2 C. 10. 18, Herm. Mand. vii. 5, ete.; even 
with reference to the speaker in Jo. 9. 37. It is not often followed 
by the word or clause referred to: Mt. 24. 43 exetvo (that other 
thing, see 42) d€ yuvioKere OTe (R. 14. 15 exetvoy ... trép of opposed 
to 0»), Jo. 13. 26 ‘he, cp. supra. Its’ meaning is also weakened to 
‘he’ (‘they’) in Jo. 10. 6 ravrnv tiv trapotpiav eirev avrois 6 Ine., 
éxetvor Sé (for which of Sé, adrol dé are synonyms, $8 46, 3; 48, 1; but 
8* here has simply «ai ov«x) and so frequently in John in unbroken 
connection with the first mention, 9. 9, 11, 25, 36; similarly ‘Me.’ 
16. 10 ff? 

4. The substantive that is connected with ofros or éxeivos takes 
the article as in classical Greek; it is only necessary to consider 
whether the words are really to be connected, or whether the sub- 
stantive or the pronoun forms part of the predicate: Jo. 2. 11 
raitnv (obj.) erornoey dpyiyv tov onpeiwv, L. 2. 1 atry (subj.) dmo- 
ypapy) mpurn eyevero (on the agreement in gender see § 31, 2), 
A, 24. 21 puds traityns hwvis Fs exéexpata drt =1) Hwvr) 7) eyeveTo Fv pia 
arn (predic.)—The position of the pronoun, cither before the article 
or after the substantive, is quite optional: obros (exetvos) 6 dvOpwros 
or 6 &. odTos (exetvos). 

§ 50. RELATIVE AND INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS. 

1. The relative of definite reference 8; (by the ancients called 
a&pOpov imoraktixov, $ 46, 1) and that of indefinite reference sors are 
no longer regularly distinguished in the N.T.; and with this is 
connected the fact that the latter is almost entirely limited to the 
nominative (§ 13, 3), although in this case it is used by nearly all 

1See also Jo. 1. 6 ff. éyévero &vOpwros .. ’Iwdvns* otros (vide sup. 2) F#rOev els 
papruplay,—iva wdvres micredowow bv abrod: obKx hv eketvos 7d Pas (the discourse 
passes from John to Jesus); 7. 45 Aor ofy of banpérar mpds rods dpxeepels, Kal 
elrrov avrots éxetvoe (those who were at a distance from the scene of action, and 
were previously mentioned in verse 32; but once again the text is doubtful). 

2 The Johannine use of éxetvos is exhaustively discussed by Steitz and A. Butt 
mann in Stud. u. Kr. 1859, 497: 1860, 505: 1861, 267: see also Zeitschrift 
f. w. Th. 1862, 204 for the passage 19. 35 kal éxeivos oldev x.7.X. (t.¢. the narrator). 
In this passage, however, everything is doubtful, so far as criticism is concerned. 
There is doubt about the whole verse, which is wanting in e and Cod. 
Fuldensis of the Vulgate, about this particular clause, about the text of this 
clause, as Nonnus read éxeivoy ofauev, etc. Cp. Stud. und Krit. 1902, 128 ff. 
The fact that so many theologians have based their theories as to the origin of 
the 4th Gospel on this verse and the meaning ordinarily attached to it is only 
explicable on the ground of a complete neglect of textual criticism. 
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writers (least of all by John). A similar case is that of écos, which, 
except in Hebrews, is used only in the nominative and accusative. 
Mt. uses dores correctly in general statements, 5. 39, 41, 10. 33 etc, 
but also ds 10. 14, 23. 16, 18; esp. was Gates 7. 24, 10. 32, 19. 29; 
but was os occurs ineL. 14. 33, A. 2. 21 O.T., G. 3. 10 O.T., ravri & 
L. 12. 48; Mt. also uses this phrase where a subst. is inserted, 
12. 36 wav pnya dpydv 6, 15. 13 waca duteia i (aca Pvyi) ites 
A. 3. 23 O.T.). “Oorts is also correctly used in connection with a 
subst. of indefinite reference: Mt. 7. 15 tov Yevdorpopynray oiteves 
(description follows), 24 dvdpt dpovim dats etc. (but Le. uses os: 
6. 48 av@pwirw os, 49 otkiay 7): and to denote a definite person in a 
case where the relative sentence expresses the general quality, 
Jo. 8 53 ’AfBpadp, édetis dréGaveyv (who was a man who died), 
A. 7. 53 olriuves <AaBere x.7.A. (people who); but these limits are 
often exceeded esp. by Luke, and olives, res are used = ol, 7): 
llérpov xat "Iwavyyv, otreves A® 8. 15, THY wbAnY itis 12. 10, roALY 
Aavid, ij7us L. 2. 4 (particularly where a participle follows, and the 
meaning of ot, 7 would not have been clear, A. 8. 15, 17. 10 ot7uves 
tTapuyevronevot); Ap. 12. 13 THY yuvaixa aris erexev TOV dGpoeva, This 
use of doris for 6s is very old in Tonic Greek, Kiihner Gr. ii.” 906 
(Herod. 1. 99° rodiv aris viv Méudus xadetroat). In the Pauline 
Epistles this use cannot be established, since in R. 16. 3 ff. 6s and 
ootis are alternately used, according as a mere statement of fact is 
made (és), or a characteristic is given (7 oftivés elowv erionpot ev TOIS 
drooTOAols, of Kat Tpo epot yeyoray év Xptor@);“also in G. 4. 24, 26 
Ts = Tora'tn, cp. 1 C. 3. 17, Ph. 1. 28, 1 Tim. 3. 15.—As an 
instance of os for éda7s one may further note ordets (ov)... Os (for 
ootts) ov, § 75, 6.—8emep has been given up, § 13, 3. 

2. The d&p0pov imoraxrixdy, 8s, 4, 8 justifies this appellation chiefly in 
the fast that, like the article (a. mporaxrexé6v) which follows a sub- 
stantive and introduces a further definition, its case is assimilated 
to that of the substantive, even though in conformity with the 
relative sentence it should have had another case, which is generally 
the accusative (Attraction or Assimilation of the relative). In 
this peculiarity of Greek the N.T. (like the LXX.) is entirely in 
agreement with the classical language. Exceptions occur (as in 
classical Greek, Thuc. ii. 70. 5) where the relative clause is more 
sharply divided from the rest of the sentence (through the insertion 
of other défining words with the noun and through the importance 
of the contents of the relative sentence): H. 8. 2 rijs oxnvijs ris 
adndivis, hv ernEev 0 KUptos, otk avOpwros ; but in other passages there 
is always a v.l, Mc. 13. 19 dm’ dpyis Krivews, iv (js AC al., om. iv 
ext, 6 6, D) exruvev 6 Geds, Jo. 2. 22 and 4. 50 7H Aoyw ov (6 AAX 
al., DA al.),?4. 5 ywpiov 6 (of C*D al.), 7. 39 (ot sDG al.), Ap. 1. 20 
(dv B); Tit. 3. 5 otk €€ épywv rav év dSixorocvvy, a (@v C’D* al.) 
eToujoTapev yuecs is an instance of the case above-mentioned of 
separation through the insertion of defining words. (On A. 8. 32 f. 
see the author’s commentary on that passage.) On the other hand 

1"Oors, in N.T. as in classical Greek, is never assimilated. 

a>v. App. p. 517. 
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it is not only the so-called accusative of the inner object (§ 34, 3) 
which is capable of assimilation (HE. 4. 1 rijs KAyjoews js a ibaae 
A. 24. 21, 26. 16, Jd. 15), but oceasionally the dative is assimilated 
as well: A. 1. 22 aype ris YPEPAS YS avedrjppOy (cp. L. 1. 20 D, LXx. 
Lev. 23. 15; Bar. 1. 15), Rh. 4. 17 Karévavre of Crioteviren Geot, i.e. K. 

tou 8. @ ex. (see below on the attraction of the substantive into the 
relative clause). In addition to this, the preposition which shonld 
be repeated before the relative may be omitted (class.): A. 1. ox 
éy wavrt ypom (sc. ev) o, 13. 2 es 75 Epyov (sc. €ts) 0, 39 ard TavTov 
(sc. ad’) dv, Herm. Sim. ix. 7. 3 3 peta mavtov (sc. pe’) Gv (but in the 
case of a sharper division of the relative clause, the proposition is 
repeated: A. 7. 4 ets THY yyy TavTHY, Els ay, 20, 18 aTd mpdrys )/LEpAs, 

af’ is, Jo. 4. 53 (er) exetvy 77 Opa, ev 4). It is readily intelligible 
that the Greck relative includes our demonstrative ‘he’ or ‘that’; 
it is therefore used by assimilation in the case which would belong 
to the demonstrative : L. 9. 36 ovdev Ov = Tovrov & , JO. 7. 3175 ean 
év (do.), 17. 9 rept Gv = Tepl TOUTWY ovs ; also dv? ieee ToUTwY 
O71, ef = ext TobTw OTL, SudTL= Sia TOTO OTL; Cp. adverbs of place 
S76, 4. More noticeable is the occasional attraction of the noun 
inte the relative clause, in which case the article belonging to the 
noun, being incompatible with the app. wror., must be left out, 
while the noun itself is now assimilated to the case of the relative 
of course even where there is no assimilation of the relative, a 
similar attraction of the noun into the relative clause, with the case 
of the relative, may take place (so in classical Greek, Kiihner 11.2 
922: €.9.@ avopt mavtes ebvoe trav, dzréeJavev), But the noun is not 
placed immediately after the relative, except in the case of ijpépa: 
L. L. 20 dype as apéepas yernra: Tatra, =a. THs ap. (€v) a) ep. supra, 
A. 1. 1, Mt, 24. 38 (same phrase). !% On the other hand: L. 19. 37 
Tacwy Ov €LOOV Suva Lew, os IQ TEpt TUVTOV OV ETOLITEY TOVNpOV O 

“Hpwdys (tov zov. Ov 8*), cp. A. 25, 18%, and with no assimilation of 
the relative: L. 24. 1 épovoat & aroipacav dpwpyara, Jo. 6. 14 6 
eroinsey onuetov. The way in which the following exx. should | 
resolved is ambiguous: L. 1. 4 wept av Kkarny7_Ons Adywr, = either 
wept tov A. ovs or Tov Adywr wept Gv (in view of ea a like 
A. 18. 25, 20. 24, 25. 26 the first is probably correct); Rt. 6. v7 
impkovrate cis Ov mapeddOnTe TUrov Siaxijs, probably 7O tTUmq eis Ov; 
with omission of a preposition A. 21. 16 (but not D) ayovres rap’ o 
Eevic PGpev Mvdcwvi =rpos Mvacwva, iva €ev. rap’ atte (§ 95, 8). 

3. If the noun is not attracted into the relative clause but stands 
in front of it, it is still occasionally assimilated to the case of the 
relative, a practice of which instances appear in classical authors 
(attractio inversa, Kihner ii? 918, 4):°1 C. 10. 16 tdv dprov dy 
kA@pev, odxt Kowvuvia...ertiv; A. 10. 36 oe Aoyov bv... obrds eorre 

1The regular phrase is év qu. 7 Mt. 24. 50, L. 1. 25 (plur.), 12. 46, without 
the art., which is occasionally omitted i in Hebrew before "YX, infra 3; without 
ev J, 17. 29 f. 7 muepg (in 30 D reads év 77 ju. ma dmoxakupOn). “Hu. is separ- 
ated from the rel. in Herm. Mand. iv. 4. 3 ag’ 7s joe rapedéOns huépas. 

22 C. 10. 13 Kara 7d pérpov Tod Kavivos, ob Euepicey huivy o Oeds wérpov=Tod uéTpouv 
ov, although in this case the appositional clause has been very loosely annexed. * 

@5y. App. p. 317. 2 v, Anp. p. 331. 
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mavtwv (ktpcos should be removed)}, Herm. Sim. ix. 13. 3, L. 12. 48 
TAVTi @ €600n TOAV, TOAY (yTiTOVTLV Tap’ atrot (in sentences of this 
kind the nominative is elsewhere used with anacoluthon, see § 79), 
Mt. 21. 42 rdv AiOov bv «.7.r. O.T.; peculiar is L. 1. 73 Spkov dv 
@poogev instead of ro® dpxov ob (not a case of ‘protasis,’ but a supple- 
mentary amplification; the passage is strongly Hebraic, § 46, 9; 

Hebr. ON Oa Ges.-K. § 130, 3).—Attraction with a relative 

adverb: Mt. 25, 24 cvvdyes d0ev (= exeiOev drov) ot Sterxdpriaas, cp. 
Kithner 1.2 915, note 6. 

4. One piece of careless writing, which was specially suggested by 

Semitic usage (Hebr. 12 "WN; Aramaic has similar expressions with 

7), though it is not quite unknown to the classical language’, is the 

pleonastic use of the personal pronoun after the relative. Mc. 7. 25 
yery, Ws etxev To Gvydzpiov arvzijs (a. om. 8D) avetpa dxdOaprov, 1. 7 
=L. 3. 16 of ... avrot, Ap. 7. 2 ofs €660y atrots, 9, 3. 8, 13. 8, 20. 8" 
Clem. Cor. i. 21. 9 06 7) rvoi aérod (frequent in LXx., Winer, § 22, 4): 
with these exx. the following are quite in keeping: Ap. 12. 6, 14 
OTOV ... €KEL (ow “WDN), 17. 9 orov...ex avrov, Me. 13. 19 ofa ot 

yeyovev tovatrn,* 9. 3 ofa... otrws, Ap. 16. 18 ofos ovK eyevero... 
THALKOUTOS Tew pos OUTHY péeyas: In G. 3. 1 ev byiv after ofs 1s merely 
av.l; but in 2%. 10 6 Kal exrovéaca atts todTo Torjoas there is a 
reason for the expression, since av7> in this sense (‘just’) cannot be 
joined to the relative, and therefore reyuired to be supplemented by 
tovro,2—Another quite different negligent usage, which is also 
unobjectionable in the classical language, is the linking on of a 
further subordinate clause to a relative clause by means of kat... 
avrod: 1C. 8.6 e& of ta rdvTa Kai apets eis ator (a second ex. in 

the same verse), Ap. 17. 2, 2 P. 2. 3 (KNiihner 11.7 936). 
5. Relatives and interrogatives become confused in Greek as in 

other languages. The relatives in particular, and as 1s only natural 
the indefinite 8ors especially (but also os, where it can conveniently 
be so used), are frequently employed in the classical language in 
indirect questions (beside the interrogatives), a usage which, how- 
ever, is wanting in the N.T. (in A. 9. 6 the reading of SABC or: for 
vi must be rejected in view of the general practice elsewhere); 
érotos alone is employed as an indirect interrogative: 1 C. 3. 13, 
G. 2. 6 (émotoé wore), 1 Th. 1. 9, Ja. 1. 24 (elsewhere expressed by 
wotos),"cp. drws L. 24. 20. The reverse use of the interrogative tis 
instead of the relative gor is Alexandrian (and dialectical),‘as e.7. 
in a saying of Ptolemy Euergetes ap. Athen. x. 438 fin. rive y riyy 
diSwot, AuBérw.4 In the N.T. we have A. 13. 25 riva pe vaovoeire 
elvat, ovk eipt eyd,° cp. Mc. 14. 36 od ri eyo Gedw, GAAG ti od (vx 
g-aAN 6D), L. 17. 8 eToipacov ti Seamvyicw, Ja. 3. 13 Tis Topds Kad 

1See the author’s edition of the Acts, and above § 35, 2. 

2Cp. Kihner ii.* 937 (Hypereides Euxen. § 3 dy ... rovrwr), 
3 So Herodot. 4. 44 (Kiihner loc. cit. note 2) 8s ... devrepos otros. 
4Cp. O. Immisch Lpz. Stud. 1887, 309 ff. 

5(W. H. txt. reads rl éué vrovoetre elvar ; ovk etui éyd. Tr.] 
abecyv, App. p. 317. 
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érioTipuv év viv, Sergdtw (or Tis... Yuiv; an interrogative sentence),? 
The employment of gems or even of 8s in a direct question is quite 
incredible, except that 6,7: appears to be used as an abbreviation for 
ti d,re ‘why’: Me. 9. 11 exypwrov avroy A€yovres’ 6,7e A€yovow ot 
ypappareis «.7.A., 28 €rnpatwov avrov' 6,te Fyets ovK 1Ovv7/Oypev 
exBareiv atrd; (dvart ADKIT), 2. 16 (rt ote AC al., duati xD): ep. 

LXX. 1 Chron. 17. 6 jr0= F002 But Jo. 8. 25 7yv dpyyy 6,71 Kat 
Aare tyiv ; means according to classical usage (a meaning, it is true, 
which cannot be paralleled from the N.T.): you ask, why (so in 
classical Greek A says tis eorev ; to which B replies doris ; sc. €épwras 
you ask who he is?) do I speak to you at all? (tv dpyyv= dds). 
The passage could also be interpreted, ‘(do you reproach me) that 
(ort) | speak ete.?° Cp. for the direct question Clem. Hom. vi. 11 
Ti kal THY dpynyv Stadéyopat ; XIX. 6 eret Ti Kal TV apyyy Cyr; and 
for the preceding question of the Jews ov tis ef R. 9. 20, Arrian 
Diss. Epict. ii. 1. 22 ot oty ris ef; te. how comes it that you wish 
to play this part?) In Mt. 26. 50 eraipe ef’ 0 rapa, eratpe must be 
a corruption either of afpe or éraipe aipe: ‘take what thou art come 
to fetch’ (D has eraipe after waper); at any rate Chrys. had an 
imperative in his text (see the present writer’s edition).? 

6. It has already been remarked in § 13, 5 that the interrogative 
sls (both in direct and indirect questions, supra 5) is also used for 
aérepos ‘which of two?’: Mt. 21. 31 ris ex tov dvo, 9. 5, L. 7. 42 ete. 
A stereotyped phrase is rorepov ...1) wir ., du in indirect double 
questions, but found only in Jo. 7. 17 (Herm. Sim. ix. 28. 4). Tus 
is for the most part used substantivally ; beside the adjectival ris 
tis Buctreds L. 14. 31, té oqpetov Jo. 2. 18, tis petoyy etc. 2 C. 

G. 1412.) motos is also used with little distinction from it, as also in 
classical Greek —nowhere, however, in inquiries aftcr persons, but in 
such phrases as €v rota é€ovatg, roup ovopare (A. 4.7), rorg Opa, eK Toias 
érapxias (A. 23. 34), dua rotou vopou (RK. 3. 27), rote cwpare (the pron. 
having its strict sense, how constituted) 1 C. 15.35, ep. Ja. 4. 14 ola 
yap 7 (7 om. B) fw duov (how miserably constituted ; on the other hand 
it is not elsewhere found with an article, ris being used in that case : 
Mc. 6. 2 tis 1) copia, whence coming, A. 10. 21 Tis 1) airia, 17. 19 
ete.); with an adj. 7? is always used: ti dyaO6v, xaxdv, repiroor. 
The two words are united tautologically (for emphasis) in eis tive 
1) Totov katpov 1 P.1. 11; there is a diversity of reading in Me. 4. 30 
év tive (moig ACD al.) rapaody; the two are used interchangeably 
in A. 7. 49 wotov vikov ..% Tis Towos. In L, 24. 19 rota stands by 
itself, referring to 18 7a yevopueva. Beside zoos we have also the 
later wotarés (old form modamrds, of what country by birth, like 
adAXodards, yyedards; for rot.=motos Lob. Phryn. 56), the latter 
being used of persons as well as things: rotards éoriv od Tos, Os K.7.A., 
Mt. 8. 27 (=ris dpa Mc. 4. 41, L. 8. 25), tis xai rotary 7 yur} 
L. 7. 39, 2 P. 3. 11; of things Me. 13. 1, L. 1. 29, 1 Jo. 3. 1 (how 
constituted, also how great or mighty; like wota:=rives in Herm. 
Mand. viii. 3 roramrai etowv at rovypiat), 

12y, App. p. 33), 
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The neuter ti is used as predicate to tatra (as in class. Greek, 
Kriiger Gr. § 61, 8, 2) in ré (dv) ein ratra L. 15. 26 (Ti lin TOUTO 
e(vau “D), A. 17. 20 DEH (v.l. rive), Herm. Vis. iv. 3. 13 it is 
necessary in Jo. 6. 9 dAAd ravra ti corey (of what use are they) 
ets Tooov'rous ; further®we have dvépes, ti ravta wovette A. 14. 15, as 
in Demosth. 55. 5 Teota, ti tattTa wovets (what are you doing 
there 2), cp. with a singular demonstr. pron. L. 16. 2 ri rovto dkotw 
mepi gov; (ré predic.).1 In the passage of Acts ré might also be 
understood in its very common meaning of ‘why ?’ (class.), Mt. 6. 28, 
L. 2. 48 ete.; to a ar this meaning besides dua t’¢ we have also 
iva Te (sc. yevntar), A. 25 O.T. wa rt (tvare) eppvagay evn ete. 
(found in Attic), and ré 6,7 (re), written fully in ré yeyovev OTL Hiv 
pedrAdres eudavifev ceavtov Jo. 14. 22 (where 671 =u’ 6,76, just as 

ti is used = 614 ti),* A. 5, 4s 9, L. 2. 49; v.l. in Me. 2. 16, v. sup. 5 (also 
LxXx.).°? A. 12.18 ri dpa 6 Hezpos eyevero, “what was become of him,’ 
is like Attic 7: yevrwuae2; so L. 1. 66 ti dpa 7d ratdiov éorar; A. 5. 24 
ti av yevo.to Tovro, ‘what would be likely to happen in the matter,’ 
‘how it would turn out’ (ré predic.); in an abbreviated form otros 6é 
ti Jo. 21. 21, ‘what will become of him?’ Ti ‘how’=Hebr. ma 

(Win. § 21, 3, note 3), Mt. 7. 14 Ti orev (v.l. én), L. 12. 49 te 
béAw (LXX.).—Té ™pos ypas (sc. eote), ‘what does it concern us ?” 
Mt. 27.4: tTimpos oe Jo. 21. 22 (ep. § 30, 3; Att. has also ri tat’ enor; 
Wiuhner-Gerth 11.2417, and so 1C.5.12 ri ae froe TOUS fen Kpivety 5 where 

it takes the inf. as in Arrian Diss. Epict. 11. 17.14, Win.);° ré euot Kat 
cot (sc. eotiv, Kiihner-Gerth ib.; but also a Heb. phrase as in 2 Kings 
3. 13) Mt. 8. 29 etc., § 30, 3; St. Paul has ri yap R. 3. 3, Ph. 1. 18 
(what matters it? or what difference is it 2) and ti oty (SC. Epotpev) 
R. Ps 15. The masc. is used predicatively in éya tes ajuynv A. 11. 17; 
cp. 2 Kings 8. 13. —Neut. and masc. pronouns are combined (as in 
clade Greek) i in tis ti apy Me. 15. 245 Tis Ti Sterpaypatetocatro (what 
each man had ete., but SBDL read ti dverpayparevoavro), L. 19. 15 
(Herm. Vis. iii. 8. 6, Mand. vi. 1. 1). 

§ 51. INDEFINITE PRONOUNS; PRONOMINAL WORDS. 

1. Tis, rl, as in classical Greek, is both substantival and adjectival ; 
when used in the latter way, its position is unrestricted, so that it 
may even stand before its substantive, so long as there is another 
word i in front of it, kai tus avip A, 3, 2, tva Te perads Xapir pa R. 1.11; 
reves stands at the beginning of the sentence in contrasts : tues (pav) 

.7. 6€ 1 Tim. 5. 24, Ph. 1. 15 (Demosth. 9. 56), and even where 
there is no contrasted clause: zuvts 8: A. 17. 18, 19. 31, Jo. 7. 44 
ete. (Demosth. 18. 44).—Special usages: Ja. 1. 18 drapyjv tive mat 
aizou xturudtwv, softening the metaphorical expression (‘so to 

1Also Mt. 26. 62=Mce. 14. 60 (sup. 5, note 1) ri odroi cov xarapaprupodow 
resolves itself into 7é €or 8 obrol o. K.¥ 

* Joseph. de vita sua, § 296, oi elxooe xpucot rl yeyévaow ; Xenoph. Hell. ii. 3, 
17 rh €coiro % woniTeia (Ww. -Gr. »: 

l¥y, App. p. 331. rm abvev, App. p. 318, 
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speak,’ ‘a kind of first fruits’); with numbers in classical Greek it 
has the effect of making them indefinite, ‘about,’ but in A. 23. 23 
(cp. Herm. Vis. i. 4. 3) we have rivdas dvo ‘a certain pair’ (to which 
corresponds «is tis L. 22. 50, Jo. 11. 49; ep. § 45, 2); with an 
adj. (freq. in class. Gk.) foBepa tis exdoyy H.10. 27, it has an inten- 
sifying force like quidam, Kithner-Gerth 11.? 663 (tzepypavia roAAy Tus, 
Herm. Mand. vi. 2.5); but in A. 8. 9 efvai twa eavrdov peyav, peyav ap- 
pears to be an interpolation, and r:va to be used emphatically, a person 
of importance, cp. 5. 35, Kithner-Gerth 664 note 1; so efvat 7 ‘to 
be something important’ G. 2. 6 (Soxotvrwy eval tT, = Plat. Gorg. 
472 a, Gercke), 6. 3.—Tes is used for ‘each’ in Herm. Sim. viii. 2. 5 
kang a€tds éott Tis KaTouketv, cp. 4, 2 (A. 15. 2 according to the 
Syriac).—On tts to be supplied with a partitive word see § 35, 4. 

2. ‘No one,’ ‘nobody’ is ovdes or pydeis (on -6els, see § 6, 7 fin.; 
ovBerepos Clem. Hom. xix. 12); in, addition to these we have the 
Hebraic ov (7) ... was, where the verb becomes closely attached to 
the ov (or pn): Mt. 24. 22 ov« dv éowby raca caps, like Hebr. 
Sb ND, R. 3. 20 (ep. Ps. 142. 2), L. 1.37 otx ddvvarice rapa to 
Ge wav pyya (=nothing), Ap. (7. 16, 9. 4) 21. 27, A. 10. 14 ovderore 
epayov mav xouvov (on the other hand ov was with no words inteven- 
ing = ‘not everyone,’ as in class. Greek, Mt. 7. 21, 1 C. 15. 39); was 

... ov (also Hebraic x ... 9p has the same meaning, but is less harsh 
than the other, Ap. 18. 22, 22. 3, E. 4. 29, 5. 5, 2 P. 1. 20, 1 Jo. 2. 
21, 3. 15; this use is excusable, where a positive clause with aAAa 
follows, containing the principal point of the sentence, Jo. 3. 16 ta 
7as 0 murtetwv pr) amdAnrat, adda éyy k.T.A., 6. 39, or where such a 
clause is clearly to be supplied as in 12. 46.1 Kis... 00 is stronger 
than ovdeis, Mt. 10. 29 €v... od mecetrar, 5. 18, L. 11. 46 ete., as in 
Demosth. 30. 33 7) yu) pilav aepav ovk ex7pevoev (Kriiger, § 24, 2, 2); 
the same is true of the divided ovd€ eis A. 4. 32, Mt. 27.14, Me. 5. 37 
D, Jo. 1. 3 (8*D otdev), 3. 27 B, R. 3. 10 O.T. (on... ovde ets, ep. § 75, 
6; ibid. 12 O.T. ov« ear ews évds, Buttm. p. 106, 1). 

3. The generalizing relatives oorirovv, édotis Sirore etc. do not 
appear either as relatives or (with a verb to be supplied) as indefinite 
pronouns (‘someone or other’); oi dy7orobv with v.1. @ dyrore (relat. ) 
is found in an interpolated passage ‘Jo.’ 5. 4.4 In A. 19. 26 after 
IlavAos D adds tis tore, which should be corrected to tis rore = Lat. 
nescio quis; so Clem. Hom. v. 27 tis wore "Iovdatos ‘some Jew or 
other,’ 7: wore ‘something’ (modern Greek uses tirore for ‘some- 
thing’ or ‘nothing’) xi. 28, xvii. 8 (ris for doris, § 50, 52; ep. the 
adverb 8mrws wore ‘somehow’ Clem. Hom. ii. 22, where éari is to be 
supplied): Attic uses doris eoriv or av 7, Eurip. Bacch. 247, 
Demosth, iv. 27, the latter being used by St. Paul in G. 5. ro. 

4, On the derived correlatives oios, daos, ro:odros, Towodros ete. 
(§ 12, 4) the following points may be noticed. In exclamations 
(direct or indirect ; originally indirect, ‘see how,’ ‘I marvel how’) 

10On 1C. 15. 51 ov wdvres, as also on od rdvrws, ravrws ot, see § 75, 7. 

2 So also rwocoiv (according to the ms. p) for forTwoootyv Clem. Hom. x. 20.* 

%# Vy, App. p. 33]. Sy, App. p. 31& 
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the forms ofos, éaos, 7AiKos should strictly be used, as in classical 
Greck, because some definite thing before one is indicated (so that 
émotos ete. are excluded) ; but here too we sometimes have the inter- 
rogative forms as in indirect questions: Mc. 15. 4 iS wéca x.7.X., 
Mt. 27. 13 (B* dca), A. 21. 20, 2 C. 7. 11 (direct), Were wyrixous 
«7A. G. 6. 11, H. 7. 143; but ofos is correctly used in 1 Th. 1. 5, 
2 Tim. 3. 11 (in L. 9. 55 D is right with zodov),“ep. ras, § 76, 3.— 
In correlative clauses we have tovottous ... orotos A. 26. 29 (qualis- 
cunque); tocotrtw...d0m H. 1. 43 but as dcoc=aavres ot, it has 
frequently to be followed by ctro., as in R. 8. 143; peculiar is rév 
avTov .., olov Ph. 1. 30.—On 6 rovovros see § 47, 9; it is weakened 
into a more indefinite term for odtos in 2 C. 12. 2, 3, 5,1. 5. 5, 
2C. 2. 6 f.—R. 9. 6 ofy ofov dé bre Exaréertwxev is to be explained 
(according to Lob. Phryn. 372, Buttm. 319) as for ov éyjrov éxrert., 
ep. ody dz, $ 81.—With H. 10. 27 O.T. ere purxpdy dcov daev (ep. LXX. 
Is. 26. 20) and L. 5. 3 D éravayayetvy Goov Goov (for oAcyov of the 
other Mss.) ze. a trifle, compare Aristoph. Vesp. 213. 

5. ‘Hach’ &acros (without the art. § 47,9; ibid. for the distinction 
between it and was; for ris ‘each’ supra 1) is intensified as eis 
éxactos; it is added to a plural subject without affecting the con- 
struction (class.), Winer § 58, 4; Jo. 16. 32 ete. In addition to 
exactos there has been developed out of the distributive card (or ava, 
§ 45, 3) the peculiar and grossly incorrect xa@’ (ava) eis, since Kal’ 
eva exagtov became stereotyped as xaGeva ex., and this called forth 
a corresponding nominative ; so in modern Greek ‘each’ is xafévas. 
Still there are not many instances as yet in the N.T. of this vulgarism, 
and the amalgamation of the two words into one has not yet been 
carried out: Mc. 14. 19 «fs kata (xa? AD al.) eis (C cis Exaaros), 
‘Jo. 8. 9 «is Kal eis, R. 12. 5 7d (vil. 6) S€ xa eis severally, with 
reference to each individual, Ap. 21. 21 ava eis exaores. (Herm. Sim. 
ix. 3. 4, 6. 3 KaTa éva=€xacrov, forming the whole object.) 

GU. "Erepos and &Ados. “Erepos is beside audorepor the single surviv- 
ing dual pronominal word, § 13, 5; in modern Greek it likewise has 
disappeared, and even in the N.T. instances of its use cannot be 
quoted from all writers (never in Me. [16. 12 is spurious], the 
Apocalypse, or Peter, never in John except in 19. 37, used prin- 
cipally by Le. and to some extent by Mt. and Paul). Moreover, the 
way in which it is employed is no longer alwuys correct: Mt. 16. 14 
ot pev...dAXAow de... €repor Sé€ (in the last two clauses Me. 8. 28, 
L. 9. 19 have adAoe twice ; repos could have stood correctly in the 
second clause =a second section), L. 8. 6 ff. xat érepov three times (D 
dAAo, as in Mt. 18. 5 ff., Mc. 4. 5 ff.), 9. 59, 61, 1 C.12. 9 f. (6 pev 
... drAXrAw de... er—epw—then four times arddrw be... Erépw... GAAW 82), 
H. 11. 36. The use at the close of enumerations of «ai €répovs zod- 
Aovs Mt. 15. 30 (ep. L. 3. 18, R. 8. 39, 13. 4, 1 Tim. 1. 10) may be 
paralleled from Attic writers (Dem. 18. 208, 219, 19. 297): others, 
different from those named (the latter being conceived of as a unit) ; 

1 Also passages like A. 9. 16 trodeifw atro, boa det radety atrévy may be so 
taken, but the explanation of éca=rdvra a is more natural (so 14. 27 etc.). 

*v, App. p. 318. 
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but no Attic author ever said rats erépais TOXeouv, ‘the remaining 
cities’ L. 4.43, for 6 érepos is restricted to a definite division into two 
parts; hence Mt. 10. 23 is also incorrect, €v 77) woAe tTa’Ty ... eis THY 
erepav (NB; GAAnv CE rell., where the article is still more unusual : 
no doubt ‘the next city’ is what is meant); similarly L. 19. 20 
6 érepos i.e. the third (but A al.om.o). Ph. 2. 4 7a rév (add. D* FG) 
érépwv opposed to Ta eavrwy is correct, ep. 1 C. 10. 24 al.—In the 
case of dAAos the most striking encroachment on the province of 
érepos is that 6 aAAos is written where there is only a division into 
two parts (isolated exx. in Att.: Eur. I. T. 962 f. @drepov —7d 8 
déAAo; Plat. Leg. 629 D, but probably corrupt): Mt. 5. 39 (L. 6. 29) 
oTpeyov avtT@ kat tiv adAAnv (crayova), 12. 13, Jo. 18. 16, 19. 32, 
20. 3 f. ete.; with aAAos éoriv 6 paptupav Jo. 5. 32 (opposed to €y.) 
we may compare Aesch. Suppl. 230 f. kdket duxdfer ... Zets GAAos, and 
Mt. 25. 16 etc. GdAAa wévte taXavTa finds complete illustration in 
classical authors (Plato Leg. v. 745 A GAAo rocot'rov pepos).°—Still 
more pleonastic is the use of €repo. (like aAAoe in class. Greek, 
Kihner-Gerth i1.3 275, note 1) in L. 23. 32 Kat érepor dv0 Kaxotipyot 
= two others besides Him, malefactors; on the other hand, aAXos is 
absent in many places where we insert ‘other’: A. 5. 29 Herpos kui 
ot (sc. dAAoL) ardatoAcn ; cp. 2. 14 I. atv trois (sc. Aowrots) evdexa ; 
in class. Gk. “Exropi cat Tpweooe Hom. Il. 17. 291.—’AAAoe GAXo (71) 
are united with the meaning ‘one one thing—one another’ (class.) in 
A..19.23) 212 34? 

SYNTAX OF THE VERB. 

§s2, THE VOICES OF THE VERB. 

The system of three voices of the verb—active (transitive), pas- 
sive (intransitive), and middle (7.c. transitive with reference to the 
subject)—remains on the whole the same in the N.T. as in the 
classical language. In the former, as in the latter, it frequently 
happens in the case of individual verbs that by a certain arbitrariness 
of the language this or that voice becomes the established and recog- 
nized form for a particular meaning, to the exclusion of another 
voice, which might perhaps appear more appropriate to this meaning. 
It is therefore a difficult matter to arrive at any general conception 
for each of the voices, which when applied to particulai: cases is not 
bound at once to become subject to limitation or even contradiction. 
The active does not in all cases denote an action, but may equally 
well denote a state, or even being affected in some way or other—ideas 
which would be more appropriately expressed by the passive. Xaipw 

1The fuller form of expression in D al. has an additional clause: kav év ry 
érépg (dAAQ D) dtwewow duds, pevyere eis Tv &Anv (once more into the next). 
Neither of these readings, however, is original. The true text is that attested 
by Tertullian and others: érav d€ dtwxwow tuds, pevyere éx wodews eis TodW. 

*Hermas almost always uses érepos for ‘ other,’ even with the article as in 
Vis. lii. 7. 1, 3 Tovs 5é Erépous (AiPous), Sim. viii. 1. 7-18; but &ddos cal &ddos for 
‘differing in each instance,’ or ‘in each individual,’ Sim. ix. 1. 4, 10 (ep. 
Xenoph. Cyrop. iv. 1. 15 ‘always fresh’). av, App. p. 318. 
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means ‘I rejoice,’ but the opposite is Avrotuat; accordingly in the 
aorist exapyv we actually have the passive form as in eAur7Onv. In 
Vavpacw, ‘I am astonished’ (wonder), the active voice is at most only 
correct with the meaning ‘to see with astonishment’; it has a middle 
future Gavpdcopat, cpe Gedpar Peaoopat; but the verb of similar 
meaning dyapa: has yyarOnv and accordingly (as a verb expressing 
emotion) is passive, and the later language creates the corresponding 
forms Gavpdfoya Jepon., and aor. efarvpacbyy, § 20, 1. We may 
therefore assert that the active voice is quite unlimited in the mean- 
ings which may be attached to it, except where a passive (or middle) 
voice exists beside it, as in tirtw—tt’mrouar, It must further be 
added that certain verbal forms unite an active formation with a 
passive (intransitive) meaning, particularly the 1st and 2nd aorists pas- 
sive in -Gyyv, -nv, and frequently perfects in -a, -ka (aarddAwAa, eoTnKa). 
On the other hand, the middle can be only imperfectly differentiated 
from the passive, with which in the forms of the tenses, with the 
exception of aorist and future, it entirely coincides. We may adhere 
to the rule of giving the name of middle only to those forms which 
share the transitive meaning of the active, as torapo: éeotyodpyy 
beside torn eornoa ; but if no active form exists, or if the meaning 
of the active form does not correspond to that of the passive or 
middle, then it is difficult to distinguish between the two last- 
mentioned voices. ’“Azoxpivoyat, ‘answer,’ is a deponent verb when 
it has this meaning ; since it is transitive, in classical Greek it takes 
the forms dexpiurdpny, aroxpivovpar ; the later language, however, 
regardless of the meaning which elsewhere attaches to aorists in 
-Onv, regularly uses dmexpi@ny, daroxprOjoopar, SOavpdooua: from 
davpato should be called middle, since it is transitive, and the 
classical language possesses the additional form @arpac@jcopat with 
a passive meaning; the same applies to refoxou from tixktw and many 
other such futures ; but drofavotpar from drobiijcKw, OpeEopas from 
Tpexw (Spapovpor from édpapov), being intransitive, and having no 
additional future forms, must certainly be classed as passives in the 
same category with the later @avpac@joopat,! if the conception of 
the passive is extended, as it must be, so that it becomes equivalent 
to intransitive. It is, in fact, quite a rare occurrence for the 
language to draw a distinction between intransitive and passive, such 
as in Attic is drawn between ¢ornv ‘placed myself’ and eorddnv 
‘was placedg or between orjoopa: ‘shail place myself’ and 
orafjoopat ‘shall be placed.’ In the language of poetry and in the 
later language this distinction hardly exists at all: there éora@yyv is 
equivalent to corny and gadv@nv to epavynv (while in Attic edaviy 
means ‘appeared,’ épavOnv ‘was informed against’ [juridical term)). 

; $53 ACTIVE VOICE. 

1. Some active verbs, which were originally transitive, subse- 
quently developed an additional intransitive (or reflexive) meaning. 

W’Eéauudcdny Ap. 13. 3, PavpacOjoovra 17. 8 have ceased to be used transi- 
tively. 
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"Ayo ‘lead,’ besides the stereotyped phrase dye (=class.), is also 
used intransitively in dywpev ‘let us go’ Mt. 26. 46 etc.; and still 
more frequently in composition: thus we have trayw, a vulgar word for 
‘to go,’ esp. common in the forms traye, -ere, but also found in other 
forms of the present stem, ¢g. vraye. Jo. & 8 (the word is most 
frequent in this writer), but never in other tenses, cp. § 24 (the word 
is previously used in classical Greek, vrayeé’ tyets tHs 6500 Aristoph. 
Ran. 174, trdyouue tap’ av Av. 1017, but with a more clearly defined 
meaning); wapéyev ‘to pass by’!, Mt. 20. 30, Mc. 15. 21 ete. (ep. 
Polyb. v. 18, 4): met. ‘to disappear’ 1 C. 7. 31, for which 1 Jo. 2. 
8, 17 uses wapdayetar; weptayev Mt. 4. 23, A. 13. If etc. ‘to go 
about,’ with accus. of the district traversed, cp. § 34, 1 (not so in 
class. Greek 2)* Also zpouyev besides the meaning ‘to bring before’ 
acquires that of ‘to go before anyone (tiva)’ “in class. Greek we 
have Plat. Phaed. 90 A cot rpodyovtos eyw eferropunv, but this is 
different from the N.T. use; the common phrase is mponyeto Gat ti, 
which like 7jyetoOa. 1s never so used in the N.T.), Mt. 2. 9 and 
passim’; but dvdyer Gat aviyyOnv.A—Bdrdrgav ‘to rush’ A. 27. 14 (the 
use can hardly be paralleled, but cp. piwreiw) ; éi/3. ‘to rush upon’ 
(as already in class. Greek) Mc. 4. 37; ibid. 14. 72 the phrase 
eriBarov éxAatev is obscure (it 1s explained by dp&dipyevos; D has 
npgaro KAatev; ep. A. ll. 4 dpEdpmevos e€eriGero).—Bpéxew trans. 

means ‘to water’; intrans. and impers. (§ 30, 4) it stands for class. 
vecv (which nowhere appears) as in modern Greek; we also have 
éBpeke wip Kai Geiov L. 17. 29, after Gen. 19. 24, where xi‘pios is 
inserted as the subject.—’Exyeav ‘to be in such and such circum- 
stances’ as in class. Greek; similarly trepéyew ‘to excel’ (also 
trans. ‘to surpass’ Ph. 4. 7); dréxew ‘to be distant’ (with accus. of 
the distance) ; €véyesy revi ‘to have designs upon someone,’ ‘to hate,’ 
‘persecute,’ Mc. 6. 19, L. 11. 53,° ewéxecv ‘to observe anything’ L. 14.7 
etc. (class.), also ‘to stay,’ ‘tarry’ A. 19. 22 (ditto); mpooéxey ‘to take 
heed,’ ‘ to listen to anyone’ (never with the original supplement tov 
vovv, which is often inserted in Attic): also with and without éavro 
=cavere (Mt. 6. 1, L. 17. 2 etc.).2—’Avaxdprrev ‘to turn round,’ 
‘come back’ as in Attic.—KaAlvew ‘to decline’ of the day L. 9. 12, 
24, 29 (similarly in Polyb.); e«xAtvery ‘to turn aside’ R. 16. 17 ete. 
(class.).—Plrrav: azopivavras is intrans. in A. 27. 43 (so pimr. in 
poetry and late writers).—Zrpépav: the simple verb is intrans. in 
A. 7. 42% as is often the case with its compounds with ém-, dro.-, 
dva-, vro-, A, 3. 19 etc., not without classical precedent; tzoorpe- 
pera: is never found (in class. Greek it is used as well as -ev); 

1The explanation that it means discedere arises from Mt. 9. 27 mapdyovrt 
cxct@zv, where however éx. should be removed according to the Lewis Syriac, as 
it should be also in 9. 9 with N*L Chrys. 

2Demosth. 42. 5 wepiayaywr (to lead about) rnv écxaridy ; also in Cebes Tab. 
6 weptdyovrat is the reading now adopted. 

3Tepéxey ‘to contain’ (of a written document) is in the first instance transi- 
tive: mepiéxovcay rade A. 15. 23 D: mepiéx. (€xoveay 8B) rov rvrov ToOrov 23. 25; 
but we also have the phrases 7. rdv tpérov rotrov or ofrws, worded in this way 
(Joseph.), and in 1 P. 2. 6 aepiéxer ev (79) ypady (4 ypagdy C), ‘stands written,’ 

abodevy, App. p. 318. 
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emiotpepery ‘to turn round,’ ‘be converted’ (for which we have 
-cotpadyte in 1 P. 2. 25, but C reads -e~are), so esp. frequent in this 
sense in Polybius: pass. ‘to turn oneself round,’ look round’ (Att.); 
avaotp, ‘to turn round,’ often used transitively as well (it appears 
intransitively in Attig as a military expression): pass. ‘to live,’ 
‘sojourn’ (Att.); doozp. is intr. in A. 3. 26 (for which Att. generally 
has the pass.), more often trans.; pass. with r.vd ‘to turn away from,’ 
‘avoid’ (Att.).—Cp. éye(pew, kaGi¢ew in § 24; and further, technical 
expressions like aipevv (sc. tHv vaty axd Tis yas) ‘to set sail’ A. 27. 13. 

2. The intransitive employment of 8vev and ovew is based upon 
an old variation in the usage of these words, see § 24; that of 
atgavey upon the usage of the Hellenistic language, ibid., as also 
that of xararavev H. 4. 10 (see LXX. Ex. 31. 18 etc.; cp. an un- 
known comedian in Diod. Sic. 12. 14 ednpepav xatararvov). Beside 
the deponent edayyertteofar (Att.) there is also found the form -few in 
Ap. 10. 7, 14. 6 (elsewhere the Ap. also uses -(eo@ar), as occasionally 
in the LxXx., 1 Sam. 31. 9 (Dio Cass. 61. 13). The new words 
SprapBevtew and padnrevev in other writers are intrans. (to celebrate a 
triumph, to be a disciple—corresponding to the ordinary meaning 
of the termination -evev), in the N.T. they are in (nearly) all cases 
transitive, to lead in triumph, to make disciples, see § 34, 1,— 
‘Avahavavtes TV Kumpov A. 21. 3 (there is a wrong reading -evres) 
means ‘made it visible to ourselves,’ viz. by approaching it ; it must 
have been a nautical expression, as aroxptarev (Lat. abscondere) is 
used to express the opposite meaning. 

3. Active for middle.—If emphasis is laid on the reference to the 
subject, then the middle is never employed, but the active with a 
reflexive pronoun takes its place: arexrewev eavrov (on the other 
hand amijyEaro is used, because arayyev Tid, te. someone else, is 
unusual, the reflexive action being in this instance far the commoner 
of the two). So we say ‘he killed himself’ [tédtete sich selbst]. 
Elsewhere the reflexive reference which is suggested by the context 
remains unexpressed, as in the case of (kata-)SovAotv (which Attic 
also uses beside -oto@ar): 2 C. 11. 20 « Tis tyas KaradovAot, ep. 
G. 2. 4 (so too avadavavres, supra 2). Inversely, the reflexive may 
be expressed twice over, by the middle and by a pronoun; dcepepi- 
cavto eavtois Jo. 19. 24 O.T., ep. A. 7. 21 (as in Attic). With the 
following verbs the use of the active instead of the middle is 
contrary to*Attic usage: (repdfev for re.pac@ar, see § 24); etplonew 
‘to obtain’ the usual form, except in H. 9. 12 (Attic uses the middle, 
poets have the act. as well); xadjpev rhs yetpds avrov A. 28. 3 
instead of xafjYaro which C reads (but 76£0v kadar is also cited 
by Pollux i. 164); Atoov 7d tarddnua tav rodav cov A. 7. 33 O.T. 
(LXX. Avoat), For mapéxev see § 55, 1. Tloueiv is used (with povijy 
Jo. 14. 23 only in AEGH al.) (with oddv Me. 2. 23, BGH have 
ddorotetv), With THY exdiknow L. 18.7 f., 7d eAeos per’ avrov a Hebraic 
phrase (Gen. 24. 12) L. 10. 37, 1. 72, with evedpay A. 25. 31% Korerdv 
8. 2 (-cavto EHP), xpiow Jo. 5. 27, Jude 15, roAcuov Ap. Il. 7 etc., 
oupBotrduov Me. 3. 6 (BL édidovv), 15. 1 (v.]. eroupdoavres), (with 
cvvopoociay A. 23. 13 only in HP), with cverpodijy ibid. 12; in all 

ay, App. p. 318. 
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which cases the active is incorrect because the zovotvres are at the 
same time the very persons who carry out the action which is 
expressed by the verbal substantive. We also have elsewhere in 
the N.T. zoreia Pat Avyov, avaPodrny, ropeav, arovdjv ete, Lrdcacbar 
TV paxatpay is correctly written in Mc. 14.047, A. 16. 27, but in 
Mt. 26. 51 we have aréoracev 7, p. avrov, in which case Attic Greek 
must certainly have omitted the avrot and expressed the reflexive 
force by means of the middle; similarly in 26. 65 Svéeppnéev ra tara 
atvzov, but in this case the use of the active is also classical (Aesch. 
Pers. 199 rerAovs piyveowv, cp. 1030). 

§ 54. PASSIVE VOICE. 

1. Even deponent verbs with a transitive meaning can (as in 
Attic) have a passive, the forms of which are for the most part 
identical with those of the deponent. Aoyierac ‘is reckoned’ 
R. 4. 4 f.3 evayyertferas -ovrae Mt. 11. 5, L. 7. 22, 16. 16 (ep. how- 
ever § 53, 2); Grdferac Mt. 11. 12 (L. 16. 16 is different); épyafopuery 
Herm. Sim. v. 3.8; in the present tense the instances of this use in class. 
writers are not numerous (Hdt. 3.95 Aoy:(épmevorv). “lovro A. 5.16 D: 
iatas perf. Mc. 5. 29. But the passive sense is frequent in the case 
of the aorist, where the passive and deponent forms are for the most 
part distinguishable: €AoyicOnv, tdOnv, éxapic Any, épptoOnv, esvia Onv 
(A. 10. 31, Ap. 16. 19; also LXx., not class.) ete. (fut. AoyurPjoopa 
R. 2. 26, see however § 33, 3, tathic. Mt. 8. 8, drapynGijo. [§ 20, 1] 
L. 12. 9). 

9. While in Attic Greek the passives of some ordinary verbs are 
regularly represented by the actives of other verbs,—e.q. dmokreivev 
takes for passive do@vycKev, eb (Kak@s) woveiv pass. ed (KaKWs) 
mTéoyxev, «0 (kak.) Aeyerv pass. «0 (Kak.) dkovev, and w76 is used with 
these verbs as the connecting particle as it is elsewhere with true 
passives—there are but few traces of this usage in the N.T. (exaiwrewv 
A. 27. 17, 26, 29 = exParrAco as, but docs not take vo: on the other 
hand é«BdarAcoHae is used in Mt. 8. 12 etc., though this form is also 
found in Attic; rdcyev iro Mt. 17. 12, where erotnoav has pre- 
ceded, Mc. 5. 26, 1 Th. 2. 14); still the instances of the contrary 
usage are also not numerous: aroxtav@jvac Mc. 9. 31 etc. The 
passive of zocetv, with the exception of H. 12. 27 is entirely un- 
represented. : 

3. Asin Attic, a passive verb may have a person for its subject 
even in a case where in the active this person is expressed by the 
genitive or dative; the accusative of the thing remains the same 
with the passive as with the active verb. The N.T. instances cannot 
indeed be directly illustrated from the classical language, but they 
are perfectly analogous to the classical instances. They are S:axovh- 
OAvar Mc. 10. 45 (dtaxovety Tuve); éykadetobar to be accused (eyKadciv 
tivt) A, 19, 40 etc.; ebaperretobar (act. with tivi) H.13. 16 (Diod. Sic.); 
kateyvoopévos G. 2. 11 (act. revds), so Diod. Sic.; karnyopetobar (act. 
Tivds) With acc. of the thing Mt. 27. 12, A. 22. 30, 25.16; paprupeto Par 
(act. tev’) to have a (good) testimonial (late writers) A. 6. 3 ete., 
1 Tim, 5. 10, H. 7. 8 ete. (but in 3 Jo. 12 Anuntpio pepaptipytat) ; 
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moreverOal re ‘to have something entrusted to one’ (ruvzevery Tuvi 71) 
R. 3. 2 ete. (Polyb.): also (without an object) ‘to find credit,’ 
1 Tim. 3. 16 éucredOn (Xpuctos) év koopm (act. Tevd or eis Tuva), cp. 
2 Th. 1. 10 (so previously in Attic); xpyparlter@ar ‘to receive in- 
structions’ (from Go@®; act. tuvi) Mt. 2. 12 etce.: only in L. 2. 26 do 
we have iv avta Keypnyatiopéevoy (D Kexpynpatipévos iv).—Quite 
distinct from this is the use of the passive with a thing for its sub- 
ject: 2 C. 1. 11 Wa ro xdpirpa edyapictnOy (evyapioretv re Herm. 
Sim. vil. 5; in the N.T. the act. takes éri, wepi etc.), and its use 
where an infinitive or a dr. clause may be regarded as the subject, 
exitpereTat cor... Neyev A. 26. 1, 1 C. 14. 34, as also the impersonal 
passive, § 30, 4. 

4. The passives of épav, yryvéckev, ebpioxav Kave a certain inde- 
pendent position as compared with their actives, since they assume 
a purely intransitive meaning, and are followed by the dative of the 
person concerned, instead of making use of t7d, see § 37, 4. A 
frequent instance is ép0qval reve (an old use), apparere, supervenire, 
with the new present omravoyae A. 1. 3 (§ 24). Tvwobvat ‘to become 
known’ A. 9. 24 ete, cp. yryveorKkerOai tu ‘to be known,’ in Eur. 
Cycl. 567, Xenoph. Cyr. vii. 1. 44; but ‘to be recognized’ is expressed 
by the pass. with tivo in 1 C. 8. 3. Hipe@fvar in R. 10. 20 O.T. (v.l. 
with év) is used along with éudavy yevér Gur (on 2 P. 3. 14, see § 37, 5). 
Ocabyva. is used like 6f@. in Mt. 6, 1, 23. 5; halverOal reve dates from 
the earliest stage of the language. 

5. The passive must occasionally be rendered by ‘to let oneself’ 
be etc. “Adckeiobe 1 C. 6, 7 ‘let yourselves be wronged’ (in the 
sense of allowing it to take place), so in the same verse amoorepeio Oe. 
Bartifer Oar ‘to let oneself be baptized’ (aor. <BarticOnv, but see 
$55, 2). Cp. dyviterbar A. 21. 24, 26, aroypader Oar L. 2. 1, yapi- 
(erOar (§ 24), doyparifer Gar ‘to let precepts be made for one’ Col. 
2, 20, wepetewver Gar passim. On the other hand, ‘to let’ in the sense 
of occasioning some result is expressed by the middle voice, § 55, 2. 

§ 55. MIDDLE VOICE. 

1. As the active is used in place of the middle, so the middle often 
stands for the active which would naturally be expected. ’Apiver@ar 
‘to assist’ *the Attic dyivev in A. 7. 24 (the word occurs here 
only). For amedeiobar see § 24. “AmexSucdpevos Tas apxds is found 
in Col. 2. 15, whereas in Attic drodicacGa: is ‘to undress oneself.’ 
“Hppocdpyy vuas avdpi 2 C. 11. 2 ‘betrothed’ is for jppooa (the word 
here only). (’EvepycioGar 1s wrongly quoted in this connection: in 
the following passages R. 7. 5, 2 C. 1. 6, 4. 12, G. 5. 6, E. 3. 20, 
Gol. 1. 29, 1 Th. 2. 13, 2 Th. 2. 7, Ja. 5. 16 it is everywhere 
intransitive, and never applied to God, of whom the active is used ; 
the fact that the active appears in Mt. 14. 2, Mc. 6. 14 with duvdpers 
as subject, causes evepyerv to appear equivalent to évepyeio@ar).” 
(The middle éxAéyeo Gar is always found, meaning ‘to choose out 
for oneself, and it 1s only in A. 6. 5, 15. 22, 25 that it is not 

4vy, App. p. 318. 
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absolutely necessary mentally to supply ‘for oneself’).  (Ha- 
deixvutOa A. 9. 39 [elsewhere N.T. has the act.] may mean ‘to 
display on their own persons.’) KaradapBaverOa: ‘to perceive’ A. 4. 13 
etc. (Att. -ev, but Dionys. Hal. also has the middle).* Taparnpeic bas 
L. 14. 1 al. (used as well as -rypeiv; the simpke verb only takes the 

active form). TlAnpotc@a E. 1. 23 ‘to fill’ is equivalent to the act. 
in 4. 10. TpoBAéwerOar H. 11. 40 is modelled on rpoopac dar (PAErevv 

for dpav § 24); mwepiBAéweoGar is the invariable form of the verb 
(Polyb.; Attic uses the act.). TiOerOa (ev dvdaky and similar 
phrases, ‘to put in prison’ A. 4. 3 etc. are in accordance with 
classical usage, kataOyoopevos eis TO oiknpa Demosth. 56, 4); but 
the middle is also used with the meaning ‘to appoint as’ or ‘to,’ 
drorréAorvs 1 C.12. 28, eis dpyjv 1 Th. 5. g=Att. rownoat, Kata- 
orhoa, Ionic Oetvae (H. 1. 2 dv €Onkev KAnpovdpov).—Zvycadev and 
-c fa. (‘to call to oneself’) are everywhere correctly distinguished, 
if cvyxaAciras is read instead of ovyxuAe? with DF in L. 15. 6 and 

with ADEG al. in verse 9,—Between airety and aiteto Gat old gram- 

marians draw the distinction, that a man who asks for something 

to be given him, intending to give it back again, airetra ; but 

aireicOa: is applied generally to requests in business transactions, 

and this is its regular use in the N.T. Mt. 27. 20, 58, Me. 15 (6), 8, 

43,! L. 23. 23, 25, 52, A. 3. 14, 9. 2, 12. 20, 13. 28, 25. 3, 15 5 the 

active is the usual form for requests from God, but the middle is 

used in’A. 7. 46,2 and there is an arbitrary interchange of mid. and 
act. in Ja. 4. 2 f., 1 Jo. 5. 14 f. etc.; the request of a beggar, a son 

etc. is naturally aire’v, A. 3. 2, Mt. 7. 9 f. (cp. A. 16. 29, 1 ©. 1. 22). 

’"Arauteiv, wapartecrOae are the Attic forms; éfyrijcaro L. 22. 31 

(Attic uses both -eiv and -cirGat).—Tlapexspevos veavTov rorov Tit. 2.7 

is contrary to classical usage (rapéexwv),° but Col. 4. 1 mv tworyTa Tots 

SovAots wapéxer Ge is not (C reads -ere), nor is wapéEy L. 7. 4, but the 

active is certainly unclassical in zapetyov qGuiravOpwriay A. 28. 2, 
épyaciav 16. 16 (-ero C; in 19. 24 A*DE read -x¢, -xero is the usual 

reading : the passage appears to be corrupt), although Homer uses 
diddrnta mrapacyeiv.—On the whole the conclusion arrived at must 
be that the New Testament writers were perfectly capable of pre- 

serving the distinction between the active and middle. 

2. The middle must occasionally be rendered by ‘to let oneself,’ 
ep. § 54, 5 for the pass., in the sense of occasioning some result, not 

of allowing something to take place. Keipao@a:, Eipac661 1 C. 11. 6; 
épeAov Kai droxdpovrar G. 5. 12 ‘have themselves castrated,’ as in 
Deut. 23. 1, whereas repiréuverOax is treated as a passive (let in the 

sense of allow). “EBarridpyy in A. 22. 16 Bdrrura Kat amroAoveat 

(1 C. 6. 11 direAotoac6e) may be explained in the sense of ‘ occa- 

lIn Me. 6. 22 alrnooy (ds -cat), 23 alrhoys, 24 alrjiowpuat, 25 Arjioaro (D elev), 

there is a nice distinction. since the daughter of Herodias, after the king’s 
declaration, stands in a kind of business relation towards him. Cp. Mt. 20. 

20, 22, Mc. 10. 35, 38. 

2A, 13. 21 Frhioavro Bacidéa, kal ESwxev adrois 6 Geds k.7.. probably does not 
come under this head. Cp. 1 Sam. 8. 5. abcy, App. p. 319. 
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sioning’; but in 1 C. 10. 2 -icavro of BKLP appears to be wrong 
and -icOnoav to be the only right reading, whereas in L. 11. 38 
eBartio Ay in the quite different sense of ‘washed his hands’ is wrong 
(min. 700 correctly ¢Samricaro), 

® 

$56. THE TENSES. PRESENT TENSE. 

1. It was shown in a previous discussion in § 14, 1 that every 
tense has generally speaking a double function to perform, at least 
in the indicative: it expresses at once an action (continuance, 
completion, continuance in completion), and a time-relation (present, 
past, future), and the latter absolutely, i.e. with reference to the 
stand-point of the speaker or narrator, not relatively, z.e. with refer- 
ence to something else which occurs in the speech or narrative. 
In the case of the future, however, the function of defining action 
has disappeared from the Greek of the N.T., and the moods of this 
tense (including the infinitive and participle) were originally formed 
to denote a relative time-relation (with reference to the principal 
action of the sentence), and only in so far as they were necessary 
for this purpuse: hence it happens that a future conjunctive! and 
imperative never existed. The moods, with the exception just 
mentioned, are not used to express the time-relation but only the 
character of the action. 

2. The present denotes therefore an action (1) as viewed in its 
duration (its progress), (2) as taking place in present time. In the 
latter case the present may be regarded as a point of time, with the 
addition of the time immediately preceding and succeeding it, as in 
ypadw ‘I am writing (now),’ or again the time included on either 
side of the present moment may be extended more and more, until 
it finally embraces all time, as in 0 Geds eotrv. Again, the idea of 
repetition may be added to, or substituted for, that of duration, so 
that what in itself is not continuous, is yet in virtue of its repetition 
viewed as in a certain measure continuous: this is more clearly seen 
in the case of past time: ¢Gadev ‘he struck,’ eBarrev ‘he struck 
repeatedly or continuously.’ A distinction between the present 
strictly so called, denoting something which really takes place at 
the present moment, and the wider use, can only be made by 
means of " periphrasis, rvyydvw wy (this however is not found in 
the N.T., § 73, 4). 

3. Since the opposite to duration is completion (expressed by the 
aorist), the present may be used with sufficient clearness to denote, 
as such, an action which has not yet reached completion, where we 
have recourse to the auxiliary verb ‘will.’ Jo. 10. 32 dca rotov avrav 
ipyov eye AcOdere (‘will ye stone met’): G. 5. 4 olrives ev voum 
SixacovaGe ‘would be justified’: Jo. 13. 6 virres. The imperfect 
more often has this (conative) meaning. 

1Tt is true that instances of it are found in the mss. of the N.T., e.g. 1 C. 
13. 3 xavdjowpae CK. 
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4. Since in the case of actions viewed as completed, there exists. 
for obvious reasons no form to express present time (as it were a 
present of the aorist), the present tense must also in certain cases 
take over this function as well (aoristic present, Burton, N.T. Moods 
and Tenses p. 9). If Peter in A. 9. 34 says*to Aeneas iarai ce 
'Inoots Xpucrds, the meaning is not, ‘ He is engaged in healing thee,’ 
but ‘He completes the cure at this moment, as I herewith announce 
to thee’: under the same category comes zapayyéAAw oot «.t.A, in 
A. 16. 18 (the expulsion of a demon), where in a similar way an 
action is denoted from the stand-point of the actor and speaker as 
being completed in the present, which the narrator from his own 
point of view would have expressed by the aorist as completed in 
the past, rapyyyecAcv.! With this belongs dowdferas ‘sends greet- 
ing’: to which the corresponding term is always dumdcacée ‘ greet,’ 

5. The present also habitually takes an aoristic meaning, where 
an interchange of times takes place, and it is used in lively, realistic 
narrative as the historic present. This usage is frequent, as it is 
in classical authors, in the New Testament writers of narrative, 
except in Luke’s writings, where we seldom meet with it. Jo. 1. 29 
7 éxatiptov Br™mer... kal A€yer...3 35 TH ewatprov madAw cioTr}KEL 
(pluperf. =impf. is retained)... 36 Kal... Aéyer...3; 43 TH émadvpiov 
iGeAnoev Ge Oeiv (according to Chrys. ¢&7AGev) ... kat evptoxer; thus 
the tendency appears to be for the circumstances or what may gener- 
ally be described as incidentals to be denoted by past tenses, and the 
principal actions (which take place under the circumstances described?) 
by the present, while the final results are again expressed by the 
aorist, because there realistic narrative would be unnatural: 39 7A a1 
otv Kat eloav ... kal... guevav. Even apart from narrative the present 
is used in a similar way: ibid. 15 “Iwdvys paptuped rept avTov Kat 
kexpayev (Attic = kpacet).” 

6. “Hxw, as is well known, has a perfect meaning (L. 15. 27 etc.) ; 
(rdpeory ‘are come hither’ A. 17. 6 is a present used for the perfect. 
of another verb [Burton, p. 10], as arexw is used for dreiAnda in 
Mt. 6. 2). Further dxotw is ‘I hear’ in the sense of ‘I have heard’ 
(L. 9. 9, 1 ©. 11. 18, 2 Th. 3. 11, as in classical Greek ; an equivalent 
for it would be Aéyerar, where the use of the present is no more 
remarkable than in dxoverat 1 C. 5.1). ’Adexd in A. 25. 11 beside 
d£vov Yavarov rerpaya re (and following ovdev ydixyKxa in verse 10)* 
means ‘I am guilty,’ ‘am a criminal’ as in Aftic (this use occurs 
here only ; in Mt. 20. 13 the word has the ordinary meaning of the 

' Burton quotes in this connection (besides A. 26. 1 émirpérera etc.) adievral 
gov ai auapriac Mc. 2. 5, Mt. 9. 2 etc., and rightly, at least if this reading is to 
be trusted (cp. § 23, 7). 

* Rodemeyer, Diss. inaug. Basel 1889 (Priis. histor. bei Herodot. u. Thukyd.) 
endeavours to show that the historic present expresses something which takes 
place at or directly after a point of time already indicated: this theory holds 
good up to a certain noint. Mt. 2. 13 dvaywpnodvrwv atrdv ldo dyyedos Kupiou 
paiverar (Win.; but there is a v.]. épdvn); Herm. Vis. i. 1. 3 d:aBds FAPov.. Kai 
TLOW Ta ydvara. 

>Thus it appears that the perfect remains where there is a reference to 
particular trespasses ; the present is only used of the general result. 

*v, App. p. 319. 
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pres.); also 6 vxov in Ap. 2. 7 etc. may remind one of the Attic 
use of vexw for ‘I am a conqueror,’ while rpacoce in A. 26. 31 refers 
to Paul’s whole manner of life and his Christianity in particular. 
Throughout these remarks we are concerned only with the special 
usage of individuale verbs, and not with the general syntactical 
employment of the present. 

7. Presents such as those in L. 15. 29 rocatra érn SovrAetw cor 
(ep. 13, 7 dod tpia ery ad’ ob Epyoput, Jo. 8. 58 etyé, 15. 27 eore, and 
many others) are by no means used for pertects: on the contrary, 
no other form was possible, because the continuance or the recur- 
rence of the action in the present had to be included in the 
expression. 

8. Present for future.—The classical language is also acquainted 
with a (lively and imaginative) present for future in the case of 
prophecies (é.g. in an oracle in Herodot. vii. 140 f.), and this present 
—-a sort of counterpart to the historic present—is very frequent in 
the predictions of the N.T. It is not attached to any definite verbs, 
and it is purely by accident that ¢pyouus appears with special fre- 
quency in this sense: Jo. 14. 3 edv erotpdow Torov vpiv, wad Epyopuat 
Kal rapadrpuvonas tas ;“So esp. 6 epxopevos ‘He who is to come’ (the 
Messiah) Mt. 11. 3, ep. 1]. 14 ?HAias 6 weAAwv epyerGar, 17. 11 7HA. 
epxerat, But we find equally well: Me. 9. 31 6 vids rot dvOpwrov 
TmapadvSotar (= peAAe mapadidocGa. Mt. 17. 22)..., Kat daroKxtevotow 
atitov,’ Mt. 27. 63 pera tpets amepus eyeipoxat: Herm. Vis. it. 2. 4 
adievtat, The present is also used without any idea of prophecy, 
if the matter is mentioned as something that is certain to take place, 
so that péeAAe (epxerGar) could have been used: eg. in Jo. 4. 35 
éT. TeTpapnvos ert. kat 6 Gepirpods epyerar, Mt. 24. 43 wotu. pvdaky 6 
kAertys epxetat, and repeatedly in é€ws epyopae (-erar), see § 65, 10; 
in other cases €Aevoopuar is necessary, Mt. 24. 5, Me. 12. 9, 13. 6 ete. 
But verbs of going and coming when used in the present also have 
the meaning of being in course of going (or coming), in which case 
the arrival at the goal still lies in the future: Jo. 3. 8 roGev epxerae 
} Tov wraye, almost =is about to go, 8. 14 7odev 7AGov Kat rod trdyw 
... TOOEV EpXoput 7) TOV b7.; SO TOU tmayw -es In Jo. 14. 4 f., Topevopar 
ibid. 2, 12, A. 20; 22°: GVEPulvoper Mt. 20. 15; Jo. 20. 17 (but in Jo. 

7. 8 otk dvaPuivw ets THY EoptrV TavTyv the present is used for future).° 

9. Present used to express relative time (cp. 1).—It is a well- 
known fact that when the speech of another person is directly 
repeated the tenses refer to the points of time of the speech itself, 
and that in the classical language the form of oratio obliqua is 
frequently assimilated in this respect to that of direct speech. In 
the N.T. the use of oratio obliqua is certainly not favoured, 
and that of oratio recta predominates; but it is noteworthy that 
subordinate sentences after verbs of perception and belief are assi- 
milated to oratio recta, and the tenses therefore have a relative 
meaning. Thus Mt. 2. 22 axovoas dre ’ApyéAaos Bacrrdeier: Jo. 6. 24 
eidev 6 dxAoS Otte "Incovs ovK eorti exet.4 This practice also appears 
in the classical language, but not as a general rule, whereas in the 

abedy, App. p. 319. 
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N.T. the rule is so far established that the imperfect in such 
sentences must in most cases be rendered by the pluperfect, since 
it refers to an earlier time than that spoken of, § 57, 6. Still we 
have Jo. 16. 19 éyvw dre 4Gedov (v1. nueAdov) avrdv épwrav, with 
which cp. the instances of pluperf. for the usuas. perf. in § 59, 6; 18. 
32 HmeAAev after onpatvur, cp. § 61, 2 (A. 22. 2 axovoavres dtu rpo- 
epuver, but the better reading is zpoodwvet DEH). The aorist 
however may be used: Me. 12. 12 €yvwoav ore efrev (Mt. 21. 45 has 
dru A€yea = EXeye). See also the Future, § 61, 2. 

§ 57. IMPERFECT AND AORIST INDICATIVE. 

1. The distinction between continuous and completed action is 
most sharply marked in the case of the imperfect and aorist indica- 
tive, and moreover this distinction is observed with the same 
accuracy in the N.T. as in classical Greek. 

2. Repetition, as such, is regarded as continuous action, and 
expressed by the imperfect (cp. § 56, 2), as also is action left 
uncompleted (Imperf. de conatu, cp. § 56, 3). Exx.: (a) A. 2. 45 ra 
KTHpaTaA erimparkov kat drepepiCov avTa rao; this frequently hap- 
pened, although it is not stated that it took place or was carried 
into effect in every case (aorist), cp. 4. 34, 18. 8, Mc. 12. 41; 
(b) A. 7. 26 cuviAAarcev abtovs eis etpyvynv, ‘sought to reconcile,’ 
‘26. 11 avdyxafov BrAardynpetv, where however the imperf. also 
expresses repetition (like ¢d¢wxov ibid.), L. 1. 59 exadAovy aro 
Zayapiay ‘wished to call him Z.,’ Mt 3. 14 dvexdAvey ‘wished or 
tried to prevent Him’ (A. 27. 41 éAvero ‘began to be broken up’). 

3. The action is further regarded as continuous if the manner of 
it is vividly portrayed. H. 11. 17 wiores rpocevijvoyev ’ABpadp tov 
Ioadk ..., Kal Tov povoyery) tpore fepev k.7.A., a Supplementary char- 
acterization of the peculiar feature of this instance.* A. 5. 26 ayev 
avrovs od pera Blas, cp. 27 ayayovres de (conclusion of the act) avrovs 
ETTHTAV ; 4 eropEvovTo yxalpovres ATS Tporwrov TOD cvvedptov (it Was 
here unnecessary to denote the conclusion of the act); 15. 3 dujpyovro 
... €xdupyovmevor THY Excatpopyv Tov €Ovav, Kal érotovy (everywhere) 
xapav peyaAny... (conclusion given in 4 mapayevopevor 5é); 15. 41 is 
similar ; on the other hand, we have in 16. 6 dijADov Se tHv Ppvyiar 
(where there is no description). See also 21. 3 érAéopev eis Xupiay, 
Kat KaTHABopev eis TUpov, where (as in 18. 22, 21. 15) the description 
consists in the statement of the direction (eis ...); cp. 21. 30 efAKov 
E£w TOU Lepov, Kai evOdws éxrcicOnoav at Odpas (i.e. after the first action 
had been completed, so that there is an indirect indication of its 
completion), whereas in 14. 19 the reading éovpav (instead of érvpov) 
efw THs Toews is preferable, as otherwise the completion of the act, 
which certainly was carried out, would be in no way indicated. 
Occasionally, however, we do find an imperfect contrasted with a 
subsequent verb denoting completion, where the descriptive clause 
has not previously been expressed: 21. 20 éd£éaCov rdv Oedv, efrdv Te 
(‘they glorified God for a long time and in various ways, till finall 

“vy, App. p. 319. 
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they said’); 18. 19 SueAéyero Trois "lovdators (D, the other MSs. wrongly 
read -Aeéaro or -Aéy On), the conclusion is given in 20 f. (but in 17. 2 
[SueAéyero HLP is the right reading, see § 20, 1] the descriptive 
clause is present, and repetition is also expressed by the impertf.). 
The most striking #hstance is 27. 1 f. wapediSouv ... ewyPavres oe, 
where the aorist (Lat. ¢rudidit) must be considered to be required by 
the sense. Vice vers, the aorist is used by anticipation in 28. 14 
A Oapev, cp 15, 16; still more remarkable is Jo. 4. 3 arqAGev eis 
viv TadtAalav, whereas in 4 ff. we have the events which happened 
on the way and the arrival in Galilee only comes in verse 45.—In 
the Pauline Epistles ep. 1 C. 10. 4 ércov (the fact), emivov yap €x 
TVEUMATLKYS TET PUS (the manner), 10. 11 Tavra TUTKas cuveBaiveyv 

(manner and each thing considered individually), cp. with 6 tatra 
rirot yuav eyevyOnoay (result and all considered collectively). 

4. There are certain verbs in Attic, which in virtue of their 
special meaning to some extent prefer the form of incompleted 
action: that is to say, the action in question finds its true end and 
aim in the act of another person, without which it remains incom- 
plete and without result, and the imperfect is used according as this 
fuct requires to.be noticed. To this category belong KeAcvev, agvory, 
rapake\ever Oat, epwrav, réurev, arootéAAcv and many others. In 
the N.T. xeAevey like rpoordtrew and mrapayyéAAav always denotes 
an authoritative command, the accomplishment of which is under- 
stood as a matter of course: hence we have exéAevoev (as in Attic In 
this instance) like tpoceragev, rapiyyyecAev;! likewise always erepifev, 
dméotecAev; on the other hand, para (eryp.), with the meanings 
‘questioned’ and ‘ besought,’ is found as well as xpaérycev (ernp.), and 
mapexdre (for Att. rapexeAevero, which does not appear) as well as 
mapexdrcrev (rapyver A. 27. 9, literary language, 1fcov 15. 38, ditto), 
but used in such a way that the choice of the one tense or the other 
on each occasion can generally be satisfactorily accounted for. Thus 
in A. 10. 48 jpdryocav is necessary, because the fulfilment of the 
request which did take place is only indicated by means of this 
aorist, 23. 18 is similar, whereas 2jpw7a ‘besought’ in 3. 3 is used 
quite in the manner above indicated ; ‘asking a question’ 1s gener- 
ally expressed by apwrycev (as it is in Attic or by jpero), but in 
Mc. 8. 5 by ipwra, 23 éxnpdza, 29 ditto (which might also be 
employed in other places where the aorist is found, eg. 9. 16); 

 rapexdrecar Mt. 8. 34 of the Gergesenes who besought Jesus to 
depart (L. 8. 37 has ijpérnrav and Mc. 5.17 npgavto tapaxadetv, but 
D zapexcdovv), where the fulfilment of the request necessarily 
followed; Mt. 18. 32 ddaxd cor, érevdy mapexddAcoas pe (the mere 
request was sufficient), 26.53 wapuxaréoat Tov warepa (ditto), A. 8. 31 
mTopexdrcoev avaBavTa xalico. (the fulfilment is not mentioned as 
self-evident) ; on the other hand wapexdAe appears in A. 27. 33, 
L. 8. 41 ete? In Jo, 4. 52 ervOero is incorrectly used, and the 
correct form érvyOavero has weak attestation (in 13. 24 mv@éeoOor 
[which should strictly be rvv@dver Ga] is only read by AD al., while 

12v, App. p. 331. 
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other MSS. have a quite different reading). On the other hand 
ervvOdvero is found correctly in Mt. 2. 4, L. 15. 26, 18. 36, A. 4. 7, 
10. 18 (BC erivOovro), 21. 33, 23. 19 f—(Another instance of the 
aorist in John’s Gospel, arjAGev ets tHv PadscAaiav 4. 3, is at least 
remarkable, since the aorist denotes the jéurney as completed, 
whereas in verses 4 ff. we have an account of what happened on the 
way, and the arrival in Galilee is not reached till verse 45. With 
this may be compared A. 28. 14 7A @upev, cp. 15, 16.)—With verbs 
of requesting is associated mpooxurvetv, which when it has this mean- 
ing is used as regularly in the imperfect (Mt. 8. 2, 9. 18, 15. 25 
8*BDM), as it is in the aorist with the meaning of ‘to do homage’ 
(Mt. 2. 11, 14. 33 etc.). 

5. For the interchange of ¢deyev (-ov) and etwev (-av, -ov) the follow- 
ing rules may be laid down. The individual utterance of an 
individual person is principally denoted by the aorist ; on the other 
hand, the utterances of an indefinite number of persons are regularly 
expressed by the imperfect, which may also be thought to look 
forward to the conclusion given by the speech of the leading 
person, which is subsequently appended: A. 2. 13 with which 
cp.14.1 "EXeyev is sometimes used before speeches of greater length, 
as in L. 6. 20 before the Sermon on the Mount, after a series of 
descriptive clauses in the imperf. in verses 18 and 19 (Mt. 5. 2 intro- 
duces this Sermon with the words edidackev A€ywv) ; again there is 
a tendency to link on additional remarks to the preceding narrative 
by means of kat edXeyev or €A. de, Mc. 4. 21, 24, 26, 30, 7. 9, 20, 
L. 5. 36, 6. 5, 9. 23 and passim, while in other passages eirev is 
used, L. 6. 39, 15. 11 etc. The words introduced by this verb may 
always be looked at in two ways: they may be viewed as a sentence 
which has been delivered or a speech that is being delivered, and so 
Thucydides introduces his speeches sometimes with éAcyev, some- 
times with <Aefe. Cp. also the use of Aeywr (not ear), so frequently 
added to another verbum dicendi. 

6. The imperfect in statements after verbs of perception (and 
believing) is generally relative in so far as it refers to a time previous 
to the time of perception, and must consequently be rendered by the 
pluperfect ; synchronism (of the thing perceived and the perception 
of it) is similarly expressed by the present, § 56,9. It is evident 
that the imperfect here still preserves its sense of continous action. 
Mc. 11. 32 efyov tov "Iwavyv ote rpodpitys iv, had been; A. 3. 10 
ereyivwoKov OTe Hv 6 KaOijpevos; 15. 3 ySdecav Tov raTépa avdTrovd (who 
was dead) éru"KAAny trnpxev; Jo. 5. 13 ot We tis Hv (D for éoruy), 
had been; 6. 22 idwv (v.1. efdov, better edws with e) dre ovK Fv. In 
9. 8 ot Gewpovyres adtdv +b mpdtepov (75 mpd. is wanting in | Syr. 
Lewis. Chrys.) ér« rpocairys jv, the word Gewpeiv itself refers back to 
the same previous time to which the dependent clause refers; as this 
tame remains unexpressed in the participle, it had to be expressed in 
the dependent clause by the imperfect.—For exceptions, sce § 56, 9." 

. 1 Jo. 11. 37 rwés dé €£ atr&v elroy (after aeyor of "Iovdaio. 36; AKII also have 
éX\eyov in 37). “vy, App. p. 319. 
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7. The aorist, which denotes completion, may also express the 
entering upon a state or condition, when it is known as the ‘ingres- 
sive aorist’; strictly speaking, verbs of this class contain in themselves 
an inchoative meaning besides that denoting the state: the former 
meaning becomes progninent in the aorist, and the latter mainly in 
the present (the former meaning also, though rarely, appears in the 
present, as in yypdoxw ‘become old’ beside ynpaw ‘be old’: in Latin 
these inceptive presents are wide-spread). Thus eotynoev A. 15. 12 
“became silent,’ errumyewrey 2 C. & g ‘became poor,’ R. 14. 9 (Ap. 
13. 14, 20. 4) é¢noev ‘ became alive.’ 

8. An action which the use of the aorist shows to have been com- 
pleted (to have taken place), need not by any means have been a 
momentary action, but may have actually extended, and even be 
expressly stated to have extended, over any length of time, provided 
that it is only the completion and the conclusion of it which is 
emphasized, this being just the force of the aorist. "EGiw zwoAXAd ern, 
but then he died. “Ery Svo pg, but then he was deposed. It is 
different with xaxos ¢(y7 (where the manner of life is emphasized : 
the conclusion is left out of consideration) ; and dexaiws Fpxe (dex. 
np&e would be in most cases ingressive, ‘he came by his office 
honestly’). Tliv same explanation applies to A. 28. 30 enervev dueriav 
SAnv év diy prcGwpare (but then this condition of things came to an 
end), 14. 3 tkavov ypovoy duérpupav (until the end of their stay, nar- 
rated in verses 5 and 6, the length of which is summarily indicated 
in verse 3),) 18. 11 éxd@irev (Paul ‘sat’ i.e. stayed in Corinth) 
eviauTov Kat pyvas e€€ (until his departure). In all these cases the 
only reason for the aorist is to be found in the added note of the 
length of the stay, which necessarily suggests the end of the 
particular state of things ; Luke even says (A. 11. 26) éyevero airots 
éviauTov dAov cuvayOnvar év tH exKAnoia, although orvvayerGaur (‘to 
assemble themselves’) is certainly ro continuous action, but only 
something repeated at regular intervals. But repeated actions, if 
summed up and limited to a certain number of times, may also be 
expressed by an aorist, as in tpis épaBdicOnv 2 C. 11. 25, and this 
tense may likewise be used where the separate actions of different 
persons are comprehended in a single word, wavres yup ex Tov mepic- 
gevovTos autots eSarov Mc. 12. 44, since in a comprehensive statement 
of this kind the idea of the individual actions which succeed each 
other becomes lost (previously in 41 we have zoAAoi wAotvoros ¢BardAov 
woAAa).—If the aorist of a verb like pévecv is used without any state- 
ment of the duration of time, then it denotes merely the fact that 
the stay took place, as opposed to departure: Jo. 7. 9 euewev ev rH 
TadtAaig = ovk aveBn eis “lepordAvpa, 10. 40 euecvev éxet ‘He settled 
down there,’ without (for the present) returning to Judaea (B épevev). 

9. The meaning of past time, which generally attaches itself to 
the aorist, is lost in the ease of the so-called gnomic aorist, which 

1 Qn the other hand, we have in 14. 28 dérpiBov xpsvov odk édlyov, where there 
is no reference to a definite length of time; cp. 16. 12, 25. 14. 

*v, App. p. 319. 
N 
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case is expressed by the present, if no definite aim or end for the 
action is In prospect, or if the manner or character of the action is 
taken into account, or again if the thing demanded (in the case of a 
prohibition, the thing forbidden) is already in existence. Exx.: 
(a) Mt. 26. 38 = Me. 14. 34 petvare de® kat ypyyupeire per’ euot, L. 22. 
40, 46 mporedyer Ge pu} ctoeA Get cis wetpacpov. Frequently we have 
vraye, Or wopevov, which indeed are often found even where the aim 
or end is stated: A. 22. 10 avacras ropevov (‘go forth’) cis Aapacxov 
(‘as far as D.’), xaxet «7.4, ep. 8. 26, 10. 20; Mt. 25. 9 ropevecbe 
mpos Tovs TwAovyras (in this and that direction, where you may find 
a seller) kat dyopdoate (aim) eavrais, cp. 25. 41 (where one should 
place a comma after xatnpapevor);? L. 5. 24 ropevou eis TOV otkdv Gov 
(expressing rather direction than aim; whether he reaches his house 
or not, is beside the question), Jo. 20. 17. On the other hand, we 
have ropev@nre in Mt. 8. g=L. 7. 8 (ropetov in LDX; a general’s 
command to his soldiers; the goal or end is omitted through abbrevi- 
ation),1 A. 9. 11, 28. 26 O.T. (0) 1 P. 4. 15 yo) tes tyov racyérw 
és hoveds «7.4.3 1 C. 7. 36 ef O€ Tis doyrporvely... vopice..., 0 Gere 
TOUiTW OVX dpapTaver’ ‘yapeiTwoav, cp. in the contrasted case in 37 
type, and 38 6 yapifwv ... KaA@s Totes Kal 6 po) yapicwv Kpeiocoy 
mrotjyoet. In this passage the quality of the proceedings is in question: 
unseemly or seemly—sinful or not sinful—good, better. (c)"L. 8. 52 
exAaiov ...0 O€ edrev' py KAatere, JO. 20. 17 pu} prov drrov (a thing 
which has therefore already taken place or been attempted). Fre- 
quently px) :boBov, poBetobe, L. 5. 10, 8 50, Me. 5. 36, 6. 50 ete. 
(Mt. 1. 20 pay foBynOns raparaPelv is different, ‘do not abstain from 
fear’); Ja. 1. 7 pi oto Ow (cp. Jo. 5. 45 pr) Soxetre ; but in 2 C. 11, 
16 we have py tis pe dof, where the opinion certainly cannot yet 
have been entertained; cp. Mt. 3. 9, 5. 17, 10. 34 ‘do not let the 
thought arise ’).?—’AcracacGe is the form always used in greetings 
{even in 3 Jo. 15 according to¥)*; the aorist is found in all the 
petitions of the Lord’s Prayer, partly to express the desire for com- 
plete fulfilment, partly with reference to the particular occasion of 
the petition and the requirement for the time being: only in L. 11. 
3 do we have tov dprov ... didov (RD wrongly read dds as in Mt.) ajpiv 
+d Kad’ Hpépay (D oijpepov as in Mt.). 

3. Present and aorist infinitive—In the infinitive the distinction 
between the two forms is on the whole easy to comprehend. Oéav 
is generally followed by the aorist infinitive, as is the cerresponding 

1Tn the same passage in Mt. and Le. pyou must either mean ‘go with me,’ 
cp. Jo. 1. 47 épxou kai ide, ‘ go with me,’ 1. 40, 11, 34, or ‘come back again,’ as in 
Arrian Epict. i. 25. 10 (quoted in the Appendix, p. 319) there follows 
mopevouat ; then a fresh command ‘‘”Epxov,”’ to which the reply is épxoua.* 

1*y, App. p. 332. 
2 A special instance is dépe, pépere ‘bring’ (the pres. imperat. is always found 

with the simple verb, except in Jo. 21. 10 évéyxare), which as in classical Greek 
is used for the aorist as well, there being no aorist derived from this stem. 
But in the compound verb a distinction was made: Mt. 8. 4 mpocéveyxe 7d SWpov 
(i-jvnction as to what ought to be done), 5. 24 dadAd-yn... kal rére mpdrpepe 
7d 5&péy cov (injunction as to the manner and circumstances in which it may 
be done; ‘ then mayest thou bring’). abedvy, App. pp. 319-320. 
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Attic word BovAec Oat, and naturally so, as the wish usually looks on 
to the fulfilment; exceptions such as GéAw eivat, tt Gedere radu 
dxovev (LD -ovcar) Jo. 9. 27 (‘to hear the same thing perpetually’), 
are easily explained.g In the same way the aorist inf. is the pre- 
dominant form after Sivactat, Suvards, kedevew etc. (exeAevov paPditew 
A. 16. 22 expresses duration, cp. § 57, 4, note 1). Méddew, on the 
other hand, in the N.T. as in classical Greek only rarely takes the 
aorist inf.: (A. 12. 6 AB), R. 8.16 and G. 3. 23 péAAoveay azroxa- 
AvPOjvae (but droxahiarerGae 1 P. 5. 1), Ap. 3. 2, 16, 12. 4, where 
the aorist is obviously correctly employed, while the present if used 
in this connection goes beyond the proper sphere of that tense. In 
classical Greek the most frequent construction of peAXAev is that with 
the future inf., which in the active and middle voices usually has a 
neutral meaning so far as the kind of action is concerned ; but since 
the vulgar language abandoned this form of expression (uéAAev with 
a fut. inf. occurs only in the Acts, see § 61, 3), it allowed the present 
inf. to be used with the same range as the fut. inf. had previously 
possessed : peAAee rapadiduc bar Mt. 17, 22, for which we have also 
merely zapadisorat, see § 56, 8. —’Edm(tev in the N.T. takes the 
aorist inf. (instead of the fut.), correctly so far as the action is con- 
cerned ; cp. § 61, 3. Elsewhere too the infinitives keep their proper 
force: R. 14. 21 «addy 7d py hayety kpéa pnde reety otvov punde ev @ 6 
ddeAos cov TporKorrTe. Means, ‘it is a good thing at times not to eat 
meat, if offence is given thereby,’ and the passage is not to be under- 
stood of continual abstinence. 

4, Present and aorist participle.—A participle used in connection 
with a finite verb generally at first sight appears to denote relative 
time, namely, the aorist participle to denote a past event, and the 
present participle a simultaneous event, especially as the future 
participle (like the fut. infin. and optat.) does really express some- 
thing relatively future. Actually, however, the aorist participle 
contains no more than the idea of completion; if therefore the 
participle is followed by a finite verb, the sequence of events usually 
is, that the first-mentioned action was accomplished when the latter 
took place, just as the same sequence of events is expressed, if 
instead of a participle and a finite verb two finite verbs connected by 
kat are employed. This temporal relation, however, is not neces- 
sarily implied in either case: the phrase mpocevédpevos etrav A, 1. 
24=TporevEavTo Kal etrav=mpocetgavto eimovtes (cp. Me. 14. 39) 
denotes not merely simultaneous, but identical actions. If the parti- 
ciple stands in the second place, as in Mt. 27. 4 7japrov rapadots 
aipa afwov, or Mc. 1. 31 Hyepev attiv Kparioas THs xewpds, it may 
happen, as in the second of these instances, that the true sequence 
of time is not expressed, though in reality it is self-evident. Still in 
spite of this the reading of the majority of the Mss. in Acts 25. 13 is 
not Greek, ’Aypimzas kat Bepvixn xarjAOov eis Kaurdpevav domacdpevor 
tov Pyorov (since the participle always, as such, expresses an accom- 
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panying circumstance, which in this passage, where the arrival is 
being narrated, cannot yet be regarded as concluded): the other 
reading dowacdpevoe is the correct one.! On the other hand, the 
present participle is occasionally used after the main verb, since the 
future participle is so rarely found (see § 61, 4), to denote an action 
which at least in its complete fulfilment is subsequent to the action 
of the main verb: A. 18. 23 e€jAGev (from Antioch) dcepyopevos tv 
Tararixiy ywpav (1.6. Kat dujpyero), 14. 21 f. tréeorpeyay eis Tv 
Atortpay ... erirtnpifovtes Tas Wvxas Tov pabytoav: 21. 2 evpdvTes 
wXotov Starrepwv ets Powvixny, 3 exetoe TO wAOtov tv aromopTiCopevov TLV 
youov. In these last two passages the pres. part. clearly takes the 
place of weAAwy with the inf, ¢.g. eueAAev arodoptifer Gar, so that they 
are to be compared with 6 épyopevos=6 perXdXov EepyerOar and rapu- 
didorat = péAAer rapadidooGar § 56, 8; in the first two passages the 
participle is tacked on as it were to a finite verb instead of a second 
finite verb, to denote a subsequent action which in view of the actors’ 
designs and preparations is regarded as already beginning to take 
place. In the following passages the fut. part. could have been 
used: A. 15. 27 drecréAKkapey dmayyéXAovtras (but cp. Thucyd. vii. 
26. 9 erenwav dyyeXAovras Kiithner ii.? 121 f.), 21. 16 curpdAbor... 
ayovres.—The present participle when it stands before the main verb 
may denote something that is already past: E. 4. 28 6 xAertwv (he 
who stole hitherto) pyxére KAerrérw, Ap. 20, 10 6 tAavay = Os érdava; 
also Mt. 27. 40 6 katradvwv ... Kal olkodopmv = Os KaTéAves k.7.A. 
(‘wouldest destroy’), since it is obvious that the pres. part. like the 
pres. indic. may have a conative force (Mt. 23. 13 rovs esrepyopevors). 

$ so. THE PERFECT. 

1. The perfect (as also the pluperfect) unites in itself as it were 
present and aorist, since it expresses the continuance of completed 
action: before the form xaSéoraxa for ‘I have placed’ arose, this 
meaning was expressed by <yw (pres.) katacrijcas (aor.),? and a per- 
fect like rerAnpwxare in Acts 5. 28 may be resolved into erAnpocare 
Kat vuv wAnpyns eoti. In the N.T. this form of the verb is still 
constantly employed, and in a manner corresponding almost entirely 
to its classical uses: although at a subsequent period the popular 
language abandoned the old perfect, and let these forms, while they 
still continued in existence, do duty for the aorist. ; 

2. The present meaning so entirely preponderates with certain 
verbs (as in classical Greek), that the aoristic meaning disappears 
altogether: ¢.g. in Kéxpayev Jo. 1. 15 a word borrowed from the 
literary language in place of the Hellenistic xpdfer, ep. § 56, 5; 

1'The use of the aor. in John 11. 2 is noteworthy, #v 5é Mapp 7 adelaca Tov 
kvpiov wvpy, Which is explained ‘who as ts well known (cp. Mt. 26. 13) did (or, 
has done) this,’ although this story belongs to a later time and is told at a later 
point in the narrative, 12. 1 ff; but the verse is certainly an interpolation. 
Mt. 10. 4 Iovdas 6 xal rapadods a’rdv is different, = ds kai rapédwxev avrov Mc. 3. 19. 

2 Demosth. xix. 288. 
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eoTyKka (cp.3), rero.Oa, penvypat (piprvyoKopat is almost unrepresented, 
only in H. 2. 6, 13. 3)!; also re6v7xa ‘I am dead,’ 7Amcka eis iva 
Jo. 5. 45 etc. ‘1 have set my hope upon,’=I hope, but a stronger 
form than ¢Ari(w, beyause the continuance of the hope which has 
been formed is expressed by the perfect ; similarly wéreurpas ‘I am 
convinced’ R. 8. 38 etc.; aynuar ‘I believe’ or ‘reckon’ (class.) 
A. 26. 2 in Paul’s speech before Agrippa (but in Ph. 3. 7 with its 
ordinary meaning ‘I have reckoned’). 

3. Inversely, the aoristic meaning of the perfect may be brought 
into prominence and the other be made subordinate, without affecting 
the correctness of the employment of this tense. This happens in 
2 Tim. 4. 7 tov Kadbv ayova rjydvicpat, Tov Spopov teréXeKa, TV 
miotiw TeTHpHKA, Viz. up till now, and the existing result inferred 
from this is stated in verse 8: Aourdy droKeTaé por 6 THS Stxaorr'vys 
aredhavos. In the well-known phrase @ yeypada yéypada the first 
perfect has more of an aoristic, the second more of a present mean- 
ing. In the following passages the aorist and perfect are clearly 
distinguished :*A. 21. 28 "EAAnvas eioyyayev eis TO iepov Kal KeKolvKev 
Tov ayov Térov, the introduction of these persons that took place has 
produced a lasting effect of pollution; 1 C. 15. 3 f. éru Xpurrds 
dmwéBavev ... kat dts érady Kai Ore eyiyeptar TH Huepa TH TpiTy; 
A, 22. 15 €on paptus... Gv éwpakas kat ykovoas, the fact that Paul 
has seen the Lord is that which permanently gives him his consecra- 
tion as an Apostle (hence Paul himself says in 1 C. 9.1 otk eiui 
dnorToAos ; ovxt Incovr ... ewpaxa ;), whereas the hearing (verses 7 ff ) 
is far less essential.” Only it must be borne in mind that the perfect 
is not used in all cases where it might have been used, i.e. where 
there is an actually existing result at the present time: the aorist 
has extended its province at the expense of the perfect, and here 
there is certainly a distinction between the language of the New 
Testament and the classical language. Thus Mt. 23. 2 éri ris 
Mwicéws KaGedpas exadurav of ypapparteis, though they still sit 
thereon : cp. H. 1. 35 8. 1, 10. 12 for exafioev: KexaOexev only 

appears in 12. 2°; Me. 3. 21 €Aeyor ore é£eary (he is beside himself), 
where D* has efeorarar; 2 C. 5. 13 e€eoTnpcv opposed to cwdporor- 
pev 3 extnka had acquired too much of a present sense to be able to 
lend itself still to a true perfect meaning, and it is for this reason 
that ‘He is risen’ is never expressed by dvéornxev (but by ryepOn, 
which is another instance of aorist for perfect, and éyiyeptae 
Me. 6. 14, Paul in 1 C. 15. passim, 2 Tim. 2. 8). Cp. § 57, 9 (even 
classical Greek has some similar instances of the aorist for perfect, as 

1 Kéxrnuar does not appear in the N.T., but only xrijcac@a and xrac@at. 
2 Also Jo. 3. 32 5 édpaxe kat Fxovee, where likewise the principal emphasis is 

laid on the seeing,*but in 5. 37, 1 Jo. 1. 1, 3 we have éwpdxayev and dxynxéaper 
in close connection, where the hearing is regarded as. equally essential. 
‘Ewpaxa also appears in L. 24. 23, Jo. 19. 35, 20. 18 and passim ; dx7jxoa is rare 
and nowhere found in Mt., Mce., or Luke. 

SIt is preceded by tréuewe cravpdv ('Incots), and followed in verse 3 by 
dvadoyicacbe Tov Tota’Tny broueuernkdTa .., dvTiNoyiav, the perfect being due to 
the abiding example which He offers us. 

“v, App. p. 320. 1* vy, App. p. 352. 
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in the saying of Euripides: tis otdev ef 75 Ghyv péev eote KaTOavetv 
[=reOvdvarl|, TO KatOaveiy de Gv KaTw vopicerus 5). 

4, The use of the perfect instead of the aorist, in consequence of 
the popular intermixture of the two tenses (ide supra 1), appears 
undoubtedly in the Apocalypse: 5. 7 aAG@e Kat e’Ande, cp. 8. 5, 7. 14 
cionxa (B etrov), cp. 19. 3: in forms, therefore, in which the 
reduplication is not clearly marked. The following perfects have 
an equally certain aoristic sense: Herm. Vis. i. 1. 1 wémpaxev, 
lil. 1. 2 Grrat x (as WPOy), Clem. Hom. 11. 53 eyijyeprar, Gospel of 
Peter 23 deduxacw, ep. 31. Instances in the Pauline Epistles: 
2 C. 2. 13 e«vxyxa in historical narrative, whereas 7. 5 «rynKev (B al. 
erxev) and 1. g evxiKopev may be explained as true perfects ; 
areoraA\ka in 12. 17 does not seem right, coming as it docs in the 
middle of nothing but aorists (erenwa is read by DE, dréocrera 
by some cursives): the same perfect appears in A. 7. 35 rotrov 
(Moses) 6 Geds dpyovta aréotaAke, most probably a wrong reading 
for dreorerAcev of CHP al. Also in 2 C.11. 25 vuy@ijuepov ev To Svea 
Teroinka stands in connection with aorists only and without an 
adequate reason for the perfect. But H. 11. 28 wiore: reroinKerv 7 
maoxa is explained by the abiding institution, cp. verse 3 (éyKexai- 
viorac 9. 18), while 17 wpovevivoyev "ABpaap Tov "Ioadk can indeed 
only be understood as referring to the abiding example offered to us. 
Lastly, yéyovey is used for ¢yevero in Mt. (and Apoc. Pet. 11; 
Burton, p. 43) in (17. 2 according to Chrys. and) 25. 6 (B has 
eyevero), (In 1. 22=21. 4 the perfect could be accounted for, 
although John uses eyévero in an analogous passage, 19. 36: ep 
Lightfoot, A fresh revision of the N.T., p. 100 f.; there is still 
greater reason for yéyovey in Mt. 26. 56.) 

5. In general statements or imaginary examples the perfect is only 
rarely used, as also in Attic it is rare in these cases. In Mt. 13. 46 
wéerpaxey (erwmAnoev D) ravta Kai ayyopacev atrov the suspicion of 
an incorrect confusion with the aorist is obvious (no aorist from 
mimpaoKkw existed), cp. Herm. Vis. i. 1. 1, supra 4; the same applies 
to Ja. 1. 24 Karevonoev Kai areAnjAVOev Kai e'Oews GreAdOero. But 
passages like 1 Jo. 2. 5 os dv tnpy... TerTeXciwrat, Ja, 2. 10 utes 
THPHTH ... yeyovev (cp. 11), R. 14. 23 etc. are perfectly correct and in 
accordance with classical usage (Aristoph. Lys. 545 6 pev new yap, 
Kav 7 WoALds, TAXY ... yeyapyKev). 

6. The perfect is used relatively, instead of the pluperfect, in the 
same way as the present is used for the imperfect after verbs of per- 
ception (cp. § 56, 9): Me. 5. 33 «idvia 0 yéyovey airy, Le. 20. 19g D 
éyvucay ote eipnxev (al. efrev= Me. 12. 12); similarly after a verb 
expressing emotion in A. 10. 45 eférrnoav ére éxxéyutat.2 So also in 
L. 9. 36 we have ovdevi arnyyeAav ovdev dv ewpdxaciy (D eGeacarro), 
on the analogy of the equivalent phrase ovdevi dmijyy. dre Tatra 
ewpaxaciv, Still we have Mc. 15. 10 éyivwokev dre rapadeddKxewav 
(but DHS read wapeSwxav as in Mt. 27. 18, AE al. wapedwxecay), 
A. 19. 32 od« qdecay Tivos Evexev cvveAnAVH ACY. 

7. On the moods of the perfect’ it may be noticed that the 
imperative, apart from éppwoo ¢ppwoGe (formulas in A. 15. 29, 23. 30, 

abv, App. p. 320. 
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but not in all the mss.) and the periphrasis with eius ($ 62, 1), only 
appears in the vigorous prohibition rediuwoo Me. 4. 39 (cp. TeOvate 
in Homer). 

6 
§ 60. PLUPERFECT. 

1. The pluperfect, which naturally did not outlive the perfect in the 
Greek language, is still, like the perfect, a current, though not a largely 
employed, form with the New Testament writers; even in classical 
Greek, however, it is far rarer than the Latin or the German pluper- 
fect, just because it is not used relatively as these latter are used. 
If an action has taken place, without leaving behind it an effect still 
permanent in subsequent past time, then the aorist must be employed, 
since the pluperfect = aorist + imperfect (cp. the perf.$59, 1). L. 16. 
20 Ad(upos eBeBAnTo mpbs TOV TvVAGVa adtot, ‘was thrown down and 
lay’: Jo. 11. 44 4 dys arto cordapiy reprededero, 9. 22 7)51 yap ouve- 
téOavro ot lovdaias, the stipulation even at that early date was made: 
A. 14, 26 awerXevoay eis “AvTioyevav, COev Fouv wapadeSopeévou k.7.A. 
that had the effect of compelling them ‘to return thither.‘ 

2. The usages of the pluperfect, which vary with the particular 
verb and the context, correspond to those of the perfect ; the aoristic 
meaning preponderates, ¢.g. in A. 4. 22 0 avOpwros ef dv yeyover Td 
onpecov, although the other meaning is present as well, and generally 
speaking an encroachment of the pluperfect into the province of the 
aorist can by no means take place.—A. 9. 21 dde eis TotTo éAnAVGe 
(i.e. Paul to Damascus, the words are spoken by the Jews) is ex- 
plained by the fact that this intention of the Apostle had now come 
to an end, and therefore the perfect was no longer admissible. 

] 

§ 61. FUTURE. 

1. The future, as was remarked above (§ 56, 1), is the one tense 
which does not express action but simply a time-relation, so that 
completed and continuous action are not differentiated. The syn- 
thetic future has become extinct in modern Greek; in the N.T, it is 
still largely used in the indicative, and is not limited to any con- 
siderable extent either by periphrasis (§ 62, 1, 2, 4) or by the use of 
the present (§ 56, 8). On the modal functions of the future in- 
dicative see SS 64, 65; it is occasionally used in a gnomic sense (as 
in classical Greek), to express what may be expected to take place 
under certain circumstances, as in R. 5. 7 pods trep duxatov tis 
dmoOaveirar, cp. 7. 3 xpnpatioe eav yevntar: so the first of these 
passages is an abbreviated form of eav déxcaos 4 «7A, 

2. The future is used relatively in statements after verbs of 
believing, to denote a time subsequent to the time when the belief 
was entertained: Mt. 20. 10 evduicav dre Ajwovrar (= péAXover 
Aap Baverv) ; ep. the present § 56, 9: imperf. § 57, 6: perf. § 59, 6. 
In this case, however, another mode of expression was scarcely 

*v, App. p. 320. 
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possible, and the only difference in the classical language is that 
classical Greek uses the future infinitive, which regularly has a 
relative meaning, after vopicerv, instead of 67. with the indicative. 
—In Jo. 21. 19 onpatvwy roiw Oavary do€dacre: tov Gedy = juedrev Soka. . 
(ev, see 18. 323; class. Greek would have the same (or do€ucoz). 

3. The future infinitive, which like the participle and the optative 
of the future, expresses the time-notion relatively with reference to 
the principal action, has disappeared from the popular language, and 
is found only in the Acts and the Epistle to the Hebrews:1after 
perAXAwy in A. 11, 28, 23. 30, 24. 15, 27. 10, after eAmifav 26. 7 B (the 
other MSS. have the aorist), after ourvvvac H. 3. 18. After peAdrcv 
the place of the fut. inf. is taken by the pres. inf., cp. § 58, 3, rarely 
by the aor. inf.; after eAri(ew*, tpoxatayyeAray (A. 3. 18), dpvivar 
(2. 30), mpordoxav (3. 3), duodroyety ‘to promise’ (Mt. 14. 7), the 
aorist infinitive is used, which preserves the nature of the action 
correctly, but surrenders the expression of the time-relation. 

4. The future participle, used as the complement of the principal 
verb (to express the aim or object) is likewise rare and almost 
limited to the Acts: 8. 27 eAnAiGea szporkryjrwv, 22. 5, 24. 17, 
H. 13. 17 dypumvovow ws Adyor azroducovres; Mt. 27. 49 epxerar 
coowv, but 8* has coca, D kai coce. Its place is frequently taken 
by the pres. part., cp. § 58, 4; elsewhere by the infinitive (1 C. 16. 
3), a relative sentence (ibid. 4. 17) or some other phrase (Viteau 
§ 288). Scarcely more widely extended is the use of the fut. part. 
in a more independent position (cp. § 62, 4): 1 C. 15. 37 7d capu 75 
yevnropevov (also probably R. 8. 34 6 xaraxpuov), A. 20, 22 ra 
cuvavtTnoovTa, 2 P. 2. 13 Koptorvpevor purOdv aduxias (almost certainly 
corrupt ; 8*BP read ddcxovpevor), Tis 0 KakwowY Tyas (= Os KaKwreE) 
1] P. 3. 13, 7d evopevov L. 22. 49, 0 rapadicwr Jo. 6. 64, but there D 
reads mapac.do's, 8 peAAwy rapadidévar, as In 12. 4, while Nonnus 
omits the whole clause kai ris x.7.A., H. 3. 5 tov AadAnOnoopevor (a 
unique instance of the fut. part. pass.). 

§ 62. PERIPHRASTIC CONJUGATION. 

1. The classical language had already made use of epi with the 
perfect participle as a periphrasis for the perfect, pluperfect, and 
future perfect, active and passive, which under certain circum- 
stances was necessary, but the usage was extended far beyond the 
cases where that necessity existed. In the N.T. the cases where 
periphrasis is necessary include the future perfect and the perfect 
conjunctive (or optative), excluding of course oféa «60; in other 
cases it is practically indifferent, whether one writes éreyeyparto 
(A. 17. 23) or jv yeypappevov (Jo. 19. 19 f.), yeypamras (very frequent) 
or yeypappevov eori (Jo. 6. 31, 20. 303 in the next verse 31 we have 

'The fut. inf. appears also in the spurious concluding verse of Jo. (21. 25 
xwphoewv, but with v.l. ywpfcat). 

?-EArisw mepavepacba 2 C. 5. 11 shows the deflection of the idea of ‘hope’ 
into that of ‘think,’ which is also in vogue in German (as in classical Greek). 
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tata o€ yéyparra); cp. Herm. Sim. ix. 4. 1 trodedvKxeoav — iwode- 
duxviat joav. (Periphrasis in the active is less common, as in A. 21. 
29 1ouv rpoewpaxdres.) Even where the aoristic meaning of the 
perfect (§ 59, 3) predominates, periphrasis may be introduced: ov 
‘yop ext ev ywvia mempaypévov tovto (A. 26. 26). It occasionally 
serves to produce a more forcible and rhetorical expression: A. 25. to 
(8*B) eras grit tov Bijparos Kaioapés etut, which is better than éorynka 
eri... OF ért Tov... €oTyKa, An example of the pluperfect is L. 2. 26 
WV AUTO Kexprpatirpevov ; fut. perf. L. 12. 52 écovras dvapepepirpévor, 
H. 2. 12 é€copos rerorOds O.T.; conjunct. Jo. 16. 24 7) rerAnpwpévy ; 
imperat. L. 12. 35 éotworay repre(wopevar; even the participle itself 
is written periphrastically in E. 4. 18, Col. 1. 21 évres (-as) aandAdo- 
Tprwpevot (-ovs), here clearly to express still more forcibly the idea of 

persistence in the new condition of things (in the passave of Colossians 
Kat é€xGpots is appended; cp. Aristoph. Ran. 721 ofow od Kexe 
Ponrevpevors, GAAG KudrAieros K.7.A.). A cognate instance is Fv 
ketpevos L, 23. 53, = TeGerpevos (§ 23, 6). 

2. Kit) is further used to a large extent in the N.T. in connection 
with the present participle to form a periphrasis for the imperfect 
(jv), the future. (€copar), rarely the present indic. (ec), and occasion- 
ally the present infinitive and imperative («?va:, ix6c); this use is 
indeed especially frequent in the narrative style of Mark and Luke, 
in whose writings the periphrasis mentioned in the previous para- 
graph (1) also finds the greatest number of instances (Buttmann 

. 268). Many examples of this periphrasis may be quoted as paral- 
lels from the class. language (Kiihner-Gerth ii.3 38 ff., note 3,) and it 
may be argued that this method of expression is analogous to that 
mentioned in 1, and that at least in the case of the future it offered 
the advantage of distinguishing continuous from momentary action ; 
still, in view of the absence of an analogous development in the 
Hellenistic language, one cannot fail to recognize, especially in the 
case of the imperfect, the influence of Aramaic (W. Schmid Atticismus 
il. 113 f.), since that language made an extensive use of periphrases 
of this kind.? One cannot adduce in this connection instances such 
as R. 3. 12 O.T. ov« ear (‘there is no-one’) rowwy ypyordr)Ta, 
A. 21. 23 eiotv dvdpes (‘there are persons here’) evy7v exovres (‘who 
have a vow’); L. 2. 8 is also different, cat wo.peves aoav ... aypav- 
Aovvtes Kat hvAdooortes, since the existence of these shepherds had 
first to be hoticed, and then their occupation (cp. A. 19. 14, 24). 
But even after deducting all the examples, where the imperfect of the 
principal verb could not have been used or would not have had the 

1 Not imrdpyw, which only occurs in A. 8. 16, 19. 36 in connection with a 
perfect participle. 

? In the case of the following writings—Mt., Mc., Luke’s Gospel, and the first 
half of the Acts—this is no doubt due to their being direct translations from 
Aramaic originals. In John’s Gospel in most passages (1. 9, 28, 2. 6, 3. 23) 7p 
has a certain independence of its own (1. 28 érov qv — Barrifwv, ‘where he 
stayed and baptized’); 7» xaxdv roy in 18. 30 seems to be a wrong reading 
for #v Kaxorads. In Mt. cp. 7. 29, 19. 22 etc.—In St. Paul, G. 1. 22 f. Aun 
ayvoovpmevos .., dKOUOYTES NOaY. 
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same meaning, the number of instances even in the Acts i is consider- 
ably large: C.7. l. 10 dreviCov TES HO QV, 13 TaV KATOPEVOVTES, 14 HOav 

T por KapTEpovvTes, 2, 2 yoav KaGypevoe etc. A periphrastic future 

appears in 6. 4 D evopebu T POT KAPTEPONVTES. ?(But from chapter 13 
of the Acts onwards the only further indaxiees are: 16, 12 Toe ev TH 
TOAEt Svatpi Portes, cp. 14. 7, note 2 on p- 203: 18. 7 9) otkia Hv om opo- 
povra [an easily intelligible use]: 21. 3 Av drropopTiCopevoy, see § 58, 4, 
drepoptifero could not ‘well have been used: 22. 19 7)unVv Shan tean ly 

Instances of the pres. indic. heing written periphrastically : 2 C. 
9, 12 1” diakovia od pLovov éoriv TporavarArypovca. . ae aAXa Kat TEP 

TELOvTE 5 G. 4. 24, Col. 2. 232, Ja. 1. 17, 3. 15, Herm. Vis. i. 2. 4 
ESTLV fii oly ...%) TOLAUTY Rooks  ETLMEpOvTa periphrasis for the 
sake of emphasis, somewhat like Demosth. 20. 18 ger 8. . €XOV } 
Mt. 27. 33 is corrupt (Aeyoueros om. 8D); the phrase 6 ecru 
(‘means’) pePeppyvevdpevov does not come under this head. The 
periphrases of the impersonal verbs must be given a place to 
themselves, since they are not only common in Hellenistic Greek 
(Schmid Atticism. iii. 114), but are also found previously in Attic 
(ert zpouijkov Dem. 3. 24): A. 19. 36 deov eoriy (cp. 1 P. 1. 6 déov 
[eoré]; Clem. Cor. i. 34. 2): ef0v (sc. ert) Bee 2, 29, 2 C. 12, 4.— 
Infinitive: L. 9. 18= i. I €v TO €fvae avTOV TpOTEVY OpeEVOV. Impera- 
tive: Mt. 5. 25 to@e evvowr (the verb is not elsewhere usec in the 
N.T.), LT. 19. 17 toe efovciav eywv: Clem. Hom. Ep. ad Jac. 3 ef 
io @. eidds.*” Of the periphrastic conjunctive there is no instance.— 
Future expressing continuance: Mt. 10. 22 ever Be porortpevor, Me. 
13. 25 of aorépes EOOVTaL TITTOVTES, L. 5. 10 avOpurous €o7 (wypar, 
1 C. 14. 11 evecGe eis depos Audovvres, Herm. Mand. v. 2. 8 éoy 
EUPLTKO[MEVOS, Sim. ix. 13. 2 oy dopov; in these instances the reason 
for using the periphrasis can be recognized (cp. the periphrastic fut. 
perf.), see Buttmann p. 266 f. 

3. Tivopa: is also occasionally employed in‘an analogous way to 
denote the beginning of a state. 2 C. 6. 14 a yiver Ge érepo(vyovvres 
ariatos (‘do not give yourselves up to it’), Col. 1. 18, (i. 5. 12, 
Ap. 3. 2, 16. ro, Me. 9: 3 (7): the different tenses of yiropae are 
joined with the pres. or perf. participle.—The combination of efvae 
with the aorist participle, which is not unknown to the language 
of classical poetry, is only found in L. 23. 19 BLT ¢ OOTUS TV. Bry bers 
(BX. om. 8*, the other MSS. have BeGAnpévos) ev 77 HuvdAaKy, Where 
the reading ‘is therefore quite untrustworthy.? 

4, Another way of expressing imminence, besides the future, is by 
ué\kw With the infinitive, a periphrasis with which the classical 

1 This speech of Paul was delivered 77 €Bpaté: gwvy. Cp. the author’s edition 
of Luke’s Gospel, p. xxi. 

2” Arid éeoriv NOyou pev Exovra codias, cp. Demosth. 31. 11 ov6é Néyor 76 mparyp! 
éyov éort and other similar passages with éywv (Rehdantz Ind. Demosth. 11. 
Partie. ). 

3In the Gospel of Peter 23 Geardpuevos jv, 51 nv TeOeis, this combination is due 
to a confusion between perfect and aorist; cp. 23 dedwxace for weary. Clem. 
Cor. ii. 17. 7 must be emended to écovrat Sitav <di>dévres. oy, App. p. 320. 
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language is acquainted and which offers this advantage, that it pre- 
sents a mode of indicating imminence in past time, ¢.g. L. 7. 2 tperXr€ 
teAevtav and passim; also a conjunctive can be formed in this way, 
Me. 13. 4 érav péddAy ovvteAcio Par; and it serves to replace the fut. 
inf. and the fut. part’ which are going out of use, and periphrasis 
is therefore generally employed in these cases, ¢.g. weAAewv wiprpac Gat 
A. 28. 6, 6 tovro peAAwy zpdocev L. 22. 36. In the case of a parti- 
ciple, however, the periphrastic form is of wider application than 
the simple form, since the latter (as a relative indication of time) can 
never be employed in the genitive absolute, and nowhere at all 
except where it is definitely connected with a finite verb: periphrasis 
is therefore necessary in A. 18. 14 péAXAovtos dvolyev gen. abs., 20. 3 
yevopevns exiPovrAns aitT@ peAAovTe dvayerGar, Jo. 12. 4 ‘Tovsas, 6 
pedwv avroy rupadidovar (but in 6. 64 Tis éorw 6 rapaciwcwv ABC al, 
ep. § 61, 4). 

$63. THE MOODS. INDICATIVE OF UNREALITY (AND 
REPETITION). 

1. With regard to the use of the moods the distinction between 
the language of the New Testament and the classical language is 
considerably greater than it is with regard to the tenses, if only for 
the reason that the optative which was disappearing (§ 14, 1) had to 
be replaced. 

2. The indicative in Greek, besides its primary function of making 
assertions about real or actual events (to which in all languages is 
attached its use In negative or interrogative sentences), has the 
further function of denoting unreality as such, by means of the 
tenses expressive of past time (since the form of the verb which is 
used to express that which uo lonyer exists acquires the general 
notion of non-existence). The indicative, ‘however, is not used in 
this way in the principal clause without the addition of the particle 
av, which differentiates such sentences from unqualified assertions 
about past time, whereas in the accompanying conditional and 
subordinate clauses, and in the kindred clauses expressing a wish, the 
indicative is used alone. 

3. In the N.T. the indicative has not only kept the whole of this 
sphere of its use, but has also enlarged it at the expense of the 
optative. In the first place in hypothetical sentences, whcre 
unreality is expressed, the indicative is used both in the protasis 
and the apodosis ; in the latter the insertion of av is not obligatory. 
Jo. 15. 24 & Ta epya py eroinoca ev avTois..., GuapTiay ovK ELyouay, 
cp: 19. 11 (where 8A etc. have the wrong reading exes for efyes of 
B etc.), 8. 39, G. 4. 15 (av is added by »°D°EKLP); on the other 
hand dv is inserted in Jo. 18. 30 ef py Fv ..., ovK“ayv cor TapedwKaper, 
and this is the case in the majority of instances.” The position of av 
is as near the beginning of the sentence as possible: ov« av passim, 

#>v, App. p. 320. 
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of brnpérat av of enor rywvifovro (Jo. 18. 36).!_ The tense (imperf. or 
aor.; pluperf. in 1 Jo. 2. 19) keeps the ordinary meaning of its 
action; the imperfect in other connections is ambiguous (in the 
passage above quoted jyevig. av is ‘would ae fought,’ which was 
meant to be regarded as a continuous or irltomplete action, since 
accomplishment and result were uncertain). 

4, The imperfect indicative without dv is used in classical Greek 
for expressions of necessity, obligation, duty, possibility etc., when 
one requires to indicate the fact that in reality the opposite is taking 
place or has taken place: while the present indicative asserts some- 
thing about present time, as it always does, and accordingly an 
appeal is contained in such presents as xpi), mpoorjxe: etc. In the 
former case we employ the conjunctive, it should or could be so, or 
where the possibility of anything happening is past, it should or 
could have been—a distinction which cannot be made in Greek ; the 
indicative is logically correct, since even in the case of the verb 
‘should’ the obligation was already an actual one in past time (cp. 
Latin). The N.T. keeps this usage of the imperfect, but uses it 
further to denote what in classical Greek is expressed by the present 
indicative: A. 22. 22 ot yap KxaOjKcev attdvy Gy (KaGjKov D*, ep. 
§ 62, 2), they are asking for him to be put to death: Col. 3. 18 os 
dvnxev ‘as is seemly’: E. 5. 4 a otk dvnxev (v.L Ta ovK arijKovTa).” 
Elsewhere the imperfect is used correctly: ede. in Mt. 23. 23 tava 
E0€l TOLNTAL, KAKELVA py aeivat, a frequent form of this verb (also 

used of course where it is mercly the past necessity which is stated, 
obyt tabdra ede [was bound’] waGety tov Xpuotov Li. 24. 26) + weAov 
in 20. 12. rr eyo yap apedov td’ tpov cvictrarGas, but differently 
used in 1 C. 5. 10 evel opetdete ex TOU KOopou e&eAOetv ‘must have 
otherwise,’ where in classical Greek the insertion of dv is at least 
admissible, as it is in H. 9. 26 eel eee atrdy woddAdKis waGerv: with 
StvacGae in Mt. 26. 9 edtvato totto mpafjvat wodXAOvD: with an 

impersonal expression with ecéva:, cadov iv et ovK every On Mt. 26. 24 

(xadov éote 18. 8 is different; cp. 2 P. 2. 21°). 

5. The indicative when used to denote an impracticable wish in 
Attic is introduced by ei6e or «i yép, but it is more inclined to use 
the analytical expression «Oe (ei yap) peAov (with infinitive). From 
the latter phrase, through the omission of the introductory particle 

1In this passage dy is wanting in B*, and stands after yyw. in RB™LX ; 
similar fluctuation in its position is seen in 8. 19 kal Tov warépa mov dy pderre 
BL, 76. & 8IT'A al., where perhaps dv should be struck out with D, as it is in 
verse 39 on preponderant authority. L. 19. 23 xdyw éAOav oly ToKw av avr 
érpata contains in é\@wv an equivalent for a (temporal) protasis. “Av cannot 
go further back in a sentence than ov: G. 1. 10 Xpisrod dotdos ovk av juny. 
—Hypothetical sentences of this kind are remarkably scarce in the Pauline 
Epistles ; in the Acts they are wanting entirely. ° 

°The Attic mpooyjxec does not appear in the N.T.; nor xp7 except in Ja. 3. Io, 
nor éeore (for which é&dv is used, sc. €or, § 62, 2) c&qjv, nor the verbal adj. in 
-Téos With 7 etc. 

*The Attic use of the (aorist) indicative to denote what nearly happened 
(cA:you édéyoa with infin., ddAcyou éreAa@dunv) is unattested in the N.'T. 
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and through the auxiliary verb becoming stereotyped, there has been 
formed in the Hellenistic language the word a@ede (Callimachus) or 
wbeAov odedov used as a particle to introduce a wish with the indic.'; 
odeXov is the form which it takes in the N.T., where the particle is 
even used (§ 66, 1) with the future to introduce a practicable wish. 
1 C. 4. 8 ddedov (D°EL od.) éBaordetoare, 2 C. 11. 1 dedov (a. 
D°EFGKL) dvetxerGé pov, Ap. 3.15 (op. BP).—But if the idea of 
wishing is expressed by a particular verb, then a distinction is 
drawn in Attic between BovAotyny av (a practicable wish, modestly 
expressed) and ¢GovAdspyv av (impracticable), whereas in the N.T. 
both these meanings are combined in éBovAspnv or the more popular 
word #Pekov (without dv).* Thus A. 25. 22 é€8. dkotoa: (pertectly 
practicable), R. 9. 3 yeyouqv dvéGeua ervac (hardly conceived of as 
practicable), G. 4. 20 7GeAov (modus irreulis, or imperfect of un- 
reality), Philem. 13 ¢fovAopuny (S would have liked,’ cp. 14). So also 
Herm. Vis. iii. 8. 6, 11. 4, Clem. Hom. i. 9) 10eXov = BovAoipny OV. 

The classical optative is only found in A. 26. 29 (SAB) ev€acpay ar, 
see S$ 66, 2. 

6. The indicative of unreality in final clauses, which are dependent 
on another indicative of this class, is not found in the N.T.; on the 
contrary such cluuses take the conjunctive, Jo. 18. 36 of tanpérae av 
vl enol yyviCovro, va uy TapadoGa [rots "lovdatous] (Tots Tous. is con- 
trary to sense and is omitted by Chrys.), 1 C. 4. 8. 

7. While the classical language expresses indefinite repetition 
in past time in principal clauses by &v with the imperfect or aorist 
indicative, and in subordinate clauses by the optative, in the N.T. 
the former method of expression has been transferred to subordinate 
clauses in place of the optative*, while there is no instance of its use 
in principal clauses. The av, which in this case is never dropped 
(ecv may be used, see § 26, 4), is placed as in other subordinate 
clauses as close as possible to the particle or the relative. Mc. 6. 56 
Orov edy (av) etxeropevero ..., ev Tals Wyopats eTiHeray Tots do Gevot'yTus: 
15. 6 D ov av arotvvro, the correct reading, cp. § 13, 3: A. 2. 45, 
4. 35 (xaQore), 1 C. 12. 2 (@s). The aorist is by no means excluded 
(cp. for a classical instance in a principal clause Dem. 18, 219 6 jpev 
ypapuv otk av experBevoev), and so we have in Me. 6, 56” Kat doo 
av aYavro (8BD ; ijrrovto AN al.) atrot ev@(ovto, LXX. Is. 55, 11 Goa 
av 1@éXnoa,, Herm. Sim, ix. 4. 5 drar ereOnoav, 17. 33, Barn. 12. 2 
éndrav kaOethev, Even particles compounded with ay, such as dray, 
take part in this construction with the indicative: Me. 3. 11 7a 
Tretpata, OTaV avTov EFewporr, mpoveriztov, Mc. 11, 19 orav (ote AD 

al.) owe éyevero, e€eropevero ew THs wOAews, where this particle also 
denotes custom, cp. L. 21. 37. 

T So Lxx., Arrian Diss. Epict. (where dgedov is read by cod. § in ii. 18. 15) 
etc., Sophocles Lexicon épelrw. : 

2So also Lucian D. Mort. 9. 2 dvrwa av mpocéBeWa. 
3 With pluperfect Sim. ix. 1. 6 é7av émixexavxer. @v. App. p. 320. 
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§ 64. CONJUNCTIVE AND FUTURE (OR PRESENT) INDICA- 
TIVE IN PRINCIPAL CLAUSES. 

1. The conjunctive has apparently the prirhary meaning of some- 
thing which should (or ought to) take place, and consequently its 
proper use is to express the will of the speaker, though in a less 
definite manner than the imperative, with which mood the conjunctive 
has close affinities. But the conjunctive, and especially the aorist 
conjunctive, also has close affinities with the future indicative. Not 
only has it to a large extent the greatest similarity of form (Avcw is 
the form of the Ist sing. both of the aor. conj. and the fut. ind., Avon 
is the form of the 2nd sing. of the same tenses in the middle), but in 
its manner of employment it comes into the closest contact with that 
tense from the earliest times (Homer). The future does not assert 
what is about to happen merely in point of time, but frequently also 
what is about to happen in the intention of the speaker: BotAopac 
Aeyexv gives the same meaning analytically, which Aegw gives syn- 
thetically. The conjunctive, on the other hand, actually has a much 
wider range of employment than is contained in the primary meaning 
above-mentioned, and expresses that which under certain cireum- 
stances may be the outcome of the present position of affairs: from 
this it is at once apparent that it refers in great measure to the 
future, while past time hes outside its compass. In the final de- 
velopment of the language the future has been supplanted by GéAw 
iva (for which modern Greek uses @«) with the present or aorist 
conjunctive (so that action is differentiated in future time as well as 
in past time); the N.T., however, is still a long way removed from 
this state of things, whercas the mixture of the fut. ind. and aor. 
conj.! has, in comparison with the classical language, made con- 
siderable progress. 

2. The conjunctive supplements the imperative (as in Latin and 
other languages) in the Ist. pers. plur., where there is no distinction 
from the classical language; this also happens, but in a somewhat 
different way, in the Ist pers. sing., since an invitation is there made 
to the other person to let the speaker do something; in classical 
Greek this conjunctive is introduced by aye and depe, also by devipo, 
in the N.T. by des (whence ds in modern Greek) and detpo (plural 
Sedre): Mt. 7. 4 des exBirw 7d Kkdppos, A. 7. 34 O.T. devoo arocre/Aw 
oe (Eurip. Bacch. 341 detp6 cov oredw capa), ep. Ap. 17. 1, 21. 9. 
The same words may also precede the Ist pers. plur. conj. and (devre 
at any rate) the 2nd pers. imp.: devre droxreitvwopev Me. 12. 7, devre 
idere Mt. 28. 6; aes iSwuev Mt. 27. 49 (where the singular form has 
become stereotyped, as happens with aye, dépe etc.), Mc. 15. 36 SDV 
{ahere ABC etc.)=our ‘let us see.’ Again the conj. necessarily 

1Qn this mixture in late Greek, which for instance introduces elrw cot = €p@ 
co, see Sophocles Lexic. p. 45, Hatzidakis Einl. in d. neugriech. Gramm. 
p. 218. So in Clem. Hom. xi. 3 kal ofrws... duvnOq (main clause) = duyyceract. 
a : occurs already in the Lxx., c.g. Is. 33. 24 dgeOy yap avrois 7 apapria, 

. 16. 
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takes the place of the imperative in the 2nd person of the aorist after 
py, as in classical Greek, and may do so also in the 3rd person (not 
frequently ; classical Greek also uses conj. or imp.): pj Tes avrov 
eLovbevzon 1 C. 16. rR cp. 2 C. 11. 16, 2 Th. 2.3. In the N.T. such 
clauses are often preceded (Mt. 8. 4 al., Mc. 1. 44, 1 Th. 5. 15) by 
cpa, opare, BXré€rere, aS Well as ades etc., which do not affect the con- 
struction, see § 79, 4. —On py) expressing apprehension in independent 
clauses see § 65, 3 ad fin. 

3. The future indicative takes the place of the imperative in the 
legal language of the O.T. (not a classical use) both in positive and 
negative commands (the negative being ov), but the N.T. language 
apart from O.T. quotations does not appear to have been materially 
affected by this use. Mt. 5. 43 O.T. ayamijoes tov rAnoiov cov, but 
in the law of Christ in 44 éyarare; ibid. 21 O.T. ov dovedoes ete., 
but the future is nowhere used in this chapter in independent precepts 
of Christ, since even 48 évecGe (yiverOe Chrys.) réXevoe 1s modelled on 
Deut. 18. 13. Elsewhere however there are some isolated instances 
of the future (2nd and 3rd persons): 6. 5 ovx éoecOe, 21. 3 édv tes 
tytv etry Tt, epette, = eimatre in Me. 11. 3, Mt. 20. 26 (cp. Me. 
9. 35) odx otrws eorar ev viv, and then éora: occurs twice again 
in 26 f. with v.l. esrw (Clem. Cor. i, 60. 2 ka@apets). With 
this is connected the reverse use of the imperative for future in 
Mt. 10. 13 (eA@drw 2) ecpijvy tyov ex’ avriy [but eorac a wes EMLOTPA- 
gt), where the future is more natural and is actually found in 
L. 10. 6. On odeAov with the fut. ind. (in a clause expressing a 
wish) see § 66, 1. 

4, A further substitute for the imperative is afforded by iva with 
the conjunctive (used independently ; cp. French que, class. érws 
with fut.), E. 5. 33 (after dyurdrw) 4 S¢ yuviy tva doBAras tov avépa, 
ep. 2 C. 8. 7, Me. 5. 23 (see on tva § 69, 1). This may be extended 
by GeAw: Me. 6. 25 OédAw iva d@s (56s Mt. 14. 8). Another substitute 
is a question in the fut. with ov (as frequently in classical Greek), 
A. 13, 10 ov raton diacrpépwv, though in this passage the imperative 
meaning is not quite clear, and perhaps a reproach is rather intended. 

5. The most definite form of a negative assertion about the future 
is that with od pA, which also appears in classical Greek and is there 
connected with both the future indicative and the conjunctive. 
Although tite N.T. has this double construction of ov jj, still 
the only certain instance of its taking the future is Mt. 16. 22 
ov p43) EaTaL Gow ToUTO, whereas in the other cases not only is there a 
strong similarity between the form of aor. and fut., but there is also 
a variety of readings, while in numerous passages the conjunctive is 
by its peculiar form established beyond a doubt as the correct 
reading. Mt. 15. 5 ov pat) tepjoes Tov warépa, but TYynjorn is read by 
E*FGK al. (a quotation of a saying of the Rabbis, ‘need not honour’; 
in the LXX. ov p17 is also prohibitive as in Gen. 3. 1), 26. 35 od px) oe 
arapyvycopat (-cwnat AEGK al.), Mc. 14. 31 ditto (-covas SEFGK 
al.), Ap. 9. 6 ov pi) evpijcovery (etpwaory AP). (But Hermas has in 
Mand. ix. 5 ovdey ov pr) Ay, Sim. 1. 5 ov py TapacexOyoy.) On the 

O 
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other hand the conj. is used e.g. In Ap. 2 2.11 ot pay accxnOy, L. 12. 59 
ov py e£eADys, 13235 ov py tdyTte pe.” The con]. 1s always that of the 

aorist, whereas classical Greek also uses the }#es. conj. The same 
form is occasionally used interrogatively to ,Jenote an affirmation 
(the relation between the two uses at therefore the same as 
between “ov wpdgw.” and “ou mpagw 3” : Jo, 18. 11 ot py) rio atte ; 
L. 18. 7, Ap. 15. 4 rés ot pa) of3n 8); iehe classical ov pa, Nee 
‘you will certainly not’ =‘do not venture to’ etc.). 

6. In questions of doubt and deliberation, as to what ought to 
take place, classical Greek uses the conjunctive or (more rarely) the 
fut. ind., as in Eurip. Ion 758 ELT OPEV 5  oryopev; 7) Th Spdroper ; 
generally in the lst person, rarely in the 3rd. The question is 
equivalent to xp): it may be introduced by PotAa -eoGe (without a 
conjunction): it is negatived by pw. The N.T. in this case practi- 
cally uses only the conjunctive (the fut. is a v.l. in eg. A. 2. 37, 
4. 16; on Ph. 1. 22 see § 65, 1), which is frequently introduced by 
GéNews ere (BotvAer Ge), and in addition to the 1st person the 2nd and 
lst persons are occasionally used, where there is more of a future 
meaning: L. 23. 31 ev to Enpo a, yernrar (yerpoerae 1); ‘what will 
happen then ?’), Mt. 23. 33 Tos _pbynre, ‘how will (or can) ve 
escape?”, 26. 54s °R. 10. 14 fi was ov exixaheouvrat (-vovrat KLP).. 
Tos de murtevowory (V.L. -Tourty’) .. Tas de aKxotowoy (RAB; -covorv 
L, -covrae 8*D al.) ... ras de ryptEwow (the v.l. -ouscy is hardly 
attested), ‘how will they’ or ‘can they’: Hermas, Sim. v. 7. 3 was 
gwOy 0 avOpwros. In these instances classical Greek must have used 
the future, which we have i in L. 16. 11 f. Tis TUTTEVTEL 3... TiS OMTEL 5 
cp. 11. 11, Mt. 16. 26 ri ddce = Me. 8. 37 re dot (Sdcee ACD al.). A 
peculiar instance is L. 11. 5 ris c€ tpov eLer pirov, Kat wopevoeras ... 
kat etry (epet AD al.) ... 7 Kaxetvos etry (epet D), where the thought 
is awkwardly expressed (§ 77, 6; Viteau p. 10), and would have been 
more appropriately rendered by the conditional form of sentence 
(eav ptAog wopevO) etc.), and then the future would be in its right 
place in the apodosis. Cp. ibid. 11 t. The fut. is used in the Ist pers. 
in R. 3. 5, 4. 1 etc. re epovpev ; (cp. Plato, Crito 50 B), which at least 
approximates to a deliberative sense ; and this is decidedly the sense 
of L. 22. 49 «¢ (direct question, § 77, 2) tatd£opev ev puyaipy ; (-wpev 
GH al.).—Question introduced by OcAas etc.: Mt. 13. 28 Ores 
ovrAcEwpev; Jo. 18. 39 BotrAecHe arohicw ;—The question may be 
put analytically by. the insertion of de? (xp7 being unusual in the 
N.T.), to pe det wovetv A. 16. 30, or of dvvacGa: for the other sense of 
the future or conjunctive, Mt. 12. 34 rows divacGe Aadeiv (Viteau 
p. 32).—The pres. indic. is used very rarely in a deliberative sense 

place of the fut. ind. (§ 56, 8): Jo. 11. 47 (Herm. Sim. ix. 9. 1) ré 
rototpev ; for which there are parallels in colloquial Latin.! 

1In 1 Jo. 3. 17 weve? should be written for uévec.—Plato, Symp. Q14A Tas 
Totovuev is not quite a similar case; it is not deliberative like rt momuev ibid. B, 
but the present contains a gentle rebuke. abv, App. p. 320. 
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§ 65. CONJUNCTIVE AND FUTURE (OR PRESENT) 
INDICATIWE IN SUBORDINATE CLAUSES. 

1. Indirect interrogative sentences, like direct, take the delibera- 
tive conjunctive, Mt. 6. 25 py pepymvare ti poaynre: and here again 
the sphere pf the conjunctive is extended somewhat beyond its 
classical limits, as in L. 12. 36 rpoodexopevors Tov Kiplov, Tote avarion 
(-cee GKX al.), ep. Ph. 3. r2 with e¢ ‘whether’ duxw «i xatadcBw 
(cp. inf. 6): elsewhere this « is followed by the fut. ind. (In 
Mc. 11. 13 D gives the reading ideiv éav [ep. inf. 4] te éotev ev atry.) 
In the region of past time, where the classical language according to 
rule employs the optative, the N.T. in this as in other cases retains 
the conjunctive (though not always in St. Luke, see § 66, 3): A. 4. 21 
pnoev evptokovtes TO THs KoAdTwVTAaL aitots. The use of the fut. ind. 
(also possible in class. Greek) in deliberative sense is hardly attested 
by Ph. 1. 22 ré aipyoopa ov yrwpifw, where the better punctuation 
is Tt alpycopat; (ep. $77, 6; B has aipjowpar). 

2. Final clauses introduced by twa, éres, pA have very largely 
extended the iange of their use in the N.T in consequence of the 
infinitive being expressed by a periphrasis with iva; we are here 
only concerned with the mood, which is in no way influenced by 
the character of ¢va, whether it be a true final particle or not. This 
mood in the N.T. is generally the conjunctive, without regard to the 
right which the optative formerly possessed of expressing purpose 
from a past point of view, or from that of some person introduced 
by the narrator!; to a rather less extent the future indicative is also 
introduced, and just where in classical Greek it 1s nut found, namely 
after tva and final p27), whereas the Attic use of dws and dzrws px) in 
connection with the fut. ind. (after verbs of deliberating, striving, 
taking care) is not found in the N.T. With verbs of this class the 
particles used throughout the N.T. are iva and for negative tva pi or 
jy): O7ws. in so far as it appears at all (never in the Apoc., only once 
in St. John’s Gospel,? and not often in St. Paul), is limited to a 
purely final meaning and to its use in connection with verbs of 
asking (zapaxaXeiv etc.). “Omws has further lost, with the exception 
of some few passages in Luke and a quotation from the LxXx., the av 
which is often appended to it in Attic Greek; this particle was 
never even in Attic annexed to iva and py. On yr) (pjjrore) express- 
ing apprehension, vide inf. 3.—The fut. ind. after a occurs most 
frequently in the Apocalypse: 22. 14 tva é€orae... Kut etoeAOworv 
(thus the two forms are regarded as equivalent), 3. 9 tva a£ovcey 
(-wot B) kat rporkvvycovew (-cwotv B)... kui yvoow (& reads yvdon 

1The supposed optat. duy in E. 1. 17 is really conjunctive (§ 23, 4; B gives 
correctly dq). 

2The passage is 11. 57, where érws is evidently used for the sake of variety, 
since a iva has occurred immediately before; the same reason applies to its use 
in St. Paul in 1 C. 1. 29, 2 C. 8. 14, 2 Th. 1. 12 (but not in 2C. 8. 11, G. 1. 4, 
Philem. 6: iva... iva occurs in G. 4, 5, 1 C. 4. 6). 
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not well), 8 3 woe (-y BP), similarly in 13. 16 (written Awe, 
from which the wrong reading decr(v) arose). See also 6. 4, 11, 
9. 4, 5, 20, 13. 12, 14. 13. In St. Paul we hate: 1 C. 9. 15 tva tes 
(ovdeig 18 Wrong) Kevadoet, 18 wa Gjow, 13. 3 aLpada va KavOjoopat 
(the readings -cwpuat CK, xavyicwpna: SAB are wrong), G. 2. 4 xava- 
dSovlwwovery (RBAB*CDE), Phil. 2. 11. Also probably 1 Th. 5. 10 
iva Cycopev (A; D*E have (oper ; the aorist Gjrwpev of & etc. would 
mean ‘come to life again’ as in R. 14. 9): in this passage av is 
also omitted from an intervening clause, (va cite ypyyopapev cite 
kaGevdopnev «.7.A., cp. Ph. 1. 27 tva eire axovw (conj.). Other passages 
are: 1 PL 3. 1 Kepdn@ijoorrat, Jo. 17. 2 doce (-7 8 ACG al., ducu 8%, 
€x7 D), L. 14. 10 epet with v.]. in AD al cizy, 20. 10 decovow with 
v.l. in CD al. docu. With pi): Col 2 8 Bréerere py... eorat, H.3. 12 
PAerete payrote...é€o7a. A special instance is that where a conj. 
after tva (or j7) is succeeded by a fut. linked on to the conj. by a 
cat to denote a further result: A. 21. 24 ta Evpyjoovtae (-ovras 
xB* DE al.) ..., Kat yraoorrat, for which cat yvoow was at any rate 
possible , the same arrangement is used elsewhere in the N.T., and 
moreover in cases where the second verb should, strictly speaking, 
have been subordinated to the final particle; there appears therefore 
to be a kind of Hebraism underlying this construction, as in the 
LXx. this habit of writing the second verb in the future is very 
widely extended (Vitean, p. 81 f.). Eph. 6. 3 O.T. iva... yévnrae Kat 
exy, JO. 15. 8 tva kaprov... pepyte kal yevrprer De (yevyrbe BDL al.) épot 
pabnrat, L. 22. 30 (with many vv.ll.), 12. 58 (pijrore), Mt. 5. 25 
(ditto), Mc. 5. 23 (according to A), Mt. 13.15 =Jo. 12. go=A. 28, 27 
O.T. (Is. 6. 10 pajrote or iva po), Barn. 4. 3 (va taytvy Kat i7€e0 ( for 
-£), Herm. Mand. vi. 2. 10, Sim. ix. 7. 6, 28. 5. There is the same 
construction after an independent conj., dyopdcwpev Kal dwropev 
Mc. 6. 37 ALA (-wpyev BD, al. douev); and in Hermas after an 
imperat., Vis. 1. 1. 3 Ade Kal droddceas por, Mand. ii. 1 dxakos yivov 
kat éoy ws (esto Lat.).—Orrws &y occurs in L. 2. 35, A. 3. 19, 15. 17 
O.T. (Amos 9. 12, our text has no av); also in a quotation in R. 3. 4 
= Ps. 51. 6.—The present indic. after ‘va is of course simply due to 
corruption of the text ! 

3. M4 after words expressing apprehension (fofotja etc.) is not 
final, but is akin to the ju) which expresses apprehension in inde 
pendent sentences such as ya) aypocxdrepov 7 ‘it is perhaps too rude’ 
(Plato). Still from one point of view this px} does bérder on the 
meaning of final «7, since an apprehension of something eventually 
happening has for its immediate result the purpose of avoiding this 
thing. In the N.T. this 7 of apprehension is usually strengthened 
by wore or rws: payrore, wymws. On the other hand the idea of nega- 
tion in the p47 1s so far weakened, that it is used to introduce some- 
thing which is surmised, where there is no idea of warding it eff: 
accordingly in Hellenistic Greek pjrorte in a principal clause means 
‘perhaps, in a dependent clause ‘if perchance,’ ‘if possibly’: 

1 Jo. 5. 20 8L, G. 6. 12 ACF al., Tit. 2.4 8*AF al. etc. But duvowicbe 1 C. 
4. 6 and Smrodre G. 4. 17 are conjunctives, see § 22, 3. 
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(1.. 3. 15 an indirect question), 2 Tim. 2. 25 psjrote 601 atrots 6 
Geds x.7.A. If the thing (surmised or) feared is something negative, 
then the formation (aq in classical Greek) is pj ov: Mt. 25. 9 pijrore 
otk upkeoy RALLY, for Which BCD al. have the not impossible reading 
ji. o8 pr) dpK. (apxere 1), The classical construction, if the appre- 
hension has reference to something which is still dependent on the 
will, is always the conjunctive: if it refers to something which has 
already taken place or generally to something independent of the 
will, any tense of the indicative may also be used (the indicative is 
always used in reference to a past event). In the N.T. the phrase 
doBotpat py is found only in Luke and Paul (Hebrews): A. 23. ro 
bofinGeis (ALP etrAaBnGes) pa) Scacrac67, cp. 27. 17, 29, 2 C. 11. 3 
(ny7ws), 12. 20 (ditto), G. 4. 11 (ditto), H. 4. 1 here pajrore doxy, in 
G. 4. 11, with reference to something which has taken place, it takes 
the perf. indic. (xexomiaka), elsewhere the aor. conj.; clearly this 
construction goPovpat px) was a literary and not a popular one 
(Viteau, p. 83). There is a greater frequency of dependent clauses 
with phrore (pqs), Which are attached to any verb, to express the 
accompanying feeling of apprehension by which the action related is 
influenced, the construction varying as before : G. 2. 2 aveBeurnv aitots 
TO evayyeAoy ..., pyTas els KEVOV TPEXW (CON].) 7) ESpapor, 1 Th. 3. 5 
erepwa eis TO yvovas THY TITTLY DUOV, piTwS EeTEeipavev Tyas O TaTAVaS 
Kal ets Kevorv yevytat (the issue feared) 6 xomos pov (L. 3. 15 with 
optat., see § 66, 3). There is a transition to final ~7 in L. 14. 8 ft. 
poy KatakAOns ..., mirote...y KexAnpevos? (Eee D)..., Kat epet (ep. 
supra 2). Asin the last passage D has the fut.=conj., so we find 
this tense occasionally elsewhere: Me. 14. 2 pajrore éorat (Mt. 7. 6 
v.l.), Herm. Sim. ix. 28. 7, Mand. x. 2. 5 (evrev£erar should be read 
for -yTat); cep. PAerere pr) (pajrote) tora. Col. 2. 8, H. 3. 12, final 
(supra 2).—Independent clauses with p4 and the conj. usually have 
an imperative meaning, § 64, 2; under this head comes 1 Th. 5. 15 
opare pits arodot, AAAG. ... dumdkere (ON Cpate before the imperat. and 
con}. see §§ 64, 2; 79, 4). An exception to this is Mt. 25. 9 pijrore 
ovK apkeory, vide supra. 

4. Of conditional sentences the four following forms exist in 
classical Greek : (1) et with indicative, denoting something which is 
simply regarded as actual; (2) edv with conjunctive, to express that 
which from the given stand-point of present time, the time in ques- 
tion being esther general or a special occasion, I wish to denote as 
under certain circumstances actual or liable to happen; (3) « with 
optative, if I wish to represent anything as generally possible, with- 
out regard to the general or actual situation at the moment (hence 
also used with reference to a position of affairs in past time); (4) «i 
with imperfect, aorist, or pluperfect indicative, to denote that the 
actual state of things is the opposite to the case supposed, vide supra 
§ 68, 2 and 3. The distinction between (1) and (2) is very slight in 

1 Not 67 optat.; cp. § 23, 4 and supra 2, note 1. 

2 This perf. conj. also occurs in Jo. 17. 19, 23, 1 C. 1. 10, 2 C. 1. 9, and is in 
all cases easily intelligible. ; 
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the case of ei with the fut. indic., since éav with the aor. conj. also 
generally refers to the future—eav reoy = si ceciderit ; the indicative, 
however, expresses a more definite ed La a the N.T. (3) is 
hardly represented (see § 66, 4); (1) and (2¢ have come into still 
closer contact, as is seen especially in the fact that é€a¢v may also be 
joined with the indicative. We note at the outset that the dissyllabic 
form of this particle is the regular one (cp. éavrot, where Attic has 
both éavrod and avrov), whereas inversely the form édv for dv is 
frequently employed in relative sentences (inf. 7), § 26, 4. Still 
‘and if,’ ‘even if, may be xav: Mt. 21. 21 (D kal... éav), L. 18. 9 
(kat eav D) etc. (see § 5, 2). Externally then the prominent dis- 
tinction between (1) and (2) is that the negative used with ef is ov, 
while with eay it is (as in all Attic conditional sentences) ju, see 
§ 75, 3. But the internal distinction between the two forms has not 
been quite lost. It is only modern Greek which denotes every ‘if’ 
by av; in the N.T. e¢ with the indicative is obligatory for all sup- 
positions referring to what has already taken place: Me. 3. 26 « 6 
gatavas avertyn ef’ eavtov (which according to the speech of Christ’s 
opponent must already have taken place), contrast ibid. 24 in an 
imaginary instance, eadv BactAcia ed’ eavtnv pepirOy. The same dis- 
tinction holds good where the two forms occur in even closer 
connection, as in Jo. 13.17 € tatvra oidare (present reality),*wakdproé 
exte eav rounte avta (future), or 1 C. 7. 36 « b€ Tus doynpoveiy ext 
tiv mapOevov airov vopuite: (reality), €dv 7 brepaxpos (future), i.e. the 
indicative is used where a supposition is made with regard to some- 
thing now actually existing, and the only irregularity is that this 
present indicative is occasionally preceded by édv instead of «i: 
1 Jo. 5. 15 éav ofdapyev (the reading of R° dwuev is not good),!’ 
1 Th. 3. 7 €av vuets orijKere (-yte R*DE), whereas before the imperf. 
and aor. indic. the N.T. like classical Greek always uses «i.? 
(Inversely in 1 Th. 5. 10 etre... etre takes the conjunctive, in a 
clause inserted in the middle of a final sentence, vide supra 2.) Ei 
with the pres. indic. is used with reference to present reality also in® 
G. 1. 9 (8 is different) ; on the other hand éay with pres. conj. is very 
rarely so used, A. 5. 38 eav 9) €€ dvOpdrwv 4 BovAy avry x.7.A. followed 
in 39 by et de €x Geov exrwv, where we should no doubt understand 
the meaning to be: ‘If perchance it should be—but if, as these 
persons maintain, it really is’ etc. That in fact is very often the 
meaning of this «: ‘if really’ (as is maintained), or even ‘if accord- 

ingly’ (as follows from what has been said): in the latter case it 
approximates to the meaning of ere’. Ei ravra roves (‘really’), 
pavéepworov ceauTov TO Koop Jo. 7. 4. Ei rov ydptov...6 Geds ofttws 
apdievveowv (‘accordingly, see verses 28 f.), mécm padrdAov tpas 
Mt. 6. 30. ’Eav, on the other hand, when referring to an actually 

‘ Not very different in meaning is 1 Jo. 2. 29 édy ef5%re, where the transition 
from ei with indic. to the other, apparently less suitable, mode of expression 
a ce. conj.) is quite carried out (‘as’ or ‘as soon as you know..., so you also 
now’). 

?Lxx. also has éav abd joba Job 22. 3. abey, App. pp. 320-321. 
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existing state of things, makes the supposition indefinite: 1 C. 4.1 
éav 980 puptous raibaywyors EX NTE (‘even if you should have’), 
Jo. 5. 31 cay eyo paptupo (‘if perchance’ ; one might also treat 
papTupm as an indic. Vite supra) Tept ELAUTON, 7 papTupla pLou OvK 

cotivy dAnOys.1 On tle other hand, with reference to things which 
may or may not happen at any time, eav with the pres. conj. is the 
regular construction, though indeed in the N.T. « with the indie. is 
also found used in this way : Mt. 5. 29 €¢ 6 6fOarpds cov cxavdarifer 
TE, CP. 30, 18. 8 f. (but ea oKavoarién Me. 9. 13 459 47)s bi 65.-32 
El ayarare, but in 33 «av dyaGorounre (Mt. 5 46 eav es 

(Juite incorrect 1s Me. 9. 42 xadrdv eoriv avT@ aA Gy El TEPLKELTUL . 
pe BeBAnrar (D is correct with mepteKerTo .. . BA On), = bis Af 3 
(weptexerto — ep(p)ierto D), ’Edv with the pres. conj. in other cases 
refers to the future: édav Gers, | dtivacat” Mt. 8. 2 ete., édv pe dé 
Me. 14. 31, 1 Jo. 2. 3 cav Typopev (pvAdEwpev 8*), cp. I iva py 
ses and éav tes apapTy. 

. (Continuation: & with future, éa4v with aor. conj. and fut.) 
The connection of et with the fut. indic. is quite rare in the N.T., 
but keeps fairly well its meaning of a definite supposition: Mt. 26. 33 
= Me. 14. 29 €¢ (kat) raves oxavoadwr biyrovras (z.e. as you have just 
now said 5 ep. supra 4); 2 Tim. 2. 12 € dpvynropeba. parallel with 
ee eae él Urrop.evo Lev Rt ae bh DD. 26 tw ice el iropeverre, 
preceded by e« vrodépe tis 19: in this case edv izodéepy and «av 
vrouecvyte might at least be thought to be equally possible. In L. 11.8 
el Kat ov dwoet 18 Incorrect for eav Kai pay 6; cp. the intermixture of 
fut. and aor. conj. ibid. 5 ff. The fut. is correct in 1 C. 9 a1 
Gepioopev (-cwpev CDE al.) and 3. 14 f. ef peeved... ef kataxajoeta, of 
a definite point of future time, the day of judgment (Ap. 13. 10 v.1.). 
A marked Hebraism is the use of « in oaths and asseverations 
=that not (Hebr. ON): Me. 8. 12 & Sobijcerar, H. 3. 11, 4. 3 O.T. 
—For ¢av with fut. indic. there is no quite certain instance: see 
Alt. 18. 19 EaV Tryppwvijr over (-woev FGKM al.), a gener al statement ; 

L. 19. 40 eav cewryocovew SAB al., cvyjcovow D, Cwwm IT wow TA al., 
of something impending at the present moment; A. & 31 eay po) aa 
OONYI/TEL LE "x BFCE (ditto); Ap. 2. 22 8A (ditto, but in 5 eav py) 
peTavorj7y)s). Cp. Herm. Mand. v. 1. 2 edv eon (as pr. man. js), iv. 3. 7 
EUV [LNKETL poo Hijrw, Vis. 1. 3. 2 v.l. The bulk of the instances 
exhibit the aor. conj. both in general statements and in those refer- 
ring to whag is now impending: cp. for the latter case Mt. 21. 25 
eav etrmpev, JO. 16. 7 cav py aed Ow... av O€ wopevOo. It is further 
used (in the province of the optative, see § 66, 4) with reference to 
what was impending in a past state of things: édv etipy A. 9. 2. 

6. Concessive sentences introduced by «i kai or éav xal ‘even if’ 
call for no special remarks, especially as there is no real distinction 
befween them and conditional sentences. Kav unites in itself the 

1Tbid. 8. 14 Kav éyw waprup®& epi ewavrod, adynOys ear 7 pwaprupia mov ‘even if 
ever.’ 

2 The Hellenistic ef 0é\e:s corresponds to the French s’il vous plait, Herodas 
7. 70, 8. 6 ete.; soin the N.T. Mt. 17. 4 ef @éXes moujow(uer). 
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meanings of ‘and ‘if’ (purely conditional), ‘if only,’ ‘if even’ (ési, 
and so becoming concessive) ; cp. § 78, 7.1 But eis used in a special 
sense to express the expectation attending an, action, Lat. sz (forte) 
(classical Greek uses «¢ and ev thus) : it is sf engthened by dpa or 
&paye and becomes equivalent to the « in an indirect question, with 
which this ef was regarded as identical, and is also extended by the 
addition of zws (only found after « and 7) in the N.T.): A. 27. 12, 
R. 1. ro, 11. 14, Ph. 3. 11. This «é may therefore govern the con- 
junctive, Ph. 3. 12 dw«w ef katadaBo, cp. supra | and (for the 
kindred py, payrotre ‘whether perchance’) 3, or the fut. indic. A. 8. 22 
ef dpa adeOjoceraz. We may further note et pr (class.), eb pi TL, ékrds 
el ph ‘except if,’ ‘except,’ ‘except that.’ Of these et ja) is generally 
not followed by a verb; for this we have <¢av pa) (without a verb) in 
Me. 4. 22 XB, ep. § 77, 13, G. 2. 16 (also uncommon in Attic Greek) ; 
<i py te avl*® (dv om. B*) ek cupddvor ‘except perhaps by agreement’ 
1C. 7. 5; & py is used with a verb in (1 C. 7. 17 & py [=rA, 
§ 77, 13]... wepurateizo, ‘yet’), G. 1.7 ef py tees etoty=ahyv ore 
(A. 20. 23) 7. «. ‘except that,’ 2 C. 13.5 ef py te dddxipot eore ‘it 
must then be the case that,’ Mc. 6. 5, and with a conj. in 
L. 9. 13 €¢ pay te mopevOevres Hpeis ayopacwuev (all uncials), ‘ unless 
perhaps we buy’?; éxrds et 7) takes the aor. indic. in 1 C. 15. 2, the 
conj. In 14. 5 exrds ef pn Steppvedy (v.1. -wv D*), and stands without 
averbin 1 Tim. 5.19. Inu these connections therefore «¢ and éav 
are interchanged, and the latter is generally replaced by the former; 
similarly in the elliptical phrase «& d€ py (ye) ‘otherwise’ «i often 
stands where éadv would be used if the sentence were written in full, 
while eav S€ 44 does not appear at all (so Attic). Apart from these 
special combinations (and apart from etre... etre after tva, supra 2) «7 
with the conj. is not found (the reading in Ap. 11. 5 kai e@... OeAynon 
is quite uncertain; perhaps we should write «xdv from the KAIH 
of 8*), 

7. Relative sentences take the conjunctive in two ways: (1) with 
dv in the kind of hypothetical sentence such as doris dv OéAy = eav 
tts Gedy, (2) without av, the relative having a final sense, where this 
construction supplants, though not entirely, the Attic future indica- 
tive. The place of év is according to the popular manner of the 
time taken by éav, the Mss. of course showing very great uncertainty 
about the reading*; the position of the particle is as in Attic 
immediately after the relative, unless perhaps 6é or ydp js interposed. 
The negative with the conjunctive is always ;.}, with the indicative 
it 1s usually ov, even in cases where pj is used in Attic, cp. § 75, 3 

1 Kay has also become a particle meaning ‘even only,’ A. 5. 15, 2C. 11. 16, 
Clem. Cor. ii, 7. 2, 18. 2 (Attic). *v. App. p. 321. 1¥v. App. p. 332. 

*'Viteau, p. 114 explains the conj. as deliberative, sc. BovAe (‘unless we 
should buy ’). 

3 Kriiger, § 65, 5, 12. 

4°Os dav Mt. 5. 19 (€dv om. D*, av D*): 10. 14 bs edv CEF al. (4v RBDKL): 
A. 7.7 @ éiv (avy BD) O.T. Also in the London papyrus of Aristotle (of dav 
col. 12, 31, chap. 30. 2). Cp. § 26,4. - 
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(similarly «¢ ov, supra 4). Now in constructions with a relative 
sentence, which might be replaced by hypothetical clauses, no state- 
ment is made about aything concrete and actual, but only a general 
statement or supposition; consequently ds (or dares, § 50, 1) ay, 
corresponding to eév, appears to be the regular phrase. So L. 8. 18 
os yap av (av yap SBLX) €xyn, Soijoeras aito, Kai Os av py ExY, Kat O 
exet (no longer hypothetical, the supposition having already been 
made in os tv py) €x7) apOijoerar dx’ attot. But the same saying 
takes the form in Mt. (13. 12) and Me. (4. 25) of os (da7«s) yap eve 
(av éexyn in Mc. AEPG al., av €xyes DE*F al.) ... 6s ovxK ever (H*G al. 
ov« €xn). The indicative, which also appears in classical Greek, in 
such sentences expresses the definite assumption that such persons 
exist. This assumption occasionally arises directly from the circum- 
stances: L. 9. 50 (= Me. 9. 40) os yap ovk core KaP yor, brep vpav 
egtiv, cp. 49.—The same relation exists between the aor. conj. and 
the fut. ind. as between the pres. conj. and pres. ind., and the dis- 
tinction here also frequently appears to be obliterated: Mt. 18. 4 
(Goris Tarevvoce eavTov, Whereas in 23. 12 with the same sense the 
future tense may be purposely used with reference to the future of 
the disciples), 5. 39 (the reading of 8B famige: is not good), 41, 10. 
32 doris oporuyjoes answering to 33 daTis 0 av aprijaytas (and cp. 
L. 12. 8). Of course the fut. may also be equivalent to the pres. 
with av, and the latter be equivalent to the fut. (continuous action) : 
L. 17. 31 6s €orat ert Tob Swparos. The fut. ind. is equally admissible 
after os av as it is after éév, but there is a lack of certain instances of 
this construction: Me. & 35 dwoAece. NBCD? al. (-cy AL al.), L. 17. 
33 do. SAL al. (-oy BDE al.), 12. 8 opodroyrjcee AB*DR al., A. 7. 7 
O.T. ACD, Barn, 11. 8 6 éav éfeActoerae RC}: while the present 
indic, dou av vraye. Ap. 14. 4 only rests on the authority of AC and 
must certainly be rejected. The possibility of av being omitted with 
oatis 18 maintained, but in no case are all the MSS in agreement: 
Mt. 10. 33 (om. av BL), Ja 2 19 doris ... tTypijoy (8BC, vec AKLP), 
mratoy oe ev evi (SABC, ce: KLP); dcoe without av is found twice in 
Herm. Sim. vii. 11. 3." 

8. (Continuation).—Relative sentences with a final meaning occa- 
sionally show instances of the fut. in the N.T. asin Attic: Mc. 1. 2= 
Mt. 11. 10, L. 7. 27 arocreAAw tov aGyyeAcv prov ..., OS KaTarkevaces 
(O.T. Malachi 3. 1, but our Lxx. has a different text), 1 C. 4. 17 (but 
we also say éwho shall’), but elsewhere the con}. is used, which must 
be explained by assimilation to sentences with tva, which are else- 
where found with the same meaning. Mc. 14. 14=L. 22. 11 wot 
eotiv TO KaTdAvpa drov dayw (D in Me. has dayouac), = tva dayw: 
A. 21. 16 dyovtes rap’ @ Seve PGpev Mvacwv, = rpis Mvacwva iva Fev. 
rep’ avtm, On the other hand we have tva in 2 C. 12. 7 €6660y prot 
oxoroy ... dyyeAos catava, iva pe kodadi¢y (Viteau p. 134 f.).Akin 
to these are the relative sentences which denote a kind of consequence 
resulting from some particular quality or state, and which in Latin 

1"As av curredécovery occurs In an inscription in a translation from the Latin, 
Viereck Sermo Graecus senatus Rom. (Gtg. 1888), p. 38. 67, 8. 

“vy, App. p. 321. 
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take the conjunctive like final relative sentences. In this case we 
have the fut. in L. 7. 4 d&sds corey @ wapen (mid.) totro, cp. Lat. 

dignus qui with conj.; on the other hand iva is,ased in Jo. 1. 27 agsos 
tva Avo (equivalent to ixavds Avoat Me. 1. 7 ete: classical Greek takes 

the inf. after agcos as well).—In ovx exw 0 rapabijow L. 11. 6 the 

future is classical, but 6 is not, as 6, rs must have been used (§ 50, 1); 
in éyew te 6 rpoveveyxy H. 8. 3 (cp. Clem. Cor. i. 38. 2 édwxey du’ of 
mporavarAnpwOy) the fut. would be used in classical Greek, cp. 
Phil. 2. 20 ovdeva EXw ... OUTS PEPLpLVITe, Here again the infinitive 

would be possible, €xee rT rpoceveyxat, and that in the N.T. might be 

replaced by ta, Jo. 5. 7, see § 69, 4. 

9. Temporal sentences introduced by ore, drav (érore only in L, 
6. 3 AEH al., ére 8BCD al.), (eve only in L. 7. 1 with vl. eed) ; 
elsewhere ézei is causal in the N.T.), ws etc. (see § 78, 3), are generally 
only a special class of relative sentences, and exhibit the same con- 
structions. “Ove is found very frequently with the aorist indicative, 
but according to circumstances also takes the imperfect, perfect (1 C. 
13. 11 6re yeyova, but B has eyevounr), present (H. 9. 17), and future. 
The last tense usually occurs in phrases like ¢pyera: dpa ore rpos- 
Kuvyrvete JO. 4. 21, ep. 23, 5. 25, 28, 16. 25, L. 17. 22 (Gre ercOvprjcrere, 
D rov erOipnoat ipas), 2 Tim. +. 3, which are closely related to 
relative phrases such as ovdev eotiv Kexadrppevoy 0 otk adtoxadudOn- 
cerat (Mt. 10. 26),} (and therefore in the former as in the latter 
instances the place of the fut. may be taken by the infin., and that 
again may be replaced by ‘va with conj., Jo. 16. 2 epyeras dpa tva 
60€). Hence in accordance with what was said in 8 the conj. (with- 
out av) may also take the place of this fut.: L. 13. 35 ews 7 dre (the 
time when) etzyre (so AD etc.; there is a v.l. €ws ay e’rnre, agreeing 
with Mt. 23. 39). Elsewhere ore does not appear with the conj.; a 
further instance of its use with the fut. is R. 2. 16 ev ayepa bre kpivet 
(v.J. €v 9} 2. xpivet : Marcion apparently had neither of these readings, 
but with asyndeton dzodoyoupevwv. xpivet x.7.A.: this brings the pas- 
sage into order, whereas in other places drav with the conj. is used in 
this way : Mt. 9. 15 éeXetvoovras nPLEpae OTav arapOn, cp. Me. 2. 20, 

for which Luke uses the more awkward, but more correct construc- 
tion (5. 35) €Aevoovrae auepat, kat (§ 77, 6) drav arapOy..., TOTE 
vnorevoovey (kat om. NC. al.). The use of drav is more justifiable in 
Mt. 26. 29 (Me. 14. 25) ews rhs auépas exeivns drav rive, since the 
phrase is a periphrasis for Attic rpiv dv.—'Orav with the indicative 
denotes in the first place indefinite frequency in past time, see § 63, 
7; secondly it is used quite incorrectly in Ap. 8. 1 drav Hoge AC 
{ore 8P, and so this author writes elsewhere, 6. 1, 3 ete.; in modern 
Greek drav is ‘when’ as av is ‘if’); besides this it corresponds to 
édv with the indic. (supra 4) in L. 13. 28 érav dperbe B*DX (-no be 
AB“ al,, LOnTE 8), Me. 11. 2 5 orav ornKere (cp. eav orjxere 1 Th. 3. 

7, but there there is a reason for it [see above 4], which in the 
passage from St. Mark is not the case) ACD al. (-yte BG al., ov fre 8); 

* For this Mc. 4. 22 has cay uh va pavepwOy, = perhaps wore pavepwOfvat or in 
better Attic ofov pavepwOjvat. 
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elsewhere its use is insufficiently attested (L. 11. 2 mpocedvyerGe 
ACH al.; Jo. 7. 27 éhyerat 8HX al.; the evidence for axovere Me. 13. 
7 1s quite ae nL Cp. Clem. Cor. ii. 12. 1 érav éoras (quotation), 
7 ; Barn. 15.5 8. + 

0. ( Continuation) —Temporal particles and compound expressions 
with, the meaning ‘until’ (‘while’), éws, ews ob (drov), év G, axpu(s), 
AX pes ov, HExpU(S), pexpes ob (§ 78, 3) take the indicative in the regular 
way (the fut? ind. is rare, itisav.l in L. 13. 35 [see 9]; the present 
is used instead i In ews Epyopat JO 21. 22, 1 Tim. 4. 13 ‘until I come’ 
[$ 56, 8) =ev @ épxopas L. 19. 13,1 ep. Me. 6.45 NBL éws avros dzrodven, 
v.1. irodtorn -cet, D aitos 6€ arodve; but here it may also mean 

‘while’). But where they take the conjunctive, ews frequently, and 
ews ot (drov), axpes (ob), wexpes ob probably always omit the év: Me. 
13. 30 pexpis ob (pw. OTov B, pexpe s, ews 0b D) ratvra ravra yévytat, 
1 C. 11. 26 dype of (av add. x°D° al.) €AGy, E. 4. 13 pexpe kaTavTiowper, 
L. 21. 24 dype od (ob om. A al.) tAnpwOdorr, L. 17. 8 ews (av add. 
AK al.) dayw, Me. 14. 32 €ws tpooevgopar (D al. -oat), 2 Th. 2. 7 
(ews av FG); av is used in Mt. 5. 26 €ws ay azodes and in all other 
passages (Ap. 2. 25 aype ob av néw; the fut. occurs without dv in 17. 
17, but B reads reAeo Ooo as in 15. 8, 20. 3, 5). We even have aypu 
7s Npepas yevntat L. 1. 20. The reason for this usage of the language, 
which may be traced back a long way (Herodotus, Thucydides and 
others *), is probably to be found in the fact that these sentences 
have a certain affinity with final sentences ; sentences with piv have 
this same affinity, in which the omission of dy is specially frequent 
in classical authors, but in the N.T. these have been considerably 
supplanted by clauses formed with fos ete, (xpiv with the conj. 
appears in L. 2. 26 zpiv + [7 om. B] dv [av om. AD al.] 5), but &* 
here also has €ws av tidy: 22. 34 mpi 7 axapvion AT al., but ews is 
read by 8BL, ews of K al., ews drou D; with the optative A. 25. 16, 
see § 66, 5). 

§ 66. REMAINS OF THE OPTATIVE. 

1. The optative in principal sentences to denote a practicable 
(see § 63, 5) wish has not yet gone out of use in the N.T.? (the negative 
is py). My yevorro occurs in L. 20. 16 and frequently in Paul (to 

express stropg aversion, LXX. has the same phrase, Hebr. motor). 

1 Th. 5, 23 dydoar: Philem. 20 éy# cov ovaiunv: Mc. 11. 14 pyxere 

, Viteau, p. 129 f. explains the passages in Le. and Jo. as meaning ‘ while I 
go’ or ‘withdraw myself,’ though this explanation cannot be applied to the 
passage in] Tim. All other explanations than that given above are completely 
discredited by its use in Hermas Sim. v. 2. 2, ix. 10. 5, 6, 11. 1 day dé un AGn, 
pevets pe” Hudv Ode Ews épxerac until he comes (which is a certaznty, § 56, 8). 
One must therefore also attribute to év @ L. 19. 13 with the same present the 
meaning of ‘until,’ = és 8. 

? Kruger, § 54, 17, 3 (dialekt. Synt. 54, 17, 5 and 9). 

3There are 35 examples in all (Burton, p. 79), all with the exception of 
Philem. 20 in the 3rd person. 
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pdeis bayou. But there is a strong inclination to use the imperative 
instead of the optative, not only in requests, ;vhere the imperative 
has a legitimate place in classical Greek as wej«, but also in impreca- 
tions, where it takes the place of the classical dptative: avadeuu éeotw 
.G.1.6f, ep. 1 C. 16. 22.1. The single instance of the pres. opt. is 
A. 8. 20 7d dpytpidv cov ein ets drwreav, The Attic phrases «i yap, 
et0e to introduce a wish (§ 63, 5) are not found ; deAov (vide ibid.) 
is used with a fut. ind. to express a practicable wish in G. 5. 12 
dpeAov Kai droxoWovTas of dvarrarovrTes Luas, ‘would that they would 
at once castrate themselves.’ 

2. The optative with d&v in principal sentences to denote possi- 
bility (modus potentialis) has quite disappeared from the popular 
language; the unique instance of it (besides its use in questions) is A. 
26.29 (Paul before Agrippa, literary language) «v€ainv av (cp. in class. 
Greek Aeschines 1. 159), whereas elsewhere «GovAdpuyy is used rather 
than Bovrotyny av, § 63, 5, and in hypothetical sentences (infra 4) the 
optative (with av) is at any rate never found in the principal clause. 
In many places where Attic could have used the potential mood, the 
N.T. uses the future indicative: R. 3. 6 érei was Kpivet 6 Oeds tiv 
Koopov; LC. 15. 35 épet tis (although this future is also not un- 
classical, § 61, 1; Buttm. p. 188). Instances of the optative also 
occur in Luke in direct questions: ras yap av duvaiuyvy A. &. 31 and 
Ti av GeAot obtos A€yery L7. 18, ep. infra 3 (also taken from the literary 
language). 

3. The optative of indirect speech (in subordinate clauses), answer- 
ing to the indicative or conjunctive of direct speech, cannot be expected 
to occur with any frequency in the N.T., on account of the decided 
preference which the language in general shows for direct expression. 
Luke alone uses the optative occasionally, and even he never has it 
after dre and ws, and not often in indirect questions proper (L. 22. 23 
Tis apa €in, 8. 9 Tis ety (ey om. LET’); most of the following instances 
contain dv and therefore answer to the potential mood of the direct 
question (supra 2)?: L. 1. 29 woramos av (add. D) ein, 62 ti dv Oérdor 
kadcic Oat, 6. 11, 8. 9 tis et, LET without ef, 9. 46, 15. 26 (av. om. 
sATal.; Dri GéAe rovro e’var), 18. 32 (4v om. 8RABP al.), 22. 23 rls (dpa) 
ety all uncials (only cursives have eotiv or jv), Acts (2. 12 Ti Gere 
rovro eivac a direct question ; E av OéXot, & GéAor, readings which in 
an indirect question are inadmissible after A¢yorres), 5. 24 Ti dv yévorto 
rouTo, 10. 17. Besides this the optative of indirect spoech is found 
sporadically after «¢ ‘whether’ (§ 65, 1 and 6) in A. 17. 27 (nreiv 7dv 
Gedy, et dpaye YnAadjraav adriv kat evporev, cp. 27 12, 39, and after 
unmore ‘whether perhaps’ in L. 3. 15 pirore etn infra 4, and lastly 
in a dependent statement of time in indirect speech, A. 25. 16 vide 
infra 5. 

4. While no example of the optative is found in final sentences 
(on E. 1. 17 see § 65, 2, note 1: 3, note 1),*there are some few 

1'The optative in an imprecation of ill only occurs in Me. 11. 14, A. 8. 20. 
In a quotation from Ps. 109. 8, A. 1. 20 uses AaBérw where the Lxx. has A\4for. 

* An indirect question may also in classical Greek take every mood of the 
direct question, Kriiger, § 54, 6, 6. ev, App. p. 321. 
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instances of it in hypothetical sentences. A. 24. 19 ovs ede... Kary- 
yopelv, et Te Exouev pM Eve, which would certainly be more correctlv 
expressed by ei tu €xovot or eav te Exwor: 20, 16 eorevdev yap, «i 
Suvatoy ein avTQ, ... yeverOas ets "lepovoadijp (indirect; besides e¢ may 
very naturally be understood as meaning ‘whether,’ cp. 27. 12, 309, 
supra 3): 1 P. 3. 14 & Kat mao x OUTE 61a, SuKarortyyy, paKdprot, 17 
K Pelt TOV dyaforowuvras, ei Gedoe TS OeAnpa Tov Geov, maa yew 7} KAKO- 
wovovvtas, ‘if perchance’ as in Attic ey language). Besides these 
we have the formula e¢ téyou in St. Paul, 1 C. 14. 10, 15. 37. 

5. In (relative and) temporal sentences there is no further instance 
besides A. 25. 16 (Festus’s words): amrexpi@nv or. ovK eotiv Gos 
yaptler Oar .... piv % 6 KaTiyopotpevos Exou... AdBoe te, where the 
opt. is rightly used in indirect speech for the conj. of direct speech. 

S 67. IMPERATIVE. 

1. The imperative in the N.T. keeps for the most part within the 
same limits as in the classical language; as in that language it by no 
means expresses simply a command, but also a request or a concession 

(Mc. 8. 32 twayere, 2 C. 12.6 eotw 6é).* In the last case the impera- 
tive sentence may be equivalent to a concessive sentence : Jo. 2. 19 
Avoare TOV Vaov TOUTOY, Kal év Tpuoly 1 PLEpars evepo attov, = €QV kat 

es cp. in classical Greek Soph. Ant. 1168 ff. wAovrre Te yap Kar? 
otKor . ,€av O arn TovTwv TO Xalpe’, TAAN eyo Karvov oKLaS OdK GV 
mr puok pny (Kithner- Gerth i? 236). On the encroachment of the 
linperative into the province of the optative see § 66, 1. 

2. The Imperative is frequently replaced by the conjunctive, see 
g 64, 2 2, by tva or GeAw iva with conj., ibid. 4, or by the fut. indic., 
ibid. 3 ; 5 Viteau p. 37. On the substitution of the infinitive for it 
see § 69, 

§ 68. INFINITIVE. 

1. The infinitive is another of those forms which the language at 
a later period gave up, in favour of a periphrasis with fva (mod. 
Greek va) and the conjunctive, a construction which has already 
been largely tleveloped in the N.T. But the infinitive is still abund- 
antly used beside it by all writers, so that it depends on the discretion 
of the writer on each separate occasion whether he employs the 
synthetic or the analytical expression, though the latter is not in all 
cases open to use. The beginnings of this development may be 
traced not only in the earlier Hellenistic Greek, but also previously 
to that in classical Greek, the only difference being that in the 
classical language the particle used in the periphrasis is not tva but 
OTWsS, e.g. Teparbar Orws cwfopeOa (Xenoph.)=7epacba coer Oar, 
whereas later 67ws retired more into the background (§ 65, 2) and 
finally disappeared. Cp. also the use of wf in Latin which is so 
frequently interchangeable with the infinitive. 

«vy, App. p. 321. 
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; a second analytical 
expression for the infinitive, namely 8 (ws) wijh the indicative, with 
which cp. the Latin use of quod or quta (late Latin says dico vobis quia 
unus vestrum me traditurus est). The line of demarcation between the 
old 6r:, which of course reappears in the N.T., and the new iva is 
that the former has an indicative sense, the latter a conjunctive 
(or imperative) sense, while the infinitive is the dvopza pijparos (as 
Apollonius calls it) with a neutral meaning between the two others. 
To express actual facts, therefore, particularly those which belong 
to past time, oz. alone can correctly be used in the periphrasis; on 
the other hand things which may be regarded as a contemplated 
result or one likely to occur, are expressed to a wide extent by iva. 
The intervening province, viz. that which still belongs exclusively to 
the infinitive, is not a large one in the N.T.: under this head, for in- 
stance, comes the rule that dvvacGat and péAAev are joined exclusively 
with the infinitive. 

2. From early times there existed in Gree} 

3. As the ovoya prwartos the infinitive is capable of taking the 
neuter of the article, and this may be declined, and the cases of the 
infinitive so formed may be dependent on different prepositions. In 
this way the sphere of the infinitive has been very largely extended, 
so that it can also represent temporal and causal sentences. The 
N.T. retains this usage, and in particular employs the genitive with 
rov in the most lavish way. 

§ 69. INFINITIVE AND PERIPHRASIS WITH ta. 

1. The use of the infinitive in a principal sentence in place of a 
finite verb, with imperative sense and with the subject in the 
nominative!, is extremely old and found with special frequency in 
Homer, while in Attic it becomes less prominent. On the other 
hand the later classical language (especially in legal phraseology) 
uses the accusative and infinitive in this sense, or the simple infinitive 
with no subject expressed (Aeyecvy ‘one must say’ = Aexreov), in which 
case the ideas accessory to the subject appear in the accusative.? At 
the same time Attic uses ows with the fut. indic. with imperative 
sense. In the N.T. we find in a few passages ‘va with the conj. 
used in a similar way, see § 64, 4:°and the infinitive which is equi- 
valent to it twice in St. Paul, R. 12. 15 yatpev pera yatpovrur, 
kAaiey peta KAatovTwv, Ph. 3. 16 wAny eis 6 épOdcaper, TO atTo 
ototxeiv.’ Where the subject has to be expressed Paul uses éva: 1 dé 
yy iva poBnras tov dvépa HE. 5. 33. It is very easy here to supply 
a governing verb (a verbum dicendi or ypy, det), as it is with the 
(accusative and) infinitive; the infinitive xaipe to express a wish 
in epistolary style is clearly elliptical, A. 15. 23, 23. 26. 

1 Homer, Il. B. 75 vpets 5’ &NoPev Gros epyrvev eréecow. Aristoph. Ran. 133 
750” elvat kal ov cavror. 

2So in Aristotle, Bonitz Index Aristot. s. v. Infinitivus. ®°’v. App. p. 321. 
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to express aim or obj@et, which in Homer has a much wider range 
than in Attic writers,,who for the most part only employ it after 
verbs containing the idea of to give, appoint, present, send ete. 
This infinitive, which is equivalent to a final sentence, has again 
become widely prevalent in the N.T.: Mt. 5.17 ov« 7)AOov xaradtvoat, 
GrX\AG wAnpoca; 4. 1 6 "Incots avnyOn ets TV Epnuov irs TOD 
Tvevpatos, mepacOnvar td tov diaPodrov; L. 18. 10 dveBynoav 
mporvev~arGar; A. 10. 33 mdpecpev axovoa, (Attic would here use 
the future participle which in the N.T. is almost unused, § 61, 4.) 
Of course this infinitive is also found with é:d6vat, avooréAXecv ete. 
as in Attic: Me. 3. 14 dmooreAAn kyptooey (A. 5. 21 aréoteAav 
dx@yvat avrovs is different, the construction being passive, and the 
ace. and inf. being therefore used ; cp. inf. 8), Mt. 25. 35 edeKaré pot 
gpayeiv, Beside the inf. iva also appears again: Mt. 27. 26 wapédwxev 
iva oravpwOn (= Me. 15. 15, Jo. 19. 16), though in the case of a 
specially close connection of the two verbs in certain definite phrases 
the infinitive does not admit of being replaced by tva: thus zapa- 
duddvae prvddcoav A. 12. 4, 16. 4, duddvar (atretv) hayetv, muety passim, 
while on the other hand where the connection is not so close and 
the subordinate clause is of greater length, ‘va is the natural con- 
struction: though here the infin. may also be used, as in A. 20. 28 
was TO TvEDpa TS Aytov EHeTO ExioKdTOVS, Toipaivery TV éexKAnolav 
«7A, 1. 24 f. efeA€Ew... AaPetv «.7.A. Moreover with regard to the 
use of tra there is here and in all cases where the infinitive is in 
question a distinction between the different writers: John, Matthew, 
and Mark employ it very freely, Luke much more rarely, especially 
in the Acts, a work which has very few instances of the employment 
of this particle in an unclassical way ; also in James, Peter, and the 
Epistle to the Hebrews it only appears as a strictly final particle.— 
A third construction with zapaédiddraz ete. is es 75 With the infinitive, 
see § 71, 5; the participle, which is also so used in the N.T., offers 
another alternative construction, § 74, 2, and aim or object of any 
kind is very frequently denoted by means of rod with the infinitive, 
§ 71, 3. 

3. Akin to the infinitive of aim is the infinitive of result, yet so 
far distinguished from it, that if the result is declared to be actual, 
iva according to what has been said has, or at least should have, no 
place (vide infra). The particle used to introduce this infinitive is 
éore as in classical Greek ; the alternative use of the simple as is no 
more certainly established for the N.T. than it is for ordinary Attic.? 
“Qore is also used in the N.T. (as in classical Greek) to introduce 
independent sentences, when, it takes the indicative, imperative, or 
hortatory conjunctive (meaning ‘therefore’). But where the sentence 
is neally dependent, the indicative, which is possible according to 

2. Of equal ‘or abe with the last usage is the use of the infinitive 

1In L. 9. §2 ws is only read by 8B: A. 20. 24 ws reXecdow N*(2ws 7. N°)B, ds 
rekecOoat AHLP: re has apparently fallen out before reXecéoar, and so E has 
wore (ws 76 C). In Josephus, however, the traditional text often has a con- 
secutive ws (with infin.), Raab de Jos. elocut. (Erlangen, 1890), p. 37. 

@v, App. p. 321. 
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classical usage, is not good N.T. Greek, since even in G. 2. 73 there 
is at any rate a v.]. with the inf, while in Jo. b. 16 the correct read-' 
ing in place of dove is dt, which is doubly attested by Chrys. (in 
many passages) and Nonnus, § 78, 6. The infinitive, therefore, is 
used (class.), the subject being usually added in the accusative, 
unless it can be obviously supplied from what has preceded 
(cp. § 72). Consequently the construction with the infinitive has 
a wider range than in Attic; in a sentence sike A. 15. 37 éyéevero 
Tapo-vepos, WoTE aoxwpicOnvat avTous dm’ dAAjAwV, an Attic writer 
would rather have used the indicative, both because there was no close 
connection between the clauses and also on account of the importance 
attaching to the result. But wore is by no means used (either in 
the N.T. or in Attic) to introduce merely the actual or the possible 
result, but may also introduce the contemplated result, and so the 
boundary-line which separates these sentences from sentences of 
design almost disappears.! In L. 20. 20 iva émuAdBuvrat attod Adyou, 
WOTE Tapadovvat avTov TH apX} TOD iyenovos Means ‘so that they might 
be able’=‘in order that they might be able,’ and the v.1. «is 7d for 
wore (AL al., cp. supra 2) is quite in accordance with the sense. Cp. 
further L. 4. 29 wore (‘in order to,’ v.l. e¢s tO AC al.) karaxpynyvioa 
abtov, 9. 52 wore (‘in order to’; 8B ws, see note 1 on p. 223) éroupdoar 
avt@, Mt. 27. 1 cvpBotAvov éAaBov wore Oavarooa. airdv (D correctly 
explaining the meaning gives ive @Qavatirovow adr.).2—The inf. 
without wore (also with its subject in the accusative) is used in a 
similar way to express result: A. 5. 3 dua ti érAnpwoev 6 catavas Tijy 
kapdlav cov, YevourOat oe x.7.A., Ap 5. 5 evixnoev 6 A€wy ... dvoi~uc 
(B 6 dvoiywv) x.7.r., 16. 9 ov petevonrav dotvas ait dd€av, H. 6. to 
ov yap ddtKkos 6 Oeds, (sc. wate) ertAafeo Oar. The inf. is still more 
freely used in L. 1. 54 (the Magnificat, probably more correctly attri- 
buted [ Harnack] to Elisabeth than to Mary) dvreAaBero “lopand rasdcs 
autov, pynrOqvat éXeous x.7.A., and in 72 (the Benedictus) zoujoae 
éAeos x.7.A, (the clauses are joined together quite incoherently: this 
clause is parallel with the accusative of a noun in the preceding 
verse 71 gwtypiav ¢& éxOpov x.7.r.); ep. 78 f. (inf. after ererxeparo),— 
Then again this infinitive of result may be replaced (as elsewhere in 
late writers?) by iva instead of the classical wore: 1 Jo. 1. g riords 
éoriv Kat dtKatos, va aby Tas dpaptias (cp. supra H. 6. 10), Ap. 9. 20 
(cp. supra 16. 9) ovdé perevoncay, tva px) tporKkvvyjrovety, 13. 13 move 
onpeta peyara, iva Kat Tip mown KataPaivery (cp. a similar phrase with 
doe in Mt. 24. 24), (Jo. 9. 2 ris Huaprev..., tva tupdros yevvnGy, ‘80 
that:’ a better reading, however, is ért ... éyevv7jOy, § 78, 6), L. 9. 45 

l’Oore (éf’ Gre) ‘on condition that’ does not appear in the N.T. (for which 
iva is used in G. 2.9): nor yet ore after a comparative with 4 (vedrepos } wore 
eidévat), Burton p. 150. On iva in Me. 4. 22 see § 65, 9 note. ° 

2 Here belongs also A. 20. 24, see note 1 on last page, ‘in order to fulfil,’ if 
wore TeXerooat ig the correct reading. Cp. for acre in Josephus W. Schmidt de 
Fl. Jos. elocut. (1893) p. 418 ff. 

3 Cp. op. cit. 420 f., where instances from Josephus are given (in all of which, 
however, the result is merely conceived and not actual). 
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qv sag a Cal abtav, iva pi aicOwvrat avro, 2 C. 1. 17, 
1 Th. 5. 4: Herm. im. vii. 2, ix. 1. 10. Cp. Arrian Diss. Epict. 
il, 2. 16 otrw pwpds Fv, iva pr idy. In these instances the correct 
limits for the use of (‘va are already exceeded; cp. Lat. wé. 
(In other passages one can quite well regard ‘va as final, ¢.g. in the 
phrase (vu wAnpwOy ‘in order to carry out God’s determinate 
counsel.’)—The so-called infinitive absolute after os, which is 
fairly frequent in Attic, only appears In ws é7og etzety ‘so to say’ 
H. 7. g (literary language). 

4. With the infinitive of design or result are included the well- 
known constructions of the infinitive with verbs meaning to wish, 
strive, avoid, ask, summon, make, leave, allow, hinder, be able, have 
power etc., with which in classical Greek wore is often prefixed to 
the infinitive. An alternative Attic construction with a certain 
number of these verbs is that with ézws, though it is by no means 
used to the same extent in which Latin wé is used after verbs of this 
kind ; at a later time ‘va stepped into the place of dzws and obtained 
a more and more extended use, so that in the N.T. with a great 
number of these verbs ‘va begins to be interchangeable with the inf., 
and even (especially in writers other than Luke, Paul, and the author 
of Hebrews) to supplant it. The subject of the inf. is often either 
necessarily (as with évvayuc) or in most cases (as with GéAw) identical 
with that of the principal verb, elsewhere it coincides with the 
object of the principal verb (e€6) or with the dative which follows it 
(zpooticow); if it requires to be expressly stated, it stands in the 
accusative. Ow usually takes the (ace. and) inf: (va in Mt. 7. 12, 
1 C. 14-5 (GeAw tyas AaXrety ..., paddAov O€ tva mpodyTevynre) and else- 
where.——BotAopat (as a word belonging to cultured speech) only takes 
the (ace. and) inf, so roAyd takes inf. (dpvodmar H. 11. 24; also boxe 
In po) Od€yre A€yev Mt. 3. g ‘do not let it occur to you to say’: see 
also 1 C. 11. 16: 8of€ wot in Luke e.g. L. 1. 3).—Bovdredopor inf. and 
iva, JO. 11. 53 (vl. ovveBova.), 12. 10 (in class. Greek inf. and dws); 
similarly cvpPovrciopas iva Mt. 26. 4: crpBovrctev tevé ‘to advise,’ 
with inf. Ap. 3, 18.—Opitte inf. A. 11. 29.—Zvvrieepat inf. and iva, 

Jo. 9. 22; mpotiepar inf. R. 1. 13.— EmrOupa, éeTeToOw only take the 

inf. (or acc. and inf. H. 6. 11); but we have ijsaAAuoaro* iva idy 
Jo. 8. 56, where the meaning can only be ‘to long with ecstasy,’ ‘to 
rejoice that he should see,’ cp. the use of rod and the inf. (§ 71, 3) in 
Herm. Vis. ili. 8. 7 repryapis eyevouny ov ideiv, 10. 6.+- Zura (eae (yr.) 
takes inf: tva in 1 C, 4. 2, 14. 12.—Zmdé (‘to strive zealously ’) takes 
iva in 1 ©. 14. 1.—Znrov8dto only the (acc. and) inf. (omevédw ace. and 
inf. in Herm. Sim. ix. 3. 2; sywvifovro tva Jo. 18. 36, drdrotipeio Oar 
takes inf. in Paul).—Tlepdéte ‘to try’ takes inf. (the Attic repadpa 
also takes drws!),—’Emyepa (only in Le.) also takes inf.: and so 
dok@, only in A, 24. 16.—BaAéwere iva (‘see to it that’: Att. dpare 
dws) occurs in 1 C, 16, 10.—Atoyivopar (exary.), doBodpor ‘to be 
ashamed’ or ‘afraid to do something,’ only the inf. (L. 16. 3 etc.); so 
dkv@ A, 9, 38.—SvrAdocropar iva oy 2. P. 3.17 (Attic has pj) and dirws 

1A. 15. 10 ri weipdfere roy Gedy, ériOeivar fvryv must be similarly explained, 
unless perhaps ror Gedv, which is omitted in some Latin ss., is an interpolation. 

aby, App. p. 321. 
P 
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p7}).—Atopar ‘to request’ takes va in L. 9. 4of 21. 36, 22. 32, dus 
in Mt. 9. 38, L. 10. 2, A. 8. 24, elsewhere th¢' inf. (Attic uses inf. 
and é7ws).—’Epwré iva (‘request’) occurs in Me. 7. 26 etc., dws 
in L, 7. 3, 11. 37, A. 23. 20, elsewhere it takes inf. (and acc. of 
the object of €p.); so eTEpWTO Mt. 16. 1.—-IIapaxadé ‘to beseech,’ 
‘exhort’ similarly takes iva in Mt. 14. 36 ete., dws in Mt. 8. 34 
(B iva), A. 25. 2 (cp. Att. pues Nevono: with inf. and OWS). -—— 

Airotpat takes (ace. and) inf. L. 23. 23, A. 3. 14, 46, 13. 28, Jo. 4. 9, 
E. 3. 13: éva Col. 1. 9 (kat airovpevoe om. B); in classical Greek it 
also takes d7ws.—TIIpooevxopar tva Mc. 14. 35 etc. (Gaus A. 8. 15, inf. 
L. 22. 40; cp. rod with inf. Ja. 5. 17); e«vxouae (a more literary 
word) takes (acc. and) inf. A. 26. 29 ete.—’Atia ‘to ask’ (Luke, 
literary language) only takes (acc. and) inf. A. 15. 38, 28. 22 (in 
class. Greek also d7ws; tva in a forged document in Demosth. 18. 
155); in the sense of ‘to count worthy’ it also takes the inf. (cp. agcos, 
infra 5) L. 7.7; xaraguo A. 5. 41.—Tlapaws acc. of the object and 
inf. (only in A. 27. 22, a literary word).—Kedrciow only takes the (acc. 
and) inf. (being used oe by Mt. and Le.); similarly racow A. 15. 2, 
cragow. (-couat mid.), mpootdacow (rare), eritacow (rare); dvapu- 
pyvyjyokw 2 Tim. 1. 6, dre Lovpar mid. A. 4. 17, vedw A. 24. 10; 
ee Oe also takes iva Me. 6. 8 (drayyehdw iva Mt. 28. 10); so 
Stapapripopiae iva 1 Tim, 9, 21; evTéANopat iva Me. 13. 343 knpvoow 
iva Mc. 6. 12; 3 BiacrédAopar iva Nt. 16. 20 (v.l. ewetipnoev), Me. 7. 36 
etc.; émrpa iva Mt. 20. 31 (with the two last verbs there is no 
instance of the inf.; 1n class. Greek verbs of this class except xeAetwo 
show a decided tendency to take dvws).—Xpnpar(fopar pass. ‘receive a 
divine command’ takes the inf. Mt. 2. 12, A. 10. 22 (in L. 2. 26 the 
inf, expresses an assertion).—’Efopxiftw ‘va occurs in Mt. 26. 63 
(Spxi¢w or evopx. with ace, and inf. in 1 Th. 5. 27).—Aéye frequently 
takes iva, as well as the (acc. and) inf. when it expresses a command 
(‘va igs used in this way in Ap. 14. 13); similarly ypddo, e¢.y. 
yéeypurrat iva Mec. 9. 12 (12. 19), and azocreAAw twa A. 16. 36, cp. 
supra 2.—TIelOo tva Mt. 27. 20, elsewhere it takes acc. of the object 
and inf.—IIou6é tva is used in Jo. 11. 37, Col. 4. 16, Ap. 3. 9 roujow 
avrTovs tva nEovow, cp. 13. 12, 15 f (in 15 tva is wanting in xB); tva 
has more of a final sense in Mc. 3. 14, ep. €OnKxa tva Jo. 15. 16 (ow 
Tuva. With inf. occurs in L. 5. 34 etc.; classical Greek has also occa- 
sionally zrocetv dws ‘to cause that’); wovety with acc. and inf. occurs 
in Me. 1.17 (Mt. 4. 19 double acc.), L. 5. 34 etc.; duddvac (a Hebrew 
usage) is similarly used in A. 10. qo, 14. 3, 2. 27 O.T.—’Ayyapebo iva 
Mt. 27. 32 (no instance of the inf.; doris ce dyyapevoens [D =pever| 
pidvov ev Mt. 5. 41).—’E@ tiva only takes inf.; the commoner aqua) 
‘let’ also takes iva, Mc. 11. 16; xaradAcizrw ruvé takes the inf. L. 10. go 
(not so much an inf. of aim as of result, cp. Hom. I). P. 151.—’Eaurpéra 
tii only takes the inf.; similarly xwAvw tiva (with this the verb 
Attic py is not annexed to the simple inf., 8§ 71, 3; 75, 4).— ‘To be 
able, ’ ‘to understand’ etc. only take the inf: Sévaztac (Suvaré Paul), 
iryvo (katicxyvw L. 21. 36 8B al., v.l. KatatiwGnre 5 EEUX. E. 3. 18), 
to Mt. 18. *5 (in the N.T. it also has the meaning ‘to have to,’ ‘be 
obliged to,’ L. 12. 50 Bdrricpu exw Bowriadnvac, cp. Clem. Hom. 
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1. 17, xii. 8), ofa Mt. 7. 11 ete, yevdoxe ‘Mt.’ 16. 3; further pavOdve 
1 Tim. 5. 4 ete., waSevouar pass. 1. 20; mpopedero L. 21. 14, diddoKu 
11. 1 (wapadrapBavw Me. 7. 4), decxvio A. 10, 28, trodexviw Mt. 3. 7. 
—The inf. is likewise used with édefrw, pe&dAdw, elw0a, prd Mt. 6. 5 

(23. 6 f.), dpxopar (never with the participle in N.T., cp. § 73, 4), 

mpoorideyar (a Hebraism, spot with 2 and inf.) ‘continue to do,’ 
‘repeat’ L.,20. 11, A. 12. 3 (UXX. also uses the active), xuvduvetw 
A. 19. 27, 40, mpoorotoduar L. 24, 28, érravOdvopar ‘forget to do’ 
Mt. 16. 5 =Mce. 8. 14 (aiso in Attic), and its opposite mpooexew (not 
so used in Att.) Mt. 6. 1 (with tva Barn. 16. 8). The construction 
with the inf. is very widely extended in individual instances, and 
used with far greater freedom than in Attic. Thus we have 
duaPrAeWers exPareivy Mt. 7. 5, L. 6. 423 Soxiuatw ‘approve,’ ov dox. 
‘disdain’ 1 Th. 2. 4, R. 1. 28 (in Att. with inf. of opinion), evdoxa 
Col. 1. 19 with (ace. and) inf. (Polyb. i. 8. 4), ouvevd. with inf. 
1 C. 7. 12 (ace. and inf. in Herm. Sim. v. 2. 11, #va ibid. 8). H. 11.5 
ovy eautov eddgacev yevnOyvar dpxeepéea, like dgsovv. A. 25, 21 Tov 
TlavrAov extkaderapevov tTypnOjvat avtoy, like verbs of asking (the 8 
text reads differently). <A. 15.14 éerexxefato AaPetv, cp. L. 1. 25 
éreidev dcbeAeiv. A. 14. 15 evayyeAcKopevor twas exriotpepery (D is 
different, using Ows), 17, 21 eis otdev erepov nUKaipouv 7) A€yewv TL... 
xatvorepov (there 1s no need to supply eis 76 before the inf., since 
evxorpetv takes the inf. in Lucian Amor. 33). RK. 1. 10 evodwPjoopa 
eAGeiv, like Sivapa. 1 Th. 2. 2 (EK. 6. 20) rappyord(opae (like 
Toho). Me. 5. 32 wepteBA€rero idetv, 14. 8 rpoedAaBev prpicoas (cp. 
the Attic use of ¢@ave with partic. or inf., tpopOacyn Badeiv Clem. 
Cor. i. 8. 2). A. 16. 10 wpooKkexAntae ypas evayyeXicacGar avrorts. 
H. 11. 8 variywourey e€eAGdv. Tit. 3. 8 fpovtifwrw mrpoicracGat, 
Li. 12. 45 ypovitee epyerOar. We have the same construction with 
longer phrases: tiBévar (tiPecOar) ev TH Kapdia (TO Tvetpatt) ‘to 
resolve,’ ‘to think of’ (a Hebraism) L. 21. 14, A. 19. 21, as dujvorEev 
7yhv Kapdiav (a Hebraism) mpocéyew A. 16. 14 (cp. the same phrase 
with rov and inf. in L. 24. 45); the following take iva, BovA) éyevero 
A. 27, 42, OeAnpa eorrv Mt. 15. 14 ete.: eyevero oppa) A. 14. 5 takes 
the inf; ep. L. 2. 1, Jo. 13. 2, 34, A. 17. 15, E. 3. 8 ete. 

5. A similar relation between the infinitive and iva exists in the 
case of a series of impersonal expressions, whether they consist of a 
simple verb or combinations of e77riv with an adj., such as dei, 
ouvppéeper, eerrr, eyeveto, Svvarov éotiv, apertov eotev: also in the case 
of combinations of éorlv with a substantive such as wpa éeoriv, kuipds 
eotiv, and in the case of adjectives like Svvards afcos txavds €rToipos 

used as predicates (with écré) or as attributes. The infinitive might 
here be said to express the direction or goal. Equivalent to these 
are combinations like efovclav éyw, ypetav €xw etc. In Attic drus is 
excluded with expressions of this kind, wore is not entirely excluded 
(cor. dore ‘it is possible that’ Sophocles); in the N.T. iva may be 

1Very common in Mt., Mc., Le., often used almost superfluously, as in Mc. 
1. 45 yptaro knptcoev which is hardly distinguishable from éxjpvocer. 
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used in all cases, except where a fact is stated tq have taken place, 
as in the common phrase €yévero (cp. § 72, 5) and its classical equi- 
valent cvvéBy (only in A. 21. 35), or where the close connection of 
the word with the inf. has become quite established, as with det! and 
eLeote (with the latter cp. eAevOepa eat yapnOjvac 1 C. 7. 39). 
Xvphépe iva occurs in Mt. 5. 29 f., 18. 6 etc., besides (acc. and) inf. 
"Apxerdy (sc. extiv) iva yévntras Mt. 10. 25 (differing from dpxotou iva 
Jo. 6. 7, where the result is stated, = wore); onthe other hand the 
inf. is used in 1 P. 4. 3 dpxerds €oriv 6 TapedyAvBOs ypovos ... KaTELp- 
yioOo. Avvardv core (A. 2. 24 with ace. and int.) and duvards éxre 
(somewhat more frequent) only take the inf. like Svvapac. Ovk eipi 
ikavds (va is used in Mt. 8. 8, elsewhere the inf?; ovK eipt dgvos ta 
Jo. 1. 27 (often with inf.; with rov and inf. 1 C. 16. 4, see § 71, 3; 
With a relative sentence L.7. 4, § 65,8). ZvvyPad eorev tva Jo. 18. 39; 
épxetat (1) dpa iva Jo. 12. 23, 13.1, 16. 2, 32 (ace. and inf. as in 
Attic in R. 13. 11; (6) wawpds [sc. ere] Tov dpfacbu. 75 Kpipa 
1 P. 4. 17; cp. § 71, 38; elsewhere these words take ore or év 7, 
éoTau kK, OTe... avegovrae 2 Tim. 4. 3, epxerar wpa ev 7... dxotwovrw 
Jo. 5. 25, where the prediction is more definite, whereas iva or the 
inf. states the tendency or drift of the impending event). Xpelav eyw 
iva Jo. 2. 25, 16. 30, 1 Jo. 2. 273 elsewhere it takes inf, Mt. 3. 14 
etc., Jo. 13. 10 (with vivaoOa., the two verbs having the same subject, 
while in the tva passages a new subject is introduced *). ’Egovetav 
éxw takes inf. H. 13. 10, Ap. 11. 6; e060) éef0vcta inf. ibid. 13. 5 
(with wore Mt. 10. 1, vide sup. 3); Sore tH e€ovciay tarryv iva A. 8. 
19. With iva must also be quoted 1 C. 4. 3 €or ets EAGT TOY eotev 
iva, With eudv Bpopd eorev iva do. 4. 34 ep. the passages quoted below 
in 6. “Av@pwrov otk éxw iva Bary pe Jo. 5. 7, instead of os Padre or 
the Attic tov GBadovvra, cp. § 65, 8.—Again tva is used after a com- 
parative with 7: L. 17. 2 AvocreAct arr et repikertae ... 7) Wu OKaV- 
daricyn, 1 C. 9. 15 KaXdév prot pardAov drobavety, 1) TO Katyrd pov iva 
tis Kevuoes (R*BD* have the bad reading ovdeis for tva res),—The 
infinitive is freely used in some special phrases such as in G. 5. 3 
operrerns eotiv (= odeiAa) rornoat, H. 4. 1 kataderoperns exayyeAtas 
eioedGeiv (cp. doAcirerut, drdéxerrat With inf. in 4. 6, 9. 27): a classical 
use is 5. rr Adyos Surepprjvevtos Aéyev (like Aevkds tdetv etc.; elsewhere 
not used in N.T.); another very classical use occurs in H. 9. 5 ovx 
éotivy voy Aeyew (Viteau p. 251). A peculiar use of the inf. is o 
éxov ta dxoveev dxoverwo Mc. 4. 9, L. 14. 35 and elsewhere (to hear, 
duvdpeva axoverv), cp. ta Tov p») axovev R. 11. 8 such ears that they 
cannot hear, § 71, 3. 

1 Still Barn. 5. 13 has @6e iva rdOy. 

7 Cp. modrd, paxpoy delet (is wanting) with iva and with inf. in Herm. Vis. 
lili. 1. 9, Sim. ix. 9. 4. 

3 A peculiar instance is Ap. 11. 18 7\Oev 6 xatpds T&v vexp&v KpORvas Kal dedvat 
K.7.r,, = wa xpOdow ot vexpol kal Sys x.7.X.3 cp. R. 9. 21 See eEovalay rod wndod, 
TOLHTAL KTV. 

* Accordingly in Jo. 16. 30 the ordinary reading od xpedav eyes Wa ris ce 
€pwrg is preferable to the very tempting iva rid épwrgs of the Lewis Syriac. 
1 Th. 4. 9 od xpeiav exouev ypddew duivy BCD* al., exere ..ypdgew B*AD® al. 
incorrectly : a third reading which is also grammatically correct is &xere ... 
ypadecba (= 5. ¥) H al. 
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6. Closely related to some of the expressions quoted under 4 and 
5 is the explanathry (accusative and) infinitive, preceded by a 
demonstrative; the demonstrative may also be omitted without 
rendering the construction with the infinitive thereby impossible. 
“Iva may here also take the place of the infinitive. Ja. 1. 27 Opyokeia 
KkaGapa... atrn éeortv, erurxerterOat oppavous, A. 15. 28 paydev aAéov 
viv eritifer Gar Bapos wAny tovTwv Tov eravayxKes, améexer Gat «K.7.X., 

; os A mere ps 
] Th. 4, 3° Touro y#p eoruv To OeAnpa Tod Geor, o ayac pos bya, 
arexer Gat tuas «.7.A., E. 3. 8 (cp. without a demonstr. and with tva 
1C. 16. 12). With ta: L. 1. 43 Kat woGev poe rot'ro, va EXOy 1 
pajTyp Tod Kuplov pov mpods eve (here somewhat irregular, as the clause 
introduced by tva is already a fact), Jo. 15. 8 év rottw o€acOy 6 
TuTIp pov, Wa Kaprov wodww epynte, =ev TH heperv tuas (conception 
and wish, not actual fact),“1 Jo. 5. 3 airy yap ext 4 ayéarn Tov Geot, 
iva Tas evToAds avtTovd Typopuev. It is specially frequent in John, see 
further 6. 39, 17. 3, 1 Jo. 3. 41, 23, 4. 21, 2 Jo. 6 (without a 
demonstr. Jo. 4. 34, supra 5); akin to this use are 1 Jo. 3. 1 (moramiy 
aydmny ...tva), 1 C. 9. 18 (ris pou ecriv 6 pucOds; tva), A further 
noteworthy instance is Jo. 15. 13 petfova tatrys aydrnv ovdels exer, 
iva THY Wuxijv avTov On (=Tov Geiva), cp. 3 Jo. 4. But if the 
epexegetical phrase consists of facts, John uses not iva but dre (§ 70, 
3): 1 Jo. 3. 16 €v TotTH eyvodxapev THY aydrny, Ott exeivos .., THV 
Wuxyv avtov éGyKxev, or again if the fact is only supposed to take 
place, €év or drav is used: 1 Jo. 2. 3 €v TotTw yurdoKoper OTL..., Cav 
Typapev, 5. 2 €v T, Y. OTL..., OTAV ayaTOpeV. 

7. The infinitive with aptv (or zpiv 7) which is not such good 
Attic) belongs, generally speaking, to this series of infinitives, which 
correspond to a conjunctive and not to an indicative: although iva 
cannot be introduced in this case, and the conjunctive, where it is 
used, is sharply distinguished from the infinitive, viz. the conjunctive 
stands after a negative principal sentence, the infin. after a positive 
sentence (asin Att.).1 Mt. 1. 18 zpiv 7) cvveAGetv avrods, eipeOy K.T.X., 

26. (34, see below note 2), 75 wptr (7) isadded by A in ver. 75; L. 22. 61 
7) add. B; Me. 14. 30 7) om. 8D, 72 no MSS. have 7) aAextopa povijrat 
tps arapvion pe, Jo. 4. 49, 8. 58,2 14. 29, A. 2. 20 O.T., 7. 2 (never 
in the Kpistles). In a similar way to this piv, po tov with the inf. 
may also be used, eg. in Mt. 6. 8, L. 2. 21, G. 2. 12, 3. 23, especially 
in the case of a fact which is regarded as really taking place at a 
subsequent time, though zpiv is not excluded in this case, A. 7. 2, 
Jo. 8. 58 (so in Attic). piv with the conj. (or optat. of indirect 
speech, see § 66, 5) after a negative principal sentence is found only 
in Luke, see § 65, 10. 

8. With regard to the voice of the verb, it is noticeable that after 

2 The conj. (without dv) is used after a positive principal sentence, and there- 
fore incorrectly, in Herm. Sim. v. 7. 3. 

2D and the Latin have mplv ’ASpadu without the inf. yeréo9a:, so that rpiv is 
used as a preposition (with the gen.), like éws with the gen., § 40, 6. Cp. 
Stephanus piv (piv dpas Pindar. Pyth. 4. 43; often in Josephus; Arrian al.), 
W. Schmidt de Joseph. eloc. 395.* *v. App. p. 382. *v. App. p. 321. 
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verbs of commanding the inf. pass. is used insteed of the inf act. In a manner that is more characteristic of Latin thén of classical Greek 3 if it is necessary to state that something is to be done to a person, 
without mentioning the agent.) Mt. 18, 25 éxeAewrev ariroy rpabjvar, 
14, 19 (see below), A. 23. 3 KeAevers pe tiarerYas, and so frequently 
with xeAevew in Mt. and Le. (who alone use this verb, supra 4). On 
the other hand we have A. 23, 10 exéAevoe Td otpaterpa dprdcat aiiroy 
(16. 22 exeAevov paPdifev is contrary to the above rule). <A. 5. 21 
dréoredkav axOjvac avrovs, 22. 24 elmas paotigw averaferOur adrov, 
Me. 6. 27 éwéragey evexOnvar (RBCA eveyxar) rv Kepadrry adrod (but 
in 6. 39 ewéragev attois avaxAivar ravrTas ; mate avak\cOjvac RB* ete, 
from Mt. 14. 19, where the persons who carry out the command are 
not mentioned), A. 24. 23 (Starafduevos), L. 8. 55 (SrerTa€ev), L. 19.16 
(ecrev), A. 25, 21 (erexaderapévov), 1 Th. 5. 27 ([evjopxifw),? A. 13. 28 
(n7tj#cavro, cp, Clem. Cor. i. 55. 4). 

§ 70. INFINITIVE AND PERIPHRASIS WITH n.. 

1. The complement of verbs of (perceiving), believing, (showing), 
saying, in respect of the purport of the idea or communication in 
question, is in classical Greek rendered to a great extent by the 
infinitive, the subject of which, if identical with that of the governing 
verb, is not expressed, while in other cases it is placed in the 
accusative. The participle is an alternative construction for the 
infinitive, see § 73, 5; in addition to these constructions, the com- 
plement of verbs of perceiving, showing, saying (not of verbs of 
believing) is often formed by means of an indirect question, and a 
development of this use is the construction with ore (strictly 6,7. an 
indirect interrogative particle), which is allowable with these same 
verbs (and therefore not with verbs of believing). Lastly, as a less 
definitely ° analytical expression, ws with a finite verb is also in use 
with verbs of saying, hearing etc. 

2. In the N.T. the infinitive has not indeed gone out of use in 
connection with these verbs, but it has taken quite a suhe~" ‘te 
place, while the prevailing construction is that with “ - 
direct question is kept within its proper limits: w- 
exclusively in Luke and Paul and preserves mor 
proper meaning of ‘how,’ though it is already b 
able with ws, which in late Greek assume 

1 And even where the agent 7s mentioned in Herm. Sim 
tav traplévwev arevexOjvat. 

2Buttm. 236 f., who rightly rejects the following reading 
(D) instead of SoPfva, 6. 27 évéyxat (SBCA) instead of évex0, 
rage (D*) instead of -ec@ar, and also in Mc. 10. 49 prefers eix 
(ADX al.) to elrev duwvjcare airév (RBCLA). In Me. &. 7 thx 
between efrev (éxé\evoev of D is wrong) rapafetva: — rapariOéva. ig: \A, 
cp. apponi vulg. it.) — rapéOnxev (8*, without efev) ; wapareOjvar - reading 
commended by the usage of the language (Buttm.). 

Riemann Revue de philol. N.S. vi. 73. 
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meaning of 67.1 The unclassical combination ws 6te (=this dr: 2) 
occurs apparently three times in Paul.“— Again, in the N.T. the use, 
which is so largely developed in classical Greek, of the indirect form 
of speech with the (acc. and) infinitive, is almost entirely wanting ; 
it may be said that Luke is the only writer who uses it at any 
length, and even he very quickly passes over into the direct form, 
see A. 25. 4 f., 1. 4.—Details: verbs of perceiving (recognizing ancl 
knowing) with the ac:. and inf. ’Axovew Jo. 12. 18, 1 C. 11. 18 (22. 
to receive a communication [so in classical Greek]; elsewhere it takes 
the participle and more commonly 67). (Qewpeiv and PAErev take 
ott Mc. 16. 4 etc.; not the inf, but part., § 73, 5.) Twooxew takes 
acc. and inf. in H. 10. 34 (in classical Greek only with the meaning 
‘to pass judgment,’ which may also be adopted in this passage); the 
prevailing construction is or, cp. Participles §73, 5. Etséva. in L. 4. 
41, 1 P. 5. 9 (Clem. Cor. i. 43. 6, 62. 3) takes ace. and inf. (as 
occasionally in class. Greek), elsewhere the partic. and usually or 
(ws), which is also the usual construction with ézioracbo. Kara- 
AapPdverdar ‘to recognize,’ ‘find’ (post-classical; cp. Att. -vev) takes 
ace. and inf. in A. 25. 25; elsewhere ore (4. 13, 10. 34).—To believe 
etc. contrary to Attic usage very largely take orz: Sonetv ‘to think’ 
takes (acc. ahd) inf. in L. 8. 18, 24. 37, A. 12. 9, Jo. 5. 39, 16. 2, 
2C. 11. 16 ete., ore in Mt. 6. 7 etc. (so almost always except in Le. 
and Paul; in Me. 6. 49 the text is doubtful); but Soxety ‘to 
seem’ only takes inf. (Le., Paul, Hebrews; Herm. Sim. ix. 5. 1 
cddkes prot Impers. with acc. and inf.), similarly &o€é roe ‘it seemed 
good to me’ (only in Le., literary language, § 69, 4). “EAm(tev takes 
inf. in L, 6. 34, R. 15. 24 and elsewhere in Le. and Paul (the fut. 
inf. in A. 26. 7 B, elsewhere the aorist, § 61, 3), and in 2 Jo. 12, 
3 Jo. 14; ore in A. 24, 26, 2 C. 1. 13 and elsewhere in Le. and Paul. 
"Exav Tuva ore ‘to reckon’ (Lat. habere, a Latinism, cp. § 34, 5) Me. 
11. 32 (D #dacav). ‘“Hyetobat takes acc. and inf. in Ph. 3. 8 (for the 
double ace. § 34,5). Kptvew, ‘to decide that something is,’ takes acc.and 
inf. in A. 16. 15, totro éru in 2 C. 5. 15; ‘to decide that something 
should be’ (‘to choose,’ ‘conclude’) takes inf. in A. 15. 19, 1 C. 2. 2, 
acc, and inf. in A. 25, 25 (rev with inf. in 27.1; this construction 
like cdofe pot belongs to the same category as BovAco Oar, xeAcvery etc., 
§ 69, 4). Aoyiter@ar, ‘to decide,’ takes (acc. and) inf. in R. 3. 28, 
14. 14, 2 C. 11. 5, Ph. 3. 13; ove in R. & 18, Jo. 11. 50, H. 11. 19 
(in John ang Hebr. ‘to reflect,’ ‘say to oneself,’ as in 2 ©. 10. 11; 
with this meaning 67: is not unclassical). Noetv acc. and inf. H. 11. 3; 
ove Mt. 15. 17 ete. (both unclassical), Nopitey takes (acc. and) inf. 
in L, 2. 44 and elsewhere in Le. and Paul (évépcov solebant with 
inf. A. 16. 131%); ore in Mt. 5. 17 etce., A. 21. 29 (the acc. and inf. 

1'Os is used in Mc. 12. 26 after dvaywucxew (v.1. ras), L. 6. 4 (dvay.; v.1. rds, 
om. BD) L. 8. 47 (dmayyéddew 5 D Sri), 23. 55 (OcdcOar), 24. 6 (uvnoOqva ; D doa), 
24.035 (efnyetoOar ; D dre), A. 10. 28 (oldare, ws dbdusrov), 38 (erlcracba: ; D reads 
differently), 20. 20 (éwior.; més is used previously in verse 18), R. 1. 9 and Ph. 
1. 8 and 1 Th. 2. to (udprus) and in a few passages elsewhere. Ids (Hatzidakis 
Kinl. in d. ngr. Gramm. 19) occurs in Mt. 12. 4 after dvaywionew, Me. 12. 41 
with éGedpe, L. 14. 7 with éréywv, A. 11. 13 daiyyeANev, 1 Th. 1 9. Barn. 14. 
6, Clem. Cor. i. 19. 3, 21. 3, 34. 5, 37. 2, 56. 16. 

2 See Sophocles Lex. s.v. ws (Clem. Hom, i. 7). *v, App. p. 321. 
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would have been ambiguous)! OteoGar (acc. and) inf. Jo. 21. 25 
(last verse of the Gospel), Ph. 1. 173 ore Ja. 1. 7. Tel@eo@ar (ace. 
and) inf. L, 20. 6, A. 26. 26 (apparently with 6m H. 13. 18; 
there is a better v.l. weroiOaper, see § 58, 2); similarly the (acc. | 
and) inf, is used with wero:Gevar RK, 2. 19, 2 C. 10. 7; ore in R. 8. 38 
etc.; Ph. 2. 24 etc. Tlwretav takes inf in A. 15. 11, R. 14, 2 ; ore 
passim. IZIpoc8oxav takes (acc. and) inf. A. 3. 5 (aor. inf.), 28. 6 (with 
péerXew wipmpacGat), “YmoxplverOar acc. and in’. L. 20. 20. ‘¥odap- 
Bavew takes ov. in L. 7. 43 (this is also classical, Plato Apol. 35 A). 
‘Yrovoetv acc. and inf. A. 13. 25, 27. 27. On the whole, therefore, 
the use of the infinitive with verbs of believing is, with some doubt- 
ful exceptions, limited to Le. and Paul (Hebrews), being a ‘remnant 
of the literary language (Viteau, p. 52). 

3. Verbs of saying, showing etc: take or: with a finite verb to a 
very large extent, as do also the equivalent expressions such as 
paprupa émikadovpat Tov Gedv 2 C, 1, 23, atry eotiv 1) paprupta 1 Jo. 5. 
Il, €oriv attyn H ayyedla 1 Jo. 1. 5, tva rAnpwOy7 O ASyos Jo. 15. 25, 
aveBn paors A. 21. 31, ev ovduate Mc. 9. 41 (‘for the reason that, 
‘on the ground that’); further, adjectives like 6)Aov (sc. éori) take 
this construction. Special mention may be made of ddvar dt 1 C. 
10. 19, 15. 50 (with ace. and inf. in R. 3. 8), whereas in classical 
Greek this verb hardly ever takes o7. (any more than it takes an 
indirect question). Aodcv ore is rare, H. 11. 18, this verb never 
takes acc. and inf.; the commoner construction is éAdAynoev A€ywr 
like expafev A€ywv, drexpiOn eyov etc., the usual phrase formed on 

the model of the Hebrew (“aND 727"), cp. §74, 3. Kpagev, (aro)pbey- 

yer Our, povelv never take ori or ace. and inf, &rroxp(verdar only in Le. 
(20. 7 with inf, A. 25. 4 ace. and inf, 25. 16 or), Boav only in A. 25. 24 
takes the inf. ‘Opview or: occurs in Mt. 26. 74, Ap. 10. 6 (unclassical; 
it takes the aor. inf. in A. 2. 30, the fut. inf. as in class. Greek in 
H. 3. 18); ore is also used with other expressions of asseveration 
such as cori adijGea rod Xpurrod év épuol, ors 2 C. 11. 10, ep. (Clem. 
Cor. 1. 58. 2), G. 1. 20, R. 14. 11, 2 ©. 1. 23 (vide supra). The use 
of the (acc. and) inf., as compared with that of 671, is seldom found 
in writers other than Le. and Paul: Aéyav takes acc. and inf. in Mt. 
16. 13, 15, 22. 23 = Me. 8. 27, 29, 12. 18, Jo. 12. 29 ete., Karaxplve 
in Mc. 14. 64, émpaprvpetv in 1 P. 5. 12, érayyéAXeoOar takes the inf. in 
Me. 14. 11, A. 7. 5; in Le. and Paul the following verbs also take 
this construction, arayyeAAev A. 12. 14, mpoxarayyAdav 3, 18, arap- 
veiodar Li, 22. 34, Sucxvplferbar A. 12. 15, paprupety 10. 43, rpoarriacdar 
Rk. 3. 9, onpatvew A. 11. 28, xpnparifeay to predict L. 2. 26; while the 
ore used with rapayyéAAcv to command in 2 Th. 3, 10 is a Ore 
recitativum (infra 4).—Verbs of showing (which may be regarded as 
the causatives of verbs of perceiving) in Attic Greek, in cases where 
ore is not used, generally express the complement by means of fhe 

1 Thue. iii. 88 is quite wrongly adduced as an instance of voultew 8rt. 

®R. 14. 2 micrevec payely ravra. Tlirrevew here therefore means not ‘believe,’ 
but to have confidence and dare. 
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perticiple (Sexviver, dyAovv, also davepds ewe etc.; occasionally also 
amayyeAAev and the like). In the N.T. we find ewideccvivac A. 18. 
28 and éyAovy H. 9. 8 with acc. and inf. (which is not contrary to 
Attic usage),! trodexvivar A. 20. 35 and davepovabar pass. 2 C. 3. 3, 
1 Jo. 2. 19 with ére (favepovy takes acc. and inf. in Barn. 5. 9); so 
SjAov (rpddnAov) ore 1 C, 15. 27, G. 3. 11, H. 7. 14; instances of the 
use of the participle are entirely wanting. 

4. By far the most ordinary form of the complement of verbs of 
saying is that of direct speech, which may be introduced by ore (the 
so-called or: recitativum), for which see § 79, 12. An indirect state- 
ment after verbs of perceiving and believing is also assimilated to the 
direct statement so far as the tense is concerned, see §§ 56, 9; 57, 6; 
59,6; 60,2. “Ore is used quite irregularly with the acc. and inf. 
after Gewpo in A. 27. 10; in A. 14, 22 we can more readily tolerate 
kat ot (equivalent to A€yovres OTe) with a finite verb following 
mapaxaXdety with an infinitive. 

5. The very common use in the classical language of av with the 
infinitive (=4v with indic. or optat. of direct speech) is entircly 
absent from the N.T. (ody with the inf. is not connected with this 
use, § 78, 1). - 

§ 71. INFINITIVE WITH THE ARTICLE. 

1. The article with an infinitive strictly has the same (anaphoric) 
meaning which it has with a noun; but there is this difference 
between the two, that the infinitive takes no declension forms, and 
consequently the article has to be used, especially in all instances 
where the case of the infinitive requires expression, without regard 
to its proper meaning and merely to make the sense intelligible. 
The use of the infinitive accompanied by the article in all four cases, 
and also in dependence on the different prepositions, became more 
and more extended in Greek ; consequently the N.T. shows a great 
abundance of usages of this kind, although most of them are not 
widely attested, and can be but very slightly illustrated outside the 
writings which were influenced by the literary language, namely 
those of Luke and Paul (James). See Viteau, p. 173. The rarest of 
these usages is the addition to the infinitive of an attribute in the 
same case (which even in classical Greek is only possible with a 
pronoun): the only N.T. instance is H. 2. 15 61a ravrds tov Cv. 

2. The nominative of the infinitive with the article, as also the 
accusative used independently of a preposition, are found sporadically 
in Mt. and Mc., somewhat more frequently in Paul, and practically 
nowhere in the remaining writers; they are generally used in such 
a way that the anaphoric meaning of the article, with reference to 
something previously mentioned or otherwise well known, is more 
or less clearly marked. Mt. 15. 20 1d avimrows yepoiv dayeiv subj. 

1On cumordvat with acc. and inf. in 2 C. 7. 11 (2) see § 38, 2 note. 
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(see 2): 20. 23 7) Kadioa obj. (kabiowot 21): Me. 9. 10 76 dva- 

oTnvat(g avacty; D however has in 10 as well ti eoriy bray éx vexpov 
avacty): 12, 33 76 dyarav (see 30): A. 25. 11 Oavarov...75 arofaveiv: 
R. 4.13 2) ewayyedta... TO KAnpovopov adtdv € vat (epexegetical to erayy.: 
the art. in both cases denoting something well known): 7. 18 70 
Gédew...73 katepyacer Gar, ideas which have already been the subjects of 
discussion; cp. 2 C. 8. 10 f. (76 GeAev is added as the opposite of 7d 
woujoat), Ph, 2. 13 (do.), 1. 29 (do.), 1. 21 ff, 24: R. 13.8 70 dAAjAous 
ayarav (the well-known precept): 1 C. 11. 6 Keipdo@w 1) EvpicGe ... 
To kelpacOat 1) EtpavGat: 7. 26,1 14. 39, 2 C 7. 131, Ph. 2. 6, 4. 10 75 
trep euou dpoveitv (which you have previously done; but FG read 
rot, cp. § 19, 1), H. 10. 31 (in G. 4. 18 SABC omit 75). The force 
of the article is not so clear in 2 C. 9. 1 wepioody eore TO ypader, ep. 
Demosth. 2. 3 70 dvefsévar .., ovxt Kars Exev yyovpas (the article 
denotes something obvious, which might take place), Herm. Vis. iv. 
2, 6 aipetwrepov jv avrois 7d pny yevvyGjvar, But its use is still more 
lax with pi) in 2 C. 10. 2 deopae ro py) rapwv Gapphjoa’, R. 14. 13, 21, 
2 C. 2. 1, and quite superfluous in 1 Th. 3. 3 70 (om. SABD al.) 
pndéva caiverOar, 4. 6 73 pa) vrepPatvey (whereas there is no art. in 
verses 3 f. with dwéyerOar and eidevar) ; this 7d pa) (like rot 2), infra 
3) is equivalent to a tva clause, and is found to a certain extent 
similarly used in classical writers after a verb of hindering («xatéyeuv 
Td py Saxpvew Plato, Phaedo 117 ©), while deopa 76 Gappyoas without 
a py would clearly be impossible even in Paul.® 

3. The genitive of the infinitive, not dependent on a preposition, 
has an extensive range in Paul and still more in Luke; it is found 
to a limited degree in Matthew and Mark, but is wholly, or almost 
wholly, absent from the other writers. According to classical usage 
it may either be dependent on a noun or verb which governs a 
genitive, or it is employed (from Thucydides onwards, but not very 
frequently) to denote aim or object (being equivalent to a final sen- 
tence or an inf. with evexa). Both uses occur in the N.T., but the 
manner of employing this inf. has been extended beyond these 
limits, very much in the same way that the use of tva has been 
extended. It is found after nouns such as ypodvos, Kuipds, eLovcia, 
eAris, xpeta: L. 1. 57, 2. 6,1 P. 4.17, L. 10. 19, 22. 6, A. 27. 20, 
1C. 9. 10, R. 15. 23, H. 5. 12; in these cases the inf. without the 
art. and the periphrasis with tva may also be used, § 69, 5, without 
altering the meaning (whereas in Attic a tov of thi§ kind ordin- 
arily keeps its proper force), and passages like L. 2. 21 émAnoOncav 
npepat OKT TOU Tepitevety avtov show a very loose connection 
between the inf. and the substantive (almost = a@ore qepitepeiv, tva 

1In this passage and in 2 C. 7. 11 (R. 14. 13, 2 C. 2. 1) roéro precedes, but 
the pronoun in no way occasions the use of the art., cp. (without an art. )el C. 
7. 37 etc., § 69, 6 (Buttm. p. 225). 

2In A. 4. 18 mapiyye:dav 7d (om. 8*B) xadddou nh POeyyecOa the article, if 
correctly read, should be joined with xa@dXov, ep. § 34, 7, Diod. Sic. 1. 77. 

3 A parallel from the Lxx. is quoted (Viteau, p. 164), viz. 2 Esdr. 6. 8 76 un 
karapynOjvat, ‘that it may not be hindered.’ 
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mepitepwotv). Cp. further R. 8. 12 oferAéras... rov Kara odpKka Gy, 
R. 1. 24 dxabapoiarv, rov aripater Oat, = wore at.; the connection with 
the subst. is quite lost in 1 C. 10. 13 rv exBaow, rod divacGus 
trreveyxety, R. 11. 8 O.T. dob@adpovs rod pa BAerev Kat Ota Tov py 
axovey, ‘such eyes that they’ ete. (ibid. 10 O.T. cxotie @ijtwour ot 
op, tov py BA.). Also A. 14. 9 OTe Eyes Tioti Tod cwbijvas, the faith 
necessary to salvation, = 7. wore cwOijvat; Ph. 3. 21 Tv evepyelay’ Tou 
dvvac Gat (the force ivhereby He is able), 7 7 mpoOvyia tov GéAev 
2C. 8. 11 the zeal to will, which makes one walling: With adjectives 
we have a&csov tov menace 1 C. 16. 4 as in classical Greek; the 
instances with verbs, which in classical Greek govern the genitive, 
are equally few, eLaropnOijvar tov Gjv 2 C. 1. 8 (aropety Tivos; also 
eLatopeia Gai twos Dionys. Hal.), €Aayev rot’ Ovpidoat L.. 1. 9 (LXX. 
has the same use in 1 Sam. 14. 47; but in classical Greek in spite of 
Aayxavery Tivos this verb only takes the simple inf., and the tov with 
the inf. corresponds rather to its free use in the examples given 
below). The construction of tov yo) and the inf. with verbs of 
hindering, ceasing etc. (Le., but also in the Lxx.) has classical pre- 
cedent, e.g. Xen. Anab. i. 5. 11 was doxds Sdivo avepas E€EL TOU p11) 
xaradtvat ; but, the usage is carried further, and rot px) clearly has 
the meaning ‘ so that not? : L. 4. 42 (xaréxey), 24. 16 (npateio Ga), 
A. 10. 47 (kwAverv), 14, 18 (kataravety), 20. 20, 24 (imoorehAco Gan 5 
D incorrectly omits the jj), also L. 17. 1 dvévOextév €ore TOU py , 
(cp. from the O.T. 1 P. 3. 10 zavev, KR. II. Io oKoTicG) vat, vide 
supra!), Paul however has this inf. without ju), so that its dependence 
on the principal verb is clear, R. 15. 22 evexorrdépnv rod éAGetv. Cp. 
vs py, supra 2.—A final (or consecutive) sense is the commonest 
sense in which tov and tov ya) are used in the N.T.: Mt. 13. 3 
eLnAGev 0 oretpwv Tov oreipe, 2. 13 Cnteiv Tou aroderat, 21. 32 pere- 
peAnOyte tov murrevoas (so as to), 3. 13, 11. 1, 24. 45 (om. tov D), 
H. 10. 7 (O.T.), 11.5. The simple inf. has already acquired this 
final sense ; there is a tendency to add the rov to the second of two 
infinitives of this kind for the sake of clearness: L. 1. 76 f., 78 f, 
2. 22, 24, A. 26.18. The vot is then used in other cases as well, 
being attached in numerous instances at any rate in Luke (especially 
in the Acts; occasionally in James) to infinitives of any kind what- 
ever after the example of the Lxx.?: it is found after éyevero 
A. 10. 25 (not in D, but this ms. has it in 2. 1), expiOy 27. 1, cp. 
eyeveTo yous Tod 20. 3 (aveBy eri tHVv xapdiav Herm. Vis. ii. 7. 2), 
eriotethat 15, 20, mapaxadeiv 21, 12, evreAXeobar L. 4. 10 O.T. 
(Ps. 90. 11), tporevxer Gan Ja 5. 17, xataveverv L, 5. 7» aTnpifev Td 
mpoowrov 9. 51, cvv7iGerOar A. 23. 20, moveiy 3. 12, EToupos 23. 15 
(Herm. Sim. viii. 4. 2). The only infinitive which: cannot take the 
tov is one which may be resolved into a ove clause: it is the possi- 
bility of substituting ‘va or oore for it which forms the limitation to 

1The Lxx. has Gen. 16. 2 cuvéxXerwev Tob wh ..., 20. 6 éederoduny cov rod ph... 
Ps. 38. 2 puddiw ras ddovs pov rot un ..., 68. 24(=R. 11. 10). Viteau, p. 172. 

2 E.g. in 1 Kings 1. 35 after percha. Ezek. 21. 11 and 1 Macc. 5. 39 after 
érommos. Witeau, p. 170. 
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its use! It is especially frequent in an explanatory clause loosely 
appended to the main sentence: L. 24. 25 Bpadets ry Kapdia, rov 
mutedoat (in believing; tov 7. om. D), cp. Bpad. ets 7d infra 4, 
A. 7. 19 ékdkwoev Tovs TaTépus, TOU wovetv? (so as to make, in that he 
made, =zo.ov or kal eroie), L. 1. 73, R. 6. 6, 7. 3, Ph. 3. 10 
(R. 1. 24, 1 C. 10. 13, vide supra). A quite peculiar instance is 
Ap. 12. 7 éyévero rodeos év TH otpavg, 6 Meyarjr Kut of dyyeAos avrod 
Tov (Tov om. 8B) roAcunoas feTA TOV SpaKovTos.” 

4, The dative of the inf. without a preposition 1s found only once 
in Paul to denote reason: 2 C. 2. 13 ovK exxnKa dreciv TH Tved- 
part pov, TO py ebpetv pe Titov (LP 76 pa), 8*C* zou pa), both readings 
impossible; but DE perhaps correctly have ev r@ ja), cp. inf. 6). 

5. Prepositions with the accusative of the infinitive. Els 76 

denotes aim or result (=iva or dore): Mt. 20. 19 rapadacovery ets 
7d éuraigar, cp. 26. 2, 27. 31, Me. 14. 55 (iva Guvatwcovow D), 
L. 5. 17 (D reads differently), A. 7. 19, Ja. 1. 18, 3. 3 (v.L mpos), 
1 P. 3. 7, 4. 2; very frequent in Paul (and Hebrews), R. 1. 11, 20, 
3. 26, 4. 11 bis, 16, 18 etc., also used very loosely as in 2 C. 8. 6 ets 
ro wapaxadécat ‘to such an extent that we exhorted’; further 
notable instances are 1 Th. 3. 10 Sedmevor eis Td iSety, = tva wer, 

§ 69, 4: THv éreOupiay éxwv eis Td dvaddoa: Ph. 1. 23 (DEFG omit 
eis, which gives an impussible construction). (This use of «is is 
nowhere found in the Johannine writings; on the other hand it is 
found in the First Epistle of Clement, ¢.g. in 65. 1 where it is parallel 
with dws.) It is used in another way in Ja. 1. 19 Taxis els 7d akovoa, 
Bpadis ets 7d AaARTaL, Bpadvs eis opyyv, the inf. being treated as equi- 
valent to a substantive (Herm. Mand. i. 1 6 roujoas €x Tov py OvTos 
els TO efvar TA wavta, like wotetv eis tos Clem. Cor. i. 59. 3).—Aim 
(or result) is likewise denoted by xpds to, which however is nowhere 
very frequent: Mt. 5. 286 PAéruv yuvaika rpis 7d ercOupious avrijs, 
6. 1 mpos TO OcaGjvar adrois, 13. 30, 23. 5, 26. 12, Mc. 13. 22, 
L. 18. 1 (rpds 7d Setv mporedxer Oar, with reference to), A. 3. 19 8B 
(rell. eis), 2 C. 3. 13, Eph. 6. rr (DEFG ets), 1 Th 2. 9, 2 Th. 3. 8.— 
Aw 7d to denote the reason is frequent in Luke: 2. 4, 8. 6 etc., 
A. 4. 2, 8 11 ete.; alsoin Mt. 13. 5, 6, 24. 12, Me. 4. 5, 6, 5. 4 (D 
is different), (in Jo. 2. 24 dea 7d adrov ywvdorKesy mavras is certainly not 
genuine: the words are omitted by the Lewis Syriac and Nonnus, 
and, apart from mpd tov a 6], Jo. has no ex. of inf. arter prep. 
and article’), Ja. 4. 2, Ph. 1. 7 (the solitary instance in Paul), 
H. 7. 23 f., 10. 2.—Mera 7d is used in statements of time: Mt. 26. 32, 
Me. 1. 14, 14. 28 [16. 19], L. 12. 5, 22. 20, A. 1. 3, 7. 4, 10. 41, 

15. 13, 19. 21, 20. 1, 1 C. 11. 25, H. 10. 15. 26.—The accus. of the 
inf. is nowhere found with éqi, xardé, rapa. 

1In Hermas, however, even this limit is transgressed, Mand. xii. 4. 6 ogauTy 

Kéxpixas TOO py StvacOat, = Bre ov dvvacat. 

2 There is an exact parallel in the Lxx., 1 Kings 17, 20 od kexdxwkas rol Gava- 

Twa. Tov vidy avTTS. 

3 The subsequent clause in 2. 25 runsin AT*Syr. xal ob xpelav elxev, in Nonnus 

and others ot yap xpelav etxev. ay, App. p. 322. 
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6. Prepositions with the genitive of the infinitive. ’Avrl rod 
‘instead of’ Ja. 4.15. Ad fe tov (jv H. 2. 15 ‘all through life,’ 
cp. supra l ad fin, ’Ex tov €yeav 2 CO. 8. 11, probably = «ad. av exn 
of verse 12 (pro facultatibus, Grimm). “Evexev Tov pavepwbijvas 
2 ©. 7. 12 (formed on the model of the preceding €vexey tov 
aes K.T.A; otherwise evexev would be superfluous). "Eas Tov 

eXOeiv A. 8. 4o (post-classical, in the LXx. Gen. 24. 33, Viteau); the 
Attic use of feype (axe) Tov with the inf. does not occur. IIpé rov 
Mt. 6. 8, L. 2. 21, 22. 15, A. 23. 15, Jo. 1. 49, 18. 19, 17. 5, G. 2. 12, 
3. 23. The gen. of the inf. is nowhere found with azo, pera, wept, 
brép, hor yet with arev, ywpis, yapu ete, 

7. The preposition <v is used with the dative of the infinitive, 
generally in w temporal sense=‘while’: Mt. 13. 4 €v tw o7eipecy 
autov, =the classical ovetpovros atrot (since Attic writers do not use 

ev 7 in this way, as Hebrew wuiters ry use 3, Gesen.-Kautzsch 

s 114, 2),713. 25, 27. 12, Me. 4. 4, L. 1. 8, 2. 6, 43, 5. 1 ete. (eyevero cv 
ro is specially frequent, e.g. 1. 8, 2. 6), o 2. 1, 9. 3, 19. 1 (eyev. ev 
TW), kh. 3. 4 O.T., 15. 13 (om. DEFG, the clause is probably due to 
dittography of ae TEpLToervelv), G. 4.18. This phrase generally 
takes the present infinitive, in Luke however it also takes the aorist 
inf., in which case the rendering of it is usually altered trom ‘ while’ 
to ‘after that’ (so that it stands for the Aorist participle or ove with 
the aorist) : L. 2.27 ev TH cloayayely = eirayayovTov or OTe ELON YAYOV, 
(3.21 é€v7@ Parti Oyrat [= ote efartioOy| dravta tov Aady Kat ‘Inood 
Barri Gévros, the two things are represented as simultaneous events), 
8. 40 (trootpéedev RB), 9. 34 (simultaneous events), 36, 11. 37, 14. 1, 
19. 15, 24. 30, A. 11. 15.1 Also H. 2. 8 ev ro Swordtat, where again 
simultaneousness is expressed, ‘in that’ or ‘by the fact that,’ 
=vroTagas ; & similar meaning is expressed in 8. 13 by év r@ Noa 
‘in that he says,’ ‘by saying’; further instances of a meaning that 
is not purely temporal are Mc. 6. 48 Bacai(opevors ev rH eAatvery, 
in rowing: L. 1. 21 eGurvpafoy ev ro, when and that he tarried: 
A. 3. 26 €v To drootpedeyv, in that he turned = by turning; so 4. 30 
(Herm. Vis. 1. 1. 8).—The articular infinitive is never found with ec 
‘Or 7pos. 

S72. CASES WITH THE INFINITIVE. NOMINATIVE AND 

ACCUSATIVE WITH THE INFINITIVE. 

1. The classical language has but few exceptions to the rule that 
the subject of the infinitive, if identical with the subject of the main 
verb, is not expressed, but is supplied from the main verb in the 
nominative (§ 70, 1); the exceptions are occasioned by the necessity 
for-laying greater emphasis on the subject, or by assimilation to an 
additional contrasted subject, which must necessarily be expressed 

1 Accordingly one might expect in L. 10. 35 ev ro emavépxer bal pe atrodwow 
rather to have emavenbew, ep. 19. 15; but the meaning is not ‘after my return’ 
but § on my way back.’ *v. App. p. 322. 
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by the accusative. On the other hand, the interposition of a preposi- 
tion governing the infinitive produces no alteration of the rule, nor 
again the insertion of detv, xpfjvar (of which insertion there are no 
instances in the N.T. if we except A. 26. 9 in Paul’s speech before 
Agrippa). The same rule applies to the N.T.; the subject of the 
infinitive which has already been given in or together with the main 
verb, in the majority of cases is not repeated with the infinitive : and 
if the infinitive is accompanied by a nominal predicate or an apposi- 
tional phrase agreeing with its subject, the latter is nowhere and the 
former is not always a reason for altering the construction, in other 
words the appositional phrase must and the predicate may, as in 
classical Greek, be expressed in the nominative. 2 C. 10. 2 d€opae rd 
pay wapav (apposition) Pappjoa, R. 9. 3 yvyouny avdepa (predic.) edva 
avros éyw, (Jo. 7. 4 where according to BD the acc. av7d should be 
read for avrds),’R. 1. 22 pdaxovtes etvas cogot, H. 11. 4 esaprupyy etvar 
dixacos (in Ph. 4. 11 éuabov avrapxys étvas the nom. is necessary, since 
the acc. and inf. is out of place with pav@averv which in meaning is 
related to the verb ‘to be able’). Instances of omission of subject, 
where there is no apposition or predicate: L. 24. 23 deyouvra 
Ewpaxevat, Ja. 2. 14, 1 Jo. 2. 6, 9, Tit. 1. 16 (with Aeyew and 
dpodroyeivy; it is superfluous to quote instances with GeAeyv, (prety 
etc. ). 

2. There are however not a few instances where, particularly if a 
nominal predicate is introduced, the infinitive (in a way that is 
familiar in Latin writers)! keeps the reflexive pronoun in the accusa- 
tive as its subject, and then the predicate is made to agree with 
this. A. 5. 36 Qevdas A€yuww etvat teva eavTdv, 8. 9, L. 23. 3, Ap. 2.9 
and 3. 9 Tov AeydvTwv ‘lovdatous civat EavTor's (in 2. 2 most MSS. omit 
ctvat), L, 20. 20 vroxpevopevous Eavtovs duxaiovs efvar (etvae om. 1} 
Re 2. 19 werofas ceavrov odnyov eivat, 6. 11 AoyilerOe eavrorvs etrat 
vexpovs. According to the usage of the classical language there would 
in all these cases be no sufficient reason for the insertion of the 
reflexive ; after Aeyovrwv in Ap. 2. 9 lovéa/wy would have had to be 
used, but this assimilation is certainly not in the manner of the 
N.T., vide infra 6; in 1 C. 7. 11 cuveotijcate (‘you have proved’) 
eavTous ayvous eivat, classical Greek would have said ids avrovs dvras, 
see § 70, 3. The only instances of the reflexive being used where 
there is no nominal predicate are: Ph. 3. 13 éya@ épavrdv otrw 
Aoyifopas karerAnpéevar, H. 10. 34 yevidowovres Exewy Eavrods Kpetacova 
vrupgev (cp. § 70, 2), Clem. Cor. i. 39. 1 Eavrods BovAdpevor éralper Oat, 
= class. avrot, Herm. Sim. vi. 3. 5, A. 25. 21 tov TlavAov éertxaXrera- 
pevov typeirBar adrov (cp. § 69, 4): this last is the only instance 
(besides the reading of CD in L. 20. 7 pi) <idévar adrovs) where the 
pronoun is not reflexive (cp. E. 4. 22 buds, but the whole construction 
of that sentence is far from clear). In A. 25. 4 the reflexive is kept 
where there is a contrasted clause as often in classical Greek: 77- 

? Also found in inscriptional translations from Latin, Viereck Sermo Graecus 
senatus Rom. p, 68, 12. a>v. App. p. 322. 
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pet Oar Tov IL, eavrdy b¢ weAAev k.7.A, (in classical Greek airds might 
also be used), 

3. More remarkable are the instances where an infinitive depend- 
ent on a preposition, though its subject is identical with that of the 
main verb, nevertheless has an accusative, and moreover an accusa- 
tive of the simple personal pronoun (not reflexive), attached to it 
as its subject. This.insertion of the pronoun is a very favourite 
construction, if the clause with the inf. and prep. holds an independ- 
ent position within the sentence. Thus it is found after pera 7d in 
Mt. 26. 32 = Me. 14. 28 pera rd éyepOijvai pe rpodéw, A. 1. 3 rapéorycer 
eavtoy (Ovra peta Td Tabeiv airév (19, 21 pera 7d yererbar, but D adds 
pe, Herm. Vis. ii. 1. 3, Mand. iv. 1. 7, Sim. viii. 2.5, 6.1). After 8a 
To: L. 2. 4 aveby...dud 7d etvar adrov, 19, 11, (Jo. 2. 24.604 76 avrov 
ytvookevv not genuine, § 71, 5), Ja. 4. 2 ovk éxere bud. 70 pz) aiteio Oar bpas, 
H. 7. 24. "Eos rod éA\Gety avrov A. 8. 40. ITIpd rov L, 22.15. “Ev rw 
KutyyopetcOas avrov ovdev aexpivero Mt. 27. 12, ep. L.9. 34, 10. 35, 
A. 4. 30, R. 3. 4 O.T., Clem. Cor.i.10.1. With the simple dative of the 
inf. 2 C. 2.13. This accus. is not found in the N.T. in expressions 
denoting aim by means of es 7d and zpds 75 (though it occurs with 
ets in Clem. Cor. i. 34. 7); nor is it found in all cases with pera ete. 
That the reflexive pronoun is not used is natural in view of the 
independent character of the clause with the infinitive and preposition. 
(The ace. is found after «ore in Clem. Cor. i. 11. 2, 46. 7, Herm. 
Sim. ix. 6. 3, 12. 2; after tov in Clem. Cor. i. 25. 2; after wpiv in 
Herm. Sim. ix. 16. 3.) 

4. A certain scarcity of the use of the nominative with the infini- 
tive is seen in the fact that the personal construction with the 
passive voice such as Aeyopus eivas is by no means common in the 
N.T. writers (for H. 11. 4 evaprepij6y etvas vide sup. 1; ep. Xpirtds 
kynprvooerar Ore 1 C. 15. 12, 6 finGeis Mt. 3. 3, aKxota6y ore used person- 
ally Mc. 2. 12, favepoto Gas ore 2 C, 3, 3, 1 Jo. 2. 19, favepot evovrae 
ott Herm. Sim. iv. 4). The personal construction is used more fre- 
quently with the inf. denoting something which ought to take place 
(SeSoxipdopeOa murtevOjvat 1 Th. 2. 4; xpnpaticer Gar § 69, 4; the latter 
ver) is also found with the nom. and inf. of assertion in L. 2. 26 
according to the reading of D), and with adjectives (§ 69, 5) such as 
dvvards, tkavés (but dpxerds in 1 P. 4. 3 does not affect the inf. which 
has a subjegt of its own); so too we have edoga epavt@ deity Tpakat 

A. 26, 9, as well as edoge por L. 1. 3 ete. 

5. The accusative and infinitive is also in comparison with its use 
in the classical language greatly restricted, by direct speech or by 
iva and dt; similarly instances of 7d (nom. or acc.) with the acc. and 
inf, (as in R. 4. 13) are almost entirely wanting. On the other hand 
this construction has made some acquisitions, cp. supra 2 and 3, 
§ 70, 2 etc.; and a certain tendency to use the fuller construction 
(acc. and infin.) is unmistakable. However, even in cases where 
the accusative may be inserted, it need not always be used: thus we 
have oi'rws é€yew in A. 12. 1s, but in 24. 9 ravra otrws eye 3 1t may 
further be omitted with dvayxy and de as in Mt. 23. 23 eer rovjoas 
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(i.e, twas), R. 13. 5 avayxy trotacces Gas (but see § 30, 3 with note 4 on 
p. 73; DEete. read 6:3 ixordéooeo Oe); or again if the subject of the inf. 
has already been mentioned in another case with the main verb, as in 
L,. 2. 26 Hv atre Kexpnpatiopevov py Loelv (2.¢.avTOv) Gdvaror, or if it may 
readily be supplied from a phrase in apposition with the subject, as in 
1 P. 2. 11 dyarnrot, tapaxad® (1.€. vas) ws mapoikous .,. dréxer Gan, 
cp. ibid. 15, Viteau, p. 149f. The following, therefore, are the cases 
where the acc. and inf. is allowable :—with “verbs o1 perceiving, 
recognizing, believing, asserting, showing, § 70, 1-3, where the object 
of this verb and the subject of the int. is generally not identical with 
the subject of the principal verb: with verbs of making and allowing, 
also with some verbs of commanding and bidding such as xeAccecy, 
where the two things are never identical: with verbs of willing, 
where they usually are identical (and the simple inf. is therefore the 
usnal construction), of desiring etc.: again with impersonal expressions 
like det, evdeyerus, avayKyn, Suvatov, dperrov (erre), wpa (ev7iv) ete., 
also é€yevero, avveBx ; with a certain number of these last expressions 
the subject of the infinitive is already expressed in the dative outside 
the range of the infinitive clause, while in the case of others there is 
u tendency to leave it unexpressed, either because it may readily be 
supplied as has been stated above, or in general statements because 
of its indefiniteness. To these instances must be added the inf. with 
a preposition and the article, and the inf. with piv, 70, rot, Gore, if 
the subject is here expressed and not left to be supphed. Some 
details may be noticed. With verbs of perceiving, knowing ete. 
(also making) frequently, as in classical Greek, the accusative is 
present, while the infinitive is replaced by dre (or tva respectively) 
with a finite verb: A. 16. 3 qdecuv toy warepa avrod ote “EXAnv 
trnpxev, 3. to, 4. 13, Me. 11. 32, G. 5. 21, Ap. 3. 9 roujrw atrors 
iva, gover ; cp. supra 4 for the nom. with a personal construction 
with or, and 1 C. 9. 15, § 69, 5; the accus. may also be followed by 
an indirect question, as in Jo. 7. 27 etc.! We may further note the 
ordinary passive construction with verbs of commanding, see § 69, 8 ; 
the verb Acyew belongs to this category, which when used to express 
a command, though it may take the dative of the person addressed 
with a simple infinitive (corresponding to an imperative of direct 
speech) as in Mt. 5. 34, 39, L. 12. 13, yet is also found with the ace. 
and inf.: A. 21. 21 Aeywy (om. D) py mwepiteuvery atvrods Ta Texva, 
22. 24 (pass.), L. 19. 15 (do.),*where the ambiguity as. to whether 
command or assertion is intended must be cleared up by the context. 
The dative with the inf. is also found after diardgoev (-eoGar) A. 24. 
23, emutacoeyv (Mc. 6. 39 etc.; also tdcoeav A. 22. 10), rapayyeAAcuy, 
evréAXer Oar, also eritpéerety, after impersonal and adjectival or sub- 
stantival expressions like cupqepe, €Gos ear’, abeutTov, airypov, kadov 
érrt etc. (cp. Dative § 37, 3); to which may be added cuveduv7y6y 
tyiv mepaca A. 5. 9, § 37, 6, p.114 note 1. But the acc. and inf? is 

‘Even by pirws after poSeioa:, a verb which can certainly not take acc. and 
inf.: G. 4. 11 PoBoduat duds (for you), pirws elkp kexorlaxa els buds, with which 
Soph. O.T. 760 is compared (Win. § 66, 5). av. App. p. 322. 
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not excluded from being used with these words, being found not 
only with a passive construction as in A. 10. 48 mzpocera£ev atbrots 
Bart biva, Mc. 6. 27 éréra€ev évexOijvae (RBC have évéyxas which 
is less in accordance with N.T. idiom) tiv Kepadjv, but also with an 
active (eragav dvaBaivew Tlatdov A. 15. 2), and even where the 
person addressed is identical with the subject of the inf., 1 Tim. 6. 
13 f. rupayyéAdw ... rypjoai oe. Also with cupdéece and mpéere: there 
is nothing to* prevent’ the inf. from having a subject of its own, as 
distinct from the person interested: Jo. 18. 14 oupdéper &va av Opoxrov 
amoGaveiv, 1 C. 11. 13; it is more remarkable that with xaddv éore 
‘it 1s good’ the interested person may be expressed by the accusative 
with an inf.: Mt. 17. 4= Me. 9.5, L. 9. 33 Kaddv éoruv tds Bde efva, 
where however the accusative may be justified, the phrase being 
equivalent to ‘I am pleased that we are here’: Me. 9. 45 xaddy éoriv 
ge etoedOeiv ets THY (wv ywddv (cp. 43, 47, Where the MSS. are more 
divided between cou and ce; coe is used in Mt. 18. 8 f.).4 So too we 
have K. 13, 11 dpa tjpas eyepO7va1, where jyiv would be equally good : 
L. 6. 4 ovs ovx efeotw payeiv & pa) pdvovs Tos lepets (D has the dat. 
as in Mt. 12. 4; in Me. 2. 26 xBL have the acc., ACD ete. the 
dat.) : L. 20. 22 e£eorev pds ... dobvar SBIL (ypiv ACD al.). “K-yevero 

frequently takes acc. and inf.; with the dat. it means ‘it befell him 
that he’ etc. A. 20. 16, G. 6. 14; but the acc. and inf. may also be 
used after a dative, A. 22. 6 evyevetd foot... Tepractpawat pus, even 

where the accusative refers to the same person as the dative, 22. 17 
eyeveTo pou... yever Oar pe (a very clumsy sentence). On the indicative 
after eyevero see § 79, 4. The person addressed is expressed by the 
genitive after déouar ‘request’; if the subject of the inf. is the 
petitioner,’ then we have the nom. and inf., L. 8. 38, 2 C. 10. 2: if 
the person petitioned, the simple inf. is likewise used, L. 9. 38, 
A. 26. 3. The verbs of cognate meaning with the last take the 
accus. of the person addressed, namely <pw7m, rapaxad, airovtpas, 
also a€io, wapacva ; here therefore we have a case of acc. and inf, 
but the infinitive has a greater independence than it has in the strict 
cases of ace. and inf., and may accordingly in spite of the accusative 
which has preceded take a further accusative as its subject (especially 
where a passive construction is used): A. 13. 28 qrjoavro IcAatov 
avatpeOnvas avtov, 1 Th. 5. 27 épxifw tmas avayvecOjvae THY exurtoAny 
(here the choice of the passive is not without a reason, whereas in 
Acts loc. cit. D has rodrov pev oravpouat), (A. 21. 12 wapexadouper... 
Tov pn avaBaivery adrov.) 

6. Since the subject of the inf. generally stands or is thought of 
as standing in the accusative, it is natural that appositional clauses 
and predicates of this subject also take the accusative case, not only 
where the subject itself has or would have this case if it were 
expressed, but also where it has already been used with the principal 
verb in the genitive or dative. The classical language has the 

1This strikes one as an unusual construction, but it is found elsewhere, 
jhpwra h\aBetv A. 3. 3, nTHoaTo evpety 7. 46 (28. 207); @ classical instance is airay 
AafSety Aristoph. Plut. 240. ay, App. p. 522. 

Q 
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choice of saying ocvpBovrEtw ool rpobvpw elvat OF 7 po0upov Elva } in 

the case of a genitive ddopai cov rpofvpov eivat is given the preference 
(an adj.), but zporrarny yeveo Oa: (a subst.; Kiihner, Gr. ii. 590 f.) ; 
appositional clauses formed by means of a participle are freely 
expressed by the dat. (or acc.), but not by the gen., the accusative 
being used instead. In the N.T. there is no instance of a predicate 
being expressed by gen. or dat.; appositional clauses are also for the 
most part placed in the accusative, as in L. 1. 73 f. rot dotvas Hiv... 
proOevras Aatpedev, H. 2. 10, A. 15. 22, 25 (in 25 ABL have 
éxNe£apevots) etc.; the dat. is only found in the following passages, 
2 P. 2. 21 Kpetooov iv avrols 7) ereyvoxevat...7) emuyvovow emiortpEewat 
(where however the participle belongs rather to kpetocov Fv avrois 
than to the inf., as it decidedly does in A. 16. 21, where ‘Pwpacors 
oto goes with eferruv auiv; soin L. 1. 3), L. 9. 59 exitpepov pos 
mputov areAOovre (but D has -ra, AKIT dmeAGeiv cat) Gawa: tov raréepa 
pov, A. 27. 3 erétpevev (sc. TO LlavdAw) pds tots pirovs ropevderts 
(SAB; -ra HLP) eripercias tvxev, 

§ 73. PARTICIPLE. (I.) PARTICIPLE AS ATTRIBUTE— 

REPRESENTING A SUBSTANTIVE—AS PREDICATE. 

1, The participles—which are declinable nouns belonging to the 
verb, used to express not action or being acted upon, like the infini- 
tive, but the actor or the person acted on—have not as yet in the 
N.T. forfeited much of that profusion with which they appear in 
the classical language, since their only loss is that the future parti- 
ciples are less widely used (§ 61, 4); the further development of the 
language into modern popular Greek certainly very largely reduced 
the number of these verbal forms, and left none of them remaining 
except the (pres. and perf.) participles passive and an indeclinable 
gerund in place of the pres. part. act. The usages of the participle 
in the N.T. are also on the whole the same as in the classical 
language, though with certain limitations, especially with regard to 
the frequency with which some of them are employed. 

2. Participle as attribute (or in apposition) with or without an 
article, equivalent to a relative sentence. Mt. 25. 34 rTijv jrowpacpevnv 
vpiv Bacireiav, =r. B. 7) bpiv yroipacrac: Me. 3. 22 of ypapparteis ot 
amd ‘lepovodvpwv kataBdvres: L. 6. 48 Spods éeoriv dvOpurw oiKodo- 
povvte oikiav, cp. Mt. 7. 24 dvdpt doris wxoddpnrev adtod THY oiKtav : 
Mc. 5. 25 yuv7 otoa év pire aiuaros x.t.X. (the participles continue for 
a long way; cp. L. 8. 43, where the first part. is succeeded by a relative 
sentence. Frequently we have 6 A¢cyopevos, kadovpevos (in Le. also 
eTeKan., of surnames, A. 10. 1 8, cp. Os extkaXrettat 5. 32) followed by a 

proper name, the art. with the participle being placed after the generic 
word or the original name: dpovs tod KadAovpevov éAaov A. 1. 12, 

‘Ingots 6 Aeydpuevos Xpurrés Mt 1. 161 (we never find such expressions 

1Jo. 5. 2 éorw... [eri rH mpoBatixy] KodkupBnOpa 7 éEmireyouervy ... Bybecda (D 
reads dey. without 7, &* 7d Aeyouevor) ; in this passage the article must have been 
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as in Thue. 11. 29. 3 r7s Pwxidos viv Kadovperys yrs, or in iv. 8. 6 7 
vijcos y Spaxtypia kadovpevy). A point to be noticed is the separa- 
tion of the participle from the word or words which further define 
its meaning :“R. 8. 18 tv pédAovoav ddgav droxakupOjvar, G. 3. 23, 
1 ©. 12. 22 ta doxotyvta péAy... trdpyev, 2 P. 3. 2, A. 13. 1 & 
"Avruoxeia. KaTa THY otoav exkAnotav, 14.13 Tov OvTos Aids mpd TOAEWS 
according to the reading of D (see Ramsay, Church in Roman 
Empire, p. 5f f.), 28° 17. Participles as a rule do not show a 
tendency to dispense with the article, even where the preceding 
substantive has none; in that case (cp. § 47, 6) the added clause 
containing the article often gives a supplementary definition or a 
reference to some well-known fact: 1 P. 1.7 ypuotou rod droAArvpévor, 
L. 7. 32 wardtous Tots ev dyopa Kabnpévors, Jo. 12. 12 6yAos todds (6 
dxAos woAts BL; perhaps zoAtvs should be omitted, so Nonnus) 6 
éAGorv eis THY eoptiyv, A. 4. 12 ovde yap dvopd éotiv erepov TO SeSopévor. 
In these last, and in similar passages (Mc. 14. 41, A. 11. 21, where 
DE al. omit the art., Jd. 4, 2 Jo. 7) the presence of the article 
is remarkable, not because it would be better omitted—for that must 
have obscured the attributive character of the clause—but because 
according to Attic custom this attributive character should rather 
have been expressed by a relative sentence. The same use of the 
art. is found with tuvés without a substantive: L. 18. 9 tivas rots 
meroOoras ep’ eavtois, G. 1. 7 € pi Teves elo of TapdgoorTes Tyas, 
Col. 2. 8; the definite article here has no force, and we may compare 
in Isocrates ctot teves ot peya dppovotorv (10. 1), €& 7. of... €xover 
(15. 46)... These constructions have therefore been caused by the 
fact that a relative sentence and a participle with the article have 
become synonymous.*—-The participle with article is found, as in 
classical Greek, with a personal pronoun, Ja. 4. 12 ot Tis «2 6 Kpivov 
(os kpives KL), 1 C. 8. 10 wé (om. B al.) rdv éxovra, R. 9. 20, Jo. 1. 12 
etc.; also where the pronoun must be supplied from the verb, H. 4. 3 
eloepxopeia ... ob mictevoavtes, 6. 18; it is especially frequent with 
an imperative, Mt. 7. 23, 27. go (also ovat tyiv, of éuremAnopéror 
[= ot eumrerAnobe] L. 6. 25, though in 24 we have ovat ipiv rots 
mrovotos ; A. 13. 16 avdpes "Iopandtrat Kat [sc. tyes] ot poPorpevor 
zov Geov, 2. 14; § 33, 4). 

3. The participle when used without a substantive (or pronoun) 
and in place of one, as a rule takes the article as it does in classical 
Greek: 6 raptdid50vs pe Mt. 26. 46 (cp. 48; “lovédas 6 rap. avrdv 25), 
o kAertwv ‘he who has stolen hitherto’ E. 4. 28 ete. so also when 
used as a predicate (cp. § 47, 3), Jo. 8. 28 eye eius 6 paptrupor, 6. 63 
etc. Where it is used with a general application as in E. 4, 28 loc. 
cit. mas may be inserted: mace toils catouxovow A. l. 193 mas 6 

omitted according to Attic usage, but may stand according to the usage of the 
N.T.: cp. the further instances given of this in the text. The reading r6 
Aeyéuevov (and the insertion of 7) may be due to kodvu~ByOpa being taken as a 
dative. 

1In Lys. 19. 57 elot rives of mpoavadloxovres it has not unreasonably been pro- 
posed to read of rpoavaNloxovet. 

2 For an instance where of is omitted cp. Mc. 14. 4 nedy rives ayavaxrodvres, a 
periphrasis for the imperfect. @v. App. p. 322. 
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dpyeCouevos Mt. 5. 25, ep. 28, 7. 8 etc, L. 6. 30, 47 etc. A. 10. 43, 
18. 39 (was 6 not elsewhere in Acts), R. 1. 16, 2. 1 ete., though in 

other cases the article cannot be used with was ‘everyone,’ § 47, 9. 
Cp. Soph. Aj. 152 was 6 kAvov, Demosth. 23. 97 mas 0 Oépevos 
(Kriiger, Gr. 50, 4, 1: 11, 11). The article is omitted in Mt. 13. 19 
ravrss dxotvovros, L. 11. 4 mavrt édeiAovre (LX insert art.; D reads 
quite differently), 2 Th. 2. 4, Ap. 22.15; and in all cases where a 

substantive is introduced as in Mt. 12. 25 (here again participle with 
art. is equivalent to a relative sentence, cp. r@s dutis Mt. 7. 24 with 
the part. in 26). Instances without was where the art. is omitted (occa- 
sionally found in class. Gk., Kiihner-Gerth 11.3 608 f.): syotpevos 
Mt. 2. 6 O.T. (see § 47, 3), fw) Bowvros Mc. 1. 3 O.T., Exeus exet 
kparouvras Ap. 2. 14, ovk eotw ovviwv «.7.A. R. 3. 11 f O.T. (accord- 
ing to (A)BG, other Mss. insert art., in LXX. Ps. 13. 1 f. most Mss, 
omit it), ‘one who’ or ‘persons who,’ though with ork éotey, €yo and 
similar words the article is not ordinarily omitted. in Attic.— 
Neuter participle, sing. and plur.: Mt. 1. 20 7d &v atti yevv7Gev, 
9.15 and passim 7d pyOev, L. 2. 27 7d eiGiopévov (€Gos D) Tov vopov 
(cp. § 47, 1), 3. 13 75 duateraypevov tyiv, 4.16 Kata 7d ciwbds av7Q, 
8. 56 Td yeyovds, 9. 7 TA yevopeva, Jo. 16. 13 Ta Epxopeva, 1 C. 1. 28 
Ta éLovbevnpéeva, TH py OvTa, Ta OvTa, 10, 27 wav Td TapaTilepevoy, 
14. 7, 9 7d avAowpevoy ete., 2 C, 3. 10 f. 7d dedoEacpevoy, TO KaTupyov- 
pevov etc., H. 12. 10 Kata 7d Soxovy atrois, ert 7h cupepov, 12. 11 
mpds Td mapdov etc. On the whole, as compared with the classical 
language, the use of the neuter is not a very frequent one: like the 
masculine participle it sometimes has reference to some individual 
thing, sometimes it generalizes; 7d cuzdépov has also (as in Attic) 
become a regular substantive, if it is the correct reading, and not 
ovppopov, in 1 C. 7. 35, 10. 33 Td tpov adrov (€uavTov) cvpdeEpov 
(x° al,).—In one or two passages we also find the rare future parti- 
ciple used with the article without a substantive: L. 22. 49 76 
éoopevov (7d yevdys. D; other MSS. omit these words altogether from 
the text), etc., see § 61, 1. 

4. The participle stands as part of the predicate in the first place 
in the periphrastic forms of the verb, § 62: viz. in the perfect (and 
fut. perf.) as in classical Greek, also according to Aramaic manner in 
the imperfect and future, the boundary-line between this use of the 
participle and its use as a clause in apposition being not very clearly 
drawn, ibid. 2. The finite verb used with it is eda: or yiverOu 
(ibid. 3). This predicative participle is further used as the comple- 
ment of a series of verbs which express a qualified form of the verb 
‘to be’ (to be continually, to be secretly etc.), and which by them- 
selves give a quite incomplete sense; still this use of the part. as the 
complement of another verb has very much gone out in the N.T. and 
is mainly found only in Luke and Paul (Hebrews). ‘Yadpxew (strictly 
‘to be beforehand,’ ‘to be already’ so and so, though in the N.T. 
and elsewhere in the later language its meaning is weakened to that 
of e’vat; nowhere in the N.T. has it the sense of ‘to take the lead in 
an action’) takes a participle in A. 8. 16, 19. 36, Ja. 2. 15 yupyol 
imdpywouv kai Aemdpevor (Gor add. ALP) ris ... teodas; mpovTapyer 
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(which obviously contains the meaning of ‘before’; a classical word) 
takes a part. in L. 23. 12 (D is different): but the part. is independ- 
ent in A. 8. 9 zpourjpyer év Ty mOAa, payetdwv K.7.A. (cp. the text of 
D). If the complement of this and of similar verbs is formed by an 
adjective or a preposition with a noun, then ov should be inserted ; 
but this participle is usually omitted with this verb and the other 
verbs belonging to this class, ep. infra; Phrynichus 277 notes ¢iAos 
go. TUyXdvw without dv ks a Hellenistic construction (though instances 
of it are not wanting in Attic).—This verb tvyxdvw ‘to be by 
accident’ never takes a part. in N.T.; 8:atedetv ‘to continue’ takes 
an adj. withont dv in A. 27. 33, for which we have émpévew (cp. 
Stapév A€ywv Demosth. 8. 711) in ‘Jo. 8. 7 eréeuevov epwrortes, 
A. 12. 16, Clem. Cor. ii. 10. 5, and as in Attic o¥ dcéAurev katadidAovoa 
L. 7. 45, cp. A. 20. 27 D, Herm. Vis. i. 3. 2, iv. 3. 6, Mand. ix. 8. 
“ApxeoOar in Attic takes a participle, if the initial action is contrasted 
with the lasting or final action, elsewhere the inf., which is used 
in all cases in the N.T.; however there is no passage where the 
part. would have had to be used according to the Attic rule” Tlaterbar 
takes a part. in L. 5. 4, A. 5. 42, 6. 13 ete, E. 1. 16, Col. 1. 9, 
H. 10. 2 (where it has a part. pass. otk dy érov‘cavto rpoopepopevat); 

for which we have the unclassical reActv in Mt. 11. 1 éréAevev dvarac- 
cov (cp. D in Luke 7. 1).—AavOdvav only takes a part. in H. 13. 2 
€AaOov (sc. Eavtois) Eevicavres (literary language) ; ¢atverOa in Mt. 6. 

18 Orws po) pavys Tots dvOpdrois vyore’wv, where however vycretwy 
is an addition to the subject as in verse 17 ot Ge wyot. GAcyat, and 
gars t. dvOp. is an independent clause as in verse 5 (we nowhere 
have daivouas or dhavepds eips, SyAds e/ys with a part. in the Attic 

manner = ‘it is evident that’; on davepotoar ort see § 70, 3).— With 

verbs meaning ‘to cease’ or ‘not to desist’ may be reckoned éykaxetv 
which takes a part. in G, 6. 9, 2 Th. 3. 13; the Attic words xapvey, 

amuyopevev §to fail,’ aveyerOat, KapTepety, tropeveey do not appear 

with a participle.—IIpoéptace utriy Aéywy Mt. 17. 25 agrees with 

classical usage (the simple verb has almost lost the meaning of 

‘before’); it takes the inf. in Clem. Cor. i1. 8. 2, see § 69, 4,.—Other 

expressions denoting action qualified in some way or other take a 

part.: kad@s wovety as in Attic, Kadus éroinoas mapayevopevos A. 10, 

33, cp. Ph. 4. 14, 2 P. 1. 19, 3 Jo. 6; for which we find incorrectly 
eo mpaocev in A. 15. 29? To this category belongs also rl movie 
Atvovres Me. 1]. 5, cp. A. 21. 13; and again jpaprov rapadots Mt. 

27. 4.—OixerGa and the like are never found with a participle. 

5. A further category of verbs which take a participle as thcir 

complement consists of those which denote emotion, such as yaipev, 

Spy er Oat, aicxtverOa and the like; this usage, however, has almost 
disappeared in the N.T. A. 16. 34 qyaAAcato memurTevkws 18 an 

undoubted instance of it; but Jo. 20. 20 éyépnoav iddvres*undoubtedly 

means ‘when they saw Him’ (the participle being an additional 

independent statement), as in Ph. 2. 28 iva iSovres avrov xaphre, Mt. 

1 Eyupévew with a part. occurs in an inscriptional letter of Augustus, Viereck 

Sermo Graecus senatus Rom. p. 76. 

2°15, rév xUptov is wanting in a. “vy, App. p. 322. 
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2. ro. Another instance is 2 P. 2. 20 d6€as ov TpEpourey Brac 
dyuovvres ‘do not shudder a reviling’; but in 1 C. 14. 18 edyapuwrd.. 
Aahov is a wrong reading (of KL; correctly \ado).—The use of the 
participle as a complement has been better preserved in the case of 
verbs of perceiving and apprehending ; in classical Greek the part. 
stands in the nominative, if the perception refers to the subject, e.g. 
OpO npapTnKus, In the accusative (or genitive) if it refers to the 
object, whereas in the N.T. except with passive verbs the nominative 
is no longer found referring to the subject (67: is used instead in 
Me. 5. 29, 1 Jo. 3. 14). With verbs meaning to see (BAEru, Gewpa, 
[opQ], eddov, eOearduny, eopaxa, TeGeapur, OYopuur) we have Mt. 24. 36 
oWovTa: TOV vidV Tov avOp. epxopevov, cp. 15. 31, Me. 5. 31, Jo. 1. 32, 
38 etce.; with ovra A. 8. 23, 17, 16; with an ellipse of this participle 
(cp. supra 4; also found in classical Greek, J\riiger, Gr. § 56, 7, 4) 
Jo. 1. 51 efd6v ce wrokdtw Tis cuKns, Mt. 25. 38 f. etSopev oe Eevor, 
aabevn (acGevovvtra BD), ep. 45, A. 17. 22 as deoidatporerrepous Tyas 
Gewpo.} (These verbs also take ér:, §$ 70, 2.) Occasionally with the 
verb ‘to see’ as with other verbs of this kind the participle is rather 
more distinct from the object and presents an additional clause, 
while object and verb together give a fairly complete idea: Mt. 22 
LI etdev Exel dvOpwrrov otk evdedupevov K.T.A., = Os ovK evededuto, Me. 11. 
13 toMy ouKVY azo pakpdlev Exovoav PirAXAa, ‘which had leaves.’— 
’Axotewv with a part. is no longer frequent ; alternative constructions, 
if the substance of the thing heard is stated, are the ace. and inf. and 
especially ore, § 70, 2; it takes the acc. and part. intL. 4. 23 6ca 
nkovoauev yevoueva, A. 7. 12, 3 Jo. 4, 2 Th. 3. 11,2 and incorrectly 
instead of the gen. in A. 9. 4, 26. 14, vide infra. The construction 
with a gen. and part. is also not frequent apart from the Acts: 
Me. 12. 28 akotcas avtav cufntotvtwr, 14. 58, L. 18. 36 dxdou 
dvaropevomevov, JO. 1. 37, A. 2. 6, 6. 11 ete.; in 22. 7 and 1l. 7 
nKovta povns Aeyovrns por, for which in 9. 4, 26. 14 we have guwrijv 
Aeyourav (in 26. 14 EK has the gen.), although ¢wvy) refers to the 
speaker and not to the thing spoken. Cp. § 36, 5.—Iwackev has 
this construction in L. 8. 46 cyvov divam eLerAnAvOviav ax’ epor, 
A. 19. 35, H. 13. 23; but émeyev. Me. 5. 30 (cp. L. loc. cit.) takes an 
object with an attributive participle, pone Thy €& airov div, 
ech Oovcay. —Ei$éva. is so used only in 2 C. 12. 2 ofda. . UPTAYEVTD 
TOV TOLOUTOV (it takes an adj. without dvra in Me. 6. 20 «idas atrov 

avépa dixkatov, where D inserts efvac); elsewhere it has the inf. and most 
frequently ott, § 70, 2.—’EnicracOar in A. 24. 10 Ovta ce KpiTHV 
ero Ta pevos, cp. 26. 3 where 8*BEH omit éxurr. —Hiptcxev commonly 
takes this construction (also classical, Thuc. il. 6. 3), Mt. 12. 44 
evpiokee (SC. TOV ofkov, Which D inserts) eye aa Corre, 24.46 ov... eupiyore 

1'No further instances occur of this use of ws with verbs of seeing : but cp. 
infra ws ExO por iyyetobe 2 Th. 3. 15 * as if he were an enemy’ (see also § oA, 5); 
the meaning therefore must be, ‘so far as I see it appears as if you were’ etc. 
(ws softens the reproof). 

? The classical distinction between the inf. and the part. with this verb (the 
part. denoting rather the actual fact, and the inf. the hearsay report, Kuihner 
11.7 629) seems not to exist in the N. T. “v, App. p. 322. 
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TovovvTa vvTws, etc. (occasionally as with the verb ‘to see,’ the part. 
is more distinct from the object, A. 9. 2 Tevas «vp2 Tis 6000 dvTas 

‘who were’); the pass. etpioxer Oa is used with the nom. of the part. 
(=Attic daiverOar, Viteau), evpefy ev yaotpt €xovoa Mt. 1. 18.— 
Aoxipatev in 2 0. 8. 22 oy edoxipacapev (‘Shave proved’) orovdaior évra 
(used in another way it takes the inf., § 69, 4).—Instances of this 
construction are wanting with owneva,aicOaver Oar, pepvnoOar and 
others; pav@ivav (cliss. pavOdvw dvafeBAnpevos ‘that I am slan- 
dered’) only appears to take it in 1 Tim. 5. 13 dpa dé Kal dpyai 
pavOdvovo. reprepyopevat, Where weptepx. is in any case an additional 
statement, while d¢pyac is the predicate, with the omission (through 
corruption of the text) of e¢va: (uavé. takes the inf. ibid. 4, Ph. 4. 11, 
Tit. 3. 14).—Verbs of opining strictly take an inf. or a double 
accusative (§ 34, 5); but in the latter case the acc. of the predicate 
may be a participle, éye we tapytnpevov L. 14. 18, dAAjAovS iyor'mevor 
vrepexovTas Ph. 2. 3. The participle with os may also in classical 
Greek be used with verbs of this class (Hdt. ii. 1 as SovAors 
TAT PWLOVS EOVTUS EVOpLCE), as It isin 2 C. 10. 2 rots oy Copevous 1 LAS 

WS KaTa TapKa TepiTaTovVTas, but we may equally well have cipebeis 
ws avOpuros Ph. 2. 8, ws é€xOpov iyyeio Ge 2 Th. 3. 15, so that one sees 
that in the first passage the participle possesses no peculiar function 
of its own. Op. § 74, 6.—‘Opodoyetv takes a double accusative in 
Jo. 9. 22 (D inserts efvar) and R. 10. 9 édv époroyjons Kiptov Inooty 
‘confessest J. as Lord’; accordingly we have also in 1 Jo. 4. 2 "Ino. 
Xp. év capi ehnAvGdra, unless B is more correct in reading €AnAvbévas; 
cp. 3 with the reading of x ’[. xiipiov ev o, eXnAvOcra, and 2 Jo. 7.— 
Verbs of showing are never found with a participle, § 70, 3. 

§ 74. PARTICIPLE. (Ii.) AS AN ADDITIONAL CLAUSE 
IN THE SENTENCE. 

1. The participle is found still more abundantly used as an addi- 
tional clause in the sentence, either referring to a noun (or pronoun) 
employed in the same sentence and in agreement with it (the con- 
junctive participle), or used independently and then usually placed 
together with the noun, which is its subject, in the genitive (the 
participle absolute). In both cases there is no nearer definition 
inherent in the participle as such, uf the relation in which it stands 
to the remaining assertions of the sentence; but such a definition 
may be given by prefixing a particle and in a definite way by the 
tense of the participle (the future). The same purpose may be ful- 
filled by the writer, if he pleases, in other ways, with greater 
definiteness though at the same time with greater prolixity: namely, 
by a prepositional expression, by a conditional, causal, or temporal 
senvence etc., and lastly by the use of several co-ordinated principal 
verbs. 

2. The conjunctive participle.—1 Tim. 1. 13 dyvodv érolnoa, cp. 
A. 3.17 Kara ayvowav empagare, per inscitiam: Mt. 6. 27 (L. 12. 25) 
Tis pepypvov Stivarat tpooGeivat k.7.X., ‘by taking thought,’ or = éav kat 

ty, App. p. 332. 
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pepyuva.” We may note the occasional omission of the part. dv: 
L. 4. 1 “Ingots 6€ rAijpys rvetpatos ayiov trertpefev, cp. A. 6. 8 a 
quite similar phrase: H. 7. 2, A. 19. 37 ovre ‘epoatAous otre BAac- 
gynpovvras (cp. Kithner i. 659), where the part. is concessive or 
adversative: as in Mt. 7. 11 e tpets rovnpot dvres oldate «.7.X., 
‘although you are evil’ (cp. L. 11. 13). To denote this sense more 
clearly classical Greek avails itself of the particle xalwep, which is rare 
in the N.T.: Ph. 3. 4 xairep eyw éywv reroiOndw «.t.r,) H. 5. 8, 7.5, 
12.17: 2 P. 1.12 (Herm. Sim. vin 6. 4, 11. 1); it also uses xa 
ravra, Which in the N.T. appears in H. 11. 12; a less classical use is 
xatro. With a part., likewise only found in H. 4. 3 (before a participle 
absolute), and a still less classical word is xairovye (in classical Greek 
the ye is detached and affixed to the word emphasized), which how- 
ever is only found with a finite verb, and therefore with a sort of 
paratactical construction: Jo. 4. 2 (kairo. C), A. 14. 17 (Kalrou 
x°A BC*); in A. 17. 27 xaiye ‘indeed’ appears to be the better reading 
(xatirocye 8, kattot AK), here a participle follows. Cp. § 77, 4 and 14. 
—Conditional participle: L. 9. 25 re wpeActrar avOpwros Kepdjoas Tov 
Kdopov dAov, = Mt. 16. 26 edv kepdijoyn. Causal: Mt. 1. 19 “lwond..., 
Sikatos Oy kal uy GeXwv atrryv decyparioas, BovAjOn x.7.Xr., = Ore Sikatos 
Hv, or dua 7d Sixatos efvas, or (in class. Greek) are (otov, ofa) 6. dr, 
particles which are no longer found in the N.T. Final participle: 
the classical use of the fut. part. in this sense in the N.T. apart from 
Le. (A. 8. 27 éAnAvOe rporkuvycuv, 22.5, 24. 17, also 25. 13 accord- 
ing to the correct reading acracdpevor, § 58, 4) occurs only in 
Mt. 27. 49 (épxerat coowr: but &* has cacat, D xat cdo). More 
commonly this function is performed by the pres. part., § 58, 4, as in 
L. 7. 6 éreupev pidrous 6 Exavtovtapyys A€ywv avTw, unless (Viteau, 
p. 186) another construction with kindred meaning is introduced, 
such as in Mt. 11. 2 wéempas eirev, 1 C. 4.17 ereuya Tipdbeov, ds 
avapvinoe, or the infinitive, which is the commonest construction of 
all, § 69, 2.—Then the most frequent use of this participle is to state 
the manner in which an action takes place, its antecedents and its 
accompaniments, in which case it would sometimes be possible to use 
a temporal sentence in its place, and sometimes not, viz. if the state- 
ment is of too little importance to warrant the latter construction. 
For instance, in Me. 1. 7 od ovk ecipi ixavds kias ADoa Tdv iwavra, NO 
one would have said eredav ki~w; nor again in A. 21. 32 os mapa- 
AaBav orpariitas karédpapev ex’ atrév would anyone have used such 
a phrase as ere.dy wapéAafev, since the part. in this passage (as AaBav 
often does in class. Greek) corresponds to our ‘with’ and admits of 
no analysis (see also Jo. 18. 3, which Viteau compares with Mt. 26. 47, 
where we have per’ avrov; Mt 25.1). Similarly dépov=‘ with’ in 
Jo. 19. 39; éxwv, which is also very common in class. Greek, occurs 
in L. 2. 42 in D, besides in Mt. 15. 30 with the addition of pe 
éavrGv (a&ywv occurs nowhere). While therefore these classical 
phrases with the exception of Aa@uv are disappearing, AaBdv is also 
used in another way together with other descriptive participles, 
which according to Hebrew precedent become purely pleonastic 
(Viteau, p. 191).> Mt. 13. 31 xdxx oivdrews, dv AaBdv dvOpwros 

*> vy, App. p. 322. 
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éoverpev, and again in 33 (vpy iv AaBotoa yun évexpvper, 14. 19 
AuBov rots dprovs evrAoynoev, 21. 35, 39 etc.; so also avacras (after 
the Hebr. on5) L. 15. 18 dvacras ropetropou, ibid. 20, A. 5. 17, 8. 27 
etc.; Mt. 13. 46 awedQav wrerpaxey (cp. 25. 18, 25), mwopevOels 25. 16 

(both verbs representing the Hebr. 3255), cp. infra 3.—The classical 
use of dpxdpevos ‘at the beginning,’ teAevtdv ‘in conclusion,’ is 
not found; but we find as in class. Greek dpfapevor amd ‘lepovtadnp 
L. 24. 47, a. das tov tperButépov ‘Jo.’ 8. 9 ‘beginning with,’ with 
which in the passage of ‘Jo.’ we have in the ordinary text (D 
is different) the unclassical addition of éws tav éeryatwv, as also 
in A. 1. 22 dpdpevos dd tod Barricpatos "Iwavov axpe (€ws BD) 
K.T.A, (L. 23. 5, Mt. 20. 8). ’Apé&dpevos is used pleonastically in 
A. 11. 4 ap€apevos Ilerpos c£eribero adrois xadeéjs, with a certain 
reference to xafe£js and occasioned by that word; cp. on i#p£aro 
with inf. § 69, 4 note 1, on p. 227.—With zpooGels eirev ‘said further 
L. 19. 11, cp. rpooriGecOu. with the inf. (a Hebraism) § 69, 4. 

3. Conjunctive participle and co-ordination.—The pleonastic use of 
AafPetv etc. (supra 2) does not necessarily require the participle, and 
the finite verb (with xa‘) may also be employed in this way—a con- 
struction which exactly corresponds to the Hebrew exemplar, and 
which in Greek would only be regarded as intolerable when con- 
tinued at some length. In the Lxx. we have Gen. 32. 22 dvacras dé 
THY vUKTA exetvyny, EAaPe Tas Svio yuvaixas... Kai OueBy ..., (23) Kat EAaPev 
avrovs Kat dueBy x.7.A., which for the most part agrees word for word 
with the Hebrew, except that a perfect agreement would have also 
required kai dvéorn ... kat €AaBev at the beginning, which was felt to 
be intolerable even by this translator. The N.T. writers have also 
in the case of this particular verb usually preferred the participle ; 
co-ordination is only rarely found as in A. 8. 26 avdoryGt Kat ropevov 
(here also D has avacras wope’Oy71; the MSS. often give avaora with- 
out «at with asyndeton, A. 9. 11 B, 10. 13 Vulgate, 20 D* Vulg., so 
in 11.7; cp. § 79, 4); L. 22. 17 AdBere rotto Kai dvopepicare, In 

the introduction to a speech we find already in Hebrew siend used 
with a finite verb such as ‘asked’ or ‘answered’: the Greek equi- 
valent for this is A¢ywv, numerous instances of which appear in the 
N.T. after droxpiverOat, AaXreiv, xpafev, tapaxadciv ete. But in 

Hebrew the word ‘answered’ is also succeeded by "YeN") (LXX. kai 

eirev), and the same construction occurs in the N.T. eg. Jo. 20. 28 
amtexpiOn Owpas kat etrev, 14, 23, 18. 30 (so almost always in John’s 
Gospel, unless dzrexp. is used without an additional word), L. 17. 20; 
beside which we have dmexpiOy Aéywv Me. 15. 9 (D arroxpifeis A€yes), 
A. 15. 13 (not in D), darexpibyoav A€éyovoa Mt. 25. 9, ep. 37, 44 f. 
(Jo. 12. 23), and by far the most predominant formula except in 
John dmroxpwleis cirev (twice in the second half of the Acts 19. 15 [not 
in D], 25. 9). We never find azoxpsvopevos evrev, any more than we 
find azexpiOn eirav, since the answer is reported as a fact, and there- 
fore in the aorist, while the verb of saying which is joined with it in 
the participle gives the manner of the answer, and must therefore be 
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a present participle. John (and Paul) have also the following com- 
binations: Jo. 1. 25 KOL pwT YC av “UTOV Kat €EcrOV aut 2 (text doubtful), 

Mt. 15. 23 apadrwv Aeyovres, and so John himself has xpwrycav rey. 
4. 31, 9. 2 fom. Aey. D al.] ete., 9. 28 eAowdopyoay avrov Kat ciray, 12. 44 
expagev kat elev (D expae xal edeyev), cp. Din L. 8. 28 (but Mt. 8. 29 
has expafav éyovres, so 14. 30 ete.; Kpagas Aeyes Me. 5. 7 [eére DI], 
kpagas édeye 9. 24 [Aeyee a better reading in DJ]; expavyacay [Vv.1. 
expacov| Aey. Jo. 19. 12 [without dey. 8* al. |, 18 40 [ without dey. bee 

Chere Jo. 13. 21 éuaptiipnoe kat ere (A. 13. 22 ecrrev paprupijcas ; 
Jo. 1. 32 ésapripnoev A€ywv, but without Aey. R*¥e); R. 10. 20 

drotoApa Kat A€yer; JO. 18. 25 apvijcato Kai eize, Mt. 26. 70 ete. rv. 
Aeywr, but A. 7. 35 ov apviycavro emdvtes.! The tense in the last 
instance etzovtes is occasioned by the fact that ijpv. is not here a 
verbum dicendi; accordingly we find the same tense elsewhere, 
Jo. 11. 28 ebovavev tHv adeAdyy (called) etzrotoa (with the words), 
=kat erev 18. 33; A. 22. 24 excAevrev ciodyer Our... etras, 21. 14 
novyacapev eirévres, L. 5.13 HWato etrwv, 22. 8 aréeoterdev cixav (Mt. 
inversely has wéuas efrev ‘sent with the words’; 11. 3 wéuyas dea 
Tov padyroy eizev is rather different ‘he bade them say’). By the 
use of the aorist participle nothing is stated with regard to the 
sequence of time (cp. § 58, 4), any more than it is by the use of 
the equivalent co-ordination with cat: L.15.23 daydvres evppavOaper, 
=D dywuev kat evpp. With the finite verb ecrev we do indeed 
occasionally find Aeywv (L. 12. 16, 20. 2; see § 24 sv. Adyev), but 
other participles, which express something more than merely saying, 
are always aorist participles as in the instances quoted hitherto: 
Trappyovardpevot €. A. 13. 46, mporevSdémevoe €. 1. 24, since the two 
verbs, which denote one and the same action, are assimilated to each 
other. Between two participles of this kind a connecting copula is 
inserted : kpaovres kat Aeyovres Mt. 9. 27, arorakdpevos Kai eiruv 
A. 18. 21 (the ( text is different), Paul rather harshly has yatpwv 
kal BAerwv Col. 2. 5 meaning ‘since I see’; where no such close 
homogeneity exists between them, the participles may follow each 
other with asyndeton, and often are bound to do so: A. 18. 23 
eEnrAGev, Stepxopevos tiv Takarexiy yopav, ornpifov tovs pabytas, = 
eEnAGev kat duppxeto (§ 58, 4) ornpifwv (the latter part. being sub- 
ordinated as the sense requires): 19. 16 édaddmevos 6 avGpwros én’ 
avrous ..., kaTakupretoas auotépwv iryvoev kat’ atrav, =epyjrero Kal 
x.T.,, whereas the reading kai xarax. (8*HLP) connects «araxrprevery 
with ée¢adeoGar in a way that is not so good; in 18 22 KkareAOuy eis 
Kawrdpeav, avaBas kat dorardpevos tots pabytas, kateByn eis ’Avti- 
dxevav a second Kai before dvaBas would be possible but ugly: the 
sentence may be resolved into xatnAGev eis K., avaBas dé Kai x«.7.X. 
These instances of accumulation of participles, which are not 
uncommon in the Acts (as distinguished from the simpler manner of 

1 Among remarkable instances of co-ordination belongs écxayev cal éBdduver 
L. 6. 48, as the meaning is ‘dug deep’; Ba@’vas would therefore be more 
appropriate. But the Lxx., following the Hebrew, has the same construction, 
éraxuve kal épayev Judges 13. 10 (Winer).—Also Jo. 8. 59 éxp¥By Kai €&7AOev ex 
Tou lepov, = éxpUBn ékeXOwv ‘ withdrew from their sight ’(”). 
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the Gospels!), are never devoid of a certain amount of stylistic 
refinement, which is absent from the instances of accumulation in 
the epistolary style of St. Paul, which consist rather of a mere 
stringing together of words. 

4. A thoroughly un-Greek usage, though common in the LXxX., is 
the addition to a finite verb of the participle belonging to that verb, 
in imitation of the infinitive which is so constantly introduced in 
Hebrew, and which in other cases is rendered in more correct Greek 
by the dative of the verbal substantive, § 38, 3. The N.T. only has 
this part. in O.T. quotations: Mt. 13. 14 BAerovres PAEere, A. 7. 34 
idwy eddov, H. 6. 14. 

5. Participle absolute.—Of the absolute participial constructions 
the classical language makes the most abundant use of the genitive 
absolute: the use of the accusative absolute is in its way as regular, 
but is not found very frequently : the nominative absolute (as in 
Hat. vii. T57 GAgjs yevopévy 7 “EXAAds, yetp peydéAn ovvoryetat) is anti- 
quated and was never a common construction. The N.T. has only 
preserved the use of the genitive in this way; since the so-called 
instances of the nom. absolute to be found there are really no con- 
struction at wl, but its opposite, z.e. anacoluthon (see § 79, 7). Now 
the use of the gen. abs. in the regular classical language is limited to - 
the case where the noun or pronoun to which the participle refers 
does not appear as the subject or have any other function in the sen- 
tence; in all other cases the conjunctive participle must be used. 
The New Testament writers on the other hand—in the same way in 
which they are inclined to detach the infinitive from the structure of 
the sentence, and to give it a subject of its own in the accusative, 
even where this is already the main subject of the sentence (§ 72, 2 
and 3)—show a similar tendency to give a greater independence to 
participial additional clauses, and adopt the absolute construction in 
numerous instances, even where classical writers would never have 
admitted it asa special license.? Mt. 9. 18 tatra uitod Aadovvros 
avrots, idod apxuv ... Tporekvver airs ; cp. ro (where it is more excus- 
able), 18. 24, 24. 3,°26. 6, 27. 17,’in all which cases the noun which is 
the subject of the participle appears in the dative in the main sentence 
(in 5. 1 atvvo is omitted in B; in 8. 1 according to x*KL al. we 
should read xaraPavre dé attg ... 1KoAovGynoav airé, likewise grossly 
incorrect, cp. inf.°; a similar v.l. appears ibid. 5, 28, 21. 23, but in 
8. 28 8* gives a correct construction reading éAGovtev atrav); so also 
Me. 13.1, L. 12. 36, 14. 29 (D gives a different and correct constr.), 
17. 12 (BL om. atr@; D is quite different), 22. 10, Jo. 4. 51 (many 
vl), A. 4. 1 (D om. avrois). Again we have in Mt. 18. 25 py 
EXOVTOS avTot amodovva, exéAcvoev adrov tpaPavar (the accusative 
following); so Me. 5. 18, 9. 28 (v.L eceAOdvTa uitrov ... exnowtov 

1 Occasionally, however, it is found there as well: Mt. 14. 19 xedXevoas (RZ 
éxéXevoev) ... aBwr ... dvaBréas, 27. 48 dpayowr... kai KaBwv... rAjoas Te (TE OM. 
D) ... kai epBeis. 

2On the same usage in the Lxx. see Vitean, p. 199 f. (e.g. Gen. 18. 1, Ex, 
5. 20). bey, App. p. 322. 
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avrov), 10.-17, 1]. 27 (apis atrdv), 13. 3, L. 9. 42, 15. 20, 18. 4o, 
22. 53 (én ene), Jo. 8. 30 (els adrov), A. 19. 30 (avrdy om. D), 21. 17 
(the 8 text is different), 25. 7, 28. 17 (xpos avrovs), 2 C. 12. 21 (wh. 
eAGovra je, and without the second pe). If the accusative is depen- 
dent on a preposition, and the participle precedes the accusative, it 
is of course impossible to make it into a conjunctive participle.—If 
the word in question follows in the genitive, the result is the same 
incorrect pleonasm of the pronoun as is seen in the case of the dative 
in the example quoted above from Mt. 8. 1 with the reading of s*: 
Mt. 6. 3 cov rowotvros éAejporivynv py yvweTw  dpirtepa cov (Herm. 
Sim. ix. 14. 3 xarefOappevav pov ... tTHv Cony ypov), ep. 5. 1 if aire 
is omitted (with B, vide supra). The instance which intrinsically is 
the harshest, and at the same time the least common, is that where 
the word in question is afterwards used as the subject, as in Mt. 1. 18 
pvynrrevGecons THs pyTpds avTod Mapias 7TH "lwonjd, rpiv 7) cvveAGeiv 
avtTous evpeOy, an anacoluthon which after all is tolerable, and for 
which classical parallels may be found (Kiihner ii. 666); but A. 22. 17 
is an extremely clumsy sentence, eyévero O€ proe troutpefavTe els 
"Tepove., [kat] mpocevxopevou pov ev TH lep@, yeverOar pe ev exorace 
(kat should apparently be removed, because if it is kept the connec- 
tion of the dat. and gen. remains inexplicable). Cp. also L. 8.35 D; 
Herm. Vis. i. 1. 3 wopevopevov pov ets Koryas cat dofafovros (ed0fafov 
QS) .... wepiratov apirvoca, The gen. abs. stands after the subject 
in H 8. 9 O.T., ep. Viteau, p. 210 (the meaning is ‘in the dav~ ' en 
I took’); it has the same position after the dative in 2 C. 4 
py oKxorotvtov ypov (but D*FG read with an ar 
oKxorovutes, perhaps rightly), Herm. Vis. iii. 1. 5 pixr 
poovov jov ovtos. —The omission of the noun or pron’ 
with the part., if it can be readily supplied, is allo 
as in the classical language: Mt. 17.14 sBZ (C et 
(with many variants), L. 12. 36 eA@dvros Kat Kp 
(yrotvrwy (ibid. ro with pov inserted as a v.+ 
instance of the omission of a noun with the partic,'ple U 
where the participle is impersonal; this is a case for the e. 6 
of the accusative absolute, é£6v, irdpyor, rporretaypeve Vv etc., iwllowed 
by an infinitive. But in the N.T. ef6v is only used as a predicate 
with an ellipse of eort, A. 2. 29, 2 C. 12. 4 (ovx e€dvros appears in 
papyri, Pap. Oxyrh. ii. p. 263), and even Luke is so far from employ- 
ing a passive part. in this way that he prefers a construc. acising out of 
nom. with inf. in A. 23. 30 pyvebeions 5€é por ériBovAns eis Tov avdpa 
ever Gat, instead of saying pnvubev exiBovdAnv éo. (Buttm. 273). The 
solitary remaining instance, rather obscured, of the ace. abs. is tuyd6v 
‘perhaps’ in 1 ©. 16. 6, L. 20. 13 D, A. 12. 15 D. 

6. Particles used with a participle—It has already been noticed 
above in 2 that the particular relation in which the additional parti- 
cipial clause (whether absolute or conjunctive) stands to the principal 
sentence may be rendered perceptible by the insertion of a particle 
(kaizep, kat tatra, xairor). This usage is but slightly represented in 
the N.T.; since even of the temporal use of éua to denote simultan- 
eousness or immediate sequence (tpiBwv dua épy ‘while rubbing’) it 
contains no real instance (A. 24. 26 aya Kal éArifwv is ‘withal in the 
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expectation, 27. 40 dpa avevres ‘while they at the same time also,’ 
Col. 4. 3 mpowevyxdpevoe ape kat wept nyov, ‘at the same time for us 
also’; cp. dua de kat with imperat. in Philem. 22)." A more frequent 
particle with a participle is the simple és (@o7ep in A. 2. 2, denoting 
comparison ; woe: ‘as though’ R. 6. 13); however the participle is 
for the most part used with ws (as with woe: in the passage of 
Romans) in just the same way as a noun of any kind may be used 
with these "particles, cp. §§ 34, 5 and 78, 1, and of constructions 
which may really be’ reckoned as special participial constructions 
with ws, many are entirely or almost entirely wanting in the N.T. 
Thus we never find ws with the acc. abs. (ws tots Geots KaAXdiora 
edoras ‘in the belief that’); and again ws with a future participle 
occurs only in H. 13.17 aypurvotvary as Adyov dzodwcorTes ‘as persons 
who’ (add Me. 11. 13 as evp7owv Origen, minusc. 700, afq, cp. Lat. 
quasi puraturt L. 9. 52 for dere eroudoat, 8Balso have ws). In all these 
instances ws with a participle gives a reason on the part of the actor or 
speaker. ‘The use of this construction without an acc. abs. and with a 
participle other than the future is more common: L. 16.1 and 23.14 ‘on 
the assertion that,’ ‘on the plea of, soalsoin A. 23. 15, 20, 27. 30 (here 
with mpofdoe prefixed); see also A. 3. 12 apiv ci arevifete, ws 
werornkoow “as though we had,’ 1 C. 7. 25 yvwpnv diSwpe ds }Aenpevos, 
‘as one who,’ ‘in the conviction that I am one’; 2 ©. 5. 20 (gen. abs.),” 
H. 12. 27; A. 20. 13 (8 text) os pedAdAwv ... ‘since he said that’; in 
the negative we have ovy ws ‘not as if? A. 28.19, 2 Jo. 5. We also 
find abbreviated expressions where the participle is dropped : 
Col. 3. 23 6 édv mouijre, ex Yuyijs epydcer Ge, ds TO Kuplo (sc. épyatopevoe 
av7o) Kal odk dvOpwrots, 1 C. 9. 26, 2 CQ 2. 17, H. 6.7, 1 P. 4. 11, 
R. 13. 13 as ev quépa=os hpcpus ovens, 2 Th. 2. 2 & émrroAjs, ds 
Ov’ pov, sc. yeypappeévys, or rather = vs jpov yeypahotwv avriy, G. 3. 16 
etc. Classical Greek has similar phrases.—’Av with the participle 
has quite gone out of use,! as it has with the infinitive.— Where a 
participial clause is placed first, the principal clause which follows 
may be introduced by a otrws referring back to the previous clause; 
but this classical usage is found only in the Acts: 20. 11 duAjoas 
see OUTWS EFHAGEV, 27. IO. 

$75. THE NEGATIVES. 

1. The distinction between the two negatives, the objective ot and 
the subjective p4, in classical Greek is to some extent rather compli- 
cated ; on the other hand in the «ov of the N.T. all instances may 
practically be brought under the single rule, that od negatives the 
indicative, »4 the other moods, including the infinitive and parti- 
ciple. ; 

‘2. In principal clauses with the indicative od is used ; the prohibi- 
tive future makes no exception to the rule: od dovedoers Mt, 5. 21 

1'Qs dv with a gen. abs. in Barn. 6. 11 is different ; cp. the modern Greek 
(wiody ‘as,’ Hatzidakis inl. in d. ngr. Gr. 217; infra § 78, 1. 

#>v, App. p. 323. 
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O.T. (§ 64, 3).1 But in an interrogative sentence both ov and pj are 
employed (as in classical Greek): ov (or od jj, § 64, 5) if an affirma- 
tive answer is expected, p) if a negative; so in L. 6. 39 pajre Svvaras 
Tuprds Tuprov ddyyeiv (“is it possible that... ?° dns. Certainly 
NOt), odxL duporepor eis BSOvvov eurrevovvTat (Ans. Yes, certainly). Of 
course the negative used depends on the answer expected and not on 
the actual answer given: thus in Mt. 26. 25 Judas asks like the other 
Apostles (22) pyre or elut, pabP¢ (‘it surely is sot I?’), and receives 
the answer ov eirus.2 (In L. 17. 9, according to AD al., the answer 
of the first speaker is appended with the words o¢ é0xa.) Mar 
instead of #47) is a very favourite form in questions of this kind, just 
as oryt takes the place of ov in those which expect a positive answer ; 
but the simple forms are also used. In questions introduced by pu 
the verb itself may also be negatived, as in classical Greek, of course 
with ov: this produces p27) ... 08 (and an affirmative answer Is natur- 
ally now expected): R. 10. 17 pa) ot axovoeav ‘can it be that they 
have not heard it?’ (dns. Certainly they have), 1 C. ‘L1. 22 al. 
(only in the Pauline Epp.). —Mijre is further found in the elliptical 
pariye 1 C. 6. 3=méem ye waddov ‘much more’ (jj Tt ye 51) Tots Geois 
Demosth. 2. 23).° 

3. Subordinate clauses with the indicative.—The chief point to 
notice here 1 is that et with the indicative (supposed reality) takes the 
negative ov in direct contradistinction to the classical language, as it 
even does in one instance where the indicative denotes something con- 
trary to fact: Mt. 26. 24= Me. 14. 21 Kaddv av avzq, ef ovK (st non) ¢ eyev- 
vyOn 6 avApwiros exetvos. Hlsewhere however. these suppositions 
contrary to fact take wo): Jo. 15. 22 & py AGov..., duaptiav ovK 
etyorav, 24, 9. 33, 18. 30, 19. 11, Mt. 24. 22 = Me. 13. 20, A. 26. 32, 
R. 7. 7, no distinction being made as to whether «¢ ua means ‘apart 
from the case where’ (n7is2) or ‘supposing the case that not’ (st non, 
as In Jo. 15. 22, 24). Moreover in other cases where the meaning is 
nist et wy is used (cp. Kiihner 11.7 744), viz. either where, as generally 
happens, no verb follows the particle, as in Mt. 5. 13 es ovdev et py 
BAnOyvar (and in et be pap ye, § 77, 4), or where a verb is used, which 
is generally in the pres. indic., as in « pay Teves etary G. 1. 7, Pp. 
§ 65, 6. But mn all other cases we find ef od (even in L. 11. 8 «& Kai 
of Sdécet for doy xa pay Oo, § 65, 5) 5 ; an abnormal instance is 1 Tim. 
6. 3 € Tes érepodiSarkaei Kal pn TpooexeTat K.T.X. (literary language; 
ei... 00 appears in 3. 5, 0. 8), and another is the additional clause in 

D in L. 6. 4 et 6€ x7) ofSas.—Similar to this is the use of od in relative 
sentences with the indicative; exceptions are (1 Jo. 4. 3 60 py 
épodoye a wrong reading for 6 Ave), Tit. 1. 11 duddcKovtes & py) Set, 
2P.1.9 @ pa) wapectiv tavta, TupAds errev (literary language ; there 
is no question here of definite persons or things, Ktihner ii.? 745). 
In affirmations introduced by or: (or ws), also in temporal and causal 

' Still Clem. Hom. iii. 69 has wyddva pucyoere (in the middle of positive futures 
expressing command). 

2 Still Jo. 21. 5 uy re rpocpayrov éxere ; hardly lends itself to the meaning 
‘certainly not I suppose’ (cp. also the use of this negative in 4. 33, 7. 26). 

av, App. p. 323. 
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sentences with the indic., the use of ov is a matter of course ; H. 9. 17 
éret pymote (Or py TOTE) ioxve, Ore (Cy 6 diaGepevos is an interrogative 
sentence (Theophylact), and the only exception to this rule which 
appears to be established 1 is Jo. 3. 18 6 py TioTEvwv 7dy KEKPLTOL, OTL 
pay TemtotevKev els TO Ovoua x«.7.A., unless indeed the late form ore pi) 

should be taken as an indication of the spuriousness of the subor- 
dinate clause which is omitted by Chrys. and is very tautological. 
(1 Jo. 5. 10, howeve?, is similar, but here 67. ov is used).!—After 
jews OY pa) Expressing apprehension, if the verb itself is negatived, 
an ov must be inserted before the conjunctive: Mt. 25. 9 payrore ouK 
apxeoy (cp. the v.l. in the same passage, infra 6); doBovpar py)... ov 
OC AD 26. 

4. The infinitive-—M1) is used throughout, since in H. 7. 11 it is 
not the inf. but only the idea xara. TV TAS ’Aapov which is negatived 

(cp. in class. Greek Lys. 13. 62 « prev ov roAAoi [ = oAtyor] YOY, 
Kuihner ii.7»747 f.). We may particularly note the use of p47 accord- 
ing to classical precedent (Kithner 761 f.) in certain instances after 
verbs containing a negative idea (a pleonastic use according to our way 
of thinking): L, 20. 27 ol dvTiAeyovTes (AP al.; SBCDL read Aeyorrtes 
as in Mt. and.Me. ) dvdr ary By elVat (dvredeyew here only takes an 

inf.), 22. 34 €ws tpis amrapvicy j.7) eOevan pe (He ar, eto, RBLT, ; amapy, 
not elsewhere with an inf.), cp. 1 Jo. 2. 22 6 dpvotpervos ote ‘lhe: OUK 
evtiv 6 Xpuoros (as In Demosth. 9. 54 dpv. ws ovK ect TovodTor), 
H. 12. 19 wapyrijcavto py (om. &8*P) rpoorte@ijvar, G. 5.7 tis tpas 
evexowev adyberg pip meberGar; (eyKorrerOar takes tov éAGeiv in 
It. 15, 22, cp. Kithner 768 ¢.). But in H. 11. 24 we have spvijraro 
(‘scorned’) AeyerGar ; and kwAvev is regularly used without a subse- 
quent yx), a construction which is also admissible in classical Greek, 
Kihner 767 f.; see however § 71, 2 and 3. 

5. The participle-—Here the tendency of the later language to 
use fy) 1s noticeable even in writers like Plutarch; the Attic 
language on the other hand lays down rules as to the particular 
negative required according to the meaning of the participle in indi- 
vidual cases. Hardly any exceptions to the N.T. usage occur in Mt. 
and John: Mt. 22. 11 eldev dvOpwrov ovK evdedupevov ane yaplov, = 
OS OUK EvededuTO (Attic Greek would therefore have ov; but C°D have 
py perhaps correctly, cp. 12), Jo. 10. 12 6 purOuros Kal ovK wv path 
(no definite person is referred to, therefore Attic would use p27): 
this passage od is no doubt a Hebraism, ,since in the case of a ae 
ciple with the article the LXxx. render xo by ot, as in G. 4. 27 O.T. 
7 ov TikTovoa K.7.r., R. 9. 25 (Viteau, p. 217 f.), There are more 
exceptions in Luke: 6. 42 attos... ov PAerwy (LD is different), A. 7. 5 
OUK OVTOS AUT@ TEKVoV, 26, 22 ovdev ExTds A€ywr, 28. 17 oder ... TOUjoOas 
(all correct Attic Greek). Ov y 6 tvxyev ‘no ordinary person’ explains 
itself (it is the single idea in tvywv which is negatived, supra 4) 

1°Erei uy instead of éet od is an established usage in Clem. Hom. (ix. 14, 
xviii. 6), and for many instances of ére x, érei uy in Philostratus see W. Schmid 
Atticism. iv. 93.* 1* vy, App. p. 332. 
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A. 19. 11, 28. 25; there is a different reason for od in 28, 19 (1 Th. 
2. 4) ody ws exwv x.7.A. (‘I have not done this as one who’ etc.). 
Instances of ov in Paul (Hebrews and Peter): (R. 9. 25 O.T. [vide 
supra] Tov ov Aady «.7.A, after the Hebrew, =7ov ov« dvta X. in class. 
Greek ; cp. 1 P. 2. 10), 2 C. 4. 8 f. @AuBopevoe GAA’ ov Grevoywpod- 
pevo. x.t.A. (here again it is the single idea in orevoy. which is nega- 
tived), Ph. 3. 3 xat ovk &v capi rero.fores, Col. 2. 19 Kat od KpaTrav 
k.7.A, (elsewhere «at py is used, as in L. 1. 20 éoy ctwrav Kal p7} 
Suvdapevos AadAnoo)!: H. 11. 1 rpayparwv ov BAeropevwv (= Att. dv 
av TLs £L) Opa), 35 ov rpotdeEduevor (correctly): 1 P. 1.8 dv ovK iddvres 
ayarare correctly, but the writer continues with eis ov dpte pr) épovres 
miotevovTes Oe, Where it is artificial to wish to draw a distinction 
between the two negatives. With ws (with which Attic prefers to 
use ov, Kiihner 755) we have 1 C. 9. 26 ws ovk adyjAws ... ws ork dépa 
déepwv, cp. Col. 3. 23 (§ 74, 6). 

6. Combined negatives.—For 2») od vide supra 2 and 3; for ov pa 
(frequently used) see § 64, 5, with the conj. or fut. indic.; once we 
find as a v.l, pjrore ov pn) Mt. 25. g BCD al., vide supra 3 ad fin.— 
The only examples of ov... ov, ov... wy neutralizing each other are 
1C, 12. 15 08 mapa TovTO OvK EaTLV Ek TOU TwpaTos (CP. wi)... 4a) In 
L. 14. 29 D, iva pjrote... uy taxon), A. 4. 20 ov duvapeda ... 4) 
AaXeiy (classical usage corresponds), apart from the instances where 
the second negative stands in a subordinate clause, viz. otdels — os 
(class. dates) o} (but here we do not find the classical practice of 
directly connecting ovdecs with, and assimilating it to, the relative, 
Kiihner 919, 5) Mt. 10. 26, L. 12. 2, ov...05 ov Mt. 24. 2 al.; the 
same meaning 1s expressed by giving an interrogative form to the 
principal clause and omitting the first negative (Buttmann 305), ts 
egtiv ... 05 ov A. 19. 35.—The classical combination of negatives ov 
(uy)... ovdets (undets) and the like, to intensify the negation, is not 
excessively frequent: the instances are Mc. 15. 4 ovk daroxpivy ovdev; 
5 ovKere otdev arexpiOn, L. 10. 19 obdev .. od xy (not in D), 23. 53 ovx 
iv ovderw ovdeis, A. 8. 39 ovK ... ovxert, Mc. 11. 14 pyxeére ... pendeis, ete. 
(ovderrore rot oddets Herm. Mand. iii. 3); on the other hand we find 
(contrary to the classical rule, Kiihner 758, but ep. 760, 4) ovy 
dprace. ts Jo. 10. 28, ov... bd twos 1 C. 6. 12, o8d€ TOY TaTEpa Tis 
exeycvwoxe. Mt. 11. 27, 12. 19, ovre... 1g A. 28. 21, ob Suvijoy Ere 
otxovoyety L, 16. 2, ov... ore 2 P. 1. 21.” 

7. Form and position of the negative.—The strengthened form 
odx(, besides being used in questions (supra 2), is also specially 
frequent where the negative is independent = ‘no,’ L. 1. 60, ovy:, 
Aeyw tyiv 12. 51, 13. 3, 5 (the opposite to which is vaé [Attic never 
has vatyi], Aéyw ipiv 7. 26; od X. ipiv would not have been quite 
clear, though o7' also appears elsewhere for ‘no,’ Mt. 13. 29 etc., and 
in a strengthened form ov ot like vai vai, 2 ©. 1. 17%); the longer 

TIn E. 5. 4 7a odx dvjxovra is only a v.1. for & ovx dvfxev, see § 63, 4. In 1C. 
ll. 17 read ov ératvS (with a stop hefore it, and wapayyé\Xo). 

? Hence, apparently, the wrong reading in Mt. 5. 37 éorw 5é 6 Adyos budy val 
val, od of, instead of the correct and widely attested éorw dé tuady 76 val val, kal 
To od of, see my edition and cp. Ja. 5. 12 rw 6é dudv 7d val val, Kal 7d od od. 

av, App. p. 323. 
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form of the negative is also occasionally used elsewhere, Jo. 13. 10 f. 
ovxt wavres, 14, 22, 1 C. 10. 29, was ovyt R. 8. 32, ody? paddov 1 C. 
5. 2, 6. 7, 2 C. 3. 8.—The position of the negative is as a matter of 
course before the thing to be negatived, especially therefore does it 
stand before the verb; frequently negative and verb coalesce into a 
single idea, as in ov« é€@ (or the more colloquial ov« adiw) ‘prevent,’ 
A. 19. 30 ete. <A separation of the negative from the verb may 
cause ambiguity, asin A. 7. 48 GAX ody 6 biyuoros év yYetporou)jTors 
xatouket (as if the writer’s intention was to state that someone 
else dwelt therein); (Ja. 3. 1 pa) woAAol SiddoKador yiverOe, but see 
§ 28. 5); hence the tendency is to place it immediately before the 
verb, evos ovk eotiv Gr. 3. 20. A difficulty is caused by od wavtws 
Rh. 3. 9, 1 C. 5. 10, which looks like a partial negation (a general 
uegation being expressed by wdvrws otk ijv GéAnpa 1 C. 16. 12), but 
at any rate in kh. 3. 9 the meaning must be ‘by no means.’ But not 
only D*GP Syr., but also Origen and Chrys. here simply omit 0 
wTavTws, $0 that we can neglect this passage.!_ In the other passage the 
meaning appears to berather ‘not altogether’ (Winer, § 61, 5, cp. Clem. 
Hom. iv. 8, xix. 9, xx. 5). The meaning of the passage 1 C. 15. 51 is 
also uncertain on critical grounds: wdvres (ev) ov KoysnOnodpeda, wares 
de dAdaynodpefu. the reading of B al. gives a quite unsatisfactory 
sense (unless wdvtes ov is taken as=or zévres, as it is at any rate 
used in Herm. Sim. viii. 6. 2 wavres ot perevenoav ‘not all ’), but there 
are several other readings supported by the authority of mss. and 
Fathers, see Tischendorf.—The order of words in H. 11. 3 is correct 
in classical Greek, cis ro pr ex harvopévor (= & pr) db.) 70 BAeroperov 
yeyovevat (2 Mace. 7. 28 dre otk e€ dvtwy eroinoey aira 6 Geds), since 
participles and adjectives used in connection with a preposition have 
a tendency to take any adverbial words which are in apposition with 
them before the preposition, as in od peta wodAds A. 1.5, L. 15. 13 D 
(al, per’ ov moddAas, as in A. 27. 14 per’ od todd), Demosth. 18. 133 
ov« ev Seovte ‘unseasonably’ (like as es eAdyuota, otro péype Toppa 
and many others), 

§ 76, OTHER ADVERBS. 

1, Adverb as predicate.— Adverbs like éyyt's and réppw may, as in 
the classical language, be joined with e?va: as predicates, or be used 
as predicates with an ellipse of efvas, eg. 6 Ktipus éyyt’s Ph. 4. 5, no 
less than prepositions with their cases which are so abundantly used 
in this way, e.g. Hv é€v 77) woAa.* The use of otrws as a predicate is less 
classical : Mt. 1. 18 4 yéveots ot'tws iv (for rovatry tv or otttws exer), 
19. 10 €t otrws eoriv 7 aitia Tov dvOpamov «.7.X., R. 4. 18 O.T., 1 P. 
2.15 (although éocerar obrws, i.¢. os A€yes, and éor. otrws in an 
answer are also classical constructions); besides this use we have 
ovrws txya in A. 7.1 etc. Another predicative use of otrws occurs in 
R. 9. 20 ti pe éroinoas ottws, = Tovotrov, The phrase 7d evar toa (an 
adverbial neut. plur.) @e Ph. 2. 6 is in agreement with an old usage 

The best text appears to be 7i ody mpoxaréxouev; mdvrws yriagdueda ’lovdatous 
K.Tv, “vy, App. p. 323. 

R 
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of the language, cp. Thue. iii. 14 toa kai ixéras expev, Winer, § 27, 3. 
With yiverOa: (with which verb the use of an adverb is in itself 
quite unobjectionable) we have 1 Th. 2. 10 ws octws Kai duKatws Kat 
apeurrTws vpiv Tots mistevovow eyeviOnpev (beside 2. 7 eye) Oypev 
nmvot) ‘we have behaved’; cp. A. 20. 18 wos... eyevouny (D roturas 
nV). 

2. There is a tendency in Greek to express vertain adverbial ideas 
by particular verbs : thus ‘secretly’ or ‘unconsciously’ is expressed 
by AavOavey with a participle, § 73, 4 (H. 13. 2; elsewhere the 
adverb Adépa is used as also in class. Greek, Mt. 1. 19 etc.), ‘con- 
tinuously,’ ‘further,’ ‘incessantly’ by dvareXctv, eripeverv, ov SuaAcirey, 
vide ibid.; cp. with an infinitive q@uAote. zporetyerGar ‘gladly’ (Mt. 
6.5, Winer, § 54, 4), and (with an imitation of Hebrew) zpocéGero 
méepwae L. 20. 11 f. (not in D) =adAw ereuyev in Me. 12. 4, although 
(according to A. 12. 3 rpooebero cvAdaBetv kat Térpor) it must rather 

7 s ve 

be rendered ‘he proceeded to’ (Hebr. 2 SS %2 with an inf.); the 
same meaning is elsewhere given by the participle of zpoo7Gevat, 
mpooGeis eimev L. 19. 11, like rpooOeioa érexev LXX. Gen. 38. 5 
‘further.’ 

3. Of the correlative adverbs (§ 25, 5) the interrogative form is 
used instead of the relative in exclamations: was dtucKoAdv eote Me. 
10. 23, ep. 24, L. 18. 24, ros crvéeyopas L. 12. 50, ras efire avrov 
(Attic 6cov) Jo. 11. 36 (Herm. Mand. xi. 20, xii. 4. 2). Cp. the 
Pronouns, § 51, 4. Still in R. 10. 15 O.T. we have os wpator x.7.A,, 
11. 33 ws dvefepedvnra x.7.A.—Orws (D os) in an indirect question 
representing zs is only found in I.. 24. 20 (ep. $ 60, 5). On ros = as 
=0d7t see § 70, 2.—(Ore pev ..67e d€ for ‘now... now,’ instead of 
ToTe pev ... TOTE de, Occurs in Barn. 2. 4, 5 [a Hellenistic use; ep. os 
prev... 0s de, § 46, 2]; but we also find wore pév.. wore dé in Barn. 
10. 7, which is classical ; in the N.T. no instances of these phrases 
are attested). 

4, Instances of attraction with adverbs of place, as for instance in 
class. Greek we have 6 éxeiev rdAepos (for 6 exet Ov) Set po 7/&er (Demosth. 
1. 15; Buttm. p. 323), cannot be quoted from the N.T., except the 
passayve L. 16. 26 pay’ ot exetbev (oi before ex. is omitted by x* BD) 
mpos yas Svamrepoorv, where however we might supply GéAovtes 
duaBijvac from the preceding clause. Still we find a corresponding 
use of «€ instead of ev: L. 11. 13 6 rarip 6 e€ ovpavod doce Trevpa 
ayvov (o before e€ om. SLX), Mt. 24. 17 py) xataBarw dpa ta (D dapat 
t1=Me. 13. 15) ex ris olxias aitrod, Col. 4. 16 rHv €k Aaodsxetas 
(ereotoAnv) iva Kat tyeis dvayvore, the letter which you will find 
there. (But in Ph. 4. 22 of ék ris Kaicapos ofkias membership is 
denoted by é as also in of éx mepirouns R. 4. 12, cp. § 40, 2; 
aomatovat DLAs ol aro ths "Iradias H. 13. 24 is ambiguous and. 

obscure, as the place where the letter was written is unknown.)— 

An attraction, corresponding to that of the relative (§ 50, 2), is found 
in the case of an adverb in Mt. 25. 24, 26 cvvaywv dev ( = exe ev of) 
ov Suerkdpricas. 
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§ 77. PARTICLES (CONJUNCTIONS). 

1. One part of the functions of the particles (including the con- 
junctions) is that they serve to give greater prominence to the modal 
character of the sentence, as is the case with the particle dv and the 
interrogative particles, but their more usual function is to express 
the mutual relations existing between the sentences and the clauses 
which compose them: membership of a single series, antithesis, rela- 
tion between cause and effect, or between condition and result ete. 
The number of particles employed in the N.T. is considerably 
less than the number employed in the classical language, see § 26, 2; 
still in spite of this it appears excessively large in comparison with 
the poverty displayed by the Semitic languages in this department. 

2. On the particle ay, ep. §§ 63; 65, 4-10; 66, 2 (70, 5; 74, 6).— 
Direct inteyrogative sentences, which are not introduced by an 
interrogative pronoun or adverb, but expect the answer ‘yes’ or 
‘no, do not require a distinguishing particle any more than in 
classical Greek, since the tone in which they are uttered is a 
suthcient indication of their character, though it is true that when 
they are transmitted to writing the general sense of their context 
is the only thing which distinguishes them, and this in certain 
circumstances may be ambiguous (§ 4, 6; instances of this are 
Jo. 16. 31, 1 ©. 1. 13, Viteau p. 23, 50). If an affirmative 
answer is to be intimated, this character of the sentence is marked 
by the insertion of ov, if a negative answer, by the insertion of 
pa) (pare); and this is a case where a question is distinguished as 
such by an external symbol, since the use of px) with an indicative 
where the particle is in no way dependent can certainly not be found 
except In an interrogative sentence, cp. § 75, 2. Double questions 
with the distinguishing particles wétepov ... 7) occur nowhere in the 
N.'T. in direct speech (in indirect speech only in John 7. 17; also 
Barn. 19. 5); more often the first member of the sentence is left 
without a distinguishing particle, as in G. 1. 10 apts yap arOpaérous 
7wetOw 4 Tov OGedv; (the simple interrogative 7)=an ‘or’ occurs in 
Mt. 20. 15, 26. 53, 2 C. 11. 7, where FG have :) po} ‘or perhaps,’ a 
combination of particles not elsewhere attested). Still there are 
certain interrogative particles, of which may be mentioned in the 
first place dpasor dpé ye; this, it is true, can only be distinguished 
from the inferential épo. (ye) by the prosody, and it is moreover quite 
rare and only represented in Luke and Paul (therefore a literary 
word): L. 18. 8 dpa evpHoeEL THY TigtTLY ert THS YS; A. 8. 30 apa YE 

yuwooKes & dvaywaokes; G. 2.17 dpa Xpiotds apaprias SidKovos ; 
pn yevorro (this phrase wi y. in the Pauline Epp. is always an 
answer to a question, § 66,1: therefore dpa cannot be iead here; still 
dpa in this passage has the meaning of ‘therefore’ which dpa else- 
where has, § 78, 5).* We have a kindred use of dpa (as in classical 
Greek) after ris in Mt. 18. 1 tis dpa petfwv éoriv «.7.A., L. 1. 66 ete. 
(in indirect. speech in 22. 23): after ef (indirect and direct) in Mc. 
11. 13, A. 7. 1, 8. 22 (ef dpaye 17. 27); after pyre in 2C. 1.17; it 

*v. App. p. 323. 
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denotes astonishment in A. 21. 38 ovK« dpa ot ef 6 Atytartos; (‘not 
then’), while in other cases it corresponds to our ‘well’ or ‘then’; 
ris dpa in Mt. 19. 25, 27 1s inferential, ‘now,’ ‘then,’ cp. supra on 
‘G. 2.17. Again the e of indirect questions (§ 65, 1, cp. 6) may also 
be attached to a direct question: Mt. 12. 10 erypwrycay avrov 
Aeyovres: Hi cLeativ trots caBPaow Oeparetoar; 19. 3 Aeyovtes Ed... 
{it introduces similar words in indirect speech in Me. 10. 2, Viteau 
p. 22, 1), A. 1. 6, 7. 1 etc. (most frequently in Luke, ‘Win. § 57, 2); 
the usage is unclassical, but is also found in the Lxx. (Gen. 17. 17 
etc., Winer loc. cit.).1 The alternative use of the interrogative 7, 
like the use of the same word affirmatively, is entirely wanting. 

3. Sentences which denote assurance, both direct and indirect (in 
the latter case the infinitive is used), are in classical Greek intro- 
duced by 4 wv, which in the Hellenistic and Roman period is some- 
times written in the form of «7 (accent ?) wyjv?; so in the LXX. and in 
a quotation from it in H. 6. 14 ef pay edrAoyav evrAoyjow'oe (7) KL*), 
Another corroborative word is the particle vat =‘ yea,’ to which the 
opposite is od ovyi ‘nay,’ § 75, 7. Naiis also used in the emphatic 
repetition of something already stated, ‘yes indeed,’ L. 12. 5 var, 
Aéyw ipiv, rovtov PoByOnre, 11. 51, Ap. 1. 7, 14. 13, 16. 7; also ina 
repeated request Mt. 15. 27, Ph. 4. 3, Philem. 20 (it is a favourite 
word in classical Greek in formulas of asseveration and adjuration, 
€.g. val rpds Tov yovarwy Aristoph. Pax 1113). Nae is not the only 
form for expressing an affirmative answer, the statement made 
may also be repeated and endorsed (as in classical Greek): 
Me. 14. 61 f. od ef ...5 ...€yo etus, cp. A. 22. 27 where the 6 
text has eiyéi for vai of the a text; further we have the abbreviated 
eyo Kvpte sc. brdyw (which D inserts) Mt. 21. 30; another formula 
is ov Aéyers (eras) Mt. 27. 11, 26. 25, Mc. 15. 2, L. 23. 3, 
a.€. ‘you say so yourself, not 1’ (§ 48, 1), which always to some 
extent implies that one would not have made this particular state- 
ment spontaneously if the question had not been asked; in Jo. 18. 37 
we have ov Aeyess, 671 (not ‘that,’ but ‘since,’ ‘for, § 78, 6) Baorred’s 
eiuut, Which is similar to L. 22.70 ipeis Aéyere, Ste yw eiur.—A certain 
extenuation, and at the same time a corroboration, of a proposition 
made is contained in the word 84mov ‘surely,’ ‘certainly’ (an appeal 
to the knowledge possessed by the readers as well): it is only found 
in H. 2. 16 (a classical and literary word). 

4. The particle ye which serves to emphasize a word (known by 
the old grammarians as the oivdecpos taparAnpwparexds) in the N.T. 
is almost confined to its use in connection with other conjunctions, 
in which case it often really sinks into being a mere unmeaning 
appendage. ‘Thus we have dpa ye, dpa ye (supra 2; § 78, 5), xatrovye, 
pevouvye § 77, 14; frequently «¢ dé wy ye with an ellipse of the verb, 
‘otherwise’ (classical), Mt. 6. 1, 9. 17 (B omits ye), L. 5. 36 etc., 
2 0. 11. 16 (on the other hand Mc., Jo., and Ap. have this phrase 
without ye), pareye § 75, 2, Still ye keeps its proper meaning in 

1It is probably a Hebraism (Viteau), being another rendering (besides 7) 
, Of the Hebrew 7. 

* Blass Ausspr. 33° n. 77; so also Berl. Aegypt. Urk. 543. 
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adda ye vpiv eiue 1 C. 9.2 ‘yet at least I am so to you,’ which class. 
Greek would express by separating the particles aA\’ vpiv ye (and 
the particles are somewhat differently used in L. 24. 21 aAAd ye Kai 
civ rac tovtos ‘but indeed’); also in Kai ye ert rods Sovdovs 
A. 2. 18 O.T. (Herm. Mand. viii. 5 xai ye toAAd) ‘and also’ (or ‘and 
indeed’), where again class. Greek would separate the particles kat 
ext ‘ye, as St. Paul dogs in 1 C. 4. 8 kal ogferov ye €Bacrre’oate ‘and 
I would also that ye did...” (D*FG omit ye)!; and in et ye si quidem 
(Rk. 5. 6 vl.) 2 C. 5. 3, E. 3. 2, 4. 21, Col. 1. 23 (classical). It 
appears without another conjunction in L. 11. 8 dea ye rijv avaidecav 
avrov, cp. 18. 5, R. 8. 32 ds ye gue quidem ‘One who,’ Herm. Vis. i. 
1. 8 dpaptia ye exte (‘indeed it is’), kat peydAn. 

5. Particles which connect sentences or clauses with one another 
or place them in a certain relation to each other, fall into two 
classes, namely those which indicate that the clauses possess an 
equal posivion in the structure of the sentence (co-ordinating 
particles), and those which subordinate and give a dependent char- 
acter to the clauses introduced by them (subordinating particles). 
The former are of the most diverse origin, the latter are for the 
most part derived from a relative stem. They may be divided 
according to their meaning as follows: (only co-ordinating)—(1) 
copulative, (2) disjunctive, (3) adversative ; (only subordinating)— 
(4) comparative, (5) hypothetical, (6) temporal, (7) final, (8) con- 
junctions used in assertions and in indirect questions ; (partly co- 
ordinating, partly subordinating)—(9) consecutive, (10) causal, (11) 
concessive conjunctions. 

6. The copulative conjunctions in use in the N.T. are kai, re, oie 
pyre, ovde pydé. In the case of xat a distinction is made between its 
strictly copulative meaning (‘and’) and its adjunctive meaning 
(‘also’). The excessive and uniform use of xaé to string sentences 
together and combine them makes the narrative style, especially in 
Mark, but also in Luke as eg. in A. 13. 17 ff, in many ways un- 
pleasant and of too commonplace a character, cp. § 79, 1: whereas 
elsewhere in Luke as well as in John the alternative use of the 
particles re, dé, odv, and of asyndeton gives a greater variety to the 
style, apart from the fact that these writers also employ a sub- 
ordinating or participial construction. Kaé may be used even where 
a contrast actually exists: Mc. 12. 12 kai efjrow avrov Kpaticat, 
Kai epoByOnoav Tov dxAov, cp. L. 20. 19 (but D in Luke reads eof. 
de), Jo. 1. 5. It frequently =‘and yet’ (kai duws, cpus de are not in 
use): Mt. 6. 26 ov oveipovoty..., Kal 6 TaTIp tuwV O ovparios TpEdet 
avrd, 10. 29, Jo. 1. 10, 3. 11, 32 etc. (with a negative in Mt. 11. 17, 
A. 12. 19 etc., where this meaning is less striking), and hence the 
mutual relation of the several clauses is often very vaguely stated, 
and must be helped out with some difficulty by the interpretation 

17. 19. 42 is a difficult passage, ef éyyws cal od Kal ye év Ty Nudpa cov rain 
Ta mpds elpjvnv cov, where Eusebius has xai ye ov év, and D kai od é& (kalye 
must mean ‘at least,’=class. éy ye Ty «.7.A.)3 also A. 17. 27, for which 
cp. § 74, 2. : 
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which is put upon the passage, ¢.g. In Jo. 7. 28 kapeé oware kal oidare 
Toev eipi (aS you say), kal az’ éuavtTov ovK eAjAvOa, GAN x.7.r., i€. 
‘and yet in reality I did not’ etc.,=classical cat pny, xairos, or with 
a participle kai ravra dz’ eu, ovk éAndAvOdra, A different use is that of 
the so-called consecutive «ai, in English ‘and so’ or ‘so’: Mt. 5. 15 
GAN ert THY Avyviav (THEacw), Kat Adpret K.7.A, (= Gore Adprev; in 
L, 8. 16=11. 33 expressed by iva), H. 3. 19 cat PAgropev ‘and so 
we see,’ dpauev otv; this use is specially found after imperatives, 
Mt. 8, 8 etré Adyw, Kai (so) tabjoerar, cp. L. 7. 7 where BL give a 
closer connection to the clauses by reading kal iafijrw: Ja. 4. 7 
avtiotnte TH SiaPorw, Kat pevSerar af’? wtyov (= evEerar yap, evOis 
yap ¢.); still we have a similar classical use, GeoGe... Kati... oles 
Soph. O.C. 1410 ff, weiOov A€yovTt, Kovy dyaptioy wore El. 1207, 
Kiihner ii.2 792, 5. On xat with a future following sentences of 
design with a conjunctive, to denote an ulterior result, see § 65, 2; 
ep. also Mt. 26. 53, H. 12. 9; further L. 11. 5 ris €& tpov e€e pidrov, 
Kal TopevoeTar TpdS GVTOV... Kal Ely aVTH—kKaKelvos ... ci77y (§ 64, 6), 
instead of subordinating the clauses by means of éav or a gen. abs., 
just as the first xaé might also have been avoided by writing éxev 
gidov. Co-ordination in place of subordination occurs in statements 
of time: Me. 15. 25 Kat iv dpa tpity Kat (‘when’ or ‘that’) corat- 
pwoay avrov (the crucifixion has already been narrated in 24), 
unless D is right in reading kai éfivAaccov avrév (in favour of 
which Tisch. compares Mt. 27. 36); this passage and L. 23. 44 
Kal av On dpa extn, Kal oKdTos éyévero may be paralleled from 
classical Greek (Plat. Sympos. 220 c, Win. § 53, 3); still even 
Luke has the unclassical use ijfovery yuepar ... wal (“when’) L. 19. 43: 
Mt. 26. 45, H. 8.8 0.T. The use of xat with a finite verb after Kui 
eyéveto, eyévero Oé, instead of the accusative and infinitive which is 
likewise found (§ 65, 5), is an imitation of Hebrew: L. 19. 15 kai 
eyevero ev TO eraveAety avrov ... kai (om. ayr. latt.) erev, 9. 28 ey. Oe 
peta Tovs Adyous ToToUs, aoe Huépae OKTH (§ 33, 2) kal (om. X* BH 
latt. syr.)... aveBn, cp. A. 5. 7 (here all Mss. read xat), although in 
constructions of this kind the «ai is more often omitted: Me. 4. 4 
Kal EyeveTo Ev TH OTrEiperv, O prev erevev k.7.r., Mt. 7. 28 etc.;“the 
éyevero which is purely pleonastic owes its origin solely to a dis- 
inclination to begin a sentence with a statement of time (§ 80, 1). 
Another Hebraistic use of «ai is to begin an apodosis!: L. 2. 21 Kat 
Gre erAjoOnoar ..., Kat (om. D) éxAHOy «.7.X., 7. 12 ws O€ Nyyerev ... 
Kat tod e€exouifero x.t.rX., where the reading of D shows that this 
use is scarcely different from the use with eyévero, viz. eyeveto be ws 
nyyvtev ..., eLexopicero, cp. also A. 1. ro (kat (80d), 10. 17 (kai id. CD 
al., sAB omit xai), Ap. 3. 20 after a sentence beginning with <av 
(AP omit cai). But the case is different with 2 C. 2. 2 & yap eyw 
duro ipds, ar rls 6 eippatvey pe, i.e. ‘who then,’ as Winer correctly 
explains it, comparing Me. 10. 26 Kat tis Sdvatas cwOjva, Jo. 9. 36, 
14. 22 Nal. (a classical use, Xenoph. Cyr. v. 4. 13 etc., Kiihner 11.7 
791 f.); many exx. in Clem. Hom. ii. 43 f£.; Ph. 1. 22 should 

1 Found also in Homer, e.g. Il. A. 478. aby, App. p. 323. 
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accordingly be punctuated, ei O€ TO Cyy EV Gapki, TOVTO poe Kapzds 
EPYOV, Kal Ti alpHoropar ; OV yvopifw, cvvexouat de K.7.A.1 4 

7. Kot meaning ‘and indeed’ (epexegetic Kat as Winer calls it, 
cp. oo 791) appears in Jo. 1. 16 Kat yapuy avti xaprtos, 1 C. 3, 
5, 15. 38 Kat exaorw ; with a demonstrative it gives emphasis, kat 
TOUTOV y exranpwpevov 1 C. 2. 2, Kal TovTo tdque Kr. ge 11,1C. 6.6, 8 
(in 8 there is a v.l. Kut tava, as in H. 11. 12 and in class Greek, 
hKtihner ibid.}. With A. 16. 19 ws O€ eParrio On, Kat O OLKOS GUTHS 

(‘and likewise,’ ‘ together with ° 3 so 18. 2) cp. Aristoph. Ran. 697 f. 
ou pe? i UPLOV Lees 57) you TATEPES EVLA NNT AV. It is used after 

modts before a second adjective, pleonastically accor ding to our usage 
(a classical and literary use), In A. 25. 7 woAAG Kat Papea GIT LOpATE 
(Tit. 1. 10%). It is nut used as in class. Gk. after 6 airds, spoiws and 
the like (Kiihner-Gerth 413 note 11).—For «al ‘also’ in and after 
sentences of comparison vide infra § 78, 1; 1t=‘even’ in Mt. 5. 46 
ete., and before a comparative in 11. 9, but in H. 8 6 do@ kat 
KPSiTTOVOS x.7.A, the kat is the same as that in comparative sentences; 
there is a tendency to use it after 61d, 61a totro to introduce the 
result, L. 1. 35, Ll. 49. On kai yap see § 78, 63 a kindred use to 
this (cad occupying another position) 1s seen in H. 7. 26 rovodr0s yap 
yptv Kat Eempeérev dpXLEepevs. In pera Kat KAijpertos Ph. 4. 3 it 1s 
pleonastic, cp. Clem. Cor. i. 65. 1 atv Kai Pouprvvaty.” On kai... de 
vide infra 12. A peculiar (but classical) use of it is after an in- 
terrogative, as in ti Kat Burrifovrac 1 C. 15. 29, ‘why at all?’ (or 
‘even as much as’), cp. R. 8. 24,°L. 13. 7, Kithner 798. 

8. Te by no means appears in all writings of the N.T., and would 
not be represented to any very great extent at all but for the Acts, 
in which book alone there are more than twice as many instances of 
it as occur in the rest of the N.T. together (the instances are equally 
distributed over all parts of the Acts; next to the Acts the greatest 
number of instances occur in Hebrews and Romans; there are only 
eight instances i Luke’s Gospel*). The use of the simple te (for Te 

. Kal, TE Kal, Te... Te Vide infra 9) is also foreign for the most part 
to cultured Atticiats, while the higher style of ‘poetr y uses it abun- 
dantly. In the N.T. re is not often used to connect single ideas (this 
use In classical Greek is almost confined to poetry, Kiihner ii.2 7 86), 
as in H. 6. 5 Geov pijpa dvvapes Te peAXAovTOS aiwvos, 9. 1, 1 C. 4. 21, 
cp. further infra 9 ; in the connection of sentences it denotes a closer 
connection arfd affinity between them: A. 2. 40 erépous te (d€ male D) 
Aoyos wAcioow duepaptiparo (‘and likewise’), 37 Katevdynoav tiv 

1In Ja. 4. 15 it is perfectly admissible to let the apodosis begin with kai 
(both) ¢joouev instead of beginning it at xal womjoouev, Buttm. 311 note.—Co- 
ordination with xai instead of a subordinate clause: L. 1. 49g) duvards, Kai d-ycov 
TO dvona avrot (=o 7d dv. ady.), L. 8. 12 of dxovoartes, efra &py, rar, Mt. 13. 22. 

“‘the simple ve only occurs in L. 21. 11 bes, although here too it is followed 
by a kal, ceccpot re (‘and,’ re om. AL) peyarot kal... Aiuor... Ecovrar, PdByrpa re 
(‘and’) xal onueta...@rrac: unless this is rather a case of asyndeton, vide 9 (since 
re is not a suitable word for a connecting particle). In 24. 20 for dws (ws D) 
re avrov the correct reading may be that of D éws (as) rodrov. (Still in 28. 36 
D has éfos Te rpocépepov air@ dé-yovres.)—In Jo. re is only found in 2. 15, 4. 42, 
G. 18 (all questionable). abevy, App. p. 323. 
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Kapoiay, cindy TE c and 50 they said ), 27. 4 f. vrerdetoapev riv 
Kimpov ... 76 Te wédayos TO KaTa THY Kedexiav ,.. duamActoavres K.7.A, 
(in pursuance of the course adopted).? 

9. We find the following correlative combinations (meaning ‘as 
well ...as also’) kal... nal..., Te... «al (Te kal), Te... TE. The last 
(which i in classical Greek is more frequent in poetry than in prose, 
though in prose it is commoner than a simple re, Kithner i 1.2 783), 
besides its use in ovre... ovre ete. (inf. 0) occurs in cite... etre, see 
§ 78, 2; also in éav te... eav te R. 14. 8 dis;* but otherwise only in 
A. 26. 16 Ov Te €ldes GV Te OPOiTOMaL Got; the combined phrases are 
in this way placed side by side (often = even. as...80...), Te... 
affords a closer connection than the simple «ac: in “Attic Greek it = 
generally avoided if «ad would immediately follow re, since in this 
case te might appear to have no point; in the N.T. however it is 
found in this case as well, Mt. 22. 10 movnpots te Kat dyafots, A. 1. 1 
Tovety Te kat didurkev, 2.9 f., 4.27, R. 1. 12 tov re Kat épod, 3. 9 
"Tovdatous re Kat “HAAnvas, etc. The connection of ’Iovéatoc and 
"KAAnves is almost always made by means of re cat or Te... Kal: 
A. l4. 1 (18. 4 €resdev te “I. wat “KAAnvas, for an obvious reason), 
19. ro (without te D), 17 (om. re DIL), 20. 21, R. 1. 16 (re om. ue 
2. 9, 10. 12 (without TE DE), 1 C. 1. 24 (re om. BG) ; but in 10. 
we have dmporkorot Kat “lovdaiots yiverbe Kai Eyed Kat 7 
exkAnoig Tob Geod, where the distinction of the different nationalities 
is kept, whereas in the other passages with re sat the difference is 
rather removed. For «al...xal cp. Mt. 10. 28 «at (not in all MS.) 
poxy kat cGpna, Which however may mean ‘even soul and body’ (as 
is still more clearly the meaning in 8. 27 mi 4, 41 =L. 8. 25 Kau 6 
dive pos Kal ” OirAarca vraKkovourLy AUTO), L. 4 1.30 Kal TO KALVOV TXioeEt, 

Kat TO Tada ov cuppwvice K.T.A, (‘on the one hand...on the other,’ 
so that there i Is & double injury); the use is somewhat more frequent 
in John, tva cat 6 oretpwv OfL00 Xaipn Kat Oo Oepitwy 4. 36, where the 

two clauses are sharply distinguished: 7. 28 (supra 6), 11. 48 (in 
these two passages the particles have a less definite meaning), 12. 28, 
15. 24 vu d€ Kat ewpdxarty Kat (‘and yet’) peuiorjKaciy Kal ee Kab TOV 
TATEPA [Lov (Who appear to them to be ditferent Persons). Paul 
uses a double kat in R. 14. 9 bis, 1 C. 1. 22 ete.; a peculiar instance 
is Ph. 4, 12 ofda Kae rarewvovr Gat, olda Kat repurcebe, where kai even 

in the first clause has rather the meaning of ‘also.’—In longer 
enumerations Te (...) Kat may be followed by. a further re, as in 
A. 9. 15 €Ovav te (re om. HELP) wat BartArcwy VLOV TE ‘opana, 26. 10, 
Clem. Cor. 1, 20. 3 (on the other hand in L. 22. 66 73 mies Our cause 
Tov Aaov, dpxtepels Te Kat ypappareis the last words are an explanatory 
apposition, since otherwise the article must have been used [D kai 
dpx. kat yp.|);., but in H. 6. 2 Te... Te... Kal (avarracews and 
kpiparos being closely connected by xai), and in Ll. 32... Te Kal... 
Kai... Te Kal... Kal (an enumeration of names, where however the 

1So in Clem. Cor. i. 20. 10 twice, i. 3-ii. 1 four times. It cannot be wondered 
at that re was often confused in course of transmission with 6é; thus re is in- 
admissible in a parenthesis, as in A. 1. 15 NAB have #v re for fv 6é (infra 12). 

@v. App. p. 323. 
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first three conjunctions are wanting in 8A,) in this passage the re 
must be taken as a connective particle and not as correlative to xa 
(similarly in A. 13. 1, 1 C. 1. 30), whereas in the long cnumerations 
in A. 1. 13 and 2. g ff. couples are formed by means of ve xal or a 
simple xai, and the relation between the several couples is one of 
asyndeton (cp. Mt. 10. 3 f., 24. 38, R. 1. 14, 1 Tim. 1. 9, Clem. Cor. 
i. 3. 2, 35. 5, Herm. Mand. xii. 3. 1; in L. 6. 14 ff there is a v.J. in 
BD al. [opposed to A al.] with a continuous use of kat, as in the 
reading of all the mss. in Mec. 3. 16 ff.).—Position of the correlative 
te: where a preposition precedes which is common to the connected 
ideas, the re is notwithstanding placed immediately after this pre- 
position, A. 25. 23 avy te ysAudpxos Kat avdpacu, 28. 23, 10. 39 (a 
v.l. repeats the ev), as also in classical Greek (Win. § 61, 6); on the 
other hand we have tay eOvav te Kat “lovdatwy A. 14.5 (Tov €. Kat 
tov D), 

10. The use of correlative negative clauses with ore... otre or pire 
... pyre respectively, and of ot or pnt respectively as a connecting 
particle after negative sentences (and of kal ov, kat ph after positive 
sentences) remains the same as in classical Greek. Therefore od..., 
ovre ... oUTe ig ‘not... neither... nor,’ Mt. 12. 32 ete.; ep. L. 9. 3 pydev 
veep pte... pyte «.7.A. with Mt. 10.9 f. (Winer), In 1 C.6.9fia 
very long enumeration which begins with ovre... ovre etc. finally 
veers round to asyndeton with ov... ov (once also in Mt. 10. 10 pa) 
is interposed between several cases of poe). Of course it often 
happens, as in profane writers, that ote — ovde, pajte — pyjde are con- 
fused in the Mss., as is also the case with dé€ and re (supra 8)) If 
obd€ or y.n5é stands at the beginning of the whole sentence, or after 
an ov or 7 within the same clause of the sentence, it then means 
‘not even,’ ‘not so much as’: Me. 8. 26 pnde (pa) 8*) eis THY KopyV 
cicéA Ons (with many vv.ll.; the sense requires «izxs in place of 
eicéA Ons), Mt. 6. 15 etc., Mc. 3. 20 dbote pr) Svvardar avrovs pnde (male 
pite RCDE al.) aprov dayetv.2 The positive term corresponding to 
this ovde is kai ‘even,’ as the positive equivalent for od ..., ove etc. is 
a series of words strung together by «ai, but the equivalent for oie 
... OUTE IS Kat... Kal, Or TE... Kat (re): hence the reading in Mc. 14. 68 
ovre ofda ovTe eriotapot of NBDL appears to be inadmissible, since 
the two perfectly synonymous words could not be connected by kai 
... kal, Te Kat, and thereiore the right reading is that of AKM ov ... 
ovde (CE al’read ovx ... ovre, which seems to be the origin of the 

1In L. 20. 36 otre yap is wrongly read by 8Q al. for otdé yap (§ 78, 6). In 
Ap. 9. 21 all mss, read ore several times after ov, as in 21. 4; in 5. 4 nearly 
all have ovdeis .. odve, but in 5. 3 they are divided: in 12. 8, 20. 4 ovdé pre- 
ponderates (as algo in Jo. 1. 25): in 7. 16, 9. 4, 21. 23 all hee ovdé. Ja. 3. 12 
is quite corrupt. 

“The sequence ode ... ore ... ode... oS% (‘nor at all,’ as though a single od or 
ovdapyod had preceded) is perfectly admissible, A. 24. 12f., Buttm. 3lj note. But 
we also find nu... uydé (NABCE p7jre) ... wre A. 23.8, where two ideas are con- 
nected and the second is subdivided, cp. for class. exx. Kiihner ii.? 829 c; 
accordingly in G. 1. 12 ovdé yap (‘since not even’)... rapéAaBov obre cd:ddyOnv 
(B al.) would be possible, though ovdé ¢6. is better attested and is more regular. 
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confusion). A disjunctive expression with a negative pref ae ae 2 

also be equivalent to od..., ovde, or ov... ove... ovTE ea 5 ee 
, oe > ~ XN la a“ “ ? a . . 

‘ VoOat TOV VOLOV 7) TOUS TWPpopM”Y NOT Or Oe ng course comela: 
oes T.V. OUTE Te Tp. 5 ; Us 9 “9 p. mene . able, though this ig 

tion of negative and positive members is allow: : 
© ia II ovre avTAnpa Evers, 

not a frequent construction in the N.T.: Jo.4 go) y a. which 
Piedioeie cor: oedr (D-and the Leni) rn ee Kal TO eae yy 3 o EXETAL... KaL TOUS BovAOpLEVOLS 

. OUTE AUT eT l eo <5 
seems preferable), 3 JO. To ovre aves em Vane pare, Kiihner ii.2 831 a). , . ‘% ” N 1. Kal IS, yp: . 
xoAter (in class. Greek ovre 'S this re is hardly a correlative, 

2 ‘ 4 0 eo. 5) F A 27. 20 pujre... pijre... Te (howeve 4 Oo} after negative sentences, 
but rather a connecting partichs(.  otre .. nad... on b S64 OUTE aks oe ut Chrys. has 
as in Mt. 15. 32 (Jo. 5. 37 f : ’ 
~ : ae imply a correlation, but an independent 

Moe J0F Re baar ou) OPS NOB ora kind sof parallelism, L. 1&. 2 rev 
continuation, Buttm. p. g, ne ’ Opwrov py éevtperdpevos (ibid. 4 AD al. 
Gedv pay poPovpevos ka 

similarly, ovdé RBLX) Sap: ok “ds Ge : 
hz sve particle is 7, also 7) «ai ‘or even’ (L. 18. 11 

11. The disjune} ‘either... or’ (for which we have the classical 
al.); correlatively ‘16, Kithner 11.7 837); in addition to this we have 
Toe... 7) ID R. 6 Te, which strictly introduces subordinate clauses, 
cive... etre sive with ellipse may also (as in class. Greek) be used with- 
but in virtli Tpoe’ as in 2 C. 5. 10 tva KOMiTNTAL EKATTOS .., ElTE DyaboV 
out a finite vider 8 Ph. 1. 18 etc, and not solely in a disjunctive 
Sere: GEIS ONS éreilly well (as re is included in it) as a copula; cp. $78, 2. 
aoe but 03ximates, especially in negative sentences, to the mean- 

also a« nang “pula : A. 1. 7 Ov... Xpovors i) KOLPOUS (synonyms), 11. 8 

5 ‘O. : Kkadaptov ovderote K.7.A., cp. 10. 18 ovdérore epayov rav 
Kou? Kal (7) CD al.) axdOaprov: Jo. 8. 14 ofa w6fev FAOov Kal rod 
Kor Nw" Lpets O€ odk oidaTe 7ODEV Epyopat 7 TOV trayu,"1 C. 11. 27 ds av 
2£°Oin 7) Tivy ... avakiws;’similarly in interrogative sentences, which 

“in meaning are equivalent to a negative sentence, 1 Th. 2. 10 rs yap 
npav eArris 1) Xapa 7 sTEpavos (in 20 the positive statement runs 7) do€a 
kal) xapa). "H an in interrogative sentences, vide supra 2, is sharply 
disjunctive (‘otherwise this must be the case’). A singular instance 
of its use is in 1 Th. 2. 19 (vide supra) tis yap... crepavos ; 1) (7) 18 
wanting in 8*) ovy? Kat ipets...; where 7) has probably been foisted 
into the text for the sake of the tis (‘who else but’); cp. Jo. 13. 10 
v.l. (and &@AX’ 9) inf. 13). 

12. The adversative particles most in use are 8 and dAda, the 
former of which has its correlative in ev, while the latter usually 
refers to a preceding negative (‘but on the contrary’). This refer- 
ence, however, may also be expressed, though not so strongly, by 
de: A. 12. g ovx wOe... eddxes dé (‘but rather’), 14, H. 4. 13, 6. 12 
etc. A distinction must also be made between contradiction (a4AAa) 
and antithesis (S¢): H. 2. 8 ovdev adjKxev ait@ avumdraxtov’ viv oe 
otrw dépoyev att@ TA wdvTa inroreraypeva (‘but, ‘on the other 
hand’). The correlation of peév and 6e, which is so essentially char- 
acteristic of the classical Greek style, is very largely reduced in the 
N.T., so that pev is wholly absent from Ap., 2 P., 1, 2 and 3 Jo. 

ety, App. p. 3824. : 
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2 Th., 1 Tim., Tit. (uev in 1. 15 is spurious) and Philemon, and is 
practically unrepresented in Ja. (3. 17 mporov peév... éreita, an 
antithesis also found in classical Greek without dé; ep. Jo. 11. 6% 
1 C, 12. 28), Eph. (4. 11 tots pev... rods 62), Col. (2. 23, an ana- 
coluthon without an answering clause), and 1 Th. (2. 18 éyo pév 
IlavAos, the antithetical clause being omitted but sufficiently in- 
timated by pev; classical Greek has a similar use, Hdt. iii. 3 éuot peév 
ov 7Guvos [*to me at least’|, Kiihner 813 f.); it is also comparatively 
rare in the Gospels as a whole, and only occurs with any frequency 
in Acts, Hebrews (1 Peter) and some of the Pauline epistles.? 
Moreover a large number of these instances, especially those in Luke, 
are Instances of the resumptive pev otv, § 78, 5, where the peév in 
very few cases indicates a real antithesis: other examples of ana- 
coluthic pev are also fairly common in Luke, where the style and 
structure of the sentence are more or less harshly violated, as in 
L. 8.5 f. Q pev... kui erepov (occasioned by a development of the idea 
being interposed: so in Mc. 4. 4 f.), A. 1. 1, 3. 13, 21, 17. 30, 27. 21 
(ep. also 2 C. 11. 4, H. 7. 11): not to mention the instances, where 
the omission of de is excusable or even classically correct, viz. 
mpotov pev R, 1. 8,1* 1 C. 11. 18 (perhaps ‘from the verv outset’), 
A. 28. 22 dep pev yap Tis uipécews TatTns yvworiv ipiv eotly K.T.A, 
(‘so much we do indeed know’), R. 10. 1 4 pev evdoxia «.7.r. (‘80 
far as my wishes are concerned’), 11. 13 é¢’ dvov pev oty eis eyo EOvav 
amootoAos «.7.A., cp. Kiihner 8142—In Jo. 7. 12 0% ev is followed by 
dAdo (a. 6€ BTX)* with the asyndeton of which this gospel is so 
fond (§ 79, 4); in H. 12. 9 ov woAA@ 8 (x°D*, the other Mss. omit 
de) is correct or nearly so?; we have instances of pév... dAda, 
pev... Any (Kiithn. 812 f.) in A. 4. 16, R. 14. 20, 1 CG. 14. ie 
L. 22. 22; and a kindred use to this occurs in Mt. 17. 11 f. ’HAdas 
pev epxetar..., Aéyw b€ tulv, with which ep. Me. 9. 12 pev... (om. 
DL), 13 a@AAa..., where pév means ‘indeed,’ ‘certainly,’ and 6e (or 
adda) is an emphatic ‘but.’—Aé introduces a parenthesis in A. 12. 3 
yoav O€ at npépar Tov a¢iuwv, ep. 1.15 qv 6€ «.7.A, (re is wrongly 
read by 8AB al.): 4. 13 éréyivwoxov dé (so D reads instead of re). 
It introduces an explantion or a climax (‘but,’ ‘and indeed’) in 
R. 3. 22 dcxatoortvyn dé Geod, 9. 30, 1. C. 2. 6, Ph. 2. 8.—We find kai... 
de in connection with each other in A. 2. 44, 3. 24 Kal mdvres 88 «7X, 
‘and also all,’ 22. 29 Kat 6 xtAdapxos de, Mt. 16. 18 xéya 8 cot Aeyo, 
Jo. 8 16 etc. (Tisch. on 6. 51), etc.: whereas S€ kal means ‘but 
also,’ A. 22. 28 ete. 

13. ’AdA, besides its use in opposition to a preceding od? (with 
which must be classed od pdvov ... dAAGd Kat), is also found with oi, 

‘Mev is not unfrequently interpolated in the inferior %ss., Buttm. p. 313. 
Also in Clem. Cor. i. (62, 1 anacol.), Cor. ii, Barnaba: (i. 2 anacol.) and 
Hermas it is only rarely represented. 

“O¥...dAAd may also mean ‘not so much...as,’ Mc. 9. 37 otk ue Sexerar, 
dAAa Tov amooretharrd pe, Mt. 10. 20, Jo. 12. 44, A. 5. 4 etc., the first member 
of the sentence being not entirely negatived, but only made subordinate. 

OU pévoy ...ddAd is used without a cal if the second member includes the 
first, A. 19. 26, 1 Jo. 5. 6, or ag in Ph. 1. 12 ddd TOAAG WGAAOv K.T.r, 

1% y, App. p. 332. abedy, App. p. 324. 
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in opposition to a foregoing positive sentence (‘but not’): 1 C. 10. 
23 wavra éfertiv, GAN ov ravTa cupdeper, ibid. 5, Mt. 24. 6; it is 
further used where no negative precedes or follows it, as in 
LC. 6. 11 kat ratra tives fre, dAAA dreAovoarbe, GAA vytdoOnTe, 
where one can easily supply ‘but you are so no longer’ and 
render dAAa by ‘on the contrary’: 1 C. 3. 6 eyw edirevoa, ’AToAAOs 
erétisev, GAAa o Gers nigavev (but He Who gave the increase 
was not I nor he, but God), 7. 7. It stands at the beginning 
of the sentence with or without a negative: R. 10. 16 aAN’ od 
waves vriKkovoav, Where the difference is more strongly marked 
than it would be with ode 10. 18 ff GAAd Aeyw..., Ll. 4, 
1 C. 12. 24, 15. 35; similarly before commands or requests, 
A. 10. 20, 26. 16, Mt. 9. 18, Me. 9. 22 ete.* A similar meaning 
is expressed in Mt. and Le. (not in Acts) by wag, ‘yet,’ ‘how- 
beit’ (in Acts and Me. it is a preposition meaning ‘except’ as in 
class. Greek, § 40,6; we also have wAjjv ore [class.] ‘except that’ 
in A. 20. 23): Mt. 26. 39 (L. 22. 43) rAnv ovy ws eyo GéAw GAN as 
ot, = Me. 14. 36 GdX ovy «.7.A.; Mt. 11. 22, 24, 26. 64 rAnv AEyw 
buiv, but in Mc. 9. 13 ddA Aeyw duty (cp. Mt. 17. 12 A€yw 8 ipiv) ; 
Mt. 18. 7 wAny ovat x.7.0.,=L. 17. 1 ovat de (wAnv oval d€ SBDL) ; 
it even takes the place of an aAAd corresponding to a negative in 
L. 23. 28 pa) KAalere ex’ eye, Any ep’ EavTas KAatere (GAN D); 12. 20, 
31 (D (yreire 88); it is obvious that wAjv was the regular word in 
the vulgar language.” (In Paul it has rather the meaning of ‘only,’ 
‘in any case,’ being used at the end of a discussion to emphasize the 
essential point, 1 C. 11. 11, E. 5. 33, Ph. 3. 16, 4. 14; so also in 
Ap. 2. 25, and there is a parallel use (?) in Ph. 1. 18 7é yap; wAj 
(om. B) dre (om. DEKL) ravri tpdrw ... Xpurrds katayyéAXrerar, Kat 
év TovUT® xaipw, where ti yap appears to mean as in R. 3.3 ‘what 
matters it?’, and wAyv, with or without é7., seems to denote ‘at all 
events,’ and is moreover superfluous.)—AAA4 is used after an oratori- 
cal question as in class. Greek, in Jo. 12. 27 tielmw; adtep, coud 
€...3 GAAG dua TovTo AGov «.7.d. (there are simpler sentences in 

7. 49, 1 C. 10. 20); or in a succession of questions (the answer being 
either given in each case or suppressed), Mt. 11. 8f.=L. 7. 24 ff. 
ti éLydOare...; ...GAAG ri eEnAOaTe; «.7.A. (class.). A peculiar 
instance is H. 3. 16 tives yap dkovoavres raperixpavav; GAN od 
mavres ot eLeAGovres e€ Atyi'rrov ...; where however the add’ (ep. the 
Syriac VS.) may have only originated from a misunderstanding of the 
preceding rives as if it were Tives.2—’ Adda is used in the apodosis after 
et, eav, elmep, meaning ‘still,’ ‘at least’ (class.): 1 C. 4. 15 édv puptous 
Tawayuyous éyyte ev Xpurt@, adAA’ ov roAdXovs warépas, 2 C. 4. 16, 
11. 6, (13. 4 v.1.), Col. 2. 5 etc.; ep. adda ye tysiv ceive 1 C. 9. 2 (supra 
4).—Besides its use in this passage dAdd ye kai... is found in L. 24. 
21 (vide ibid.), Introducing an accessory idea in an emphatic way, 

Cp. Aristotle’s use, Bonitz Index Arist. s.v. dy. 

The use is different in L. 17. 7 £. ris... éped ait@... ANN’ ovxl evel adr... 3 
‘and not rather.” D here omits ovxi, according to which the second half of 
the sentence is not interrogative. abey, App. p. d24. 
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cp. dda kal ibid. 22, 12. 7, 16. 21, ‘not only this, but also,’ as in 
Ph. 1. 18 yalpw, dAAa Kati yapyoopat, 2 C. 11. 1 ddeAov averxerGe..., 
GAO Kat avéexerOe (not only will 1 utter the wish, but I entreat you 
directly); to this corresponds ddd’ 088 in 1 C. 3. 2 otrw yap edivacbe. 
GAN ovde Ere viv Sivacbe, 4. 3, A. 19. 2, L. 23. 15.7 The simple dAda 
also has this force of introducing an accessory idea, in 2 C. 7. 11 moony 
iyuiv Katypydcato grovéjv, dAAa (‘and not only that, but also’) 
amodoyiav, dAAG ayavdxtyow, dAAa poBov x.7.A. (cdAAd 6 times re- 
peated).” We further have aAAd pevovy ye (without ye in BDF al.) cai 
(om. &*) ayotvpae Ph. 3. 8, cp. int. 14.—Notice must be taken of the 
elliptical aA tva ‘on the contrary (but) this has happened (or a 
similar phrase) in order that,’ Mc. 14. 49, Jo. 1. 8, 9. 3, 13. 18, 
15. 25; but this must be distinguished from Mc. 4. 22 od yap éeoruy 
TL KpuTTOV, eav pa) tva havepwOy ovde eyévero amoxproy, GAN twa EAOy 
eis avepoy, where GAA’ = «i pi) ‘save that,’ and from the use of &AX’ 
(i.e. GAAo) 7) in L. 12. 51 oti, A€yw vpiv, GAN 7) (D aAAG) Stapepic poy, 
‘nothing else but’ (classical, Kiihner 11.2 824, 5 and 6, 825 note 4), 
cp. 2 C. 1. 13 08 yap GAAa... GAN (GAN om. BFG) 7 (om. A) & (om. 
AD*) avaywooxere! (4AN 4 is an interpolation in 1 C. 3. 5), Clem. 
Cor. 1. 41. 2. 

14. Other adversative particles are pévrou ‘however,’ ot(Sels) pévroe 
Jo. 4. 27, 7. 13, 20. 5, 21. 4 (Herm. Sim. vi. 1. 6), pws pévror 12. 42; 
this particle occurs very rarely except in John, viz. 6 pevtou Gepedcos 
2 Tim. 2. 19, Ja. 2. 8, Jd. 8 (in the two last passages with a weaker 
meaning = ‘but.’). “Opes apart from the instance quoted occurs only 
again in 1 C, 14. 7, G. 3. 15, where it is used in a peculiar way: 
Opws Ta abvya quviy diddvTa..., edv StactoAyv POdyyov pr) 60, TOs 
yoo Oijoerat K.7.A., and Guus avOpwrov Kexrpopevyv diabijknv oféets 
aGeret; the latter passage is explained (Fritzsche) as a substitution 
for kaizep dvOp., Guus otdels af, Sif it be only a man’s will, yet,’ some- 
what like Xenoph. Cyrop. v. 1. 26 otv cot épuws Kai ev 77) rodeuia 
ov7es Gappovpev, Kiihner p. 645; but as in both passages a comparison 
is introduced by it, and as ot'rws also follows in the passage of 1 Cor., 
it appears to be rather an instance of the old word opis ‘in like 
manner’ being brought into play, which should accordingly be 
rendered simply by ‘also’ or ‘likewise.’ ?—Katrou in classical Greek 
means ‘and yet,’ and rarely takes a participle with the meaning 
‘although,’ cp. § 74, 2; in the N.T. it introduces a parenthesis in 
Jo. 4, 2 karPouye ($77, 4) Incotis avtds ov'« éBdrrifev x.7.d. (= ‘although 
He did not baptize’), and has a more independent character in A. 
14. 17, though here also it may be rendered ‘although’ (on A. 17. 27 
see § 74, 2; for xatroe with a participle H. 4. 3).— Kal piv ‘and yet’ 
(class.) does not occur in the N.T.; but Hermas uses it in Mand. iv. 1. 

od 

ANN’ is rendered pleonastic by a preceding &Xos, but tiie use is nevertheless 
not unclassical, at least according to the traditional text, Kiihner 824, 6. 

2 Clem. Hom. i. 15 (=Epitom. 14) has kai duds guadov cal re wudaue eréoryy, = 
dua ‘at the same time’; xix. 23 xal ouds Toladra rive pupia K.T.r., = Kal duolws, 
ep. iii. 15. (In 1 C. Le. the accentuation duds is supported by Wilke Neut. 
Khetorik, p. 225.) aov. App. p. 324. 
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8, v. 1. 7, with an intensifying force in an answer, somewhat like 
tmmo (class., Kiihner ii.2 690.—Mzvyr ody in classical Greek is specially 
used in answers with heightening or corrective force, and is always 
so placed that the pvev here as in other cases has another word before 
it; but in the N.T. pevovv or pevodvye with the same meaning stands 
at the beginning of a sentence: L. 11. 28 pevovy (ins. ye B*CD al.) 
paKdpiot ot K.7.A, (‘rather’), R. 9. 20 (ye is omitted by B only), 10. 18 
pevovvye (pevovvye orm. FG); we also find aAAa pevori(ye} in Ph. 3. 8, 
vide supra 13. Cp. Phryn. Lob. 342. But the classical position of 
the word is seen in 1 C. 6. 4 Buwrica pev ofv Kperypra K.7.A., Cp. 7 
(oty om. x*D*). 

S78. PARTICLES (continued). 

1. The comparative particles which are followed by a subordinate 
clause are as and éomep, also frequently in nearly all writers KaQds, a 
Hellenistic word, see Phrynicus p. 425 Lob., who strongly disapproves 
of it and requires instead xa0é (only in Mt. 27. 10 O.T. and L. 1. 2 
according to D and Enuseb., certainly the right reading, see p. 49 on 
wupedooav) or xa0é (which is found in R. 8. 26, 2 C. 8.12, L P. 4.13); 
the equally Attic form xa®dmep occurs only in Paul and Hebrews. 
The uses of os are manifold, and some of them, as being too well 
known and commonplace, need not be discussed at all in this 
crammar. The correlative terms are as (u7ep, Kabos, Kaddrep) 
— otrws or oftws kat; or the term corresponding to ws may be simply 
kai, as in Mt. 6. 10, or again kal may be attached to os and may 
even stand in both portions of the comparison, as in R. 1.13 iva teva 
KUpTOV TXO Kal ev tytv, KuOws Kal ev Tots Avirois EOvercv, Mt. 18. 33 
etc. (as in class. Greek, Iiihner p. 799, 2).— When used to introduce 
a sentence ws and more particularly «afos may also to some extent 
denote a reason: R. 1. 28 xaos ovx EOOKLPATUY Tov Oedy EXEL ev 

eriyvore, TapeowKey avTovs O Geos «.7.A, (Seven as’ = ‘since,’ guando- 
quidem), 1 C. 1.6, 5.7, HE. 1. 4, Ph. 1. 7 (Mt. 6. 12 os Kai Hpets 
apyKkapev, =L. 11. 4 Kat yap avrot adiopuev), cp. ws with a partic. 
§ 74, 6.—A parable 1s introduced by os in Mc. 13. 34, by aorep yap 
(yap om. D) in 25. 14, though no corresponding term follows, and 
there is also no close connection with the preceding words, cp. 81, 2. 
——Before ideas the place of os is taken by aoet (especially in the 
Gospels and Acts, also in Herm. Sim. vi. 2. 5, ix. 11. 5)swith much 
variety of reading in the MSS.; this particle is also used before 
numerical ideas = ‘about,’ Mt. 14. 21 (D as), Jo. 4. 6 (as has prepon- 
derant evidence) etc. (classical) ; éemepet (in comparisons) only occurs 
in 1 C. 15. 8 (oorep D*) and as a v.1. in 4. 13; wody (ws év) only in 
2 C.10. 9 woadv (‘as it were’) expoBetv, cp. § 70,5. A very wide use 
is made of ds in connection with a predicate, whether in the nomina- 
tive, Mt. 22. 30 ws ayyedou Geod ciorv, 18, 3 eav pry yevrnoOe ws ta 
watdia, 1 C. 7. 7 €av peivworv ws kéyd, or in the accusative, L. 15. 19 
roinréy pe as eva Tov puoOiwy cov, especially with the verbs 
Aoyiter Oat, wyctrGas etc., § 34, 5 (all unclassical uses; but in the 
LXxX. we have in Gen. 3. 5 éverGe ws Geol, =class, iod@eor, or toa Kat 
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eot according to Thue. iii. 14, ep. [$ 76, 1] «fvar toa OeG Ph. 2. 6). 
With ri tony ws Kat yuiv A. 11.17 ep. classical exx. in Kiihner 361, 
note 18. ILopever Out ws (€os RABE) eri tiv OdAaccav A. 17.14 is a 
Hellenistic usage, ws ert =versus in Polyb. i. 29. 1 etc., see Wetstein 
ad loc.; ws réyurra ibid. 15 is classical (literary language; § 44, 3). 
On ws with a partic. and in abbreviated sentences see § 74, 6. On 
exclamatory ws § 76, 3; ws (ws 67) in assertions § 70,2; on temporal 
ws infra 3; with an fufinitive § 69, 3. 

2. The hypothetical particles are «& and éév, see § 65, 4 and 5+ 
Paul (and 1 Pet. 2. 3, but x*AB read «) also uses elep ‘if on the 
other hand,’ Rh. 3. 30 (v.L éweep), 8. 9, 17, 2 Th. 1. 6, referring to 
an alternative condition (or fact) ; éavrep is similarly used in H. 3 (6 
v.l.) 14, 6. 3; but the particle is differently used in 1 C. 8. 5 Kat yap 
eimep ecoiv Aeyomuevos Geoi..., dXN apyiv eis 6 Geds, where it has a con- 
cessive sense, ‘however true it may be that,’ as in Homer (Kihner 
J91, note 2). Hye is similarly used, but makes a more definite 
assumption (G. Hermann), § 77, 4. The correlative terms in use are 
eire...elre (ear Te... cuv te R. 14. 8 twice), only found in Paul and 
1 Peter, either with a finite verb, as in 1 C. 10. 31 cite ofv écOlere 
LTE TiveTE EiTE TL TOLE(TE, TAVT. eis SOkar Heot movetre, ‘whether it he 
that ... or that,’ or still more frequently without a verb by abbrevia- 
tion (classical, Niihner 839), ibid. 3. 21 f. ravra yap tyov éeotur, etre 
TlavAos etre ’AvoAA@s etre Kaas, where perhaps no definite verb can 
be supplied, but the meaning is ‘whether one mentions,’ ‘ whether it 
he,’ ‘whether one is concerned with’?; similarly 13. 8 eive 6€ wpo- 
{ijtetut, KaTapyyGycovrat, elite yAwooet, maroovtut, eite «.7.A., and 
RK. 12. 6 fh €xovres S€ yapiopara ... ire zpodytetuv (sc. Exovres), Kate 
THY ..,2 ITE Seaxoriay, ev ...: ire & BBdoKwv, €v 77) SudacKadia’ cite 6 
Tapaxadov, ev «7.4. The meaning of etre... eire in such passages 
approximates very closely to that of cut... xut, and the construction 
is also of the same character as that with xa’; the passage R. 12. 7 
like other cases of enumeration (It. 2. 17-20; § 79,3) concludes with 
an asyndeton, 6 petadiots ev drAdryte «.7.4.—Further correlative 
terms are el pév...eb 8 as in A. 18. 14 f.; here we may note the 
thoroughly classical suppression of the first apodosis in L. 13. 9 «dv 
pev rowjoy Kapmov (sc. it is well): e¢ dé pajye, exxdpers atriy (cp. 
Kiikner 986). On «i dé prj, ef 8€ prjre (the second protasis being 
abbreviated) see § 77,4: on «& (éav) pu} (tr) ‘except,’ ‘except that’ 
see $$ 65, 6%75, 3. In imitation of Hebiew «7 is used after formulas 

of swearing (= Hebr. ON)’: Me. 8. 12 duryv A€éyw tuiv, ef (‘there shall 
not’) dofjreras TH yeves Tatty oxpeiov (cp. Mt. 16. 4 a principal sen- 

1 We also have 1 C. 15. 15 dv (rdv Xp.) otk Hyeper, elrep dpa vexpot odx éyelpovrat, 
but the clause eirep ... éyelp. is absent (through homoeotele@ on? cp. 16) in DE 
and other witnesses; the sense can perfectly well dispeuse with it, and is 
better without it ; moreover the classical use of dpa (‘as they say’) is remark- 
able. Here also etrep means ‘if on the other hand’ (as they Say). 

*For this in 2 C. 8. 23 we have elre imép Titov, xowwvds éuds x.7.r., but here 
again the sentence continues in the nominative, eire ddedpol Hudv, dwrdcrodce 

pee a%y, App, p. 324. 
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tence with ov), H. 3. 11=4. 3 O.T.; there is a corresponding use of 
<i pn ‘will certainly’ in R. 14. 11 O.T. according to D*FG, v.l. ért 
as in LXXx. Is. 45. 23 (but the LXx. in the same verse uses «i pi 
similarly, only not immediately before ¢uot kaye etc.).—On con- 
cessive «i Kal, €av kal etc. see § 65, 6; on et in indirect and direct 
questions, and its use to express expectation (also expressed by «¢ 
ws, si forte) see §§ 65, 1 and 6; 77, 2. | 

3. The temporal particles, used to denote time when,.are ote, état, 
émore ; eray Mt. 2. 8 (6tav D), L. 11. 22 (éav D), 34 (6tav D) (erecdy is 
generally causal, as is eesdyrep ; eredy in temporal sense only occurs 
in L. 7. 1 with vv.ll. ere, ore), and exceptionally in Paul yvika (a 
literary word, but also found in LXx. eg. Exod. 1. 10, Deut. 7. 12: 
Paul takes it from Lxx., see Ex. 34. 34) 2 C. 3. 15 f. (a particle which 
strictly refers to a period of an hour or a year, but is already in 
Attic used interchangeably with é7e). Another equally rare word is 
omore, if it is correctly read in L. 6. 3 ode (dre RBCDL al, as in 
Mt., Mc.) éweivacev. In addition to these we find os not unfrequently 
used in the narrative of Luke (Gospel and Acts) and John: L. 1. 23 
ws erhicOyoav at nucpat, Jo. 2.9 ws dé eyetoato 6 dpyxiTpikALvos k.7.X. 
(classical ; LXX. especially 1 Macc., Wilke-Grimm); in Paul we have 
R. 15. 24 ws av ropevwpat eis TV Sraviav ‘in my approaching journey 
to Spain,’ 1 C.11. 34 ws dv €AGw ‘when I come (shall come),’ Ph. 2. 23 
ws dv apiiw—a use of ws dy which finds only distant parallels in 
classical Greek!; it takes the pres. indic. in G. 6. 10 as Katpov exopev 
(male -wwev 8B*) cum, ‘now while’ (Clem. Cor. ii. 8. 1, 9. 7), and in 
L. 12. 58 ws yap vrayes ... ex’ apyovta, ev TH Odo (Mt. 5. 25 is differ- 
ently expressed, using é€ws drov; in Le. €ws izayers would be tauto- 
logical beside év 7;7 o6w).—Time during which is expressed, as in 
classical Greek, by ews (with a present), Jo. 9. 4 €ws rjuepu eoriv, ep. 
12. 35 f., where in 35 ABD al., and in 36 the same MSS. with X, read 
ws, Which after the instances of os that have been quoted is not 
impossible, though the meaning ‘as long as’ appears more correct at 
least in verse 357; see also Mc. 6. 45, Jo. 21. 22, 1 Tim. 4. 13, § 65, 
10. Elsewhere for ‘as long as’ we have ews érov Mt. 5. 25 (as ews 
has become a preposition, § 40, 6), or axpus ob H. 3.13, A. 27. 33, or 
ev © Me. 2. 19, L. 5. 34, Jo. 5. 7. The same expressions together 
with ews of, aypt, mexpt, wexpe ob when used with the aor. conj. (or 
fut. indic.) mean ‘until,’ § 65, 9 and 10.—‘Before’ is mplv, zpiv 1, 
usually with an infinitive ; also zpd rod with an infin., ibid. — 

4. For the final particles tva, 8rws, ph see § 65, 2; on the extended 
use of tva, § 69; on py, prs, prjrore after poPeicGat etc. § 65, 3.— 
For assertions with 8&1 (ws, was), § 70; for indirect questions with 
et (wotepov ...4 JO. 7. 17), § 77, 2. 

5. The consecytive subordinating particles are wore, see § 69, 3, and 
iva, ibid.— With a.co-ordinate construction otv is particularly fre- 
quent, being one of the commonest of the particles in the N.T., and 
fairly represented in all writings, though a far larger use is made of 

12 vy, App. p. 332. 
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it in narrative than in epistolary style, and the greatest of all in 
John’s Gospel (whereas in the Johannine Epistles 1t only occurs in 
3 Jo. 8 [being interpolated in 1 Jo. 2. 24, 4. 19]). Of course it does 
not always imply a strictly causal connection, but may be used in a 
looser way of a temporal connection, and therefore to resume or con- 
tinue the narrative. Luke is accustomed in the Acts, if the narrative 
sentence begins with a noun or pronoun (or a participle with the 
article), to eraphasize the otv by the addition of pev, which need not 
be succeeded by a contrasted clause with d€: 1. 6 of pev odv 
aweAGovtes k.7.r., 18 obros pev ody k.7.A., 2. 41 of pev ovy drodeEdpevor, 
9. 31 al pev ody exxAnoias etc.; this combination of particles is used 
sometimes to state what further took place, sometimes to summarize 
the events which have been previously narrated, before passing on 
to something new (cp. for the class. use Kiihner 711); the same use 
occurs in Luke’s Gospel 3. 18 woAAa wev obv Kai étepa tapaxadov 
evnyyedicerg Tov Aacdv (the only instance of pev oty in that Gospel). 
The simple ody is used after a participle in A. 10. 23 (15. 2 v.l.), 16. 
11, 25. 17 (cp. 26. 22 etc.); in Luke’s Gospel only in 23. 16=22; 
D has it also in 5. 7. Ozvv is used after parenthetical remarks to 
indicate a recurrence to the original subject in Jo. 4. 45, 6. 24, 1 C. 
8. 4, 11. 20 (also classical , but the classical S€ otv to indicate this 
recurrence is unrepresented). The interrogative ovkotv ‘therefore,’ 
‘then’ (Ktihner 715 f.) occurs only in Jo. 18. 37 otxotvy BaotAreds ef 
ot;* On pev oty, wevovv see § 77. 14.—Another consecutive particle is 
dpa ‘therefore,’ ‘consequently,’ especially frequent in Paul, who 
sometimes makes it, as in classical Greek, the second word in the 
sentence, R. 7. 21 evpicxw apa, sometimes contrary to classical usage 
the first, as in R. 10.17 apa (FG &. ofv) % miotis €€ axojs, 1 C. 15. 18, 
2 C. 7. 12 ete. (H. 4. 9); we also find the strengthened form dpa otv 
R. 5. 18, 7. 3, 25, 8. 12, 9. 16, 18 etce., G. 6. 10, E. 2. r9 (om. ody 
FG), 1 Th. 5. 6, 2 Th. 2. 15. It is strengthened by ye and given 
the first position in the sentence in Mt. 7. 20, 17. 26, A. 11. 18 
EHLP, where other Mss. have dpa as in L. 11. 48 (for which Mt. 23. 
31 uses Gore with indic.). Also in an apodosis after a protasis with 
ei, the simple dpa is always used and is always the first word: Mt. 
12. 28=L. 11. 20, 2 C. 5. 14 according to x°C* al. (most MSS. omit 
et, but it would easily be dropped before eis), G. 2. 21 (ibid. 18 inter- 
rogatively, therefore dpa § 77, 2), 3. 25, H. 12. 8. On évet dpa in 
Paul ep. inf..6; on dpa, dpa in interrogative sentences § 77, 2.— 
Another quite rare particle is rovyapotv (classical), 1 Th. 4. 8, H. 12. 1, 
placed at the beginning of a sentence; and rofwv is not much 
commoner, standing as the second word (as in class. Greek) in 
L. 20. 25 ACP al., as the first werd (unclassical’) in sBL, and omitted 
in D (as it is in Mc. 12.17; Mt. 22. 21 has otv); as second word 
also in 1 C. 9. 26 (in Ja. 2. 24 it is spurious), as first word in H. 13. 13 
(Clem. Cor. i. 15. 1).—Another particle of kindred meaning is 84, 
which is found (though rarely) according to classical usage in sen- 
tences containing a request, 1 C. 6. 20 Sofacare &:) (‘therefore’) rév 

1 But found in other late writers, see Lob. Phryn. 342. av, App. p. 324. 
S 
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Gedv x.7.A. (but 8* and some Latin witnesses omit 6) and present an 
asyndeton) ; in L. 2. 15, A. 13. 2, 15. 36 at the beginning of a speech 
(‘come now’); a quite different and thoroughly classical use of it 
occurs in Mt. 13. 23 os 61) xaprodopet ‘who is just the man who’ (for 
os 6) D has rore, the Vulgate and others ¢t).—Lastly we have the 
consecutive particle 84, z.e. dc’ o, and therefore strictly used to intro- 
duce a subordinate relative sentence, but its suhordinating character 
is forgotten, Mt. 27. 8, L. 1. 35 (A* wrongly has é:d71, Which is often 
confused with 6:0): in the latter passage we have the combination, 
also a favourite one in classical Greek,! 6.3 «ai, and the corresponding 
dus ovde in 7.7; 1t is frequent in the Acts and Epistles; we also have 
Sidmep 1 C. 8. 13, 10. 14 (in 14. 13 most Mss. read 615). “OOe is 
similarly used in Mt. 14. 7, A. 26. 19, and often in Hebrews, e.9. 
2. 17, 3. 1, denoting a reason like our ‘ hence.’? 

6. The principal causal subordinating particle is rm ‘because,’ for 
which Luke and Paul (H., Ja., 1 P.) also use 8dr (classical). But 
the subordination both with 67: and é.6t« is often a very loose one (ep. 
dud, OGev, supra 5), so that it must be translated ‘for’: 1C. 1. 25 Gru 
TO pupsy ToD Geo’ copurepov trav avOpdmwv éeoriv «.t.A., 4. 9, 10. 17 
2C. 4. 6, 7. 8, 14, with d:dre R. 1. 19, 21, 3. 20, 8. 7 (dre FG) etes 
Akin to the use of 671 = 6670 is that of ére, which in the N.T. is 
regularly a causal particle: R. 3. 6 eet (‘for’) ros kpivet 6 Oeds Tov 
xoopov, where as in other passages it has the additional meaning of ‘if 
otherwise’ (class., Xen. Cyr. ii. 2. 31 etc.), which it has in assertions in 
R. 11. 6 eel 4) xapis ovKxéte yiverar yapus, 22 erel Kal ov exkoTTy. 
‘Eradh, which is likewise a causal particle (supra 3), has not this 
additional meaning, though like 67: it implies a loose subordination : 
1 C. 14. 16 (B émei), 1. 22 (FG ere). "EwadSihmep occurs only in 
L. 1. 1 ‘inasmuch as already,’ referring to a fact already well known, 
cp. «lrep supra 2’—On é¢’ & cp. supra § 43, 3; on Kas supra |]. 
Ka0ér (only in Luke) strictly means ‘according as,’ ‘just as, and is 
so used in A. 2. 45, 4. 35; but in Hellenistic Greek it passes over to 
the meaning of dudre: L. 1. 7 Kadre fy  "EAwcaBer oreipa, 19. 9, 
A. 17. 31 (dué7e7 HLP).—The co-ordinating particle is yap, one of the 
commonest of the particles (least often, in comparison with the rest 
of the N.T., in John, especially in his Epistles; there are also not 
many instances of it in the Apocalypse). Its usages agree with the 
classical usages; it is also frequently found in questions, where we 
use ‘then,’ Mt. 27. 23 ri yap xaxov eroinoev ; ‘what evil then has he 
done ?’, A. 8. 31 was yap dy Suvaiyny ; giving the reason for a denial 
or refusal which is left unexpressed, or for a reproach (whether 
expressed or not) as in Mt. 9. 5 té yap eotiv evkordtepov k.T.A., 23, 17 
puwpot Kal tupdAdt, tis yap x.7.A., A. 19. 35 etc., unless it should be 
rendered literall by ‘for who,’ as in L. 22. 27.° In answers it corrobo- 
rates a statement about which a question has been raised (Kitihner 
ii, 724), ‘yes in truth,’ ‘indeed,’ as in 1 C. 9. 10 7) 80 yas wavTws 

1K.q. in Aristotle’s ’AAnvaiwv modireia. 

* Aristot. ’A@. wrod. 3. 2 etc, 

abcy, App. pp. 324-325. 
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Aecyet ; (an oratorical question) 4’ yas yap ¢ypady, 1 Th. 2. 20 (and 
it is similarly used where a statement is repeated, hk. 15. 26 f. 
NvooKycav yop .. ; NVOOKY CAV yap, Kat K.T.A, es there 1 1s a somewhat 

different use after an indignant question in A. 16. 37 of ov yap, non pro- 
Jecto (classical ; see the author's note on the passage), and a different 
use again in Jo. 9. 30 in the retort of the man born blind, ev rovrw yap 
(ody D) TO Oavpacrév eotiy, OTe k.7.A., Which 1s equivalent to an inter- 
rogative (vid@ supra) ov yap év TovTw x.7.A,—Kal yap is ‘for also,’ so 
that there is no closer connection between the two particles ( = ézeu6;) 
kat); the well-known use of kai yap for etenim (Kithner 855), where 
cai quite loses its force, is sometimes traced in passages like 1 C. 5. 7s 
11. 9, 12. 13 (where otrws cat o Xp. precedes); but in reality kac 
keeps its meaning of ‘also’ in these places, though it refers not to a 
single idea, but to the whole sentence! (Kai yip=elenim seems, 
however, really to oceur in H. 5. 12, 12. 29 and in L.. 22. 37 [D omits 
yap], ep. Ja. 12. 39 D Kat yap instead of Ott.) Ovde yap is similarly 
used in ht. 8. 7 (but in Jo. 8. 42, where D reads ov yap, it rather = 
neque enim, corresponding toa positive etentm ; according to Chrys. 
and the Lewis Syr. kat am’ eu. ovK x.7.A.). In Te yap R. 7. 7 re has 
nothing whatever to do with yap: if re and yap are genuine (re is 
omitted by FG and the Latin Mss.), one must suppose it to be an 
instance of anacoluthon. 

The concessive subordinating De are e kal, éav kal, § 65, 6; 
a kév meaning ‘even if, Mt. 21. 21, 26. 35, Jo. 8. 14, 10. 38; on 
the other hand kale is only found, where the reading is certain, in 
the sense of ‘and if’ (Mc. 14. 27 «i cat SBC al., kai éay or xév D, kai 
et A al.; 2 C. 13. 4 kat yap et 8°A al., which is more correct than xai 
yop without e as read by 8*BD*F al.; Origen reads e¢ ydp Kai, see 
Tisch.). On katwep, karo. with a participle, and xairouye) with a 
finite verb see § 74, 2. Kaéror takes alternately a hypotactical or a 
paratactical construction, vide ibid., as it alternately has an adversa- 
tive or a concessive meaning, § 7 7, 14.—On the use of dpws corre- 
sponding to classical xadrep vide ibid. 

$79. CONNECTION OF SENTENCES. 

1. We find the methods of connecting sentences in Greek already 
divided in Aristotle's terminology? into two opposite classes, namely 
the continuous or running style (ciponévyn) and the compact (kare- 
oTpappévy ) or periodic style (ev meptodots), In the latter the whole 
discourse is subdivided into units consisting of coherent and well- 
balanced members; in the former the subsequent section is always 
loosely appended to the section preceding it, and there is never a 
definite conclusion within view of the reader. The periodic style is 
characteristic of artistically developed prose, the ccutinuous style is 
that which we find in the oldest, and still quite unsophisticated, 
prose, and on the whole is that which characterizes the N.T. narrative, 

10n 2C. 13. 4 vide inf. 7. The classical use also appears in Herm. Sim. ix. 
8. 2 kai yap (etenim) cat (‘also’) oboe k.7.X. 

2 Arist. Rhet. iii. 9. 
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agreeing as it does with the manner of the Semitic models on which 
that narrative is based. To the idea which is given the first place and 
which is complete in itself there is appended a second and similar idea, 
the connecting link being in most cases xai = Hebrew 1, then follows 
a third, and so on in an unending series: this tedious character of 
uniformity is an especially noticeable feature of the narrative of 
Mark, but is also not wanting in the Gospels of Matthew, Luke and 
John. Another class of continuous style is that where the opening 
sentence is developed by appending to it a participle, or a clause 
introduced by dt, or a relative sentence, or in some similar way, 
since in this case also there is no end or termination in view; this 
manner of writing, which is freely employed by Paul in large portions 
of the Epistles to the Ephesians and Colossians, is indeed still more 
tedious and presents still greater obscurity than the simple linking 
together of sentences by means of kat. 

2. Besides the connection of clauses by means of a conjunction, a 
relative, a subordinate participle etc., there is further the uncon- 
nected or paratactical construction (known as asyndeton); this is on 
the whole repugnant to the spirit of the Greek language, both with 
regard to sentences and the members which compose them, as also 
with regard to parallel portions of a single clause, and accordingly 
in the N.T. also is only used to a limited extent. Those sentences 
are not to be regarded as strict cases of asyndeton, where the new 
sentence begins with a demonstrative pronoun or a demonstrative 
adverb, referring back to something which has preceded: A. 16. 3 
tovrov (Timothy) 7@éAnovev 6 Ilatros civ aito efedXGeiv, Jo. 5. 6 
routov toov «.t.A. (ibid. 21. 21 AX al., but sBCD have rtovrov otv),“ 
the person having been previously introduced and described; a quite 
parallel instance may be quoted e.g. from Demosth. 21. 58 Savviwy 
éoTiv Oimov Tis...° odTOs aoTtpateias WAW...° TovTOY peta K.7T.A. An 
unclassical use, on the other hand, is that of rore as a connecting 
particle, which is particularly characteristic of Matthew, though also 
occurring in Luke (esp. in the Acts), to introduce something which 
was subsequent in point of time, not something which happened at a. 
definite point of time: Mt. 2. 7 rére “Hpwdys «.7.X., 16, 17, 3. 5, 13, 15, 
4, 1,5, 10, 11 etc, L. 14. 21 (D kal), 21. 10 Tore EAeyev ators (om. D), 
24.45, A. 1. 12, 4. 8 etc. (esp. frequent in D, ¢.g. 2. 14, 37); John uses 
the combination tdre obv, 11. 14 (odv om. A Syr.), 19. 1, 16, 20, 8, roe 
in that case having a fuller meaning ‘at this time’ (as opposed to pre- 
vious time). Other circumstantial formulas with similar meaning, 
which can hardly be interpreted in their literal sense, are: Mt. 11. 25, 
12. 1 év exetvp TH katp@ (14, 1, where D has ev ex. 6), ev exeivy TH 
apa Mt. 18. 7 (ey ex. dé BM), ev execvass (6¢ add. D) rais tyepars Me. 
8. 1 (év dé rats Hu. ex. Mt. 3. 1, but DE al. om. 6); ev avry (de add. 
D) th ope L. 10. 21 (7. 21 vl. év éxeivy 7. 3 with d€ AD al.). ?Ams 
tore may also be noticed in Mt. 4. 17 (with yap in D), 16. 21, L. 16. 
16 (kai d. 7. Mt. 26. 16). Mera totro (ratra) without a conjunction 
is frequent in Jo.,? 2. 12, 3. 22, 5. 1, 14, 6 1 ete. (in 19. 38 pera 
8¢7., but dé is omitted by EGK al.), and the Apocalypse (4. 1, 7. 9, 

4%y, App. p. 325. 
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18, 1, 19. 1, 20. 3, with cai 7, 1 [kat om. AC], 15. 5); see also A. 
18. 1 according to SAB (vl. pera dé ratra), and the reading of nearly 
all Greek mss. in L. 10. 1, 18. 4.—In the case of trara and «ira 
Attic Greek is not fond of inserting a dé (Kriiger Gr. § 69, 24), and 
the N.T. usage | is the same, L. 16. 7, Jo. 11. 7, Me. 4. 17 etc. ‘Oa. 4.14 
ex. kat SABK, éx, dé kal only LP).* The N.T. also uses én without 
a conjunction: L. 8. 49 €7 Jems. Aarovvros, A. 10. 44, Me. 5. 35, 
Mt. 17. 5, 122 46 (with de CE al.), cp. 26. 47 (where Latin Mss, omit 
the conj., and there are var. lect. cat ere and ere 6e).’ 

3. Asyndeton between individual words or ideas is quite a natural 
occurrence for the sake of convenience in lengthy enumerations, but 
here there is a tendency at any rate to connect the words in pairs to 
avoid ambiguity, see § 77, 9, until at last even this becomes tedious 
to the writer, 1 Tim. 1. 9, 10; still, ifthe ideas are not strictly summed 
up, but merely enumerated, the use of asyndeton may be an actual 
necessity. “Thus we have in 1 P. 4. 3 weropevpevovs ev aceAyeiats, 
exiOvpcats, oitvopAvyiats, Kwpois, TOTOLS Kal aBEepitous eiOwAcAaTpiacs 
(with the last word the adjective necessitates the insertion of Kat) ; 
the use of cai in this passage would lay too great a charge against 
individual persons. 2 Tim. 3. 2 évovras of dvOpwrot hidavto, prAap- 
yupot, ada toves, virepppavor, P\dopnpot x.7.rX. (but the same men do 
not possess all these faults). Ifthe particle is used in enumerations 
of this kind, the construction is known as polysyndeton, a figure of 
speech which may be used just as well as asyndeton for a rhetorical 
purpose, only ina different way : polysyndeton by evidently summing 
up the different ideas produces an impression of greatness and fulness, 
asyndeton, by breaking up the separate ideas and introducing them one 
after the other ina jerky manner, gives an impression of vivacity and 
excitement. Still neither asyndeton nor polysyndeton is used with 
a rhetorical effect in every case where they occur : L. 18. 29 (= Mt. 
19. 29, Me. 10. 29) ovdets eoriv bs dKev oikiav 7 yvvatka y eA pods 
x.7.0, cannot well be otherwise expressed ; also L. 14. 21 rovs rTwxovs 
KL AVaTrEiPOUS Kat tuphors Kat XwXor's Elo aya'ye OE I Is a simple and 

straightforward expression, no less than Jo. 5. 3 wAnOos tov aode- 
votvTwyv, Tuprav ywAwv £ypov (in the latter passage wat would be 
superfluous, in Le it is not so because the different persons are 
summed up). Where there are only two ideas N.T. (like classical) 
Greek is not fond of asyndeton, except where opposites are connected, 
as in 2 Tim. £. 2 le EVKGLPWS GKAIPWS, CP. avH KATO, nolens volens, 
Kiihner 865d, Win. § 58, 71.° But polysyndeton is used with a 
really rhetorical effect in R. 9. 4 dv 7 viober ia kal 7 Od€a Kai at 
dua On Kae kat 7 vopobecia Kal 7 Aarpea Kal at erayyedion (cp. 2. 17 ff), 
or in Ap. 5. 12 aBeiv tHv Ovvapiy Kat tAOUTOV Kal godiav Kal ioydy 
kal Tymiv kat Sd€av cal evrAoyiav; just as asyndetox is used in 1 C. 
3. 12 €l Tis erotKodopel ert Tov Oepedtov yprctov, dpyvpov, AiGous Tipious, 

1Tf the negative idea (with ov) is attached to the positive, cal may be in- 
serted or omitted: 1 C. 10. 20 da:povios cal od Oew, 3. 2 yada..., 00 Bodpua 
(DEFG ins. kai), 7. 12ete. abeyv, App. p. 325. 
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EvAa, xoptov, kaAapnv, which should be recited in a vivid way, giving 
emphasis to the studied anti-climax. 

4, If the connected ideas are finite verbs, this leads us at once to 
asyndeton between sentences; but there are certain imperatives 
which deserve a separate mention. Mt. 5. 24 traye ™ payTov dcadrAayyn hr, 
8. — etc. (18. 15 traye €Aeyfov 8BD, a v.1. inserts cai; similarly Me. 
6. 38; but in Ap. 16. 1 all uncials have kat), en. the classical use of 
aye and i (N.T. does not use épxov thus, but has é. kat ide Jo. 1. 47, 
1]. 34, Ap. 6. 1, 3, 537 7 [in Ap. there is a correct v.l., omitting Kat 
ide]) ; eyeupe d:pov ‘Me. 2. rz (in g most MSS. insert kat), ‘but j In L. 6. 8 
only A has éy. 7761, and there is preponderant evidence for kat, in 
Mt. 9. 6 8C al. read eyepGets dpov, B reads as in Me., D éyecpe an 
dpov: we further have ¢ye(perOe adywuev in Mt. 26. 46 = Me. 14. 42; 
also avaoera is so used at least as a v.l. of D* in A. 11. 7 dvaora Terpe 
Gucov, § 74, 3. Further we have dpa opare, Premere = cuve(te) ) (cp. 
S 64, 2), Mt. 9, 30 dpate poets YVOT KETO, 24. 6 Opare 11) Opocia Ge 
(Buti, p. 209), and accordingly opare (BA.) pa) with conjunctive in 
Mt., Mc., Le. is also apparently to be regarded as an instance of 
asyndeton, Mt. 24. 4 Prerere poy tes Gir mAavioy, although in 
passages like Col. 2. 8 BA. py) tes eorus, A. 13. go, H. 12. 25 the py 
subordinates the following clause no less than it does in BAeréto pi) 
reon 10. 10. 12. On des with conj. see § 64, 2. Not far removed 
from these instances is ciéra repipwoo Me. 4. 39 (o. Kat diye D). 
The corresponding use of asyndeton with indicatives is limited to 
eyeveto With a finite verb, § 77, 6, and to the asyndeton after tovro 
in an explanation of the preceding clause (classical, Kiihner ii.? 864) 
L. 3. 20 mpowéOnKe Kat TovUTO ert Tact, KaTéeKAELe K.T.A. (N*BD al.) ; 
a peculiar instance is 1 C. 4. g doco yap (dre add. x°D° al.) 6 Geds 
amede€ev, Which should be compared with the insertion of doxetre and 
paptupo inf. 7.—~Again, where we have to do with really distinct 
clauses and sentences, a distinction must be drawn between narrative 
style on the one hand, and didactic and homiletic (or conversational) 
style on the other. In narrative the connecting link is generally 
retained, at least by Mt., Mc. and Lc., for John certainly shows a 
remarkable difference from them in this respect: thus in 1. 23 ey, 
26 drexpiOn, 29 Ty eratprov BAére, similarly in 35, 37 7Kovoay (Kat 
ak. SABC al.), 38 orpadets (with 6€ x°ABC al.), 40 Aéye,’ 40 Hv 
(A al. qv de), 41 etpicxe, .2 nyayev (kat wy. AX al.) and euBrAedas 
av7@ ete., beside which he uses the connecting partiches otv, de, Kai’ 
These instances of asyndeton give the impression of ease, not so 
much of vividness or hurry on the part of the narrator. (Hermas 
has similar instances, eg. Vis. 11. 10. 2 aoxpiOciad poe Eye, y 
dmoKxpiGeis avtTn A€yw — am. po Aeyet, and again in 10, so that he uses 
asyndeton just in these formulas of narrated dialogue, where most 
of John’s instances occur, and like John he is fond of using it with 
the historic present, Winer § 60, 1; he also uses it with wera rbAAG 
eT), p. Xodvov tid ete., Vis. i. 1. 1 ff, cp. supra 2 ad fin.)*—In the 
didactic style of the Gospels asyndeton is very commonly found 
between the individual precepts and utterances, e.g. almost through- 
out the whole passage Mt. 5. 3-17, and not only where there is no 

abedy, App. p. 325. 
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connection of thought,’ but also in spite of such connection: ibid. 17 
p27) vopionre OTL jdbov KaTadvoae . oe ovK 7)A0ov Katadvoas K.T.r. (in- 
stead of o& yép), L . 6. 27 dyomare TOUS ..., KAAWS TOLELTE TOLS ..., TpOT- 
evyerGe rept .... (29) T® TUTTOVTL..., Kal ad K.T.A, (from this point 
onwards there is more connection). John also frequently employs 
it: 3. 6 7o yeyevvypevov ..., 7 pry Garvpacys..., 8 TO mvevpa K.T.A, 
Here too the asyndeton is used with no rhetorical purpose, although 
it perhaps gives greater solemnity and weight to the discourse. The 
style of the exhortations and precepts in the Epistles is similar. 
But in the Epistles, especially the Pauline Epistles, we also find 
many instances, some of them brillant instances, of rhetorical 
asyndeton, see § 82. 

5. New sections in doctrinal writings of some length usually have, 
as in classical works, some link to connect them with the preceding 
section, and this is at any rate essentially requisite in a work that 
lays claime to careful execution. On the other hand, the epistolary 
style is apt to make use of asyndeton, when a further subject is 
started, and there are moreover numerous instances in Paul 
and other writers where such a fresh start is made (€€ aroordcews, 
av. ‘with a break’), quite apart from the Epistle of James, 
which has the appearance of being a collection of aphorisms, 
and the first Epistle of John which 1s hardly less loosely put. to- 
gether. In the Epistle to the Romans there are connecting links 
till we reach 8. 16 airo 73 TVELLO, TvppapTupel K.T.A., Where one may 
very well speak of a figure of €€ aroocraceus ; the thought is so 
directly the outcome of the feeling (as also in 10. 1). The absence 
of a connecting link at the beginning of the second main section of 
the letter (9. 1), which is so distinct from the preceding section, may 
be surprising, but a mere conjunction would here be quite inadequate 
to produce a connection. In 1 Corinthians the e£ arooracews con- 
struction is profusely and effectively employed ; but new subjects 
are also somctimes introduced without a conjunction, as in 5. 9, 
6. 1, 12, but in 7. 1, 25, 8. 1, 12. 1, 16. 1 we have epi 8, in 15. 1 
yrwpifw de, etc. In the Epistle to the Hebrews the connection of 
sections is regularly preserved, except in the hortatory sections 
which are not connected with one another. 

6. The other class of construction, the compact or periodic, has 
never been gntirely wanting in any foria of Greek literature ; it is 
found for instance where the first-mentioned part of the thought 
defines the time of what follows, and this statement of time is not 
given in a few words (such as ev éxetvats Tats 7epacs), but at such 
Teneth that a pause is required after it; thus we have a clause 
standing first which though it stands by itself gives a broken and 
incomplete meaning, and must therefore be succe led by a second 
clause to complete ‘the sense. This style is also found where the 
first part of the sentence is a condition etc., or where the subject of 

1Jn this case Attic writers also employ asyndeton in admonitions, Isocrates 
R, i. ii, ii.: cp. his statement on this subject in xv. 67 f. 
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the sentence which is placed at the beginning is expanded by means 
of attributive words into a separate clause; there is a weaker, 
but still a true, connection of clauses, where two members of an 
antithesis, or a disjunction, or a parallelism, are set side by side, and 
the link between the first member and the second is expressed by a 
particle such as pev, 7), Te or kat. Kven a particle is not absolutely 
necessary to produce connection, so that we may even speak of 
periods where asyndeton is used, as in 1 C, 7. 27 dederur yuvacke’ pr) 
Cire Avoww' A€AvTaL ad yuvarkds’ py) CTE yovaixa, =et prev déderu... 
a de A€Avoa, cp. § 82, 8. Ve, it is true, are accustomed only to 
speak of a periodic style, where the number of clauses which com- 
bine to form a single unit and which only receive their full meaning 
from the last of them is far in excess of two, and we consequently 
fail to discover a periodic style in the N.T., since as a matter of fact 
there are not many sentences of this kind to be found init. We have 
indeed the preface to Luke’s Gospel, L. 1. 1-4 éweudijrep wohAot ereyxei- 
pyoay | avaTtagarbar Suny noe Tepit Tav TeTANpOpoprpEevur ev TLV Tpay- 

patov | Kaba (sic D) rapédorav yuty ob dw UpYS GVTOTTAL KaL UINpETas 
yevopuevor TOV Adyou | Edoge Kipol TapykoAovOnKITs avabev TaTLY akpLBOS 
| KadeEns wou yoda kpatirte Oeddire | iva emeyvas rept Gv KatTnx7HOns 
Adywv THv dopaiAcav, where, if the sentence is divided as above, and 
regard is had to the appropriate length of the clauses, erring neither 
on the side of excessive length or brevity, a beautiful relation is seen 
to exist between the protasis with its three clauses and the apodosis 
with its corresponding structure. Since woAAot is answered by 
kapol, and avar. dujynow by ypapot, and the xa@a clause by tva 
ervyvs k.7.., we see that the last clause, which is appended to a 
sentence already complete, is at least demanded by the correspond- 
ence which prevails throughout the whole passage. The same 
writer, however, in the rest of his Gospel has by no means taken 
the trouble to construct artistic periods, and his second work, 
the Acts, does not even open with a tolerably well-constructed 
sentence ; the only similar period to be found besides in that author 
occurs at the beginning of the Apostolic letter, A. 15. 24 ff. The 
artificially-constructed sentence at the beginning of the Epistle to 
the Hebrews is of a different character. IZoAvpep@s kal roAutpérus 
Tahar o Geds AaAncas Tols taTpacww ev Tois tpodyrass | em’ eryarov 
TOV HpEepov ToiTwv eAdAnoev uty év vio (this according to ancient 
ideas is a complete period with two clauses or members, to which 
some looser clauses are then directly appended): év €Onxev xAnpovopov 
ravruv | 5.’ ob Kat Tovs al@vas eroinoe (with a rhetorical anaphoric use 
of the relative with asyndeton, § 82, 5 ; asin the subsequent passage) 
ds by dratyacpa THS SO€Ns Kal yapaKTIp THS LrogTdwews AVTOD | HEepwv TE 
TO, TAVTA TH PHpATL THS Svvapews avrov | dv’ EavTod Kabapio pov ToLNT dpEVvOs 
Tov dpaptiov nav! | exadOicev ev SeEth trHS peyarwodvrys ev byndAois 
(a period with four clauses) | rovovrT Kpeitrwv yevopevos TaV ayyedwv | 
dow Stadpopwrepov map’ avtovs KexAnpovoynKev dvopa (an appended 
period consisting of two clauses connected by rocovrTw... dow). 
The rest of the Epistle is composed in a similarly fluent and 
beautiful rhetorical style, and the whole work must, especially 

1Qn the text see Stud. u. Krit., 1902, 422 f. 
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with regard to the composition of words and sentences, be reckoned 
as a piece of artistic prose, cp.§ 82,2,3. Paul, on the other hand, 
generally does not take the trouble which is required for so careful 
a style, and hence it happens that in spite of all his eloquence artistic 
periods are not to be looked for in his writings, while harsh paren- 
theses and anacolutha abound. 

7. In the case of « parenthesis the direct course of a sentence is 
interrupted by a subordinate idea being inserted into the middle of 
it. We also freely make use of parentheses in writing, but prevent 
the irregularity of the construction from interfering with the intel- 
ligibility of the passage by enclosing the interruption within brackets 
or dashes, unless indeed we throw the clause, which might be a 
parenthesis, into a foot-note. The need of a parenthesis usually 
arises from the fact that some idea or thought which occurs in the 
sentence necessitates a pause, such for instance as the introduction of 
a foreign word which requires explanation. In that case a sentence, 
which should strictly be closely joined together, is divided in two; 
this is done either in such a way that the whole construction still 
preserves its unity, as in Mt. 27. 33 ets... PoAyodd, 6 éotiv Kpaviov 
toros!, or else the insertion entirely destroys the structure of the 
sentence (anacoluthon), or again after the insertion, which is 
expressed as an independent clause, the writer returns to the original 
construction. In this last case we have a parenthesis. An instance 
of itis Mt. 24. 15 f. dray tyre ro PdEeAvypa. ... (6 dvaywhoKev voelrw), 
Tote ot w.T.A. Or again an accessory but indispensable thought 
cannot be brought into line with the construction which has 
already been begun, and is thrown into the sentence just as it 
arises, ¢.g. In A. 12. 3 mpoceOero cvdAAaPety Kat Térpov—ijoav ce at 
ypLepar Tov aCipov—dbv Kal muawas EOeTo eis Pvdakiv, where it would 
have been possible to bind the sentence more closely together by 
saying wept avTas Tas ypepas Tas TOV dCipwv Kat Terpov cvAdaBov ets 
pudaxijv eGero ; but that would be the artistic style, not the style of 
the New Testament. Cp. 1. 15, 4. 13, (§ 77, 12). The parenthesis 
in A. 5. 14 paddov S€ rpoceriferto k.7.X, is harsh; it is true that the 
sentence runs smoothly on from 13, but the return to the main sen- 
tence after the parenthesis is awkwardly executed ; the clause were 
Kat ets Tas mAaTeias K.T.A. in reality expresses a result not of verse 14 
but of 13, though it looks as if the former were the case. But many 
of the worst Instances of this sort occur in the Pauline Epistles. If 
the thread of St. Paul’s thought, when considered as a whole and in 
larger sections, includes many lengthy digressions (Win. § 62, 4), it 
is not to be wondered at that in smaller matters also the connection 
of clauses suffers in the same way. A parallel passage to A. 5. 14 is 

17f an explanatory clause of this kind is inserted into the report of a direct 
speech, of which it can form no part, it must certainly be enclosed in brackets, 
in spite of the fact that the construction is not broken by it. Thu’ Me. 7. 11 
cay etry ... KopBav (6 éatw SHpov), Jo. 1. 39. (It is different if a schclium of this 
kind is appended to a direct speech, as in Jo. 9. 7, 1. 42 etc., Winer § 62, 2 
note. ) 
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R. 1. 13 ore ToAXakis rpocBeunv eAOeiv pds Dyas, Kat EKWAVONY aypt 
Tov Sedpo, iva Twa KapTov TX Kai ev viv, where the ‘va clause is to 
be joined with zpocHeunv. As here there is a lacuna in the thought 
between the words detpo and iva, so there appears to be in 2. 15 f. 
between aroAoyovpevwv and ev 1) epg, so that perhaps we should 
assume that in the latter passage there is a parenthesis ; but it is not 
till a long way back in the sentence that one reaches a point, to which 
ev 7 «.7.A, may be logically joined, and it is the present writer’s 
conviction that, instead of trying to explain the inexplicable, one 
must follow the guidance of Marcion,! and simply remove ev 4 
npEpa or év yu. 7 (A) or év ap. dre (SD etc.), thus producing an 
asyndeton :—1} kat droAoyoupevwr. Kpiet 6 Oeds Ta KpUTTA TOV 
avG@pwrwv (the things to which the catyyopety and droAoyeio Gan refer). 
But these details are matters for the editor and commentator to discuss 
as they severally arise. Another grammatical point to note is that, 
as in class. Gk., a finite verb is occasionally inserted in the middle of 
the construction (which there would be no point in isolating from 
the rest of the sentence by marks of parenthesis, and to do so might 
even give a wrong meaning): L. 13. 24 roAAot, A€yw tpiv, Gyrijcovew 
k.7.A. (‘I tell you’), 2 C. 8. 3 ort xara Stvapiy, paptvpa, Kal rapa 
Svvapi «.7.X.., H. 10, 29 meow Boxette yetipovos GEwOijceTaL Tywpiay 
(Herm. Sim. ix. 28. 8 ré Soxetre roujorer), in all which passages it 
would be very easy to work the word into the construction; classical 
writers however have the same construction in numerous passages 
with oida, opas, otvat etc., Kiihner 1.” 873 f. (Aristoph. Ach. 12 was 
TovT eee pov dokeis THY Kapdiav;). To this category belong the 
Pauline phrases xara av@pwrov Aeyw R. 3. 5, ev adpoctvy Aéyw 2 C. 
11. 21, ws téxvots A€yw 6. 13, which are epidiorthoses and _ prodi- 
orthoses expressed in the concisest way. But the insertion of daciv, 
ey etc. does not come under this head, as this is only a case of displace- 
ment in the position of the word in the sentence: 2 C. 10. 10 dru ai 
exioToAal péev haow Papetas (= dtr paciv: “ Ai pev” x.7.A.), Mt. 14. 8, 
A. 23. 35 etc.* Also proper names and temporal statements placed 
in the nominative in defiance of the construction (§ 33, 2) are not 
parenthetical, because they form an essential part of the main 
thought, and occur in their right place in the sentence. 

8, Anacoluthon is due to a failure in carrying out the originally 
intended structure of the sentence; since the continuation and 
sequence do not correspond with what has gone before. In artistic 
prose instances of anacoluthon must generally be reckoned as 
blemishes, although they are not entirely wanting even in the prose 
of Isocrates; on the other hand its occurrence in writings where 
there is an imitation of a natural conversational tone, as in the cases 
where Plato has it, is quite justified, and it may therefore be con- 
sidered justifiable in epistolary style as well, so long as it does not 
interfere with the understanding of the passage, though this limita- 
tion certainly seems not unfrequently to be transgressed by St. Paul. 

ly. App. p. 333. @v, App. p. 325. 
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Of the very various forms of anacoluthon I give the first place to a 
peculiar instance, which appears in the simplest periods, consisting 
of two members or clauses (sup. 6). Mt. 12. 36 wav pia apydv 6 Aadn- 
covet ot &vOpwrot | droddcovety wept atrot Adyorv, 7. 24, 10. 32,* Jo. 6. 
39,117. 2, L. 12. 48, 2C. 12.17 pn twa Ov arectadka pos dyads |b: avrow 
er AcoverTynoa tuas; In theseinstances, formed on a Hebr. model, the two 
halves of the sentence had to be placed in opposition to each other, with 
a pause between them and a reference in the second half back to the 
first, and a certain weightiness is given to the style by treating each 
part of the sentence independently, instead of writing for instance 
doa ay pypata apya Aadijowow, rept TavTwv (TOVTWY) aroduroveL, 
doyov.* In the passage from St. Paul teva is obviously occasioned by 
areotaXdkxa; with this is compared 1 Jo. 2. 27 kat tpets TO ypiopa o 
éXd Bere am’ abrovd | pever év dpiv, where the pronoun occurs in both 
members, and in the first is to be taken with eAafere, whereas the 
passage might have run without anacoluthon kat €v tpiv T xp. 0 €A, 
ad. a. peve. A similar case occurs ibid. 24 tpets 6 aKovtoaTe ax’ apxis 
| ev iptv pevérw? (never or pevetw by itself was not sufficient to make 
a clause, and the contrast between beginning and continuance 
required to be sharply expressed). Other instances of anacoluthon 
of this or « kindred sort are: A. 7. 40 6 Muvrojs obdtos, Os ..., ovK 
oidapev 7 eyevero avTo (O.T. Ex. 32. 1),3 Jo. 7. 38 6 rioredwy ets eme 
... TWOTGpol eK THS KotAtas avTov petoovowy K.7T.A.4, Mc. 9. 20 Kat (dav 
avToy, TO Tvedpa GiverTUpacey aitdov (instead of crverrapdy Oy tard TOV 
mv.), A. 19. 34 ervyvovres de Gre “lovdaids extiv, pwvn EyeveTo pia EK 
wavrov (instead of €S0xcav ood ravres, Which would not conveniently 
suit the following words). A very awkward instance occurs in Ap. 
2.26 and 3.12, 21 6 wkoy, dWow avr ; on the other hand in 2. 4, 17 
we have 70 vixwrvre, dwow avto, ep. 6. 4, Mt. 4. 16 O.T., 5. 4o (the 
pronoun referring back to the preceding clause, § 48, 2). Herm. 
Mand. iv. 5 1s like an instance of nominative absolute of the old sort 
(S$ 74, 5), dporepo. Ta. TVEVPOATO, emt TO AUTO KATOLKOUYTA, arvppopoV 
CcOTLV ... EKELVO €V W KATOLKOUCLY, 

9. Another kind of anacoluthon is found in sentences of greater 
length, where the interruption of the original construction by inter- 
vening sentences causes that construction to be forgotten, so that in 
the mind of the writer another is substituted for it. Thus A. 24. 6 

1 Here we ffnd tva wav 8 dédwxds par, wh arodtécw €& atrot, d\Aa dvacTigw av’Ts 
K.T.A., With was... uy for ovdeis, § 47, 9, though here no doubt the negative 
looks on to the second positive half of the sentence, Buttmann p. 106, as in Jo. 
2. 16. According to Buttm. 325 the wav in all these instances is nominative 
(‘nominative absolute,’ cp. § 74, 4); as it also is according: to him in Jo. 15. 2 

wav kd\ija év enol py dépov xapwoév, aipe (better dpe? with it. vulg. and then 
xadapiet, see p. 54) avo. 

’ ‘Therefore this is not a case of the subject being thrown torward before the 
reli.tive (§ 80, 4), whereas 1 C. 11. 14 dviip pév dv oud, driula aire éoTw K.7.X. 
may be so explained, as = édv pev dvip. 

3In L. 21. 6 there is no reference in the second clause to the rau. . é, and we 
should probably follow D in omitting &. 

4 Herm. Mand. vil. 5 TOV de Kn pudacoévTwy ...(the genitive is due to assimila- 
tion with the preceding antithetical clause), ov5€ tw éorw év adrois. 

*yv, App. p. 333. @v. App. p. 325. 
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(in the speech of Tertullus, which is transmitted by Luke with 
greater negligence than any other), efpdvres yap tov dvépa rodroy 
Aoipov.,., Os Kal..., Ov Kai expatioapev k.7.A.; this dv cat, which is occa- 
sioned by és kai preceding, should have been dropped, in order to make 
the period run correctly, whereas the writer here continues as though 
he had begun with etjpouev. The narrative portions of the N.T. do 
not contain many anacolutha of this kind: the passage Jo. 6. 22-24 
has been transmitted with too much variation in the MSS. for us to 
be able clearly to recognize the hand of the author ; according to the 
usual reading the 7 érar‘pov 6 dyAos at the beginning is taken up 
again in 24 with dre otv eidev & dxdos, In a manner that is not 
unknown in classical writers, where there would be no question of 
forgetfulness ; cp. 1 Jo. 1. 1-3.° But the Pauline Epistles (though not 
all to the same extent, as the care with which they were written 
varied considerably) contain numerous and more flagrant instances. 
In G. 2. 6 drs 8 tev SoKxotytuy efvut TL... 67OLOL TOTE nOay. OVOEY [LOL 

Staheper’ mporwmov ess avOpwrov ov AapPave ... esol yap ot doKovvres 
ovdoev pocavebevro, instead of éuot ovdev rporaverébx7, the author may 
either have forgotten his opening clause or else considered it con- 
venient to repeat it in a new form. At all events the passage is 
easily understood!; but just before in 4 dua dé rots mrapeurdxrovs 
WevdadeAdous ... ols (ovde) rps apav eifapev K.7.A., 1b IS by no means 

easy to say what was the drift of St. Paul’s thought in the opening 
clause, unless, as the present writer in fact believes, the ots 
(which is omitted in D* and Irenaeus) is spurious.? In many 
cases defective transmission or criticism of the text is certainly 
to blame: in R. 2. 17 ff an obvious remedy is by adopting 
the reading td€ for «& 6€ (which can hardly be called a variant: 
«| AE — IAE, ide — ide) to change what appears to be a protasis with- 
out a correct apodosis into a principal clause.°* But in 1 Tim. 1. 3 ff. 
the construction which began with xaOas rapexaAerd oe x.7.A. through 
imnumerable insertions and appended clauses is unmistakably reduced 
to utter confusion. 

10. Frequent instances of anacoluthon are occasioned in St. Paul 
by the free use of the participle, which he is fond of using, and some- 
times in a long series of clauses, instead of a finite verb. Thus 2 C. 
7. 5 ovdeniay eoynkey avery 7 capE Nov, GAN ev wavTi OArPdpevor 
eLwlev paxat, erwfev hoor, where one may no doubt supply écper in 
the first clause as e‘oiv in the second, though this does ‘aot do away 
with the harshness and the want of accurate sequence in the passage. 
Similarly in 5. 12 ov... cvvicrdvopev..., GAN doppnv SiSdvres (se. 
ypapopev Tavta). So ibid. 8. 18 ff. cvvereuyaper 5€ rdv ddeAdv ..., ob 

1Belser (die Selbstvertheidigung des. P. im Gal. br., Freiburg im Br. 1896, 
p. 69) says with regard to the attempt (of Spitta and others) to give a uniform 
construction to this sentence: ‘ A philologist, who with a sane mind proceeds 
to expound the verse, cannot o'dé wpds &pav be in doubt as to the perverseness 
of the undertaking.’ 

2In any case in R. 16. 27 ¢ should be removed (with B), not only because of the 
anacoluthon, but especially in order to give é:a ’I. Xp. its proper connection. 

3 Cp. G. 5. 2 te éyc Mladdos Aéyw k.7.A., Wilke, d. neutest. Rhetorik (Dresden, 
1843), p. 215 f., who, it is true, decides conclusively in favour of ef 6é. 

abv, App. p. 326. 
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6 €ratvos... dia Tacav TOV exkAnoLoyV, ot povoy S€, dAAG Kal Xeporovnbels 
(instead of éyerpotoviOn) brs Tov éexKAnowoy CVVEKONMOS HUOV TLV 
tm xdpite TH Scaxovoupevy bp’ Tov, otAdAdpevor TODTO, pH) TLS 7pUS 
pupnonra k.7.A., Where oreAA. is closely connected not so much with 
ovvereupapev (i.€. sent with Timothy), as with cuvéxdypos ypor etc., 
so that it is an undoubted case of anacoluthon, the participle stand- 
ing for oreAdSpeOa ysip. In E. 5. 21 there is no direct anacoluthon, 
but troraccduevos hus not the same closer connection with the last 
finite verb tAnpoteGe 18, which AadAotvres etc. 19, and evyapurrovrtes 
20 have; the style is the same as in R. 12. 9 ff, where in the exhor- 
tations (after the style has already been entirely broken up in 6 ff, 
cp. § 78, 2) participles (or adjectives) are appended to each other in 
an unending series, with no possibility of bringing them into any 
construction. Thus in the opening verse 9 1) dydémy avumToKptTos 
interrupts the remarks about what the Romans should be, individu- 
ally (8) orgcollectively ; after the interruption, however, he continues 
with droorvyobtvres ... drddotopyou ete. up to dwdKovres 13; then In 
14 f. there is a fresh interruption of clauses in the imperative or 
infinitive; in 16 we again have participles ¢povotytes etc. and again 
an imperative yiveoGe, in 17 ff. there is a continuation of the series 
of participles.; it looks as though St. Paul regarded the descriptive 
participle (whether éore is mentally supplied or not) as completely 
equivalent to the imperative. Cp. further E. 4. 20 wapaxado tpas 
TEepiTaThnoar ... Cvexspevor GAAHAWY ... TroUdd fortes (cp. 2 LP. 3. 3), 3. 18, 
Col. 3. 16 f.6 Adyos evorxeitw... diddoKovtes k.7 A., where the participle 

follows upon imperatives and is equivalent to them as in Rom. loc. cit.; 
but there is a similar anacoluthon in 2 C. 9. 11 wAovreopevoe after an 
assertion in the future tense, in1 3 dofd(ovres x t.A. there is an extension 
of the preceding dua xoAAav etyaptotiov TO Geo (the subject of the 

part. being the recipients of the benefit), cp. 1. 7; participles are used 
without anacoluthon, but in a very long series in 2 C. 6. 3-10. The 
constant element in all these instances is the nominative of the parti- 
ciple, which is therefore essentially connected with this free use Cp. 
Aeywr, A€yovres § 30,6. The reverse use is occasionally found, namely 
the use of a finite verb in place of a participle. Col. 1. 26 76 proripiov 
7d doxexprppevov ..., vuri be épavepwOn (D davepwhev) ; 2 Jo. 2 tiv 
pévovoayv ev Huiv, kat pe? hpav ertar, Jo. 15.5 6 pévw év emot, Kaya (SC. 
évw) Ev AUTO, otToS déeper kaprov, Mt. 13. 22 f., L. 8. 12, 14, 

2 C. 6. 9;°Ap. 1. 5, 2. 2, 8 3. 7, 93 it 18 less harsh in 

1C. 7. 37 6s €ornxev. . pay éxor... Eovoiay de exer, cp. Jo. 5. 44 
(with v.l. ¢jtotvres regular), 1. 32; supra§ 77, 6. Parallels may 
undoubtedly be quoted from classical writers for this use, as also for 
the free use of appended participles in the nominative, Kihner 11.? 
661 ff.; it is the frequency, harshness, and awkwardness of its use in 
the N.T. which makes the difference; since anacolutk.. such as A. 15. 
22 f. éogev tots dtorrédos (=the Apostles determined)... wepyac..., 
ypayavres might be equally well written by a classical suthor, as 
Thue. iii. 36. 2 writes eOogev avrots ... droxtetvor, erixaXorvy. 3.1 

1Clem. Cor. i. 11. 1 may be noticed, Awr éow6n €x Zodduwy, Tis meptywpou 
xpibelons ..., mpodnrov morjoas 6 deomwirns x.7.d., a8 though éowoev had preceded. 
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11. On the absence of a particle correspone ne | to the particle pe, 
which strictly requires a dé corresponding to it, see § 77, 12. A unique 
case of anacoluthon occurs in A. 27. 10 geuoa < OTL. ae ket ($ 70, 4), 
where the 67 was required to prevent ambiguity, and the infinitive is 
due to forgetfulness (supra 8), cp. Xenoph. Hell. ii. 2. 2 etc., Winer 
$44, 8, note 2. Toa relative clause there is sometimes appended a 
further clause with a co-ordinating particle (s:ich as xa), in which 
the relative cannot be supplied in the same form as in the first clause 
(classical, Kiihner 936 f.): Tit. 1. 2 f (wis, av ernyyetAato..., epar- 
Eowoev d€ viv tov Adyov avrov, Ap. 17. 2 (also 1 C. 7. 13 with the 
reading a7es, but a better reading is e¢ res in RD* al.) L. 17. 31. 
The construction is rather one of oratzo variata than of anacoluthon 
in Kh. 2. 6 ff. os drodare ... Tots prev... Cwrjv’ tots de... dpyi) Kal Orvpos 
(se. era ; the idea conveyed by dwces would not admit of being sup- 
plied with these nouns), the passage continues with the same con- 
struction, but a fresh contrast is formed, 6Atkis Kat orevoywpia ert 
Tacav woynv..., do€a de x.7.rA. Cp. 11.22; G. 4. 6 f. dre dé éore viol, 
efurerterrev ... is Tas Kapdias jpOv.... “Qore ovKere et x.7.A. (but 
ibid. 6. 1 cKo7@v ceavTov x.T.A. 1s a real case of anacoluthon). 

12. Mixture of direct and indirect speech.—It has already been 
remarked that the employment of the indirect form of speech, 
whether with ore and the optative, or with the accusative (nomin.) 
and infinitive, is not in the manner of the N.T. writers of narrative, 
as it is foreign to the style of popular narrators in general (S$ 66, 3; 
70, 4); from this it follows that not only does or ordinarily take 
the indicative instead of the optative (a tendency which it also has in 
classical Greek), but it may also be followed by an accurate reproduc- 
tion of the direct form of the speech, so that 67 thus performs the 
function of our inverted commas (Kiihner p. 885). An example which 
shows this is Jo. 10. 36 (Buttm. p. 234)...apets Aeyere 071 “PAaopypets,” 
OTe eiwov K.T.A., Instead of BrAacdynpetv, which would have linked on 
much better to the protasis ov x.7.A.1_ But it 1s quite impossible for a 
N.T writer to do what is so common in classical Greek (and Latin) 
writers, namely to continue the indirect form of speech for any length 
of time; on the contrary they never fail to revert very soon to direct 
speech, a habit which is also not unusual in classical authors, Ktihner 
p.1062f. Thus A. 1. 4 rapiyyerev... py xwpiler Oat, dAAG meptpevery 
... Wy txotoare, 23. 22,’Mc. 6.8 f. rapiyyetAev tva..., GAN trodedepévous 
.. (as though an inf. had preceded), kat py evdtoynode Ki7.X., L. 5. 1 

Inversely, the direct form of speech is occasionally abandoned in 
favour of the indirect or a narrative form: A. 23. 23 etrev’ éroupacare 
.. (24) KTHVN TE TapacTHcas kK. T. Xr. (the B text is different and runs 

more smoothly), Mc. 11. 31 f. eav etrupev ..., epet... dAAG Etrmper.. 

epoBovvro Tov Ax6v x.7.X, (instead of hoPBoveba, as in Mt. 21. 26 and 
as D? al. read here from the passage of Matthew). A different use 
from this is that in Me. 2. ro tva de «tdjre ... (addressed to the Phari- 
sees likes the preceding wore): Néyes TH TapaduTiKo “ol Acyw 

as Mand. ix. 1 even uses 671 abeore a es Aeywr Sre was divauat 
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x.7.X.” (as in L. 5. 24, while Mt. 9. 6 has tére Aéyet) ; the speech is 
related just as it was made, and the apostrophe to the sick man is 
indicated by the parenthetical words (the use of tva etc. in this way, 
with an ellipse of ‘I will say this,’ is also classical, Kriiger Gr. § 54, 
8, note 14; and see § 81, 3). 

§ 80. POSTION OF WORDS (POSITION OF CLAUSES). 

1. The Greck language is not one of those which are fettered 
with regard to the position of the different parts of the sentence, and 
it does not act contrary to its nature in this respect in the N.T,, 
and the tendency for it to do so was reduced by the fact that the 
Semitic languages also have no strict rules about the order of words. 
In spite of this, both in the Semitic languages, and in the Greek of 
the New Testament, particularly that of writers of narrative, certain 
tendencies*and habits are apparent. In general the verb, or the 
substantival predicate with its copula, is placed immediately after 
the conjunction; then follows the subject, then the object, the 
complementary participle etc.; unemphatic pronouns, however, have 
a tendency to be placed in immediate connection with the verb, also 
anything else’ that is dependent on the verb, especially if the subject 
is extended.1_ The same rules hold good for infinitival and parti- 
cipial clauses (and for a participle placed at the head of a sentence*) 
as for clauses with a finite verb. Thus we have (Luke 1. 11) op6n 
dé auto dyyedos Kupion ETTOS ek (Seftor. (12) Kat eTapax Oy Zaxapias 
idav. (13) €trev O€ rpds avrov 6 ayyedos. (18) | Kat elrev Z, wpods Tov 
ayyeAov. (19) Kat dmoxptOels i) ayy. eirev aito. With a nominal 
predicate : Me. 2. 28 adore KUPLOS eoTW O Vids roo avOpurrou Kat TOV 

cap Barov (ep. L. 6. 5), for which Mt. 12. 8 has xipios yap ext Tov 
cab. 0 vids rot avOparov, since here the extended subject possessed 
more weight than the genitive, See by cat, Mt. 13. 31, 33 
opota extiv 7) Baorreia T. obp. KbKKw .... = 24 opordOy K.T. Xr. But the 
par ticiple stands after the subject : L. 2 38 iy O TATHP GvTOV Kal 7 
payTyp Cavpafortes, A. 12. 6 fv 6 Térpos kotnwpevos, Mc. 1. 6, 14. 4, 
4o. Still in all these cases there is by no means any binding rule 
about the order, so that in I. 1. in the middle of the clauses quoted 
above we find in verse 12° kat pdPos éreresev en’ ar'rov, clearly 
because poPos offers more of a parallel to erupax On In 12° than 
eT ETETEV does? whereas in A. 19. 17 we have kai exerevey GoPos ext 
TavTOS avTovs, L. 1. 65 Kat eyevero éri ravras PoBos (D ddBos peyas 
emt 1.) TOUS TepLotKOUVTas avTovs, Where the reason for placing ravras 
early in the sentence in the ordinary reading is to give it stress and 
Beets the parallelism, ; as the passage continues Kal ev shy 7) open 

.. dleAaXetro wavTa Ta ppata Tavita, kat eevTo wavtae of axotoarrTes 
év Tats Kapdtats avTov. Any emphasis whatever on any part of a sen- 

1 Hig. L. 2. 13 Kat éaigyns éyévero civ TO Ayy—Aw TrIO0s orparf - ovpaviov 
aivovvTwy K.T.v., A. 27. 2 dvros ov hiv “Apicrdpxyov Maxedévos Ocooarurixéws. 

2¥For details see Gersdorf, Beitrige zur Sprachcharakteristik d. Schriftst. d. 
N.T., Leipzig 1816, p. 90 f., 502 ff. 
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tence generally tends at once to throw that part into the forefront of 
the sentence: ibid. 67 kai Zaxaplas 0 raT1p avTov... (as opposed to 
the neighbours etc., who were the last subjects of discourse), 57 72 
oe 71 hua fer erdijoOn 6 O xpovos Tov Texetv avtynv. Statements of time, 

which mark a transition, also have a tendency to stand at the begin- 
ning; but there too the inclination to begin a sentence with a verb 
occasions the introduction of a meaningless eyevero, which does not 
in all cases affect the construction, before the temporal statement : 
trae a eYEVETO dé év Tas TPEPALs exeivaus en Oev doypa x.7.A,, cp. 
§ 7 ( 7:03 SO 1. 8 eyévero S€ ev TH leparevery avtuv ... EXaye k.T.X., 23 Kat 
éyeveto ws exArnjoOycar .. _ aA Oev Rit 

2. Closely related parts of the sentence, ¢.g. noun and attribute, 
noun and dependent genitive, several subjects or objects connected 
by «aé etc., are usually in simple and plain discourse placed together, 
whereas not only in poetry, but also in discourse which has any 
claims to a rhetorical style, they are frequently severed’ from each 
other, in order to give greater effect to the separated words by their 
isolation. Thus the epistolary formula runs yapis tyiy Kai eipyi7, not 
Xapes Kat ep, viv, an order of words which is partly occasioned by 
the tendency which from early times exists in Greek as in cognate 
languages, to bring unemphasized (enclitic) pronouns and the like as 
near as possible to the beginning of the sentence (though not to put 
them actually at the beginning?) ; hence we find also R. 1. 11 tva tm 
peTaoe Xd pic po tpty TVELPMATLKOY, A. 26. 24 Ta TOAAG oe ypdppata Ets 
paviay TEPLTPETEl, Jo. 13. 6 ot pov virres Tovs modas, 9. 6 (NBL) 
ETEK PUTEV airod Tov mAdy € eT TOUS opGarpors, H. 4. 11 iva pay Ev TW 
airy mg brodelypate tery k.7.A., 1 C. 5. 1 bore yuvatkd twa TOD TAT POS 
exe (also to emphasize both yur, and vutpds), L. 18. 18 Kat exnpw- 
THTEV Ts aUTOY apywv A€ywv. But here again there is no obligation 
to use this order of words: thus we have 2 C. 11. 16 kav os adpova 
defaoGe we, where no doubt the object was to give de€aoGe the prior 
position. A prior position gives emphasis, a position at the end of 
the sentence does so only indirectly, where the word is torn from its 
natural context and made independent; the later position may also 
be influenced by the connection with the following clause, as in 1 P. 
2.7 vpiv ovy 1) Tea) Tots mortetourw: areovow de k.tT A. Sometimes 
the regular order of words would be too cumbrous and unpleasant : 
A. 4, 33 AE peyady Suvaper dmrediCovv of aroaToXo. TO papTipiov TIS 
dar do ews "Inoov yp. Tov Kupiov, but nB etc. have a, Better reading 
TO papT. ot arogroAc, and B also has tov x. ’Ino. tis dvaor, We even 
have in Ap. 3. 8 wikepe exers Ouvaptv (cp. 4 with v.1.).—The Epistle 
to the Hebrews not unfrequently has a really oratorical and choice 
order of words: 1. 4 ToroUTp KpelTTwv ev pevos Tov ayyéAwy, dow 
Srapopwrepov 7 p AVTOUS kexAypovounev é ovoua (it Was necessary to 
make ayy. and dvoyza stand out ; the latter word also forms a link 
with the following clause), 5 tive yap elrév rote Tov ayyéAwy (for the 

‘See J. Wackernagel, Ueber ein Gesetz der indogerm. Wortstellung, Indo- 
germ. Forschungen i. 333 ff. 
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same reason), 11. 32 emcrecper pe yap (v.l. yap pe, infra 4) dunyouvpevov 
6 xpovos wept Tededv «.7.4., which otfers a close (and perhaps not 
accidental) parallel to Demosth. 18. 296 emiAeipec pe NEyovG 7) NpEpa 
Ta TOV 7 podbot ov ovopata, 12. 8 et de Xepis core Tatdetas, 12. I 
TOUOLTOV EyovTEes (TOC. emphatic) 7 epeetrevov npiy veos papper, 
O-YKOV amoGepevot (0. emphatic) TAVTA KUb THV EVIFEPLOTUTOV OpapTiav, 

But many similar instances may also be cited from Paul and 1 Peter; 
such is the versatility of the Greek language that lively and animated 
discourse everywhere gives rise to these dislocations of words. 

3. With regard to the position of the adjectival attribute, the rule 
holds good that it generally stands after its substantive!; 7.¢. the 
principal word comes first, and then the word which defines it more 
closcly, just in the same way that the adverb which gives a nearer 
definition of an adjective (or a verb) is given the second place: 
tynhov iav Mt. 4. 8, eOrpsdy Atay 2.16. But we also find May (om. 
D) rpwc Mg 16. 2, he yep avreoty 2 Tim. 4. 10, and in the case of an 
attribute de’ aoaur torwyv Mt. 12. 43 (av. is the principal idea), Kadodv 
omeppa 13. 27 (Kk. ditto), ey@pos avGpwros 28, KaXors papyapizas 45 

ete. The rule cannot be laid down for a substantive which is pro- 
vided with an article: mvevya ay.ov is the correct phrase without 
an article, but. with it we have both ro rv. 76 ay. and to aysov rretpa 
as in Mt. 28. 19, A. 1. 8, which then becomes a single idea. Cp. 
S410 5: Tay sae TOA (Jerusalem) Mt. 4. 5, 27. 53 (but un is ) ay. 
in Ap. 11. 2, 21. 2, 22. 19)—On the attributive genitive see § 35, 6°; 
on otros and énetios § 49, 4.—Matthew has a habit of putting ‘adverbs 
after imperatives, while he makes them precede indicatives : thus 
27. 42 KaTaPuTw vov, 43 prodo bo vov, 3. 15 aes apr, 18. 16 (€Te), 
and on the other hand 19. 20 ete votepi, 26. 65 (5.13 toxver ev, but 
I) omits ere), 9. 18 (dpte; in 26. 53 before wupaxadrterae according to 
AD al.)? 26. 65 (viv). The order of words has become established 
by custom in certain frequently occurring combinations with kai, 
Winer § 61, 4, such as aiopes nat yrratkes, your. Kat waldia (TEKVA), but 
cod. D in Mt. 14. 21 puts zavd. first, as 8D do in 15. 38; also éoGiav 
KOL TiVELY, OL TOOES Kat ai yeipes (the reverse order in L. 24. 39, but 
not in 8), etce.; but all these are peculiarities of a lexical rather than 
a crammatical nature.—- The vocative stands either at the beginning, 
as in Mt. & 2 and often, or near the beginning of the sentence, as in 
dev, adeAot ayo. H. 3. 1 ete., or in proximity to the pronoun of the 
second persony 1 C. 1. 10 err Cs d€ iycs, ddeAdol, or to a verbal 
form in the second person, Ja. 1. 2 wacav xapav yyjoabe, adeAoi 
pov (this may be compared with the ordinary sequence of verb— 
subject ; there is the same position of the voc. in Jo. 14. 9 toaovrov 
Kal ovK éyvoxds pe Pirie, where ®. could not well have stood 

earlier); it also stands after a lst pers. plur. in whigh the persons 
addressed are included, H. 10. 19 éyovres ofy, ry ie ‘ot, K.TA. It 

1Gersdorf (op. cit. supra 1) p. 334 ff. (the rule applies to adjectives of 
quality, since those of quantity may stand first in all cases, as inay also 
puxpés). 

2See also op. cit. 295 ff. 
3Op. cit. 106. a>y, App. p. 326. 

T 
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rarely stands at the end of the sentence: L. 5. 8, A. (2. 37), 26. 7, 
the last passage occurring in Paul’s speech before Agrippa, in which 
there are other instances of the vocative being purposely given a 
peculiar position (verses 2 and 13). 

4. To the obvious rule, that a subordinating conjunction stands at 
the beginning of the subordinate clause dependent upon it, there are 
some exceptions, as in classical Greek, especialy in St. Paul, since 
emphasized portions of the subordinate sentence are placed before 
the conjunction: tiv adydrny tva yvwre 2 C. 2. 4, 12.7, 1 C. 9. 15, 
G. 2. 10, Col. 4. 16, A. 19. 4; BrwreKa pev ody KerTypia day eynte 1 C. 
6. 4, ll. 14 (§ 79, 7 note), 14. 9, Mt. 15. 14, Jo. 10.9; Lt. 12. 3 
ExdoTo ws enepioev K.T.A., LC. 3.5, 7. 17 (bts); 2 Th. 2. 7 €ws; Jo. 
7.27 orav, We have further A. 13. 32 kat sets tuas evayyeArcépeda, 
THY Tpos TOUS TaTEepas eTayyeAlay yevopevyny, OTe TatTHV O Gedy ExrrerAr- 
poxev «.7.X., instead of ért 77v-—without ravtynv (p. 90, note 1). The 
same thing happens sometimes with the relative, Jo. 4. 13 wiv ov éyes, 
1 C. 15. 36 cb 6 oretpes, and akin to this is the habit in interrogative 
sentences of putting the emphasized idea before the interrogative: Jo. 
l.19 (=8. 25, 21. 11, R.9. 20, 14. 4, Ja. 4. 12) ov ris ef; ep. Jo. 9. 17, 
8. 25 (6, 7, § 50, 5), L. 9. 20, 16. 11 f, Jo. 21. 21 ofros dé zi! ete., 
Buttmann 333 c.—Of the co-ordinating conjunctions some stand in 
the first place, such as Kui, 1}, dAAa, others in the second (on devia- 
tions from classical usage in this respect sce $§ 77, 18; 78, 5); the 
latter class, however, are occasionally found also in the third, fourth, 
or fifth place, partly from necessity, as in | Jo, 2. 2 ov wept ror 
npeTepwv 8 povor, JO. 8.16 Kat éav xpivw 8 éyo (‘even if I however’), 
partly at the option of the writer, for instance where there is a pre- 
position governing a Case, or a noun with an attributive genitive: 
2 C. 1. 19 0 Tot Geot yap vids SAB al., which gives greater promin- 
ence to Geov than the reading of DF al. 6 yap 7. @. vids, 1 C. 8. 4 wept 
THs Ppacews obv Tov edwAob irwv (instead of ov DE insert dé after rept): 
Herm. Sim. vill. 7. 6 ev rats evroAais dé, ix. 21. 1 eri mv Kapdiav 6é, 
Mand. ix. 3 ov« eore yap, Vis. lil. 13. 2 bs eav yap.—On the position 
of re see § 77, 9; on the position of the negative § 75, 7; on that of 
the secondary class of prepositions § 40, 6 (with of ywpis H.19.14 
cp. Ov avev Xenoph. Hell. vil. 1. 33; yap is placed after its case 
except in 1 Jo. 3, 12 yapev Tivos). 

5. The adoption of a hyperbaton, z.c. a departure from the natural 
arrangement of words, is a very old expedient for the purpose of 
exegesis: it is at any rate found as early as Plato, who makes 
Socrates use it (Protagoras 343 £), in order to compel Simonides the 
poet to use the expression which Socrates regards as correct. It is 
employed in a similar way, and with scarcely more justification, by 
the exegetes of the N.T., see Win. § 61, 5. 

6. The question of the arrangement within the whole sentence of 
the principal and subordinate clauses which compose it, is a matter 

1 This final position of ri is also found in Demosthenes: raira 8’ éori ri; 9. 39 
etc.—Cp. also 76 oxéros récov Mt. 6. 23, of 5é evvéa mod; L. 17. 17. Wilke (op. 
cit. § 79, 7) p. 375. @v, App. p. 326. 
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rather of style than of grammar. Grammar should perhaps take 
note of licenses that are permitted, such as the insertion of a final 
sentence before its due place: Jo. 19. 28 peta ruvra ’I. etdus ... iva 
TeAciwOy 1) ypadi), Aeyes Arwa, 19. 31, R. 9. 11. On the other hand 
it is a very forced explanation which makes in 1 C. 15. 2 rive Adyw 
evnyyeAvoupny tyiv dependent on the following e¢ xatéxere; it appears 
rather that et, like the reading in D*¥ ddetAere karéxecy, is an explana- 
tory gloss, so that we only have a protasis standing before a principal 
clause (katéxere). Jo. 10. 36 has the appearance of being an orutorical 
sentence, since the subordinate clause ov 6 ratip 7ytacev k.7.A. is placed 
before the principal clause iyets Aéyere Gre BPAarPypets (see § 79, 12, 
= BAacdnpeiv) ; in reality however the sentence with its defective 
structure (ov referring to BAawdypets) is one of the instances of the 
loose formation of sentences with two members, found elsewhere in 
John’s Gospel, § 79, 8. 

@ 

§ 81. ELLIPSE (BRACHYLOGY), PLEONASM. 

1. An ellipse is where it is left to the reader or hearer to complete 
for hiinself the thought which is incompletely expressed: not because 
the writer is’afraid of saying something—that is the figure of aposi- 
opesis—but because he finds any further addition superfluous. Still 
every omission of this sort is not therefore to be regarded as an ellipse. 
It is equally superfluous to insert what would be a mere repetition 
of something already stated, as for instance in the case of a preposi- 
tion repeated before a second noun which is connected by xat with a 
previous noun, the omission or insertion of which preposition is an 
optional matter (see Winer § 50, 7); again the verb in the protasis 
sufficiently indicates the verb which should stand in the apodosis, in 
20.5. 13 «ire yap eSeornper, Gem (sc. eL€oT.)’ €ite Twoppovotpev, byiv 
(sc, cwdp.); this is the figure known as azo xoevov (Ktihner ii.? 1066).? 
Moreover some slight alterations or changes in the form of the word 
may require to be supplied: Mc. 14. 29 & wavtes cxardadic bycovrat, 
GAN ovK eye, sc. cKavdadic Ooouat, Which is actually inserted in D 
and in Mt. 26. 33 (a harsher instance is G. 3. 5 ¢€ épywv vopov, where 
erixopnyet TO Tvetwa Kal evepyed x.T.4. must be supplied from the 
participles), The omission becomes of a somewhat different character 
where positives and negatives are combined, as in | C. 10. 24 paydeis 
TS é€avtov (nréitw, dhAa Td Tod ETEpor, sc. ExaaTos (to be understood 
from pyédeis); and entirely different in 1 Tim. 4. 3 xwAvdvrwy yapeir, 
améexerbor Bpwpyarwv sc. keAevovtov,® with which cp. 1 C. 3. 2 yaAa 

1Therefore a full stop should be placed after ogfecGe, where a fresh sentence 
begins which is unconnected with the last, § 79, 5. 

2 Wilke (op. cit. in § 79, 7 note) p. 121 ff.—The formula ot ;* voy dé, GANA Kai = 
‘moreover too’ comes under this category, R. 5. 3, 11, 8. 23, 9. 10, 2C. 8. 19, 
where an immediately preceding word or thought has to be supplied, which in 
2C. 7. 7 is actually repeated ; it is only in R. 9. 10 that the definite words to 
be supplied are not given in the preceding clause, cp. Win. § 64, 1 c, who com- 
pares Diccenes L. 9. 39 (Antisthenes) and ov udévov ye dAAG in Plato. 

3 Moulton adduces as a parallel Lucian Charon 2 oé d¢ kwhicet évepyetv ra rob 
Oavarou Epya Kai (sc. morjoes) THY Wdovrwvos apxny Snurody wh verpayuryoivra., But 
this passage is corrupt: <ws> xal ryv ... is excellently read by Fritzsche follow- 
ing Jensius. 
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buas erotica, ot Bpdpe (sc. something like eWwpioa, § 34, 4): here one 
verb refers to two objects (or subjects), to only one of which it is 
applicable in its literal acceptation (the figure of zeugma, Kihner Gr. 11.” 
1075. f.).2 On the other hand, an ellipse proper may only then be sup- 
posed toexist, when theideaitselfis not expressed inanv shape whatever, 
and there is also no cognate idea which takes its place in the form 
required. Under these circumstances the follcwing words may be 
omitted : anything which may obviously be supplied frdém the nature 
of the structure of the sentence, such as the copula, § 30, 3; the sub- 
ject if it is an ordinary word (such as the thing, or men), or if it is 
absolutely required by the statement, § 30, 4; the principal word, 
if it is sufficiently indicated by the attribute, therefore especially 
feminines like xpépa, wpa etc., $ 44, 1 (also in the case of an article 
with an attributive genitive, § 35, 2). Omissions of this sort are 
conventional, and parallels may in some instances be found in other 
languages as well; a specially Greek idiom is the omission of the 
idea of ‘other’ or ‘at all, in Ilerpos ctv tots évdexu A. 2. 14 =ctv Tots 
Aoumois TOY €vd. (irorTéAwr), cp. 37, Where 8 etc. read vov Tezpor kat 
tovs Aowrovs droctoAovs, while D omits Aourots; 5. 29 IL. Kai vt ard. 
otoAo (D is different); 1 C. 10. 31 ere exOuere etre mivete etre Te (SC. 
dro ‘besides’ or ‘at all’) wocetre, NR. 14. 21 pede sc. to do anything 
élse, Mt. 16.14. Objects are omitted with verbs like treAevray, viz. Tov 
Piov, ‘to die,’ or Sidyeuv (ditto) ‘to live,’ Tit. 3. 3 (Piov is inserted in 
] Tim. 2. 2), also dtateAciv, duarpiBev used intransitively show a 
similar ellipse; we also have zpovéxeu sc. TOV voor, cp. § 53, 1, ete. 
PAwaoous Aadetv should strictly be evepars yA, Aadrecr, a form which 
it takes in the narrative of the first appearance of the phenomenon 
in A. 2.4 (‘Me 16.17 yA. «acvars) ; but in similar narratives further 
on in the Acts (10. 46, 19. 6) the additional word is at best only 
found in the f text, and in Paul it occurs nowhere (but see 1 C. 14. 21), 
The adverb padrAov is omitted in 1 C. 14. 19 GedAw... AGA OL...), where 
GéAw is ‘prefer,’ ‘would rather,’ like BovAouat in Hom. I). A., 117. 
As an instance of conventional omission of a verb may be reckoned 
the omission of ‘he said’ in the report of a conversation, where the 
recurrence of the word would be superfluous and wearisome: 
A. 25, 22 "Ayptrras S€ rpds tov Piotov (with ey CEHLP) ; ibid. 
J. 5, 11 the verb might be supplied from the previous clause (a76 
KOLVOv), Somewhat different is «ai (id0v) pwr), SC. EYEVETO Mt. 3. 17 

etc., § 30, 3. In letters we always find yaipew without deyer, § 69, 1, 
unless indeed even xaipev is omitted, as in Ap. 1. 4 and in Paul, 
though in his Epistles (and in the Apocalypse) its place is always 
taken by the Christian greeting xdpis tyiv «.7.A.2 Verbs of any kind 

* Wilke p. 130 € C. 14. 34 émirpémerar: A. 14. 22 rapaxadoivres). A kindred 
use is that in A. 1. 21 elofdOev Kal etfdOev ed’ Huds, = clo. ep’ Hu. kal ef. wap’ yuav 
(cp. 9. 28), where the clause which more nearly defines the verb ought to be 
expressed twice in different forms. 

? The formula ody drt = ob Aéyw Bri, aS We say ‘not that,’ occurs in Jo. 6. 46 

olX ore tov marépa édpaxév mis, 7, 22,2 C. 1. 24, 3. 5, Ph. 4. 17, 2 Th. 3. 9; its 
origin has become so obscured that Paul can even say in Ph. 4. 11 oby 67u Kad’ 
voTépnow réyw, Win. § 64, 6. Cp. for classical instances of it Kiihner ii. 800, 
but in classical Greek it involves the idea of a climax (being followed by 4)Ad), 
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are omitted in formulas and proverbs, which are apt to be expressed 
in an abbreviated form: Mt. 5. 38 6fGadpdv dvri 6fOadpov x.7.2. 
(dwoe according to Ex. 21. 24), Ap. 6. 6 yotmé citov Syvapiov (rwrei- 
tax ‘costs’), A. 18. 6 Td atua tpoy ert rv Kehadiy tov, cp. Mt. 27. 25 
(sc. eAGérw according to Mt. 23. 35; a Hebrew phrase, see LXx. ? 
sam. 1. 16), 2 P. 2. 22 bs Aowapery eis k’Awpa BopBdpor (classical 
yAatx’ "AOyvage ete. but in the passage from 2 Pet. érurtpéfaca may 
be supplied ffom the preceding proverb, Win. § 64, 2).° “Opa py (se. 
movyoys) must also have been a common phrase, Ap. 19. 10, 22. o. 
On iva ri, Ti mpos vé ete. see $50, 7. “Ypeis d€ oy obrws (should act) 
occurs in L, 22. 26. ’AAA iva, but it was, it came to pass etc. for this 
reason that = the Divine will was, occurs in Jo.1. 8, 9. 3, 13. 18, 15. 25, 
Me. 14. 49.—Ei 8 pa (ye) (§ 77, 4) ‘otherwise’ has become a stereo- 
typed phrase, so that it may even stand (instead of e 62) after a 
negative sentence, as in L. 5, 36 (a classical use, Kiihner 987); also 
instead of édv 8 py after éav pev..., L. 10. 6, 13. 9 (in Ap. 2. 5 an 
explanatory clause with éay pi) is tacked on at the end), see for 
classical instances Kriiger § 65, 5. 12. Also e? pj. éav pa} (Me. 4. 22, 
G. 2. 16) ‘except’ were originally elliptical phrases.—In 2 Th. 1. 5 
EvOerypLa THS SuKaias Kptoews K.7.A. (after tais OrAteow ais eve yer Ve) 

stands for 6 cote évd. «.7.A. (ep. E. 3. 13, Ph. 1. 28). but may be 
classed with the acc. used in apposition of sentences, Kiihner-Gerth 
284 (Buttin. p. 134), as in R, 12. 1 wepaxadd ipas rapacrqoat ro. 
copata tov Gvoiav ..., Thy oyu Aarpelav tpov (so that this is etc.).” 
—J0. 7. 35 wov otros perce ropeter Oar, Ore iets ody ebpjoropev avrov; 
is not elliptical, since 6re= 6dr 6,7e as in 14, 22 (§ 50, 7), 9. 17, Mt. 
8. 27, Me. 4. 414; but Mt. 16. 7 dre dprovs otk eAdBopev = TovT’ exeivo, 

ove «.7.A.; cp. the classical ellipses with é7 given in Kihner p. 889, 
note 4. 

2. Omissions which are due to individual style and taste go much 
further, especially in letters, where the writer reckons on the know- 
ledge which the recipient shares with himself, and also imitates 
ordinary speech, which is likewise full of ellipses, both conventional 
and such as depend more on individual caprice. Examples: 1 C. 
1. 31 wa xaOws yeyparta’ “O Kkavywpevos x.7.4. ‘in order that it 
may come to pass,’ or ‘proceed as’ etc.?: 4. 6 tva ev yuty pa@yre Td pn) 
umep & yeypartus (ppoveiv is added by x°D° al.): 2 C. 8. 15 O.T. 6 73 
ToAv ovK erdAedvacev, Kai 6 TO OALyov OvK TWAaTTOVHCEV, = Ex. 16. 18 
which is based on 17 Kat ouvérccav 6 Td ToAY Kal 6 7d édaTTOY, SC, 

which is not inherent in it in the N.T. Once Paul uses oty ofov 671 with a 
similar meaning (= ‘it is not as if’), R. 9. 6 ovy ofov dé bru exrémrwxev 6 AOYos 
Tot’ Geoti (as Polyb. ili. 88. 5 uses ovx ofov ...d\\a with the idea of a climax = 
class. ot é71). Cp. the elliptical unreye, § 75, 2. 

1 These combinations of particles are ultimately derived feom Heb. (§ 78, 6), 
ep. H. 2. 6=Ps. 8. 5 ri éorw dvOpwros, bre myuvioKky altod; x.7.r., where 8rt= 
3. Soin Exod. 3. 11,16. 7, Judges 19. 18 etc. (Gesenius-Kautzsch § 107, 4. b 3); 

in 1 Sam. 11. 5 the equivalent in the Greek for 129° pyo-np is ri*irc (p. 177) 
KNatee O Aads. 

2 Or else (Win. § 64, 7) the literal quotation takes the place of a paraphrase, 
which would have required the conjunctive. *>v, App. p. 326. 
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therefore some word like ovAAéfas (cp. Num. 11. 32)!: R. 13. 7 
amoooTe Tao Tas OPetAds, TH TOY Popov (sc. perhaps oPerAdpevov 
€xovtt) Tov Pdpov, TH TU TEAVS TO TEAOS K.T.A.: G. 5. 13 pdvoy pay THY 
éXevOepiav eis ddoppiv Ty wapKi, sc. something like €xere: in the case 
of this warning ‘ (only) not’ we also are inclined to use ellipse (Mt. 
26. 5, Mc. 14. 2 yx) ev ty eopty, where however the ellipse can and 
must be supplied from the preceding words): Fh. 3. 14 ev de (I do): 
2 C. 9. 6 rouro S€ (sc. dys, according to 1 C. 7. 29, 15.°50), 6 oveipwv 
pedopevus pedopevws Kal Jepioer: 9. 7 Exartos Kabas tpoypyTar, May 
ive: G. 2. 9 de€cas edwKxay Kowwvias, iva iets pev eis TA EOVN (Evay- 

yeAr(aipuedu [Win.] according to 2 C. 10. 16), avrot d€ ets riyv wepiTopayr: 
.4.9 6 paxapiopods eri THY rEeptTomyV 7) ...3 (sc. A€yeTar): 5.18 ws Ov 

evds TaparTupatos eis TavTas dvOpwrous Els KaTUKpLLA, OUTWS K.T.A,, 
which would be unintelligible without the long exposition preceding, 
and even so hardly admits of being supplemented by a definite word 
such as aréGy, aroPicera ; Paul once more emphasizes-the corre- 
spondence between the two actions (of Adam and Christ)—their 
opposite cause (é:a), their equal range or extent (ets), the opposite 
nature of their ultimate end (e‘s).—Aposiopesis (supra 1) is sometimes 
assumed in L. 19. 42 & éyvws Kai ob Ta rpds eipriyyny, vov de éexpiPn, 
because the apodosis is suppressed (cp. 22. 42 where the reading is 
doubtful, ef BovAe mapeveyKat TovTo TO moTHpLoV am’ éuorv, TAY K.7.X., 
with v.l. wapeveyxety and rapeveyxe) ; but since in the former passage 
nothing else can be supplied but ‘it would be (or is) pleasing to me,’ 
the passage should rather be compared with the classical omission of 
the first apodosis with «i pev ... ef ¢,§ 78, 2. There is likewise no 
aposiopesis in Jo. 6. 62 dv ody Gewpyre..., sc. what could you say 
then ?, or in A. 23. 9 et de rredua atr@ éAdAncer, sc. what opposition 
can we make? (HLP interpolate jo) Geopaydpev), R. 9. 22 (see above 
§ 79, 9). Abbreviation in the principal clause is also found in 
sentences of comparison: kat ov (‘and it is not so’) Kabdrep Maia fs 
«.7.A., 2C. 3. 13, Mt. 25. 14, Mc. 13. 34, ep. § 78, 1. 

3. Distinct from ellipse is what is known as brachylogy, where 
something is passed over for the sake of brevity, not so much affect- 
ing the grammatical structure as the thought: the omission may 
either be conventional or due to individual style. An instance of the 
former is to be found in ‘va clauses which are thrown forward in a 
sentence, and which give the aim or object of the subsequent state- 
ment, Mt. 9.6 tva de edyre «.7.A. (§ 79, 12)?; an instance of the latter 
is R. 11. 18 €¢ 6€ karaxavxaoae (you must know then that) od od 7)v 
pilav Paorafes, aAN 7 pita oe, 1 C. 11. 16, Win. § 66, 1.° 

4. The opposite to ellipse is pleonasm, which consists especially in 
expression being given a second time to an idea which has already 
been expresseX in the sentence, not with any rhetorical object (such 

} Winer § 64, 4 supplies éywv, comparing expressions in Lucian such as 6 70. 
Eddov sc. &ywv ‘the man with the stick.’ 

* Under this head should probaby be classed 2 ©. 10. 9 iva 5é (dé add. H vulg. 
al.) uh d6fw x.7.d. (verse 10 is a parenthesis). We have a final sentence after a 
question (sc. ‘answer ’) in Jo. 1. 22, 9. 36. 
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as accounts for the emphatic reduplication of a word or sentence, 
§ 82, 7), nor again from mere thoughtlessness, but simply in con- 
formity to certain habits of the language. Cp. on paddor with a 
comparative § 44, 5, on adrov after os (Hebraic) § 50, 4; on pleonastic 
negatives § 75, 4 and 6, éxros ei py =et py § 65, 6; we may also reckon 
as pleonasms «irev Aeywv (§ 74, 3), cOwv etdov (ibid. 4), Gavary TeAer- 
ratw ($ 38, 3) and ether cases of Hebraistic prolixity of expression.! 
On amd paxpddev and the like see § 25, 3: with which must be com- 
pared TpoUpapwv (ets To) éumrpoo bev (rporkaBov EMT p. D) L. 19. 4,* modu 

avaxuprrev A. 18, 21, 7. trootpepery G. 1. 17 (7. émotp. 4. 9), 7. €k 
devtepor, devTepov, dvwHev Mt. 26. 42, 44, A. 10. 15, Jo. 4. 54 (waAu 
devt, om. €, taAvv om. Syr. Cur.), G. 4. 9°; erecta (e’ra D al.) pera 
TouTo (#.7, 18 wanting in Chrys.), Jo. 11. 7 (there are similar phrascs 
in classical Greek, Kiihner 11.2 1087 f.), L. 22. 11 7@ otxodeamdry THs 
otxtas (without 7s ocx. in Me. 14. 14), with which one may class the 
classical eiroAva atyov and the like, Kiihner ibid. 1086. 

§ 82. ARRANGEMENT OF WORDS; FIGURES OF SPEECH. 

1. The sophists and rhetoricians who about the end of the fifth 
and the beginning of the fourth centuries B.c. created the Attic 
artistic prose style, did so with a certain amount of emulation with 
the only artistic form of speech previously in existence, namely 
poetry, and accordingly they endeavoured sometimes to borrow its 
external charms, sometimes to replace them by others equivalent to 
them. We are here speaking not so much of expression, as of the 
combination (arrangement, ovvGeors) of words, and anything else that 
may be regarded as connected with their arrangement. Since verse 
was excluded, Gorgias of Sicily, the first master of artistic prose, 
introduced into use as in some way equivalent to it certain figures of 
speech, which in the language of rhetoric took their name from him 
(Topyiea oxxipara), ‘These figures consist in the artificial and formal 
combination of opposites (antithesis) or parallels (parison, isocolon), 
the charm of which was enhanced by various assonances at the end 
of the clauses (i.e. rhyme) as also at the beginning and in the middle 
of them (zapdpova, parechesis etc.). There is here an obvious point 
of contact with that which poetry elsewhere usually regarded as its 
distinctive feature, and also a particularly close contact with the old 

_ Hebrew parallelism of clauses. These mannerisms of Gorgias were 
not free from a certain degree of pedantry and indeed of obvious 
affectation, and for this reason they were subsequently exploded and 

1On dpkacOar, dptduevos see §§ 69, 4 note; 74, 2; on eyévero § 77, 6. 

2 Also in Jo. 20. 4 mpoddpauev rdxtov rod Térpov there is a superfluity of words: 
édpayev was sufficient (or mpoédp. rod Tlérpov), especially as sg HAGev mpiros els 70 
pynpeiov follows.* It is somewhat different in L. 1. 76 spo: cpetion mpd mpoowmov 
( = mpd) Tod xuptov ; since it is a common phenomenon of the language, that if a 
verb compounded with a preposition has its literal meaning, the preposition is 
again repeated in the complement (eisBadretv eis), § 37, 7. 

3 But Winer § 65, 2 notes with reason that é€x devrépov ete. if it follows mrddw 
is not superfluous, but a nearer definition.—D has e’@éws rapaxpiua (classical) 
in A, 14, 10, ** vy. App. p. 333. 
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went out of fashion; they were most unsuitable for practical speech, 
and for this purpose the Attic orators of the fourth century created 
a very different and flexible artistic style, which is based upon an 
imitation of lively speech, springing directly from the feelings, with 
its forms and figures (oy7jpa7Ta). But in place of rhyme which had 
been carried to excess and of assonance in general, the artistic prose 
of the fourth century, showing herein a certain direct approximation 
to the style of lyric poetry, had recourse to manifold rhythms, which 
by their mutual accordance imparted to the language a beautifully 
harmonious character; it further borrowed from the poets (a practice 
of which the beginnings are found in Gorgias himself) a smoothness 
and absence of friction in the juncture of words, doing away with 
the harsh collision between vowels at the end and beginning of 
contiguous words,—the so-called hiatus. This avoiding of hiatus 
continued to be practised by Hellenistic and Atticistic writers of the 
following centuries with a greater or less degree of strictness. 

2. The Epistle to the Hebrews is the only piece of writing in the 
N.T., which in structure of sentences and style shows the care and 
dexterity of an artistic writer, and so it cannot be wondered at, if it 
is in this work alone that the principle of avoiding hiatus is, to some 
extent, taken into account. It is not the case that all collisions of 
vowels are of the same kind: those which are really harsh are only 
such as are not rendered inaudible by a pause in the thought (end of 
a sentence or clause), or such as cannot be effaced by elision of the 
first vowel (éAX’, &’) or crasis (kav), or lastly are not formed by small 
‘form-words’ such as kat, et, 1), Tov’, 6, 7o (the various forms of the 
article; also 0, od etc.) in the case of which a prose-writer excuses a 
license which can hardly be helped In these words the long vowel 
or diphthong is shortened, and as there is nothing to prevent the 
same shortening from taking place in the case of any other words of 
more than one syllable, a way is thus arrived at of getting over 
individual cases of harsh hiatus. The use of hiatus with ri, tt, 671, 
wept, 7po 1s condoned, as it is previously in poetry. Ehsions of a, ¢, 0, 
however, are not readily adopted, if the words combined in this way 
are other than ‘form-words’ (ep. § 5, 1); on the other hand the a 
of verbal terminations is subject to elision (and is written with 
elision!), being also reckoned for the purpose of the accent as short 
or almost short. If then in the Epistle to the Hebrews one leaves 
out of sight in the first place all the O.T. quotations, and then 
chapter xiii. (concluding warnings etc.), the test of hiatus gives the 
following results. Hiatus is a matter of indifference where there is 
a pause; hiatus with «at is also a comparatively indifferent matter. 
With yu there are 7 instances, with 6 only 5 (6. 16, 9. 7, 25, 10. 23, 
11, 28), with 10,15, ra 4, of 6, 7 1, Tot 8, ro 5, 7H 1, 6 1, dvd 2 
(10. 5, 11. 16; it is avoided by using 6 jy airiay in 2. 11), 0} 2, 6 1, 
y 1 (instances with art. and rel. amount to 52 in all?). With 
a, €, 0 (no& reckoning aAdXd, de, re, va and prepositions) there are 

1 #.g. in the Herculanean rolls of Philodemus, Kiihner I.3 i. 238. 

?In the Epistle to the Romans this number (not reckoning quotations) is. 
already surpassed at 4. 18, in 1 Corinthians at 7. 4. 
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20,1 7, 0 respectively ; with o of verbal terminations 18.2. These 
figures, if one takes into consideration the length of the Epistle, are 
in fact remarkably low, and only to be explained on the ground that 
the author paid attention to this matter. In particular, he would 
never have allowed himself to write anything like eAeyero air, 
where the words are left distinct (an impossibility in any Greek 
artistic composition or again, at any rate if it could be avoided, 
ehéyer’ avt@, Where the words are combined.? On the other hand, 
instances of the harsher hiatus mentioned above, while certainly 
rarer than elsewhere, are not absolute rarities and cannot be set 
aside; it appears, then, that the author had not, as others had, been 
taught to regard the rule as a categorical one, but held aéeAqot dyson, 
evoxot Woav, tiote. Evwx and the hike, at any rate with shortening 
of the vowels, to be admissible. 

3. To look for verses and fragments of verse (apart from the three 
quotation@ A. 17. 28, 1 C. 15. 33, Tit. 1. 12), 2¢. to look for rhythm 
in the N.T., is on the whole a useless waste of time, and the speci- 
mens of verse which have been found are for the most part of such a 
quality that they are better left unmentioned (Ja. 1.17 is a hexameter 
maca doug K.T.r., but contains a tribrach in the second foot). Again, 
however, we tind a difference in the Epistle to the Hebrews, where 
in 12. 13 there occurs a faultless hexameter, cai tpoyids dpOas roui)- 
cate+ rots wooly vpov, and immediately after in 14 f. two equally 
faultless trimeters in succession, 06 xwpis® ovdeis deta TOV KUptor | 
eTLTKOTOUITES Ly TLS VeTEpov a7o|. These fragments of verse, how- 
ever, if not purely accidental, are at any rate not the essential matter: 
this in the Epistle under consideration is rather to be found in a 
carefully executed mutual assimilation of the beginnings and endings 
of sentences and clauses. Ending may correspond with ending and 
beginning with beginning, and also ending with beginning, especially 
where the two are contiguous. HKhythm of this kind must have been 
taught in the schools of rhetoric of the time in Greece and [or .e, 

and the writer of this Ep. must have passed through such a s¢kvol. 
Thus we have at the very beginning (zoAvpepds ... rarpa)oww ev 
Tots mpogrjtacs | (er éeoyarov ...€AadAn)ovev piv ev vic, twice over 

1Tn 7. 24 aiwva | drapdBarov there is a pause ; 3. 17 K@Xa erecer is a quotation. 
This calculation includes 4. 1 dpa, also 11. 14 warpida é¢rignrodo., where D* al. 
read (nrovct. ¢ 

2JIn 12. 11 evar | ddd there is a pause. 

3 In the twenty verses of 1 C. 6 the following exx. of hiatus occur: with 
a 10, with e 3, with o 2, with a 4, if one reckons as a pause everything which 
can be regarded as such, e.g. ov« oldare | ore. 

4*P have a v.1. moecre, as wolec is read in Prov. 4. 26 on which the passage 
is based ; the present writer is, in fact, inclined to give pr¢ference to mouetre, 
thus sacrificing the hexameter. The question of rhythm im Hebrews has been 
specially considered by Delitzsch in his commentary, see the review by 

. Késtlin in Gtg. gel. Anz. 1858, art. 84, p. 827 ff, who however is inclined 
to disbelieve in it. e 

5 This verse is noticed by Delitzsch, the following verse is aaded by his 
reviewer. Xwopls in this passage only stands after its case, § 80, 4; but hiatus 
is also avoided by this expedient. 
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~ ——~-—-— (and therefore not év 7@ vig, as might be expected): in 
ra ” / 7 ? c \ ‘ a 

verse 2 (ov €)OyKev KAnpovopoy ravtwy | (8: od Kal) rods aidvas 
eroinoev,! twice ———~~—~——~: verse 3 (0s Ov dravya)opa Tis 
So€ys (= €xoinoer) | (kai Xapaxrrp THS tmroo Td )orens a.0TOU, again twice 
~——-—, and then again (dépwv ... tis) Svvapews adtov, which also 
offers to the ear a rhyme with (v)rocracews atrov (=~ ~ ——— ; 
Choriambus and Paeon Quartus are in prose rhythm, including 
Attic, treated as equivalent. Further in verse 3 we have (xaGapio pov 
TOLNTAMEVOS) TOV GpuapTLoVv yuov | (eKdOivev Ev deLia THS peya)Awotvys 
ev vinAots, —~—~——-——, making seven instances of ~—-—— in 
succession. The present writer follows the Textus Receptus, 
whereas the usual reading now, after s*ABD*E*MP, is xa. rouyo. 
TOV ap, Without yuov. Perhaps also 6’ cav7ov before xadapucpov 
(D* and Dt, EKLM and again the Textus Receptus) is not an inter- 
polation, but has erroneously fallen out after dvvapews atrod ; at any 
rate in the opening &’ €avrot xafapurpov woi—the conclusion of 
the preceding clause is repeated, (j1))yat: THs Svvapews atrod, 
~~ — =~ ~—~—~—; ep. in 4 f. (ke)kAnpovopnKer dvome | tive yap 
eiTEV TOTE TOV..., =—~—~ — ~~ ~ =, and the two trimeters cited 
above from 12. 14 f., the beginnings and endings of which likewise 
correspond = — ~~ ———~ =, and 12. 24 kai dsabijxys véas (so here 
only, whereas elsewhere, including H. 9. 15, the regular phrase is 
duabnky Kavi), which balances the preceding ending (é:xal)uv 
TeTeAewpevov, —~—~——~-—, etc. The present writer has else- 
where communicated a detailed discussion of this matter, which is 
of the greatest importance for the whole conception of the Epistle. 

4, The studied employment of the so-called Gorgian assonances 
is necessarily foreign to the style of the N.T., all the more because 
they were comparatively foreign to the whole period; accident, how- 
ever, of course produces occasional instances of them, and the wniter 
often did not decline to make use of any that suggested themselves. 
Paronomasia is the name given to the recurrence of the same word 
or word-stem in close proximity, parechesis to the resemblance in 
sound between different contiguous words, Instances of paronomasia 
are: Mt. 21. 41 Kakots kaxés dzodcre: atrovs (a good classical and 
popular combination of words?), Me. 5. 26 roAAd raGotoa td rodkAGv 
iarpov, 2 C. 9. 8 ev wavri wavrTote Tacav avrdpKkeay,? 8. 22, A. 21. 28, 
24. 3 (Herm. Mand. xi. 3 atrds yap Kevds dv Kevas [MSS. Kevds] Kat 
amokpiverat Kevois); then there may be a contrast in the sentence, so 
that there is a certain subtlety and sometimes a suggestion of wit In 
the paronomasia: 2 C. 4. 8 dzopotmevor, ddAN’ ovK éEamroporpevor, 

1The Textus Receptus: the reading now accepted is that of 8ABD*et°EM 
éerolncey Tovs al@vas. 

*See Theolog.*Studien u. Kritiken, 1902, Heft 3, 420-461. See also 
(Barnabas) Brief an die Hebraer, mit Angabe der Rhythmen, Halle 4Nie- 
meyer) 1903. . 

3 Demostn. 21. 204 ef xaxds kaxGs dodn, Winer § 67, 1. 

4Plato Menex. 247 a (a Gorgian assonance): 6:4 ravrds racay mdvrws Tpo- 
Guulay wetpdcbe Exe. For the N.T. see numerous instances of the figures here 
discussed in Wilke p. 342 ff., 402-415. 
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2 Th. 3. 11 py dev éepyafopevous, dA, wreptepyafopevors, A. 8. 30 dpu ye 
yokes & dvaywuoKes ; (cp. 2 C. 3. 2,} R. 12. 3 wy vrepdpoveiv rap’ 
© Set hpoveiv, dAAG hpoveiv eis TO Twhpoveiv (Which might almost be called 
finical), 1 C. 11. 29 ff. Kpipa—d.axpivwv—séuexpivopev —éxprvopeba— 
Kpivopevor—kataKkprbauev (ditto), 2 C. 10. 2 f Kara capKka—ev capkt 
—xatda o.; the paronomasia is most sharply marked in Phil. 3. 2 f. 
Brerere THv Kararosiv (the Jew'sh circumcision), nets yap ecpev 1 
awepiropy,” where Paut in an oratorical manner robs his opponents of 
the word in which they pride themseives and turns it into a disgrace. 
The paronomasia in A. 23. 3 also appears to be oratorical, where Paul 
in answer to Ananias, who had commanded rimreav avrov 75 orodpa, 
replies timrey ve pehAe 6 Geds, using the same word in another and 
metaphorical sense; cp. Ap.22.28 f.,and with parechesis cytvos—o yx iver, 
mTpivos—mptoe LXX. Dan. Sus. 54 f., Winer § 68, 2; so that this appears 
to have been a common method of retort among the Jews. The 
practice of twisting a word that occurs in the sentence into a meta- 
phorical sense is illustrated also by 2 C. 3.1 ff. (exeoroAs)): similarly 
L. 9. 60 (Mt. 8. 22) des rovs vexports Gdar rods EavTov vexpois: Mt. 
5. 19 (€Adxeoros) ; but Paul is particularly fond of dwelling on an 
idea and a word, although it does not assume different meanings 
and is not repeated absolutely immediately, while there is still a 
certain artificial and reflective manner in the repetition (known as 
traductio in Latin rhetoricians), Thus in 2 C. 3. 5 ff. we first have 
ixavoi—ixavorTns—ixavocev, then ypaupa (following eyyeypaypévy 2 f.) 
three times, also zvetya (which has likewise been used already in 3); 
dudxovos 6, diaxovia 7 ff. four times; ddofa 7-11 eight times besides 
dedofdoGar twice in 10 (od deddfacrat 75 dSedo€acpévov, a kind of 
oxymoron with an apparent contradiction).—Parechesis is seen in 
the old combination of words, which became popular, LL. 21. 11 Atpot 
kat Aotpot exovrat (Hesiod, W. and D. 241 Arpov opct Kat Aowwor) ; 
H. 5. 8 cuadev ad’ dv exabev (the proverb waGe patos occurs in 
Aesch. Agam. 170); Paul in enumerations combines the following 
words, R. 1. 29 (G. 5. 211%) POdvov dovov, 31 aovverovs agvvbetovs ; 
but cAddov eLexAdcOnoav 11. 17, 19 may be accidental or a kind of 

1A beautiful instance, but only obtainable by restoration of the text, is 
G. 5. 7. Here in the first place, with Tert. and Chrys., érpéxere caddis‘ rls 
Upas evéxowey ; must be detached from what follows; then from FG and the 
Latin witnesses we must after meifeo@ac ing :t (words which have fallen ott 
through homoioteleuton) pndevi weibec@ar (rezd -cOe, consenseritis Lat.). The 
result is dAndeia ph melBeoBar pander) melOeoBe:  mrevrpovt) ovx €x Tol KadobvTos 
tuas, which may be rendered, ‘Obey no one so as not to obey the truth; such 
obedience comes not from him who calls you.’ (The drat Neydpuevov reisuort, 
on which ep. § 27, 2, can hardly = e.8é, which Paul indeed might have used 
and made the parechesis still stronger [see 1 C. 2. 4], but must mean 
‘obsequiousness’ as ém:Anouovy = forgetfulness). Chrys. in his commentary 
completely omits dAnGeia wh weiGecOar (-c6e), which had no*sense when isolated. 

2 Winer § 68, 2 compares Diog. Laert. 6. 24, who says of Diogenes the Cynic 
Thy wev Evxreldou oxoddy edeye XoAHY, Thy 5€ TAdrwvos StatprBhy KatarpiByv.— 
Paul does not make any word-play on the name of the slave Onesifius, although 
he uses (in this passage only) the word dvaiuyny, Philem. 20; the most that can 
be said is that the recipient of the letter might make for himself the obvious 
play of words from ’Ovjcmor — dxpnorov Io f, 
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etymological figure (like ¢éBov foPetcAar).—The dpotoréAevrov in 
R. 12. 15 xalpev pera xaipdvrov, khalav pera kAadvrev (where there is 
assonance also in the first words of the two clauses, so that this is a 
case of épovoxdrapxtov as well) arose naturally and unsought; but in 
5. 16 it may be considered as studied and deliberate, ovy ds de’ Evds 
dpaptiparos (so correctly DFG, also probably Orig. and Chrys., for 
-nravtos) TO Swpypat TO pev yap Kplya €€ evds. cis KaTdKpipa, TO Se 
Xapicpa ex ToAAv TaparTwpatwv ets Sexaiwpa. Paul:has certainly 
not sought after rhyme in this passage, but has no doubt (as already 
in 14 f.) played with the formations in -ya, which were among the 
deliciae of the Hellenistic stylist.? 

5. Antitheses and parallelisms of all kinds are very largely 
developed in the N.T., not only in the Pauline Epistles, but also in 
the Gospels, especially those of Matthew and Luke; in the latter 
their occurrence is due to the gnomic character of ancient Hebrew 
literature (supra 1), in the former it is the outcome of tha Apostle’s 
dialectic and eloquence. With these should be reckoned a further 
series of figures (cy7pa7Ta), of which we learn in Greek and Latin 
rhetoricians, and for which instances are quoted from Demosthenes, 
Cicero etc. Antithesis and parison (supra 1), considered on their 
own merits, form part of these figures; but it may easily happen in 
cases of parallelism of this kind, that the first words are alike 
(anaphora), or the last words are alike (antistrophe), or the first 
and the last words are alike (symploce), and by this means the 
parallelism is rendered still more striking to the ear. Moreover 
words in the middle of the sentence may be alike or have a 
similar termination. Again cases frequently occur where there is 
a double anaphora etc., if each section of the parallelism is again sub- 
divided, and the repetition of the word may take place not only 
twice, but even thrice and still more often. Thus we have in 1 C 1. 
25 ff. ore TO pwpov Tod Ocot | comuwrepdy er Tav avOparav || Kal rb doHeves 
Tot Oeod | iryupdrepdv gor. tav avOpdmwv”. Brerere yap Tv KAHow 
bpov ddeApoi | Ste od woddol Topol Kata TdpKa | ob toddol SuvaTot | ob 
moddol evyevers || dAAG Ta wpa rod Kécpou eedékaro & Oeds | tva kara ivy 
Tovs cogots (ri copé according to the text of Marcion) || «at 76 
doGeviy tot néopou e€edcEato 6 Oeds (om. 6 Geds Chrys.) | tva kararxivy Ta 
iaxupa || kat a dyev Tot Kéopou Kal Ta eLovdevypeva. eedéfaro 0 beds | 
7a, py dvra? | Wa Ta dvra Katapyjon | drws pa) KavxionTat Tada Taps 
evuriov tot eos. Marcion’s text, according to Tertulsian, and in 
part also the text of the Fathers present several differences in the 
final section: kal 7a dyev wal ra Adyuota (minima Tert.) kat ra €£0v- 
Gevnueva (om. e£ed€£. 6 Geds Marc., Chrys., Theod. Mops.*) | ra py 

'H.g. of Epicurus, from whom Cleomedes epi perewpuwv B cap. 1 gives 
excerpts containinguthe words xardornua édmicua Aracua dvaxpavyacpua. 

2 *Eort is read in both places before avép. in DEFG ; RABC al. have copia T. 
d. corly, and then N°AC al. have in the corresponding clause lox. 7. a. carly, 
but here 8*B omit éo7iv, A similar termination must in any case be retained. 
Cp. 10. 16 (where B is wrong). | . 

®The xai before ra wh dvra in Bre al. (also Chrys. and Theod. Mops.) 1s 
certainly an interpolation. 4In a quotation illustrating R. 7. 5. 
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dvra | iva Kataytvy Ta ovta, In this text kat ra éAdyiora is 
certainly far better than the repetition of rov xécpov, and we can 
very readily dispense with the third occurrence of ¢£eA€£aro 6 Meds, as 
we may also dispense with the second instance of o Ges. In this 
passage, then, the parallelism is developed, though not quite from 
the beginning, into rounded periods of three sections, and the third 
section in the last arallelism, which gives the finish to the whole 
sentence, excéeds the others in the number and length of its clauses, 
which is just what rhetoricians require in final sections of this kind!; 
the parallelism is thus sustained throughout the whole passage with 
a precision as accurate as the thought admitted of, while the sharp- 
ness of the thought is not sacrificed to form. This is a point which 
the rhetoricians praise as a merit in Demosthenes also, that his 
antitheses are not worked out with minute accuracy. And so too 
St. Paul does not, perhaps, say ta copa because 74a pupa has pre- 
ceded, ansl in any case does not say iva ra evyevi) Katapy7jon because 
7a dyev7 has preceded, but the expansion of the concluding clause 
enables him to introduce ra pa) ovra, which together with its 
opposite Ta ovra, which is annexed, gives a better and much more 
powerful expression to the thought. No Greek orator—for one 
must naturaily compare the passage with practical speech, and not 
with the quict flow of artistic speech, in which everything which 
niay be termed dis tavtév Aeyev is proscribed—would have re. 
garded the eloquence of this passage with other feelings than those 
of the highest admiration. 

6. The practice of giving a similar termination to clauses (anti- 
strophe) may occasionally take a simpler form as in H. 2. 16 ov yap 
dymrov ayyéAwy érdapBaverar, dAAG oréeppatos ’APpaap emrdapBaverar 
{more emphatic than if the verb were left to be supplied in the second 
clause). The same Epistle has an excessively long instance of anaphora 
in 11. 3-31 wiores (repeated 18 times), a passage which taken together 
with the forcible and comprehensive conclusion (32-40) corresponds 
in some measure to the peroration of a speech following upon the 
demonstration; before (and after) this point this letter is by no 
means so rich in figures as some of the Pauline Epistles, but exhibits 
in this respect a certain classically temperate attitude. St. Paul, on 
the other hand, has ¢.g. in 2 C. 6. 4 ff. ev 19 times, followed imme- 
diately by dca 3 times, and ws 7.2. (Clem. Cor. i. 36. 2 has anaphora 
with dua rotrov 5 times repeated ; with dydry [after 1 C. 13] in 

'Cic. de Orat. iii. 186 (apparently following Theophrastus): membra si in 
extremo breviora sunt, mfringitur ile quasi verborum ambitus (period) ; quare 
aut paria esse debent posteriora supervorthus +t extrema primis, aut, quod etiam 
est melius et tucundius, longiora. Demetrius repi épunvelas 18: év Tais ouvOéros 
mweptodas TO TeAEUTALoV KMAov paKpbTepoy xp7 Eivat, Kal Wotep regi“xov Kal Teprecdngds 
Tédvta. Cp. 1 C. 15. 42 ff. creiperas ev POopg | éyeiperar ev apPapoia || cretperat 
év driuia | éyelperat év db&y || ow. év doGeveig | ey. év Suvdue || or. cGua Puyixér | 

éyeiperat oGpa mvevuarixdv (10 syllables, the longest of all these «ada) ; ibid. 
48 f. three periods containing parallels, the last being far the lonyest in both 
portions of the comparison ; R. 8. 33 ff, 2. 2 ff. 

2 See for further details Wilke 395 f. 
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49. 4.) The speeches in the Acts, which are certainly nothing more 
than excerpts from speeches, for this reason alone cannot have much 
embellishment : eo occurs with types... tuiv in 3. 26 £, rovr@ 

.obros 4. 10 f., rovrov... otros 3 times in 7 35 ff, see further 
10. ae ff., 13. 39. 

As regards the Gospels, the absence of rhetorical artifice in the 
J Seine speeches i is manifest at once: in Mark there are not many 
speeches at all: the speeches in Luke are at any rate not:so full and 
lengthy as in Matthew, and he does not appear to have devoted so 
much care upon their style. But in Matthew there really is some 
artistic sense of style, and it is therefore well for commentator and 
editor alike to pay attention to it. Of course the form which this 
artistic style takes is mainly drawn from ancient Hebrew and not 
from Greek; we have also to deal with a translator’s work and 
not with an original Greek composition ; still even in the Greek the 
presentation is tasteful and effective. For this reason, where there 
are varlant readings, ¢.g. in the Sermon on the Mount, the present 
writer gives the preference to those which present the “parallelism i in 
the closest form. Thus (Mt. 5. 45) dre tov aAcov avrov avareAAes eri 
dyabovs Kat movynporvs (this, which gives an exact parallel with the 
-following clause, is the reading of Latt. Syrr. Orig. etc., and is better 
than wovnpots kai ay., where the order alone is unnatural, of xB etc.), 
Kat tov terdov adrod (inserted in citations in Clem. Hom. etc.) Bpéxe 
ert Sexatovs Kut adikous. Again we should read ibid. 7. 13 f. ro (Latt. 
for 67v) AaTEla Kat evpiywpos 7) 00ds 7) —. Tt (OTe IS here only read by 
s*B*X) orev kat TOA pevy 7 000s27—. Similarly in other speeches: 
in 25. 35 read ereivaca yap Kal edwxaTe por dhayety’ edivynoa Kal 
éaxaré por metv, with Latt. and Clem. Alex., not éwotivare pe, whereas 
ToTioat 1s correct In verse 37: 7oTE ve Eldopey TEeLVOVTA Kut Bpdbapey, 
i) OoWovtTa Kat éroticapev; In particular, the close of the Sermon on 
the Mount is in the conventional text slightly disfigured. According 
to the concurrent evidence of six Latin authorities, as well as Cyprian 
Chrysostom and Eusebius, we must omit the conjunctions, as the 
asyndeton ($ 79, 4) is particularly suitable and effective : (verse 25) 
KaréBn y Bpoxy, 1)A Gov ay) ToTapol, ETVEVTAV Ot _avepor Kat T por em eTav 

(Lachm. 7 poo ET aLray : T poo eppyneav Euseb.) Ty otkia €xeivy, Kal ovK, 
emer EV" TeGepehiwro yop ert TV Terpay, and then in 27 Kare By 1 iu) Bpox%, 
ij Gov ot TOT a}L0l, er VEVOaAV ob ave pou Kab 7 pow exoWav a7) oiKig e€xetvy, 

Kal er cOeV, KOE ha 0) 7 TTWOLS GUTS peyarn. 

8. The emphatic duplication of an impressive word (epanadiplosis 
of the rhetoricians) is not unknown in the N.T., but is nowhere to be 
reckoned as a rhetorical device : thus Ap. 14. 8=18. 2 trecev trevey 
BaBvAwv 7 peyddAn, Mt. 25. 11 Kipre Kipre, 23, 7 Me. 14. 45) pape 
paBBi (some MSS. ), Mc. 5. 41 according to e TO Kopactov Td KOp., 
L. 8. 24 émordta eériurrara, Jo. 19. 6 ocraipworov craipwoor, 
L. 10. 41 (Mdp@a Mapa, in all which passages we have a direct 
report of the actual words spoken, as is most clearly shown by 
A. 19. 34 peyadn 7 “Apres "Ederiov, peyady 7 “A. ’E. (so B reads), 
words which were in fact shouted for two hours. (On the other 
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hand the repetition is rhetorical in Clem. Cor. 1. 47. 6 aicypa, 
dyamrnrol, kal Aiav aloxpa Kal avdégia «.t.A.). Another figure in which 
repetition plays a part is the kind of climax, which consists in each 
clause taking up and repeating the principal word of the preceding 
clause; the rhetoricians found this figure already existing in Homer 
I]. 11. 102, where the following words occur on the subject of Aga- 
memnon’s sceptre, “Hqasrros pev Saxe Aci..., avtap apa Lets dwxe 
Suaxtopo ‘Ap yeeovrn, ‘Tippetas ¢ «.7.A. So Paul has in R. 5. 3 ff. 9 
OX dis tropoviv katepydcerat, 7 O€ tmopovh Eoxustv, 77 Se Sexipy edmiba, 
7 O€ mls od KaTaryxive., cp. 8. 29 ff.,and a decidedly artificial passage 
10. 14 ras odv extkaderwvras eis Ov OK erlorevray ; TOS O€ MoTelowoLW 
od ovK Hkovray ; TOs O€ dkotcorw ywpls Knpiocovros 3 Tas Se KnptEwow 
cay un axrootaAoow; Cp.also2 P. 1. 5 ff. érryopnyjoare ev TH rioTE 
TOV THY apeTHy, ev Se TH GpeTY THY yvoouy, év dé x.7.A. (7 clauses in 
all; but the object of using the figure in this passage is by no means 
intelligihle). A further instance is Herm. Mand. v. 2. 4 ék tis adpo- 
runs yiverar mixpia, ex € Tis wexpias Oupds, éx dé TOD Hypod dpy), ex 
Se THs Opyis pivest efta a paves K.7.A4 

9, Asyndeton and polysyndeton have already been discussed in 
§ 79, 3 ff; here we may lay greater stress on one form of asyndcton, 
which is based-upon the resolution of a periodic sentence, but which 

«ives a more lively and cifective expression to the thought than the 
strictly periodic form of sentence would do, 1 ©. 7. 27 dedecat 
yovarkt | pa Gyree Avoey || AeAvoae ard yvvarkds | pn Gites yuvatka 
(sce above p. 280),=e pev déderae yri., poy & Xr, €@ S€ K.7.A, 
(where there is likewise a strong instance of antistrophe, supra 5, 
and in Atvow | AéAvrae the figure called by the rhetoricians 
anastrophe, that is the end of one clause is equivalent to the 
heginning of the next; moreover the point of the sentence is 
further heightened by the brevity of the clauses). Cp. ibid. 18, 21, 
Ja. 5. 13 ff.¥; many sentences of the same kind occur in the practical 
writings of Greek orators. In the passages in the orators and in 
the N.T. the first portion of resolved sentences of this kind is 
ordinarily written as a question ; but certainly German has analogous 
phrases which are not interrogative, ‘ bist du los, so suche’ etc. The 
more ordinary forms of asyndeton are occasionally employed by Paul 
With almost too great a profusion, so that the figure loses its force as 
an artistic expedient, and the whole discourse appears broken up into 
small fragments. The pistle to the Hebrews shows more moderation 
in this respect, even in the brilliant passage where wioree is repeated 
18 times with asyndeton (supra 6); since the separate paragraphs in 
that passage, which are in many cases of a considerable length, are 
not without their own connecting links, and in the concluding 

1There is a similar instance in a fragment of the comedian Epicharmus, é« 
per Bvolas Oolva, éx dé Bolvas méaws éyévero—ex 5é wbavos KGuos, Ex Kwpov 8 éyéved? 
vavia (swinish conduct), é« 8 vavias dixa «.7..—Cp. Wilke 398, who further 
adduces Ja. 1. 14 f. and 1 C. 11. 3 (in the latter passage there is no climax). 

2 Also Ja. 4. 2 if the following punctuation be adopted: ém@uneire Kal ovdk 
dyere’ povevere. Kal fndodre kal ob d’vacbe emiryxe’ adxeoGe Kal wsAemetre., OvK 

éxeTe K.T.A, 
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summary 11. 37 ff., though twice over we have 10 or almost 10 
short clauses standing without connecting links, yet a piece of con- 
nected speech is interposed between them (35 f.), and the whole 
chapter is rounded off by a periodic sentence in verses 39, 40. 

10. Besides tigures of expression (cx7jj1aTa défews), to which those 
hitherto considered belong, the rhetoricians discriminate and give a 
separate name to an equally large number of figures of thought (cy. 
Siavotas), With which it is not the case, as it is with the former class, 
that the substitution of one synonym for another, or the deletion of 
a word, or an alteration in the order of words causes the figure to 
disappear. As a general rule these figures of thought belong not so 
much to the earlier as to the later period of Attic oratory, since 
their development presupposes a certain amount of advance in the 
acuteness and subtlety of the language. The orator pretends to pass 
over something which in reality he mentions: thus ore per... , Tupa- 
\efzw (a figure known as paraleipsis or prucferitio) ; and uader this 
iisure one may of course, if one pleases, bring Paul’s language in 
Philem. IQ tva ph éyo OTL Kal WEaUToV fLOl mpocroetrets,+ Again, Le es 

9. 4 piwote... kata yvvOdpey pets, a poy A€yopev Twets Is NOt a 
simple and straight-forward statement: the simple expression of the 
Apostle’s thought would be catuoyrrGiy7e, but as that would pain 
his hearers, he appears to turn the reproach against himself, while 
he makes it clear that he does so by what the rhetoricians call a 
cya excexes. Paul also occasionally employs irony (eipwreiu) of 
the sharpest kind: 1 C. 4. 8 769 Kexoperpevos core; 1)0q erAoUT ware 5 
Yopis nov ePartAevcate; 20. 11. 19 f. adews aveyerGe TOV ddspovonr, 
ppovepLot OvTEs* aveyer Ge yap KTM 12. 13%; he knows how to change 

his tone in an astonishing way, and if conscious of the offence which 
he is about to give or has given, he employs prodiorthoses as in 
2C. 11. 1 ff, 16 ff, 21 ev ddpootvy AEyw, 23, or epidiorthoses as in 
12. 11 yéyova appwv «7A, 7. 3, LR. 8.5 Kara dv@pwrov A€éyuw,? since 
he everywhere puts himself in a position of the closest intercourse 
and livelicst sympathy with his readers. 

11. Other figures of thought have more of an obviously rhetorical 
character, so especially the (so-called rhetorical) question with its 
various methods of employment, sometimes serving the purpose of 
dialectical liveliness and perspicuity, as in It. 3. 1 te ofv 76 wepicoop 
tov ’lovéaiov; with the answer woAv kata wuvTu Tporor, 4, 10 Tas Oty 
eAoyiaGy ; €v TepiTowy) OvTL a) Ev akpoPvoTia.; otK Ev TEpLTOpy K.T.A, 
(this use is especially frequent in the Epistle to the Romans: but cp. 
also Jo. 12. 27), sometimes used as an expression of keen sensibility, 
astonishment, or unwillingness, but also cf a joyful elation of spirit, 

1 Wilke p. 365 cites also passages like 1 Th. 4. 9, where however no figure 
can be recognized (> xpeiav éxere) any more than in H. 1]. 32, where the 
expression used corresponds accurately to the fact. 

*Thid. 356. From the Gospels, L. 13. 33 comes under this head, also 
Mc. 7. 9 xargs. 

3 Ibid. 292 ff. Epidiorthosis is used in another sense in the case of a correc- 
tion which enhances a previous statement: R. 8. 34 6 dmoBavuv, maddov € 
eyepbeis, G. 4, 9. 
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asin R. 8. 31 ri obv épotpey rpds tatra; & 0 Oeds vrEp rov, Tis Kad 
pov; to which there is subsequently attached a pair of questions, 
with their subordinate answers, which are also expressed in an 
interrogative form (‘vogopéd, subjectio): tis éyxahére. kara exAexTOv 
Beov; Oeds 6 StxaOv; Tis 6 Kataxpwvov; Xpiotds “Inoots 6 x.7.A.1 This 
is one of the brilliant oratorical passages, which are a distinguishing 
feature of this Epi§t!. and the Corinthian Epistles (see further e.g. 
2C. 11, 22 ‘fBpaiol eiow ; xayd. "lopandirat eiow 3 Kayo, oreppa 
’"APpadp eiotv ; kayo, k.t.X.), but the discussion of such passages is 
out of place in a grammar and can only be tolerated if briefly dwelt 
on and treated by way of appendix. ? 

1So Augustine and most modern authorities take Oeds 6 dix. and Xpiords x.7.X. 
as questions. It is true that Tischendorf (following Wetstein) and Wilke 
(p. 396) are opposed to this view; but as there is undoubtedly a question in the 
third place, and as @eds 6 dx. does not mean ‘God is here, who’ ete. (as Luther 
renders ite it appears better to keep the other (interrogative) interpretation 
throughout. The passage is oratorical rather than strictly logical. 

2A detailed analysis of several passages is given by J. Weiss, Btr. zur 
Paulinischen Rhetorik, 1897 (in Theol. Studien, B. Weiss dargebracht, Gtg. 
1897,); cp. also Heinrici in Meyer's Komm. z. N.T., div. vi., ed. 8, p. 457 f. In 
the opinion of the present writer, there is not one of the Pauline Epistles which 
could be reckcned along with the Ep. to the Hebrews as artistic prose. The 
Kp. to the Romans and the first Ep. to the Corinthians approximate to this 
type; here, in view of the persons addressed, the writer took special pains. 
In all the other Epistles the most that can be said is that in individual passages 
such an approximation takes place. Of the remaining N.T. writings the Gosp. 
of Matthew is the only one which exhibits any approximation to it, cp. above 
7; the Acts in design and arrangement is excellent, but its manner of present- 
ment is distinctly unprofessional [‘idiotisch’] (éd.wrich ppdcis as opposed to 
texvixy). That a definition of ‘artistic prose ’ may not be wanting, it should be 
remarked that the present writer reckons as such all writings which, in the 
intention of the writer who had received technical instruction in this respect, 
were meant not only to give information, nor yet merely to produce an impres- 
sion, but also to please. That, in the writer’s opinion, may be said of the 
Kpistle to the Hebrews, but not, at least in the fullest sense, of any other 
book in the N.T. 
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PAGE 9. 

“For xerpia (Jo. 11. 44) the spelling kypea is found in a papyrus ed. 
Kalbfleisch, Index Lectionum, Rostock, 1902, and in extant medical 
writings ; so in John ib. AXAAA ete. . 

PaGE 12, 

“ey yaotpt L. 21, 23 A; ey Kava Jo. 2. 11 AF. 

“eu mpaityte Ja. 1. 21. 

PAGE 13. 

“(and @=~ in pcdrda wsby). 

* Nafupe? Natwpaios with ¢= x. 

PAGE 14. 

“(avrjs @pas ‘forthwith’ Berl. Aeg. Urk. 615). 

PAGE 16. 

*"Apopa Lat. aroma in Syriac takes ™. 

* And so we sind in Euseb. H. E. iii. (at end) kar’ "EBpaious. 

PAGE 17. 

“ (according to others as early as the 4th). 

Pace 18. 

“In an Oxyrhynchus papyrus there occurs also rov7’ (sic) exwy in 
Jo. 20. 22. 

PAGE 20. 

*(LXX. Jd. 6. 38 e€eriace ‘pressed out’), 

PAGE 21. 

“Inversely Barradoyeiv Mt. 6. 7 8B (other Mss. with -o-) does not 
come under this category: it is a hybrid word from Syr. Sta and 
-Avyo-, and should therefore strictly be Barrado-Aoyetv; ep. the 
Lewis Syriac Nmops 7VAN, and the Jerus. Syriac y2U2 yor "SN 3 

the elision of -Ao- before -Ao- has many analogies, such as dudopeds 
for dudipoper's, Kiihner-Blass 18, 1, 285. 
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PAGE 22. 

* GXecis occurs also in a papyrus ed. Vitelli, Atene e Roma vi. 
p. 250. QO 

PAGE 25. 

“(the papyri also frequently have -pp.) 

PAGE 24, 

“both forms in papyri, Deissmann, N. B. 13 [ = Bibl. St. 185]. 

>but the mere fact of the regularity of the aspiration and the 
absence of “Amz.os or -rdios point to a distinct name from Appia 
CArdia’Ardudis “Arguov ’Ardapiov being native names for women, 
Lightfoot). 

OWN: Schulze, Orthographica (1894). 

PAGE 26, 

“ KAeis with v.l. kAcidus Mt. 16. 19. 

PAGE 34. 

“also Pap. Oxyrh. i. No. 131, 25, 6th—7th cent. 

PAGE 36. 

“Indefinite pronouns. For ris wore see § 51, 3. “O 9 detva (-vos, 
-vt, -va) to indicate an anonymous person occurs In Mt. 26. 18 rdv 
detva. as in Attic. 

PAGE 37. 

“The part. pass. may serve in place of the adj. in -ros: H. 12. 18 
YnrAaphbpevov =-dntov, 27 cadevopeva, cp. 28 agddevtos (Tholuck on 
12. 18). 

’Cp. Cramer, An. Ox. 111. 256 dedaxecv. 

PAGE 38. 
“Cramer, An. Ox. i. 257. 

‘ PAGE 41. 

*Mt. 12. 26 orjxy (ct) according to Clem. Hom. 19. 2. 

*' The imperf. also occurs: ov%K (sic) eotyKkev Jo. 8. 44% See §§ 4, 3: 
23, 6. (In Ap. 12. 4 should we read eornkey imperf. or eoTyKev 
perf.? The change of tenses in the passage leaves it uncertain ; 
there are vll. éo7jKet and evt7n). 

°so also an inscr. of Delphi, Kiihner-Bl. [.2 2. 405. 

“Cp. the present writer’s edition. 

PAGE 42. 
“Mt. 12. 19 O.T. 
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PAGE 43. 

*{in 6. 15 -couev is the better reading, §18, 3, as the aorist is 
unsuitable] H. 3.17, 2 P. 2. 4. 

°(L. 17. 3 f vl). 

°1] P. 1. 12 ay. 

*R. 9.17 O.T. d-, A. 17. 13 Kar-. 

PAGE 44, 

“There is uncertainty in the case of ¢uBpipacbar: in Mt. 9. 30 xB* 
read -70y, elsewhere we have -ijoaro (Attic has Bpyjoaw Arist. Eq. 
852; so éveBpyjouro 1) Bows Lucian Necyom. 20; similarly N.T. 
Me. 1. 43, Jo. 11. 33). 

* yapotuae not éynpdpnv, but éyawiOnv 1. C. 7. 30. 

“[unless we should read -aro, § 69, 4]. 

Pace 45, 
“Jo. 10. 34 O.T. (-ov AD). 

*(etAdpnv is proscribed in Cramer, An. Ox. iii. 258). 

PAGE 46. 

“Cp. Grenfell, Papyri ii, p. 61, teAapPavooay, where -ev repre- 
senting the lst pers. appears to be meant. 

PAGE 49. 

“(so in the papyri oot and 2nd pers. dots: darodis [ov =v] Berl. Aeg. 
Urk. 811, dmodot 741). 

PAGE 50. 
“avverros Pap. Brit. Mus. ii. p. 216. 

> or impf. of orjxw, §17, (?). 

PAGE 51. 

-tovow Ap. 11. 9 (v.1. -jorovewy). 

* This is an interpolation, see § 73, 5 note. 

* perhaps also 7re 1 C. 7. 5 (the impt. core is unrepresented). 

a 

Pace 52. 

* Pernot, Mémoires de la soc. linguistique, t. ix. 170 ff- (he denies 
that the word has this meaning in the N.T.). 

PAGE 58. 
*roApnpotepws AB in R. 15. 15 (-drepov RCD etc.). 

°From ray’s we have the (class.) adv. raxv, Mt. 5. 25, 28. 7 f, 
Me. 9. 39 [L. 15. 22 interpolation], Jo. 11. 29, and esp. Ap.; but 
Luke and Paul have the equally classical rayéws (also found in 
Jo. 11. 31, where it is certainly an interpolation, ep. 29). 

* Another instance is iwepBaddAdvrws 2 C. 11. 23 (Att.; Origen 
according to the Cod. Athous read év gvAaxais wepiocevdvTus, év 
TAnyais vrepBadrAdvTws). 
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PAGE 61. 
* Also xpvoradrdifev (Ap. 21. 11). 

*'With termin. -a(ev are formed intransitives from adjectives 
in -os (yovydéewv from aovyos etc., Rutherford, New Phryn. 284): 
otvyvétev from orvyvos, and in the spurious passage Mt. 16. 2 
wuppacev from muppos. 

: Pace 62. 
4 bed 3 4 “In -ta2 we have ézirofia R. 15. 23, not elsewhere represented, 

presumably formed from émiroféw on the analogy of erOupew 
ex Ovuia, 

PAGE 63, 

*xopao.ov Mc. Mt. (rejected by the Atticists, said to be Mace- 
donian). 

PAGE 64. 
“opaptov Jo. 6. 9, 11, 21. 9 ff, 13 is fish regarded as food (mod. 

Gk. Wapt) in place of iy@’s, whereas John still uses iyOvs throughout 
for fish regarded as a (living) creature. 

’ (xvves, on the other hand, are street-dogs, L. 16. 21, ep. 2. P. 2. 22: 
also used of profane men, Mt. 7. 6 etc.). 

PAGE 67. 
“(xaA\teAaia occurs in a papyrus ed. Wilcken, Archiv ii. 218). 
> (see above, 1). 

° tporodopety A. 13. 18 from LXx. Dt. 1. 31 (a wrong reading in 
A etc. tpodod.), also in Cic. ad Att. 13, 29, 2 (= depev rdv tpdrov 
Tivos ; -popos nowhere). 

PAGE 68. 

“ roAvdiddoKadoe should be read in Ja. 3, 1 (L has woAdv 66., the 
usual reading Is woAAot d6., oo =v; the O.L. renders muléilogut 1). 

1 Hence modvAada is read by de Sande Bakhuizen. 

PAGE 69. 
“(also in R. 2. 12 according to Marcion and others dvopws — 

EVVO[{LWS). 

° (7a Opkwpdova is Attic). 
°(Pap. Oxyrh. i. p. 132, and see Grimm). 

. PAGE 73. 

* The reading of the Western Mss. 66 trordocec Ge (for dd dvayxy 
vro-at) appears, in view of what follows, to deserve preference ; 
avaykynv might very well replace opyxjv (see verse 4) immediately 
afterwards, cp. Isocr. 3, 12, where we read that we must submit to 
monarchy ov povov 6a tHy avayKyny, GAN Ste kal K2 *.. 

PAGE 74. 

“In Me. 14. 21 xaddv atto (BL) supply jv, which® ther mss. 
insert and which is found in Mt. 26. 24. 

*also 7. 25 according to B. 
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PAGE ‘5. 

“and according to the better text (sce the present writer’s edition) 
has an object rdv terdv, as in the parallel clause avareAAe tov 7ALov 
(§ 53, 2): the verb is personal perhaps also in L. 17. 29 (after LXx. 
Gen. 19. 24 xvpios ebp., Viteau). 

Owe eyevero occurs in Me. 11. 19, Fv wzpwe Jo. 18. 28; with 
subject Mc. 11. 11 dpe ovays tis @pas (but ABD al. read oyias). 

“like dpxet (class.) Mt. 25. 9, Jo. 14. 8. 

“(R, 15. 27 B2). PAGE 00, 
°13. 14 7 Gyptw os (0 is read by x, but is certainly a correction, 

since 0s cannot be explained on the ground of ignorance?). 

1 Hence, it is argued in Win.-Schm. § 21, 2, it follows that it is not the 
Roman Empire which the beast represents, but a person, an Emperor. No 
inference of any kind can, however, be drawn from the reading, except that 
the writer knew no Greek. W.-Schm. compares further § atrév (v.1. atr@) and 
3 atrod (for a’rjs), but in the last passage it is not clear that there is any 
solecism. 

PAGE Ql. 

? And we should compare Plat. Phaedr. 260 D according to cod. B 
(ec ve euay EvuPovdy, ‘if advice of mine has any weight’). 

PAGE 83. 

“(Mt. 21. 7 erexadioer ex’ airav is a matter not for the grammarian, 
nor yet for exegesis, which frequently attributes to Mt. in this place 
a monstrously ridiculous statement, but for textual criticism: follow- 
ing the Vulg. and other Latin authorities I have written érex. eravw). 

“ (or evdeva 2). Pach 84. 

* (so LXX. e.g. Hab. 2. 8). 
°"Y dara (class.) Mt. 14. 28 f. is used of the waters of the sea, cp. 

Ap. 1. 15, 14. 2, 17. 1, 15, ete.; =a river Jo. 3. 23. 

“hence also cds Para of a single S., Mt. 28. 1 (see § 35, 4), 
Col. 2. 162, esp. in the dat. rots of Basu or -atous, Mt. 12. 1, 5 ete., 
and in 4 ne tov caBParov, L. 4. 16 ete.: the sing. is also so used: 
both plur. and sing. are used =‘ week.’ , 

PAGE 85. 
“Cp. Me. 8. 2 (§ 38, 5). 

’ Similarly the Lxx. (Viteau, Sujet 41); cp. also Act. Pauli et 
Theclae (according to _ Pap. Ox. i. p. 9): Hpépae yap 75 Tpets Kat 
VUKTES TPEts Oéxda odk eyIyEpTat. 

. 

. PAGE 8&6. 

“Where however Chrys. read (yerTa)tparjoerat, corresponding to 
yeyovev of 25. 
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Or 
PAGE 37, 

“or the thoroughly Hebraic arb rpoowrov tivos, Ap, 20. 11. 

PAGE 88. 

""ArortpéperOat tua occurs in Attic and N.T. 

°(as Chrys. read jn Mt., see the writer’s edition). 
° Hence toa (the cla.sical) 7) with acc., 1 C. 15. 31, sc. opvupe. 

¢RioeBeiv trans. in A. 17. 23, 1 Tim. 5. 4 (Tragedians: 4 Mace. 
11. 5). 

°Tpiteav Tors vddvtas Mc. 9. 18 is unique. 

PAGE 89. 
“the ace. in AXII al. 

(but O.T. has doBnOijoy, i.e. a transitive vb.: did Mt. write of. 
and has the text been altered to agree with Le. %). 

PAGE 91. 

“With Me. 7. 36 dcov (‘the more,’ cod. 700 dow) dvearerX Xero avrol 
padrov exipvocov ep. Hermas 8. 1x. 1. 8 écov eBookovto Ta KTHVY, 
padrdrov kat paddAov at Potavar edaddor. 

°ep. 1. 45, 3. ro ete., esp. 9. 25 rolAa orapégas. 

PAGE 92. 

(pretending, L. 20. 20 troxpivopevous eavtors duxatous, according to 
D and Lat., whereas clsewhere «vas is added, $ 70, 2). 

’ Aoyt¢erOuc only in KR. 6. 11 according to ADEFG, ep. infra. 

a 

PAGE 93. 

* paver Oe ... ws Sixacoe Mt. 23. 28 according to Iren. and the Lewis 
Syriac, épavyrav ... aa? Ajpos L. 24. 11. 

’Mt. 15. 55 Me. 7. 11 0 eav oer Ons. 

PaGE 94. 

“ pecoventiov (v.L. -cov) ‘about midnight’ Me. 13. 35. 

*the ace. is not ‘for the length of the day,’ but is based on 
a long-estaBlished idiomatic usage: xpiOav mpabeov éx Tptov 
dpaxphov tov pedipvov eactov Corp. Inscr. Att. ii, 834° i. 70, 

PAGE 96. 

“(Vulg. ‘subtractionis fil’). 
is Fie el es ae 2 
“nor does the pov of St. Paul imply any sort of contrast. 

“G. 2. 16. ; 
°L. 18. 11 of Aorot tov dvOpwrwv, R. 15. 26 rots wewxods tov 

aytwy, 
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PAGE 97. 

“(the Lewis Syriac has tiva only). 

°8. 35 B text (D) rapayevopéevwn Ex tis roAews, ‘ people from.’ 

‘(but the Syriac evidence suggests the insertion of evi before éx : 
Cp. "Tovdaiov). 

¢ And so Philostratus says oye pvorypiwv ‘not till after the myst.,’ 
owe rovTwv ‘after these things,’ Apoll. iv. 18, vi. 10.1 

1 Elsewhere, however, in Philostr. the gen. after éyé is clearly partitive : 
ove rav Tpurkav, ‘at a late stage in the Trojan war.’ With oyé caf. ‘after 
the Sabbath’ one may compare (Kiihner-Gerth 391, Dindorf in Steph. Thes. 
pera) per ddtyov Totrwy Xen. Hell. i. 1. 2 ‘shortly after these things.’ These 
genitives are analogous to torepov rovrwy, mpdrepoy TovTwY. 

PAGE 101. 

“So too (according to the correct reading in D Lat. Syr.) 
Mt. 22. 13 dpare avrdv rodav Kal yempov. 

PAGE 102. 

"also cwavriAapB. tis dcOeveias R, 8. 26, v.l. for the dat., § 37, 6 
[ibid. on L. 10. go}. 

> Cramer, An. Ox. iii. 262. 

Pace 105 
“cp. the v.l. in Mt. 14. 24. 

PAGE 108. 

“But wavrwv is wanting in D Lat. etc. and appears to belong to 
the following verse: zavrwv zpwrov’ “Axove "IopaijA, according to the 
citation of Euseb. and the reading of some minuscules. 

Pace 110. 

*(Mt. 15. 35 EFG etc.). 

PAGE 113. 

* trois Kepxupaios ovx ewpovro Thue. i. 51. 

PAGE 115. 

*In L. 9. 46 eionrAGev SiaAoyiocpss ev avtois cod. 700 omits the ev. 

* exurirewv generally takes eri, dat. in Mc. 3. 10, A. 20. ro (literal 
sense). 

PAGE 120. 
* (-ns -7s D). 

PAGE 121. 

“and in Mc. 8. 2 between sjpcpas tpeis (§ 33, 2), yepars tpuriv (B), 
neepas tpets (A 1. 69) and pépae tp. eioiv dxrd wore GSE ciow (D Lat.). 

’ In both classes the Semitic influence is very strongly marked. 
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PaGE 122. 

“(a papyrus ed. Radermacher Rh. Mus. lvii. 47 f.). 

PAGE 123. 
* (€k tov x-ov Syr. Cur.). 

PaGE 124. 
e 

“esp. with Bamricenr which takes both «is (A. 8. 16, 19. 5) and ev 

(A. 10. 48; in 2. 28 there are vll. ev and ez). 

* not far removed from this is Avtpov avTé woAAwy Mt. 20. 28. 

PAGE 126. 

*(H. 10. 22 pepavriopévor ard cvverdijoews Tovnpas). 

PAGE 127. 

“(so also dard tore Mt. 4.173 avd more for dd’ ob Me. 8. 2 D is 
distinctly a vulgarism). 

PAGE 130. 

* avepxy ev “Pay Arrian Diss. Epict. 1. 11. 32. 

PaGE 131. 
# Aes TBs, Se 
(cp. 5. 25=L. 8 43 oto ev pioer aipatos). 

°*in my case.’} 

1Cp. Eurip. Med. 423 od yap év dperépg yrwua AVpas dmace Odomw doddy 
PotBos, Iph. Aul. 585, Porson on Med. 629. 

* or ‘in the case of.’ 

‘also no doubt in R. 1. 19 davepdv eatiy ev airors, ep. § 47, 1. 

PAGE 132. 

“8: qpepov (the cursive 700 adds oAiywv) Me. 2.1 ‘after some 
days,’ ep. class. dua ypdvov ‘after some (a long) time.’ 

dia rprov yuepov Mt. 26. 61=Mc. 14 58 no doubt is ‘within 
3 days,’ for which Jo. 2. 19 has (év) rpeciv npépass, see § 38, 4. 

‘ PAGE 133. 

* (kara eoptyy, ‘at every feast,’ Mt. 27. 15, Me. 15. 6). 

PAGE 135. 
“Mt. 10. 24 etc. 

except in H. 9. 5 D* irép & airy, ‘above,’ an unparalleled use: 
the ordinary reading is trepavw & adrijs. 

° better ov without prep. Nonn. Chrys. 

PacE 136. 

“H. 7. 13 é¢’ ov A€yerar Tava. 
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PAGE 137. 

“ert ths (tot) Barov Me. 12. 26, L. 20. 37 (unless in this place 
eT = ‘in the case of,’ and denotes rather the occasion and the passage 
to which reference is made, cp. below). 

"A. Ll. 19 THs OAtpews THS yevopevys eri Srepdvov according to 
Ak, Lat. sub Stephano, but there is another reading oTepdve, ‘on 
account of,’ infra 3. 

PAGE 189. 

*L. 19. 7, A. 10. 6. 

°R. 2. 11 otk cori tpocwroAnpypia rapa TO Oe. 
‘Jo. lx. 
“so too Mt. 19. 8, Me. 10. 5 xpis tiv oxAnpoxapdiav ipav, ‘having 

regard to,’ ‘in consequence of.’ 

Pace 140. 

7 (Me. 11. 11 v.l. oYias otons ris dpos, but B om. ris dpas, other 
MSS. oe, § 76, 1). 

> éy Tols deftots Me. 16. i 

Pace 142. 

* Cp. x. 1. 2 ravrwy rovnporépa. 

Pace 143. 

“Similar exx. are paddAov duadépere atrav Mt. 6. 26 (L. 12. 24, but 
D reads otherwise), wepuroet’on wAciov tov 5. 20. 

PAGE 148, 

*’AyyéAwv without art. H. 1. 4 B Chrys. 
as in the case of 7d dpos, ‘the highlands,’ ‘the mountain country,’ 

Me. 3. 13 etc.! . 

1?A~ods combines the meanings of ager and rus; in the latter sense it is ren- 
dered in Syriac by x71» = dpos, and so here. But in Mt. 13. 44, where the 
meaning is ‘ field,’ the article is wrong (and is omitted by D and Chrys.). 

PAGE 149. 

* (2) or ‘for a time,’ taking the words with what precedes (?). 

’ (Kiihner-Gerth ii.3 1, 639). 

Pace 150. 

*1 Tim, 2. 12 dvdpds following yvvacx:, ‘her husband.’ 

> But R. 2. 13 és difficult : od yap of dxpoatai vépov Sixacoe Tapa TO 
{7S om. BD*) Gc, GAN of rorntal vopov SixawOycovrar, We shoald 
do well to follow many authorities and prefix the art. to the 
second vésov, while in the case of the first (where there is less 
evidence for its insertion) its absence may more easily be explained, 
since there it is not, as in the second place, the sum-total of the law 
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which the writer has in mind. See also for anarthrous voyos Ja. 4. 11, 
2. 11 (but Sdov tov vopov 2. 10), 2. 12 vopov éXevGepias, not the Mosaic 
but another law (eis véuov TéeAecov Tov THs EAevGep. 1. 25). According 
to Origen (vi. 201 L.) St. Paul uses 6 vo“os when he wishes to indi- 
cate the Mosaic law. [Cp. Sanday-Headlam, Romans, p. 58. Tr. | 

‘ PAGE 151. 

“It usually lsppens in these cases that the article belonging to the 
genitive is also omitted (this was not required by Hebrew usage, 
rather by Greek), or, if the writer preferred to insert it, then he 
prefixed it to the governing noun as well (Winer-Schm. § 19, 2). 

PAGE 152. 

“ John perhaps excepted. 

“In verse 6 tov Auwd tov BacrAea cursive 700 omits tov Bac., in 
16 Tov “ldojp tov avdpa Mapias the Oxyrhyncus papyrus rightly 
omits the first rv; cp. Jo. 4. 5, where only NB prefix 7@ to ’lwa7 
TW) UVLO AUTOV. 

PacE 153. 

“ov xetdppov tov Kecpwv Jo. 18. 1 [in NBCD etc. stupidly cor- 
rupted, § 10, 4]. 

PAGE 156. 

* With numerals the art. expresses (as in class. Greck) that out of a 
given number a certain portion is now brought forward: ot évvéa 
L. 17.17 after deca (‘the nine of them’), cp. 15. 4, Mt. 18. 12 f., 
also probably Mt. 25. 2 (after deca) at (Z) wévte...at (EUX al.) revte, 
‘the first five of them ’—‘the other five of them’: Ap. 17. 10 erra 

.. ol WevTE... 0 €is ... 0 GAAOs. 

PAGE 157. 

“12 ov A€yere TOV Pc-siAéa Tov ’Iovd., but AD omit dv A€yere. 

Ap. 2.17 od ef 6 tadatmupos K.T.X. 

* But ep. infra to and § 48, 5 note. 

“ra wept tevos L. passim (also Me. 5. 27, but many authorities 
omit ra). 

‘With thig cp. Mt. 20. 10 76 ava Syvapiov (NCLNZ), likewise 
anaphoric, ‘every man a penny, as the others who had preceded them,’ 

PAGE 158. 

*So also no doubt Me. 9. 23, where however the reading of SAB 
ete. 6 de I. etrev atte 76 «t dvvy is impossible; following a (quid est si 
quid potes) we may write Ti 76 et 6. | 

* Me. 7. 5 Kouvais tais xepoiv D only, the other Mss. without art. 
s 

PAGE 159. 

*R. 10. 1 7 denous (4) KL) rpds tov Geov 2. 
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PAGE 160. 

29 Th. 3.14 76 ASyw Hpav di4 THs éreoroA is (there is a v.1. without 
THs, in which case 6 ér. goes with what follows, but this does not 
appear to be correct). 

PAGE 162. 

“In E. 4. 21 read raca x oixodopn) with 8*ACP, cp. 4. 16 wav 76 copa. 
If was is placed after a subst. with the art., special stress is laid upon 
the subst., e.g. 1 C. 15. 7 éreira "laxw By, erecta rots arocroAas Tacwy, 
because James, who never quitted Jerusalem, was not an ‘emissary’ 
(Holsten). 

PaGE 163. 

“unless perhaps the writer wishes to distinguish between this L. 
and himself [Aov«as = Aovksos, § 29]. 

Pack 164, 

“18. 33, Mt. 27. 11 etc. ov ef 6 Bacrdeds Tov "Jovdatwv (a man such 
as you). 

* (vp. is wanting in L Chrys. etc.). 

° (wanting in Chrys.). 
4(vu, om. L Chrys.). 
* (om. eyo c Syr. Cur. etc.). 

‘ Where, however, the mss. of the Gospels contain these nomina- 
tives, it is by no means the case that there is always a contrast or 
emphasis of any kind. In such cases, either their use is to be 
explained as a. Hebraism (Mt. 10. 16 ‘dod éyw aroaréAAw (=11. 10) 
= Mal. 3. 1 MW "320), or, as very commonly happens, they have 
been inserted by copyists (so in Mt. 11. 10, 23. 34, L. 7. 34, 10. 3 
there is more or less authority for the omission of éy in this phrase 
(6. €yw atootéAAw, as also in LXX. Mal. 3. 1, but in L. 24. 49 for the 
omission of isod [eyo there offering a contrast]; also in A. 20. 25 
idov €ym ofda one cursive and Iren. omit éyo.). 

7 L. 3. 23 [not D]. 

*in R. 16. 2 kai yap avr? is ‘she also herself.’ 

PAGE 165. 

* did Luke really write this ? 
*not one of the pronouns was necessary, and only the first has 

general support. 
PAGE 166. 

*5. The prorouns of the lst and 2nd person singular are very 
commonly used in various languages without any definite reference 
to the speaker or the person addressed, in order to present some 
statement’ of general application in a more lively manner by a refer- 
ence to the individual case. This is not so common in Greek as in 
other languages, but there are some clear examples of it, not confined 
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to the 2nd person. Thus Demosthenes ix. 17 says 6 yap ois av éyw 
Anpbeinv mpdrrwv — obros euot woAeuet, meaning not ‘I Demosthenes,’ 
but anyone you will, here indeed any state. Instances of this use 
may also be found in St. Paul. 1 CU. 10. 30 (ep. 29) ef ey ydpere 
petexo, TE PLachypovpas vrep ob eyw evyapioTa; G. 2.18 & yap a 
KaTéAuoa rdAty otkodopo, a case of a definite supposition (ei, not édv), 
which is certainly ncé applicable to St. Paul: but from 19 onwards 
the Ist persop is used in its literal sense, except that what is 
stated is meant to be of general application for all true Christians. 
More especially the passage R. 7. 7 ff, which Origen and others 
rightly interpret, and in particular verse 9 f. éyw dé e{wv xwpls vouov 
more x.7.4, tan hardly be taken as referring to the Apostle’s own 
person ; it is true that in verse 25 (atrds éyw), as Origen points out, 
he gives a personal turn to his words, while once again in 8. 2 
nAevGepwcev oe (NBG; others pe) the general application is resumed, 
the secongl person being this time employed. ‘This usage appears in 
other passages, where it calls for little remark, R. 2. 17, 11. 17, 14. 4 
etc.: we sometimes find with it the imaginary individual addressed 
in the vocative, as in 2.1 6 dv@pw7e, This is quite in keeping with 
the lively character of St. Paul’s epistolary style, which so often 
resembles that. of a dialogue. 

> exer (better mad. éxov Chrys. Nonnus). 

©20. 1, 23. PAGE 169. 

’ yet on the other hand it often has so little emphasis that it cannot 
easily be distinguished from pov: R. 10. 1 7 evdoxia rhs euns Kapdlas 
=77s k. pou G. 1. 13, Ph. 1. 26. 

PAGE 170. 

* after the LXx. Gen. 25. 34 = 38. 27 = Hebr. 5, see Win.-Schm. 

§ 23, 1, b. 

* (wanting in DFG)’ 
°H. 2.15 drarrAdéy tovrors, cor. 

PAGE 173. 

“but with v.l. doar. trois rps euov ev Xp. 
’ but the relative sentence is wanting in other authorities. 

PAGE 174. 

* Once also in the case of wpa, L. 12. 40 (but the whole verse appears 
to be spurious). 

’ Blaydes on Aristoph. Lys. 408. 

PaGE 175. 

PAGE 171. 

*A. 15. 17 O.T. 
> olov mvevpatos L. 9. 55 is a wrong reading, rotov D 7°) Chrys., 

half the old Mss. omit the entire sentence, cp. further § 51, 4. 

‘see also Dindorf on Soph. El. 316. 
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Pace 177. 

“but D has ti éorev drs, the Curet. and Lewis Syriac and Chrys. 
merely té ore. 

’Cp. § 78, 6. 
‘also according to the Paraphrase of Nonnus Jo. 2. 4 ri pot 7} cot, 

ytvat ;= how does this concern me or thee ? 

PAGE 178. 

“Only in G. 2. 6 do we find éroioé wore ‘whatever kind of people’ 
(relative): more is certainly not to be taken as a separate word, ‘at 
one time.’ 

PacE 179. 

“ep. § 50, 5. 

PAGE 180. 

“"AXXos and érepos are found together in 2 C. 11. 4 aAdov "Incoty 
—Tvetua €repov — evayyedvov erepov, probably only for the sake of 
variety, as in 1 ©. 12. 9 f. erepw twice intervenes in the middle of 
dAAw — GAAW — GAAw ete. In G. 1. 6, 7 eis Erepov evayyeAtoy, 6 oiK 
eotiv GAAo, «i pe) TuVves eiowy ot x.7.A. there appears again to be no 
distinction: aAAo is to some extent pleonastic and serves to intro- 
duce the clause «i py «.7.A. (cp. nehil aliud nist) “which does not exist 
at all, except that’; so Arrian Diss. Epict. i. 25. 4 tis xwAvoe 
xpyodat adtois GAXos ei py ot; 1. 16. 20 Te yap GAAO— et py —. 

PAGE 182. 

“eravayew ‘to return’ Mt. 21. 18 (Xenophon etc.) ; [ourdyev in 
the spurious addition to Mt. 20. 28 ‘to move up’]. 

°8 34.1, 
°H. 7. 18 mpoayotoys evroAijs ‘the previous,’ cp. 1 Tim. 1. 18: 

the verb also has the meaning of ‘to go forward,’ 2 Jo. 9 (Hellen- 
istic ; but v.]. wapaPatvuwr). 

“Meratpev Mt. 13. 53, 19. 1 ‘to betake oneself away’ (not class. ; 
but avaipev xatatpew are intrans. in class. Greek). 

‘cp. LXx. Gen. 49. 23 = Hebr. owip, which in Gen. 27. 41 is ren- 
dered by eyxoreiv: it has arisen out of évéyesv xoAov (Fldt.). 

PAGE 183. 

*°’Avaré\dew ‘to make to rise’ Mt. 5. 45 answering to Ppexev ‘to 
make to rain’ (cp. § 30, 4); it has a similar trans. use in Homer and 
other poets, and later in the Lxx. Gen. 3. 18 (Anz, Subsidia ad cogn. 
Graecorum sermonem vulg. e pentateuchi vers., Diss. philol. Hal. 
xii. 1894, p. 265 f.). 

© 

PAGE 185. 

“ *Exdl8oc0ar ‘to lease’ Mt. 21. 33, 41, Mc. 12. 1, L. 20. 9. 
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Pace 186. 

“xatadapPaver Oat for -ev is very frequent in later Greek, see 
Charitonides, ’A@ynva xv. 296 ff. 

>Mt. 18. 19. 

‘exx. from Hellenistic Greek in Deissmann N. B. 81 f. [ = Bib. 
Stud. 254]. 0 

; Pace 188. 

“but I regard this verse, which seriously interrupts the connection, 
is identical with verse 30 and moreover shows an Atticizing tendency, 
as an interpolation. 

PAGE 189. 

“(therefore only in the case of the first verb, not the second, which 
expresses the further result, cp. § 65, 2). 

* (here again the further result is in the fut.). 
‘unless, as [ am of opinion, «és tr. €opt. t. should be omitted with 

Chrys. 69 q: in that case dvafaivw refers to actual present time. 
—Occasionally we find an analogous use of the imperf. = eueAXev with 
inf: Me. 14. 1 qv 7d racyxa peta S¥0 iepas, was about to take place, 
L. 23. 54 cd BPatov exrépwokev, was about to dawn. 

“(Similarly Mt. 18. 25 wdvra dou €xeu after exéAcure tpaGjvas ; so 
B Orig. read for «?\yev). 

PAGE 190. 

*(cp. H. 11. 4 euaprupy On 1+. LAPTUPOUVTOS), 

PAGE 192. 

“The imperfect denotes what has been as such, in opposition to 
the different present state, = Lat. perfect as in fuimus Troes: R. 6.17 
77€ OovAoL THS Gpaptias, have been and no longer are. Here too the 
sense of continuous action is preserved. Cp. in class. Greek ¢.9. 
Aristoph. Vesp. 1063'rpiv ror’ av, zplv Tatra, vov 0 otxerae, 

PAGE 193. 

“Cp. further A. 10. 38 otros (Jesus) di)AGev evepyerov Kat twpevos, 
until the close at Jerusalem (39): R. 15. 2 é€kaoros to wrXAyoiov 
LpErKeTW — Kal yap oO Xpictos ovyx eavrT@ ypeoev, the reference 1s to the 
choice of this lot on earth, not to the individual moments. 

PAGE 194. 

“so Jo. 15. 8 edo€daGn, also probably 1. 5 Kat 4 oKotia avTd ov 
kareAaBev (= 00 pa) KatadaBy, occupet). : 

é 

PAGE 196. 
* (‘go not away,’ § 57, 8). 
*cp. Arrian Diss. Epictet. 1. 25. 10 wopevou mpds tov ’AyidAXdEa Kal 

arocracov Tv Bowonida. 
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"°H. 13. 8 Tporedxer Ge rept juav (‘continue to pray for us’), 
memrol Oapev yap (‘we have confidence that you do so’), dre xadjy 
(‘ because ’ etc.) : then In 19 TepigootEepws S€ TapakAAG TOvTO Torfjrar, 
= Tomoare repiraotépws, this is something which has not yet taken 
place. 

4in the papyri, however, we occasionally find domd(ov. 

PAGE 199. 

2 Jo. 1. 3 ywpls abrov éyevero ovdé Ev 5 yéyovev (of what has come 
into being, t.e. exists). 

PAGE 200. 

* (also according to D in 14. 23 wapeGevto To Kupiw eis Ov TemiTED- 
Kacy: so Vulg. crediderunt). 

’ (cp. § 62, 1). 
PaGE 201. 

“On the other hand in verse 27 for the pluperfects in the Vulgate 
venissent — congregassent — fecisset — aperuisse! the Greek has the aorist 
throughout, even though the result still lasted: but it was not 
necessary to call attention to this, cp. § 59, 3. 

PAGE 204. 

“We also have E. 5. 5 rotvro yap éore (D°KL al. for tore) yevw- 
oxovres (?): it appears better to read the imperat. than the indic. 
(yap €ore): tore also never stands for the ind. (§ 23, 5). 

PAGE 205. 

“(better ovd’ according to the Lewis Syriac.). 

* Under this category I should also bring Mt. 15. 5=Me. 7. 11 
o edv (D ay, see on the mixture of av and édv § 28, 4) €€ epov 
aed Ons, would have been benefited if it had not been a dwpov (cp. 
L. 19, 23, note 1 on p. 206); the ordinary spelling a 1°: 
impossible. 

PAGE 207. 

“ GeAov is frequent in Arrian Diss. Epict. 

PAGE 210. 

“18. 29 f. ovdels gory — bs odyt pi) droddBy, =ovdK drodiperat. in 
the last passage the precision of the statement is to be explained by 
= ositive sense of the whole clause, ‘ everyone will certainly ’ etc. 
p R 4. 8 O.T. 08 ov py Noyronrae KTPLOS GpLapTiav, =a me nega- 

ae & 

° (12. 26 accovding to the citation in Clem. Hom., was otv avroD 
arjiKy 9 Baorrééa). 

PaGE 214. 

“according to em tavra. eiddres. 
*>Me. 11. 13 D éav ri éoriv. 
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° Jo. 11. 12 €i xouparas (so D for kexotyyrat), where Jesus has just 
stated the fact, Mt. 19. 10, R. 8. 11. 

PAGE 216. 

“but see Deissmann N. B. 32 [ = Bib. Stud. 204], who illustrates 
this combination from papyri and explains it as=eav pa Tt. 

Pace 217%. 

“Quite impossible is the reading in Me. 4. 26 &s avOpwiros Bary 
‘as if a man cast’ (NBD al.; the indispensable éav or drav is added 
in the other MSS.). 

PAGE 220. 

*tva AdBor Mc. 12. 2 is read by & only. 

PAGE 221. 

“also H. 4. 26 O.T. dpyiferOe kat pa Gpapravere, which must mean 
‘angry you may be, but do not sin withal.’ 

PaGE 222. 

“(in 2 C. 8. 7 the imperat. would have been ambiguous). 
*(in-2 Tim. 2. 14 it is better to read Aoyoudye; the inf. arose 

because of the preceding S.epaprvpdpevos, on which Nestle makes 
A-civ dependent). 

PAGE 223. 

“Probably even in the Gospels its insertion is often the work of 
scholiasts: in Jo. 5. 36 read teAecwoous with Tert., in 11. 31 KAatoa 
(without éxe?) with Syr. Lew. and Chrys., 55 éyvioae with Chrys., 
12. 20 tpooxvvjout with Syr. Lew. and Chrys. 

PAGE 225. 

*(-Gro Nonnus and two Latin witnesses). 

and the inf. in Libanius Apol. Socr. § 68 répro:ro idetv, ‘in the 
prospect of seeing.’ Kpézacba: ‘to be anxious’ similarly takes the 
inf.: L. 19. 48 D éxpésaro dxovev atrot (another reading is e€exp. 
avTov dkovwy 

PAGE 229. 

“unless év rovrw should be taken as referring to what precedes 
(cp. 14. 13). 

PaGE 231. 

“but in two passages the Vulg. rendering quasi is appropriate: 
2C.’11. 21 xara dripiay Aéyw, ws Ste jets HoGevijoopev, cp. carlier in 
verse 17 0} Kata KUpiov AGAG, GAN’ ds ev appootvy (here als. ‘he Vulg. 
has quasi): hence ws dru Hp. i060. =classical Os yyov cbevycdvtwr ; 
similarly 2 Th. 2. 2 ds dre évéotnxev 1 ypépa=os evertwo7s THs 
“uépas. In the third passage, 2 C. 5. 19, the Vulg. has guomam 

<« 
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PAGE 266. 

“(male xat for 7 8 al., but Chrys. and Nonnus omit #)... i7.). 
oR. 9. 11 pojrw yap yervnPevrwv pydé (FG vulg. 7) rpakdvrwv — , 

G. 3. 28 odk év "lovdaios ot8 “EAAnv, ovk eve SovAos otf (77 D*) 
éXevHepos, odK eve dpoev Kal (7) Chrys.) G7Av. 

PAGE 267. 

*{not without vil. ]. 
* Where there is a divergence of reading with and without pév it 

should be observed that the insertion of »ev throws the emphasis on 
the second member (that with 6); therefore where the first part is 
emphasised and the second is only a kind of appendage pev may be 
omitted: see Godet on R. 16. 19 codors [per], G. 2. 9 apets [per]. 

ot d€ without €Aeyov Chrys. 

“(rhythmical correspondence [§ 82, 3] requires (€/)yopev wacdevtas 
kal everperoueba and ov roAAw p. 8 brotayynoopeda),} 

1Theol. Stud. u. Krit. 1902, 452 f. 

PAGE 268. 

*Further we have Jo. 8. 26 dAX’ 6 mepyas pe x.7.X., 15, 27 GAAG 
Tatra Tomoovr K.t.A. (yet, however); so too in chap. 16. the aAAd 
appears to belong to verse 3 (Lat.), not to verse 4 (where D* Lat. 
Chrys. omit it); on verse 2 see below. 

*(Schmid Atticism. i. 133). 
°for dtu... kai ev roiTw ep. R. 11. 7 ri obv 3 0 — TobTO. 

PAGE 269. 

“(But G. 2. 3 dAXN’ orvde Tiros... qvaykdo@y repitpnOjvar is not 
intelligible ; the whole verse is much more suitably placed after 6 
ovdév mpocaveevto and before 7 aAAd rowavtiov). 

°ep. Jo. 16. 2. 
PAGE 271. 

*¢i after Oavpatw (class.) occurs in Me. 15. 44, 1 Jo. 3. 13, instead 
of dre which is used elsewhere: this «i often (as in the passage of Mc.) 
has a half interrogative sense, ‘whether,’ but in 1 Jo. it means ‘if’ 
and has no special connection with this vb., which might be replaced 
by another with a similar «i. " 

°§ 65, 5. 
| PAGE 273. 

“(probably the tpsissima verba). 

Pace 274. 
7A special use of é7 is that corresponding to the use of Heb. "5 

($81, 1), in both O.-and N.T., in passages like H. 2.6 O.T. ri éorey 
” e ? > an OR ey > 4 Ld > , > + " 

avd pwros, OTL fLpVvynoK?) GUTOV, 7) VUOs -av@pwrrov, OTt ET LO KET TY) QUTOV 5 
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Mt. 8. 27 woramrds éotw otros, Ott Kal ob aveyot Kal 7 Oddacos. tra- 
kovovowy ait@; Me. (1. 27 v.1.), 4. 41, L. 4. 36, 8 25, Jo. 2. 18 

(14. 22); ep. on the abbreviated ri (sc. yéyovev) 671 § 50, 7. The "dD 
is taken in a consecutive sense; Orc appears rather to mean ‘for 
which reason’ (§ 50, 7), and is moreover found in old classical Greek: 
Hom. Od. 5, 340 rimre row de Toceddwy — ddicar’ éexrdyAws, Srv Toe 
kaka ToAAG putevef, with a clear reference to tim(o)re. (“Oru is used 
outright for e#ore in Jo. 3. 16 according to an ancient reading, see 
§ 69, 3). 

° Also ézov in 1 C. 3. 3, ‘as’ quando, practically comes under the 
same category (so Hdt. and others). 

“in these cases yép performs its usual function of connecting 
sentences. 

PAGE 276. 

“e atid Chrys. have another and much shorter text. 
’ A. 18. 1 according to sAB etc. (in L. 10. 1, 18. 4 the Greek 

authorities add de). 

PAGE 9277. 

“in H. 7. 27 without 6, therefore also probably in 7. 2, as Thdt. 
cites it. 

> Mt. is fond of radu: 4.8, 20. 5, 21. 36, 22. 4, 26. 42 (Mc. 14. 61). 

° The text in Tit. 3. 1 dpxais efovciacs is doubtful ; if right, it is 
due to the asyndeton which follows, but D°KLP ete. have xa e€. 

PAGE 278. 

* A good classical use (Kiihner ii.? 864) is L. 3. 20 mpoceOykev Kat 
tobTo..., KatéxAacev (8*BD, others kai xarexdA., Kuseb. apparently 
poo Geis), 

* AAGov acc. to much of the evidence (with vIl. 7}. otv, de, Kat 7.), 
Wpa TV. 

‘in these cases, as also partly in the case of asyndeton, there is 
constant discrepancy in the evidence. 

¢ There is asyndeton with én, Aéye: in Mt. 4. 7, 19. 20 f, 25. 21, 
23, 26. 34 f., 27. 65 (also Mc. 9. 38 8BA ); also in a parable, 25. 22, 
with mporedGirv ; on waAcv and other words vide sup. 2. 

PAGE 282. 

“Similarly 2 C. 6. 2 according to D*FG, “xaipe” yap deve 
“S8exro” etc., instead of the usual simplified reading Aeye: yap 
“Karp@ dexTo” ete, 

. PAGE 283. 

(Cp. from LXX. inter alia Gen. 28. 13 7 yj ef’ Hs ot kaGevdets er 

airfs, cot déow atriv; Gesenius-Kautzsch Gr. § 143). Again, Mt. 
7. 9 f. is constructed on a Semitic and not a Greek model: ris eorev 
& ipav, dv aitijces 6 vids adtov dprov, pi AGov emdares atte ; 7) Kat 
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. Pace 10. 

4 Even the initial p in Att. inscr. is occasionally written pp (E@nu. dpyaior. 
1889, p. 49 ff. B, 20 dprjyara ppupmois). 

5 Agnes Smith Lewis, Studia Sinaitica no. ix. p. &. 

6 Evidence for p from inscr. and papyri in W.-Schm. § 5, 26 b. 

TdappaB. C. I. Gr. ii. 2058, B. 34, dpa8. Papyrus Notices and Extr. xviii. 
2, 344(W.-Schm. ibid. c); but pp Berl. Aeg. Urk. 240, 6. Cp. Deissmann, Neue 
Bibelstud. 11 [= Bible Studies 183] (the papyri have p more often than pp). « 

t 

Pace ll. 

3 It preponderates in Le. and Acts, while it is rare in Mt., Mc., Jo., accord- 
ing to the brilliant, and, in view of the inferences to be drawn from it, the 
important observation of KE. Lippelt. 

* The inscription, C. I. Gr. 8613 (under a statue of Hippolytus) has Iwavys ; 
similarly Inscr. Gr. It. et Sic. 1106 (end of fourth century) ; otherwise -vv- has 
most support in (later) inscriptions. 

5In Arrian Diss. Epictet. I. 24. 14 the first hand of S has xpa8arrovus, in 
TIT. 22. 71. 74 xpaBariov (the corrector of S always BS and 7). Ti.e Brit. 
Mus. Pap. II. 265 has xpéBarros. Thumb, Griech. Sprache im Zeitalter 
d. Hellen. 22, adduces from modern Greek some dialectical facts to show that 
B8 was the popular form. 

Pace 17. 

° Gregory, 345, 348. Tischendorf, N.T. Vat. xix. ff. 

6 See Gregory, 113 ff. 

Pace 19. 

® Hikooe is generally without v on Attic inscriptions of the classical period. 
Hedde Maassen de litt. NY paragogica (Leipsic, 1881), p. 34, also in the mss, 
of authors like Strabo, Dionys. Halic., Athen. (even before a vowel), Lobeck, 
Pathol. ii. 156: also without exception in the (older) papyri, Mayser, Gramm. 
d. Pap. aus der Ptolemaeerzeit ii. (Stuttg. 1900), p. 50 (there is one instance 
also of wépvot in a pause before a vowel). 

PAGE 21. 

1* Deissmann ibid. gives instances from papyri of deAuarixy and dady. 

} evyapias in a papyrus, Deissmann N. B. 10 [= Bible Studies 182]. 
\ 

Pace 25. 

1* But other papyri have -as -g, and, vice versd, occasionally such forms as 
"Avriox(e)iy (woman’s name). Against genitives like évarpns, -yepipys see 
Cramer, An. Ox. iii. 247. 

2°Ocroby ’Arrixot, dcredvy "EXAnves says Moeris; but many examples of the 
uncontracted form survive in Attic as well. Cp. W.-Schmidt,,De Josephi 
elocut. 491. : 

Pace 26. 

1See also Viereck, Sermo Graecus quo senatus populusque R. ... usi sunt 
(Gottingen, 1888), p. 59. 

2 See especially Buresch, Rh. Mus. xlvi. 218. 

Pace 27. 

1Qn the Hellenistic ryyav, Lob. Phryn. 243f. W. Schmidt, Jos. eloc. 498. 

_2Lob, 247, Uramer, An. Ox. iii. 247. In dialects and in poetry a neuter 
plur. in -ea of these words occurs, A. Buttmann, Stud. und Kr. 1862, 194. 

3 Babrius ap. Crusius Philol. 1894, 238 (Athen. 9, 374 D, Herodian i. 44. 7 L.). 
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Pace 32. 

2A. Fick, Beitr. zur Kunde der indg. Spr., 1898, 111 compares the Greek 
names of months such as ’Aprepictwy -@vos, which has arisen out of 6 ’Apreuiciwp 
(gen. plur. of ’Apreuicia, the feast) ujv. In the N.T., however, the regular 
usage offers no support to a form éAawy. 

PAGE 38. 

1* The vowels in ev rflust in the xow7 (as previously in Ionic) have been more 
distinctly articujated than in Attic; then the e in e-v would naturally once 
more be augmented (this augmentation the grammarians from ignorance con- 
demn in Attic, Cramer, An. Ox. ili. 258), while 7-v now for the first time would 
be correctly pronounced as a dissyllable, as is shown by the forms niéaro, 
nidoynoev (MSS. like SA throughout). 

Pace 39. 

4The oldest instance is dmexarestdoayves on the Doric tables of Heracleia 
(ii. 22) ; similar forms occur subsequently both in inscriptions and mss., but 
irregularly and sporadically. The double augment was always incorrect. 
W. Crintrt, Ztschr. f. Gymn.-W. lil. 583: Wiener Stud. xxi. 68. 

PAGE 47. 
1Cp. Lob. Phryn. 360. 

2Jt is otherwise with verbs in -éw: Herm. Vis. iii. 1. 9 Auvr7, but 10. 7 
aTicat, i.e. airetoar & for aire?s as (in N.T. go8y ov L. 23. 40; PoBetoa would 
be an easy correction). The Attic fut. yapeetoar occurs in Grenfell, Pap. ii. 
p- 29, -leoae in Pap. Ox. ii. 292. From verbs in -6w, dregevofioa (sic) LXx. 
3 Kgs. 14. 6, d:aBeBaroicat Clem. Hom. xvi. 6. 

3”"Efnv also occurs in Demosth. 24. 7 nearly all mss., Eur. Alc. 295 v.1., Phryn. 
Lob. 457. Cp. otfn6:, Herm, Mand. iv. 1. 9; Kuhner, Gr. I? ii. 436. 

Pace 89. 

1 Tponyeto Oar in R. 12. 10 ‘to prefer,’=Ph. 2. 3 dddpAous Tryovmevor UrEepéxovTas 
éauTav (cp. also 1 Th. 5. 13), takes the construction and meaning of wooxpivew. 
The ace. of course depends on 7y., not on mpd. 

Pace 107. 

30. Schwab, Hist. Syntax d. Gr. Comparation (Wurzburg, 1894), ii. 92, 
reckons that the use of the gen. or # after the comparative is In poetry in the 
proportion of 18:1, in .\ttic prose writers in the proportion of 5.0: 15 in any 
later period the use of the former construction is more than three times greater 
than that of the latter. 

Pace 1138. 

1* also class., 7 "Iduyéveta tw Opéory aveyvwpicbn, Aristot. Poet. c. 11. 
** Nor does Mt. 13. 52 (ep. 27. 57) uabnreverOal ri, ‘to become a disciple to 

someone,’ come under the above category. 
e 

PacE 114. 

4One might, with some commentators, detach 7Q éduomdu. as instrumental 
and connect the gen. directly with cijuguTra, esp. as there follows aA\\d kal 
Tis dvacracews écbueba, sc. cvudura: (where 7@ 6uotwyaT. is usually supplied, 
rather harshly). It is natural, however, to connect the gen. with the word 
preceding it, and elsewhere in St. Paul duoiwua always has a dependent gen. 

e 

° PacE 116. 

1%In Mt. 7. 25 I have in place of mpocérecay adopted Lachrs+nn’s mpoce- 
racav, but perhaps wrongly. ‘Lymddv és Alkas BdOpov mpocéreccs Soph. Ant. 
854f. is very similar, and cp. Buttmann, p. 34f. There is hardly any evidence 
for mpootralw. 
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PaGeE 11S. 

*“* Ibid. ry OMe vroudvovres appears impossible: following Marcion we 
should restore rhyv OA. 

PaGE 121. 

2* Corresponding exx. from inscriptions and Latin writers (the ablative) are 
given in W. Schulze, Graeca Latina (Gtg. 1901), p. 14. Pap. Oxyrh. i. p. 190 
éppacbat ce eVxopat modXols xpovors (cp. 189). 

Pace 123. 

1% (iv’ adro Aovoy eis okagyny Arrian, Epict. iii, 22. 71). 

PAGE 124. 

1 Eis used to express destination (‘for’) is also good classical Greek (éaravav 
eis), and there is nothing remarkable in Aoyeia, diaxovia ets rods aylovs 1 C. 16. 1, 
2C. 8. 4 ete. 

“This passage might indeed be a case of eis for €v: Saou édy xnpvxOy 7d 
evayyéXov eis GAov Tov KdgpuOY, NaNNOHGETAL K.T.D. 

* A somewhat vulgar usage is dédre daxrvdov eis TH xetpa L. 15. 22, ovass. srepl, 
see Plato Rep. ii. 359 E; also in the same passage vrodjuara els rovs médas 
(class. dat., Odyss. 15. 368). 

Pace 130. 

1 Heilmann, Reformierte Kirchenztg., 1896, no. 52, reckons that in Col. év 
forms 48 per cent. of the total number of prepositions, and in 2 P. the per- 
centage is even slightly higher; in 1 Jo. it is 45, in Eph. 444 p.c. 

PacE 131. 

2 It should be mentioned that ev €uol is only found in RAB etc.: €uol is read 
by DFG Clem. Al. Chrys. Chrys. cites a reading 6 €uoi Aak@y, which should 
probably be emended to éuol 6 AaAGy ; this removes all ambiguity. 

PAGE 136. 

1* Also probably found already in an inscription, Dittenberger, Sylloge 653° 
line 66 [éJm? (not ¢[és]) 7d atrd (91 B.c.). Berl. Aeg. Urk. 762 rap émi rairo 
kaunrov wévre, ‘of the camels, five in all.’ 

PacE 140. 

* This ellipse, however, is only intelligible to persons with local knowledge, 
and, as there are innumerable variants, possibly the Cur. and Pesh. Syriac and 
Rehdigeranus 1] are right in omitting émi rq 7p. 

PacE 148, 

1* tpidxovr’ dvOpwmot metovs Dem. Leptin. 22, ‘thirty more men.’ 

Pace 145. . 
@ 

1ixx. Gen. 7. 3,9. From classical Greek Winer adduces Aesch. Pers. 98] 
pupia pupla wepracrday, i.e. Tov KaTd& puplous dpiOpodvra ; but even in Sophocles 
there occurred in the lost drama Eris play ulay=Kxara piay. Grammarians who 

are opposed to the Atticists appeal to this instance; it appears, therefore, that 
the Atticists had censured this usage as colloquial, and it was not merely a 
creation of Jewish-Greek. Thumb, Gr. Spr. im Zeitalter des Hellenismus, 128. 
Pap. Oxyrh. i. p. 1&8 rpla zpla (3rd cent. A.D.). 

2 A mixed construction dva dvo0 do occurs in the Gospel of Peter 35. 

* Pace 146. 

1In these last two passages there is no partition indicated at the beginning 
of the sentence, but it is only through the oi dé that it becomes apparent that 
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the preceding statement was not applicable to the whole body. Cp. Winer- 
Schm. § 17, 2, who compares passages from classical authors. 

2 Cp. note 3. 
3 Jo. 5. 11 6 6é dmrexpiOn NC*¥GKL al., arexp. alone C7DEF al., a remarkable 

reading $s 6¢ dw. AB, as in Me. 15. 23 6s de NB. Cp. § 79, 4. 

Pace 152. 

1In L. 3. 19 the common reading is 6 dé ‘Hpwdns 6 rerpadpyns, but e omits the 
addition 6 rerp. (ep. verse 1); in any case ‘the aforesaid H. (verse 1), z.e. the 
tetrarch’ would be a possible, if a somewhat circumstantial, expression. In 
Mt. 16. 1 7 Mapia 4 Mayéadnv7 is only read by B*L, the other authorities omit 
the first 7. 

PAGE 159. 

> But the correct reading appears to be 77s Kowwvias tS els avro’s. This is 
found in three separate citations of the passage by Chrys., and should there- 
fore be adopted. See S. K. Gifford, Pauli epistolas qua forma legerit Chrysos- 
tomus, Halis 1902, p. 39. 

@ 

Pace 164. 

1% The emphasis is occasionally very slight (W.-Schm. § 22, 2), In L. 4. 15 
kal ards é€dtdackev, the pron. may be inserted to prevent the reader from taking 
oyun as still the subject; a’rds may however be deleted with Ae; in other 
passages the text is often uncertain. 

Pacer 174. 

** On (€v) @ wérpw Mt. 7. 2, Mc. 4. 24, L. 6. 38 see W.-Schm. § 24, 3, b (like 
dv rpotov, 5.’ tw atriar). 

Pace 176. 

1In Mt. 26. 62= Me. 14. 16 ovdév droxpivy; ri odrol cov KaTauaprupotow ; it is 
impossible to unite the words in a single sentence, because dzoxpivecdac would 
require a mpos, Mt. 27. 14. Chrys. cites the passage in the form ov« dxovers ri, 
as in 27. 13. In the passage of James one may adduce 5, 13 in favour of 
separating the clauses: xaxoraéet Tis ; mpooevyéoOw, cp. § 82. 

? J. H. Thayer in his review of the Ist edition of this grammar justifies the 
use of és as a direct interrogative by the following exx.: Plutarch,de sera numinis 
vind, 14, p. 558 BE (an tnderect question): Lxx. 4 Reg. 8. 14 6, 7c v.1. (in AB) 
for 7é: [Justin] Cohort. ad Graec. cap. 5 ad fin. (60 #y airiay as in Plut.; the 
passage, if correct, lof&ks like a mixture of direct and indirect question): 
Kuseb. P. E. vi. 7. 12 (@v &vexa; I cannot discover the words). [vi. 7. 257 d 
in Gaisford’s ed. Tr.] 

PaGE 177. 

'* Cp. also Mc. 11. 3, where however punctuation and reading are doubtful. 

® Pace 178. 
® 

** The same linguistic usage is found in Arrian’s Diss. Epict. e.g. ii. 1. 32 
mov more ‘to some place or other,’ iii. 1. 14 Tud wor’ dxovw TloNguwva, a certain 
P., etc., cp. Schweighiuser’s Index s.v. ris wore. 

Pace 191. 

1?’Exédevov (paBdigey) only occurs in A. 16. 22 (of macistrates), probably 
corrupt; vusserunt=--cav Vulg. (ibid. fsaBdl{ev expressing, continuance, cp. 
§ 58; 3; the conclusion is given in 23 moAas dé emiOevres wAyyds). For wapiyy- 
vyedr\ev L. 8. 29 cp. infra 5, 

2 Also in A. 16. 5. wapexadde. might have been expected, since the issue is 
expressly mentioned in xai mapeBidoaro judas. In verse 39 also the imperf. 
might have been used. 
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Pace 195. 

1¥ (cp. ibid. 13 wapacrjcare, as opposed to the preceding unde rapiordvere an 
12 wh Bacireverw ‘let it no longer reign’). 

1+ therefore ‘let us get fear.’ 

Pace 196. 

1* On the other hand, ‘come (back again) hither’ is expressed by €6é in Mt 
14. 29, Jo. 4. 16 (also in the use made of the passage Mt. 8. 9 in Clem. Hom 
ix. 21), The Ap., it is true, has everywhere épyou, 6. I, 5, 7, £2. 17, 20. 

PAGE 199. 

1* (the text, however, is uncertain). 

PAcE 216. 
1* Another possible explanation of e{ uy 7 dy is that suggested to me bs 

Mr. James Sternberg from his Septuagintastudien: 7{=4, rc (§ 50, 5), hence 
the vhrase=el wi 6, Te dy €x cuug~wvov. So Lev. 21. 17 &vOpwiros—rive éav (v1. 
@rit €dv) 7 év avr@ (pleonastic, § 50, 4) uadsos. 

Pacr 229, 

** D again in Jo. 11. 55 has mplv rd (sic) rdoxa for mpd rot 7.3; of greater 
importance is the reading in Mt. 26. 34 attested by L 1 (a) mpiv ddexropodwvias 
instead of piv addéxropa g@wrjoa. ’AdexTopodwrias has also the support of 
Origen, but he has apo, not piv. 

Pace 247. 

1In 2 C. 10. 12 there has been interpolation: read without od curioicw queis 
de, so that avroi x.7.A. (§ 48,6) links on with ovx e/s x.7.X. in 13, cp. G. 6. 4. 
Griesbach has already adopted this reading, following D*FG. 

Pace 255. 

1% Similarly éwel uj, drt pj etc, in Arrian Diss. Epict., see ii. 1. 32, iv. 4. 8 
etc.; érel uj Apollonius repli émippnudruv, p. 70, 24, Sckneider.—In the passage 
of Hebrews at any rate pore (uh Tore &* D*) is clearly interrogative (‘never’ 
would be undérore or obdérore). 

PAcE 267. 

1*Tbid. 3. 2 Origen had the much better reading attested by the Athos 
Codex and also the comm. of Or. preserved in Latin mpéra yap émorevOnoay 
(similarly Euseb.). 

PaGE 272. 

1 Hdt. iv. 172 trav dé ws exacrds of weryO7, S507 SGpov. But the uxx. has the 
same use, e.g. in Jos. 2. 143; also Herm. Vis. iii. 8. 9. 

*In modern Greek és (from éws) also means ‘until’; cp. also Anacreontea 
30. 13 (date uncertain) as ére ¢, clearly = éws; other exx. of the confusion of 
ws and éws in RadePmacher, Philologus N.F. xiv. 495 f.; o3 for ews is similarly 
used in Soph. Aj. 1117, O.C. 1361, Phil. 1330. But in the N.T. the two words 
are not elsewhere confused (@ore with an inf. = ‘until’ in ‘Jo.’ 8. 9 D%), and 
we should therefore perhaps write with 8 in verse 35 éws ‘as long as,’ and in 
verse 36 ws guando ‘now when.’—There are numerous vll.in Me, 9. 21: ws 
totro yéyovey 8*A al., éws B, €£ of R°, ad’ od N. 
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Pace 282. 

1 Tertullian quotes from Marcion’s Gospel : ‘si enim ‘‘judicabit deus occulta 
hominum”’ etc., and then ‘ *‘ judicabit” autem quando? ‘‘Secundum evan- 
gelium”’ etc., without any mention of ‘this.’ Still clearer is the citation in 
the Dialogus of Adamantius (p. 824 Delarue, Orig. i.) éxyw 7d dwooroXtxdy cov (of 
the Marcionite) cat dvaywacKw Aéyorros’ ‘‘ xpiwet 6 Geds Ta KpuTTa” K.T.A. See 
Zahn, Gesch. d. Neutest. Kan. IT. ii. 1, 516. 

PaGE 283. 

* According to D also 10. 11: 7 adXcs els Hy Gv elcédOnre els adryv, cLerdoare 
tls €v ary K.T.X. 

Pace 295. 

2* The text, however, as is so often the case in Jo. is not uniformly attested: 
I have, following the Lewis Syriac etc., adopted rpoép@acey rov II. 
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ob uy 209f. In questions 210. Its 
use in subordinate sentences 211 ff. 
In indirect questions 211. In final 
sentences 211f. After un 212f. 
In conditional sentences 213 ff. In 
concessive sentences 215f. In rela- 
tive sentences 216 ff. In temporal 
sentences 218f. After wa 2QI1f., 
221 ff After mplv 229. Conj. of 
the present, aorist, perfect, see 
Present, Aorist, Perfect. —The conj. 
negatived by wy 253. 

Consecutive particles 261, 272 ff. 

Consecutive sentences with dove (ws) 
O03 f., 272. With va 224f. With 
dre QO4. 

Consonants—-Variable final conson- 
ants 19f. Interchange of conson- 
ants 23f. Orthography l0ff. Single 
and double cons. 10f. Assimilation 
1lf. Rendering of Semitic cons. 
12 f.: of Latin cons. 13. 

Constructio ad sensum 79, 166. 

Continuous style 275f. 

Contraction 22f. In the Ist and 2nd 
declensions 25. In the 3rd declen- 
sion 27, In verbs 47f. 

Co-ordination of finite verbs and 
participial expressions 249 ff. 

Copulative particles 26] ff. 

Correlative pronouns 36, 178 f. 
relative adverbs 59 f. 

Crasis 18 f., 296. 

Dative—As the necessary complement 
of the verb 109ff.; Dat. commodi 
et incommodi 111. Dat. with edui 
etc. l11f. With the (perfect) pas- 
sive 112f. Ethic dative 113. Dat. 
of community 113 ff. With words 
compounded with prepositions 114 
(cvv), 115f. Instrumental dat. 116 f. 
Dat. of cause or occasion 117. Dat. 
of respect 117. Dat. of manner 
118f. Dat. of verbal subst. used 
with its cognate verb 119. Tem- 
poral dat. 119f. Also used for 
duration of time 121. Periphrasis 
for dat. with eds or év 109 f. 124, 131; 
with €umpoodey or évidriov 128, Dat. 
of the infinitive 236; after éy 237. 

Demonstrative pronouns 35f. Uses 
of, 170 ff Preceding an infinitive 
229. Used to ctnnect sentences 
276. Demonstrative adverbs 58 f. 

‘Derivatives ef compounds (7apacuv- 
Bera) 65. 

Design, sentences of. 
tences. 

Cor- 

See Final Sen- 

INDEX OF SUBJECTS. 

Diaéresis, marks of 16f, 

Diniinutives 63 f. 

Disjunctive particles 261, 266. 

Division of words. See Words. 

Doubling of consonants 10f. Of 
aspirates, 11. 

Dual, disappearance of the, 3, 36, 76. 

Duality no longer distinguished (or 
scarcely so) from piurality 3, 34, 36. 

Elative 33, 143. Distinguished from 
superlative 33 note 1. 

Elision 18. Neglected in some com- 
pound words 70. Avoids hiatus 
296 f. 

Ellipse § 81, 291 ff. Of the verb ‘to 
be’ 72ff. Of other verbs 292 ff. 
Of the subject 75. Of a substantive 
(usually feminine) with an adjective 
etc. 140f. Of the object 292. Cp. 
180 and 292 (&dos). 269 (aA iva). 
Absence of the apodosis 271, 294. 

Epanadiplosis 302 f. 

Epidiorthosis 282, 304. 

Feminine (of the pronoun) instead of 
neuter 82. 

Figures of speech 295 ff. Gorgian 
figures 295 f., 298 ff. Oratorical 
300 ff. Figures of thought 304f. 
The figure é& drocrdcews 279: amd 
Kowvod 291. 

Final particles 211, 261, 272. 
Final sentences 211f., 207, 220 (223, 

225 ff., 272), 291 (position). 

Formation of, words. See Word- 
formation. 

Future—Only one form of the fut. in 
each voice 36. But by means of 
periphrasis a fut. perf. is formed 
37, 2U2f.: and a fut. expressing con- 
tinuance 204. he moods denote 
relateve time 187; they are becom- 
ing obsolete 37 (cp. €11). Forma- 
tion of the fut. 41 ff Fut. of 
deponent verbs 44f. Use of the 
fut. 201 f., 208 ff. Interchangeable 
with the present 189. Fut. for 
optative 220. For imperative 209, 
253. Interchangeable with the 
conjunctive in principal clauses 
208 ff.: with od uy 209f.: in qaes- 
tions 210: in subordinate clauses 
211 ff. Fut. after ére 218. With 
&pedov 220. Fut. infinitive (rare) 
37, 202, 231. Fut. participle (rare) 
37, 202. 
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Genitive with nouns 95 ff, 159 f. 
(article). Gen. of origin and 
membership 95f. With eivac and 
yiveoOar 95f., 99. Objective gen. 

Hiatus avoided in artistic prose 296. 
In the Epistle to the Hebrews 246 f. 

Hyperbaton 290. 

Imperative—Termination -cav 46. 96 (168). Gen. of the whole (parti- 
tive) 96 ff., 144, 159 (position): 
with verbs 100 ff: as subject or 
object 97. Gen. of the country to 
define particular pl»ces 97: with 
the art. 153f., Gen. of quality etc. 
(gen. for adj.) 98f. Of content 98. 
Of apposition 98. Several genitives 
connected with a single noun 99 f. 
Gen. with verbs 100ff.: verbs of 
touching, and seizing 101 f.: of 
attaining, desiring 102: verbs de- 
noting to be full, to fill 102f.: of 
perception 1038: of remembering, 
forgetting 103f.: of emotion 104: 
of rufing, excelling 104: of accus- 
inv etc. 104f. Gen.of pricel05. With 
verbs denoting separation 105 f. 
With compounds of cara (é&) 106. 
With adjectives and adverbs 106f. 
(ll4f.). With the comparative 
(aud superlative) 107f. Local and 
temporal gen. 108f. With prepo- 
sitions 124 ff, 132 ff, 136ff  Peri- 
phrases for gen. with éurpocber, 
evwrioy 128: with €&, dé 96f., 100 
f., 144, 125 f.: with xara 133. 
Article with the gen. 156f. Gen. 
of the infinitive 234 tf: dependent 
on a preposition 237. 

Genitive absolute 251 f. Without 
noun or pronoun 252. 

Gorgian figures 295 f., 298 ff. 

Hebrew, its influence on the Greek of 
the N.T., 4f. and passim. 

Hebrews, Epistle to the. Its artistic 
style 1, 5, 280 f. (construction of 
sentences), 288f. (position of words), 
296 f. (avoidance of hiatus), 297 f. 
(rhythm), 303 f. (figures of speech), 
279 and 303f. (asyndeton). De- 
tails :—24, (réppw[Gev]}: 52 (ete): 
100: 127 (éws not used as a preposi- 
tion): 139 note 2 (does not use apd 
with dat.): 155 (nent. adj. with 
genitive) : 166 (nuets for éyw): 202 
(fut. inf.): 213 (@oBotuae uy): 223 
(iva only used as a final particle) : 
231 f. (inf. with verbs of believing) : 
260 (Sjmrov) : 263 (re fairly frequent): 
“67 (also wév): 274 (60ev, 51672). 

Hellenistic language, see Common 
speech, Popular language. 

Hermas 4 note, 33 note lI. 
Hexameter in the N.T. 297. 

Uses of the imperat. 220. Present 
and aorist imp. 194 ff. Perf imp. 
37, 200f.: periphrasis for perf. imp. 
37, 201. Periphrasis for pres. imp. 
203f. Imp. supplemented or re- 
placed by the conj. 208 f., 213: by 
the fut. 209: by va with conj. 209, 
222: by the infin. 222. Imp. for 
optative 220. Imp. used with 
asyndeton, 278. 

Imperfect—Terminations 46. Uses of 
the impf. 190ff. With relative 
meaning, 192. Denoting a past state 
qua past 319 (192a). Denoting 
unreality 205f. Impf. of verbs 
denoting necessity etc. 206. Impf. 
(with év) denoting indefinite repeti- 
tion 207. Impf. with érav 207: 
with dre 218. Periphrasis for the 
impf. 203 f. 

Impersonal verbs 75. Periphrastically 
expressed 204. Construction 227f., 
252 (participle). 

Indefinite pronouns 307 (36a), 177 f. 
Indicative 205 ff Ind. of unreality 

(with and without dv) 205 ff. Used 
for expressions of necessity etc. 206. 
Denoting an impracticable wish 206 
f. A practicable wish (fut. ind.) 
220. Used instead of the optative 
and é&v 207. Used with dy in sub- 
ordinate clauses to denote indefinite 
repetition 207. In hypothetical 
sentences (ind. of reality and un- 
reality) 205 f., 213 ff. Fut. ind. 
interchangeable with conjunct. in 
principal clauses 208 ff.: for impera- 
tive 209: with ot mw 200f.: in 
questions 210 (pres. ind. ibid.) : in 
subordinate clauses 211] ff. (Pres. 
ind, not used in final sentences 212. 
Aorist and perfect ind. after 7 213. 
ut. ind. after édy 215: after és dp 
217. Ind. after éray 218 f.). Nega- 
tived by ot (u7) 253 ff. 

€ Indirect speech 220, 2931. Mixture of 
direct and indirect speech 286. 

Infinitive 221 {f. Periphrasis with 
eivac for pres. inf. 203 f. Inf. with 
pEXAwW a per; brasis for fut. 204 f. 
Periphrasis for inf. with iva 221-230: 
with orc 222, 230. Inf. for 
imperat. 222. Expr. .#i.g a wish in 
epistolary style 222. Inf. absolute 
225. Inf. of aim or object 223. 
Of result 223 ff. After verbs of 
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Wishing, striving etc. 225 ff. (after 
dpyouat 227, 245). After impersonal 
expressions, adjectives etc. 227f. 
Explanatory inf. 229. After mpiv 
(7po rob) 229. After verbs of (per- 
ceiving), believing, (showing), say- 
ing 230ff. Never used with dy 
233. Inf. pass. for inf. act. 230, 
240f. Present and aorist inf. 196f., 
202, 231, 237. Future inf. (rare) 
37, 197, 202, 205, 221. Inf. with 
the article 233 ff: after prepositions 
236f. Cases with the inf. (nom. 
and ace. with inf.) 237 if Inf. 
negatived by uy 253, 255. 

Interrogative particles 259 f., 261. 

Interrogative pronouns 176 f. Con- 
fused with relatives 175f. Used in 
exclamations 178f., ep. 258 (ad- 
verbs). 

Interrogative sentences, direct 259 f., 
210, 220. With ov and a fut.=im- 
perative 209. With of} uy 210. 
Questions of doubt and deliberation 
210. Questions with ydp 274f. In- 
direct interrog. sentences 211, 220, 
230, 240. With the article 76 
prefixed 158.—Oratorical questions 
etc. 268, 274, 304 f. 

Trony 304. 
Isocolon 295. 

James, Epistle of. Character of its 
style 279. Details: 127 (€ws), 223 
(iva only used as a final particle), 
233 (inf. with art.), 235 (rod with 
inf.), 267 (uév almost unrepre- 
sented), 274 (ddr). 

John (Gospel and Epistles). Style 
261, 276, 278, 279 (Epp.), 291, 302. 
Details: 97, 100 (xowwvety ri), 
122 f. (es for év), 126 (€€ frequent), 
127 (€ws péxpr, axpe absent), 128, 
132 (ovv almost unrepresented), 
135 (76 with acc. almost unrepre- 
sented), 138 (rapa with acc. absent), 
146 (6 dé not frequent), 152 (Incois 
often used without the art.), 169 
(€uds frequent), 171 (éxetvos largely 
used), 173 (dc7ts rare), 179 (érepos 
hardly ever used), 203 note 2, 211 
(érws hardly ever), 223 (iva freely 
used), 236 (efs 7d with inf. unused, 
and practically nq,ex. of inf. with 
art. after prep.), 249f., 263 note 2 
(re rare and questionable), 266 (uév 
absent front the Epistles), 272 (tem- 
poral ws), 272 f. (ovv), 274 (yap not 
common), 276 (rére ofv, pera TovTO 
or TavTa), 

INDEX OF SUBJECTS. 

Latin, its influence on the Greek of 
the N.T. 4, 63 (terminations in 
-avés), 76 (ixavdy ete.), YO (amo 
oTadiwy dexamévre), 126 f.2? (mpo ef 
quepav Tod mdacxa), 230? (inf. pass. 
for act.), 238? (ace. of the reflexive 
in the ace. and inf.). 

Literary language | f., 5, and passim. 
Luke, personality 316 (163a). (Gospel 

and Acts): style 1,3 note 1, 5, 203 
note 2, 250f. (Acts), 261, 276, 278, 
280), 300, 302 (speeches in the Acts), 
302 (speeches in Gosp.), 305 note 2. 
Details: 5 (agcées), 24 (wdppw| Oev]), 37 
and 211 and 22Uf. (optat.), 52 fetuc), 
T+ (dvouare in Acts), 100, 101 (dec- 
douat), 112 note 1, 122 f. (els for év, 
esp. in Acts), 127 (€ws, dxpt, mexpt), 
1zs (évwmiov), 132 (cw), 133 (Kara 
with gen.), 134 (cvv and pera, Acts), 
141 (dvhp *Tovdatos), 146 (6 wer ot, 
Acts), 152 f. (Acts), 158 (76 prefixed 
to indirect questions), 161, 164 
(arés). 170 (kai otros), 173 (dor7ts), 
179 (€repos), 188 (historic present 
rare), 197 (Acts, fut. inf.), 202 (fut. 
inf. and part.), 203 (periphrasis for 
imperf. etc.), 206 note 1 (Acts), 
211 (d7ws dv), 213 (PoBodpuae 7), 223 
(Acts, tva generally has its correct 
classical sense), 226 and 230 (xedeva, 
ai.@), 227 note 1 (dpyouat), 230 (ws 
for drt), 231 (indirect speech), 231 f. 
(inf. with verbs of believing and 
saying), 233 (inf. with art.), 234f. 
(gen. of the inf., Acts), 236 (dca 76 
with inf.), 237 (¢v 7@ with aor. inf.), 
246 (Acts), 2583 (Acts), 255 f. (ov 
with part.), 259 (Gpa[ye]), 260 (e 
with direct questions), 260 f. (ye), 
263 f. (re, Acts), 267 and 273 (Acts, 
peév, pev ovv), 268 (Gosp., rAnv), 270 
(weet), 272 (temporal ws), 274 (Acts, 
616), 274 (dcdrt, xaOdre), 276 (rére, 
Acts).—Preface to the Gospel 49, 
280. Distinctions between Ist and 
2nd parts of the Acts 203 note 2, 
116 (€v), 128 (évdmiov}, 204 (peri- 
hrasis for impf.), 249.—Speech of 
aul before Agrippa (Acts xxvi.) 5, 

20, and 127 (@vexa), 33 (axptBéoraros), 
50 (icaciv), 156 (7d Swoexaduror), 
199 (tynuac for 7yovpmat), 220 (evéal- 
pny &v), 238. 

Mark—Style 208 note 2, 261, 276, 278, 
302. Details: 127 (€ws), 128 (évusiov 

not used), 138 (7apd with acc. only 
in local sense), 164 (av’rés), 179 
(never @repos), 203 (periphrasis for 
impf. etc.), 223 (free use of iva), 
227 note 1 (dpxoua), 233f. nom. 
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acc. and gen. of the inf. with art.), 
268 (whi). 

Matthew—Style 203 note 2, 276, 278, 
300, 302, 305 note 2. Details: 122 
(eis and év distinguished), 127 (ws), 
128 (évdmiovy not used), 138 (apa 
with acc. only in local sense), 164 
(avrés), 173 (Soris® 179 (Erepos), 200 
(yéyovev for aorist), 223 (free use of 
iva), 226 and 230 (kedXeviw), 227 note 
1 (dpxouar), 233 f. (nom. acc. and 
gen. of the inf. with art. ), 268 (aj), 
276 (rére), 289 (order of words). 

Metaplasmus in the declensions 28 f., 
32. 

Middle voice 180f. 
active verbs 42 f. 
pass. or mid. 44 f. 
middle 185 ff. 
183 f. 

Mixed declension 31. 

Modern Greek 2, and passim. 

Mountains, names of, 31 f. 

Future mid. for 
Aorist (and fut.) 

Uses of the 
Active for mid. 

Negatives 253 ff., 214, 216. 

Neuter plural with sing. or plur. verb 
78 f.  Adjectival predicate in the 
neuter 76 f.: use of ve and ovdév as 
predic. 76f.: of ratra 77: of ri 77, 
177. déorw 77. Neuter of pronouns 
etc. used as ace. of the inner object 
9]. Neut. of the adj. (or part.) 
used in sing. or plur. of persons 82, 
156, 244. Other uses of independent 
neut, adj. (or part.) 155 ff., 244. 

Nominative 84 ff Used where a 
proper name is introduced 84 f. 
Used in a parentlesis interrupting 
the construction (als> in statements 
of time) 85, 282. Double nom. 85 f. 
Nom. for vocative 86f. Nom. of 
the infinitive 233 f. Nom. absolute 
251, 283 with note 1. Nom. of the 
participle (solecism) $1 note 1, 285. 

Nominative. with the infin. 237 ff., 252. 

Numerals 35. Syntax 144f., 160 and 
162 and 315 (156 a) (the article). 

Optative becoming obsolete 37. Fut. 
opt. no longer found 37. Termina- 
tions 46f. Remaining uses of the 
opt. 219 ff Replaced by the in- 
dicative 207. 

Ordinal numbers, cardinals used in- 
stead of, 144. Omission of the 
article with them 149. 

Orthography (§ 3) 6 ff. 
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Paraleipsis 304. 
Parechesis 295, 298 f. 

Parenthesis 281 f. 
267, by cairo 269. 

Parison 295, 300. 
Paromoion 295. 

Paronomasia 298 f. 

Participle, present and aorist 197f., 
250, 204 (aor. part. with eivat). 
Fut. part. rare 37, 202, 205, 244, 
248, 253. Fut. part. pass. 202. 
Uses of the part. 242 ff. Part. as 
attribute (or in apposition) 156 f. 
(article), 242 f. Part. representing 
a substantive 157 (article), 243 f. 
Wlds (6) with part. 162, 243 f. 
Participle as part of the predicate 
37 and 202th (periphrases), 244 ff. 
Conjunctive part. and part. absolute 
247 ff. Pleonastic use with finrte 
vb. of part. belonging to the vb. 
251. Part. negatived by uy 253, 
255 f. (part. with article takes ot by 
a Hebraism 255).—Perf. part. pass. 
with the genitive 107.—Free use of 
the part. 284f. Finite verb in 
place of part. 285. 

Particles 60f. Uses 259 ff  Co- 
ordinating and subordinating parti- 
cles 261. Particles used with a 
participle 247 f., 252f. Position 
of the particle 290. 

Passive 180f., 184f. Pass. of de- 
ponent verbs 184. Of intransitive 
verbs 184f. Impersonal pass. 75 
(185). Construction of the pass. 
with the accusative 938. With the 
dative 112f., 185. Infin. pass. for 
act. 230, 240 f. 

Paul—Style 1, 5, 251, 276 (Ephesians 
and Colossians), 279, 281 f. (bis), 
234 £., 289, 300f. (1 Cor.), 301, 303 ff. 
(figures), 305 note 2, (Rom. and 
1 Cor.). Details: 100, 101 (g¢efdouar), 
111 (dative), 127 (€ws), 131 f., 134 
(Philippians and Pastoral Epp.), 135 
(vrép), ibid. (urép with gen.), 155 
(neut. adj. with gen.), 166 (jets and 
éyw), 171 (a’rd rovro), 173 (és and 
doris), 179 (€repos), 200 (perf. for aor.), 
206 note 1, 211 (dé7ws not freq.), 213 
(poBodpat uh), 230E. (ws for dre, ws gre), 
231 f. (verbs of believingand saying), 
233 (inf. witg ort.), 233 f. (nom. and 
acc. of inf. with art., gen. of inf.),236 
(eis To with inf.),250,259 (Gpa, apd ye), 
267 (uev), 268 (rrjv¥ 271 (elrep; etre 
...elTe), 272(hvikas temporal ws), 273 
(dpa), 274 (did71), 279 (the figure €& 
dmocrdacews), 280f., 282 ff. (anacolu- 

Indicated by 6é 
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thon), 298 f. (paronomasia), 299 f. 
(dwelling on a word; paromoion, 
antithesis).—Speech before Agrippa 
(Acts xxvi.), see Luke. 

Perfect, periphrasis for, 37, 202 f. 
Terminations of the perf. 46. Uses 
of the perf. 198 ff. Perf. for aorist 
200. In relative sense for pluperf. 
200. After dre 218. Moods 2U0 f. 
Perf. conjunctive 213 note 2. 

Periodic (or compact) form of speech 
275, 279 ff. 

Periods 275, 279 ff., 283, 300f., 280 
and 303 (periods where asynudeton 
is used). [(bis), 202 ff. 

Periphrasis of verbal forms 37, 201 

Personal pronouns 35. Uses 164 ff. 
Nom. used for emphasis 164. Freq. 
‘use of the pers. pron. 164f. Used in- 
stead of retlex. 165, 167f. Unenclitic 
forms of the pron.of the Ist pers. 165. 
Pron. of the Ist and 2nd pers. sing. 
used in statements of general appli- 
cation 316 f. (166a). Interchange of 
pers. and poss. pron. 168f. Pleon- 
astic pron. after the rel. 175, 283. 

Persons—3rd_ pers. plur. = ‘one’ 
(Germ. man) 75. Ist pers. plur. 
for lst pers. sing. 166. 

Peter (esp. the Ist Epistle). Details: 
100 (xowwyvetv), 101 (peidouae 2 Pet.), 
179 (€repos never used), 223 (iva only 
used in final sense). 266 f. (uév 
fairly often in 1 Pet., never in 2 
Pet.), 271 (etrep; etre .. etre), 274 
(dc67t), 288 (position of words). 

Place-names 31 f. With and without 
the article 152 f. 

Play on words. See Words. 

Pleonasm 294f., 59 and 295 (d7’ 
dvwOev and similar phrases), 143 and 
295 (udd\Nov with a comparative), 
175 and 251 f. (pers. pronoun), 180 
{€repor), 227 note 1 and 249 (dpyo- 
par), 255 (un), 263 (roANG Kat), 269 
note | (dAn’). 

Pluperfect, periphrasis for, 37, 202 f. 
Augment generally wanting 37. 
Terminations 47. Uses of plupf. 
201, 206 (unreality). 

Plural used of a single person 83, 166 
(jets). The plurals aiaves, odpavol 
etc. 83f. Names of feasts 84. 
Plur. of abstract words 84. Plur. 
(and sing.) of¢verb with neut. plur. 
subject 78f. Collective words 79. 
Plur. in the case of a complex sub- 
ject 79f. 
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Polysyndeton 277. 

Popular language, the Hellenistic, 1 f. 

Position of words. See Words. 

Positive for comparative 143. 

Possessive pronouns 35. Their uses 
168f. With and without the article 
169. 

Predicate (nominal). Agreement with 
the subject 76f. Without the 
article 147. With the article 156 
f., 243. Predicative adjective with- 
out the art. 158, 169 (possessives). 
Predicate with an intinitive, its 
case 241 f.  Participle as part. of 
the predicate 244 ff (202 ff). ws 
with a predicate 270 f. 

Predicate (verbal) takes its number 
from the nominal predicate 7s f. 

Prepositions 121 ff — Prepositions 
proper and improper (quasi-preposi- 
tions) 121 f. Wath the accusative 
121-124. With the genitive ]24- 
130. With the dative 130-132. 
With two cases 132-135. With 
three cases 136-140. Prep. with 
the infinitive 236f., 239. Prep. 
omitted in the case of assimilation 
of the relative 174. Prep. repeated 
or not repeated with several con- 
nected nouus 291. 

Present—New formation of pres. tense 
from the perf. 40f. Other new 
forms of pres. 41. Periphrasis for 
pres. 203f. Uses of the pres. 187 
ff. Conative pres. 187. Aoristic 
pres. 188. Historic pres. 188. 
Pres. with perfect sense 188 f. 
Pres. for future 189, 219. Pres. 
denoting relative time 189 f. Moods 
1941f Imperative 194ff. = Infini- 
tive 196f. Participle 197 f.  Con- 
junctive 208 if., 211 ff Pres. indic. 
with ore 218. 

Prodiorthosis 282, 304. 

Pronouns 35f. Syntax 164 ff. Pron. 
as predicate brought int» agreement 
with the noun 77. Pron. as subject 
agreeing with the predicate 77. 

Proper names, Semitic, declinable and 
indeclinable 29f. §Hypocoristic 
(abbreviated) proper names 70f. 
Proper names with and without 
the article 151f., 162f. Omission 
of article with substantive which 
has a proper name dependent on it 
151. 

Prothetic vowel 23. 

Punctuation 17. 
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Reduplication 38f. In compound 
verbs 39. Cf. Doubling. 

Reflexive pronouns 35. Their uses 
166 ff In the ace. and inf. con- 
struction 238 f. 

Relative pronouns 36. Uses 172 ff. 
Confusion of relatives and inter- 
rogatives 175f. e 

Relative sentences equivalent to parti- 
ciples 242f, Moods in fe 
sentences 216 ff. Negatives od and 
un 254. Noun attracted into the 
relative clause 174. Clause with 
Kal... (avrTov) linked on to a relative 
clause 175, 286. 

Rhythm 296, 297 f. 

River-names 31 f., with the article 
153. 

Semitic words, transcription of 12f., 
16 f. 

Senarii in the N.T. 297. 

Sense-lines,; writing in, 17. 

Sentences, connexion of, 275 ff. 

Singular—Collective use of the mase. 
sing. (of substantives and adjectives) 
82. Of the neut. sing. 82, 155f. 
Sing. (or plur.) used of objects 
which belong to several persons 83. 
Sing. verb with neut. plur. subject 
78. Number of the verb in the 
case of collective words 79: in the 
case of a complex subject 79 f. 

Solecisms 76, 80 f. 

Sound-changes, general (in the case of 
ec and ce adscript) 6. Sporadic (§ 6) 
20 ff. 

Superlative has (alsiost) disappeared 
33 £. (58), 141 ff 

34.1 
Symploce (figure of speech) 300. 

Temporal particles 261, 272. 

Temporal sentences 272. Moods used 
in them, 218f., 221. Negative od 
254 f. 

Verse in the N.T., specimens of, 297. 

Vocative—Use 86f. Position 289f. 

Wish, sentences expressing a, 206 f., 
219f., 222 (infin. ). 

Words, division of, 13 f. 

Word-formation 61 ff. 
tion 65 ff. 

Words, play on, 298 f. 
Words, position of, § 80, 287 ff. Ordi- 

nary rules 287 f. Position of enclitic 
words 288. Position of the govern- 
ing gen. before the dependent gen. 
99f. Of the attribute (adj., gen. 
etc.) 158 ff., 288f. Of the adverb 
289. Of the partitive genitive 159. 
Of the possessives and the possessive 
gen. of the personal pron. 168f., 
288. Of éxeivov aud rotrouv 169. Of 
several defining clauses 160. Of 
otros and éxeivos 172. Of the voca- 
tive 289f. Of évexey and other 
quasi-prepositions 127, 290. Of a» 
205f., 216. Of the negative 257. 
Of re 265. Of &pa and tolyvy 273. 
Of the subordinating conjunction 
(and the relative) 283 note 2, 290. 
Of the co-ordinating conjunction 
290. Separation of the participle 
from words belonging to it 243. 

By composi- 

Zeugma 292. 
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A interchanged with « 20f. With o 
21. With w 22, 

-a, -as etc. for -ov, -es etc. in the 2nd 
aor. 45f. In the impf. 46. 

’ABtas 327 (8. n. 1). 
ayaboepyéw, -ovpyéw 22, 67, 70. 
ayads, degrees of comparison 34. 
ayadArdw, -dopar 52. Aor. 44, Con- 

struction 118, 225, 245. 
ayavaktéw mepl Tivos 135. 
ayyapevw and éyy. 20f. Constr. 226. 
dyyédAw, aor. pass. 43, 52. 
dye with plur. 85 note 1. 
diyta, 7a 84. 7a dy. Tdv aylwy 84, 143. 

a&yopa without article, 148 f. 
GypiéAatos, 77 67, 

aypos without art. 148. 
dyo, aor. 43, 52. Intrans, 182. 

tpitny ravrny nucpay 75. 

ayovitopar tva 225. 

Se to be supplied with a genitive 

ayer 

&BAddens 63. 
Gdns: év Te addy, els ddynv (not Acdov) 

96. 

adixéopar ‘let myself be wronged’ 
185. adc with perfect sense 188. 

’ASplas, 6 153. 
aei not often used, wdvrore used in- 

stead 59. 

&fupa, ra 84. 
"Afwros 24. 

a. interchanged with e 9. 
-at of verbal terminations subject to 

elision 296, 

-au optat. 46 f. 

Atyurros without art. 153. 

-avey optat. 46. 

Aidaptrar 9. 
aipata 84. 

-atvw aor. -ava 40. 

cc 

atpew aor. 45, 52: fut. 52. 

-afpw aor. -apa 40. 

atpw intransit. 183. 

aicOdvopat 7. 103. 

alo xuvopas with a6 88. Wit inf, 
eos 

aitéw and alréoua distinguished 186, 
Constr. 91, 226, 230, 241. 

aidves 83. 

aidyios, 2 and 3 terminations 33. 

“Aneddepax 12, 

a&koAovléw constr. 113 f. 

akovw fut. 42, 52. Constr. 103, 23), 
239, 246. With perfect sense 188. 

akpoBvo-rla 67. 
&kpos, To &kpov with gen. 158. 

aktrAwv aquilo 13. 

aAGBaorpos, 6 and 7 26. 

&Aa(s), Td, for of ades 27. 

adextopodevla 68. -as answering the 
question When? 109. 

GAnGea, er’ aXnelas 137. 
GANOw for dréw 52. 

GANPds Aéyw iptv 14] note 2. 

adveds plur. -eezs 22, 
aAAa 60, 267 ff ot pdvov ... dAAG (Kai) 

267. add ot 267f. adda ye 261, 
268. GAG Kal, AA’ ove 2B9. AAD’ 
tva 269, 293. . 

GAAAAwv 170. G&Aopar 52. 
&ddos and repos 179f. With art. re- 

peated 160f. &Ados mpds &AXov 170. 
dé. pleonastic 318 (180a). Ellipse of 
é. 180, 292. ddd’ # 269 with note 1. 

ddov, 4, for ddws 25, 29. 

&po 60. With dat. 115. With par- 
ticiple 252 f. : 

apaptave 52. Fut. and aor. 42f. 
Constr. 128, 245. 

apapria without art. 150. 

342 
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Gapaptwrds 64. 
apedéw with gen. 104. 

Gpoveor Oat for -ev 185. 

apoiatw, -éfo 52, 20, 39, 41. 
auddtepor 36. With art. 161, 162. 

-av for -a in ace. of 3rd decl. 26. 

-av for -acc in perf. 46, 

éyv 60, 259. With indic. 
With conjunet. 211 f., 216f., 219 
With fut. (and pres.) indic. 
217. With optat. 220. Not with 
infin. 233. Not with part. 253. 
omws dv 211 f. ws dv 272 

205 ff. 

272. Omission 
of dv with oor? 217. “With éws, 
aXpt, mex pe 219. 

&v for cay ‘if’ 60. 

ava with acc. 122. Stereotyped as an 
adverb 122, 145, 179. ava pécor 
1e2, 129. 

avayatov (avay.) 9, 22, 67. 
incorrect form 25, 

avuyewy 

avayiwvoaokw coustr. 231 note 1. 

avayny without ¢oriv 73. Constr. 
239 f. 

ayadad\o aor. -€dadov 43, 54. 

avabewa for -yua 62. 
> , 7 : Se) 

avakaprre intrans. 182. 

avaddw 52. 
avapipy yoke, -opar constr.91, 104, 226. 

avatravopar fut. and aor, 44, 56. 

avarrecpos for -npos 9. 

avactpédw intrans. 182. 

avaréAXw trans. 318 (183 a). 

avarlBepal rive 116. 

avatoAai plur. 83f., Without art. 
148. 4 avarodhy the East’ 148. 

avadalve yy (93) 183. 

avély. See avinpr. 

d&vepos omitted 141. 

dvev with gen. 127. 

avexopar aegnicnt 39, 54. 
104. : 

avikev 206. 

avip “Iovdates etc. 141. 
yuvackes 289. 

avéAeos 66. 

Constr. 

dvdpes kal 

&vOpwros : waves dvOpwrror 161. 
avinut 51. avedy 38. 

avistnpt: pleonastic use of dvacrds 
249: of dvdaornbs (kai) 249, 278. 
avéornkxe not used for ‘is risen’ 199. 

“Avva 11, 16, 30. 
“Avvas 11, 30. 
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avotyo 56. Augment etc. 39, 56. 
Aor. and fut. pass. 43. 

avTexopat with gen. 102. 

avrt with gen. 124. dvf’ av 124. dvri 
7o¥v with inf. 237. Construction 
with compounds of dvri 116. 

avtukpus 20. With gen. 128. 

avTiAapBavopar with gen. 102. 

avTuveyw with uy and inf. 255. 

avrirépa 7. 

&vobev and am’ av. 59. 

a&vortepov 35. 
&€vos constr. 106 (gen.), 218, 228, 235. 

aéo constr. 105 (gen.), 226, 241. 

amayyeAAw constr. 226, 231 note 1, 
232. 

arauréw 186. 

atrayvraw 52, fut. 42. 

arapvéonar aor. 44f. Fass. 
Constr. 232, 255 (u7 and inf.). 

arapte 14. 

&tras beside was 161 with note 1. 
With art. 161 f. 

ameA€opat 52, 185. Constr. 226. 
atme(pactos kakav 106. 

atrexSvopar 185. 

‘AmedAfjs beside ’AmoddGs -wreos 21, 
71. Declension 31. 

With gen. 127 f. 

pleonastic use of deOwy 

184. 

atrévavre 1+. 

GaTéepxXopar : 
249, 

aTréxw, -opar constr. 105, 182. 
To. amréxw = ameiinpa 188. 

amo with gen., 124ff. For ¢& 124f. 
Denoting extraction (place of birth) 
125. For partitive gen. 96, 125: 
do. with verbs 100f. For t7é 125 
(also with passive verbs). For rapa 

ATE KEL 

125, 103 (dkodw) For gen. of 
separation 105f., 125f. With 
KptrTw 91, With devyw, purdooouat 
etc. 87 f., 126. With adjectives 
106. Answering the question How 
far distant? 95. dé mpoowrov rivds 
83, 129. dd 7. crduards rivds 130. 
ap’ Fs 140. ard pas 140f. aod 
Tore 276. 

arokablornpt anum. 39. 
amoketrat with . * 228. 
aTroKomropat 18§. 
aroxp(vona: 55. Fut. and aor. 44, 

181. Constr. 232, 24:) (with Reyes 
d7roxptGels eimev etc. Is oD: 278. 

aroktelvw, -evvw 41, 55. Aor. pass. 
44, 55. Use of the verb 184. 
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aroXelrerat with inf. 228. 
drdhAupe 56. 

*"AmohAds, -avL0s, 
Declension 31. 

amodoyéopal rive 110. 
a&ropéopar constr. 88. 
aropitrrw intrans. 182. 

atooréAAw constr. 223, 226, 230. 

atroorepéw constr. 91, 105. 
atrootpédw intrans. 182. 

"Awa is 21, 71. 

aroraccopal rive 110. 

aropbéyyouar constr. 232. 

&trropauwith gen.101. “Amdfa, 11,24. 

dpa, dpaye 60, 216, 259 f., 273. dpa 
oby 273. 

dpa, dpd ye 60, 259. 
"ApaBia with and without article 153. 

apyds, -7 32 f. 

dpytpia S4. 

dpéokw constr. 110, 128. 
apeorov éotre constr. 227, 240. 

dp@pov mpotaxtiucdy (6 7 76) 
umoTaxrixdy (os #6) 145, 172f. 

aprorepa sc. yelp 140. €f dpicrepay S4. 

apkerov (satis) 76. Constr. 228. dpxerds 
228 and 25 (dat. 137. 

dpkéw constr. 228. dpxéoua éri with 
dpxos for dpxros 24. 

appofopar for -w 185. 

apveopat aor. 44f. Constr. 225, 255. 
aptatw 40. Fut. 42, 52. Aor. and 

fut. pass. 43. 

appaBov 10. 

dppnv, dpony 23. 
dpti, position of, 289. 

apxy: Thy apxfv 94, 176. 
etc. without art. 149. 

-ApX 7s and -apxos 28, 68. 
apxt- in composition 66. 

a&pxrepevs 66. 

dex » with gen. 104. -oua: constr. 
221, 245. Often almost superfluous 
227 note 1. 

hebaweves ‘beginning with’ 249. 

tpwpra dpwua 306 (16 a). 
-as gen. -a (and -ov) 25, 29, Abbrevi- 

ated names in -as 7(f. 
-acat 2nd sing. pres. ind. pass. of 

verbs in -dw 47. 
-aola, substantives in, 69. 
"Acia with art. 153. 
GoKéw with inf. 225 

and 

am’ apxis 

INDEX OF GREEK WORDS. 

domafoua. 188, 194. 
188, 196. 

aorip, -épes without art. 147. 
aoroxéw constr. 105. 
aéorpa without art. 147. 
drep with gen. 127. 
aveyréw Tivds 104. 
atéw, -dve 53, 183 (intrans.). 
atpa omitted 140. 
avro- in composition 69, 70. 

aomdoacde aor. 

avropatos 69. -uary 33. Adj. for 
adv. 141. 

avtos ‘self’? 170, 168 (a. di’ éaurod 
etc.), 171 (avrd rofiro).. ‘He’ (em- 
phatic) 164, 168 f. (av’rod ‘ his’). 
idcos at'rov 169. atrod etc. used with 
disregard to formal agreement 166. 
Frequent use of avrot ete. 164f., 
251 f., and 283. Do. (after * a reli- 
tive) 175. kati... atrot after a 
relative clause 175. 6 atrés constr. 
114, 179, 263. é€ai v6 avrd 136. 

avrod adv. 59 note 2. 

adatpéw constr. 91. 

d&des with conjunctive 208. 

adlyp, adlw 51. forev 39. 
38. Constr. 226. 

aduéts ‘ departure’ 5 

"Axata with and without art. 153. 

axpetos accent 14. dxpetos -eody 22. 

Oxpr(s ) 20, 60. With gen. 127. a. o& 
127, 219, 272. As conjunction 219, 
O79 
py oe 

dipiv8os, 0? 26. 

-aw, verbs in 
47 f. 

epédny 

-dw and -éw confused 

Bafyw 2nd aor. imperat. 50, 53. 

BadrAavrvov 10 f. 

BaddAw aor. 45. Intrans, 182. 
Barrlfopat aor. 185, 186 f. 
Barriopa and -cpéds 61 f. 

Bapéw (-tvw) 53. 
Bactretw constr. 104, 136. 

BacKalyw 53. Aor. 40. Constr. 89 

Bdaros, a and 7 26. 

Barradoyety 2.e. Barra(\o)Aoyety 21, 

BéBaros, -ala 33. ByPavla 31. 

BryPoatda(v) 17. Bud fopar pass. 184. 

BiBAaptScov 64. | 
BiBAos without art. 151. 
Bidw 53f. Aor. 43. 

BAacrdave and -dw 53. Aor. 43. 

Pe 
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Br\acdrypéw constr. 88. 
BrAérw tor 694 3, 56. Aor. and fut. 

42,53. Constr. 88 note 1, 126, 225, 
231, 246. Brédre(re) 2U9, 278. 

Bodw constr. 232. 
Boes Boos Boot 13. 

Boppas 25. Without art. 148. 

BovAetopar constr. 225. 

BovAopat = OéAw 947. 
Bovre. 47. Constr. 225. éBovddunv 
207. BovdecGe with conjunct. 210. 

Bots ucc. pl. Boas 26. 

Bpéxc for ver, personal and impers. 75. 
Trans. and intrans, 182. 

Augment 37f. 

Tatopvrdkiov 15. 
Téios 16 f. 
Todivala 8. With art. 153. -alos 8. 

alee -(Lw -iokw 53. yaudoua constr. 

yapo. 84. - 

yap 60,274f. Position 290 with note a. 

ye 60, 260f. Cp. dpa ye, dpa ye, xalye, 
KaiTovye, “evouvrye. 

Tebonpavi (-capavt) 7. 

yeAdw 53. Fut. 42. 

yepi{w constr. 102. 

Yyéuo constr. 102. 

yevynpa and yéryyya distinguished 11. 

Tevyynoap, not -aped -aper 13. 
yévos : Tw yéver 117. 

Yyevopat with acc. and gen. 101. 

Yq omitted 140. Without art. 147. 
Yijpas -ous -e. 26. ss 
yivopat, not yiyy. 24. Aor. 44, 53. 

“ye-yovev for éyévero 200. With gen. 96, 
_ 99. With dat. 111f. With es and 
ev 850f., 122, 124. With éwi 136. 
With adv. 258.  In_ periphrases 
with participle 204, 244. éyévero 
with inf. 75, 227 4., 235 (rod with 
inf.), 241. With a finite verb (with 
and without xai) 262, 288. éyévero 
ev T@ With inf. 237. ph yévorro 219, 
259, éyévero omitted 74, 292. 

ywooKkw, not yyy. 24, 53. Conj. 
yv@, yrot 49. Constr. 227, 231, 
238, 246. Pass. with dative, 113, 
135. 

yAdooa omitted 140. ydwooats \adet 
292, 

yAwoodkopov 68. 

Todyo0a 31. 
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Topoppa, -wv 12, 31. 
yovutreréw constr. 89. 

yotv wanting 60. Cp. note 1. 

yeadw constr. 226. yp. and éypaya in 
letters 194. 

yenyops 40f., 53. 

YURVHTEvw -vrevo 9. 

yuvy with gen., ellipse of, 95. With- 
out art. 150. dvdpes xal yuvaikes, y. 
kal mardia 289. 

Adkpvov dat. -vow 29. . 

Sapafopar pass. constr. 113. 

Aavif (-{8) 7. 

Sé 60, 266 f. pweév... dé see wdv. xal.. 
dé, 0€... kai 267. Position 290. 

Set constr. 227 £., 239. For delibera- 
tive conj. 210. ede. 206. déov (écriv) 
204. 

Se(kvupt 48. Constr. 227. 

To SeAivéy answering the question 
When ? 94. 

Setva, 6 7) 307 (36a). Setavos for -ov 28. 

Sexadvo, Sexatécoapes ctc. 35. 

Achpatila for Aadu. 21. 

Seid, 77 140. ev def&ia (evdéeia), ex 
deXia@y ete. 84, 140. 

Sopa 53. €déero 47. 
296, 234, 238, 241 f. 

Sécpios TOU Xprorod 107 note 2. 
Seopol and -d 28. 

Sedpo, SedTe with conjunctive 208. 

Sevtepaios 141. 
Sevrepdrpwrov caBBarov 66. 
Sé ‘bind,’ pass. with acc. 93. 

84 60, 273 f. 

SHAov St. 73, 233. d7dds efue with 
partic. not used 245. 

SynAd@ constr. 232 f. 
Aypas 71. Synuoola 141. 

Syvaptov 4 with 327 (note 1). 

Sytrov 58, 60, 260. 

Sid with ace. 132. 6a 76 with inf. 
236, 239. With gen. 132f. dia 
rod with inf. 237 (238). dia wéoou = 
61a 129. ded | -.pds (-Gv) Tivos 83, 
130, 151. d@ ordpardés twos 83, 
130, 151. Verbs compounded with 
dd which take the ,~cc. 89: do. 
which take the dat. 114. 

SiaBdAAopar with dat. 114. 

SvaBAérw constr. 227. 

Constr. 105, 
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SidBoAos without art. 148. 

Sidyw intrans. 292. 

SrabAKar 84. } 
Staxove 53. Augm. 39. Pass. 184. 

Staxpivopar aor. 44. Constr. 114. 

Stadéyopar 55. Aor. 44. Constr. 114. 

Stare(rr@ with participle 245, 258. 

Stapaptvpopar constr. 226. 
StapepfLopar mid. 183. 

StaTrapatpiBy 65. 

Stappyyvupe for mid. 184. 

StacrédAopat constr. 226. 
Siaorepa for -yua 63. 

Statdocow, -opat constr. 226, 230, 240. 

StareX€w with partic. 245, 258. In- 
trans. 292. 

Svarynpéew with €& and d7é 126. 

Statp(Bw intrans, 292. 

Stadépw with gen. 105. 
-8i8do0KaXos in composition 68. 

SiS8ao0Ke with double acc. 91. 
with acc. 93. With inf. 227. 

S(Swpt 49f. Conj. dG do? (dun) 49F. 
Opt. 6¢7 50. With inf. 223. With 
ace. and inf. 226. 

Sverns accent 14. 
Sucxvplfopar constr. 232. 

Sikardw constr. 117. 
Sco 60, 274. 6. cal 263, 274. 

Sidrep 60, 274. S.omerés, 70 141. 

Sudte 60, 274. 

Surddrepoy 34, 58. 

Supaw contract verb in a 47, 53. 
Constr. 90, 102. 

Slipos, 7d 28. 
Sidkw, fut. -Ew 42, 53. 

Soxéw constr. 225, 231. e60fé nor ibid., 
239. ofa euavrw 167 note 2, 239. 
dox® with finite verb 278. doxetre 
inserted in middle of sentence 282. 

dokiatw constr. 227, 239, 247. 
Sox(pros = Sdxupos 155. 

Sofatw constr.227.  Spaxpiom. 140. 

Sivauar 53. Augm. 38. dvvouae ete. 
49. dWvaca and divn 49. Fut. 45. 
Constr. 197, 210, 222, 225, 226. 
édvvaro ‘could havg been’ 206. 

Suvaréw constr. 226. 
Suvardy éori, Suvards constr. 197, 227 

Pass. 

f., 239f. duvardévy without éorty 73. 

Sto declension 35. dvo dvo0 145. of 
dvo 162, , 
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Suoevréptoy 28. 

Svopai 83 f. Without art. 148. 

dio 53. Intrans. 183. ddw, divw, 
evdidtokw 53 (41). Aor. 43. 

Td Swdexadvdroyv Hpdv 67, 156. 

? 

e interchanged with a 20f. With o 
Zl. With. 2) f. «+ 

éav not d& or Hw 60, 214, 271. 
213 1h (with pres. ind. 214. With 
fut. 215). éav xat 215. é€av re... 
édy Te 271. é€av un ‘except’ 216, 
293. 

éav for dv 60Ff., 216. 

éavrrep 60, 271. 

éautod not a’rod 35. For ¢uavrod, 
ceavtod 167 note 1. éavrdy for 
nuav atrav, tudv a. 30d. For 
ah\Anrwr 1O9f. éavrod and aivrod 
167f. Position of é. 168. Streng- 
thened by addition of adrds 168. 

Constr. 

éaw constr. 226. otk €@ 257, 

"EBpaios 16 with 306. 

éyyapevo for dyyap. 20 f. t 
eyy‘fw constr. 114. éyyeora 33. 

éyyova, ty. 12. 

éyyvs with gen. (or dat.) 107. As 
predicate 257. 

éyyvTepoy 35. 

éyelpw, -opar, forms in use 53. Aor. 
44. nyép0yn, éynyeprac ‘is risen’ 
199. éyerpe dpov, eyeipecbe Aywpyev 
278. 

eykalyia 84, 

éykakety (éxx.) &7. Constr. 245. 

éykadéw constr. 105, 110, 184. 

éyxomrTo constr. 235, 255. 

eyKparevopar constr. 91. 
"Efexlas 327 (8 note 1). 

éJeXo-, compounds with, 68. 

é0vn with predicate in syfg. and plur. 
78. Without art. 147, 148. 

e=wO6f., 7f. 

e. interchanged with e 22. 

-e(, adverbs in, 69. 

et 60, 205, 213ff., 271f., 254 (ov and pu). 
‘Whether’ 21], 216,220f. In oaths 
= ‘that not’ 215, 271f. Before disect 
questions 260. ef cat 215. ef ph 
(rt) 216, 254, 298. ef 58 wh (ye) 216, 
260, 271, 298. ef dpa (ye) 216, 259. 
e? ye 261, 271. — etrws 60, 216. 

et pny for } uj 9, 60, 260. 
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-c.a interchanged with -ia 8. 

-cla, Substantives in, 62. 

elSov and -a 45, 56. Cp. opdw. 

elSaAtoyv -etov 15, 64. 

elSwAodkarpla (-eia) 6S. 

eixy 7. 

etkooe not -v 19 with 38%. 

exw eifa 38. ‘ 
eip(, forms of, 51f. Omission of, 72 ff, 

92 (civat), 245 and 246f. (ay). In 
periphrases 37, 201, 2021f ¢. with 
gen, Wf, 99. With dat. 111 f. 

elp., remnants of, 5, 52. 

-€LoV, -Lov, Substantives in, 15, 64. 

eitrep 60, 271. 

cimov, -a 45, 55. etev and edeyer 192. 
ws os elrety 225. elmwy, nai etrev 
249 f. elev Adywv 55, 250. Cp. 
NEY. 

eltras 60, 216. 

elpykev with subject unexpressed 75. 
For aorist 200. 

eipqvy vpiv 74. 
elpyy nel 23. 

-ets for -éas (substantives in -evs) 26. 

eis with acc. 122 ff Confused with 
ev 122 ff., 130. For éri and mpés 
124. eis 76 with inf. 224, 236, 239. 
ets With é@couat, yivouac (elu) 85 Ff. 
With doyiferdar (pass.) 86. With 
eyelpw, éxw etc. 93. Interchange- 
able with dat. 109 f. Compounds 
of efs, constr. 115. eis rpdowrrov 130. 
eis xeipas 130. els EXaXLoTOV €aTe SG, 
235, 

eis as indefinite article 44. uia for 

Umarye eis elpnuny, év 

wpwry 144. efs ris 144, 178. e7s ov 

178. ets Exacros etc. 179. Geis... 6 

Erepos 144. ets... kat eis 144. els rov 
éva 144f., 170. dd wads 1408. 

-cioat 2nd sing. pass. termination of 
verbs in -éw 329 (47 n. 2). 

-eray in plupf? 47. 

eira, elrev 20, 60, 277. 

elre 60. eire .., eire 212, 214, 216, 271. 

elw8a constr. 227. 

é« see éé, 

¢txaotos 179. Does not take art. 161. 
Distinguished from was 161. With 
partitive gen. 97. 

&S(Sopar mid. 318 (185). 
&Su8toKo constr. 92. 

éet 59. Pleonastic use after drov 175. 

eetOey 59. For éxet? 258. 
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éxeitvos 171 f. With (or without) art. 
172. éxeivns sc. THs 0600 109, 140. 

éxetore = exert 5, 59. 

ekkAtvm intrans. 182. 

éxAavOavopar constr. 104. 

éxAe€yw perf. pass, 55. éxA€youat mid. 
85 f. 

éxtradau 14, 66. 

extreptocod 66. éxmepicods 66. 

extrittw constr. 106. Equivalent to 
éxBdrrAouae 184. 

extos 58 note 1. 
exTos ef un 216. 

extore 14. ; 

*"Edatav (not -wy) gas 32, 64, 85. 

&acowy -trev 23. Meaning 34. 
Without 4 108. 

&axurros perexiguus 33. 
33, 34. 

éXedw for -€w 47 f., 54. Transit. 88. 

éX(E)ervds 23. 

éXeos, (6 and) +d 28. 

"EAtoaBeér, -Be8 7, 13, 30. 

"Educaitos 8. 

€\kdw augm. 39, 54. 

é\xw aor, and fut. d4. 

“EAAds with art. 153. 
“EdAnves, art. with, 154. 

Kat EXAnves 204. 

€Aoyaw -€w 48. 
édtrifw, Amis 15 f. HAmKa 199. 

édri¢w constr. 110 note 2, 136, 137, 
197, 202, 231, 234 (edwés). 

euautod 35, 166 f. 
épPA€rw constr. 115. 

éuBpipdopar -€opar 47. 
(44a). With dat. 110. 

éppévw constr. 115. ends 168 f. 

éparl(p.)rAnpe 24. -7Adw 49. Constr. 102. 

éparl(u.)rpnpe 24. 

éurvew with gen. 103. 
éurropevopar intrans. and trans. 88. 

tumpocrbev 59, 107, 127 f. mpodpauan 
éumpoo bev 290. 

éy with dat. 130 f.  év 7@ with inf. 

237, 239. Confusei with eis 122 ff, 

130. Its use in periphrases for 

partitive gen. 96 ?. Interchangeable 
with simple dat. 109 f., "31 — For 
instrumental dat. 112 ?., 130 f. 
Denoting the personal agent 130 f. 
With dAéyee 131 note 1. Denoting 
the cause or motive 118, 181. & 

With gen. 107. 

-LOTOTEPOS 

*Tovdatot (Te) 

Aorist 308 
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rourm, ev w 131, 219, 272. With 
verbs expressing emotion 118. De- 
noting accompanying forces etc. 
118. Of manner 118, 131. With 
pavOdvw, ywworw (‘with’ or thy’) 
131. Of time 119 f. éy de&a@ 140. 
ev (én) péow 12, 129. év xecpi 130. 
év Xpicr@ (xvpiw) 131.—Not assimi- 
lated in composition 12. Opposed 
to d- 69. Compounds of év, constr. 
115. 

évayvte with gen. 127 f. 

évavtios constr. 11]. évavrloy with 
gen. 127 f.  €& évavrias 140. 

éeviu8toKw £1, 53. Constr. 92. 

évSov 58 note 1. 

évexev eivekev (é€vexa) 20, 22. 
127. év. rot with inf. 237. 

évepyew and -éouar 185. 

évéxewv intrans. 182. 

évOade 58. 
évOev 59. 

éve = dor’ 51 f. 

évopki{w constr. §8, 92, 226, 230. 

¢voxos constr. 106. 
évréAAopar constr. 226, 235, 240. 

évredOev 59. 

éyrds rare 58 note I. 
évrpérrop.al tiva 89. 

Uses of, 

With gen. 107. 

évruyxavew constr. 115. 

évetrov with gen. 127f. For dat. 110, 
113 note 4, 123. 

é€&, ex, €y 12. Uses 124 ff. eéx rod 
with inf. 237. In periphrases for 
partitive gen. 96 f. (144). Do. with 
verbs 100 f. With ‘to fill’ ete. 
102, 117 note 3, With ‘to sell’ 
etc. 105, 126. With verbs denoting 
separation 105 f. For w7é 126. 
For év (attraction) 258. é« dnvapiou 
94. éx pwécou=é& 129. x xeupds, éx 
orduaros 83, 130. Compounds of éx 
with gen. 106. 

éearréopar 186. eadtys 14, 140. 
eeorw constr. 227 f., 241. ¢fdv se. 

éort 73, 75, 204, 252. 

€£oA0Opedw 21. 

éEovoiav xw etc. constr. 227 f., 23 
éfopkl{w constr. 88, 133, 226. 
€ovev’w (-dw) 24, 41. 
€&w 58 note. With gen. 107. 
dEwbev 59. 

-€EGtepos 35. 

édpaxa and édpaxa 39, 56. Use 199f. 

INDEX OF GREEK WORDS. 

-eos in 2nd declension contracted and 
uncontracted 25. 

érrayyéAAowar constr. 232, 

€rTavoexvvopar augin. 38, 

étrakovw Tivds 103. 

erakpoapal ruvos 103. érray 60, 272. 

éravayw intr.ns. 318 (182 a). 

erave 14,65. With gen. 107, 108, 129. 

érapxela (-eL0s, ~la) 8. 

érravprov 14, 136. 

*"Exradpdéttos “Eradpas 71. 
émrel 60, 218, 272, 274. 

émedy 60, 218, 272, 274. 

ae ees 60, 272, O74, 

emeckera for éemceix. 23. 

érrefrep 60. “ 
émecta GO, 277. 9 ér. eta rovro 295. 

érékewva 14, 66, 84. [With gen. 107. | 
emepwraw coustr. 226. 

emTéxw intrans. 182. 

émnpedtw tiva 89. 

emi with ace, 136. 
With gen. 130 f. 
ep w 137. 

constr. 115. 

é€miBddAw intrans. 182. 
emiywookw constr. 246, 

emBecxvupar mid. 186. 

ert To avré 136. 
With det. 187 £. 

Compounds of emi, 

Constr. ]15. 

-vume constr. 

emOupéw constr. 102, 225. 

eTiKaAr€w, -onat constr. 92 note 1, 227, 
230, 238. 6 émixadoriuevos 163. 

ercAapBavopal rivos 101. 

evrrAavOdvomoy. constr. 104, 227. 
éemiAnopovy 62. 

émipaptupéw constr. 232, 

emuseAopar -gopar 55: fut. 45; constr. 
104. 

émusevw with partic. 245, 258. 
étmriovoos 64. . 

émumrobéw constr. 102,°225. 

éemuokerropar constr. 227. pe 

erlorapar constr. 231 with note} h, Ah 

émiotpépw intrans. 182 f. 
émuracaw constr. 226, 286, 240 f. 
erir(Onpt, -epar constr. 115. 

vith ce constr, 110, 226. ee 

erurpérw constr. 226, 240, 242. 
émiruvyxavw constr. 102, 
émixetpew constr. 225. 
émtakis, 7d 157. 
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épavvaw for épevy. 21. 
épyatopar, npyaLopny -odpyny, but elp- 

yaouat 88 f., 54. Constr. 92, 124. 

épynpos, accentuation of, 14. 6 oe Oo 
n €p. as subst. 140, 155. 

pus, plur. -des and -ers 27, 84. 

“Eppijs 71. 
éppéBny for -7Anv 10, 40,%0. 

tppwco, -rbe 200. . 

épxopar: forms in use 54. Aor. 45. 
épxouat, 0 épxouevos in future sense 
189, 219. épyou ‘come with,’ ‘come 
back’ 196 note 1. épyou Kal Ge 278. 

épwrdw with double accus. 91. With 
inf, etc. 226, 241. Apwrov éyovTes 
etc. 250. jpwra and -ryoev 191. 

-eg term. of 2nd pers. in perf. and Ist 
aor. £H -as 46. 

éo Ors in collective sense 83. 

éx Bin, dr Ow 54. dayouar 42 (-eca 47). 
Constr. LUUf. éo@iew Kat river 289. 

-eria, substantaves in, 69. 

éxtaka, -nka (éornka ?) 50 (15, 199). 

erxatos also comparative 34, én" 
Eg xX dZou (-rw) Tov nuepayv ete. (1387, 
140), LOG. 7a érxara 156. 

€ow, not elaw 22. Cp. 58 note 1. 
With gen. 107, 

érwley 59. 

Not 

éoarepos 35. 

eTepodidacKkaréw 68. 

érepos and &dAos 179 f. 

étt 277. Position 289. ere dvw, KaTw 
for dvwrepov, xaTwrepoy 35 note }. 

ére uuxpov Kat 73. 

éropos 2 and 3 terminations 33. 
Accentuation 14. With vod and 
inf. 235. 

ev augmented 38. 
ed, kadGs used instead of, 58. Com- 

‘pounds with ed 69, 39 (augment of 
verbs compounded with e@). 
(rpacow) corstr. S89, 245. 

evayyedlLopar and -fw 39, 69, 183. 
pass. 184. Constr. S9f., 124, 227. 

evayyédvov 69. With gen. and with 
kara and acc. 96, 133. 

evaperréopar augm. 39. 
118, 184. 

evdoxéw 69. Coustr. 
evkatpew constr. 227. 
evdoynros 0 Geds 74. 
evoSotpar constr. 227. 
evmapedpos 69. Constr. 115. 

= O/L0t 

With dat. 

88, 118, 123, 227 

ev Trova’ 
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etpaxiAwy 66. 
etpfoxw aor. 45. Active for mid. 183. 

Constr. 246 f. -ouas pass. with dat. 
113 (note 2), 185. 

-evs, ace. plur. -ets 26. 

evoreBeéw trans. 311 (88 d). 

cuppaivopar constr. 118. 

evxaptoréew constr. 137, 

evxouar augm. 38. Constr. 

~e0w, -evomat, verbs in, 61. 

épixvéopal tivos 102. 

ebropkéw 16. 

éhopaw constr. 227. 
"Epatp 17. 

ex Ves 23. 

éxw ‘regard as’ 
obliged to’ 226. 
54. ésynxa for aor. 200. 

185 (246). 

110, 226. 
épatra€ 14. 

92, 231, 247: ‘be 
Fut. only é&w 36, 

Intrans. 
182. With double acc. (ws, eis) 92, 
247. With relative clause 218. 
With inf. 226. With 67: 231. éyavr 
‘with’ 248. 

-€w, verbs in, 61. Formed from com- 
pound adjectives in -os 67. 

-€ws gen. termination of adjectives in 
Us 27. 

éws, 7, not in use 25. 

éws conj. 60, 219, 272. With gen. 127. 
With gen. of the inf. 237, 230.  gws 
ot, drou 127, 219, 272. é€ws with 
adverb 127. 

Exouai Tivos 102. 

t=o8 24. 

Cao 54. Fut. 42. 

tB for of 10. 

Lidos, 6 and 76 2S. 

tnAcw constr. 220. 

{npidw pass. with acc. 93. 

tyréw constr. 220. 

tp for ou 10. 

tuyds, not -dv 28. 

Lovvvpe, perf. pass. d4. 

Coov 7. 

Imperf. 47. 

y interchanged with «8 fi. 9 inter- 
changed with e 8 £. 

4 4 .. A 60, 266. questions (also 
7 uh) 259, 266. - vith comparatives 
107f With positives 143. 

y changed to e in later Aitic 8. 

es in 2nd pers. pass. 47. 

-y, adverbs in, 59. 
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Hyéopar with double acc. 92, 247. 
With ace. and inf. 92, 231. With 
ws and ace. 92 f., 270, 246 note 1, 
O47. iyyovwevos subst. 157, 244. 
Hynuat with present sense 199. 

fovora ‘very gladly * 33, 143. 

ndvrepos 34 note I. 

tik, inflect. 54. Has perfect sense 188, 

"HXtas 8. Declension 235. 
HAukos 36, 179. 
HAvos without art. 147. 

Hpweis for cyw 166. 

Hpepa omitted 140. Without art. 149, 
lol. ovixra Kat nudpay 94, 109. 
quépav €& nuépas 94. nuépas (néons) 
109. Dat. with and without év 109, 
119f., 174 note]. nuéepa cai nuépa 
120. dca r7s Qu. 109, 132. be nuepaov 
Tecoepaxovra (reco. nu) JO9, 1382. 
mpo €& nu. Tot macya 126 Ff. od pera 
mToNNas TavTas Nuépas 133. (7d) Kal! 
nuepay 94, 157. éxeivy 4 nu. the 
last day 171. €v atrn ry nu. 170. 
év rats nu. exelvars (ravras) 171 f., 
cp. 276. éw éoxarov (-wr) Tay nm. 
137, 149, 156. 

Hptovs declined 27. 
with gen. O7 f. 

-nv for -y in ace. of 3rd decl. 26. 

Hveyka, eveykety ctc. 40, 57. 

qvika 59, 272. 

Hep 60. 

“Hpwdéns 7. 

-4s In compounds from verbs in -dw, 
-€wW 63. 

-1S, -evTos (in proper names) = Lat. 
-Fns, -entis 3). 

"Hoalas “Ho. 16. 

loowy Hrrev, hooovpat ATTapar etc. 
23, 54. foowr, Fooov meaning 34. 

Hrou 60, 266. 

AXOs, 628: gen. -ous zbid. 

Huo, TA Nuloera 

8, reduplication of, 11. 
Oaracoa without art. 147. 184. 
@avaros without art. 149,150. @dvaror 

SapBéw and deponent -éoua 44. Aor. 
vid. 

Q@apBos, 6 and 76 28. 

Bappéw and Bapoer 23. 
Constr. 123 note.3. 

Savpatw and dep. -oua 44, 54, 181. 
Aor, ibid. Fut. 42. Constr. 88, 
118, 135, 137, 324 (271 a). 

Gea beside 4 Beds 20. 

Intrans. 88. 

INDEX OF GREEK WORDS. 

Gedopat defective 54 (supplemented by 
Gewpéw). €GedOnv with dat. 113, 185. 
6. with part. 246. With as 231 
note L. 

Gédw, not €7. 23, D4. 
= BovrAonat 47. 

Augm. 9-37, OF. 
Constr. 196 f., 209, 

210 (Béd\ere with conj.), 225.  edov 
‘T could wish’ 207. 

Gepedrov and -os 28. 

-Vev, aclverbs in, 5% 

Beds voc. Oeds (Oe€) 25, ST. Withont 
art. L4s, 163. 

aoretos 113. 

Dat. ro 6. with 

Gewpéw supplemented by Gedouar dt. 
Takes place of pres. paw 56. Constr. 
231 with note 1, 258, 246. 

Oryyave with gen. 101. 

OvyoKke 7. Perf. 50, 199. 

GptapBevw trans. SS, 153. 

OTs 15. 

Ovareipa declined 32. 

Bipa and -ar 84, 137. Without art. 
149. 

u interchangeable with e 2) f. With v 
Y2 (with o 22). Shortened before ¢ 
15. 

Ladseript (. mute) 6f. 

-Cin demonstratives (yuri) 35. 

-ia, substantives in, 63. Do. related 
to compound adjectives in -os and 
verbs in -éw (7. 

-vafw, verbs in, 61. 

-tavos, designations ending in, of Latin 
origin 63. 

idopar pass. 184. 

-Cas, gen. -iov (proper names), 25, 29. 
e ~ Line > 

idetv for (dev 16. 

tStos for 16. 16. Generally possessive 
= ‘own’ 169. Omission of art. with 
it 169. Kar’ idtay, idia 141, 169. 

iS80v for (50% 16. Without a finite 
verb 74, 292. xalt ido 262. ido, 
tée with nom. 85 note 1]. ite with 
plural word 85 note 1. 

ve. contracted into ec 23, 51. 

‘Iepatrodts dat. “Iepa moder 32. 

‘Teptx 7, 16. 
“Tepooddvpa Tepoveadhp 16,31. Fem. 

32. Hardly ever takes art. 1538, 
cp. 161. 

tepovpyéw trans. 88. 
Teroai 17. 
-({w, verbs in, 61. Fut, 42. 

type with compounds 51. 
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"Incots 29. Declined 31. With and 
without art. 152, 170. [76. 

ixaves, constr. 227 f., 239. 

"Ikdviov S. 
“KOS (-taKds), adjectives in, 64 f. 

Verbal adj. in -cxés with gen. almost 
entirely wanting 107. 
pee 54. Constr® 88 rote 3. 

thems oor 20, 74. 

iatiov omitted 141. 

-ty, -tvos for -is, -tvos 27. 

ixavév satis 

imarea SA. 

iva GU, 211 £, 221, 222 £1, 209 (for 
imperat.), ° 17 f., 240. ad’ tva 269, 
293. wva dé ORG f., 294. 

ivari 14. 
’ ae : as 

-w6s, -ivos, adjectives in, 65. 

-os, adgectives in, 64. Compounds 66. 

Lowry “Idrn 11. ‘Top8avys, 6 153. 

*Tovdala with art. 153. 

‘Tovdaior. with and without art. 153 f. 
"lL. (re) Kal” EXAnves 264. 

"Touvias or -via 7i note 4. 

toa as adverb with civa: 257 

trace for oidace 5, 50. 

-tota, substantives in, 69. 

Yoros constr. 114, 270 f. 

"Iopanad, 6 154. 
162. 

-iooa, fen. 

14274). 

mwas “I., mas oikos I. 

substantives in, 63. 

tordve, -dw for icrnm 48. éorny and 
eoTabyy 50, IS}. 2nd aor. imperat. 
50. Other tenses 50. 

ioxvw constr. 226. 

Tradla with art. 153. 

ix@ts accent 14. Acc, plur. -vas 26. 
*Twdavva 1}, 30. 

"Twdvys Iwva(s) etc. 11, 30. 

"Iwvabas (-75) 30. 

Toon Iwons 30. Gen. -Fros 31. 
Twotas 8. 

e 

kad 60, 270. ® 
KaQamep 60, 270. 
Kabamrw for -ovat 183. With gen. 101. 

KaSapi{w (-ep-) 20. For xadaipw d4. 
KabéfLonwar 54 f. 

Kal’ eis 179. 76 Kad’ eis 94. 

KabARev, kabjKov 206. 

KaOnpar 52, 54 f. 
Kabife A4 f. 

Ka8o 60, 270. 
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KaboArov, 7d 234 note 2. : 

Kabdre 60, 274. 

xadws 60, 270. 

kai 60, 261 ff. (249 f., 275 note 1). 
In crasis 19. At the eae of 
the apodosis 262f. In sentences of 
comparison 263, 270, Kai... Kai. Te 
(...) nai etc. POLE. GAA Kai 269. 
Kai yap 270. Kal... dé, d6€ cat 267. 
6.0 Kai etc, 268. ef cal see ef, Kal 
ef 275. 4 Kal 266. Kai ov, Kal py 
265f. «al radra with particip. 171, 
248, 263. Kai rodro 171, 263. Kai ris 
‘who then?’ 262f. ri cai 263. Cp. 
Kalye, Katimrep, KaiTourye) Kay. 

Kar(a)das 17 note 4. 

katye 248, 261. 

Kawwav 17. 

Katvorepos for positive 142. 

With part. 248. 

Kkatpos Without art. 149. «. (éoriv) 
constr. 223 f., 234. 

Kattouye) 60, 248, 260, 269, 275. 

katw aor. and fut. pass. 43, 50. 

Kakodoyéw Tiva 89. 
KkakoTraQ/a 8. 

kakos, comparison of, 34. 
298, 

Kadéw fut. kadéow 42,55. With double 
ace. 92. 6 Kadovpevos 168. 

KaAAvéAatos, 7) 67. 

KaAdv éotiy constr. 112, 206, 240 f. 

Kahas for ef 58, 
constr. 89, 245. 

KapnAos (-tAos) 9 

kdy 19 note 2, O14, : Al ES Yo epee sy 

kata with acc. 133. In periphrases for 
possessive gen. 133, 169. Distribu- 
tive kava, stereotyped as an adv. 
1338, 145, 179. With gen. 133. 
kara povas 141. Kar’ ’dtav 141, 169. 
Kara Tpscwrov 83, 129 f. Compounds 
of xara, constr. 89 (acc.), 104, 106 
(gen. ). 

Kaltrep GU, 

KAKOUS KAKWS 

Kardas (et) mrodw 
Kahas héyw SY. 

KaTayitvaokopat pass. 184. 

KaTayvupe 52. 

Katafovidw active 183. 

kataSvvacretw constr. 10-4. 

Katakp(ve constr. 232 

KaTakupievw Ttivdg 104. 

kaTahapBavopat mid, 156. 
23d 

Katadelrw constr. 226. 

KataAAdoow, -opat with dat. 114, 

Pavaryw li. 

Mcnrstr. 
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Karavapkaw tivés 106. 
KaTavieow, aor. pass. 43. 
kara£ia constr. 226. 
Katatave intrans. 183. 
KaTapdopat tiva 89. 
KaTaxpdaopat with dat. 114. 
KatévaytTe with gen. 127 f. 
Katevomioy with gen. 127 f. Inter- 

changeable with dat. 113 note 4. 
KaTnyopeopar pass. 1S4. 

KatTnywp for -opos 29. 
KaTHXEopat pass. with acc. 93. 
KATOTEPOS, -EPw 3d. 
KQvXaonar iIntrans, 

Constr. 110, 118. 

Kadapvaotp 12 f., 32. 
KeSpav 32. 6 315 (153 a). 
Keipor 52.= reVepar Sl. Keiuevos jy 203. 
Keipopar ‘have one’s hair cnt’ 186. 

KéxTypar not used 199 note 1. 
Kékpaya for xkpafw 198. 

KeAevw constr. 110, 191, 197, 226, 230, 
240 (acc. and inf. pass. ). 

kevenBatréva67. KevTuptov centurio 13. 
(kepavvupe) perf. pass. 55. 
Képas képata 26. 

Kepdaive, aor. -ava, -noa 40, 55. 
pass. 50. 

Kehadarow 61. Kijpv— accent 15. 

Kypvocow constr. 124, 226, 239. 

Kudc«la with and without art. 153. 
kivSvuvevw constr. 227. 

kAalw 55. Fut. 42. Constr. $8, 136. 

Kets acc. KAetOa KAety 26. Plur. wreidas 
KNecs 26. 

KAel@ kéxAcropat 40, 30. 

KAnpovopew constr. 102. 

kAtpo accent and quantity 14 f., 63. 

kXivw aor. pass. 44,55. Intrans. 182. 
Kkodpavrns quadrans 13. 

kota, without art. 15]. 
Koipdopar fut. 45. 

Kotvwvéw constr. 100, 114. 

Kotvwvds with gen. (or dat.) 106. 

KoAAdopat with dat. 114. 
KoAAptov (-otptov) 22. 
Kodoowal Kotacoacis 21. 

koTTopat constr. 88; 
kopBavas (-Brv) 32. 
Kopévyvpe with gen. 101. 

KOGpLOS, 6 7) 33. 

Constr. 235. 

and trans. 88. 

Fut. 

KoAtrot 84. 

INDEX OF GREEK WORDS. 

Koopos Without art. 148. 
Kovapros 15. 

KpcB[Blaros (-arros, -axtos) 11. 

Kpatw, kpafov 15. Inflection 55. Fut. 
36 note 1, 43. Aor. 43. xéxpayya = 
kpdgw 188, 198. Constr. 232, 250. 

Kpatréw constr. LUL.  -éoxar rod wy with 
inf, 235. 

Kpatiore in address 33, 86. 
kpéas, Kpéa 26. 
Kpeloowy, -Trev 23. Meaning 34. 
Kpéwapat constr. 321 (225 b). 
Kpipa accent and quantity 14 f., 63. 
Kpiveds. Constr. 231. -ovacconstr. 114. 
Kpioros 15. 
KptBw for kpimrw 41, 55. 

45, 00. Constr. 91. 

KpuTTés : év (Tw) KpuTrT® 150. 

Aor, pass. 

KTévvw (-altvw) for -eivw 41, 5d. 
(LITOKT. 

Kriows Without art. 148. 
]62. 

Kvéw (KUM) 5d. 

KukAdbev 59. 

Cp. 

maca (A) KT. 

KvAlw 5d. 

Kupyvios, -ivos, more correctly -ivcos 
1 ae et 8 

Kuoevw TLvds 10-4. 
Kuptos Without art. 148. 

Kwivw constr. 105, 220, 235, 255. 

Kas, ace. Ko 25 

Aayxave constr. 102, 135, 235. 

Aabpa. 7, 258. 
AGKéw 5d. 

Aadéw constr. 232, 249. 

AapBave, Anpropat ete. 24,55. e’Anda 
with aoristie sense YOU. XA. pari- 
ouatwv 118. AaSwy (€\a3ev cai) pleo- 
nastic 248 f. 

AavOavw constr. 245, 258. 

Aeyewy, -voy 21. 

Aéyw defective, supplemented by eizov 
ete. 55. Aéyer without subj. 75. 
Aéyee €v “HXia and similar phrases 
131 note 1. With ace. (rid) SY. 
Kahas, kaxas A€yw 89. With double 
ace. 92. With érc or acc. and inf. 
232, 240. With iva 226.  drexver 
ancl efrev 192. é-yuwv, -ovres 8 note 
}, 232, 249 f.. 285. od Aéyers 260. 
6 Neydmevos 242. Adyw iuiy inserted 
282. Kata dvPpwroy Aéyw and simi- 
lar phrases inserted 282. 
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Aeltrw aor. 43, 55. 
Atuava HD. elec Twi 112. 
pal tivos 105. 

Aatoupyés, -la, -€w 8. 

Aévrooy 21. 

Avis (-ets) declined 29, 31. 

Anvds, 7 (0) 26. 

A‘av usually placed after word quali- 
fied 289. 

Xi0os, 6 (not 7) 26. 

Ausds, 6 and 7 26. 
combined 299, 

Loyela 8. 
dAoylfLopar pass. 184. Constr. with eis 

86. With ws and nom. 93, 270. 
With (acc. and) inf. or dre 231, 238. 

Aordoeso riva S89. 

Aoutrds: (7d) Aoerdv 94. rod Norrot 94, 
109, Art. repeated after \. 1L6U Ff, 
A. omitted 180, 292, 

Aovkas 71. = Aovxcos ? 163 with note. 

Aovw, A€Aov(or)put 40, 55. 

Avd8a, -ns (-as) 25, 31 f. 
31 f. 

Avpalfopal tia 89. 

AuTéopar constr. 137. 

Avovtedéw constr. 89. 

Avorpa, -ay, -ots 32. 

Alternative pres. 
A€imro- 

Ayuds and Noss 

yand ra A. 

With short 

Studied 
-#a, substantives in, 62. 

stem-vowel l4f., 62 f. 
accumulation of, 300. 

pabynrevw intrans. and trans. 88, 183. 

pakaptos without auxiliary verb 73 f. 

paKkpobev (aird p.) 59. 
pakpo8upéw constr. 118. 

paddroy, perdtora 33. udddov omitted 
143, 292. Pleonastic uadAXov 1438. 

papwovas 11. 
pavOavw constr. 125, 227, 247, 238. 

pavva 32. 

Mapa, -as 25¢ 30 
Maptap, -fa 30. 
Mapkos 15. 

paptupéw constr. 111, 232. With 
Neywy etc, 250. -éoua pass. 184, 
239. paprup® inserted 282. 

pactds, -7 069, -{de 24 

paraos 2 and 3 terminations 33. 
pebvokopar olvw 117. 
pelyvupe (not plyy.) 8. 

peorepos 34. peAer constr. 104. 
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péAdAw augm. 38, 55. Constr. 197, 202, 
229, 227, With inf. as periphrasis At dest hy 

for fut. 204f. 

Pepvypat, see pLouvycKouat. 

pepopar constr. 89, 110. 

péev 60, 266f. wey... d€266f. perv... 
oN (wAHv) 267. ev ot» 267, 270, 
440. 

pevovy ye 60, 260, 269, 270. 

pevror 60, 269. pevo trans. 87. 

peptpvaw constr. 104, 111. 
pepis omitted 140, 

BEépos omitted 141. épy ‘region’ 84. 
peoavvKtioy for pecov. 21. 

peonpBola without art. 148, 

perovuKtiov (necav.) 21,67. Without 
art. 149. -fouand -cov 3]1 (94a), 109. 

Mecororayia with art. 153. p 

péoos partitive 109, 158. 76 pécov 158. 
ava pecov 122, 129. eu (év) wécw 12: 
with gen. 129, écos, wéoor adv., 
€x pécov, dia pécouv (-ov) with gen. 
129, 132. Article 156. 

peords with gen. 106. 

peta with acer. 133. pera 76 with inf. 
236, 239. With gen. 133f. Denot- 
ing manner ]18. Alternating with 
dat. after verbs denoting community 
TI4. pera and ovy 132, 133 f. wera 
Kai 263. werd rovTo (Tatra) with 
asyndeton 276 f. 

peradidwpt constr. 100. 
peratpw intrans. 318 (182d). 

peradkapBave with gon. 100. merada- 
Bov xapov 100, 

peradkdAdoow constr. 105. 

peTapeAopatoo. Fut. 40. 

peraty ‘bctween’ (with gen.), 
wards’ 129, 

perexw constr, 100. 

weroxos with gen. 106. 

petpew ev tive 117, 

Constr. 235. 

‘after- 

perproTradew tivi 110. 
Béxpt(s) 20, 60. With gen. 127. u«. 08 
| Ia eta AS ear oe ee eee 

pn negative 60, 214, 216, 253 ff In- 
terrogative 254, 259. Before an 
inf. after verbs c. ° -ining a nega- 
tive idea 255. . 7d wh with inf. 234. 
TOU BH with fi, 235. As conjune- 
tion 211 ff. —piy ob 213,25! ad py 
see ov. Ar with ellipse 293 f.—py 
yévoiro 219, 259. 

pnde 60, a 265. 
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pndeis 14, 178. ynfels an alternative 
form 24. 

pnPapds 24. 

pnvels 24. 
phy see ef uy. 
pytote 219f., 220, 255 with note (332). 
nore ov py 256. 

phos 60, 212 f., 240 note 1, 255. 

pyre 60, 261. pre... unre 265 f. 

pATHp to be supplied 95. 
pate 60, 254, 259. wareye 254. 

pytpodwas 7, 21. 

-wt, verbs in, 48 ff, 

praive penrappéevos 40, 55. 

pinyyoKe -dua 7. Constr. 103 f. 
cuvncOny pass. 184. péuynuae with 
present sense 199. 

MitvAjvy for MuriAv. 22. 

pyynpovevo constr. 104. 

pyno revo pepynorevpas ? 38, 56. Pass. 
with dat. 113. 

poyrdados 24. 

pOves never more nearly defined by 
reference to the whole 97 note 1. 
ovos and adv. poévoy 141. xara pdvas 
141. ov povov ... AAG (Kal) 267. ov 
ph. 6€ a. kai 291 note 2. 

-povy, substantives in, 62. 
-p6s, substantives in, 61 f. 

Mvola with art. 153. 

pwpds accent 14. 

Moros 10. Declined 29. 

v, variable, 19. 

Nafaper, -€0, -a8 13. 
vat 60, 256, 260. 

260. vai val 256. 

Naipav Neepav etc. 17 note 2. 
vats in literary lang. for mXotov 27. 

véa Sta0yKy for kay 298, 327 (5 note 3). 

Neamodts Néav modw 32. 

vexpot without art. 148. 
veounvia voup. 22. 

v(ejorads v(e)omoid etc. 23. 

veow with inf. 226. 
vf 60. 

v78w 56. 

vijons, plur. vjorecs 27. 

viKdo, 6 vikav with perfect sense 189. 
vixos, 76 for 7 vixn 28 f. 

virrrw for vifw 41, 56. 

vai, Aéyw vuiv 256, 
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voew constr. 231. 

vopifw not with double acc. 92. 
inf., with ér: 201 f., 231 f. 

vopnos Without art. 150. 

voTos Without art. 148. 

vos, vods 29, 

viv, position of, 289. 

vw¥&: vixra kal nucpay 94, 109. (ris) 
yuxTos 109. da (79s) v. 109, 132, 
149. péons v. 109. év vuxri 119. 
Kara pécov ras v. 158. 

vox Orjpepov 66 f. 

vurralw éviorata 40. 

vatos for verov 28. 

With 

Eévos with gen. 106. 
Enpd, 7 140. 
Enpalvw eEnpappévos 41). 

Evpéw forms 56. cEvpauny 186. 

o interchangeable with @ and ¢€ 21. 
Miike 2. 

6, 4, TO 145 ff. 7d, Tot, ro with inf. 
O33 ff. 6 wey ...6 6€ 1I45£. 6 be, 7 de, 

of 6€ 146. 6 pév ofv 146. As article 
146 ff 6 cai 163. 

odayss, O8aye 21. 
$e 35 f., 170. 

odds, ellipse of, 108f., 140. odd» with 
gen. rersus 94 note 1, 98, 1380. od@ 
with sropevoua etc. 119. 

'Otias 8. 
b0ev 59, 258 (attraction). 

PES 

ot- often unaugmented 38. 
oifa forms 50, 53 (cp. icaciv). Constr. 

227, 231, 240, 246. 

oikodeordtys 66. 
oikodon7 62. 

olkos without art. 151], 162. 

oiktippds 8, 15. 

olkripw (-(ppwv) 8, 15, 56. Trans. 88. 

-oiv for -odv in inf. 48. 

otopat constr. 232. @ 

otos 36, 178 f. ovx olov dri 179, 292 
note 2. olos 67707’ ody 178. 

érlyos: ovx odlyos 16. 

OAOPpedw, -euTts, éod. for -e- 21.” 
$dos with art. 161. 
ope(popar for iu. 22. 
oprréw constr. 114. 

Conjunction 

oik. THs olklas 295. 

-of SO. 

With gen. 102. 
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(Spvupt), dpvdw 48. Constr. 88, 123, 
131, 133, 202, 232. 

opodupaddy 70. 
opordte constr. 114. 
dporos accent 14. 2 terminations? 33. 

With dat. (or gen.) 106, 114. 

opord@ constr. 114. 
dporoyéw constr. 92, 110, 131, 202, 247. 

opdore = Op.od 59 
Sums 60, 269. 

oveS(Lo tiva 89. 

évivapar with gen. 101. 

dvopa: © &., of 7d bv., (kal 7d) dv. 
avTou, dvouart 74, 85, 118. rotvoua 
94, éemiriOnuc, érexaréw Tivl dv, 115. 
kahéw 70 bv. Twos... (ace.) 85, 92. 
more els TO bv. Twos 110. emi (ev) T@ 
év. Twos ete. 123 f.  év dvduare bre 232, 

-00s, contractiou of, in 2nd decl. 25. 

8murIev with gen. 107, 128. 
émiow with gen. 107, 128 f. 

otrotos 36, 175, 179. 

omsr: 59f., 218, 272. 

8trov ‘where’ and ‘whither’58. Con- 
junction 325 (274 b). 

érravonat 56. With dat. 113, 185. 
Cp. opaw. 

Strws OU, 175, 211 f., 221, 258. 

opaw defective, supplemented by Brérw, 
Bewpd, cidov etc. 45, 56. Perf. édpaxa 
and éwp. 39. Pass. drrdvouar, OPOnv 
56, 185. Constr. 88 note 1, 113, 
126, 246. 6pa, opare uy 209, 213, 
278. dpa uy elliptical 293. 

opy(Lopar constr. 118. 

opéyopar with gen. 102. 
dopey, 7 140. 

ép8orroSéw 67. 

dpl{w constr. 225. 
opk(fe constr. 88, 92, 133, 226, 241. 

dpviE, Spveov 27. 

opoberia, 72 0r -évia, 7a 69. 

épvocow 56, YAor. pass. 44. 
$s, 4, 8 36. Uses 173 ff., 216 ff. Con- 

fused with éorts 172f. Not used 
for ris 176 (but see also 218). Used 
with disregard to formal agreement 
166. Attraction 173 ff Position 
290. ds wev...ds 62 145f. ad’ js 
140. 8 éort 77, 204. ev @ see ev. 
éd’ w see eri. 

, e . 

-oo(a, substantives in, 69. 

datos, 6, 7) de. 

Scos 36, 178f. sor Scov 179. 
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domrep not in use 36, 173. 

doredy -obv 25. 

doris (almost) confined to the nom, 36. 
Uses 172f.,216 ff. With conj. with- 
out dv? 217. Not used in indirect 
questions 175, but cp. 176. 8,71 in 
direct questions 176: =6° 8,71 177. 
darts av 7 178. 

dais accent 14. 

éray 60, 207, 218f., 272. 

Ste 60, 218, 228, 272. aré pedv ... ore de 
258. 

-oTys, substantives in, 63. 
ére 60, 222, 224, 229, 230 ff., 240, 286. 

Before direct speech 233, 286. ‘Be- 
cause’ 274. ot (olov) 874 179, 292 
note 2, 

dtov in éws drov, péxpe 57. 36, 127, 219. 
-od, adverbs in, 58f. 

-ov, 60, 253 ff., 214, 216 Ff. 
(dé) 266, 267. 003 movoy ... ANAG (Kal) 
267. od uw. dé a. kal 291 note 2. ov 
in questions 254, 259, 209f. ov... 
ov (uy) neutralizing each other 256. 
ov.., ovdels etc. intensifying the 
negation 256. od ot (ditto) 256. 
ot uy with conj. (or fut.) 209f. ov 
mavTws and similar phrases 257. 
ovy drt 292 note 2. ovy olov dre 179, 
292 note 2. od ydp 275. 

ov ‘where’ and ‘whither’ 58. 

oval, 7 32. With dat. 112. 

ovdé 60, 261, 265f. arr ofdé 269. 
ovdé yap 275. 

ovdels 14. Also obfels 24. ovbdels, ovd€ 
els 178. odd. bs 08 173, 256. oddév 
‘nothing worth’ 76. 

ovérepos 178. 
ovKovr 60, 273. 

otv 60, 272f. Position 290. apa oy 
273. pev ovv see ev. 

ovpavios, 6, 7 33. 
ovpavdéev 59. 

ovpavés and -ol 83. 
147 f. 

Oupias 8. 
-oioa: 2nd pers. pass. in verbs in -éw 

329 (47 n. 2). 

otre 60, 261. offre ... ore (al) 265 f. 
otros 35. Uses 170ff With and with- 

out art.172. Refciiing to a subse- 
quent clause yith drt, iva, or inf. 171, 
229. rotro mev... rovro 6€171. «al 
Touro zdque 171, 2632. xai ruvra with 
part. 171, 248, 265. As connecting 
word with asyndeton 276. oiros 
with anaphora 302. 

ov... dAAG 

Without art. 
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‘ otrats) 19f. After a participle 253. 
As predicate 257. ws... ott rws (kai) 
270. 

ob 60, 254, 256 f. ovxi, Adyw viv 256. 
opederys epi constr. 111. 
édecitw: Sherov 206. Constr. 227. 

édedov particle to introduce a wish 
38, 206 f., 220. 

opPbarpoSovAla (-ela) 68. 
op0adrpes without art. 151 with note 2. 
oe éyévero 310 (75 b), 323 (257 a). 

ot caBBarev 97 with 312. 
ola, 7 140. 
opeovia 84. 

-6w verbs in, new forms of, 6]. 

tTravevouta constr. 227. 
(€x) trarded@ev 59. 

twaito 56,40. Fut. 43. 
amaAtv as connecting word with asyn- 

deton 325 (277b). 2. dvaxdurrem 
and similar phrases 295. 

trapmrAndel 8, 69. 

TIoppvdia with and without art. 
153. 

mavDSoketov, -xetov 24. 

mavoixel 8, 69. 

TAayTAaXy, TavTy 7. 
awavrore for dei 59. 

TavTws ov and ot mavrws 257. 

mapa with acc. 138. With compara- 
tive 108: cp. 138 (with positive 143). 
With gen. 138. With dat. 138 f. 
Compounds of apa transitive 89: 
with dat. etc. 115. 

tTapayyéAAw constr. 226, 232, 240f. 

Tapayw intrans. 182. 

Tmapadidwp. constr. 223, 236. 

TTapaSadacotos, -(a 33. 
tmapatvéw constr. 90, 226, 241. 

twapaitéopat 186. With uy and inf. 

tmapakadéw constr. 226, 233, 235, 241, 
249. mapexddAe, -ecev 191. 

TmapadkapBavew constr. 227. 
Buy 248. 

tTapaAtos, 6, 7 33. 
Taparnpéw -dopar 186. 
Tapept, -etvar constr. 115. 

Tapéxw, -opat 166. Constr. 115. 
trappynota 10. 

Tappporafopat augm. 39 
yonstr. 137, 227. 

Taoana- 

note 2. 
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was with art. 16) f. was é 97. 
oi wavres, TA wavTa 162. was dor7is, 
ds 173 (244). mwas 6 with part. 243 f. 
wav ro with part. 244. mas... ov, ov 
... ras =ovdels 162, 178, 283 note ]. 
Tavres ov 257. mdvTwy a stereotyped 
form with rpwr7? 108 with 312. 

waoxa (parka) )2, 32. 

Tacx vd 184. 

TIarapa (-epa) 20. 
tmatpoAwas 7, 21, 68. 

6 Tas, 

mavw ewanv 44, 56. -ouac constr. 105, 
245. 

wey 7. mevOds non-existent 64. 
welOw 56. mei@w and -ouae constr. 93, 

110, 226, 232. méreicpar 199. Cp. 
mwémoda. 
nw ~ 4 

arety for muety 25, 56. 

qme_vaw contract verb in a instead of 7 
47, 56. Tenses 40, 56. Constr. 
90, 102. 

metpatw, meanings of, 56. Constr. 225. 

teopovn 62, 299 note I. 

mevOéw intrans. and trans. 88. 

mréro.la with present sense 199. Constr. 
110, 123, 136, 1387, 232. 

mep in combinations like xaimep 60. 
mépa 7. 
tmepav with gen. 167. 
mept with acc. 134. of epi airdv, 

ITaitov 134, 157. With gen. 134f.: 
confused with trép 134f. Com- 
pounds of wepi transitive 89: with 
dat. ete. J15f. 

Teptayo intrans. 182. 

meptBaddw constr. 92, 115f. -ouae mid. 
constr. 93 witH note 2. 

mreptBAéropar mid. 186. Constr. 227, 

mepréexw 182 note 3. 

meplketpat with acc. 93. With dat. etc. 
116. 

Teptovotos 64. ' 

mepitratéw With dat. 119. ‘ Present and 
aorist 195 note 1. 

twepir(arw constr. 116. 

Tepiooevw augm. 39. Constr. 103. 
jTepioods, -dTEpos, -as, -oTépws for 

wreiwy, wadrov etc. 33 note 4, &8, 
143. epioods with gen. 108. 

TepiTéwvopnar pass. 185. 
meplxwpos, 7 140. 

mépvor (répov, mépicov), not -wv 19. 

anrtkos 36. For 7Alxos 179. 
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THAXVS, -@v 27. 

amriatw, -€fw 20, 56. 

mierar. See rivw. 

wiuptAde for -nuc 49. Constr. 102. 

atyw 56. 

miatw constr. 101. 

rev or we for mew 23. 
miecac 47. wivw constr. 100. 

mmpackw S6f. Perf. 200. 

mimro 57. Aor. 40. 

morevw consts 110, 123, 186, 137, 
232. -ouat pass. 93, 18d. 

amorTiKes 64. 

ators constr. 123, 136. 

arvoros constr. 110f. 

treloros 33, 143. 
most’ 94. 

aAelwv, neut. mrecov mréov 22. oi 
akvioves, meanings of, 142 f. mrelwy 
before numerical statements with- 
out # 108. 

wAHYH omitted 140. 
wAnv 60, 127. ‘Yet? (=ddda) 268. 

‘Only ’ 268. - 

wAypys used indeclinably 81. Constr. 
106. 

TO mwAetorov ‘at 

TAnpow and -dozae mid. 186. Constr. 
102, 117. Pass. with acc. 93. 

wAnoiov with gen. 107. (6) rd. 157. 

TAOS, TAOdS 25, 29. 

whotros, 6 and 76 28. 

tmvedpa without art. 149. 

awvéw vee 47, 

mobéw 40, 57. 

movew, -éopar constr. 91f., 124, 134, 
135. Kard&s (e8) 7. 89: (with part. 
245). With ta or inf. 226, 235, 
240. mow for séouac mid. 183 f. 
Pass. almost unrepresented 184. 

motos 36, 176, 179. otias sc. 6600 108, 

140. 
mods with gen. of the name 98. 
tToAvotsaoKados 309 (68 a). 
ToAvs followed by kal 263. of modXol 

143. od)-4as dépecOat 91, 140. ode, 
mow with comparative 143. 

mopevopar O86 etc. 119. mopeviov and 
-Onre 196, 249. mopevdeis 249. 

aréppw (in literary language) = waxpay 
24. As predicate 257. 

aéppwbev 59. = waxpdder 24. 

tmoppwrtépw (-ov) 3d. 

aooos 36, 179. 

morapopépytos 68. 
moramés 36, 176, 229. 
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mote 59 f., 212 f. (unrore}. 

aworepov ... 7 176, 259. 

twor({a with double acc. 92. Pass. 
with acc. 93. 

TTIorfodor 22. 

tov ‘where’ and ‘ whither’ 58. 
ov (rare) 58. 

Tpaos, wpaos 7. 
lod ev wpacow for Kkadas rad? 

245. 

wpérer constr. 241. 

mptv 60. Constr. 219, 229, 240, 272. 
amply 4 Q18 f., 229, 272. Prepos. with 
gen. 229 note 2. 

TIptoxa, IIptckidda 15 note 1. 

apo with gen. 126f. mpd mpoowov 
rivés 129. mpd rot with inf. 229, 
937. Verbs compounded with mpé 
transitive 89. 

mooayw trans. 89. Intrans. 182. 
mpoatTidopat constr. 232. 

mpoPAérropar mid. 186. 

mpddnAov Ste 233. 
mponyeopar trans. 329 (89 n. 1). 

Tpolwos—rpwipos 22. 

mpokatayyéAAw constr. 202, 232, 
mpoAapBave with inf. 227. 
wpopeAetaw with inf. 227. 

mpovoéopat tivos 104. 

TPOOPGw : Tpoopapyy? 37. 

apds with acc. 139: for rapa rime (rive) 
129: interchangeable with dat. 
110f., 114f., 116. 7é wpds Auds 139. 
mpos TE 139. ampds we 165. mpos rd 
with inf. 236.—With gen. and dat. 
140.—Compounds of zpés, constr. 
116. 

toocavatiOenal tie 116. 
mpocdéopat With gen. 105. 
tmpocdexdaw constr. 202, 232. 

twpocépxopat constr. 116. 

moomevyonatl tie 110. With ta ete. 
226, 230. 

twpooéxw intrans. 182,292. Constr. 88 
note 1, 116, 126. With inf. (or iva) 
Ly 

Tpoonker wanting 

tpoonAvros 69. 

mpocKaAcopar constr. 227. 

N.T. 206 note 2. 

mpookuvéw constr. g§ 110. 
and aor. distinguished 192. 

Imperf. 

twoocAapBavopar constr. 100. 
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wpoamlarrw 329(116 n. 1*). Constr.116. 

mpooroveosar with zi salar 
wpoorracoe constr. 226, 241. 
mpoo rine constr. 116. “epic “con- 

tinue to’ etc. with inf. 227, 23 
mpocOels eirey and similar phrases 
249, 258. 

apordaytov 69. 

mpoodwvew constr. 116. 

mpoowroyv Without art. 150f. In peri- 
phrases 83, 129f., 151. mpsowzop 
AauBavw 4 (xposwrodhparrns etc. 68). 

apotepos -ov 34. 

wporiGewar constr. 225. 

moovTapxw with part. 244 f. 

tTpodynrevw augm. 39. 

TpodBavea constr. 245. 
wool, 7d answering the question When? 

94, 157. qv rpwi 310 (75b), 323. 

tpwia, 7 140. 
mpauos. See mpdiuos. 

mpwpa 7. 
arp@tos for mpdrepos 34. 

141. mpa@rov péev 267. 
mpoTtws 58. 

muxvotepoy 142 note 1. 

wvAy and -a 84. addy omitted 140. 
wuvOdvopar constr. 103. 

and é€rv@dunv 191 f. 

vwras 258. For ws or gr: 230. 

arws 60, 212 f. (etrws, ujrws). 

‘First of all’ 

etuvdavéunv 

p, -pp 10. Reduplication with p- 38. 

-pa Ist declens. gen. -pys 20. 
paldn 9. 
“PaxaP, ‘Pad 12. 
pepayticpévos 38, 57. 

peptppévos 38, 57. 
péw fut. 43, 57. 
Phyvupe phoow (faccw) 57. 

Pirro -0 57. pivav 15. Perf. pass. 
38. 

“PT-, -PPp- 2, 23. 

piopar 57. 

o, variable, 19 f. 

ocdBBatov 13. Dat. blur. -acw 29. 
Bara =-ovet3l0 (84d). (ev) Tots 

g., T@ o. etc. 120, Gis roo oc. 97, 
109. dyé ca88drwv 97 with 312. 

Zodraply, -Cyy 27, 32. 

INDEX OF GREEK WORDS. 

cahtifo, érddmoa etc. 40, 57. 
Tiel fo. 

Baroy 30. 

Boapapea, -Crys 8, 
-cay for -vy inthe imperat. 46. In the 

cad- 

impf. 46. In the optat. 46 f. 
aampipa 7. 11. _-ns 25. 
owapd(t)dvvé 66. 

Laperra, -p9a 13, 32. 
wapKiKds, -tvos 65. 
oap£ without art. 150. 

TO kara odxpa 94, 157. 
Topanr, xtiptos ete. 159. 

DLapwova 32. 

waravas, cwarav 32. 
148. 

weaduTov not cavrod 35, 166 £. 

mexovvdos, ex. 15. 

ceXnvy without art. 147. 

onpatyo, éonava, 40, 57. 
230 e . 

aad 9} ond @ 

Traca o. 162. 
Kara o. With 

Without art. 

Constr. 

ojpepoy (not rHu.) 23. 

olkepa 32. 

Lirovavds, DiAas 71. 
Srrodp, 6 32, 

oiptklyOov 9. 

Zipev for Suuedy 30. 

Luwa 8, 32. 

oiptikoy 9, 

-o.s, substantives in, 62. 

otros plur. -a 2S. 
Liv 8. 

cima tepiwoo 278. 

ockavdadov 4. 

TKETTOLAL, okoTew 57. 

ZKevas 12. 
okAnpoKkapsia, -KapSios 67. 
oKOTOS, 7d (not 6) 28, 
2ZdSopa, -wv 32. 
LOAOLOV, -Gvos and “POY, .wOVTOS 29, 

covsaptov 4 with 326. 
Zovedvva 30. 
oraw and -opat mid. 184. 
omldos not omtdos 15. 

Saxe topes 61. Constr. 104, 135, 

ee apdyyos 24. 

orovdato 57. Fut.43. Constr. 295, 

orrvols, ae 24. + 
-oo-, -TT-, 2, 23. 
orddiov plur. -oc and -a 28. 



INDEX OF GREEK 

orTdpvos, 7 26. 
otrave for fornu 48. 

oreipa (lat. -a 25. 

arepavas 71. 
oryKe for éornxa 15, 41. 
otTypitw, formation of tenses of, 40, 42, 

OF. oT. 70 rpdowmor Tou with inf. 235. 

orotxew with dat. 119. 

oropa withoute art. 151. In _ peri- 
phrases 83, 108, 129f., 137, 15). 

otparela, orparia S. 

otpédw intrans.? 182. 
otpevviw 48, 57. 

Ltwikds 22. 

ovyyevns dat. plur. -efo 27. 
a7 
ada 

ovykadéw and -éopar mid. 186. 
ovKopopéa 9. 

ovaAéyw 55. 

Fem, -is 

ovpBalye : ouveBn 228, 240. 

ovupBovrevw, -onat constr. 225. 

cippophdos with gen. 106. With dat. 
114. 

oupdépe. constr. 110, 227f., 240f. 
cuudepov as subst. 244. 

cupdopov (-épov) with gen. 110. 
cupdwvew pass. constr. 114 note 1, 

240. 
ovy in composition not assimilated 12. 

Its uses in comparison with those 
of wera with gen. 132, 133f. Verbs 
(and adjectives) compounded with 
ovv, constr. with dat. 114f. 

cvvavTaw fut. 43, 52. 

ovvepxopat ri ‘vo with anyone’ 114. 
ovvevsoke constr. 207, 

-cuvy, substantives in, 63. 

ouvyGea éotiy constr. 228, 
ouvinpt, ovvio 51. 

cuviorTnpe. constr. 
note 1, 238). 

ouvTidenat constr. 225, 235. 
2vela with and without art. 153. 

Zvpodowikicoa, -holvicca 63, 66. 

ovdpov for opupéy 24. 
colw, cwow etc., EowOnv céowra 7, 57. 

118 note 1 (233 

Tapetov 23. 2 
Tagow aor. and fut. pass. 43f., 57. 

Constr. 240f. 

raxtov for accor 34. Meaning 142. 

WORDS. 359 

Taxus, adv. raxv and raxéws 308 (58b). 

re 60, 261, 263f. re (... 
etc. 264 f. 

Téexvov, tekvioy with pou 113. 

Tede(t)dw 22. 

rTeXevTaw intrans. 292, 

), Kai, Te... TE 

redew, TeACow 42,57. With part. 245. 

téhos, TOT. ‘finally’ 94. eis réXos 124. 

-téov, verbal adjectives in, 37 (206 
note 2). 

tépas, plur. répara 26. 

mae -apa (-epa?) 20. Acc. -apes? 
20, 2 

Se ees 30. 

TeroepakovTa 20). 

TETTEPAKOVTAETNS 70). 
Terpaapx ns 28, 70. 

TeTpapnvos, 7 140. 

tyAavyns 68. 
THALKOUTOS, neut. 

161. 

TyHpew constr. 126. 

-Thptoy, substantives in, 62, 64. 
-Tns, nouns denoting the agent in, 62. 

In compound words 68. 
tl. See ris. 

TlOnpe forms 49, oF Act. 
186. Constr. 92, 226 £. 

TikTw aor. pass. 44, 57. 

tlyw telow etc. 8. 
tis 36. Uses of, 175f. Position 290. 

For wérepos 36,176. For doris 175f., 
332 (216 n. 1*). With partitive 
gen. and €& (€v) 97. tis env K.T.A. 
177. ri as predicate to ratra 77, 
177. ri (predic.) éyévero 77, 177. 
ri ‘why?’ 177. ri dre (ri yéyovev 
bre), va ve 177. «ri Show’ 177. ri 
mpos mas, o€ 73, 139, 177. ri éuol 
(nuiv) kat coi 73 (cp. 74), 177. ri 
yap uo- 73. ri yap; 177, 274. ri 
oty ; 177. 

tis indefinite pron. 36, 177f. With 
partitive gen. and ¢é& (év) 97. els res 
144, 178. 7. ‘something special’ 
(predic.) 76f.: similar use of res 77. 
ov... Tis 256, rwés of with part. 243, 
Position of Tes 288. 

tis more ‘someone : other’ 178, 307 
(36 a). 

rou only found in combinations 60. 
® 

-ovand -036. orm. 

and mid. 

Tovyapotv G0, 273. 

toivuy 60, 273. 

rovdode 36, 170. 
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, TOLOUTOS, neut. -o and -ov 36. 67. 161, 
179. roatrn pleonastically used 
after ota 175. 

ToApaw constr. 225. 
-ros (verbal adj.) 37, 64. In com- 

pound words 68. Constr. with gen. 
107. 

Tomotros, neut. -o and -ov 36. 

Tore 276. 

TovtTéoti, ToT gore 14, 18, 77. 

tpéuw with part. 246. 

piBa, ovvtTetpiPbar 15. 

tpifw trans. 311 (88 e). 

tpiunvos, 7 140. 

tplrov rotto ‘now for the third time’ 
91, 145. (76) 7p. ‘for the third 
time’ 145. éx rplrow 145. 

tpomos: éy tTpirov etc., xa? bv rp., 
mavTi Tpdmw 94, 11S. 

tpotrohopéw (not tpopod.) 309 (67 c). 

Twas, article 152. 
Tpwyldrov, -vAta etc. 22. 

tTpwayo for éofiw 54. 

Tvyxavw forms 57. 
rixot 221. 
255 f. 

Timrw defective 57. 

Constr. 102. é 
Tuxév 252. otxy 6 TYUXwY 

v shortened before — 15. Interchange- 
able with.22. = Lat. %@13. xv= Lat. 
-qui- 13. 

wados, 6 for 7 26. 

byins acc. -1% 27. 

vdwp omitted 141. 

veros omitted 141. 
ut changed into v 9f., into wi 10. 

-via Ist decl. gen. -vins 25. 

vids to be supplied with a gen. 95, 
In metaphorical sense 95 f. 

tpov for vuérepos 168. v. ad’ray ‘your 
selves’ (not reflexive) 170. 

-vvw, new verb formed in, 61. 
tayo 6 go’ 57, 182. Pres. not used 

in future sense 189. taraye 196, 278. 

brakovw with dat. 103, 110. With 
inf, 227. 

irdapxw not employed for periphrases 
203 note 1. With part. ibid. and 
244 t 

Vdara 310 (84¢). 

trép with acc. 135. With compara- 
tive 108. With gen. 135. Confused 
With epi with gen. 134, 135. Used 
adverbially (in conjunction with 

en 

INDEX OF GREEK WORDS. 

adv. etc.) 14, 65f., 185.—Verb com- 
pounded with Urép transitive 89. 

tmepdve 65. With gen. 107. 

trepBadAw constr. 104. 
brrepéxetva, 14, 66. 

trepextreptocot, -as 14 with note 1, 
66, 135. With gen. 108. 

trepéxw constr. 89, LUE. 

trepdlay, itp Alav 14 66, 135. 
imo with acc. and gen. 135. bd yelpa 

135 note 2. Compounds with vo, 
constr. 116. 

brode(xvups constr. 227, 233. 
troxatw 14,65. With gen. 107, 129, 

135 note 1. 

trokpivopat aor. 44. Constr. 
(92a), 232. é 

trodapBavew not used with double acc. 
92. With ére 232. 

trouévw transit. 87. 

ol) 

tropipyyokK, -opat constr. 91, 104. 

trrovoéw constr. 232. 
6~ 

yO: troorehAopat constr. 

trootpedw intrans. 182. 
-vola, substantives in, 69. 

torepéw constr. 8S f., 91, 105, 112. 

torepos -ov also used in supcrlative 
sense d+ f. 

4 

, reduplication of, 11. 

dayouar 42, 54. gdyecar 47, 5A. 

dathdvns 9. 
daivw tava 40, 67. Fut. pass. 45. 
he rive 112, 185. Wath part.’ 
245. 

havepdopar constr. 233, 239. 

davepos: ev Ty o., els p. 156. 

Papicator 8. 
pavokw, pookw 57. 
defSopar with gen. 101. edoudvws 58. 

dépw 57. épe, pépere 196 note 2. 
gdepwv 248 ( 

devyw trans. and with dé 87. 
PAME 15. 

dypi 50. gyoiv without subj. 75. 
gnui dre 232. &by omitted 292. 
gyul omitted 294. 

d0ave 57, 245. 

gdiréw constr. 227. 
‘gladly’ 258. 

Puturmfovor (-efs, -nvol) 4 with 327. 

irdvikos not -ecxos 8. 

Used to express 
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Mos with gen. (cul d. with dat.) 112. 

dipow : rediuwoo 201. ’ 

oBéopar fut. 45, 58. Trans. and with 
a7ro88. With uy 212f., 240 note l. 

With inf. 225. 

oBry8pov for -rpov 24. 
dopéw, formation of tenses of, 40, 58. 

dopt({w with double acc. 92. 

pevarratns, -ac 68, 70. 
dpovrifew constr. 227. 
Ppvyla with and without art. 153. 

Pibyed(A)os 11. 
pudakn: terdpry d. etc. 120. 

-pvAaé in composition 68. 

duvAdcow amd 88. -oua: trans. and 
With aro 87f. guddoow pudakds 90. 
purdooouae iva wy 225. 

dve éebiyv 43, 58. Intrans. 183. 

xalpw, fut. 48, 58. Constr. 118, 137 
(245). yapa yx. 119. yalpew sc. ré-vyee 
222,202, 

Xap and xdpita 26. xdpw with gen. 
17. Position290. xapis To ew 74. 
Naps buty Kal efpyvy 2S. 

Xetpappov from -ppos (-appous) 25. 

xep omitted 140. xy. in periphrases 
S3, 130, 151. vd xetpa 135 note 2. 
xetpes Kal wddes 289. 

XEw. xe ibid. 

XAtapds, -epds 20. 
Xoprafw, -opat constr. 101. 

Xpdopat, contract forms of, 47. Constr. 
90, 114 

xpelay x constr. 297 f. 
with inf. 234. 

xpeoherrétys (ypewd.) 22, 68. 

xp almost entirely absent 206 note 2. 
Xente constr. 105. 

Xpnpat({o, -opar (pass. ) 185. 
226, 2525 239 f. 

Xpyoriaves ‘hot Xpeor. Sf., 63. 
xptopa Lo. 

Xprorrds without art. 152. 

See ytr(v)w. 

xpela rod 

Constr. | 

WORDS. 361 

xelw constr. 92. 

xpovifw constr. 227. 

xu(vjvw for xém 41, 58. Fut. xed 42, 
58. | 

xopis with gen. 107, 127, 290 and 
297 note 5 (position). 

* 

* 

YWevSouar constr. 110. 
ix fut. pass. 44, 58. 

Woptfw constr. 92. 

» interchanged with a 22. 
® before the vocative 86. 

@8e ‘here’ (‘hither’) 58 f. 

a0éw doa 37, 58. 

-wddés, adjective in, 64. 

-ov, substantives in, 64. 

-wv (comparat.) -oves (-ous) etc. 27. 

@veonat avovpny 37, 58. 

wpa omitted 140, 149. 
149. wpa se. é€oriy 73: constr. 
227f., 240f. dpay €Bdduny ete. 
(question When?) 94. Simple dat. 
and dat. with év 120. ¢v atry rH &pa 
170, 276. 

-ws, adverbs in, 58. 

ws 60, 270f. Comparative particle 
270f. With predicate 92f., 270. 
ws éml versus 271. ws rdxira 142, 
271. With participle ete. 246f., 
205. oly ws 2538. ws ov 256. In 
exclamations 258. ws, ws 6re in 
assertions 230f. Temporal ws 218, 
272. Withinf. 225. With inf. for 
wore? 223. 

aody (as dv), 60, 233, 253 note 1, 27(). 

aot 60, 253, 270. 

aotep 60, 253, 270. 

aoepet 60, 270. 

wore 60, 223f., 240, 272 (332 n. 2 on 
Dy) 

atlov (@raptov) beside obs 63. 
adéAca -eAta 8. 
adedew constr. 89, 90. 

abddnv apparut 56, 185; cp. dpdw. 

Without art. 



INDEX OF NEW TESTAMENT PASSAGES. II. 

MATTHEW. 
lL2m 152. 
1. 16 315 (p. 152 b). 
1. 18 247, 252, 257. 
1. 19 248. 
1. 20 196. 
1. 22 200. 
2.06 153 note 1, 157, 

244, 
2.9 129. 
eee a: 188 note 2. 
3. 1 171. 
3. 4 164. 
3:9 225. 
3. 14 165, 190 
3. 16 f. 83. 
3. 17 170, 292 
4.15 94 note 1, 98, 

147. 
4.17 276. 
dD. I 251. 
&. 2 192. 
5. 17 266, 278 f. 
5. 18 26 (289 a). 
d. 19 299. 
d. 20 108. 
Dd. 24 196 note 2. 
5. 28 102. 
De37 256 note 2. 
5. 38 293. 
5. 39 217. 
3d. 43f. 209. 
5. 45 318 (183 a). 
a. 48 209. 
6. 3 252. 
6. 7 306 (21 a) 
6. 9 113. 
6. II G4. 
6. 18 245. 
6. 25 111. 
6. 27 247 f. 
6. 30 214. 
6. 34 195. t 
7. of. 325 £. gs 

fe 05 173. 
Fo 2acdl,. A 72. 
7. 25, 27 172, 302, 116 

with 329. 

I 251 f. 
2 215. 
A 196 note 2. 
9 196 with 332. 
27 264, 295. 
28 172,251; 
32 133. 
34 191. 
2 51, 188 note 1. 
6 278, 294. 
9 182 note 1. 
15 215; 
17 41. 
18 Zo 
22 172 
27 182 note 1. 
30 278. 
36 oS. 
4 198 note 1. 
13 209, 
16 327 (n. 2 on 

p. 9). 
23 180 with note 1. 
28 264. 
92,33: 217. 
Sf. 268. 
20 143. 
22, 24 268. 
8 287: 
21 19n.3,110n. 2 
28 273. 
32 265. 
36 253 
41 124. 
42 148. 
12 217. 
23 146, 274 
30 90. 
44 172, 314 (n. 1 

on p. 148). 
46 200. 
48 156. 
52 329 (113. 3*). 
2 185. 
6 120 note 3. 
19 230, 251, note 1. 
21 289. 
29 332 (196. 1*). 

362 

NAMB NHN CON UA 

. 68 
-5 
. 20 
132 

Ne 

Lea | 

~h 

265 ©. 

200; 3% 20(205 d). 

266. 
309 (61 b)., 
88 note 1. 

293. 
125. 

209. 
P15 
267. 
oe? 252. 
PVT 

112. é 
O15. 
145. 
258: 
104. 
191. 
207. 
91. 
260. 
CP lead 

Bb ie 
94, 105. 
315 (157 e). 
105. 
259. 
111. 
234. 
313(124b), 318 

(182 a). 
200. 
113. 
ie 

ey 

note 2. 

io note 1. 
210. 
251. 
278. 

278. 



INDEX OF N.T. PASSAGES. 

24, 12 1438. 
24. 15 f. 281. 
24. 17 258. 
24. 21 323 (256 b). 
24. 22 178. 
24. 31 99 f., 158 note2. 
24, 38 D3. 
24. 43 172, 189. * 
24. 45 157, 160. 
2. 2 315 (156 a). 
25.6 200." 
25.9 196, 213, 255. 
25.14 294. 
20. 24, 26 175, 258. 
2, 38 £. 
25. 41 
26. 5 
ZO. 24 

x6 2 26. 28 
26. 29 
26, 33 
26. 34 
2E. 35 
26. 38 
26. 39 
26. 50 

sR ow nN 
Wm oom COW 

6 

PO PO DOLD DONS ew ee ee Wet me ee OT COw = O 

246, 
106. 

29-4, 
Pod. 

24. 
134. 

21S. 

P15. 
302 
209. 
196. . 

268. 
176. 

191, 259, 289. 
200. 
313 (132 b). 
del (176. 

77 n. 1. 
268. 
OP?4., 
177. 
260, 316(164a). 
2ol. 

1), 

251 note I. 
202, 208, 248. 
97 with 312, 

144. 
452. 

® 

MARK. 
131. 
59. 
197. 
59. 
2°7 note I. 

239, 313(132a). 
51, 188 note 1. 
286. 
278. 
124, 
284. 

Pe ae 

SU Gt St Gt Gt oh the ee 

NARS. 

WOOO OOOSOOSOK WOKE MH MANU 

BOO Dur 

124, 9. 45 
207. 10. 29 
pas 10. 33 
265 10. 49 
138, 199. ll. 3 
148. ll. 13 
214. 1]. 19 
228. Y.25 
L4i. ll. 30f 
146. 11. 3rf 
156, 216, 218! 11. 32 

note 1, 269. | 12. 2 
Dee 12. 4 
821 (217 2) } 12. 12 
166. 12. 28 
37, 201, 278 £2.32 
293. 12. 44 
131. 13. 7 
191. 13. 19 
138. 13. 30 
166. 13. 34 
230 note 2, 322] 14. 1 

(240 a). 14. 2 
145, 176. 14. 3 
157 14. 7 
145. l4.9 
286. l4. 14 
326 (286 a). 14. 21 
53, 185. 14. 24 
186 note 1. 14. 27 
230 with note | 14. 29 

2, ZAL. 14. 34 
21D, 14. 36 
145, 230. 14. 44 
219. 14. 47 
ols | 14. 58 
207. 14. 60 
281 note 1, 320 

(205 b) 14. 65 
172. 14. 68 
W795 14. 72 
124. 1d, 2 
O4. 15. 6 
230 note 2. 15. Io 
271. lo. 16 
88 note Il. 15. 17 
101. 15. 25 
265. 16. 1 
179. 16. 2 
217. [Mc.] 16. 
234. [Me.] 16. 
267, 323(263a). | [Mc.] 16. 
267 £. 
283. 
332 (272. 2). | a 
315 (158 a). bry 
143. > 4 
176, 251. ae 
267 note 2. 1.8 
wy 1.9 
232. loi 
215. 1.17 

363 

241. 
Lane 

Lill. 
230 note 2. 
dol (177. 1*). 
246. 
207. 
218. 
148. 
286. 
192. 
321 (220a) 
61. 
139. 
108. 
J34. 
193. 
719. 
173, 175. 
219. 
270, 294. 
319 (189 c). 

124 with note2. 
217 
4, 
134. 
Dios 
215, 251, 291. 
196. 
175, 268. 
164. 
18-4. 
313 (132 b). 
331(176notel), 

177 note 1. 
11S. 
265. 
182. 
260. 
36, 207 
200. 
107. 
53. 
262. 
97 with note d. 
120. 
9 144. 
1off. 172. 
12 179. 

LUKE. 
O74. 
280. 

174. 
274 
IRs. 
102, 2 
287. 
130. 
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20 174, 219. Te 12 164, 262. 
21 237. Te 17 130. 
22 288. 7. 24 tf 268. 
29 220. 8. 5 146. 
35 O74. 8. 5f. 267. 
37 17S. 8. 9 220. 
43 229. 8. 17 156. 
45 138. 8. 18 ahi 
46ff. 151. S. 24 302. 
49 323 (262 b) 8. 27, 29 121. 
54 224. De 191. 
59 190 S. 35 241. 
65 ff. 287 S. 40 2a 
66 Via Sad] 170. 
68 ff 15! 8S. 41f. 164. 
70 160. S. 48 123 
71, 72 224 8. 52 196 
73 «175 9. 3 265 
76 295 note 2. o28 216, 108 
79 40. 9. 14 93. 
I 171, 185, 288. 9, 15 141. 
4 151. 9% 19 179. 
7 Hil. 9. 24f. 167 note 3. 
§ 203. 9, 2 O48. 
21 234, 262. 9.28 — 85, 262. 
26 185, 219, 240. ff. 33 41. 
27 130, 237. a a ee 
28 164. 9. 36 174, 200, 2 
a7 164. Wy 37 132. 
42 245. 9. 45 peta 
15 220. 4. 46 130, 312(115a). 
18 mre 9. 47 139. 1. 
19 331 (162 n. 3). | 9. 49 lid. 
20 ier G::404. “217. 
21 39, 237; 9. 52 223 note 1, 
I 248, 24, 253. 
16 lz. 9. 55 317 (75h), 179. 
20 161. 9. 59 242. 
29 224. 9. 60 2909 
40 43. 10. 6 2933 
42 230. 10. 13 44. 
43 180(seeerratum). | 10. 19 256 
8 179. 110. 21 36. 
7 138. 10. 29 157 
19 108, 140. 10. 35 237 note I, 
24 196. 10. 36 157 
35.8. 10.37 134. 
36 159 note 1,264, | 10. 39 170, 

293. ll. 2 219, 
38 37. 1.3 64, 196 
3 272. ll. 4 244. 
4 241, 254. ll. 5 210, 262. 
8 279. 11.6 218. 
14 ff. 263. 1]. 8 215, 254 
25 87 note 2. ll. 13 258. 
29f. 195. 11. 28 270. 
38 117. ; 11. 38 187. 
39s 4. 12. 8 217. 
48 2530 nde 1. 12.15 88 note] 
4 218. 12. 20 112, 
6 248, 122.35 37. 
8 196 withnotel. | 12. 36 211. 

12. 40 
12. 48 
12. 51 
12. 58 
13. 9 
13. 13 
13. 16 
13. 24 
13. 28 
13.33 

3. 35 
14. Sf. 
14. 21 
14. 28 
14. 29 

I4. 35 
15. 6 
15. 16 
15. 22 
15. 26 
15. 30 
1b. 1 
16. 2 
16. 4 
16, 20 
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a ww . 

Lolo 

16 222, 268. 
20 163. 

2i 239d. 
5 1505. 
7 182. 
IO 43, 138, 234. 
II 238, 292 note 2. 
12 264. 
22 258. 

COLOSSIANS. 
15 162. 
21 203. 
23 162, 
26 285. 
29 185. 
5 250. 
3 213. 
10 77 note 2, 102. 
12 62. 
15 185. 
17 77 note 2 
20 185. 
2 204, 267. 
5 77 note 2, 150. 
14 77 note 2. 
16f. 285. 
18 206. 
23 253. 
3 253. 
9 4°. 
Io 43. 
16 258. 

1 THESSALONIANS., 
aes | 

a1 

165. 
96, 99. 
160. 
258. 
195 note J. 
ISS. 
VOL 

266. 
234. 
213. 
Old. 
230. 
Lbs. 

O34. 
228 note 4, 304 

note I. 

2 THESSALONIANS. 

-7 

293. 
321 (231 a), 253. 
185. 
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2.8 52. 
2, 12 215 
3. 10 232 
3. IL 299. 
3. 14 316 (160 a). 

. A 

pemed femed femted bemed fenwed feed femal 

ee le eet 
a ‘ww! . 

RRR RR LOI RAGA AMOOD 

WHOL > or 

] TimorTHy. 
I 163. 
a 153 note 3. 
3ff 8 284. 
4 108 note 1. 
10 iis 
re pn 
16 162. 
np 149. 
16 185. 
i ot. 
3 291. 
6 116. 
13 219. 
9 34, 108 with 

note 4. 
10 151 note 2. 

13 247. 
19 137, 216. 
22 195. 
3 20-4. 
5 65, LOD. 
i3f. 241. 
T4 195. 
20 195. 

2 TIMoTHyY. 
16 38. 

18 34, 142. 
14 321 (222 b). 
2 O13. 
2 Rai! 
6 53. 
2 UTE 
po 195. 
. 218) 
7 199, 
5 141. 
17 ~—-130. 

TrITus 
2f 286 
11 254 
12 207 
15 267. 
9 169. 
1 160. 
13 1638. 
5 168, 175. 

PHILES. N. 
13 207. 
14” 155. 
19 304, 
20 299 note 2. 

~15 246 note I. 



372 INDEX OF N.T. PASSAGES. 

HEBREWS. ll. 32 264, 289, 326! 6. 16 91. 
1. i 137, 156, 297 f. (290 a). 7. 2 175. 
1. 1 ff. 280, 297 f. Il. 32-40 301. 7. 4 S1. 
1.4 288. 11. 40 186. 1:9 81, 175. 
1. 5 288. 12.1 69, 289. 7.14 200. 
2. 8 237, 266. 12 2f. 199 note 3. 8. I 218. 
210 132. 2.7 149. 8. 3 212, 
0.45 233, 237. 12. 9 267. 8. 5 200). 
2.16 260, 301. 12. 10 146. 9. &, 209. 
2.17 54. 12. 13 ff. 297. 9% 10 114 note 2. 
3. 5 202, [iets 298. 9.11 85. 
3. 6 80. 12. 15 98. 9.20 224 
3. 12 98. 12. 17 5, 50. 9, 21 265 note 1. 
3.16 268. 12, 18 307 (37 a). ll. 4 80. 
3.19 262. 12. 19 255. 1]. 5 216. 
4,1 195 note 1. 12.24 298. ll. ou 130; r 
4. 2 114. 12. 26 141. 11. 18 228 note 3. 
4, 3 248 13. 2 245. 12g 307 (41 b). 
4. 11 288. 3. 5 325 (256 b). 12.5 80. 
5. 3 134. 13. 17 253. 12. 6 175 
5.7 126 note 1. 13. 18f. 232.320(196e). | 12. 7 236. 
5. 8 299, 13. 19 142. 12. 8 265 note |. 
6. 2 100, 264. 13. 2. 142. 12.14 175. 
6.10 86224, 13. 2 258. 13. 3 44, 118 note 3, 
6. 14 260. 181 note 1. 
6. 16 296. 13. 11 114 note 2. 
v Pay, 34, APOCALYPSE, is awe er 294, 
7.9 225. 1. 4 pa ee 13. 14 310 (80 b). 
7.11 255. 1. 5 80. [Bete 226. 
7. 15 34 note 4. 1. 20 173. 13. 16 212, 
7. 16 65. 2.5 113, 293. 14. 4 21 i. 
7.18 169 note 1. aay 283. 14. 8 99, 301. 
7. 20f. 146. 2.9 938. 14. 12 81. 
7. 23f. 146. 212 160. It. 19 = 80. 
7. 26 263. 2. 14 90 note 2. 15, 2 126. 
8. 2 173. a 100 note 3, 283. | 15. 4 210. 
8. 3 218. 20 81. 16. 1 41. 
8. 6 263. 2.22 215. 16. 9 224, 
8. 9 252. 2230 283. 16. 10 126. 
8. 13 237. ale 64. 16. 18 175. 
9. 3 133. 3.8 2388, 175. 16.19 ~— 99. 
9.9 80. 3.9 211, 226, 240. | 17. 8 44, 181 note 1. 
9. 15 298. 3. 12 81, 283. 17. 9° 175. 
9. 17 218, 255 with} 3. 15 207. 18. 2 302. 

332. 3.17 91 note 1. 18. 3 99. 
10, 22 38. 3. 18 2: 18. 9 42, 
10. 25 168. 3. 21 283. 19. 3 200. 
10. 27 178. 5. 3 265 note 1. 19. 7 52. 
10. 28 138. 5. 4 265 note 1. 19. 10 293... 
10. 29 =. 282. 5. 5 224, 19.13 38 
10. 33 171. De 7 200. 19. 15 99. 
10. 34 231. 5. 11f. 81. 20. 4 265 note 1. 
10. 37 73, 179. 5. 12 27 20. I0 198. 
11. 3 257. 5. 13 103. 21.4 .- 265 note 1. 
11. 3-31 301. 6. 1 81, 278. 21. 17 99 note 1. 
11. 5 38. 6. 3 278. 2). 21 122. 
ll. 12 160. 6. 4 283. 22. 9 293. 
lL, 17 190, 200. OS 210% 22. 14 211. 
tb 24. 255. , | | 6.6 293. 22. 28f. 299. 
Ii 28 §=6.200._— 6.7 278. 



ABBREVIATIONS. 

AUTHORS AND WORKS. 

Aegypt. Urk. des Berl. Mus. = Aegyp- 
tische Urkunden aus den Kénig- 
lichen Museen zu Berlin. Griech- 
iM%he Urkunden, 1895 ete. 

Acsch. = ‘Aeschylus. 
Aeschin. (Aesch.) = Aeschines. 
Amer. Journ. of Philol. = American 

Journal of Philology. 
Anthol. Pal. * =Anthologia Palatina. 
Apoc. Petr. =Apocalypsis Petri. 
Arat. = Aratus. 
Aristoph. = Aristophanes. 
Arig.ot. (Arist.) = Aristotle. 
Arrian Diss. Epict. = Epicteti Disser- 

tationes ab Arriano Digestae. 
Athen. = Athenaeus. 

Barn. = Epistle of Barnabas. 
Beitr. zur Kunde der indg. Spr. = 

Beitrage zur Kunde der indoger- 
manischen Sprachen, Gottingen. 

Bekk. (Bk.) Aneed. = 1. Bel her, Anve- 
dota Graeca, Berlin 1814 ete. 

Berl. Aeg. Urk. | See above, Aegypt. 
al Pap. Urk. ete. 

= Bekker. 
Bluse Ausspr. (d. Ge.) =F. Blass, Uber 

die Aussprache des Griechischen, 
ed. 3, Berlin 1888. [Engl. trans., 
‘Pronunciation of Ancient Greek,’ 
by W. J. Purton, Camb. Univ. 
Press 1890. } 

Bullide gorresp. hellén. = Bulletin de 
Correspondance Hellénique, Athens 
and Parigy 

Burton=E. de W. Burton, Syntax of 
the Moods and Tenses of New Testa- 
ment Greek, 18%. 

Buttm. = Buttmann. 

Caes. B.G. ee Bellum Gal- 
leeum. 

Chrys. (Chityaost’ ) je, Chrysostom. 
C.1.A.=Corpus Inscriptionum Atti- 

carum. 

C.I.G. (C.I.Gr.) = Corpus Inscrip- 
tionum Graecarum. 

Clem. Alex. =Clemens Alexandrinus. 
Clem. (ad) Cor.=Clementis Romani 

Epistola. 
Clem. Hom. = pseudo-Clementis 

Homiliae. 
Clem. Rom. Epit, =pseudo-Clemen- 

tis Romani De actibus . . Petri 
Ipitome. 

Const. Apost. =Constitutiones Apos- 
tolicae. 

Cram. An. Ox(on).=J. A. Cramer, 
Anecdota Graeea e codd. MSS. 
Bibhotheearum Oxoniensium, Oxon. 
1835. 

Deissmann N.B.=Deissmann, Neue 
Bibelstudien. [Engl. trans., ‘ Bible 
Studies,’ T. and T. Clark 1891. ] 

Dem. (Demosth. ) = Demosthenes. 
Dieterich, Unters. z. Gesch. d. gr. 

Spr. = Karl Dicterich, Untersuchun- 
gen zur Geschichte der griechischen 
Sprache, byzantinisches Archiv, 
1898. 

Dio Cass. = Dio Cassius. 
Dio Chrys. | = Dio Chrysostom. 
Diod. Sic. (Diodor.)= Diodorus Sicu- 

lus. 

( Dionys. Hal(ic).= Dionysius Halicar- 
nassensis. 

Dioscor. = Dioscorides. 
Ditt. = Dittenberger. 

Empedocl. = [impedocles. . 
Kpigr. Kaibel=G. Kaibel, Epigram- 

mata Graeca ex ilapidibus conlecta, 
Berlin 1878. 

Epiph. = Epiphanius. 
Rty: m. M. = Etymologicon beim 
Eur(ip). = Euripides. 
Euseb. @ Eugebius. 
Ev. Petr. = Evangelium Petri.® 
"Ed. apxaior. =’E@nuepis dpxacodoyix}. 
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Flinders Petrie Pap.=the Flinders 
Retrie Papri, ed. J. P. Mahaffy, in 
the Proceedings of the Royal Irish 
Academy, Cunningham Memoirs, 
1891 and 1893. 

Ges.-K. =Gesenius, Hebraische Gram- 
matik, ed. E. Kautzsch. 

Gott. (Gtg.) gel. Anz. =Gottingische 
gelehrte Anzeigen. 

Gregory Tisch. or Gregory= Novum 
Testamentum Graece, ed. Tischen- 
dorf, vol. iii. Prolegomena, scripsit 
C. R. Gregory, 1894. 

Grenfell (-Hunt) Pap. ii. =Grenfell and 
Hunt, Greek Papyri, Series II, 
1897. 

Hatzidakis Einl. in d. nengr. (ngr.) 
Gr(amm). = G. N. Hatzidakis, Ein- 
leitung in die neugriechische Gram- 
matik, 1892. 

Herm. Vis. Mand. Sim. = Visions, 
Mandates and Similitudes in the 
Shepherd of Hermas. 

Herm. = Hermes (periodical). 
Herodian L.=Herodiani Technici 

Reliquiae, ed Lentz, Leipzig 1867. 
Herod(ot)., Hdt. = Herodotus. 
Hesych. = Hesychius. 
Hippocr. = Hippocrates. 
Hom. = Homer. 
Hyperid. = Hyper(ejides, 

Inser. Gr. insularum = Inscriptiones 
Graecae insularum Maris Aegaci, 
Berlin 1895. 

Inser. Gr. It. et. Sic. =Inscriptiones 
Graecae Siciliae et Italiae, ed. G. 

‘Kaibel, Berlin 1890. 
Tren. == Irenaeus. 
Isocr(at). = Isocrates. 

Jahrb, f. class. Philol. =Jahrbiicher 
fiir Classische Philologie, ed. Fleck- 
eisen, Leipzig. 

Joseph. = Josephus. 
dustin. Ap.=Justini Martyris Apo- 

logia, 

Kiihner (Cr. ) ii?. = vol. ii., edition 2, of 
R. Kiihner, <Ausfiihrliche Gram- 
matik der Griechischen Sprache. 

= the 3rd edition of 
the preceding era or oe work, part i. 

vols. 1 and 2) 
Kilner Gerth, ¢ sited by Blogs, 

11°, 1, ii®, 2 
| part ii, (vals. 1 

and2) by Gerth. 

f 
ARBREVIATIONS. 

Lachm. = Lachmann. 
Lob. = Lobeclis 
Lobeck Phr(yn). or Phryn. Lob. = 

C. A. Lobeck, Phrynichi Kclogae 
nominum et verborum Atticorum. 

Lobeck Pathol. =C.A.L., Pathologiae 
(iraeci sermonis slementa. f 

Lpz. Stud. = Leipziger Studie®. 
Lys. =,Lysias. 

Maneth. = Margetho. 
Mare. = Mareion. 

= Mayser Gramm. d. gr. Pap. = E. May- 
ser, Grammatik “der Griechische ‘n 
Papyri aus der Ptoleanaerzeit, 1898- 
1900 [has since appeared in an en- 
larged form, Leipzig 1906}. 

a N. Jahrb. f. Philol. = Neue Jahrbiifner 
fur Philologie uhd Paedagogik, 
Leipzig. 

Nestle Philol. Sacra=EK. Nestle, 
Philologica sacra, Bemerkungen 
uber die Urgestalt der FEvangelien 

und Apostelgeschichte, berlin 
1896. 

Nicand. Theriac.=Niecandri  Colo- 
phon Theriaca. ; 

Nonn. = Nonnus. 

Papyr. Berl. Aeg. Mus. ye Aegypt. 
5 oe “gy ATK rk. 
»  Berol. 

[=" G. Kenyon, 
Pap. Brit. Mus. Greek Papyri im 
Pap. Londin. the British Mus- 

eum, 1893 ete. 
Papyr. Louvre notices et extr. de 

Mss. =Notices et extraits des 
Manuscrits de la Bibliotheque Im- 
périale, etc., tom. xvill., Paris 1858. 

Pap. Ox(yrh). = The Oxyrhynchus Pa- 
pyri, ed. Grenfell and Hunt, 1898 
etc. 

Philodem. = Philodemus. 
Philol. (N. F.) = Philologus, Zeitschrift 

fiir das klassische Alterthum, Got- 
tingen and Leipzig (Neue "Folge). 

Phryn. Lob. See Lobec 
Plat. = Plato. 
Plin. = Pliny. 
Plut. = Pluta rch. 
Polyb. = Polybius. 
Ptolem. *= Ptolemaeus. 

Rev. de philol. =Revile de Philologie, 
Paris. 

Rh(ein). Mus. =Rheinikelias Museum 
fiir Philologie etc., Bonn etc. 



ABBREVIATIONS. 

Schmid Attidsm. = W. Schmid, Der 
AMM isms in seinen Hauptver- 

t tret&rn etc., Stuttgart, 1887-97. 
Schm. (de) *Jos(eph). elocut. = W. 

Nclynidt, De Flavii Josephi elocu- 
es observationes criticae, Leipzig 

393. 
Sext. Emp. =Sextu; Empiricus. 
Soph. = Sopbocles. 
Stephan. Byzant. =Stephanus Byzan- 

tinus. 
Steph.-Dind. Stephani Thesaurus, 
»oteph. Thes. ed. Dindorf. 
Stobaeus Flor. =Stobaci Florilegium, 
Strab. =Strabo. 
Surd. + =Suidas. 

Tertull. ° = Tertullian. 
That. = Theodoret. 
Th®phrast. = Theophrastus. 
Thue(yd). ="hucydides. 
Tisch(end). = Tischendorf. 

Viteau=J. Viteau, Etude sur le Gree 
du Nouveau Testament, Le verbe, 
Nyntaxedes Propositions, Paris1893. 

Vitcau Swet=J. Vitear, Etude cte. 
compare avee celui des Septante, 
Syjet, Complement et Attribut, 
Paris 1896. 
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W.-Gr. =Grimm’s Wilke’sClavis Novi 
Testamenti [Translated, revised 
and enlarged by J. H. Thayer, 
T. and T. Clark). 

W.-H.= Westcott and Hort, The 
New Testament in the original 
Greek. 

Wilcken Archiv=U. Wilcken, Archiv 
fiir Papyrusforschung etc., Leipzig 
1891 ete. 

Win. =G. B. Winer, Grammatik des 
neutestamentlichen Sprachidioms 
[English edition by W. F. Moul- 
ton}. 

W.-Schm. (Win.-Schm.)=The fore- 
going work edited by P. W. 
Schmiedel, Gittingen 1894 ete. 
(in progress). 

Xen(oph). = Xenophon. 

Z(ci)tschr. 
fiir das 
Berlin. 

Zeitschr. f£. w(iss). Th. = Zeitschrift 
fiir Wissenschaftliche Theologie, 
Jena ete. 

f. Gymn.-W. = Zeitschrift 
Gymnasialwesen  ete., 

BOOKS OF THE NEW TESTAMENT. 

Mt. = Matthew. 
Me. = Mark. 
L. = Luke. 
Jo. = John. 
sh. = Acts. 
Ja. = James. 
122-2, =I] and 2 Peter. 
1, 2, 3 Jo. =], %, and 3 John. 
Jd. = Jude. 
R. -— Romans. 
1,2C. =] and 2 Corinthians. 

G. = Galatians, 
i. = Ephesians. 
Ph. (Philipp.) = Philippians. 
Col = Colossians. | 
Ll 2 Th. =1 and 2 Thessalonians, 
1, 2 Tim. =land2 Timothy. | 
Tit. = Titus. 
Philem. = Philemon. 
H. (Hebr.) = Hebrews. 
Ap. (Apoc.) = Apocalypse. 

O.T. following a reference to a passage of the New Testament indicates 
that the Igtter is a citation from the Old ‘[cstament. 

MISCELLANEOUS, 

abs. = absolute. augm =augiient. 
ace., accus. =accusative. Btr. = Beitrige. 

acc. to =according to, class. = classical, 
al. =codices alit. comp g comparative 
aor. =av@et. conj. = confinctive, 
art. = article. cp. = compare, 
Att. = Attic. dat. = dative, 
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demonstr. 

Hebr. 
Hellen(ist). 
ibid. 
imper. 
impf. 
indecl. 
ind., indie. 
inf. 
Ton. 
Latt. 
masc. 
met. 

mid. 
min., minuse. = minuscule. 

= modern Greek. mod. Gk. 
neut. 

object. 
occas. 

= demonstrative. 
= Kpistles. 
=example. 
= feminine. 
= figuratively. 
== frequent. 
= future. 
= genitive. 
= Gospel. 

=Grammar, Grammatik. 
= Gottingen. 
= Hebrew. 
= Hellenistic. 
=ibidem. 

= imperative. 
= imperfect. 
=indeclinable. 
= indicative. 
= infinitive. 

= Ionic. 
=the Latin versions. 
= masculine. 

= metaphorical(Ly). 
= middle. 

= neuter. 

= objective. 
= occasionally, 

ABBREVIATIONS. 

om. =omit, cnitted b.. 
opt. = optati..2 0” 
pass. = passive. ” 
perf. = perfect. 
Pesh. = Peshitta Syriac, 
plupf. = pluperfect. 
plur. = plural. 
poet. = poetical. se 
prepos. ==qoreposrtion. 
pres. = present. 
rell. = reliqui, i.e. the rest of the 

manuscripts or autnorities. 
sc. = ecrlicet. 
sing. = singular. 
superl. =superlative, 
sup. S=RUPTAT  » 
Synt. =Syntax. 
Syrr. =the Syriac versions. 
Syr. Cur. =the Curetonian Syriac. 
Syr. Sin. =the Sinaitic Syriav. 
Text. Ree. = Textus Receptus, 
unclass. =unclassical. 
usu. =usually. 
v.l. (var. lect.) =varia /ectio. 
vil. = raring lectiones, 
vb. = verb. 
Vulg. « = Vulgate. 
VS. = Version. 
Zeitschr. = Zeitschrift. 
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